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SALVE VENETIA!
Venice is the most personal of dl dtW in *fc. u

nj^t feminine, rTc^tt^pTwe "o TZ^^,'

^ -ithout the memoryTZ c^^' 'T^,
Pans be without the FrisiansPWhV ^c'f^tmopk like before it was Turkish ?^ Thr^ ^"^^
can hardly picture a V,nL^-^ "»»g">«ion

look withcSSSS
IJ-s

of men and Z^n^tSTglS:

r^»g«n DetOK the devouring light, day after day.
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year after year, century after century ; and Venice is

always there herself, sleeping or waking, laughing,

weeping, dreaming, singing or sighing, living her own

life through ages, with an intensely vital personality

KIO DELLA PACE

which time has hardly modified, and is altogether power-

less to destroy. Somehow it would not surprise those

who know her, to come suddenly upon W and find

that all human life was extinct within her, while her

MS
'I
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own went <m, strong as ever; nor yet, in the other
extreme, would it seem astonishing if all thtt has been
should begin again, as though it had never ceased to
be, if the Bucentaur swept down the Grand Canal to
the beat of its two hundred oars, bearing the Doge out
to wed the sea with gorgeous train ; if the Great
Council began to sit again in all its splendour ; if the

Piazza were thronged once more with men and women
from the pictures of Paris Bordone, Tintoretto, Paolo
Veronese, and Titian ; if Ear tern shipping crowded the
entrance to the Giudecca, and Eastern merduuite fiU
the shady ways of the Merceria. What miracle could
seem miraculous in Venice, the city '^f wonders ?

It is hard indeed to recall the beginnings of the city,
and the time when a few iwiwf-ridges just rose above
the surface of the motionless lagoon, like the backs

THI MISTS GATHU ON THK LAGOONS
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of dozing whsks in a summer sea. The fishenMn

from the mainland saw the resemblance too,

and called them ' backs '— * dorsi '—giving

some of them names which like 'Dorse dure' have

clung to them until our own tinw, and will perhaps

live on, years hence, among other genmticms of fisher-

men, when Venice shall have disappeared into the waste

of sand and water, out of which her astonishing

personality grew into being, and in which it has

flourished and. survived nearly fifteen eenturks.

We are not concerned scientifically with the origin

of the Venetian people or of their name ; we need not

go back with Romanin to the legendary days of the

first great struggle between Asia and Europe, in the

hope of proving that the Venetians were of the great

Scythian race and took the side of Troy against the

injured Atrides ; it matters not at all whether the

Venetians were the same as the Eneti, whether Eneti

was a Greek name signifying those that * went in,* the

* Intruders,* or whether it came from the Syriac Hanida,

meaning a ' Pilgrim.' Venice did not begin under the

walls of Troy, nor even in the great Roman consular

province of the mainland that bore the name and

handed it down. Venice began to ejdst when Europe

rang with the cry of fear— ' The Huns are upon us
!

'

—

on the day when the first fugitives, blind with terror,

stumbled ashore upon the back of one of the sand

whales in the l^oon, and dared not go back.

Voiice was Venice frmn dtt first, and is Venice still,

a person in our imagination, alnK>st more than a place.

To most people her name does not instantly suggest

names of great Venetians, as Florence ' suggests the

Medici, as *Rome' suggests the Caesars and the Popes, as

* Paris ' suggests Louis XIV. and Bonaparte, as * Con-

stantinople suggests the Sultan,and *Bagdad'dieCaliphs.
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'
caUs up a dream of colour, of rich palaces and

of still water, and at the name there are more men who
will think of Shylodc and OtheUo than of Enrico
Dandolo, or Titian, or Carlo Zeao, or Vittor I^moI
Without much reading and some study it it almost
mipossible to realise that Venice was once a mat
European power and a weighty element in the Stcr-
nating equilibrium and imrcit of nations ; Venice seems
to-day a capital w3 .hout a country, an «npres8 withoat
an empire, and one thinks of her as having always
existed simply in order to be always herself, a Venice
tor Venice 8 sake, as it were, and not for the purpose of
excrasing any power, nor as the product of cxtnmcous
forces concentrated at a point and working towards a
result.

These considerations may explain the charm felt by
all those who know her, and the attraction, also, which
IS in most books that treat her as an artistic and
romantic whole, complete in herself, to be studied
admired and perhaps worshipped, with only an occa-
sional allusion to her political history. So, too. one
may account for the dry dulness and uncharming prosi-
ness ofmost books that profess to tell the hi«^ of
Venice impartially and justly. There is no such tLm
as impartial history, and impartial justice is an empty
phrase, as every lawyer knows. It is only the second-
rate historian, or the compUer of school primers, who
does not take one side or the other in the struggles he
describes

;
and a judge who feels no instinctive sym-

pathy for right against wrong, while as yet but half
proved, can never be anything but a judicial hack and
a legal machine.

Who seeks true poetry, said Rossi, writing on
Venice, will find it most abundantly in the early
memories of a Christian nation ; and indeed the old
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chronicles are full of it, of idyls, of legends, and of

Prtface Chron. heroic tales. Only dream a while over
'^"^ the yellow pages of Muratori, atid fveiently

you will scent the spring flowers of a thousand years ago,

and hear the ripple of the blue waves that lent young
Venice their purity, their brilliancy, and their fresh

young munc. You may even enjoy a paean vincMi of
maiden Aphrodite rising suddenly out or the sea into

the sunshine, but the dream dissolves only too soon,

grace turns into strength, the lovely smile of the girl-

goddess fades from the commanding features of the

reigning queen, and h^venly Venus is already earthly

Cleopatra.

It is better to open our arms gladly to the besMtiful

when she comes to us, than to prepare our dissecting

instruments as soon as we are aware of her presence.

Phidias and Praxiteles were ignorant of medical ana-

tomy
; Thucydides knew nothing of * scientific * methods

in history ; the Rhapsodists were not grammarians.
No man need be a grammarian to love Homer, nor a

scientific historian if he would be thrilled with interrat

over the aege of Syracuse, nor an latomist when he
elects to dream before the Hermes of Olympia.

And so with Venice ; she is a form of beauty, and
must be looked upon as that and nothing else ; not

critically, for criticism means comfMU^son, and Venice is

too personal and individual, and too unlike other cities

to be fairly compared with them ; not coldly, for she

appeals to the senses and to the human heart, and
craves a little warmth of sympathy ; above all, not in

a spirit of rightetms severity, for he who wouhl follow

her st(»y must learn to forgive her almost at every
step.

She has paid for her mistakes with all save her

inextinguishable Hie ; she has expiated l^r sins of ill-
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faith, of injustice and ingratitude, by the loss of every-
thing but her imperishable charm ; the power and the
will to do evil are gone from her with her empire, and
her name stands on the s.:bject-roU of another*! king-
dom

; she is a widowed and dethroned queen, she is a
lonely and lovely princess ; she is the Andromeda of
Europe, chained fast to her island and trembling in fear
of the monster Modem Progress, whose terrible roar is

heard already from the near mainland di Italy, UBnm
the protecting water. Will any Perseus come dovrn in
time to save her ?

UMKINO TOWAKM IT. OCUfiB't
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THE BEGINNINGS

In the beginning the river washed sand and mud out
through the shallow water at the two mouths of the
Brcnta

; and the tide fought against the streams at
flood, so that the sUt rose up in bars, but at ebb the
salt water rushed out again, mingled with the fresh,
and strong turbid currents hollowed channels between
the banks, leadmg out to seaward, until the islands and
bars took permanent shape and the currents acquired
regular directions, in and out, between and aniongst
them. In the b^mi^ the wf unborn Venice
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seemed to mf, more truly than Archimedes, • Give mea place whereon to stand, and I wiU mo^ the w^d^*and the nvers and the tides heaMT^hTi^ljmade a dry place for her in the mTdst o? the sT^
creiceiit, its conmity making a bay In the mainland.

its conta/e side bounded against the open sea hv th.~ banks, called 'Lil' beaches,
and narrow islands, to distingubh thei from the iS
and there w.thm the confines of the lagooT^L^
othtwh^'nLt'^^'^"^

'^^^""^ and^Muran^and
Ch^.T^ a mmature archipelago, ending with<-hio^ at the southern pomt of tt^rolw,^
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This archipelago contains twelve principal islands,
some of which were inhabited by families that got a
living by trading, by hunting and by fishing, selling
both fish and game to the ships that plied between
Ravenna and Aquileia.

Very early the people of the latter city had made
a harbour for their vessels on the island of Grado,
which was nearest to them, and the Paduans made small
commercial stations on the islands of Rialto and Olivolo.
Now and then some rich man from the mainland built
himself a small villa on one of the wooded islets, and
came thither for his pleasure and for sport. For some
of these islands were covered with pine-tre» and cane-
brakes, while some were muddy, naturally sterile, and
inhospitable

; but the early settlers had soon solidified
and modified the soil, and reduced it to the cultivation
of fodder for cattle, and vines.

The archipelago was therefore not so much a barren
solitude as a quiet corner in very troubled times, and
while the small farmers and fishermen knew nothing of
Italy's miserable condition, the rich sportsmen who
spent a little time there were glad to forget the terrible
state of things in their own great world.

For since the capital of the Empire had been trans-
ferred to Constantinople, Italy had fallen a prey to the

Rom. i.,6.
greed of^ barbarians, and the province of
Venetia liad been left under the very

mtermittent protection of a few paid troops supposed
to be commanded by a Count or ' Corrector ' appointed
by the Emperor.

On the rich mainland stood the cities of Venetia,
Aquileia, Altinum, Padua, and many more; and the
wealthy citizens built villas by the sea, with groves of
noble trees, trim^ gardens and wide fishponds, and
marble steps leading down to the water's edge ; and
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,

they hunted the wild boar and the stag in the near
forests, all the way to the foot of the Julian hills. The
land was rich, and far removed from turbulent Rome
and mtrigu.ng Constantinople, and many a Roman noble
took sanctuary from politics on the enchanting shore,
to dream away his last years in a luxurious phSosophy

CHWeOtA

hat was based on wealth but was fed on every require-
nent of culture, and was made sweet by the past
:xpenence of danger and unrest.
Then came the first Goths, with fire and sword-

more fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea '—and then
^

score of years later fiiir-haired Alaric. the
Vchilles of the North, and, like Pblid^ ^>^^a.a
intiritig, wrathful, inexorable, bold, yet just, according to
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his lights, and high-souled if not high-minded, destined
fim to terrible defett at PoIIentia, but next to still more
awful victory, and soon to death and a mysterious grave.

Before the Goths men scattered and fled, the rich to
what seemed :.afety, in Rome, the poor to the woods, to
the hills, to the wretched islets of the lagoon. Back
they came to their villas, their sea-baths, and their groves
when It was surely known that great Alaric was dead
and laid to his royal i ^st in the bed of the southern river.

They came back, the poor and the rich, while the
world-worn, luxurious, highly-cultivated men of the
last days of the Empire enjoyed their hunting and
hshmg in peace

; and over their elaborate dishes and
their cups of spiced Greek wine they quoted to each
other Martial's lines :

—

*Ye shores of Altinum, ye that vie with Baiae's
villas—thou grove, that sawest Phaethon's fiery end—
and Maiden Sola, fairest of wood-nymphs thou
espoused beside the Euganean lakes with Faunus of
Antenor's Paduan land—and

.
thou, Aquileia, that

rejotccst in Tamavus, thine own river, sought by Leda's
sons where Castor's < >ed drank of the seven waters—
Ye shall be u -o mine old age a haven and resting-
place, if but mine ease may have the right to choose.'

But while they repeated the fluent elegia-s they
remembered the Goths uneasily, for the Empire was in
its last years and weak, and Venetia Wf.s tvotected
against the barbarians north and east by i handful of
Sarmatian mercenaries. What had happened ontc might
happen again, and as the years slipped by each one
seemed to bring it nearer ; and in half a century after
Alarics first descent, there came another conqueror
more terrible than the first, whom men called Attila the
^ourge of Gai ; but he told the Christians that he

" the dreadfiil Antichrist, and the people cried out,
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;
The Huns are upon us,' and they fled for their lives

hl LTp', ^If^'^ second city ofItaly, and Padua. Altmum, and others, defended them-selves and fell and the who could ^^perished miserably.
escape

This is history, single and clear. But here sorintrsup legend and say, tfit Attila, who never crosid 4

1^ 1*^31*1"^

BKIDCC AT CHIOCCIA

Po, laid waste all Tuscany, and his name is a byword ofterror, for blood and massacre, and de-
^

struction and all bestial ferocity. Letrend
says, too, that „*ile he was besieging Aquileia theHu„ king saw the need oT a fort on hiX erou^dwhere there was none; and that in th,^ df^hthordes piled up the hill on which Udtne Tan^
"r^'^ ''^L't:T'^

shields^ a":dr^
flood the ^un;ry I^dro^/lf̂ j!

^^"^^'^

Pha^ho^aLVi^:J?SI ^ ^
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It IS also told by Paul the Deacon how on a certain
day Attila came too near the walls, spying ftw* a weak
point, and a party of the besieged folk fell upon him
unawares

; but he escaped, with his bow in his hand and
his crooked sword, the sword of a Scythian war-god,
between his teeth, *dire flame flashing from his eyes,'
and all that his enemies had of him was his crest.

So Aquileia resisted him long, and the Huns were
discouraged, until Attila saw a flight of s^torks flying
from the walls and knew thereby that there was famine
within.

Then, says the legend, the king of the Aquileians,
Menappus, who seems to be quite mythical, took
counsel with his brother Antiochus, how the people
might escape over the lagoon before the city fell. So
they set up wooden images as soldiers with helmet and
shield on the ramparts, to represent sentinels, and the
Huns were deceived. But one of Attila's chief warriors
<!cw his hawk at the walls, and it settled upon the head
of one of the wooden soldiers. So, when the Huns
saw that the sentinel was an image and not a man, they
scaled the battlements and sacked the almost deserted
city and burned it.

It is t 'd also, and the fishermen of those waters
still believe the tale, that before they escaped the
Aquileians dug a deep well and hid their treasures in it

;

and deeds of sale of land are extant, dated as late as
the year 1800, in which the seller of the property
reserved his right to the legendary treasure well, if it
should ever be found. The truth is, however! that
after the destruction of the great city and the dis-
appearance of the Huns, many of the fugitives went
back and recovered what they had hidden.

The tide of legend swe»» down the coast with the
wdd riders to Altinum, where mythical King Janus
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fights, like a Roland, on a steed that has human under-
ending and that bears him out of AttUa's reach, half
dead of his wounds. And inland, then, towards Padua

TKB CAnttMMl. AT MUMMO

d up to ,ts very walls, the heroes fight; this dme
ttaa ,s wounded, and 1. saved only by his horse's
arvellous speed ,t a the next da the two ki,^
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meet again in the presence of their armies to decide the

war in single combat.

Janus unhorses Attila, and strikes off his ear, and
wo".M cut off his head too, but five hundred Hunnish
knights rush to the rescue of their king, and Janus is

prisoner. But Attila's anger is roused against them.

They have broken the laws of knightly combat. His
honour is tarnished because his life is saved. To clear

it, he sets King Janus free and hangs his five hundred
knights as a vast sacrifice for atonement. Then Padua
is overpowered and sacked and burned.

The myth goes on to the end in a blaze of im-

possibilities. Before Rimini Attila disguises himself as

a French pilgrim, hides a poisoned knife under his robe,

and steals into the besieged city to murder Janus. He
finds him playing at dice with one of his knights, and

amwd from head to foot. He interrupts the game,
asks questions, forgets himself, shows his wolfish teeth,

and Janus recognises him by the absence of the one ear

lopped off at Padua. In an instant the king and the

knight overpower the ^^t Hun and slay ht|n on the

^t ; and so ends Attila, and tht mytii.

Of all this legend little enough remains, and that is

best summed up in the now almost forgotten line que ted

by Prc^essor d'Ana>na in his Leggende :

—

. . . nata ella sola

Di serve ntadri liben figlaola.

* The only daughter— among many— of enslavec'

mothers tluit was ever born ftee.' Truly wdl said of

Venice.

The chronicles tell the true story of the first

beginnings, and how the people of the pillaged cities

found a precarious refuge in the little archipelago.
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They crossed in their light boats and landed safely and
forthwith made huts and tabernacles of branches to
shelter the relics of the saints which they had savtd as
possessions more precious than their household goods or
little hoards of gold and silver. But the people them-
selves beached their boats high and dry and lived in
them, sheltered from the weather only by awnings, iust
as the last of the sailor traders still live
wherever they find a market on the
Calabrian shore

; for they hoped to go back to their
homes. And so indeed they did, when the
Huns departed at last; they returned to

^^'^^-^
their cities and rebuilt the battered walls of Aquileia and
Altinum, trusting to dwell in peace. But
le second destruction was not far off: the

Ostrogoths came, and the Lombards, and the people
fled onw ttiiOKt never to retuni.

The unknown author of the Chronicle of Altinum
carries on the tale in a most amazing compound of
history, fiction, poetry, and statistics. More than one
Kholar has indeed been tempted to surmise that this
document is the work of several writers.

From them, or from the one, we learn something of
the circumstances which drove the inhabitants of
.
M urn to take to their boats and seek a final refuge

In vh- lagoons
; and the story of the second flight, like

of the first, is ^tasticaliy illuminated by the
writer s poetic imagination.

' In the days of the Bishop Paul ' is the only date
the Chronicle gives, and doubtless that was very clear
to the first monk who took down the
manuscript from its place in the convent
library and first pored over its contents. In the days,
therefore when Paul was bishop in Altinum, there came
out of the west a pestilence of cruel pagans, fierce
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Lombards, who destroyed cities in their path as the

flame licks up dry grass, and who would surely have
made an end of the peaceful people of Altinum if

Heaven had not sent signs warning them to escape.

For one day Bishop Paul looked up to the towers

and turrets of the city and saw that the birds which had
their nests therein were flying round and round in

agitation, and were chirping and chattering and cawing,

each after his kind, as if they were gathered together in

consultation. But suddenly, as Paul looked, the birds all

took their flight southwu^s ; and thoat that had young
which could not yet fly, carried them in their beaks.

The good Bishop knew at once that this portent was
a warning, and he called his flock together and told

what he nad seen. TTien many of the people, never

doubting but that he was right, fled at once towards
Ravenna, and to Istria, and to the cities of the Penta-

polis ; but the rest fasted three days and prayed that God,
by another sign, would show them the path of safety.

On the third day, therefore, a strong and clear voice

was heard, saying, 'Go up into the great tower and
look towards the stars.' And they went up ; and the

stars* reflections made paths upon the water towards

the idands of the lagoons. Then the people who had
remunol filled their boats with their possessions ; and
the good Bishop Paul led them, and the two holy
priests Geminianus and Maurus, and two noble knights,

Arius and Arator ; and they came safely to the island

of Grado, and landed there, and were saved. But soon
afterwards they sjnxad over some of the other islands

and gave names to these, which recalled memories of

their old home.
Now, as has been pointed out already in speaking of

the first flight, the little archipelago was by no means
uninhabited. Fishermen lived on the islands, and small

111
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farmers and some herdsmen, none of whom, it may be
supposed, were inclined to give the newcomers a warm
we rome. In plain fact the people of the mainland,
well provided and well armed, made an easy conquest
of the islands

; but in the fiction of the Chronide it
seemed necessary to account for the high-handed deed
on grounds of virtue and religion, and the author forth-
with launches mto legend, showing us how Arius and
Arator set at rest the seniles of the conquerors, if
peradventure they had any.
God and the saints intervened. One day the holy

Maurus looked towards one of the islands, and behold
:wo bright stars stood together above it. and a mt
^oice was heard saying, I am the Lord, the Mister
md the Saviour of the world. Raise thou here a temple
o my glory But from the other star came a soft.
:Iear voice which said, • I am Mary, the mother of God.
Juild unto me Hurch.'

There was ossibility of questioning such a form
»t investiture, or of disputing the right of invaders who
eceived their orders audibly from Heaven.
A little farther on there was a very bcautifiil island,

overed with grass, whereon pastured great flocks of
attle and sheep

; and Maurus asked whether perchance
fiese herds belonged to any man, and received answer
nmediatcly. For suddenly there appeared in a rosy
nghtness hke the dawn two figures of divine beauty •

lid one was that of an old man, but the other was young!
Id little more than a lad. Then spake the old man and
Lid, • I am Peter, the Prince of the Apostles, who am
t over all flocks, and have power to forgive all sins
give unto thee this irfand, and thou shalt buUd a
mple in honour of my name.' Also the youth spake,
ying, * I am the servant of God. I am called Auto-
lus, and I gave my life for Christ's sake. Build me
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a little church. My name is nowhere spoken in the

liturgy with those of the martyrs ; I enjoin upon thee

to name me in thy prayers, both night and day, and

I will pray God to grant all that thou shalt ask for

thee and thine.' Moreover, the two saints, before they

vanished, traced on the ground the plans of the

churches they dented for themselves.

Again, a little white cloud appeared to the holy

Maurus, and it was the footstool under the feet of a

TUB ItLANM

most fair maiden, who spake and said, ' I am Justina,

whom they put to death in Padua because I ccmfessed

the name of Christ. I bese«ji tl»c, thou priest of the

Lord, that thou wilt raise upon this island a little

church, to honour me, wherein thou shalt sing praises

me every day and every night, as a Martyr and a

Virgin, and I will grant whatsoever th(Hi askeit of me.'

Afterwards many other heavenly vtsons came to

comfort the people of Altinum, and, amongst other

saints, Saint John the Baptist also received the promise

of a fair temple.
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By heavenly or earthly means, therefore, the fugitives
had iu>fr c^tained for themselves a home, and they
began to consider how they should establish themselves
in it conveniently, so that it should not be taken from
them. Then, such of the people as had occupied a
high position in Altino were charged by the leaders to
take each the command of one island—here a Marcello,
there a Faliero, and farther on a Calciamiro ; all names
which appear again and again throughout the history
of the maritime state which was then and there founded
and began to live, while the Lombards were tearing
down the walls of the old homes on the mainland and
burning what ccnild not be destroyed in any other way.
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II
•

THE LITTLE GOLDEN AGE

As soon as the fugitives had given up all hope of
returning to the mainland, they l^gan that tremendous
struggle with nature which built up the Venice we still

sec, and which, in some degree, will end only when it

shall have finally disappeared again in the course of
ages. The beginners displayed an almost incredible

activity, which their descendants sustained without a

break for centuries.

They strengthened the muddy islands with dykes and
rows or driven {nks ; they dt^ canals and lined them

22
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first with timber and then with stone
; they straightened

the courses of the currents, lest these should wash away
the least fragment of land, where there was so little

:

they worked like beavers to win a few poor ytrdt of
earth from the restless flood.

The different tribes led strangely independent exist-
ence!, though hving so near together in the islands they
had seized. Each one endeavoured to model the newhome as much as possible upon the old, celebnrtinff the
same feasts in honour of the same saints, uporTatart
that enshrined the same long-treasured relics, and cling-

T^r^L^ ^^^^ °^ unwiUing cxil«
to the traditions and customs of the fatheriand.

Though living almost within a stone's throw the one

n/S-i °K fi' ^K^^^P^^
of Aquileia.of Altinum, and

of Padua held at first hardly any communication, and
had ,t le m common ; but they all clung to the ^tri-
a chal life as is easily proved by very ?ncient aocu-
ments. It is quite certain that each groim had a chief
chosui to govern the little colony on account of his
supenor experience, riches, and authority. He - as the
guardian of the dd home traditions, and
strove to preserve them ever young, and to ^ *' »
him appeal was made in all questions ofjustice and equity.

It IS most important to remember that all these early
settlers were descended from people who had been
Hibject for centuries to Roman iniucnce, as well as toKoman government

; and it was only natimd that they
ihould long afterwards show traces of such early nationd
raining, if I may use the expression. Their society
ilmost instinctively sifted itself into castes •

here were nobles—that is, the ridi ; there
vere the burghers, and there vere the 'little people,'

.'oh^'LZL5^'',f^'"^^"°"-' duty of the
'OMbs to iirovide all the rest with the means of living.
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as well as to govern and protect them. Custom required

Xom. i. 60. ^^^^ ^^^""y '^'^h man should entertain under
his protection a certain number of families

of lower rank, who were called the 'convicini,* that
IS, 'fellow-neighbours,' a usage which recalled the
Roman system of patron and client. The father of the
family, as in Rome, had almost unlimited power over
his children. All meetings of importance were presided
over by the clergy.

It was, in fact, an assembly of the clergy and of
fathers of families which, in each group of emigrants,

Rom. i. 76.
g'^e" the leader of the expedition the

Roman title of Tribune; and after a
leader s death his successor was elected in the same
way, very generally from amongst his direct descendants.

Ckrm.AUin. ^^is occurred during three or four
successive ger.erations his family became

naturally invested with a real hereditary authority. The
relation between the head of the family and the 'fellow-
neighbours ' consisted of generosity on the one hand
and of gratitude on the other, a species of exchange of
sentiments not likely to produce undue tension. But
where the head of the colony was concerned, an ambitious
tribune, who showed signs of trying to turn himself
into an autocrat, was held in check by the necessity of
being re-elected to his office every year. For in each
island, on the feast of its particular patron saint, the
people met together, either in the church or on the shore,
to rhoose the chief for the next twelve months, and they
often elected the same tribune again and again ; but if he
had done the slightest thing to displease them, they had
It in their power to choose a better man in his place.

During his term of office the tribune took for him-
self tithes on game that was killed, fish that was caught,
and crops that were harvested.
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Properly speaking, there were neither magistrates
nor tribunals at that time, for the tribune himself
judged all causes m public, mo.t often in che church.A few fragments of writteo law existed, no doubt,
but they were wholly inader u.it e ; and hough it ws»
attempted to supply their d(P':..'ici.s by adding some
articles from the Lombard code, the reai law was tradi-

that the sworn evidence of two respectable arsons wa^

tZ^ fl""-
1^^°"^'

^""J
^'^^o"^ any ^'"rther

form of trial, and condign punishment followed directly
upon conviction. ^

According to the accounts they have left of them-
selves, these primitive Venetians were a simple and
devout people, who divided their time between honest
labour, the singing of psalms and devout hymns, and
the narration to each other of beatific visions of Apostles
and Virgin Martyrs, who appeared for the purpose of

H K?f, '^^^^r^^^'
churches. The churched were un-

doubtedly built m great numbers, largely out of the
better fragments which could still be |athered amidst
the ruins of the old forsaken cities on the mainland.
1 he nobles of Padua, who were probably the best ofhe CO omsts brought enough old material to build
themselves the whole town of Heraclea, on the islandof that name

;
but even there the best a..d most artistic

pieces of stone and marble were used in the construe!
tion of the churches and monasteries

bJ^c.^^'^^TJ^f ^'^^'^ cultivated the vine,

I' r ^"'^ ^^^^^ ^^'^^ ^a"er was one of
Jieir chief resources. They were not yet rich, but they

uffic ff^^
,«:°«°"'ical> and their ^ins more tiJ

wealth bepn at a very eariy period.
The ancient Venetian type, described in Roman
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times, continued to dominate even beyond the four-

nom. i. 67
teenth century. The men were large, fair-

haired, and strong ; the women were rather
inclined to be stout, and it was noticed that their hair
turned grey comparatively early.

Both sexes dressed with great simplicity, and for a
long time clung to the old Roman fashions. They

'Veceiih.
always shown a remarkable liking

for blue clothes
;

during many centuries
the inhabitants of Venetia had been known as the
* Blues,' and long after the division of the Empire
one faction in the games of the circus went by that
name.

Their speech was still Latin at that early time, but
soon afterwards the influence of the Greeks and Lom-

Dainu jico.
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ Jtsclf fclt in their

language, as well as in their dress and
ornaments, and even in their architecture.

They lived in a certain abundance, and ate much
meat, after the manner of all young nations. One may
Mut. costumi.

almost anywhere ind come upon layers
of the bones of wild boar and other game,

as well as of cattle and sheep. Among fish they are
known to have thought the turbot the best, and they
preferred wild ducks to all other birds. The vine
throve also, and produced good wines which soon
gamed a reputation on the mainland.

At first ft-- emigrants needed no occupations beyond
husbandry, fishing, and the preparation of salt ; but as
the population increased and prices rose accordingly,
since saving had begun, the need of a wider field of
activity was felt, and the Venetians rapidly developed
the seafaring instincts of all healthv and active island
peoples. Two hundred years had not elapsed since the
raid of the Huns before the small archipelago at the
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head of the Adriatic was in possession of the finest
fleet of vessels that Italy could yet hnzst.

Su h a golden age as the chron'rlers describe could
not last long. In every newly-peopled country the
rule is good faith, mutual help and charity between
man and man, so long as there is a common adversary
to be overcome, whether in the shape of natural difficul-
ties, as was the case in the Venetian islands, or of wild
beasts, or of human enemies, as in North America. So
long as the settlers in the archipelago had to fight
agamst the elements to win a stable foundation for their
towns against the changeful, hungry currents ; so long
as they had to work hard to break and plough the land,
to plant the vine, to build habitations for themselves
and temples for their protecting saints, just so long did
they abstain from coveting their neighbours' aoods.
There was even a sort of rough-and-ready federation
between the idands for the joint protection of their
commerce and their ships, and now and then, in excep-
tional circumstances, the tribunes of the
different isles had met together in debate

*' ^'

for the common welfare. Their improvised parliament
even received a name; it was called the Maritime
University.

But as the general wealth increased, and the energetic
struggle with nature settled into a steady and not
excessive effort, the people of each island very naturally
began to think less about themselves and more about
their neighbours. Leisure bred vanity, vanity bred
envy, and envy brought forth violence of all sorts.

The evil began at the top of the communities and
spread downwards. The famUies of the tribunes became
jealous one of another, and tried to outdo each other
in wealth and display and power ; and the poorer sort of
Che people took sides with their leaders and vied with
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each other, island with island, so that before the end

of the seventh century much blood had dyed the

^^^Naturally enough, such internal discord laid the

communities open to attacks from without ;
and the

Slav pirates came sailing in their swift vessels from he

Dalmatia i coast, and gathered rich booty in the

archipelago. In the face a common <^gerhome

quarrels were once m<Mre forgotten, and the people ot

?he islands met to consider the general satety.

It was soon decided that Internal peace could only

be maintained by electing a single leader over all, a

Dux, a Duke, a Doge, and the first choice

097.7/7 A.D. Paulus Lucas Anafestus, of Heraciea.

Each island was to preserve its own tribune, its own

laws, and its own judges, if it had any, and the Doge

was to meadle with nothing that did not concern the

common welfare of the whole federation. Moreover

no measure proposed by him was to become law until

the people had voted upon it m general assembly called

the Arengo. j • :* u„ thm
Such was the remedy proposed, and m it lay the

germ of the future form of government. But at hrst

ft produced a result the contrary of what was expected

The families of the different tribunes had envied and

hated one another ;
they united to envy and hate the

family of which the head was in power as Doge.

A violent dispute between the partisans of Anafestus

and those of the tribune of Equilio brought about the

first conflict. Equilio was in part "vergrown with

pine-trees, and the angry advemncs met
*«"

(n the dusky grove and foo^t to the

death ; and it is recorded that the small canal, which

drained the land under the trees, ran red that day,

wherefore it was afterwards . caUed ' Archimicidium,
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which I take to mean * the beginning of killing ' ; but

it is now the Canal Orfeno, in whicli crimuiab were

drowned during many centuries.

That day was indeed the beginning of murder

between the people of Equilio and those of Heraclea,

and their hatred for each other was handed down

afterwards from generation to generation, to our own

times, so that even when the two islands were both

Included in the city of Venice, and both governed by

the same municipal laws, the people still formed two

hostile factions, of which more will be said hereafter.

After having elected three doges, the people con-

cluded from the result that they had been mistaken in

choosing such a form of government, and
^^^^^^ ^ ^

by common agreement the power was

placed in the hands of a military head, who was called

the Chief of Militia ; but this experiment proved a

failure after a trial of five years, the federation went

back to the election of a Doge.

During all this period, and up to the ninth century,

the islands were nominally under the protection of the

Eastern Empire, if not under its domination ;
but

a little study of the subject shows that the actors more

than once changed parts, and that the protected were

as often as not besought to become the protectors.

For instance, the Exarch Paul, the viceroy of the

Emperor, could never have re-entered his city of

Ravenna, after the Lombards had taken it, unless the

Venetians had helped him ; and when the Doge Orso

received of the Emperor the title of 'Hypatos,' it

must have been given to him rather as the acknowledg-

ment of a debt of gratitude to an ally than as a

recompense granted to a faithful subject.^

In such a difference there is something iiMre th«i

a shade that distinguishes two similar formalities ; and
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historians have interpreted the Emperor 9 brirf, and

other acts of the Court of G)n8tantinople, accofding to

their varying pleasure. Yet the truth is clear enough.

The new-born Republic possessed a real independence,

based on the good relations she maintained with her

neighbours in general. She was satisfied with her

power of governing herself, and was not inclined to

quarrel with the U>urt of Constantinople, or with her

nearer neighbours on the peninsula, about such trifles as

words and forms. Her early policy was rather to

nsa BASKKTS

escape notice than to boast of her liberty ;
yet it cannot

be denied that during the seventh and eighth centuries

the Greek influence predominated, both in the spint

of the laws and in the commercial activity of the

Republic.
. .

Meanwhile the more discontented citizens, and

notably the more powerful families, which were jealous

of each other, did their best to stir up faction and to

bring about a revolutionary change which would have

been ruinous. In the hope of internal quiet, the

capital was transferred from Heraclea to Malamocco,

of which the ii abitants were consid««d the most
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peaceful and Iaw-at»ding in all the lagoons ; but
the remedy was not a serious one, and tlw doges
were successively mtirdered, or exiled, or forced to
abdicate.

The Republic was on the point of perishing in

these inglorious stru^Ics when an unforeseen danger
from abroad saved it from ruin by forcing all the
Venetians to forget their differences and unite against a
common enemy.

The year 810 marks the beginning of a new era.



VSMICS rtOM THI LIDO

III

THE REPUBLIC OF SAINT MARK

During some time the influence of the Franks had

been felt in the islands, and was beginning to counter-

balance that of the Greeks. The great families now

separated into two distinct parties, one of which

favoured the rising Empire of the We^ while the

sympathies of the other remained firmly attached to

the Court of Constantinople. These opposite leanings,

however, were caused by questions of trade and money-

making much more than by any political tendenr- , and

neither side had any inclination to accept a master.

Yet one man seems to have seriously meditated

betraying the Republic to Pepin, the son of Charle-

magne, who had received the Kingdom of Italy as his

portion, and desired to extend his dominions by wrcst-

3*
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ing Dalmatia and Istria from Nicephoros, the Emper«r
of the Eait. The traitor was the Doge
Obelerio, who had sppnt a part of ms ^'•"•'•'^

youth at FSef»n*s court, and is said to have married his

daughter.

The army of the Franks appeared on the mainland,
by a secret agreement with the Doge, and before
preparations could be made for opposing it. But the
common danger became at once a bond of union ; the
Venetians forgot their discords and their quarrels, and
rose as one man to defend their liberty. Almost from
the first the Doge was suspected of treachery ; he was
watched, he was convicted by his own acts, he was
taken, and he paid for his treason with his life.

His severed head was set up on a pike on the
beach of Malamocco, where the enemy could watch
how the carrion birds came daily and picked it to a
skull.

But the Franks took the nearer islands one by one,
till at last the Venetians left Malamocco and sought
refuge on the Rialto and Olivolo, which mol Dogaressa.

were the more easy to defend, as it was
harder for the enemy to reach them. A l^;aid says
that one poor old woman stayed behind, -

resolved to save Venice or perish in the
attempt, and we are told that she went to meet Pepin
and counselled him to build a wooden
bridge that should extend all the way from ^^JSit.
Malamocco to Rialto, and that Pepin ^- yicentino-

toliowed her advice ; but the horses of \ixsf^^Ta:,t/Duflt
army were scared by die dancing lights on ^"f"

the water, and by the swaying of the light
bridge, and they plunged 'and reared and fell off into
the lagoon, and they and their riders were drowned by
thousands, like Pharaoh and his host in the Red Sea.
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A more likely story tells us that the Franks had

no light boats of shallow draft, and that in pursuing

the Venetians their heavier vessels got aground in the

Partecipj

families

cannot
:

house ci

or elevei

intricate channel, so that the Venetians surrounded! It was \

them, ship by rfiip, and did rficm to daith convenantly I retire tc

and at leisure. I defeated,

Be that as it may, Pepin was defeated and forced to! elected D
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give up the attempt, and when he had burned everythinir
on the islands he had taken, he went away, in anger anl
humiliation, towards Ravenna. Thereafter, when peace
was made between him and the Eastern Empire, Venice
was reckoned with the East.

Among those who most distinguished themselves
dunng the short struggle was Agncllo. or Ai^o

GMM» CAKAL, MtA* klAlTO

h"''^' I ""T^^' °^ '"ost renowned
amuies of the former tribunes. Sismondi says, I

oul i 7''^ ""^^ A« nobleouse changed ,ts name to Badoer, in the tenth
r eleventh century, under which name it still liveswas this Angiolo who persuaded the people to
^tire to Rialto by which measure Pepin^ was

fted D.^^ ^ ™ ™
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His first step was to fortify Rialto, which from that

day became the seat of government, and the small

neighbouring islands were soon united to it. Upon
them grew up what was the beginning of modern
Venice, eleven hundred years ago, and the waste land

was covered with dwellings, towers, churches, and
religious houses in a wonderfully short time.

The devout tendencies of the people had changed

little since the first fugitives had placed the islands

under the protection of those several tutelary ^aints

whose relics they had saved, and the descendants of

those early emigrants now cast about for a holy patron

who should, as it were, guarantee to them the blessing

of Heaven. They then remembered the ancient

legend : how Saint Mark the Evangelist was ship-

wrecked and cast upon the shores of Rialto, and how
he heard a mysterious voice saying, * Pax tibi Marce,
Evangelista meus *

; that is, ' Peace be with thee, O
Mark, my Evangelist.' And the words became the

motto of the Republic.

The devotion to Saint Mark grew at an amazing
rate after the revival of this old tradition, and it

became the dream of every Venetian to obtain relics of

the Evangelist's body. This precious treasure was at

that time preserved in Alexandria, and was therefore in

the power of the Mussulmans ; but a strict ordinance

of the Emperor Leo, to which the Doge had been

obliged to agree on behalf of the Venetians, forbade all

intercourse with the unbelievers, even for purposes of

commerce.

Two Venetian merchants and navigators, Buono
da Malamocco and Rustico da Torcello, determined to

Horn i i68
"^'^ their lives and fortunes in disobeying

the imperial decree. They fitted out a

very fast vessel and freighted with merchandise for
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the Eastern market, and set sail without declaring their
real destinatton. Retching Alexandria with a fair wiiul,
rhey proceeded at omx to the btsilica in which the
body of the saint was kept, and obtained pomemm
of It by the simple process of bribing the men in charge
of the church. Here the story says that thev placed
their treasure in the bottom of a cart, and heaped salt
pork upon It, as much as the mules could dnw, sure
that no Mussulman would touch the unclean meat ; and
so they passed through the city and got on board of
their %hip, and put to sea that very night.
When they came near home, sailing with a fair wind

and the blessing of Heaven and Saint Mark, they se-
a light boat into the lagoons to inform the Dog^
that they were bringing the Evangelist's body; for
they were sure that he and their fellow-
citizens would gladly forgive them for r^.'/^^^
having disobeyed the imperial decree (^'^yf?'-
['hfr. all .,1 1

Mark, musaic ofIhen all the people gathered on the shore xnm
IS the ship came in; and the noblest of XHl}!!::
Venice took the priceless burden upon liosiliat.

their shoulders and bore it to the private chapel
.f the ducal palace, where it was to remain in state
ant.l a church could be built for it ; and a great
ry of Viva San Marco ' rang from street to sfreet,md from island to island, even up to Grado and down
o Malamocco, and it was ever afterwards the war-cry

r Tr'u • T,."" '"'r
^^'"^ ^""'^ proclaimed protector

.f the Repubhc. .nd the words which he himself had
leard became the nation's motto ; and Saint Theodore
ook the second rank, though he had been patron of
he lagoons ever since the days of Narses and Justinkn

It was clear to tho.e simple believers that Saint Mark
ad not come among them against his will. Had he
een displeased with the change from Alexandria to
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Venice a storm would surely have arisen in the

night, and the holy relics would have disappeared in

thunder, lightning, and rsun, to return to their former
resting-place or to be miraculously transported to

another ; for such was the pleasure of the saints in the

dark ages. But Saint Mark remsuned where he was,

pleased, no doubt, with the homage of that gl^ young
people, and rejoicing already in the glories they should
attain under his patronage ; and from this complaisance

the Venetians naturally concluded that a divine blessing

had descended upon them, and they became once more
a sinffle family, bonded as brothers to stand and win
tc^tner.

But before pursuing the great story of what came
afterwards, let us stand awhile on the threshold of the

tenth century and look at Venice as she was a few
years after Siint Mark had taken her under his special

protection.

In the first place, the alternate currents caused by the

tide and the rivers were not yet completely controlled

by stone-fac^ canals, and in maiiy places the sc»I still

consisted of long stretches of unstable mud, upon which
the tide threw up masses of seaweed that lay rotting in

the sun. The only means of obtaining a firm founda-
tion for a stone building on such ground lay in labori-

ously driving piles, side by side, and so close that each
one touched the next, and the whole formed a solid

surface. It was a slow method, it was costly and
required considerable skill ; but the result was good,
and has stood the test a thousand years, for there

are buildings standing to-day on piles driven in the
year 900.

It follows that in the tenth century the majority of
dwelling-houses were still only light constructions of

wood, which couki stand upon the mud without danger
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of sinking There were many stone buildings already,
however, but hke their humbler neighbours they mostlyhad only one story above the grouSd floor, with smaU

court, and all alike were roofed with thatch. It is hardto imagme V enice a thatched city, of all cities in the

Ne 1; I ^ '^°'? P^'^^^'^^'y i« Pl^i" enough.
Neither br.ck nor tiles could be made from the siftmud of the lagoons, a wooden house cannot have a flat
roof, and the construction of a vaulted roof upon a

rVenrnsX^ '''' '^^''^^^
In building ordinary dwellings, Sagredo teJls us that

t e usual method was to lay Sown a floor of h«^
planks, upon which a thick layer of mortar

^
and small pebbles was spread out and beaten
down to a hard surface

; upon this again a second layer ofcement mixed with pounded bricks%as spread, and this
jvas beaten with heavy wooden beaters till it was perfecdvard and even Precisely the same method is employedo^ay m southern Italy; and it was from this beginniS

it rfchr'l"**
* Venetian pavement' soon devdo^^

I or nch people caused small pieces of coloured marfies
tnd even of mother-of-pearl, to be set into the cern^i
>f the second layer, which was then no longer beat^

lo vn w,th a smooth stone and sand and water, and at.St polished to a brilliant surface. To this day the

nn^lT ^ r '°g^*her with somenowledge of mosaic, which it roughly resembles
e polished floor of the main room ^^^^

bje^of pnde m the eyes of good housekeepers.
^

I he Venetian houses resembled those of the Romans
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in many respects. A covered portico, surrounding a

closed court, gave access to the * hall of the fireplace,

as the principal place of gathering for the family was

named, and to the kitchens and offices. The upper

story consisted entirely of bedrooms, and had a wide

balcony called the ' liago '—a word corrupted from the

Greek heliacon^ ' a place of sunshine.' Here in warm

weather the femily spent the evening. Higher stdl,

a rustic wooden platform was built over a part of the

gabled and thatched roof, and was called the • altana.'

It was here that the linen was dried after washing, and

later, in Titian's day, it was here that the Venetian

ladies exposed their hair to the sun after moistening it

with the fashionable dye.

The ' hall of the fireplace ' was more than any other

part of the house a special feature of Venetian dwellings,

and was as necessary to them as the balcony
Mut. costumi.

^^^^ ^^^^j ^j^g ^.Q^rt. To this

day the Venetians boast that their ancestors invented

the modern chimney flue, and that while King Egbert

still warmed himself like a savage before a fire of which

the smoke escaped through a hole in the roof, the

poorest Venetian fisherman had a civilised fireplace

before which he could warm his toes as comfortably,

and with as little annoyance from smoke, as any fine

lady of the twentieth century.

Another peculiarity of the early Venetian house

which has come down to our day was that it almost

always had two entrances, the one opening upon the

water, and the other, at the back, upon land. In thote

days this back door almost always gave access to a bit

of garden, in which flowers and a few kitchen vegetables

were carefully cultivated, but these gardens were soon

crowded out of existence by the necessity for larger and

more numerous houses.
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The paJace of the Do^e differed from other Venetian

dwellings chiefly by its size and its battlemented walls,
and was very for from resembling what we see to-day

A WATU IKMB MCAI . BIttHmo

1 its place. It was destroyed by fire again and again, and
nly here and there some fragment of the original walls
as incorporated in the new buildings which the doges
?ere so often obliged to construct for themselves. A
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high battlemented wall joined the island of Olivolo with

Rialto and enclosed the ducal palace.

The churches were out of all proportion richer and

better cared for than the private dwellings, and were

generally built after the model of the Roman basilica,

with an apse and a portico for worshippers, which

frequently served as a shelter for all sorts of Kttlc shops

and money-changers' booths, very much like the temple

in Jerusalem. These churches have been rebuilt and

repaired again and again till there is little left of the

originals ; but many fragments of them have been used

again, here a light column, there a bit of mosaic, a

carved capital, a piece of early sculpture or a delicate

marble tracery—all of them, more often than not, of

better workmanship and in purer taste than the later

buildings they now help to adorn.

The centre and focus of Venetian life was Saint

Mark's Square, but it was altogether a different place

in those days. It was, indeed, nothing but an irregular

open space, a field of mud in winter, a field of dust

in summer, divided throughout its length by a snwil

dyked canal called the Rivo Battano. On

jU^w^. opposite sides of the latter, and opposite

'^9- to each other, there were then still standing

the chapels dedicated by Narses to Saint Theodore and

to the holy martyrs Geminianus and Menus.

Furthermore, the foundations of the Campanile,

which fell in 1902, were already laid, but the work was

not advancing quickly, and the surrounding space was

obstructed by the heaps of materials which had been

prepared for the construction. As for the church of

Saint Mark, the one that was then standing must have

strongly rewmbled the next, which was built on its

ruins by the Doge Pietro Crseuio after it had be^

burnt down in 975. It was ir the shape of a Greek
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:ross, and was approached by a portico like almost all

•hurches of that time. We know also that it was roofed
vith thiyxh.
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There were as yet no bridges across the canals,

though we may perhaps suppose that there was a single

one, built of wood, between Rialto and OKvolo, and at

that time there was no great number of boats, and there

were none that resembled the gondola for its lightness

and speed. Many of the smaller canals were afterwards

dug for the convenience of getting about by water,

where in the tenth century there were narrow lanes,

dark and muddy, and the receptacles of whatever people

chose to throw out of their windows. Then, and long

afterwards, men went about on foot if they were poor,

or on horses and mules if they were rich. When water

had to be crossed there were flat-bottomed ferry-boats

for man and beast. The word ' gondola ' seems to have

been applied indiscriminately to several kinds of boats,

at least by writers, and even included the heavy barges,

manned by many <ar8, which towed sea-going vessels

in and out of the harbcKir, thrcHigh the intricate channels

of the lagoons.

There were trees in Venice in those days, both scat-

tered here and there, and also growing in little groves,

where young people gathered in the fine
.\rut. Costiimi. ^ B r r e

. . .

season to pass an hour \n smgmg and

dancing and story-telling, and in making music on

stringed instruments of fashions and shapes now long

forgotten. The most common trees were the oak,

the cypress, and the ' umbrella ' pine, which latter is

believed to be indigenous in Italy ; but there were cork-

trees, too, and one of them afterwards played a part in the

tragedy of Bajamonte Tiepolo, the great conspirator.

Venice had charm even then, in spite of her narrow

and unsavoury lanes, her winter's mud, and the dust of

her summer heat. The pretty little thatched houses,

side by side along the water's edge ; the handsome

churches gleaming with mosaic fronts ; the dark cypress-
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trtxs and stone pines, and the vividly green oaks ; the
oatilemented towers reared here and there against the
clear blue sky

; the rippling waters of the lagoon ; the
vessek great and small, with sails pure white or dyed
a rich madder brown— there was colour everywhere
then as now, there was air, there was sunshine : and
there was then, what now there is no more, the move-

OH THE CIUISCCA

lent, the elastic youth, the gladness of a people's life
isr ready to bloom for the first time.
They led easy lives, those early Venetians, com-

ired with the existence of the Italians on the peninsula,
sy and even luxurious, and their constant intercourse
d given them the love of jewels and silk and all rich
d rare things. Even in the day* of Chartenagne, the
tmes of Venice wore robes and mantles and veils which
empress would not have disdained.
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Charlemagne himself, on his way to Friuli, once

halted at Pavia just when the great fair was held which

best of all others displayed the wealth and
Mut. costu,m.

i^j^g^^y q£ it^,y . the Venetians had

brought thither the rich merchandise with which they

nad loaded their ships in the East, and had spread out

their splendid stuffs, their soft Persian carpets, and their

cosdy furs.

Then the rough Franks were ashamed of their coarse

garments, and began to buy all manner of fine woven

materials to take the place of their woollen tunics and

their leathern coats. But not long afterwards, when

they were all hunting in the deep forest, a great storm

came up and broke upon them, and the rain beat

through their silks and the thorns tore their finery to

shreds, and they were in a sad plight. Then the giant

Emperor laughed aloud at thdr mishap, and tskxA

tiMm whether the goatskin jerldn he wore was not worth

ten of their soft Venetian dresses when the rain was

pelting down and the winter wind was howling through

the wild-boar's lair.

The old paintings leave us in no dtnibt as to the

Vmettan fa^ons of the tenth century. The nobles

wore a long tunic tightened to the waist by a belt or

girdle, and over this they threw a mantle of rich

material which in winter was lined with fur, and which

was fiiotened on one dioulder with a golden pin, like

the fibula of the Romans or the brooch of the High-

lander. On his head the noble wore a cap oddly

adorned with two ribbands which made a Saint Andrew's

cross in front.

*rhe dress of the matrons was not very different, but

the cloak was pinned together on the breast instead of

on one shoulder, and was cut with a train. The ladies,

moreover, wore tunics cut low at the neck, even in
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winter and out of doors, which seems strange enough
though it accounts for the quantities of rich fur they
used. Their splendid hair fell loose upon their shouldere
from beneath a little gold-anbroidered cap, inatetd of
which young girls often wore a very fine gauze veil

The labouring people seem to have confined their
taste for vanety to the selection of colours suiuble to

he occupations they feUowed, «id therefore least likely
o show wear and tear and stain.
Every one worked hard in those young days, from th-

Joge downwards, at the administration of the Republic!
t beautifymg the city, at commerce and the
evelopmcnt of navigation ; and as for play,

Jey were passionate lovers of the chase and of ffrcbe-
^ooting. The latter sport was the delight of rich and
oor alike, apparently without much regard to the tioic of
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vcar. but tt» strict rules hindered any wholesale slaughter

C sportsman dressed himself in green order tha

his figure might not scare the grebes, as he poled his

narrow punt-the fisdira '-wnongst the sedge and

St ?iic mouths of the rivers. If he had boatmen

[Thclp htm, they wore green too. N°w 't seen« o

have Ln the rule -J^P^j^^"t^^^
this sort of shooting but the crosi-DOW, cnargcu wiw

X or md. LOI bol* «rf it would have been

thwmht » unsportsmanlike to snare the birds as it is

n3ys to catch trout with worms ;
and as the^

U a ereat diver when in danger, and is by no mom
Lv fo hit with a good shot-gun, it must have requord

*m to^Aoot hinfmth such a poo-^^P^;,

as the cross-bow of the tenth century. The Venetians

"sertoTTen the heads of the birds they K^'^dJP™.

Lrs and windows as trophies, just as^^^^^B^
man or a Black Forester of our own time mounts the

Z.. of e«ry roebuck he d»ot. «»1 !«««. them m.

"'ifi' have dwelt too long upon these details
if
^

because 1 am inclined to think that a sportsmanlike

r^to has characterised young nations :
-d

f
^^P^^

<* the true sportsman is not to kill wantonly, but to

measure him^lf in strength, or skill, or speed, "ga^

Ss fellow-man, and against wild things and oft»

against nature herself, with fairplay on .both »d« ;
«d

Ae true delight of his sport lies in doing for pl«su«

wtot his ancestor, were forced to do m the origmal

""?Sd ^"afer this brief glance at early Venice. I go on

to sMak^f the circumstances and the men that presently

d°rS the young state to a form of development which

t^ZZ Lam'ple in the past histoid of nations, and

was destined to have no muBtors m tht future.



IV

ENICE UNDER THE FAMILIES OF PARTE-
CIPAZIO. CANDIANO, AND ORSEOLO

OR historical purposes it is best to consider that Venice

as really founded in the yea: 1 1 . From that date

11 1032 the ducal thrcMie was occuf^, with only

iree exceptions, by a Fartecifttzio, a Candtano, or an
>rseolo. It is true that every Doge was elected, but

le great families would hardly have been human if

ley had not done their best to make the dignity

ereditary.

49 *
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They were not afflicted by that stranuc fatality

under which the Roman Oetm almott iAW9f$ died

without male ttstie, and which led the Empevon to

ad^pt their successors and to make them coaaiuto*^ in

their government, generally \Mth tribunitian ^xjwers

;

and four centuries were to elapse before th^ race of

Hapsburg was to ^ten itself at last opon ih Hoiy

Roman Empire never to be shaken off so long as

it could beget sons, or cvi^n daughters. The great

Venetian races were vital and fortunate, and reared

Seneration after generation for ages, with hardly any

itmnirtion oflength or wit.

&tt the principle on which they attempted to secure to

themjelves the succession to a power wh vh was heredi-

tary was the same which the Romans followed bciure

them and which the Hapsburgs we« to adc^ long

afterwards. They chose their own mecnaen anenpt

those nearest to diem, educated them to government,

made them helpers in their rule, and de^fnated them

in their wills to succeed in their places.

There was always discontent after axk Action, and

there were often serious riots; sevend of this

period were forced to abdicate, or were even exiled,

and one or" tiieni, at least, was assassinated ; but the

thirst of the great families for hereditary powor ym
not fimimshed, and each revdti^ooary rising was

directed by an aristocratic faction which had nwftlHng

to gain by overthr'-wiiig the one in office.

Yet, strange to say, this disturbed condition ot things

neither hindered nor retarded the growth of ma^km^l

prosperity. The three factions qwBrelled about the

ducal throne for two hundred years, but thet'- con*

mercial activity was not in the least diminishes v their

differences. They and the \css powerful noi pos-

sessed the finwcial instinct m IIk highest ^mewe : t
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' "izin lass vied with them ai t™i., i

hough ehey could n,„Tu ,

»J
behind them in ih, r-,/_ r , V '' '"'""8 >anai
thtm

: «d « for tl>rn \

i

;tr

,^ M »'>'-<Md found it easy to
^public. Hhcn she'wL

p ifta -orrWaft. Chef anong the* enanie.
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were the Dalmatian pirates, whos P ";^;P*'

was the city of Narenta, situated ^^^^^^

gulf of that name, almost over against Ancoiuu ine

Venetians sem to have been more than a "^^^ch <br t^^^^

corsain when actually at sea, for ^h"'"
."^^r^^^^";^;^^^

were fast sailers and were well armed ;
but the Da!

matians lost no opportunity of descendmg upon any
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coma* of the Republic's island territory which chanced

to be left unprotected, and they plundered and laid

waste the land, and carried off the people into slavery.

THE rORCH, tT. mam's

One of these sudden descents of the corsairs on the

day of the yearly marriage ceremonies was not only

strikingly dramatic in itself, but became one of the

turning-points in the htitoryof tlw Republtc. In onkr
that what ha{^wiied mt^ be dearly un^rttood, I mutt
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in the first place briefly explain how marriages were

M<^^H. vua made, and how they were always celebrated

PriviOa. in Venice on the thirty-first ot January at

that time ; for I cannot remember that a similar

custom ever obtained in any other city ancient or

modern. I may add, however, that m their claims to

an extravagantly ancient descent the Venetians pre-

tended to have inherited the u&igc directly from the

Babylonians. . u • *u
However that may be, it is quite certain that m those

days the brides of Venice were all mamcd on the thirty-

first of January, the anniversary of the translation ot

Saint Mark's body, in the church San Fietro

d'Olivolo, which was always the cathedral, and which

now became the scene of one of the strangest and

most romantic events in the history of any nation,

rivalled, but certainly not surpassed, by the halt-mythic

rape of the Sabines in the Forum.

In old Venice the women were treated very much as

they have always been in the East. They were naturally

z>/.;«^.»«... dignified and reserved, or enjoyed that

Btrnoni. repatation, but the men were jealous, and

would not trust in anything so inward and spiritual

as good qualities. They held that the equilibrium of

feminine virtue, though always admirable. » generally

of the kind described in mechanics as unstable ;
in

other words, that it resembles the balance of a

pyramid when poised on its apex rather than its

security when established on its base. They thcretofe

watched their wives and daughters Mid kept them at

home a great deal, insistii^ that they should veil them-

selves l3icn they went to church, and on the rare

occasions when they were allowed to ^o dsewhere.

The maidens wore veils of pure

married women were allowed colours. The o^y
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exception to the rule of the veil was made on the

days of the ' Sagre,' the feasts of the patron saints in

the different parishes of the city ; then even the girls

were allowed to wear their beautiful hur floating oa

th«r shoukiers, and confined only by chapfets of flowers.

Those were the only times when the men had a chance

of seeing them to judge of their beauty, and perhaps

to choose a wife amongst them, and they made the

most of it ; we may even suppose that the custom had

been originally introduced as a necessary one if young

men and maidens were ever to be betrothed at all.

One sight sufficed, f)erhaps, and a glance or two

exchanged as the long processions of men and women
went up into the churches or came out again ; and aftor

that, when the nights were fine, the youth took his lute

and went and made music under the chosen one's

window. But she never looked out, nor showed him

so much as the tips of her white fingers in the moon-
light ; that would have been unmakienly ai^ bc^. If

her heart softened to his appealing song, a single ray

of light from between the close-drawn shutters was

answer enough ; if not, all remained dark, while the

unhappy lover sang his heart out to the silent lagoon.

But being reaasored by the friendly ray, not ones

many timc8» iht asfnrant went to the girl's ^ther a^
begped permission to make her his 'novire'— that

meant his betrothed—until the next feast of blessed

Saint Mark.
When the youth and ntakl were secretly agreed, the

course of Icv^ enerally ran smooth, and the real court-

ship begar; -anners were simple still, dowries were

small, the Oi.: / conditions to be considered were those

of rank and taction ; and few bvers would have been

bold enough to pky t Roi»6o't part in Venice, while

the lines of ante were even then to dotdy drawn that
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still fewer would have thought of overstepping them.

Thorefore, if the young man was of as good a nmtly as

the young girl, and if he did not belong to some rival

faction, the betrothal was announced at a great dinner,

at which the families of both met in the house of the

maiden's parents. Then the youth renewed his request

before them all, and the maid was brought to him

dressed all in white, and he slipped upon her finger a

very plain gold ring, then called the ' pegno,* which is

to say, the pledge. Sometimes the engagement was

presided over by a priest, and became therd>y more
solemn and unbreakable.

The time of betrothal was called the noviciate, as if

marriage were one of the holy orders to enter which a

term of trial is exacted ; and whik it lasted small gifts

were exchanged. So, at Easter, the young man brought

a special sort of cake ; at Christmas, preserves of fruit

;

c i Lady Day, a posy of rosebuds. On her side the

young girl gave him a silk. scarf, or something made
with her own hands. It is toM tluit the dauehm* of a

Doge spent three years in emlM'fMdering wim nik and

gold a shirt which she meant to give to the unknown
youth whom she expected to love some day.

When the young people came of rich families they

gave each <^hcr also small trinkets, notably those Httk
chains of gold called * entrecosei,' which were specially

made by Venetian goldsmiths. Moreover, whether the

presents were trinkets or silk scarfs, cakes or rosebuds,

they all had reference to good luck much more than to

anything else, and it would not have been safe hr eitlier

party to send a gift not included in the old-fashioned

list. For the Venetians were superstitious. Like all

young races whose fortune lies before them, they saw

ngns of success or failure in «naU things at every turn.

Iney judged ^e immediate future by the |nctures
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they saw in the coals of their great wood fires, especially

'"•if**^ aPIwoaching marriage, by the accidental
spUling of red wine on the cloth, by the passing of a

«T. MAU't

unchback on the right or the left. To upset red wine
^as lucky, to upset olive oil presaged death ; it was
bought to indicate a great misfortune if a man gotng
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out of his own house came first upon an old woman.

Similarly, when young people were betrothed, there

were objects which they could on no account give each

other as presents. The forbidden things were chiefly

such as magicians were supposed to use in their incan-

tations, and among these, strangdy enough, nothing

was reckoned more certainly fatal to happiness than a

comb. If any youth had dared to offer one, however

beautiful, to his future bride, she would have unhesitat-

ingly returned his ring.
.

At that timethe Church did not require the puWication

of banns, a regulation which became necessary in order

to put a stop to abuses of a less simple age. Instead,

a second festive meeting was held at the house of the

bride a few days before the marriaee ; and this time,

bendes the near relations of both families, .he * con-

vicini,' the * fellow-neighbours,' were bidden, as the

ancient Romans entertained their clients on great

OCCSlSlOflS*
**

The bride now waited in her own room, which was

always upstairs, until all the guests were assembled in

the ' hall of the fireplace ' on the ground floor. When

the time came, the oldest man of the family went up

to fetch her, and she appeared leaning on his arm. She

stood still a moment on the thrcshcW of the hall and

then made a step and half— neither more nor less—

towards the assembly. Next, and leaving her com-

panion's arm, she made a ' modest little leap ' forwards,

which she followed with a deep courtesy, and then, mth-

out saying a single word, she went upstairs to her room

and stayed there while the feast proceeded. The only

variation in the ceremony occurred in cases where the

family was of such high rank that the bride and bride-

groom, with their mends and near r^adoi»> were

expected to visit the Dege.
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When the long-expected day, the thirty- first of

- ,-
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tnuary, cnae at Itit, evety hatm. in ididi
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a novice was astir hours before daybreak, and ^ht fr^^

of each were waiting under the windows m their boa^s

Lg before the sun wa. up. Meanwhile the bnde was

diSLd for the day, more or less nchly according o

her fortune, but always in a long white gown, and with

fine threads of gold twined amongst her ^owmg hair

She then came down from her own room to the ha^l

of the fireplace, where her father awaited her, and she

kndt meekly before him and her mother to receive their

solemn blessing and her dowry, which it ^^^^^y
that the bride should carry to the church he««lf. en-

closed in a casket crfkd the * «xeIU *-the Mude ^k-

The historians teU us that it was never a very heavy

burden in those days. .

This little ceremony took place at early dawn in

every house where there was to be a wedding, and

before the sun was up the brides were all gathered in

the cathedral, where they ranged themselves round the

altar, holding their' caskets in their hands. Then at

last the bridegrooms made their aPF»r*"^.'J''"yfJf,
the richest of their clothes, and accompanied by their

best men, as we should say—their ' sponsors ot the

ring ' in their own jArase. But I find no mention of

any bridesmaids. , ,

The bishop blessed aU the yjung couples, and ea^

bridegroom slipped upon his Mfs Snger the ^y^^l^

ring, which wi the same for all. A^er that, gifts of

virSin wax were left for the candles of the catredral,

and each ne^-ly-married man was expected to g:. .^a

sum of money s in proportion with his opinion of to

wife's beauty '—probably the most elastic measure ever

orAuned for the giving of alms. This m««ey
f

rm^^^^

a fimd out of which poor brides of the people received

a dowry in the following year. A malicious wnterei^

hints that this secret fund was sometunes misappliea to
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compensate for such ugHness ts would (Chemise have

been a bar to marriage altc^ether.

The Doge biinaw was invariably present in sute

r«OM THE CALLUY, ST. MAU's

(luring the ceremony^ which therefore had a distinctly

official character.

On loiving the cathedral sweetmeats and mmS cakes

were slK>wered upon the crowd that waited witteut, and
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the respective wedding parties returned to tne homes
of the brides to spend the rest of the day in the rather
noisy gjaiety and uproarious feasting that belonged to
those times, and to which each bridegroom's best man
was expected to contribute with a present of nrc liquors
and rich old wines.

When evening came at last the brides were kd to
their ne homes with song and playing of many instru-
ments

; and on the next morning each young coude
received from the best man a symbolical gift of fresh eggs
and of certain aromatic pastilles of which the composi-
tion is unfortunately forgotten. Last ofaU, the bride was
given a work-basket, containing a needle-case, a thimble,
and similar useful objects, to symbolise the industry
she was expected to display in her household duties.
Now it came to pass, in the reign of the Doge Pietro

Candiano III., about the year 959, that a gang of Istrian

i. »34. P'*"^*"
conceived the bold idea of descends

' ing upon the cathedral on the marriage
morning, and of carrying off bodily the brides and
their dowries.

At that time the Arsenal was not built, and the
little island on which it stands, and which lies close to
Olivolo, was still uninhabited. During the night between
the thirtieth and the thirty-first of January the corsairs
ran their light vessels under the shelter of this island,
and stole ashore while it was yet d^rk, to lie in watt in
the shadow near the cathedral.

As usual the brides came first, with their families,
and ranged themselves round the high altar, with their
caskets in their han(k, to wait for their affianced hus-
bands. At that moment the pirates rushed into the
church, armed to the teeth and brandishing their drawn
swords in the dim light of the lamps and candles.
Hwrc w» no Juggle, no rcastance ; the unarmed
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men, most of them elderly and at best no match for
the daring robbers, were paralysed and rooted to the
spot, the women seretmed, the children fled in terror to

the dark comers of the church, and in a moment the
daring deed was done. It had been to wcil pbmned,
md was executed with such marvellous rapidity, that
:he robbers reached their vessels, carrying the girls and
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their catkett in their arnit, tnd succeeded in pushing
off almost without striking a blow ; and doubtlew they
laughed grimly as the light breeze filled their sails and
bore them swiftly out through the channels, of the
lagoons.

One may gueii at the faces of the cheated bride-
grooms when they reached the cathedral and came upon
the hysterical confusion that followed upon the robbery.
There was no loss of time then, and there was little

waste of words. The Doge headed them, dressed as

he was in his robe of state, men fouiul mrwpoiii where
they could, and all made for the nearest boats, and
sprang in and rowed like demons ; for the pirates were
still in si^ht. Then the breeze that had sprung up at

sunrise fuled all irt once, and the Istriant tueged at

their long sweeps with might and main ; but S men
of Venice gained on them and crept, up nearer and
nearer, and nearer still, and overtook them, and boarded
them in the Caorle lagoon, and slew them to a man,
themselves almost unhurt. Also the du^der says,
that of all those fair and frightened girfe not one received
so much as a scratch in that awful carnage ; but the
men's hands were red with the blood, and they could
not wash them clean in the sea because it was red too

;

and so, red-handed and victorious, they brmight thdr
brides back to land and married them before the ran
marked noon, and the rejoicing was great.

These things happened as I have told, and though
the chroniclers do not all agree precisely as to the year,

the differences between tlwir (ktes met not impcMtairt,
and all tell how the event was commemorated dowti to
the last days of the Republic. For it appears that a

great number of those men who so bravely pursued the
pirates were box-makers, *casseleri,' of the parish of
Santa Maria F<»m>sa» and when that ^mtnis day was
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over the Doge asked them what reward they desired
But they, being simpie men, tikcd onlv that the Doge
ot Venice should come every year to their church on
the second day of February, which is the Feait of the
Purirication. • But what if it rains ? ' asked
the Doffe, for that is the rainy season. '* *^

I

We will give you a hat to cover you/ they answered.
Arid what if I am thirsty ?

' the Doge asked, jesting.'We will give you drink,' said t. . box-makers. So it
was agreed, and so it was done, and the feast that was
kept thereafter wu caUcd the Vtm of the Maries, and
It was one of the most graceful festivities of aU the many
that the Venetian imagination invented and kept I shaU
describe elsewhere mor- fully how the Doge camc'to Santa
Mana Formosa every year on the appointed day, and how,m memory of the bargain, the people of that quarter
made him each year a present of stnw hats and Mihasey
wine. It was a sort of public homage to the women of
Venice until the war of Chioggia, towards ihc end of
the fourteenth century, and it is only f/u to say that
the lovely objects .)f such a ^^td trihutt did much

,

to deserve it. But after that time many in- were
changed, and there remained of the beautirui ('east of
the Maries nothing more than the Doge's annual visit
to the church, instituted by Pietro Candiano HI.

The immediate result of the bold itttempt and
condign punishment of the Istrian pirates was a series
ot punitive expeditions against them which j the
foundation of Venice's power on the mainland, .uA in
this struggle, if m ntm^ dse. the Doge was fortunate
M his last years. But an evU destiny was upon him
at home. *

In his old age he associated one of his sons with
hJm m the ducal authority, also called Pietro, 'at the
sugg^cm of the people,' says Dmdoho m his chronicle.

r
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As I have said, this was the usual plan followed by the

families that sought to make the dogeship hereditary.

The younger Pietro was wild, ambitious, turbulent, and
wholly without scruple, and he at once took advantage
of his position to plot against his hther, in the hope of
reigning alone. But he was found out and hindered
by the people, who rose suddenly in stormy anger and
laid violent hands upon him, to kill him without trial.

Yet his father was generous and succeeded in saving
hlni from death, and tried him for his deeds, and sent
him into exile.

Then Pietro the younger turned pirate himself, and
armed six fast vessels and harassed the Venetian traders

AM. rMan-su,.
^® Adfiatic. But meanwhile he

still had a strong party of friends for him in

Venice, and their influence grew quickly, even with the
people, and many secret influences which we can no longer
trace were brought to bear for him ; until at last the

Venetians themselves, who had tried to murder him,
decreed him the ducal crown and the supreme power, and
recalled him and deposed his aged father. The old man
died within a few weeks, and all he could bequeath to his

wife was ' a vineyard surrounded by walls * on the shore
of San Pietro ; and Pietro Candiano IV. ruled alone.

He did outrageous deeds to strengthen his power.
To win the protection of the Emperor Otho he forced
his wire to take the veil in the convent of Saint
Zacharias, and obliged his only son by her, Vitale, to

become a monk. Having thus di^joied of them, he
took to wife Gualdrada, tte ^er of the Mnquis of
Tuscany, a princess of German origin, of great wealth,
a subject and a relative of the Emperor himself

Trustify In this great alliance, Pietro no longer
concealed the designs he entertekied for himself and his

family, branches of which were estabti^ied in VtAm and
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Vicenza. where they enjoyed, and certainly exacted, the
highest consideration Indeed, most of the Candiano men
seem to have mamed women aUied to reigning princes.

«r «r. MMNai

The Doge their head, now garrisoned with German
diers a number of fortresses in the neighbourhood of
•rara, which had come to him with his wife

; InttJy,
did what every tyrant has done since history began.
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he surrounded himself with a nwrcenary bodyguard of

desperate men who had everything to gain by his

success, and everything to lose if he fell. After this

he showed plainly enough that he meant to emancipate

himself altogether from those counsellors which the

Republic imposed upcm him in all impcMtant tdfun

of state.

He might have succeeded in any other state, but in

Venice his was not the only family that aspired to the

supreme power. His deeds had been violent, high-

handed, outrageous, such as would condemn the chief

of any community that called itself free ; ihe Orseolo

watched him, lay in wait for him, trapped him, and

compassed his end. Following their lead, the people

formal themsdyes into a vast conspnracy, and at a signal

the ducal palace was surrounded on all ades.

The Doge would have fled, but it was too late, for

every door was watched and strongly guarded. In his

despair he attempted to take sanctuary in

97 A.D.
g^i^^ Mark's church, which was competed

with the palace by a dark and narrow entry. Thither he

hastened, with his wife, their little child, and a few of his

faithful bodyguard ; but the conspirators had remem-
bered the secret corridor and were there, and they hewed
him down, him and the child and every nnn hii

attendants. The women they suffered to go mdhart.

Then they dragged out the dead bodies, ev« th(

child's, and gave them over to the rage of the fiirious

populace to be spurted and in»ilted, until one just manj,
j

Giovanni Gradenigo, stood forth ami claimed them, bv
what right I know not except that of decency, an(l

buried them in the convent of Saint Hilary. Meanf 1

while the rabble had fired the nalace, and the flames

devoured it and spread to the church of Saint Mark

;

&.id further, a great number of homes were b^t down
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m that day, whereby the chiefs of the con^racy were
brought into discredit with those whose property was
destroyed. But Pietro Orseolo was chosen to be Doge.

I

A tRIIINt, ST. MAM'I

Now the dogess Gualdrada, breathing vengeance on
them that had murckred hsr htnlNind ind f^flittle ton,

00k refuge on tltt matoltnd and ctflli tff pmeenZM, Uj

the comrtof ^Mmftm 4 i^lMf, iNbwm§mMm
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of Otho I. and the mother of Otho II., then reigning.

Tl«re Gualdrada cast herself at Adelaide's feet and told

her grief, imploring justice and righteous vengeance

;

and her cry was heard, for soon the young Emperor

summoned Venice to account, not far tibe asmnnation

of the Doge, but for violence done tgatnst Gtnldnda

and for the murder of her son.

Venice was in no state to face the Holy Roman

Empire alone, and she obeyed the summons hy sending

the patrician Antonio Grimani to ^wenza, widi orders

to explain to die Empress that the Republic was not

altogether responsible for the cruel deeds done by a

handful of her citizens. The ambassador spoke long

and well, setting forth the iniquities of the Doge IHetro

Candiano, and promising to make full refwration to

Gualdrada.

There they sat, in the hall of the castle of Piacenza,

the old Empress in her robes, surrounded bv the flower

Horn. i. 2S3.
of her northern knights, and before them

Afoi. h^artssa. Antonio Grimani, the aml»ssador, repre-

senting the person of the Dc^e Orseolo ; and Gualdrada

was not there, but the envoy of her brother, the Marquis

of Tuscany, came to speak for her, appealing to the

just sense of the court.

At a gesture from the Empress this personage came

forward, bearing a sealed letter as his brief, written with

Gualdrada's own hand, and he broke the seal, and pre-

sented to the ambassador of Venice the note of her

demancb. Then and there an inventory was made out

of all the prt^XTty, both personal and real estate, which

had either composed her dowry, or which had been

promised to her by her husband, or which should have

been hers as the heiress of her murdered child ; and

Antonio Grimani did not hesitate, but promised Ibr ^
Republic that everfthing ikoM be restored.
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On her side Gualdrada then declared that she gave

up all thoughts of vengeance against the state of Venice,

the reigning Doge or his successors, and she^ signed

with her own hand the solemn act which the imperial

notary drew up, and by which the mutual engagement

was ratified. So the grim business ended ; and Gualdrada

took lands and gold for her child's blood and her

husband's, as was the manner in the Middle Ages, and

went back to her Tuscan home, and lived finely, and

married, for ai^t I know, and was happy for ever

afterwards.

Here, on the heels of tragedy, follows romance, m
the same family of Candiano; or perhaps it is only

legend, of the kind the old chroniclers toved so

well.

Elena, the lovely daughter of a Pietro, we know not

which, fell deep in love with Gherardo Guoro; and

this love of hers was a great secret, for he was neither

rich nor noble, and had small hope of being accepted

as a son-in-law by a Doge who was always intriguing to

make brilliant marriages for his family. But Elena had

a nurse who loved her dearly and pitied the pair, and

helped them to meet again and again, tiU at Imt they •

were married, and none but the old nurse knew it.

Now, therefore, Gherardo sought fortune and set out

on a voyage to the East ; and while he was away, Pietro

Candiano told his daughter that he would betroth her

to Vittor Belegno. In her terror the girl*s heart stood

still, and sheM into a trance so deathlike that it was

mistaken for death itself, and on the same day, accord-

ing to the immemorial custom of Italy, she lay in her

coffin in the cathedral. But within a few hours, as

love and fate wouW have it, Gherardo Guoro came

sailing back, only to learn of her sudden death. Wild

witk grirf ht mahed to the cathedral, and by prayers.
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entreaties, and bribes, prevailed upon the sacristan to

open the tomb, and help him to wrench off the Hd of

the coffin. When he saw her face his passionate tears

broke out, and, lifting the beloved head, he kissed her

again and again ; and his kisses brought the colojir to

her cheek, for she was not detd, and he held her in his

arms, and she grew warm, and he took her alive out of

the place of death, in a dream of wonder and joy. So

when Pietro the Doge saw that his daughter was alive

attain, he was glad, and forgave them both and bkssed

tSem ; and afterwards they lived happily.

In point of age I think this is the oldest existing

version of the story of Romeo and Juliet, and the one from

which all the other forms of the legend were afterwards

derived. It would be interesting to pursue the inquiry

further, to find out how many different shapes the tale

has assumed in the course of ages, and in how many

instances it has been founded on fact ; for that some of

the stories are more than half-true I have not die

slightest doubt.

The power of the Catidiano family was broken when

Pietro IV. and his little son were murdered, and the

strong race of the Orseolo now seized the

ducal throne, and tried to make it hereditary

with themselves. They had cleared the way by violence,

and they pursued their way to power w'thout scruple.

It was Pietro Orseolo who had been the soul of the

revolution against the last Candiano, and it might have

been expected that his supporters would set him up as

Doge ; but it seemed wiser to proceed more cautiously,

and with singular foresight they put forward another

member of the family, also called Pietro, a man of the

most profound religious convictions, and who had led

such a holy life that he was regarded as a saint on

earth.
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The fkm\y were not misudcen in proposing his

candidacy, a parallel to which may be found in the

election of the saintly hermit, Pietro da Mcmtoik, to

1.' ^/

• *

i ' ;

? 1 ;

"

IT. MAM^

he pope, by way of solving the difficulties which had

produced a long vacancy of the papal see. Pietro

Orsedo was acclaimed Doge without opposttion.

But petf h not always eoergy, and vktm has ^tk
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or nothing to do with the ^reatnets of prmoes. The
holy man felt himself weak m the face of the troubles
caused by the hatred of his own family for that of its

predecessors in power, and when he saw what great
responsibilities were accumulating upon his shoulders,
and what dangers menaced the state, he quietly made
up his mind to leave the world behind him and to end
his life in a Camaldolese monastery in Aquitaine. I

find the best account of this extraordinary vocation in

• Mr. Hazlitt*8 recent work (publiriied in 1900) ; and
incidentally I feel bound to say that this writer, whcMe
original book has now developed to very solid dimen-
sions, has searched the chronicles and later authorities
upon Venetian history with a care and a conscientious
thoroughness quite unequalled by any other historian
who has treated of the same suli^ct. We are free to

differ with Mr. Hazlitt as to some of his conclusions,
and as to the particular stories he has preferred to
fellow where the legends are many and contradictory

;

but for thorough and detailed accounts, according to the
different chronicles, the English reader must go to him.

In the late summer of the year 977 the good Doge
Orseolo received the visit of a learned and holy French-

Km i
W*"**"' who was the Superior of the

Abbey of Saint Michel de Cuxac in

Aquitaine, and who had come to Venice to see for

himself the place where the Evangelist was laid. The
Doge received him as became his rank in the Church, and

Maiuitt i go
™e dotwH to each other

by that profound though instantaneous
sympathy which most of us have felt at least once in

life. Of the two Warin had the stronger nature, and
recognising the true monk in the devout Doge, he bade
him give up the world, to which he had never really

belonged, and follow his manifest vocation.
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Kctro Orscolo had been married at the aee of

eighteen to a mwden as virtuous as himself, and when
one son had been born to the p«r the^ had exchanged
vows of chastity and had afterwards given up t&S

anTh^^its""
I-r. and to vi«t^ the iLpice.

And now. long after that. Warin argued with Pietroand urged hmi more and more to ftnSw^ce the worid
altogether

; but P.etro was as wise as he wa. good, andheknew that it was his duty to leave everything inorder for his successor, and he accordingly daimli ayear m which to prepare for his retirement
The monk Warin had to admit that he was riirht,

and they parted on the first of September. On flut

rfhe'^'
°"

• ^^^"'•"^d and waited
for the Doge in the monastery of Sant' llario. Pietro

as a pilgrim
;

at midnight they mounted twift horMSand set out upon their long journey westwards.^

tllT'"'^^""
'"•^'^ ^^'^ ^he followingmorning Some accounts say that Orseolo's wife hadalready taken the veil in the nunnery of Saint Zachari«

others assure us that she was d^. It matterStor the one fact stands undenied, that Pietro Orseolo
fled from the dogeship of Venice to be a novi^n

il hl ^ ^ ''u^ ^'J^^^^ P«»~ for^ nineteen years
till he died in the odour of sanctity ; but over^
and took his place m the calendar, after which theFrench king returned his bones to Venice. There isXT V^' ^^"^ representinghm^ hk

The policy of the Orseolo family in putting forward
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a saint to represent them had not been very tuccessfui,
for after Pietro's flight they founu h-mselvea deserted
by the factions thev had led against Pietro Candiano
Iv. ; and in the election which followed the holy man's
sudden abdication* one more Cm&mo was choien Doge
in the penon of Vitale, of^ name. At the tame
time two powerful alliances wore formed, the one
between the Candiano and the Caloprini, of which the

<^ject seems to have been to set up some sort of
despotic government under the protection of the Hdy
Roman Empire ; the other between the Orseolo and
the Morosini, who held to the old nlliance with Byzan-
tium and the East. Sisniondi and others seriously

derive the names of these two families from Greek
woids s%nifyin|, for Morosini, the * Friend of Fods,'
and for Calopnni, the 'People who bow themselves
skilfully'— in other words, perhaps, the dupes and
their flatterers. Of the two it was the flatterers that

came to grief, however, whereas the Morosini have
continued to flourish even to our own tinw. I know
not whether these derivations have any valw. Victor
Hugo, who did not know Greek, once suggested that

the French word * ironie ' might be derived from the
Enrii^ word * iron**

Many bloody encounters took place, in which the
nobles of Venice took sides with one party or the other,
as their personal interests suggested, and at last the

Caloprini, who were hated by the people, were forced
to leave Venice. Yet trusting to the support of the

Empress Adelhdd, or Adelaicfc, in an evil hour they
ventured to come back a few years later ; but the

Morosini, who had grown stronger in the meantime,
fell upon them and put them all cruelly to death, so

that of that great hiMise only three widowed w«aen
remained alive to mourn the dead.
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It was time that some strong hand should irrasp the

rems and drti« die wof tttte through the SouTh of
chaos and blood m wWch it wu stuA fi«t, out upon
the broad highway of fame. The hand was ready, knd
tlie time had come

; in the year 991 Fietro Ontoh U
mounted the ducal throne.

From the first he threw att hk energy into a systematic
campaign against the pirates of thV Adriat^ whoee
fathers had earned off the Venetian brides/ They

fl^Ltu'^'''"
rashness with their lives, and theiV

descendant had never agam come so near the citv

fT r "o^^o'fotten. and an ex^it onwh.ch had their destruction ?or its object appSed tS
the men of Venice as few other incentives cou^d^

With a strong fleet the Doge set sail, and visited the
coast cttes of Istna and Dalmatia one by one. They
hailed him as a liberator, for they wire espedallj
exposed to the attacks of the corsaiVs. and in'murJ

KL^t'jn^ P^'''°n°^ ?^P"^"^ '^^y P'^^^d their
liberty m Pietro Orseolo's hands. He wiily receivedhem as fedend allies rather than as subjects of Veni^
hough they, in their haste to be proteied, would^^
have refused to submit themselves to him as conquered

»i L ?^"?c''?'^ '"^^^ "nder the shadow ofthe standard ofW Mark, but he left to each one fulland unhampered liberty to govern itself as it should see
fit, requiring only a small yearly tribute in acknowledff.
njent of what was to be a feudal supremacy. The toiL

whit P«iri-!? fl^ T P^","'^' '^^^ ^^'^ "»^»n^e.
vvhiie Pola paid two thousand pounds' weight of olive
0.1 yeariy to feed the lamps of Saint Marie's church|md so on, through a long list ; and so, by token of iw skins of oil, of a handful of silk, Venice first g<^supremacy over the eastern Adriatic cities, with all The
vast advantage to her commerce that lay in owning
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harbourt and warehouaes aU ateng the coast almost as
far as Greece. From that time Trieste, Capo d'Istria
Rovigno, and all the sea-coast cities of Istria became
Venetian, and Zara, long an ally, and Salone, and
bpalatro and Ragusa ; and the islands too, Coronota
Brazza, and many others, down to the islets of Corsola
and Lazma, which stood firm for the mrates, guarding
the approach to Narenta, their chief city. But there,
as all the chronicles agree, the Doge put forth his
strength, and he took those places in hard-fought battle
and smote them, and utterly wasted them with fire and
the sword, so that from that day their strength was
gone, and the Adriatic was for many centuries freed
from the terror of their deeds.

Then, turning homeward, Pietro Orseolo visited the
vast provinces he had annexed to Venice, and because
he had d^yed the corsairs the people everywhere
received him with great joy, and acclaimed him Duke
ot Dalmatia by common consent; and the doges who
came after him bore the well-earned title duri^ many
hundreds of yean, ' ^ '

Now it came to pass that when the young Emperor
Utho UI., mystic, fiery, enthusiastic, heard of aU this

99S A.D. success, he felt a very great longing to visit

'"'zaJe^t- to see the wonderful
water^y of which all the world was

beginning to talk
; and he secretly tdd his wishes

to his privy councillors, but they would not hear of such

i
5^*"^ very young, would not act openly

rrhetjdtir^^ ^-^^^^^ - --^-^
So at last, on a warm and moonlight night in the

year 998, a boat manned by eight men silently appromM
the little island of San Servolo, not far from thedT
and two men stepped out upon the shore and went up
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and knocked at the door of a half-ruined building,
once a monastery of Benedictines. A man of imposing
stature opened and let them in ; but soon three fisher-
men came out by the same way and got into a skifF
that lay waitmg hard by, with two of their companions,
for the larger boat had disappeared ; and th^P^kd
over to the city. ' t^«»*

Then in the moonlight the skiff was quietly rowed
all about the city, stopping hen and th^, wherever
there was something worthy to be seen ; and if any of
the belated townsfolk noticed the little boat and its
crew, no one gue^d that it bore the young Emperor
Otho himself and the Doge, and the Secretary, Paul
the Deacon, who himself tells the talc of the nocturnal
visit. Having succeeded once, the Emperor came
^a:n, less secretly, and spent days in the Doge's palace,
but still he preferred not to be openly known, so that
he might be the more free to go about the city. There
was a romantic strain in his short life, in his intent
enthusiasm, in his profound belief in a divine right to
reign

; there was a faint foreshadowing of a stronger
t-mperor who is come in our own day to claim what he
:laimed, and to do, perhaps, what he could not do. With
he strenuous reaching out after Mgher things Otho^
^outh s longing to know, in an age when it was possible
or one man to master all the knowledge of his time
ind It was surely this desire that most of all brought
um over to Venice ^ fim time. Doubtless, too.
•ecause Venice was counted with the East, his advtsert
oresaw trouble in a too open friendship between hm
nd the Doge. But his early death ended such danger,
;

It ever exitted, and all that remains is the story of
IS wandenngt by a^it, m §Aammt*9 dnm^ throWh
le still and moonlit waterways of the young city.
Like the Partec^io and the Canctiam) houiet
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which had ruled before him, Pietro Orseolo now took

measures to make the sovereignty hereditary in his

fsimily, by associating his own son Giovanni in the

ducal honour, and further by marrying him to a Princess

Mary, who was the daughter of one of the joint

Emperors of the East and the niece of the other. The

pair were united in Constantinople according to tl«

Greek rite, and mth the utmost pomp and magnificence,

and Giovanni was given the rank of an imperial patrician.

On their return to Venice, he and his beautiful bride

were received by the people with demonstrations of

enthusiastic joy, and, according to &insovino, it wa« oa

this occasion, and at the express recjuest of the Venetians

themselves, that Giovanni was invited by his father to

share in the power. It may well be, and it matters

little.

Oseolo was much prcocxupied by the still smoulder-

ing hatred of the Candiano family, and he sought to

satisfy their ambition by marrying his second
jud. Doganna.

^^^^ Domcnico, to Imclda, grand-daughter

of Pietro Candiano IV. and Richelda. His third «>n,

Ottone, when still very young, he married to Geiza,

sister of Saint Stephen, King of Hungary ; and his

daughter Hicela was given to the King of Croatia.

Strong in these alliances, still young in years, and

richly endowed with the health and beauty that were

hereditary in his family, Orscob II. might well have

looked forward to a long and happy career, and to the

certainty of leaving the sovereignty to his descendants

throughout centuries to come. Then, about the year

1009, a comet suddenly appewcd in the sky, and hmvat

and plague ravaged Venice and the world. Amongst

the very first victims were Giovanni and his young

wife, and Orseolo himself did not long survive them.

The mortality was such, according to old Dandolo, that
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there was not time to dig graves for all who died, and
mch tombs as were not fullwere opened and cnunmal
ivith dead.

Ottone Orseolo succeeded his father, when the power
3f the name seemed at its height ; but under him came the
Fall and exile of his fkaalyt and the end chP the period
luring which the dogcship was more or ]e» hereditary
ti the houses of Partecipazio, Candiano, and Orseolo.
I hat period is a labyrinth of uncertainties and a maze

nnniKi mati at m uva

•f conflicting anachronbms. Scarcely two chroniclers
lace the same events in the same year, and they are

: -ly agreed as to matters even more important. Un-
listakable history does not make its appearance in
enice till the eleventh century, and not till the
escendants of Pietro Orseolo II., the greatest Doge
h

)
had yet reigned, were exikd horn Ventee, and

iccluded for ever, by a special law, from holding c^ce
nder the Republic. They may have found some
insolation in the fact that one of their house inherited
le throne of Saint Stephen.
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A few years later, the Doge Domcnico Flatnanico,

or Flobcnigo, sustained by an assembly of the clergy

and the people, introduced a law by which
AMfoj^.

^^jg^ ^j^g Republic was forbidden to

associate any one with himself in the power, and by

which he was constrained to accept the * assistance' of

two counsellors. The nomination of these was the first

step towards the creation of those many offices by which

the Doge's action was limited little by little, till he

became the mere figure-head, if not the scapegoat, of

the Republic he was supposed to govern.



VENICE AND THE FIRST CRUSaDES

It is not my intention to attempt in these pages an
Jiihroken narrative of early Venetian Ustorv. Such
ittempts have been made bv men of great and 'thorough
earning, but thejr have t^icd in part or altogether
because It IS quite impc able to trust the only sources
t mtormadon which have come down to us. These
jree, indeed, mor? or less ; that is, they agree just
learly enough to make it sure that something like the
^ent they narrate iii such widely diOTrent wavs
ctuaUy took place, in some year to chosen at wUl
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from the several dates they give. But that is alt, imtU

nearly the end of the Middle Ages.

One thing must not be forgotten : Venice was not

the only maritime republic in Italy, even in the ninth

and tenth centuries. There were at least three others,

Amalfi, Genoa, and Pisa, which at that time were as

prosperous, and seemed likely to be as long-lived, and

of which the commerce in the eastern Mediterra*-

In the end Venice outdid them because she was i' -•ted

from Italy—literally * isolated,* since she was built on

idands in the sea.

England owes her independence, and the British

Empire therefore owes its existence, to twenty-one

miles of sak water. A much less formidable water

barrin' gave Venice a thousand years of self-govcmna«nt.'

The vast advantage of protection by water was perhaps

not evident to the Venetians more than two or three

times in their history, any more than the same advantJ^e

has been actually felt by Englidunen men dian twice

or thrice, but tnose few occaaons were moat critical

;

it has been present all the time, and the enemies of

Venice, as of England, have always realised with dismay

the difficulty of attacking a nation to whose country

men cannot walk dry-shod.

The other three great maritime republics did not

possess this prime permanent advantage of isolation by

water. Amalfi was taken and retaken by land po^/ers ;

Pisa was ultimately subjugated by the Florentines, the

landsmen who lived nearest to her ; and Gen<M, with a

surviving semUance of freedom, became tributary to

the House of Savoy in the eighteenth century. Venice

alone of the four held her own till the days of Napoleon,

protected to some extent, perhaps, by a sort of t*^
but general European agreemoit to consider her a city

was already much lortant than that of V
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of pJeasnre but also, and always, by that water barrier.

^ f^H^ W'?.'''^ T""^'^ ^''y' defender^
tenfold, and dmdes to dangerously smaJl fractions the
powers of those that assaiJ her.

It may seem fruitless to try to recall in a few wordshow Fisa and Genoa rose to maritime power ; but it is
not D<M8ible to pass over in silence the period during
which Genoa, Venice's great rivral, was growing up on
the opposite side of the peninsula, a<^ the time' in
w^.ch Amalfi and Pisa wiTbe^ powers STtte
Mediterranean.

Amalfi, most strange to say, though she was the
first to disappear. to die civilised world at large the

test legacy. To one of her citizens, Flavio Gioia.
we owe the mariner's compass; to her we owe the
manuscript of the Pandects of Justinian, by which, as
bismondi justly says, aU western Europe came back to
the study and practice of Roman law ; to Amalfi weowe those laws regulatii.g maritime traffic, ^ich are
the foundation of th^ modern sea-law of civilised
nations. And as if ^re not enough for her
glory, I ,s to Am--. . the order of Knights
HospitaUers of Samt j.nu of Jerusalem owes its
existence, the oldest order of knighthood that still
survives, now known as the Sovereign Order of MaltaAt Its greatest, the Republic of Amalfi embraced
not more than fifteen or sixteen villages besides the
.ttle capital Itself, scattered abng the Suthern side of
tne borrentine peninsula, some perched on the in-
accessible flanks and spurs of a mountain that rises out
of the sea to a height of nearly five thousand feet,

T?! gorges widen at the water's edge,
rhat breakwaters were built out into tte sea befSre
Amalfi and Positano against the terrific south-westerly
?ales, we partly know and partly guess ; that die
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capital and the dependent villages were strongly forttftrf

may easily be proved. But what is left, thoudi

beautiful beyond description, is so little, and that httle

is so exiguous, that the thoughtful traveller asks with a

sort of unbelieving wonder how the Amalfitans can

ever have disputed the lordship of the sea with the

greatest, and poacssed their own rich quarter in every

thriving harbour of the East ; and how they can have

given the maritime world its first rules of the road, or

sent out rich and splendid trains of knights to one

crusade after another. Yet they did all these things

before they sank from power and disappeared and were

lost in the turmoil of South Italian hiatory.

Next greater in strength to survive came Pisa, a

contrast to Amalfi in almost every condition, and

a power which, when at its height, was of more im-

portance in history because history was then less chaotic.

Not backed against steep mountains like Amalfi and

Genoa, but built in the rich alluvial soil of the delta of

the Arno, where the widening stream
^^^^^^^J\^l%

harbour for ships ; not isolated in a natural fortress of

rocks, but easy of access by land as well as by sea, and

therefore easy to quarrel with and often in danger, Pisa

possessed the natural advantages of a modern capital

like London or Paris rather than the natural defences of

a strong city of the Middle Ages. But the times were

not ripe, and Florence was too near, jealous, turbi4ent,

commercial and usurious, a dangerous enemy in war,

and a terrible competitor in peace. No country has

produced simultaneously so many cities as Italy, any of

which might have become the capital of a nation. I

can only compare the tremendous vigour of her growth

at many points at once to that of a strong oak-tree

broken off near the ground by a tornado, and sending

up shoots fi-om the stump, so tall, so straight, so vital
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that each one, tf the othen were cut tway, would grow
in a few years to be a tree as tall and robust as the

[Mrent. Venice, Palermo, Naples, Pisa, Genoa, Florence,

Milan—might not any one of these have grown to be

a nation's capital ? And can any other nation of
Europe rfiow as mudi ?

The tenth century was not far advanced wl»n Hsa
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possessed an immense fleet and was already governing

herself as a republic. A proof of her importance lies

in the fact that when Otho the Second was at war with

the South, and meditated annexing to his Empire what

remained of the old Greek colonies, he applied to Pisa

to lend him ships wherewith to transput nis troops to

Calabria. His sudden death, however, put an end to

the negotiations, and the seven nobles whom he had

sent to Pisa to represent him were so much delighted

with all they saw, as well as with their reception, that

they asked to be made citizens themselves, were granted

the privilege, and became the founders of that great

Ghibelline party by which the destinies of the Pisan

Republic were guided so long as she maintained her

independence.

Amalfi sent out traders to the East and knights to

fight for the Holy Sepulchre ; but her knights did not

fight to win land for her, nor did her traders ever

become colonists. Pisa, like Venice, sought to extend

her territory. At that time the daring Saracen chief

nwmed Mousa—Moses—settled himself on the eastern

and southern coast of Sardinia, and carried his depreda-

tions for and wide on the Italian shore and through the

Tuscan archipelago. Seizing his opportunity when the

Pisan fleet had sailed southwards to help the Calabrian

Greeks against the Saracens of Sicily, Mousa and his

pirates entered the mouth of the Arno by night and

landed in the suburbs of Pisa. The terrified citizens

were waked by the yells of their assailants amidst the

flames of their own dwellings, and if the corsairs had

possessed any local knowledge of the city its history

might have gone no further than that night. But in

their ignorance they had landed on the wrong bank of

the river, and had fired the suburb instead of the city

itself ; a woman, and some say that she was a nakk
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lady, made her way through the confitttm acroM the
bidge to the Consul's dwelling, the churdi bdlt
were rung backwards and roused the sleeping garrison
to arms, and the Saracens, surprised by the prospect of
energetic resistance, withdrew hastily to their ships and
dropped down the river. The peril wat past.

But when the fleet came bitck fi-om the South
vengeance was sworn upon Mousa and his pirates, and
the conquest of Sardinia was a foregone conclusion.

So Pisa rose to power, and Genoa envied her and
Florence too, and thoae long wwn began which ended
ill her destruction and her absorption. While Venice
li;id been distracted by internal factions, by the feuds of
Candiano and Orseolo, Morosini and Caloprini, the
'Dupes and the Flatterers,' Pisa had at least enjoyed
the honour of fighting and vanquishmg a horde or un-
believers. And meanwhile Genoa had risen also to
nuich the same degree of prosperity and strength, so
that when Peter the Hermit's cry rang through the
Chrisfian worid, rousing the faithful to win back the
Holy Land, the four great Italian maritime republics
u'cre almost equals in wealth and infiumce, and in the
fleets of which they could dispose.

In what is by no means to be considered a complete
history of Venice, my readers will be grateful if I ;
them the too untrustworthy detaiis with which ^ the
chroniclers fill up their accounts of the eleventh
century. In addition to what I have said about the
^romh of the rival republics, however, it may be
mentioned that before the great movement of the
first crusade, the Venetians had more than once
measured themselves with the Normans in the Levant,
;md perfectly well understood the position of afl^airs in
the south of Italy and Sicily, where the sons of Tancred
Df Hauteville I»a carried everything before them.
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Venice, Genoa, and Pisa played almost «l"al P^^ts

in the general Europdm movement that foWo^/'^"^

the Venetians need not be greatly blamed if they

derived profit from a source that ^ho^l^^have yieW^^^

only honour to those who sought it. The Venetians

combined glory with business, it is true, but, on the

other hand, no one expected them to transport men

and horses to the East for nothing; and since they

were the best provided with vessels suitable for that

purpose, it was a foregone conclusion that a large part

of the transportation should be done by them. More-

over, when aU is told, there were few indeed amongst

all those hundreds of thousands who wore the cross

who had the right to '•^proach their fellows a^

companions for hoping to combine the .saltation

of their souls with some improvement m their eartWy

It was. of course, natural thaf the Italians, who arc

the least sentimental people in Europe, should under-

stand the worldly advantages which were sure ^ follow

in the wake of that great tidal wave of
^f^^^^l

which rose from the depths of Europe at Peter the

Hermit's cry, advanced, tremendous and irresistible,

over land and sea to ^^e most eastern limit^^^^

Christian civilisation, to topple and break at »««upon

Jerusalem itself in a thunderous chaoa of disaster and

*"^Tn^ confused history of the wars in which Venice

was engaged during the twelfth century is mtimately

connected with that of the first and second crusades,

though it cannot be said that the Venetians played a

very great part in either as fighting crusaders, it is

hard to follow exactly what took place when the whole

world that surrounded the Mediterranean was in a state

of ferment and wild confusion ; but it cannot be denied
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that the Venetians made the most of the newopportunities

presented to them, and they never n^^ted a chance of

enriching themselves at a time when a vast amount of
money was brought into circulation to pay for the

transportation and victualling of armed hosts. The
Republic, even at tlw outset, was in posscsnon of a

fleet that elicited the admirs^n £un^. No other

orr TMX ruBLic caidcns

nation owned ships of such varied types well suited to

different purposes. They had vessels called ' hippogogi,'

intended, as the name indicates, foe the transportation

of horses, of which each was abk to carry a con-
siderable number. They had fast vessels called also by
a (ireek name, 'dromi,' some of which are stated to

have been a hundred and seventy-five feet over all

;

and thoi^h of light draught, such ^ps can hudly
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have been of less than three hundred tons register and

over. They had a main deck and an upper deck, which

the chronicler, who was totally ignorant of nautical

matters, presumes to have been assigned respectively

to the fighting men and the seamen who worked the

ship Several of these vessels carried timber, so

fitted as to be rapidly built up into a turret, reaching

to the battlements of sea-girt fortresses and towns,

and they were provided with engines for throwing

stones, heavy wooden bdts with iron heads, and boUing

h was undoubtedly at this time that the great rivalry

rose between Venice and Genoa, when both were sup-

posed to be helping the Christian cause in the East. It

happened more than once that a convenient pretext tor

thesV quarrels presented itself in the shape of sacred

relics of saints, coveted alike by Pisans, Genoese, and

Venetians ; and to obtain such precioaa spoil they slew

each other without hesitation or remorse. They not

only trusted that the saint, when bodily in their posses-

sion, would bestow his richest blessings upon those who

had fought for him, but fhey were also well aware that

his shrine would wthout doubt attract numerous

pilgrims to thdr city', and thereby prove a

oJeXf».e permanent source of gain. It was in th,s

pisaisofi'/ioJcs.yfSLy that the Venetians succeeded in carry-

in^ofFfVomtheislandofRhodesthelwdyo^

oeiio scrutinio, Sjint Nicolas, m order to exhibit it to the

Ducal Palace.
^^^^^^^^^^ the faithful in the church they

had already built to him on the Lido ; not many years

pasc2d before they succeeded in stealing from Con-

Stontinople the body of Saint Stephen the martyr and

in the courae of the century they possessed themselves

of numeroui treasures of the same kind.

It im»st not be supposed, however, that they con-
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fined themselves to the discovery and seizure of such

pious plunder. The end they pursued was of a more

practical nature, and the whole result of their activity

during their first wars in die East is found in the estab-

lishment of flourishing colonies throughout the Levant,

and in the gradual, but in the end surprising subjection

of the Byzantine Empire to their commercial interests,

rhey made enormous sacrifices, they shed blood like

water and spent money without stint, in order to

establish themselves as the masters of the Ionian islands.

Though they hardly fought at all as crusaders, they

derived immense advantages from the conquest of the

Holy Land. In the kingdom of Jerusalem
^

they acquired the right to own a street, a '

'

square, a bakery, and a public bath in every city ; in

the cities of Sidon and Acre, the ancient Ptolemais, they

obtained even more ample privileges ; finally, in the year

1 1 23, they had made themselves masters or

one-third of the city of Tyre, whik fcavtng /'{""//^i
1 f J • It- ' ^ Turks at Jaffa,

the other two-thirds m the possession or sante Peranda ,

the king. They immediately established ^'"«^«'''«^-

there an ambassador to represent the Republic, with the

title of Bailo, and a consul to protect their financial

interests.

The taking of Tyre was largely due to the personal

courage and firmness of the Doge Domenico Michiel.

Under apparently hopeless conditions, and

when his troops were dUM^ughly dis- Fat"}\yn,

couraged, without money to pay their wages "^''^y,/^***

or supplies to feed them, he succeeded

in maintaining his influence over them, and ultimately

led them to victory. One of the most extraordinary

devices to which he had recourse in the absence of onn
was the cmtion of a leather currency. He actually

had vast qwnititict of leather c«tt ti^ toicetia and
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stamped with a sign that promised redemption, if

they were presented to the treasury in Venice when

the expedition reached home ; and these tokens circu-

lated as notes do nowadays, and were ultimately

redeemed in gold It is to this circumstance that the

arms of the Mich'el family make allusion, displaying

one-and-twenty pieces of money upon alternate bends,

azure and argent.

The influence which the Venetians acquired in Con-

stantinople during the first half of the twelfth century

showed itself in the construction of churches and con-

vents in the city itself, and in the establishment of great

commercial storehouses and markets, where they used

their own Venetian weights, measures, and money, as if

they were in Venice itself. Their wares paid no duty

on entering the Greek Empire ;
they

Rom. ii. 6t.
^gqyjred the Greeks to speak of the Doge

under the title of Protospartos, or august prince, and the

patriarch of Venice was designated as * Hypertimos,* and

derived considerable fees from ^ne Eastern capital, while

the basilica of Saint Mark enjoyed a tribute from the

Byzantine Empire. In fact, during a certain length of

time, the importance of the Repubfic was almost as grcil

in Constantinopie as in Venice itself, and
Rom. ii. 49' (>'

a source of considerable anxiety to

the emperors. They did their best to oppose the

growing power of the Venetians, but the assistance

of the latter was absolutely necessary to them in order

to repulse the attacks of the Normans of

Defauif Roger, Sicily, who even succeeded in penetrating

Marco Vectiiio : if,to the suburbs of Constantinople ; and
umttOHmg- ^^^^ ^^^^ Greeks were obliged

to bear with the official pretensions of the Republic, as

wdl as with the insults and humiliations suffered by the

Greek soldiers at the hands of their foreign allies.
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Under the reign of the Emperor Manuel, however,
the affairs of the Republic in the East suffered a severe
check. During an expedition, of which the real object

THt cLoac Town

was nothing less than the conquest of Greece, an out-
break of the plague brought tsrror and
confusion upon Oie Venetian fleet. The^ ''^

attackti^ force connsted ki^gdy of volonteert, who
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lost heart as the terrible sickness spread amongst

them. A mere remnant of what had seemed a

brilliant army reached Venice with the remains of

the fleet, and the arrival of these few spread mourn-

ing and desolation amongst the citizens. Outn^;ed at

the weakness and lack of wisdom displayed by the Doge

during the expedition, the people united to wreak

their vengeance upon him, and he was promptly assas-

sinated. Amongst the many families whose youngest

and bravest were victims or this fruitless expedition,

none was more nearly exterminated than the Giustiniani.

One hundred men of their name and race had sailed

away to Greece ; not one came back. The Venetians

felt that the city itself was bereaved by
Rom. a. 89.

^j^jj. Qjjg marriageable age

alone survived in Venice to stand between the name of

Laxiarini, Giustiniani and its extinction, and he was
Guida. 2J0. a monk in the monasterv of Saint Nicolas.

Thither the people proceeded in a body, they claimed

Moi. Dogarttsa, Mm from the order, they brought him

75- home to his ancestral palace, they besought

the Pope to free him from his vows. Alexander III.

readily acceded to a request.so unanimous ; at the same

time, as ifto provide him with a wifewhose pomtion shoold

be c imewhat »mUar to his own, the pontifF liberated

also from her nunnery the daughter of the former Doge,

Vital Michiel II. The former monk and the former

nun were united in bond': of matrimony, and became

the parents of no less than twelve children, nine of

whom were sons. When the twelve were all grown up,

Giustiniani founded in the island of Amiano a con-

vent, to which his wife and their three daughters retired,

while he returned to his monastery of Saint Nicolas on

the Lido.

The immediate result of the disastrous expedition to
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Greece seems to have been that Venice momentarily
lost her hold upon the Levant, and was obliged to
retire from the strong commercial position she had
acqu-'-ed in Constantinople ; but an alliance with
William, the king of Sicily and the son of Rc^er, soon
turned the scale in favour of the Republic.
The Emperor Manud Coronenos, terrified

"

at the thought of a coalition betmn Sicily and Venice,
paid the latri r a large sum ofmoney by way of indemnity.

Such, on the whole, were the principal events in the
foreign history of Venice, which were more or less

connected with the First Crusade and its ccmsequences.
But it must not be supposed that while Ven«» was

.

doing everything in her power to extend her commerce
and influence in eastern Europe and in Asia, she was
neglecting to improve her opportunities in Italy. As early
as 1

1
o [ the Venetians had installed themselves as masters

in the city of Ferrara, which they had helped the great
Countess Matilda to recover from her imperial enemy
At the same time the Republic required all its pro-
digious energy to maintain its hold upon Dalmatia,
the possession of which was contested by the king of
Hungary. One of the numerous expeditions to the
Dalmatian coasts cost the life of the Doge Ordelafo
Falier

; this was in 1116, and fifty years elapsed before
tne Republic recovered possession of all the fortresses
on that coast. Stephen III. of Hungary now thought
only of winning the good graces of his country's former
rivals, and married two princess -s of his family, the
one to Niccolo, a son of the Doge Michiel, who had
been created Count of the island of Arbo
in Dalmatia, and the other to die Cc-.it
of Ossero. Venice had become a European power,
and foreign sovereigns sought alliance with her by
marriage.
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Much interest attaches to the relations between the

D<^[e8, the Emperors, and the Popes in the twelfth

century, more especially as the long quarrel ended in the

institution of the memorable feast of the Ascension,

which was kept in Venice to the very last year of the

Republic.

The Emperor Conrad died in the year 1 1 52, leaving

an only son who was a mere boy. The electors of the

Empire, judging that the times required a strong hand

and a sovereign who should not be under the control

of any regency, elected the late Emperor's nephew,

Frederick of Hcrfwnstaufen, surnamed Barbu-osaa.

Brave, ambitious, and energetic, Frederick's object

from the first was to bring all Italy under the direct

rule of the Empire. By a piece of good fortune

which rarely befell any of the Emperors, he found him-
self supported by the Pope, who, according to the

amiable traditions of those times, should have been his

natural enemy. Nicholas Brakespeare, the Englishman
who reigned under the name of Pope Hadrian IV., was

at that time in considerable anxiety owing to the pro-

gress made in Rome by the revolutionary teachings of

Arnold of Brescia, and " viewed with satisfaction the

Emperor's intention of descending into Italy at the

head of an imposing army. For such an expedition

a pretext was soon found. Frederick convoked a

general diet of the Empire at Roncaglia, not far from
Piacenza, which had generally been the official residence

of his predecessors when they visited the peninsula.

The Venetian Republic does not appear to have

been at all alarmed by what was known of the Empercxr's

intentions, and sent three patricians to represent her at

the diet. The Emperor was indeed chiefly opposed

by the Lombards, who entirely refused to acknowledge
the claims he now made, and he was accordingly obliged
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more than once to resort to arms to enforce them, even
after his coronation in Rome.
A dangerous epidemic which broke out in Italy

obliged him to return to Germany for a short time, but
he soon came back and convoked a second diet at Ron-
caglia, the prime object of which was to define exactly
what the situation of the Italian states ought to be with
regard to the Empire. The Diet fully supported the
Emperor in the claims he made upon Lombardy, and
that province, hav' -g been placed under the ban of
the Im^rial Diet, broke out in open revolt. In the
war which followed immediately a number of the Lom-
bard cities were besieged, including Milan
and Crema. When the latter place was
starved to a surrender, and was obliged to open its gates
to the Germans, it is recorded that the whole population
emigrated in a body, preferring exile to submission.

At this time Hadrian IV., Frederick's friend and aHy,
died, and the conclave elected as his successor Cardinal
Bandinelli, who assumed the name of Alexander III.,

and became one of the Emperor's bitterest enemies.
Even before his etecdon this Pope had been well
known for his strong Guelph sympathies, and his
election was a scmrce of profound displeasure to the
Emperor. The latter could not easily accomplish his
purpose in Italy during the reign of a Pope whose
patriotic oWect it was to liberate his country from all

foreign influence. Following the astonishing custom
which prevailed in those times, Barbarossa immediately
proclaimed a Pope of his own, known to us as the
Antipope Victor IV., who united the suffrages and
enjoyed the support of that very numerous party which
desired to see the Germanic influence oi the Empire
prevalent south of the Alps.

There was therefore throughout Italy a condition of
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schism in which the Pope and the patriotic party were

opposed to the Antipope and the Imf>eriali8t8. Tht

Venetians with their patriarch did not
kom. u. 75.

jjggjjjjg espouse the cause of Alexander

III. At that time the patriarch was still the Bishop of

Grado, and as it chanced that he was at odds with the

Archbishop of Aauileia about certain quMtions connected

with the Dalmatian bishoprics since that province had

passed into the hands of the Venetians, Aquileia very

naturally joined the Imperial standard, and proceeded to

sack the diocese of the rival bishop. The Dc«e interfered

in person, and with the help of a few foiUliiil troops

succeeded in capturing the h<^- headed Bishop of

Aquileia, a dozen of his canons, and a number of

Fnulese country gentlemen who had joined the quarrel

in the hope of plunder. These prisoners were all

brought to Venice, but were set at liberty when the

bishop and his canons had signed a treaty or perpetual

agreement, whereby they bound themselves and their

successors for ever to pay a yearly tribute consisting of

twelve loaves of white bread and twelve fat pigs. The

Republic judged that the memory of this victory of the

rightful Pope's party over his advt ; wies should be pre-

served, and as a means o^ doing so decreed that the

aforesaid fattened swine should be handed over to the

populace on the Thursday before Lent to be hunted

to death in the piazza of Saint Mark. This carnival

diverb.on was so highly appreciated by the people that

when in the year 1420 the Pope abolished the two

patriarchates of Grado and Aquileia, and created instead

the patriarchate of Venice, the Government was obliged

to provide the pigs at its own expense.

It is only fiir to say here that the patriarch of

Aquileia made act of submission to Pope Alexander III.

himself.
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Meanwhile, in the year 1162, that Pope was forced

to take refuge in Franre to escape from the dangers
that beset him in Rome ; and the ndiops and cai^aalt
who were faithful to him, and who now found tlmn-
selves fugitives, received a hospitable welcome with
promises of protection in Venice. It was but natural

that this should irritate the Emperor, and foreseeing

THC DOCANA AND TMS «ALUTE

that there was to be trouble the Republic hastened to
conclude alliances with the Greek Emperor and the
king of Naples, whose interest it was to check the
growth of German infhience in Italy.

On his side Barbarossa assured himself of the sup-
port of Genoa, and returned to Germany to raise fresh
troops, while Alexander III. took advantage of hu
enemy's absence to come back to Rome. It was in the
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midst of these party struggles that the Lombard League

first took shape Mid began to grow ; in 1 167 a congren

jfom a St
^^^^ which were tMTsent deputo

*** ' ' from the cities of Venice, Verona, Vicenza,

Padua, Treviso, Ferrara, Brescia, Bergamo, Mantua,

Cremona, Milan, Lodi, Parma, Modena, Bol(^a,
Novara, VercdH, R^po, Asd and Tortxma. Tlw
representatives of these powerful towns met together

and swore a solemn oath in a great fortress which

the^ had built for the common defence, and around

which a city had already sprung up. The city ami
fortress were named Akssandria, in honour of Pope
Alexander III., who was the soul of the patriotic

Italian • Concordia.' It is worth noting that the

city of Piacenza, which up to this time had been

conndered the central focus of Germanic influence

in Italy, sent representatives to the ccmgress of

Alessandria, and afterwards took an active part in the

alliance which was formed there.

The Emperor spared no effort to obtain possession

of tlM ^rmi^hold the '^aeue ; but while the sarriscm

opposed the most determined resistance from wttnin, the

citit the League harassed the Germans from without,

and . ed them to raise the siege within four months.

Not very much later, though too late, the Imperial

army received a>nnderable reinforcements ; but during

that time the army of the League had been able to make
every nreparation for a decisive battle. The

Mom. ti, too. ' ^^T -KM /
armies met at L^nano on May 19, 1176,

and the encounter resulted in a disastrous defeat for

Frederick. He himself was thrown from his horse, the

great standard of the Empire was captured, and the

Imperialists were driven to ignominious flight. The
Venetians had no troops in this battle, which was fought

at a OM^deral^ di^mice frtun tbnr toritcMry, mtt
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they had contributed large sums of money as well as
munitions of war to the cause.

During the six years which had preceded tliit de-
cisive battle Alexander III. had led a life of hardship
and danger. Beset and pursued by his enemies, he
wandered and sometimes fled from Benevento to Veroli,
and thence to Anagni, feeling himself safer anywhere
than in Rome, where party feeling ran high and
took the side of Frederick. But the latter's signal
dc^-at at Lcgnano convinced Barbarossa at last that his
true interest lay in making peace with the sovrreign
pontiff, m tptte of the great difficulty which must attend
any negotiations towards such an end ; for Frederick
dreamt of nothing less than reconciling himself with
Alexander III. without abandoning the Antipope whom
he had set up in o|)position. The first point agreed
upon was that a meetinff thodd take pfaice in some city
ot northern Italy, tad ti^ the Pope Aodd itttead it in
person.

As a preliminary step the Pope proceeded to Venice,
being conveyed thither by the galleys of the king of
Sicily, and visiting on his way the principal
cities of Dalmatia. He was received in Dep/rlJJe o/ tke
Venice with the most profound respect and '"-'^'<'-

with demonstrations of the greatest joy hy u^uT/ipl^a.
the Doge, the defgy, and the people. J'*^^^^*^"

.

During hts suy m the aty there was a o/theenvcys

constant exchange of messages ^wecnXw^^tS'
mm and the Kmperor regarding j city ¥^Gmt
to be chosen for a congress to discuss the
peace. Theii the Pope hhnself was obliged to travel to
I^errara, a town which the cities of the League would have
preferred, though it was too small to lodge the great
number of persons who would have to be present. The
Pope returned to Venice after discussing the question
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with the envoys of Milan, and called together the

ambassadors of the Empire, the leeates of Sicily, and

the principal Lombard chiefs. AU these personages

presented themselves in answer to the pontifical sum-

mons, and proceeded to discuss the situation at great

length. The result of the congress was that the Emperor

agreed to recognise the legitimate election ofAlcxandw

IIL, to renounce his own Antipope, to sign a truce of

six years with the Lombard League, and of fifteen years

with the king of Sicily.

These preliminaries having been properly and

minutely established, the Emperor was invited to meet

the Pope in Venice. It was his Canossa. He arrived

in Chioggia in 1177, and was met at the entrance of

the lagoons by a deputation of bishops, who exhorted

him to abjure his schism before entering upon Venetian

territory. BarbaroMa complied with good grace and

was forthwith freed from the ban of excommunication.

On the following day he proceeded to the capital. The

Doge, the patriarch of Grado, and all the bishops of

the Venetian State went out to meet him in their barges.

The whole company landed at the Piazzetta amidst^
acclamations of the crowd, and the Emperor was at once

conducted to the Basilica. Here the Pope> in full ponti-

ficals, awaited him under the porch, surrounded by his

cardinals and numerous representitives of the Vcnetism

clergy. When he saw before him the august pontiff

whom he nad so long and so cruelly persecuted, the

Emperor seems to have felt a sudden impulse of

Ba^armsa
penit^nce, for he threw himself upon his

hueiiMg h^ore knccs and bowed down to kiss the Pope's

HaZ^JJi'^.f^'t l>ut Alexander would not allow him

HaHeftheGreai to go SO far, and raising nim to his reet ne-

counai.
stored upon him the kiss of peace. Side

by side the temporal and the spiritual sovereigns of
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the world went up the ancient aisle together to the steps

of the high altar, and with the clergy and people
intoHMi tlw * Te Deum Ltudamus.*

On the first of August of that year the truce with
the Lombard League was signed, and at the tame 6mc
the Venetians obtained for themselves certain especial
promises from the Emperor, one of which was that no
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imperial ships should navigate the waters of the Adriatic

Gulf, which Venice now fookcd upon as her excitinve

property, withqut the consent of tlw Repttblk. On his

side the Pope accorded numerous privileges to the

city which had given him such abundant proof of its

fidelity.

A great part of the important which was attachttl

to the Doge's annual visit to the Lido on Ascension

Day had its origin in the fact that Alexander III. was

present in Venice at that feast. It is true that the

custom of the visit dated from the days of Hetro
Or%oio II., but the ceremony of espousing the sea

was first performed in W77, when the Pope, on pre-

senting the Doge Sebastian Ziani with a magnificent

ring, accompanied the gift with the words :
' Take this

as a token of the sovereignty which you and your

successors shall exercise over this sea for ever.* In

memory of this speech the Doge afterwards dropped a

golden wedding-ring into the sea every year with

imposing ceremonies.

These are the simple facts upon which is founded
the amazing legoid of Alexai^er*s arrival in Venice.

Tracked and pursued, the story says, by his imperial

enemies, the fugitive Pope reached Venice in disguise

and ; t night. After wandering for hours through the

dark and winding ways of the city, he sank down 9!t

last upon the steps of a church, worn out with fatigue

and sleep, to wait for the day. At dawn he took up

his staff again, and on seeing a building which was

evidently a monastery, he knocked at the door and

asked for shelter. The house was that of Santa Martt

della Carita. He was admitted, and, according to ^
least one chronicler, was installed in the kitchen as a

scullion. In this humble office he lived uncomplaining

for six months, until a French traveller, tdio had ofteft
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seen him in France, recognised him, and hastened to
inform the Doge of his presence. The emotion created
by the intelligence may easily be imagined. The ducal
palace and the whole city were in a ferment of
excitement, and a vast procession proceeded '^.a.g^fsfdinL
at once to fetch the sovereign pontiff from momtstety of the

the convent kitchen and conduct him ''^^ k;/^^//
to the palace of the patriarch of Grado.
Strong in the support of the Venetians, the
Pope now sent ambassadors to Frederick requiring him
to restore peace to Church and State. The Emperor,
according to the story, sent an arrogant reply, and swore
that he wouM plant his victorious standard before the
very door of Saint Mark's. The natural result of such
a reply could only be a war, and the legend did not fail

to invent one of the most dramatic nature. Sixty
galleys fr jni the Empire, from Genoa, and from Pisa,
entered th Adriatic under the command of the young
Otho, the Emperor's son, a boy of eighteen years,
endowed with superhuman strength, courage, and
experience. Against this powerful fleet Aie.a..jerm.
the Venetians could only send a force of P*'"'^'"' "te Doge

thirty ships. But right was on their side, /wlt/Z:;t,
and especially the right of legend to give
the victory to its favourites. The Doge knelt before
the Pope, the Pope blessed him, presented him with a
golden sword and promised him the victory.
On Ascension Day a great and bloody s^'''"%X^:!r'
tight was fought off Salvore, not far from Tintorttto;

Parenzo, and the Venetians utterly dis-
comfited their enemies, taking from them forty-eight
galleys and a vast number of prisoners, including the
Prince Otho himself. Like all legendary people, these
legendary Venetians were noble and generous beyond
words, and at once sent the Prince back to his father
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with twelve ambassadors. Touched by so much kind-

Tkt VeHeiioHt ****** Empcror requested a safe-

fftsent Prince conduct for himself to visit Venice, and

^T.Vic'^HT: having arrived there he was kept waiting

and otkerfieiures unconscionable time while the terms of

sZ!ftJmfke a treaty of peace were drawn up. When

'fhe^imTHau
'^^^ admitted to th|p p^nce of

e same a
^jg^andcr III. Frederick was made to lay

aside all the insignia of royalty, and was forced to lie

down flat upon his face while the Pope placed one foot

S. PItTRO IN CASTILLO

upon the back of his neck and recited from Psalm xci.

verse 13, ' The young lion and the dragon shalt thou

rample under feet.' Frederick answered, ' I bow not

before thee, but before Peter.* *fioth before Peter anl

before me,' insisted the Pope.

The historian Romanin is justified in declaring that

it would be hard to accumulate a greater number of

absurdities in a single tale, and the most elementary

hist(mcal criticism has sufficed to destroy all such fables.

They are, indeed, so manifestly imaginary that the so-

called proofs of the dramatic events they describe have

been allowed to remain untouched, and they octst to
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the present day. They consist of an inscription cut in

marble, which recalls to the inhabitants of Salvx>re the
victory of the Doge Sebastian Ziani over the fleet of
Otho of Hohenstaufen

; of an inscription on the outside
of the church of Sant' Apollinare informing the public
that Pope Alexander III. passed a bad night on the
steps of that church ; and of similar inscriptions upon
the churches of Santa Sofia, San Salvatore, San Giacomo,
and some other churches, which dispute with Sant'
Apollinare the honour of having offered the pontiff the
hospitality of the doorstep.
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VI

VENICE AND CONSTANTINOPLE

The most conflicting judgments have been formed

upon the action of the Venetian Republic at the

decisive moments of her career, as well as \i\ a. che

true sources of her wealth and importance. One writer,

for instance, gravely tells us that Venice, like England,

grew rich by usury and the slave trade ; another, whose

good faith cannot be doubted, assure, the world that

the two great mistakes which led to the final domifall

<^ the Reputfelic were the * Serrata del Gran Ccmsiglio,*

no
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1

which excluded the people from the government, and
the unjustifiable sack and seizure of Constantinople.
It would be hard indeed to produce any satisfactory
proof of the former statement; for though tlie
Venetians undoubtedly supplied themselves and one
part of Italy with white slaves from the East, and
although the Republic at times lent money at interest
to poorer Governments in distress, yet I do not think
that these sources of income were ever to be compared
with that derived from a great and legitimate com-
merce, and from less justifiable but not less lucrative
conquest.

As for the second statement, it is enough to consider
the length of time which elapsed between the taking of
Constantinople and the closure of the Great Council
about a hundred years later, say in 1300, on the one
hand, and the final destruction of Venetian independence
in 1797 on the other. When, in history, an efilect is
separated from its supposed cause by an interval of
five hundred years or more, I do not hesitate to assert
that the connection is a littie more than doubtful As
for the exclurion of the people fix>m the government
having been a source of danger to the RroubHc, it is
interesting to note that almost in the same year the
Republic of Florence adopted precisely the opposite
course that it led directly to internal discord and the
^ars of the Blacks and Whites, and that in less than
o hundred years the city which had adopted the
mccratic view was under the dominion of tyrants—a striking instance of the truth of some of the

most important conduaons reached by Plato in the
Republic.

In the year 1198 Pope Innocent III. called upon
Christendom to undertake a fourth crusade, and the
voice of Fulk of NeuiUy preached the delivery of the
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Holy Sepulchre, and roused to arms the most valiant

barcms and gentlemen <^ France.

It was not till 1201 that the new army of crusaders

was sufficiently organised to consider the means of

reaching Palestine, and they then decided that they

must make the journey by sea. Accordingly they ^tmt

an embassy to Venice, the only maritime power then

able to furnish the ships and transports required.

Enrico Dandolo, the Doge, entertained their request,

and, speaking in the name of the Republic, ofFered to

convey to Palestme four thousand five hundred hearses

and nine thousand squires and grooms on large

transports, and to take four thousand five hundred

knights and twenty thousand men-at-arms on other

vessels, and to furnish provisions for men and horses

for nine months ; and, ftirther, to send fifty armed

galleys to convoy the transports to * the shores whither

Christianity and the service of God called them.'

For this transportation the Republic required the

payment of 85,000 marks of silver before the army

embarked, and the promise an equal divi«on of all

conquests and of all spoil, Venice to receive one-half

of everything.

To these terms the ambassadors agreed, and they

obtained from the Pope a solemn approval of the

^reement, which the Republic fulfilled with great

exactness, but which many of the crusaders violated in

a mannt- far from honourable ; for a large nu..,ber,

deeming that they could make the journey more

cheaply on their own account, embarked from other

European ports without any regard to the engagements

made in their names by the ambassadors they themselve

had chosen.

The conse(juence was that at the time agreed upon

for meeting m Venice, the crusaders found thdr
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numbers much inferior to those provided for in the
contract

;
and. as was natural, those who presented

themselves were not able to produce the sum Sf money
agreed upon for the whole number.

But, according to the agreement signed, if the wholesum was not paid before embarking, whatever was paidm was forfeited to d» R«wWic. which had been put

Tfle^eT
*~ *

In this extremity Enrico Dandolo pointed out to his
countrymen that Venice should phy\ generous par
rather than exact the letter of the' contract ; that acompromise should be made on some sound bmb ; and
that the most obvious way of settling the matter was to
ask of the crusaders some service, during the voyage
to Palestme which should be accepted instead of the
balance of the money still unpaid, ainounting to no less
than 30 000 marks of sUver (about ^6o,ool sterlinglo this proposal the crusaders agreed, though not
wi-out considerable opposition on the pa^t of of

it be observed here, in defence of what the

th^FZh r^l' ''''' '^'y ^^'^ connected with

nthefi.^.nl 1?'
'"two totally distinct characters,m the first place, they themselves took the cross in great

econdly, they were a company for the transportation of
great number of other crusaders at stated ^te^^a guarantee. Moreover, they did not, as som^T^

supposed, include their own forces amongst those foJwhom the French were to pay.
According to Sismondi, the estimate they made forthe transportation of the French was as folbws
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For 4,500 horses, at 4 marks of silver each . 18,000 marki

„ 4,500 knights, at 2 nuurki of silver each . 9,000 „

„ 9,000 squires and grooms, at 2 marks of

silver each . . . • 1 8,000 „

„ 20,000 meii-at-arms, at 2 marks of silver

each 40,000 „

For 4,500 horses and 33,500 men, total . 85,000 marb

Equal to about .... 70,000 sterling.

This represented what may be called the business

side of the transaction. As crusaders, the Venetians

who accompanied the expedition appeared not as busi-

ness men but as allies, and provided for themselves in

every way ; and it was as allies that they claimed an

equal share of conauest and spoil.

The weakness of the Pope's subsequ'^nt position lay in

the feet that while he could, and did, excommunicate

the crusaders for going out of their way, he could not

possibly have excommunicated them if the Venetians, as

business men, had insisted on the performance of the

contract and had refused to start at all.

In giving a brief account of the taking of Constanti-

nople, I shall not offer any criticism of a deed which

has been generally condemned, and which it is certainly

not easy to excuse, but I shall present it very nearly

as it app«ured to Romanin, himself a Venetian, and

one of the greatest and most just of the Venetian

historians.

It was on a Sunday, and in the year 1201, that the

decision was reached which sent a Venetian fleet and

army to the East under the aged Doge
a. rs4.

Dandolo. A vast crowd filled the

basilica of Saint Mark, and was swelled by the foreign

knights and their attendants, who had descended from

the ducal palace after being received by the Doge.
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Moreover, there were many pilgrims in th« throiiff,
wearing unon their coats and cloaks the ,,,,

*
emblem of the cross. High mass was to ^'"f"^" f"*^' f*'

be celebrated, and the fi'igh Vltar wi^ ^cun'^zL'
already prepared for the solemn fUnction '-"c^cJlw^
Before it began however, a very old man of venerable
aspect, but still preserving something of his earlier
energy, appeared m the pulpit of the cathedral. Hewas almost sightless—so blind, indeed, thtt
he had to be led when he walked. But in

^'
spite of age and infirmity. Enrico Dandolo was still oneof the most remarkable men living in an age which
produced many characters of wonlerful individuality
and strength. Even his blindness was not the <W
cruelty of the Emperor Manuel Comnenos, who hadalmost destroyed his sight when he had been ambassad^m Constantinople n«u-Ty a quarter of a century earUer.He had now reached the age of ninety-four, ind hadbeen Doge already eight years.

»
«na naa

nnMn P"^P'^ ^P°^^^ the people,not long but earnestly, and though he was nearly ihundred years old his voice rang^ dear and distinctthrough the vast church, and the ^ord. he spoltel^
heard and long remembered.

m.,*J°".r '^^^h the bravest of livingn^n for the greatest purpose which man can embrace!and I am old and weak and my body has
sore need of rest, yet I clearly see that no

Which IS mme as chief of the Republic. I pray voug've me leave to take the cross that 1 may lead yound watch over you. and let my son take mydace he«to guard the territories of Venice while I go f(^ toJ've or e with you and with these piJgrim^^
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A great cry went up from all the people, * So be it

for Gal's sake ! Take the cro» tho 9nd ohm with

v»: And therewith a great w»ve of entKuMMi moved

THt SALUTE

the whole host— strangers, pilgrims, and Venetians

alike ; and one who stood in the crowd has recorded

that there was something in the bearing of the ancient
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Doge, in his prayer for permission to take the cross, in
the sacrHiee ne offered of the last strength that was
in him, that brougiit tnrt to the eyes of them that mw
and heard.

Then Enrico Dandolo, laying one hand upon the
shoulder of him who went before to lead him, came
down and knelt before the high altar ; and he asked
that the cross should be sewn upn his great cotton
bonnet that all might see it, and a great number of
Venetians followed his example and took the crois
also.

The fleet sailed out of the harbour of Venice on the
eighth day of October 1202, a fleet of three hundred
sail, the noblest and best equipped that had yet been
seen. Three huge vessels led the line—the Aquila,
the Paradiso, and the Pelkgrina. Above the broad
sails the standard of the Rqwblic floated from the
masthead, while the flags of other nations that were
sending crusaders with the fleet were displayed below it
and at the yard-arms. The three hundred vessels were
manned by a force of forty thousand men in the bloom
of their youth and strength.

The crusade that followed as been too often
described for me to describe it. I shall merely
endeavour to present a short statement of the main
facts and their consequences.

Pope Innocent III. had strictly enjoined upon the
crusaders to stop nowhere by the way, but to proceed
directly to the Holy Land without turning
aside to pursue any purpose or undertaking

"

foreign to the end for which they had bound themselves
together by solemn oath. The Pope's command was
peremptory

; it is hardly necessary to say that it was
also prudent, since the first three crusades had shown
clearly to what extent the interests of commerce and

ji4

I-

li.
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the desire for gain could thwart the true purpose of the

Holy War. Ncverthdess the Venetians considered that

the Pope*s words could be interparted with a breadth

convenient to their own ends, and in spite of the resist-

ance of the French knights, who wished to obey the

Pope to the letter, the fleet anchored off the coast of

Dalmatia in order to retake the strongholds which had

fallen under the domination of Hungary. Enrico

Dandolo's argument in favour of this was by no means

illogical, whatever his real motives may have been, for

he pointed out that it was absolutely necessary to take

possession of all harbours on the way to the East from

which pirates might sail out to harass the fleet.

No sooner had he taken the city of Zara, however,

than the French knights were perplexed and terrified

by a message from the Pope, who threatened to excom-

^^^^ municate all who had fought in this inci-

Zara attackt'd by dental war unless they made honourable
the crusaders,

jpiends. Ambassadors were at once sent
A. Vicentmo;

-r-v i i t

Hall of the to Rome to explam Dandolo s specious
Gr*at Council, argument to the Pope and humbly to

implore the latter's pardon. Innocent grantea his

absolution readily enough, on condition that the crusaders

should not turn aside again on their way to the Holy

Land.

But meanwhile a still greator temptation presented

itself to attract the crusaders out of their straight

course. For a long time past the Empire of the East

had been distracted by civil wars. At the time when

the crusaders set sail from Venice the Emperor Isaac

had been dethroned and blinded by his brother Alexis,

, who had vatjcSl the power. But Isaac's

son, the younger Alexis, had succeeded in

eluding his uncle's vigilance, and had escaped from Con-

stantinople. He had visited Rome with the intention
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of obtaining assistance from Pope Innocent III., but
only to find that his purpose had been fore-
stalled by his uncle, the reigning Emperor.
The latter, fearing the Pope's interference, had ah-eady
sent an embassy f- .,in> v/itb instructions to beguile
him with promises of a reconcIiMtion between the Greek
and Latin Churcl ^b. As this reconciliation, or sub-
mission, was the pr iirit nl inducement which the younger
Alexis had to offer in return for help, the Pope con-
sidered that it would be wiser to treat with the uncle,
who was in possession, rather than with the nephew who
was a fugitive. Deceived in his hopes, the younger
Alexis proceeded to Germany, to the court of King
Philip of Swabia, who had set himself up as Emperor
against Otho IV^, and had married a sister of the young
Prince. It is not clear whether it was Philip himself
who suggested to Alexis the possibility of attracting the
crusaders to Constantinople, but he appears to have
recoi.miended the plan and to have strongly urged the
Venetians to agree to it. At all events Alexis Aie.is Comn.no.
now proceeded to Zara and soon interested ^^^^s heip of tin-

the aged Dandolo in his cause. He made ^^^'i
great promises if the crusaders would
help him to get back the throne; he would bear
the whole expenses of the crusade for one year ; he
would divide amongst the crusaders a sum of 'two
hundred thousand silver marks ; he would guarantee
^or all future time that five hundred knights should be
supported by the Greek Empire in the Holy Land to
guard it from the attacks of unbelievers ; and finally,
he promised to bring the Eastern Church back to the
spiritual dominion of the popes. These magnificent
offers on the one hand, and the moving picture which,
on the other, he drew of his father Isaac's sufferings]
produced a profound impression upon his hearers, and
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especially, perhaps, upon those who had already been

in Constantinople and had formed an opinion as to the

value of such a prize. In the eyes of the Venetians,

too, there was even another object to be accomplished,

namely, the destruction of the power of Pisa and of her

commerce in the East.

It was in vain that the Pope, who wished to manage

matters himself, and who was m€»e than half pledged

, to the usurper of the throne, raised his voice
Kom. It. t02. . , ' , . . . •

m threats and protestations ; it was in vain

that he insisted on the wretched condition of the Christians

in Palestine and the extremities to which they were re-

duced, pointing out that their welfare was to be con-

sidered rather than a blind prisoner's claims to the throne

from which he had been ousted, no matter how unjustly.

Nothing that the Pope could say had the slightest efFect

upon men whose conscience agreed to an act of justice

in which their ruling passion for gain anticipated an

opportunity for almost unbounded plunder. Those

who feared to displease the Pope, or were terrified by

the menace of excommunication, were told that they

were free to leave the ranks if they chose. A few

French knights took advantage of this alternative and

left the army
;
amongst these was Simon de Montfort.

But the principal French nobles espoused the cause of

the younger Alexis, including Boniface of Montferrat,

Baldwin of Flanders, Louis of Blois, and Hugh the

Count of Saint Paul. These and the great majority,

with their followers, threw in their lot with Enrico

Dandolo, and looked on with indifference when the

Pope's cardinal legates left the crusade and proceeded

to the East by themselves.

Sismondi considers that the subsequent attitude of

Venice towards the Holy See throughout her history

had its origin at this time ; for when, before the ex-
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pcdition sailed, Cardinal San Marcello arrived in Venice,
as the Pope , legate, to take command of the crusading
fleet, he was informed that if he shipped as a Christian

. li

9

FOMMMCNTA t. (UiOLAMO

preacher he should be treated with the highest honours.
that if he came with the slightest idea of giving

orders he could not be aUowed on board ; wherlipon
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having thoroughly understood the situation, he returned

to Rome.
As the fleet proceeded eastwards it was very naturally

obliged to put in at a number of Greek harbours, not

only to obtain provisions, but because it was absolutely

necessary to land the crusaders' horses from time to

time for exercise ; and when we consider the conditicms

of navigation and the dimensions of vessels in those

days, we are surprised that such a body of cavalry could

have been successfully transported at all from the

Venetian islands to the very walls of Constantinople.

It was generally considered at that period that Con-

stantinople shared the dominion of the sea with Venice,

but it appears that the Emperor's brother-in-law, who

was high admiral of the fleet, had deliberately sold for

his own advantage the sails, rigging, cables, and even

anchors of the ships of war, and that the vessels them-

selves had been allowed to rot in the Bosphorus till

even the hulks were unfit for sea. It is easy to under-

stand why the magnificently - equipped fleet of the

Venetians could proceed from one imperial harbour to

another without meeting even a show of opposition.

Moreover, wherever the crusaders went they found the

cities they visited well disposed towards the younger

Alexis. In this way they touched at Durazzo, Corfu,

Cape Malea, Negroponte, Andros and Abydos, and

came at last, on the eve of &int John's day (twenty-

third of June), to the town and abbey of San Stefano,

famous in many a later war, to our ov;n times, and well

within sight of the city. Here, says Geoffrey de Ville-

hardouin, the Marshal ofChampagne, and the eyewitne»

and chronicler of the whole cxp«iition, the masters of

the ships, galleys, aiid transports took harbour and

anchored their vessels :
' Now vou may know that long

they looked upon Constantinople who had never seen
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it yet, and they could not believe that so rich a citv

walls and those nch towers which close it in all roundbout, and those rich palaces and tall churches of wh"chhere were so many as no one could have believed Tf hehad not seen them with his eyes, through all the len«hand breadth of that city, which among all othe s was

b7S"h^ "'"J^^^ ^^-^ none so brlvebut that h,s heart trembled, and this was no wonder fornever was so great a matter undertaken . . . Sic„Uhlooked to his arms, considering that in them soldfe™must trust when they shall soon^ave need of th^m '

"

which followed ''T '° ^'''"'^ --^^wn cn toiiowed. Here, as in many passages of his

Tlne'that"^ U 'f. ^ Gibbon/as^'fkn by

suc^«so« • U f-b^d ^,s forerunners and ruined hissuccessore. It is enough to say that the
city was fortified with double walls and four

ih'rdo^^^^^ t S^^"^"™ ^^•"-^ed by

men The .
"°

'^t.'"
^""^''^d thousandmen. The ^sistance was obstinate, but the attack was

stett ^'r ^r^""^ ^^^^ the;coXtight better on land, concentrated their strength againstthe northern wall
; the Venetians, from tleir1h nsscaled the fortifications that rose frim t^e ed« of 4ea. The aged Dandolo led the general

^
assault himself, twenty-five of the towersw-e captured,and the fallofConstantinS^^^X^was a foregone conclusion. But the whole

Snril''
from June until the follow-ng April. During that time the deposed and imorisonrH

rSs'r;""'^"' succeeded Cghnis tnends m organising a revolution in his favour inrega.ning the throne, which he divided w th h«Alexis, and finally in quarrelling with his llS^Z,^
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Venetians and the French crusaders, after considerable

demonstrations of friendship, because he could not carry

out the clause in the agreement relative to the subjection

of the Greek Church to the popes. He, and even his

son, the younger Alexis, though not to blame for this,

seem to have been very little better than his brother,

the elder Alexis, who had fled for safety, and the student

is not sorry to learn that they were put to death by such

patriots as remained in the corrupt capital before the

final assault.

The besiegers, on their side, had made a treaty

among themselves for the division of the spoil, with

the following conditions :

—

First, after the taking of Constantinople, a new

/torn. a. 777. emperor was to be elected from among the

Quadri, ti2. crusaders by a body consisting of six

Venetians and six of the French barons.

Secondly, whichever nation should be the one from

which the emperor was chosen was to leave to the other

the church of Saint Sophia, with the right of designating

the Patriarch.

Thirdly, the other churches of the city were to be

equally- divided between Venice and the French.

Fourthly, all future conquests, including the city

itself, were to be so divided that the elected emperor

.. „ should receive one-quarter of the whole,
Nam. tt. iSi.

I •, • • •
1

while the remauimg three-quarters were to

be divided equally between the French and the Venetians.

It was, however, provided that Venice was to receive

the balance of the sum due for transporting the crusaders

before any division of the spoil took place.

The city was finally taken on the twelfth of April

1 204, the final assault having lasted three days, but as

it was late in the day when the allies got possession

of the fortifications they did not venture into ihe
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interior of the city until the following morning. It
has been estimated that nearly one-half of the city
with all the treasures it contained had been destroyed by
the three great fires which had taken place
during the preceding months, yet the spoil .v.,;;';;.
tnat remained far exceeded anything re- constanti,wt,i,:

corded in history, and it is not to be dinied !^u:nZuo,
that both liie French and the Venetians ^^'^

committed frightful excesses in the first intoxication
ot their immense triumph.

The articles of the treaty the victors had madeamong themselves were strictly observed. The spoil
was divided in the manner and proportions
stipulated, electors were chosen, and they r'/f'?""-^
proceeded to the choice of an emperor. v^nZlLe
It was but natural that the majority should

locl^^^""^ "P?" E""'^^ I^andolo, towhose judgment, determination, and personal courage
he success of an apparently impossible enterprise wiargely due. A force of between thirty and fortyhou^nd men, coming in ships from a distant country
and facing every possible strategic disadvantage, haddestroyed the Eastern Empire inl few months, fnd hadcaptured the most strongly fortified city in the worid

hey had been counselled, directed, and ied by the agedI)oge
; assuredly no one was more worthy than he to

receive the highest reward and the greatU share

diWH ^""l
^y---^-^-- and one Venetian, howey<^

dissented, and it was the Venetian who argued con-vmangly against Dandolo's election, h! lintedou dearly that the chief magistrate of ^ ^

a free republic could not In Conscience ^w^^^'^^^
at the same time the despot of an '^'ii-

empire, and he advised that daldwin of Flanders
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should be chosen instead. The Venetians themselves

were easily persuaded of the justice and good sense

of this view, and it was forthwith unanimouriy

adopted.

The conquerors proceeded next without delay .o

the dismemberment of the Empire, dividing amongst

themselves provinces and cities of which they barely

VENICE rROM THE LAGOON

knew, and could not correctly write the names, and
omitting many of the very existence of which they were

in ignorance. Amongst the lands and strongholds

which fell to the share of the Venetians may be men-
tioned Lacedaemon, Durazzo, th^ islands of the Cydades
and Sporades, and the Island of Crete, or Candia, taken

over in a friendly exchange from the Marquis of Mont-
ferrat, and all the eastern coast of the Adriatic. The
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^^"'^^ ^^^^"^ the one of • Lordand Master of a quarter and a haJf-quarter
of the Roman Empire,' and in official acts
the new Emperor was to address him as •Carisdmus
Socius nostn Imperii.*

«wimu»

This vast and sudden extension of territory, while it
at once placed the Republic on an equal foiling with
the greatest European powers, had many disadvantages
and was fraught with dangers. Venice consisted prS
perly of nothmg more than the city and the duchy, with
a population wKich Sismondi estimates at two hundred
thousand souls

; the petition of the Empire conferredupon Venice, by a stroke of the pen. mkny thw^d
square m.Jes of land and seven or eight miUi^of
..bjects, and Venice as the author I am quoting lery
p.thily says, though not able to annex Paduaf onlltwenty miles from the lagoons, was now under ak"ng
to subdue what constituted a powerful kingdom,^!
to defend it against Turks, Bulgarians, Wallachians ^possibly even against the Latins of Constantinople

It was dear that though the commerce of theRepublic might gam immensely by this extension of herdominions, the responsibility assumed by the Republicwas far beyond that which so limited a population could
bear, and that the expenses of administering and defend-
ing the distant provinces would be enormous. Norould the Venetians afford to overlook the fact thathar great rivals, Genoa and Pisa, would spare no effort

or foul. Rrfore the taking of Constantinople the richcitizens either lived at home altogether, or
returned after each voyage to fit their ships

**'

ior another
;

but so soon as the Republic became thepossessor of important colonies in the East, it wa!
manifestly necessary that a considerable numbed of thl
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most experienced and bravest Venetians should renuin
constantly abroad to administer and defend those new
possessions.

The position of Venice at this time may be not

inaptly compared with that of Rome when, after the

annexation of Sicily, she found herself obliged to in-

augurate that system of provincial government which
she ever afterwards followed. But Venice was not

Rome, and even if the Venetians had possessed the

qualities of the Romans in addition to their own, they

could not have succeeded as the Romans did, since in

Genoa and Pisa they had competitors as civilised and as

wealthy as themselves and far more numerous. Rome
went on and conquered the world ; Venice drew back
in the face of a manifest impossibility, retiring, with

much common sense and not a little dignity, from a

career of successful conques^ o the less brilliant but
more stable condition of a co.iiniercial people.

The Venetian Senate after due deliberation gave up all

ideaofretaining possessionofthenewconquests,and in the
year 1 207 issuai an edict authorising all Venetian citizens

to lit out at their own expense am. ;d expeditions to seize

anything they could in the Ore c archipelago or on the

Greek coast ; the Republic bound itself to leave each indi-

vidual adventurer the lands or cities he was able to take, as

his property in perpetual fee, reserving itselfonly the right

of sovereign protection. It is true that the coast and
the islands named in this edict formed a part of Venice's

share in the division of the Eastern Empire, yet I doubt
whether at any time in the histmy of nations any govern-
ment has ventured to issue such a wholesale ch^ter to

piracy, and none was ever more literally interpreted.

As for the short-lived Empire of the Latins in Con-
stantinople, it was brought to an end by the family of

the Paleologi with the assistance of the Genoese, whose
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principal object was to procure the expulsion of the
V cnetians from the East. But Michael Paleologos had
the good sense to utiderttand that the ruin of Ver tian

CAMPIELLO 8. OlOVANin

conimerce would entail serious damage to his own, and
ik; clid his utmost to maintain good relations between
the two Italian republics. In this he did not alt(^ether
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succeed, as he found himself under the necessity of irritat-

ing Genoa by confirming many of the ancient privileges
of Venice. On these conditions the Venetians consented
to turn a deaf ear to the complaints and entreaties of
Baldwin II., the dethroned Latin emperor, who wandered
about Europe in the vain hope of oDtatning help.

By the end of the thirteenth century the political

influence of Venice in the Greek Empire had dwindled
to insignificance compared with her great commercial
importance. As the latter increased, the jealousy of
Genoa grew more and more dangerous, and *he col >iiies

held by Venetian vassals were in constant peril.

It was the misfortune of Venice that her last develop-
ment had^ been too sudden. The slightest matter might
compromise the safety of her colonies, and through them
her own.

Yet her position was brilliant, and her strength was
not fictitious. The terms of the treaty concluded with
Michael Paleologos were such as might well flatter even

Rom. ii ,S6 P^''^® ^*""y a Venetian, and the

Doge continued to call himself Lord and
Master of a quarter and a half-auarter of the Roman
Empire, while the permanent ambassador of Venice at

Constantinople continued to be treated by the Paleologi
as an ally and a ^end.

Before leaving the thirteenth century I shall say a

few words about the early laws and those who made
them, as an appropriate introduction to the story of the

great conspirators who attempted to grasp the supreme
power in spite of them.

From what has gone before. must be clear that the
Venetian Republic, as it was wh«..i it first took its place

among the European powers, was the result of circum-
stances rather than of the growth of a race ; and it is

much ea^r to trace a result to its cause than a grow^
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to its primitive type. Having got so far, the student
will naturally be curious as to the internal mechanism
of a government which begin to early, lasted to long,
uui worked, on the whole, with radi wonderifbl preciiiBit
and certainty.

It will not be necessary to recapitulate the attempts
and experiments of the first fugitives after they reached
the islands. I need only recall to my reader the
' University of the Tribunes,' by which the dtflTennt
tribes were represented and were respectively governed,
the first doges, the short return to the system of
tribunes, and the second and final establishment of a
doge as head of the Republic. At this point in htttiiry
two niain facts stand out at once : on tne one ha^,^
unlimited power of the doges, whose authority was not
restrained by any positive law, still less by any body of
nien in the shape of senate or council, whose chief aim
was generally to make their dignity hereditary, wad who
were to all intents and purposes the absolute masters
of their country's destiny while they lived ; on the
other hand, we find an assembly of the clergy and
people, generally very fer from exacting as to the
doge's conduct, but ready and able to wrest the
sovereignty from him if he pushed his absolutism too
far for their taste. In those days a great simplicity
prevailed. The chosen chief used his position un-
hesitatifigly for his own advantage ; the de-gy were
simple-minded ; the people were very ba^ w^ thea^
own affairs.

When these reactions led to bloodshed, it was usually
because one or more of the great famUies had interests
It stake and aimed at tl» mprrane power ; and one
of the most common causes of discord was removed
when the Doge Domenico Flabianico caused the popular
assembly to pass a law forbidding the doges to associate
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any one with them in the sovereignty. This reform
checked the tendency of the government to turn into

an hereditary monarchy, and another law passed at the
same time gave the Doge two permanent counsellors,

with power to add to their number others, chosen
from the prominent citizens, when any very important
matter presented itself The ktter measures had no
practical result, for the Doge was left free to call

in these ' notabili pregadi,' or ' invited notables,' or

not to do so at his pleasure, and he invariably forgot

their existence. As for the two counsellors, they might
asi well not have existed for any mention of them
that is to be found in the documents of the twelfth
century.

It gradually became clear that the rights and powers
of the Doge must be more exactly ^fined, ami that

some means must be found for subjecting him to the
will of the people without constantly calling together
a General Assembly, which was not a slight matter.
TTiis need seems to have found expression for the first

time about the year 1172.
Six months were spent ifi deliberations b^cMre an

institution was agreed upon which should represent the
nation. The General Assembly then determined upon
the Action of a certain numW of councillors, who
were to serve only for one year, and were to have the
management of all affairs of state. They were to be
eighty in number for each of the six 'sestieri' of the dty,
and therefore in all four hundred and eighty.

This was the origin of the * Great Council,' of which

^^^^
the duties were to distribute the c^Sccs of
government amongst those who were best

able to fill them honourably and to the advantage of the

state ; to fi-ame laws, which were submitted to the

approval the Geoeral Anembly ; and to examine ail
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proposals that came from the Pregadi, with the consent

and collaboration of the Doge and the six ooiinseUcHrs

whose assistance, or guidance, was now imposed upcm
him without consulting his wishes.

In order to lighten the labours of the Great Council,

another assembly of forty citizens was created, whose
business it was to prepare the material for Ae Orandl's
sessions. Little by little this assembly acquired more
and more importance, till it shared with the

Pregadi an authority which weighed per- *
•

ceptibly upon the decisions of the Great Council. The
Pregadi, who became the Senate, and the Quarantie, or
Council of Forty, were two similar and parallel powers,
which it might have been to the advantage of the
Republic to turn into one.

The position of the Doge was now dearly defined.

Under no circumstances could he any longer exercise
absolute authority ; and if he desired any reform, or
had any law to propose, he was constrained to obtain,

before acting, the approbation of his counsellors and
of the Pregadi in the first place, and afterwards to get
his measure accepted by the Forty, which then had to
obtain the sanction of the Great Council, which, in its

turn, if the matter were important, was bound to bring
the bill before the General Assembly, to be voted on by
the clergy and the people.

In time the custom was introduced according to
which the Doge took an oath before the people on
the day of his coronation, called the *promission
ducale,* the ' ducal promise.' At first this

oath was simply a promise to ohey
^'^*^

scrupulously the laws of the Republic, but little by
little clauses were added to it which went so far as
to deprive the Doge even of certain rights common to
all other citizens of Venice. In the fourteenth and
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fifteenth centuries the * ducal promise ' reached a stage
of development at which it destroyed the liberty of the
chief of the state, and became almost an insult to his

dignity. During the interregnum between the death of
each Doge and the coronation of his successor, three
grave magistrates were chosen by the Great Council,
called the ' Inquisitors upon the deceased Doge/ who
held a solemn trial of the dead man's actions and of his
whole life ; at the same time five other personages
studied the wording of the next 'ducal promise,' of
which they were termed the * Cwrectors,* their business
being to examine the situation, and to ascertain how it

might be possible for the future sovereign tc advance
his own fortunes at the expense of the public interests

;

to judge, or merely guess, what matters he might be
able to influence too much, and thereby to decide in

what way his actions and powers could be still further
restrained and limited by introducing new dauses into
the promise.

The first law w hich was elaborated and passed by the
Great Council was one which reformed the election of
the doges. The Council wished to reserve the electoral
right to eleven of its own members, but the people
protested against this encroachment on ancient traditions.

The legislators then went to work to prove, with all the
eloquence at thcu- command, that the law they wished
to pass did not in any way infringe the rights of the
national Assembly, but that it was simply a wise and
paternal effort on the part of the Council to help the
people in their choice ; for the law provided that eleven
electors were to appear before the Assembly and presoit
their candidate with the words, • Here is your Do^
if this choice pleases you.'

Incredible as it seems, the people were prevailed upon
to accept this proposal, not se«tig that in so doing they
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were forfeiting their most valuable privilege. They
even acclaimed with enthusiasm the first

Doge who was elected under the new law
in 1 172. He was Sebastian Ziani. 'Long life to the
Doge,' the people cried, ' and may he bring us peace !

'

On this occasion, it is true, the popular enthusiasm
was justified, for the rule of Ziani was just and honour-
able. But, in spite of the success of the
experiment, the Great Council introduced
a further change in the law, and at the next election
the number of electors was increased to forty, and later
still to forty-one, in order to prevent a tie.

Looking back on the labours of the Great Council
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, one cannot help
being struck by the unchangeable purpose which runs
through aU the laws it passed, from the time it

came into existence till it shut its doors in the face
of the people, never to open them during the five
hundred years of history which then lay before the
Republic. One cannot but acquire the conviction that
the aristocracy set to work very early to get possession
of the supreme power, to the exclusion even of the
Doge himself, and that they worked out their plan in
the course of a hundred and fifty years—say, five genera-
tions-—without ever hesitating or turning aside after
new ideas

; and, moreover, that during that time the
eyes of the people were never once really open to what
was going on.

As soon as the relations between the Doge and the
Government were established, the Great Council, always
paternally • guiding ' the popular assembly, set to work
upon laws affecting the administration and the condi-
tions and relations of commerce. And here it must be
said that several of the doges who reigned in the
thirteenth century exhibited remarkable talents for
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legislation ; the names of Orio Mastropicro, Enrico
Dandolo, and Jacopo Tiepolo mark so many stages in

Venetian progress and civilisation.

The first of these, Orio Mastropiero, the successor
of Sel»stian Ziani, occupied himsdf actively in drawing
up a criminal code, which should render less artntrary
the sentences of judges who were often incompetent
and were always elected provisionally. This code

Rom. a. 341.
''eceived the name of ' Promission del

Maleficio/ the * promise to, or with regard
to, crime,' and it was frequently improved upon
during the years that followed its promulgation. It

provided for almost all possible crimes, and estab-

lished for ^h one a punishment which seemed just

according to the spirit of the times. These penalties

in many cases seem barbarous to us, though it was
not the Venetians who invented strangulation, or

the cutting off of the hand, or torture by red-hot
iron, or the tearing out of the eyes and the tongue.
The tribunals of all nations had long ago adopted these
punishments, and it is certain that there was no country
where fuller proofs were required than in Venice before
any severe penalties could be inflicted on a citizen.

One of the chief merits of the Venetian code of that

period, as compared with the codes of other countries,

is that it points out to the judge the causes of crime,
and the small misdeeds which may lead to great ones, as

distinguished from those which are not likely to leave

any 'results. Thus, for instance, the smallest act of
disrespect to a re«?pectable woman was punished almost
as severely as an assault upon her.

For a long time the only permanent tribunal in

Xom a ,j7
^^'^'^^ ^^'^ ^ee" the ' Magistrato del

Proprio,' which dealt with civil questions.

The quarrels oT the i^mmon peq^le wsrc judged by
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five • wise men *—
* savii.' Orio Mastropiero succeeded

111 passing a law for the institution of a court to
deal with differences arising between Venetians and
toreigners, or amongst the latter, and this was named

KMOO, (AMTA TBBMITA

'Magtstrato del Forcstiero,' the 'foreigners' court,'
so to say. In addition to these courts, which
^^ere subject to the authority of the Great Council
there were the « Avogadori del Comun,' the municipal
advocates, as we should probably say, who had authority
m fiscal questions, and the list is complete. The State
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of Venice was directed and judged by the bodies I havr
enumerated.

In matters of commerce all Europe recognised the

superiority of Venice at that time, and long afterwards.

A single illustration of the practical sense of Venetian
merchants will suffice: they invented percentage, and
the word that expresses it. Before them, the world had
always said, ' so many pence in the pound,' or ' four-

fifths,* or 'seven-eighths.' The Venetians first conceived

the idea, and introduced the practice, of reducing all

commercial fractions to the common denominatcn', one
hundred.

Orio Mastropiero further enriched the State with

a permanent source of income by giving it a regular

monopoly of salt and the salt trade.

Jacopo Tiepolo, elected Doge in 1229, was un-
doubtedly one of the most enlightened and intellectually

well-balanced men of his age, and he seems to have

embraced at a glance all those questions which his pre-

decessors had examined one by one, and often only nom
a single side. He conceived the idea of compiling a

complete code which should be a sort of permanent
charter for the Republic, and he entrusted the execu-

tion of his plan to four 'learned, noble, and discreet

persons,' for that is all that is to be learned of them
through the note that precedes the original text of their

work. That text consisted of five books destined to

become famous in the history of European legislation.

This is no place to discuss a legal code, but no one
who glances at Tiepolo's body of laws can M to be
struck by the many provisions it contains for the {Mtv

tection of women and their property. I do not know
whether we ought to think that this speaks well or ill

for the condition of Venetian ethics at a time when the

slave trade was already thriving, and when there were a
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great number of Eastern female slaves in the capital
Or, the whole, the laws may have been made with a view
to protecting honest matrons from being plundered,
directly or mdirectly, by their handsome Sicf perfectly
unscrupulous rivals, whose influence was already bec<Mn-
ing great, and was destined to be portentous.

At any rate, the honour and the lives of honourable
women were not more carefully protected than their
materia! interests. Every husband was obliged to render
an account to his wife of the dowry she had brought
him, and she could dispose of it by will as she pleased.A widow enjoyed the whole income left by her husband
during a year and a day from his death, and during that
time no one could by any means drive her from his
house. If she declared her intention of not marrying
again she preserved her right of residence all her life
Nevertheless, an un^thful wife, if proved guilty, for-
feited her dowry to her husband, anj he coufd turn her
out or his home.

Tiepolo's civil code provided also for a case which
seems to have been not uncommon—namely, that in
which a married couple, like the Doge Pietro Orseolo
and his wife, agreed to take vows and part, each cntw-
ing a religious order. The law here introduced the
torm of a separation of goods, leaving each party free
thereafter to administer his or her fortune at will

In addition to the immense labour connected with
hs body of laws, Tiepolo also occupied himself with
the nautical regulations which had obtained authority
by long use. I have no doubt that in so doing he used
the Amdfi marine code, as in his laws he made use of
the Pandects of Justiniaa. dbeovered in Amalfi about
a hundred years earlier.

Some of the clauses are curious. Captains and
owners of ships are forbidden, for instance, to delegate
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their authority ' to a pilgrim, a soldier, or a servant'
In case of shipwreck, the whole crew was brami to

work fifteen full days, but no more, at saving the cargo,

of which they could then claim three per cent. Every
ordinary vessel was to carry two trumpets, presumably
as foghorns. Very large ships were to carry a sort of

orchestra, consisting of two bass drums, one drum and
one trumpet. The marine code has some interest also,

as .indicating the general nature of the merchandise
carried by Venetian vessels : woven stuffs, pepper, in-

cense, indigo, sugar in the loaf, myrrh, gum arabic,

aloes, camphor, rice, almonds, apples, wine and oil are

to be found mentioned, with maay more M-tides of

commerce.

Tiepolo's code bears the stamp of a sort of generous
but not foolish simplicity, which really survived in the

Republic until dreams of foreign conquest brought her

into danger, and she awoke to find that dangerous
enemies had wormed their way even into the ducal

palace. It was then that she b^an to multiply magis-
tracies and to frame innumeraWe laws that interfered

with and neutralised each other ; and so she lost in

strength what her system gained in details. There was
far more wisdom in the five books of Jacopo Tiepolo's
* Statuto ' than in the innumerable vc^umes of laws that

were put together from the fifteenth century to the

eighteenth. It may be asked whether Tiepolo's code

sufficed because the people in his time were virtuous

and law-abiding, or whether virtue and the love of law

declined as the number of laws increased. Tte latter

hypothesis can certainly be defended.
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VII

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY IN
VENICE

ro the majority of people the fourteenth century in
the history of Venice is memorable only for the great
conspiracies which took pkcc in that period, and which,
even in the minds of cultivated Italians, seem to fill it
completely, though only two, or at most three, arc
re .orded, and the action of each in turn was of short
duration. These three great conspiracies were those of
Manno Faliero, of Ticpolo, who was at the head of a

141
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vast movement, tnd the third may be described as that

of Marino Bocconio, whose history is not yet known in all

its bearings. Bocconio, in lack of trustworthy details,

has been crowned the martyr of the aristocracy

;

Tiepolo has been exalted as one who nobly and
generously sacrificed the interests of his caste for the

general good ; as for Faliero, he is almost universally

looked upon simply as the jealous husband of a young
and beautiful wife. Thanks to the efforts of innumer-
able novelists and playwrights, these three figures

represent to the average reader of history a synthetic

picture of the whole century, and stand out gigantic,

dark, and blood-stained against a gloomy background
of barbarism, imploring pity or crying out for vengeance
to all future ages.

The most striking fnctures are not always tiM bett

portraits, as we all know, though we arc often inclined

to forget it. Most of us at one time or another have
stood before a painting by Caravaggio or Gherardo
delle Notti, in which men are seen in the act to

move, half lighted by a flaring torch, uid we have
felt a strange and strong desire to know where they
are supposed to be and whither they are supposed
to be going. Our eyes search the black depths of the

picture as if we were peering out into the darkness of
a starless night, with an instinctive wish to distinguish

some detail that may explain the figures in the fore-

ground
; and, failing to find anything, we turn away as

from a vision seen in a bad dream. We shall not

forget the strong features, the tremendous musdes, the
mysterious, anxious eyes, and when we think of tl»m
we shall still wonder where those men were, in a cavern
or out of doors, in the crypt of a church or in the

forest, and whether they were alone or were followed by
a crowd in the darkness. Who saw them pass ? Who
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heard their low and anxious voices ? Upon what
nameless emnd were they bound ?

I have often thought that Jrripressions much iike
these are produced on most minds by the names
Bocconio, Tiepolo, Faliero. Yet each of them, in true
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history, had his comnmioiis, tus friends, his wmies

;

and if each stood uoat as a type, ytit idl mmt tht
result of their own times, and every one ' the three
was in himself the cause of a separate train or events.

Hitherto the story of Venice has been that of her
growth ; she has risen from the wav«s m the dear
reath of the northern Adriatic, at once gentle and

full of life ; she has grown up into the light, full of a

sweetness of her own, but burning witr youthful
courage, and suddenly, in the period of whicii wc now
have to treat, she has changed from a ditld to »
grown woman. Pursuing, or pursu^ by, rile mi-
pression of her strong personality as a living creature,

rather than as the capital city of a great power and
the scene of action in the lives of ercat men, we mav
compare her to a woman d ^ine beaity, ytt tiinoit

tragically jealous of her own freedom, fierce tr her
enemies, dangerous to those who trust her, a loving
mother to her children so long as they are obedient,
httf a rtHttlesa awi cruel queen tommb her rebellious

subjects. A wonan, in short, possessing a sort of dual
nature, aspiring to the- dignity of being feared yet

moved by the desire of love ; so unwilling to submit to

the slightest influence of another that she would
wSm^j despoil hersdf of aU her ridlis »nd of every
possession, .i:id shed even the last drop of htr blood,
rather than forgo the smallest shied of her proud
independence.

It b true that the figures of the great conspirators
are very prominent in the picture evdtt of tkmic
times

; yet beside them stand great captains, law giiUj,
and artists, and the backgroimd is filled with a most
interesting population devoted in turn to ia our and
pleasure, to coB»nerce and to war, and full oi te pn. e

<ii a ViSt ci ^ oira. The ganm of asm^M. arc
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.I'cady manifest, 0. t the.\ vvilf not de^ J<m until
i later time, when he beautiful iady, \e„i[e lessyimg mdced but imb«ed witii a chum more subtle
iescetuls to th. slo enjoyment <

. he fruit, ofWvu 'ones and loses herself in tlw i»to»tttioit of a:vrpetual carnival.
^^^^

Hirtorically s^ieaking, the fourt.enih century i„
\ cMKv |>egins two c.r three yctrs bcfo-c i 30, J the
^ ir 1

-.,7 ,s separ ted fr. rn th<.*r which preceded it bv
.far greater d.stanc. fh, it t> m rh ^ginning ofhe fifteenth c ntury. ow.ag to r.e pn nd ,anges
|- ight about m the government and of ^ cit^

\ the closure of the Gk» Council.
The history c/ th
L 1 . ' ,

' ' " ^ the Kepublic
-iched the culm •„ nt . strength and
development been quite atun- wuh a dance at
this memoi^bk Faw .ri . . ence. The flou
nKn;urc v hich. officia.' v ,.t -a^

»c lamous

a!K nt commo iwealth >f \ enii
which, though irist atic, sti

publican, was not the >rk or
was the aseaticm of any one
rion '

,iir *the- the result of
-iwcfui

. char cter, f %

'f^t; li'
' thenrtrugSca^rf

teti( r.s of theart .ocrat . •

^
^ ' * emicenied, none but those of

r h my infucaceon Venetian his. .. V,

?1 '"^ ^^^>^ Wanother

jL^:^ ritiir ^^^^
jcwouaies ot the sei^R^ we never find them
: in conspiracies against the Government w)^..K;ng out ,n sedition and rioting. Even the mutual

.1 of Niccolotti and Castellani disappeared com-

taanged the already
into a government
proposed to be re-

-> any more than it

It was not a revolu-
V, inevitable evolution,
le first beginnings can

.a
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pletely as soon as the need of public defence called out

the genuine patriotism of both.

In brief, the following is the story of the ' Serrata,*

the closing of the Great Council for the exclusion of

the people, a measure without parallel, except, perhaps,

in the legislation of Rome.
According to a statute which regulated the election and

the offices of the Great Council in 1 172, and which was

perhaps instituted in that year, the Council
0m. u, 90, 341.

composed of a variable number of

members, originally four hundred and eighty, and new
more than five hundred, who were elected every year

without any distinction of class from the principal

citizens, and undoubtedly, in the great majority, from

the aristocracy.

The position it occupied in the Republic has, I

think, no example elsewhere. In one shape or another

it had always existed, and there was an aristocracy

amongst the first fugitives from the mainland ; from

that time on, the nobles and the people, the tribunes

and the artisans, had fought like comrades against

the barbarians, as well is agunst the elements of nature.

Like shipwrecked men of one country, speaking one

language, they had been as brothers ; the noble fiimilies

had been the chief defenders of the new home, and

its earliest law-givers, and they transmitted to their

descendants a traditional influence which was rarely

misused in earlier times. The people did not hate

them, as the populace has always hated the aristocracy

in agricultural countries; for a^culture, where d»
poor work on the estates of the rich, seems to dq;rade

both alike, or at least to brutalise them, whereas men

who till their own lands almost always grow in

character and independence. In Venice, while the

people looked up to the noUes as thor tnteUectmi ftnci
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social betters, they did not cease for aW time to
regard them as their allies and helpers.

The nobles therefore, had taken the lead from the
begmning, and they kept it without difficulty and
a^iost without opposition ; in politics the people
effaced themse yes, trusting to the ruling clasT to
maintain the liberties of the maritime stete abroad

both in the east and the west, and confident that thecommerce and art of Venice would conti^TtolT^e op

nTonle ? r "^'^^^ *° by oppressing the

7 M- thcmselm the principal creators

<J
the pubhc wealth. They dominated the people

urv thL^"'' T^^'' fifteentHn:tury they cannot fairly be said to have abused their
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power, and the privileges they kept for themsel^
involved the heaviest re^n«bilities. If they hdd
control of the tribunab, yet were these as ready to try

COURT OK APPtALb, OKAM) CANAI.

tl« nobles, and even the Doge himself, as to judge the

poorest fishermen of the lagoons ; and thotigh the

Doge could only be a noble, his head might fall under

the axe of the ccnnmon executimer, tlw lowest of the
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low. Unlike the aristocracies of other countries, that
f Venice never claimed for itecif exemption from

justice.

These facts, which cannot be denied with truth,
seem to me to show that the closure of the Great
Council was not such a violation of the rights of man
as it has often been represented to be. Soon after the
middle of the thirteenth century the nobles seem to
have judged the times ripe for the great change,
and a sort of preliminary weeding of the Council
began.

In 1277, apparently in order to lend dignity to an
assembly performing such high duties, a measurem
passed which rigidly excluded from the
CouncU all persons who were not of
legitimate birth. In 1 286 the Council of Forty, in order
to assure to the nobles a constant and legal supremacy,
proposed to limit eligibility for their own number to*

the members of the Grand Council, and to those only
whose fathers and paternal grandfathers had already sat
there. This attempt foiled, and the bOl was rwccted
pnncipaily owing to the opposition of the Doge, Giovanni
Dandolo, who was an honest man, free from the prejudices
and passions of caste, and who wished the aristocracy to
maintain its portion by sheer superiority of intelligence
and judgment without any legalised privileges.

At that time, as has been shown in a separate chapter
the fam^..es of Partecipazio, Candiano, and Orseolo, and
most of all the Tiepolo, had assumed the position of
pnncesm the Republic. Each ofthem could
boast of several do: -s, and all hoped to make
the dignity k •

• ry for themselves. The Tiepete
cherished the m. ambitious designs, and were alwaysd«ng tl»ir best to win over the people. In 1289, on
the Heath of Dandolo, die electors within the jSkce
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heard the populace under the windows acclaiming

Jacopo Tiepclo. To have submitted to the people's

dictation would then have meant a step towards an

hereditary monarchy, and the electors paid no attention

to the cries from the street. Amongst the candidates

was Pietro Gradenigo, a man who, though ambi-
tious, was highly gifteu and sincerely devoted to his

country, and had always endeavoured to guide the

Great Council towards an ideal aristocratic form of
government which alone, in his judgment, could save
the State from a selfish monarchy on the one hand and
a feeble democracy on the other. The electors chose
Pietro Gradenigo.

In 1296 he brought forward a measure which, it

must be admitted, would have been an act of vengeance

Rom. i. 344. '^P®" people for attempting to proclaim

Jacopo Tiepolo as Doge, and for receiving

the announcement of Gradenigo's regular election in

silence and ill-concealed discontent. The Doge now
proposed to reform the process of election, as had
been contemplated by the bill of 1286, but at

the first attempt the measure failed, owing to the

determined opposition of the Tiepolo family and
their friends, who formed themselves into a party,

which they called conservative. It was brought fwward
again in the following year, however, and passed by a

majority of votes. It restricted the right of eligibility

at each annual election to those who had sat in the Great
G>iincil during one of the four preceding years, and
it required that they should receive at least twelve votes
from the Council of Forty which elected them. This
was a successful stroke, for the Council of Forty
consisted wholly of nobles, who would use their elective

power altogether in acccMrdance with Gradenigo's
mtenti<Mi.
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In order not to rouse the opposition of the people
by giving the law an absolute form, it was declared to
be only provisional, and to be in force from one Saint
Michael's Day to the next, that being the date of the
election.

A year passed. So great was the prestige of the
aristocracy and its power, and so completely accustomed
were the people to be guided by it and to be despoiled
by It of their rights, that the resentment aroused by
this so-called provisional law was not enough to prevent
its becoming a lasting one, though its general form was
still subject to possible variations.

Grave dissensions, however, appeared in the caste of
patricians. Gradenigo found himself opposed on the
one hand by the Tiepolo fiiction, on the other by certain
families which, although descended from
the ancient tribunes of the island, and con-^'"'""'^''

sequently of most ancient and respected race, were
excluded from the Great Council merely because they
had not been represented in it during the last four years.
It became necessary, therefore, to modify the law in the
tollowing manner :

—

It was decreed that all who had sat in the Council
themselves, and all who, though they had not
had a place there themselves, could prove at least
one ancestor a member of the Council since 11 72,
should be eligible for the Council, by the vote of the
I'orty. It is a remarkable fact that the word ' nobles

'

is not to be found in any of these decrees ; but it was
clearly useless to insist upon a mere word when the
whole aristocracy, which had proposed and passed the
law, was to profit by it. The nobles never lost sight of
a {)ossibIe danger to themselves in the resentment of
the people.

Last of all, it was decreed that those who had never

a J *
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themselves sat in the Council, nor had any ancestors
who had been members, should be considered as
' eligible by grace.' This was done in order to leave a
shadow of hope to ambitious men of other classes, an
idea that they might some day be admitted as « new
men * into an assembly which was shutting its gates for
ever. As a matter of fact, in the begliuiing a limited
number of councillors 'by grace' were created, and
some were chosen for their own personal merits, or to
quiet the ambition of certain turbulent citizei». In
order to be admitted in this manner, it was necessary in
the first place to receive twenty-five votes from the
Forty, and the votes of five out of six of the Doge's
counsellors. A few years later, admission was made
still more difficult by requiring thirty votes from the
Forty, and it is likely that under this law very few
* new men ' were ever elected. Venice was still far from
the days when the first comer would be abk d buy a
seat in the Great Council at auction, in order that
the proceeds might help to pay the interest on the
public debt. The exclusion of illegitimate sons, which
was already in force, was maintained, and it was further
ordained that no one under twenty-five years of age
should enter the Council. The latter measure, however,
was soon followed by a palliative one. Each year, on
the fourth of December, the feast of Saint Barbara, the
Doge placed in an urn the names of all young nobles
twenty years of age, who at twenty-five would have the
right to a place in the Council, and thirty of these were
drawn by lot, and received permission to be present at
the assemblies of the Council from that day, but without
the right of voting ; this constituted a sort of novitiate
in those duties to which, at the regular established age,
the young men would be called. The process of
admission was called * coming to the Barbardfa.'
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It appears to me thftt the last word contains a play
on words

; for it may mean «the Kttic Barbara/ the
saint on whose feast the Jots were drawn, or it may
iiiean the down on the chin of a youth of twenty, ' the
little beard,' for though an improperly formed diminu-
tive, It IS quite a possiUe one in dialect.

As may be imagined, the noWcs showed the utmost
haste and anxiety to prove their rights before the
'avogadori,' or counsel to the commonwealth, whose
duty it was to decide upon them. In some cases there
was evidence that an ancestoriiii «it in the Council at
the end of the twelfth century, but it might be that
there were no documents to prove it, and the most
extraordinary means were resorted to, to persuade the
judges of the truth of the assertion. Some families, in
order to prove that they were nobles, which
f)f course was the real object of the inquiry,
adduced the fact that they possessed great quantities of
arms in their houses. The number of persons who, with-
out the slightest chance of proving their rights, inscribed
their names on the books of the avogadori, beginning
m i 3 1 5, was so great that it was found necessary tonapose
a fine upon those who had done so without any chance of
establishing their claim, and all titles whatsoever were
carefully examined before being allowed. It is almost
needless to say that the families about wime right ^ben
was no doubt possible did their voy hest te i^ode afi
the rest.

As soon as the first list of members by right and
members who were eligible, was made out, it was
decreed that they required to be ekc^, if they had
attanied the age of twenty-five years, in order to sit ^
tfie Council It appears that no matter what the
precise number the members under this category
might be, a certain number ^jrere always dected from
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among the * elieibles,* a fact which explains the chang-

ing number of councillors in each year. There is

reason to believe that the Assembly had never consisted

of more than five hundred members before t 297, but

that after the law passed in that year it reached (1340)
the number of twelve hundred.

It is clear from all this that the measure known as

the Closure of the Great Council did not consist so

much in any regular elections yearly as in a close limi-

tation of the class of candidates, and the fact that it

was necessary that they should be elected by the Council

of Forty ; whereas in former times they were elected by

the people, represented in their turn by one or two

electors in each of the six regions of the city, or else by

two electors from the regions on one side of the canal,

and two from the regions on the other.

Little attention has been paid to the law of 1298,

which at the time appeared to be of secondary import-

ance, but which had close connection with the others

that had been framed by the aristocracy. The law

of 1298 established that no one should belong to the

Forty who had not already sat in the Grand Council,

or whose father or grandfather had not sat there. By

this law each Assembly was strictly dependent op the

other, and the right to sit in the one, like the p(»nbility

of sitting in the other, became a privil^e of wAM
birth.

The aristocracy had now completely got the upper

hand, almost without a struggle, by skill, persuasion,

and tact. HencefcMth the history of Venice is tlurt <rf

the nobility, who had monopolised the power, and, with

it, all responsibilit) . If Venice was great, healthy, and

vigorous in the fourteenth century, she owed it to the

nobles, who still treated the people generously and

kindly. And later on, ifirhen the peoj^e allowed them-
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selves to be intoxicated with the amusements provided
them whUc their last rights were trodden under foot, the
nobles were to blame. So they were, too, in the end,
when the Lion of Saint Mark was torn down from its
column in the Piazzetta and broken upon a soil no
longer free. The people were not oppressed at any
time, but they suffered what was morally worse, for

THe rtAcs rtViNc in thi hama

thev were systematically hypnotised into a state of utter
mditterence to real liberty.

The assemblage of so many nobles in the hall of the
Jjreat Council must have presented a splendid spectacle.
It was rigidly required that all should wear t!te doak
or toga, of violet cloth, with its wide sleeves and hood
lined with warm fur in winter and with ermine in the
milder seasons. Here and there a few red mantles
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made points of colour, those of the High Chancellor

and of the avogadori of the commonwealth, though
the latter apfiear to have worn only a red stole over

the cloak of violet. There were black cloaks, too, and
they marked the ecclesiastics who belonged to the

Gmncil, for until 1498 priests who pro>^ that they
were nobles were eligible like the other members of
their family.

When the Council was to meet, an official called the
* comandatore,* a sort of public crier, prodainwd the

summons from a fragment of a porphyry column, which
stood upside down on its capital at the corner of the

Piazza of Saint Mark towards the ducal palace, and

jiom a 36
^"o*^^*" issued the proclamation from the

om. H. 2 J. ^ ^ Rialto, these being the two
most frequented points of the city ; at the same
time full notice was given of the offices which
were to be distributed at the coming Council by
the High Ctumcellor. At the appointed hour the

cavaliers appeared in the neighbourhood of Snnt
Mark's, spurring their comely mules ; but it was
forbidden to cross the Piazza itself, except on foot,

because it was paved, so that the riders left their mules

tied up to the elder -buslws which formed a thick

growth, exactly on the ^t where now stands Qock
Tower at the entrance to the Merceria.

About 1356 the public crier's office was abolished,

his place being supplied by the ringing of a bell in the

tower of Saint Mark, in the evening after vespers, when
the Council was to meet on the following morning, and
at the hour of tierce (half-way between dawn and

- ,,. ... . noon"), if it was to meet in the afternoon.

At the time or assembling in council this

bdl wu rung again, and tht people nKknaoHul it the
* trotter,* because anm^llors who cum hu always
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reached the entrance to the Piazza at a diarp trot before
the last strokes had rui^.

By this time the appearance of the Piazza and the
l^iazzetta had been considerably modified. The ' Rivo
Battario,' which formerly ran through the length of
the square, had been filled up ; the little churdi of
Saint Gemignano had been demdithed, ami the great

TMt cAttnam.*

Campanile had been built The nobles used to meet
before the CcmcU upon the old platform, which was
turned into a convenient place for walkii^, and hete
also there was built a covered loggia as a protection
in bad weather. The first time that a young patrician
came to the Council, either on his election by lot after
the manner of die *Barbardk,* or benaae he Imd
reached his two^-fifUi Birthday, a little cafemony took
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place on the phtform or under the loggia, in wluch

he was presented to his older colleagues, and a sort of

B j! ^ civil bond beijan here between the man who
was mtroduced and the person or persons

who introduced him, which lasted through life, and

received the general name of 'sponsorship.' I may
remind the reader here that all bonds of sponsorship,

called generally * comparatico ' throughout Italy, are

under the special protection of Saint John the Baptist,

and even now feive an importance whtdi fofWffmen find

it hard to understand.

Before the meeting of the Council the throng on the

platform was swelled by those who came to solicit the

councillors on {nivate matters of their own, or were

seeking offices or dignities which it lay with the Great

Council to bestow, such as judgeships and magis-

tracies. The * private matters ' might include anything

connected with taxation, money loans, laws in general,

pardons, and even ^ poUk peace and ri^onal

alliances.

A curious custom was connected with such inter-

views. Those who had favours to ask of the Great

Council were accustomed to show their respect by

_ „. . ,. . taking the strip of cloth that hung down
rrom their shoulder to the ground Ott the

right side, and tying it or rolling it upon the arm, and

Utd. Coummt
^^^^ action was called * calar stola,* and

appears to have been the equivalent of the

later cust<Hn by which the inferior takes oif Ms ^ to

speak with his superior.

If any member of the Great Council had recently

been bereaved of a near relation, it was upon the

platform or under the loggia that he received the

ccmdcdehces of his pmrs, benp himself wrarocd m a

black mantle mth a trmn, of which tte length dtminithei
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little by little at his ttme of mourning came to an end.

ST. TSnBBU

until at last it was only a short black cloak ; this in
Its turn was re|ilaoed by a sin^ feathem belt worn
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over the ordinary clothes instead <rf' the twnl gir^e,
which was made of velvet.

This meeting of the nobles in the Square was
naturally the occasion for carrying on all sorts of
intrigues ; and in Venice, as in tbe early days of ancient
Rome, the relations of client and patron played a large

part in public affairs, and were productive of no small
evil, especially in the creation of great numbers of minor
offices merely for the purpose of satisfying the claims of
dependants.

So the nobles loitered and talked between the

Campanile and the two columns, one of red and the

other of grey stone, which stand near the Grand Canal.

TTiese two columns, which had been brought to Venice
from the archipelago in H27, under the Doge
Domenio) Michiel, had been set up about fifty years

iMmri. Gmida.
^^^^^ ^ °^ * certain Lombard
named Nicola Barattiere. A chronicler

tells in Venetian dialect that this engineer went to the

Gal/, i. 17,.
Signoria, asked for ropes, timber, and
beams, and then set to work with eight

men, and no more. He drove down piles for the

foundations, and having completed these in seven days

he set up the columns on die eight i by raasm ^ ropes

and capstans. When he was adced what reward he

wished for his work, he only requested that so long
as Venice should exist his descendants should be en-

franchised and be free to keep gaming-tables between
die two columns he had set up—contrary to the kw
which forbade all games of chance in Venice—and he
asked for a decent lodging for himself and a small

stipend. It may be noted that his namej ' Barattiere,*

means at once a money-changer and a dishonest

gami^, and it may have been given to lum as a

nickiuuiie after the hgx. At aQ ev«^ l&s nqoests
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were granted, and he set up gaming establishments,
with tables, between the columns for hb own profit At
a later time this privilege became a monopoly of other
speculators, and it only ceased to exist in 1529, nearly
three hundred and fifty years later, when the destruction
of all gaming-tables and Ixwths, which marred the beauty
of the Square, was commanded by the Government.*

This story recalls the action of Charles II., who, in
order to reward certain Cavaliers who had sacrificed
their fortunes in his interest, and finding himself insuf-
ficiently supplied with (mda, conceded to a number of
them the right to keep gambling-tables between the
columns and under the arches of Covent Garden.
These persons were known as ' lottery Cavaliers.'

At the end of the thirteenth century the Lion of
Saint Mark had been placed upon one of the two
columns in the Piazzetta, while upon the other was set
'ip the statue of Saint Theodore, the co-patron of the
city

; so that the common people of Venice, by way of
expressing that a man was driven to the last extremity,
used to say, * He is between Mark and Theodofe.* In
connection with the column of Saint Mark it is worth
while to quote the answer given not many years ago
by a gondolier to a lady in regard to the emblem of
Saint Mark. AB the other winged lions visible in
\ enice hold an open book under their paw, and the
Ho^k is placed in such a way that one may read the
usual motto—* Pax tibi, Marce." But though the book
of the lion on the column is really open, it lies down,
s

)
that from bcfaw it appears to be shut ; and the lady

in question inquired of her gondolier what the cause of
tliis difference might be. It is because,' relied the
gondolier, when a man got between these

.

columns his account was closed ' ! The
story shows how vividly the people stffi remonber that

M
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the gallows were sometimes erected there. It seems
strange, however, that the young patricians, while waiting

for the first hour of the Council, should have patronised

gpiniing-tables set up so dose to the place of pumic execu-
tion, and it is now generally considered that executions

originally took place between the red columns in the

high first story of the ducal palace, overlooking the

Square, and that the object of transferring them to the

spot between the columns of the I^azzetta was to drive

people away from gambling there.

After this brief glance at the development of the

aristocracy and its legal institution as the ruling caste,

it is necessary to consider the nature of that body which
lay between it and the working people, and whidi in-

cluded all well-to-do Venetian citizens in general.

For in Venice, as in most countries where the social

equilibrium of large numbers of mankind is natural and
not artificial, the population had long separated spon-

taneously into three causes. As IcMig as tke.wwk
organising the new republic was going on the thpK
fraternised, for the law granted no privilege to any one,

and the men who imposed their opinions and their will

upon the rest, without any sort of violence, wen without
doubt the most gifted members of tiie eommitnity.

Darm i 314
^^'^'"g' ^ Daru justly observes, assured to

the nobles, up to the end of the thirteenth

century, any right not possessed by all the other citizens.

Nevotheless, as he adds, the important office of High
Chancellor had been especially reserved for non-nobles
several years before the closing of the Great Council,
which shows that custom, if not law, accorded other

privileges to the descendants of the early tribunes.

It ws» not to be expected that after the final closure

of the Great Council all the rest of the people should

remain in a condition of th(»tH^bly kgal ^ua^.
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There were, for instance, artists of great merit, magis-
trates whose families throughout many generations had
commanded the general respect, and were by no means
wiUing to be thus forced down to the level of the
fishermen of the lagoons. The nobles con«dered that
this high middle class constituted a danger to ^em-
selves by its wealth and solidarity, and special measures
were taken to propitiate it. As early as 1298, and
while the noble cms was acquiring its legal existence,
we find mention of the citizen claw, and of the manner
in which it was divided. To belong to it certain
requisites became necessary

; he who aspired to its privi-
leges must have been born in Venice of
parents properly married, and without any ^ ^- *

taint of criminality ; he was to owe nothing to the
State, to have been exact in the duties of standing
guard, etc., and he was obliged to prove that during
three generations none of his ascendants had foUowcd
any mechanical or vulgar track.

In the same way in which the so-caBed *Goiden
Book

'
of the aristocracy was compiled little hf fi«ie

under the supervision of the avogadori of
^, n^^^^,

the commonwealth, who were themselves --^nkives,

chosen fmm the citizen chus, at least in the beginning
so also under their authority another book wm^mm
called the 'Silver Book,' in which were inscribed
the names of citizens « de jure,' afterwards called
^onginrf cktrn.' After the closure of the Great
council the eftee of Hi|^ Qlanedlor contimifd to he
stnctly reserved to this chss, as fi4lcn the (Mm itsdf
had been created some years earlier. It was of a ttmm
to satisfy any reasonable and justifiable ambition ffmHigh ChaneeUor was the head of the ducal a ha^h^
chancery

; he signed aU piMc acts, dl MJ^^.
nomin^toas tovty kflfeftiBllA^ tad was Resent ^
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all the moat secret meedngs of the Councils, though

MrnHmBi Uuieo
^^'^ * witness, and never with the right

to vote. He was elected by the Great

Council, and took office with a ceremony almost

88 ac^mn as that accorded to the D(^e himadtf', and

like the latter he held his position for lire ; he received

a generous salary, and had precedence over all nobles,

both in meetings and processions, both over the nobility

of the Great Council and over the sons and brothers

the Doge, and was preceded only by the procurators

of Saint Mark and by the six counsellors of the Doge.

He wore the ducal purple with scarlet stockings, was

forbidden to dress in black in public, and like the Doge
he was {n-ivileged to wear his hat on all occasicms. Tne
form of address used to the head of the Republic was
' Domino, Domino ' ; that used in addressing the Chan-

cellor was ' Domino,' without repetition ; whereas all

other patricians were addressed as ' Messer,' the usual

prefix to the names of knights throusbottt Itdy.

When the High Chancellor died hk funeral took

place in Saint Mark's with a pmip equal to that

accorded to a dead. doge.

Very valuable privileges \yere attached to the condi-

tion of a citizen *de^ure* ; all chancellors were taken

from those included m the 'Silver Book,' so tittt in

the course of time, in the fourteenth century, a

special course of study was prescribed for young men
destined for that career ; and those who embraced

it were fiequently sent to the smafier cmurts of

Europe as * ministers resident,' but not as ambassadors,

and they could aspire to the highest cc^nuuids in the

army.

From all this it is clear that the position of tht

* original citizen ' class in Venice had a strong resem-

blar^ to that of the * magtrtnitc ' class in Wtmott (at
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instance; and on the whole it had enough privikget
to ensure its not bdf^ hostile to the nobility.

The art of glatiii nwHng cotitribi^ in such a degive

\ i ] t-

I'-

f
1.

to the wealth of Venice that glass-makers were regarded
as benefactors of the State, and all the glass-makers of
Murano were inscribed from their birth in the c!ass of
citizens 'de jure.* Another very wise measure of the
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Venetian Government with regard to this intermeditte

dass between the aristocracy and the people was the

concession of its privileges to foreign persons of respect-

able origin established in Venice. It was only in the

middle of the fourteenth century that citizenship *by

grace * was regularly admitted, and it was of two kinds

:

the one ' de intus/ and the other * de intus et de extra.'

The first conferred only a certain number of privileges,

as that of engaging in commerce, and of holding some

office of secondary importance in the public adminis-

tration ; the second conferred the full privileges enjoyed

by the citizens • de jure,' including those of sending

vessels to sea under the flag of Saint Mark, and of

carrying on business in the cities and ports where

Venetian commerce was established, with the full rights

of a Venetian.

Although it was only in 1450 that the law rtt;u]arised

the admission to citizenship, a number of admissions

took place before the time of the foundation of the

caste.

The misoabk conditions of navigation in the

fourteenth century, and the depredations of pirates,

caused many to request the privilege of navigating

under the protection of the Venetian Republic. Those

who asked diis were generally noble and <rich persons.

For instance, in 1301 we find the favour asked by the

Scrovegni of Padua, by Azzone, Marquis of Este and

Ancona, in 1304 by the lords of Camino, mentioned

by Dante, by Ludovico Gonzaga, lord of Mantua, and

many others. Venice not inft^uently offered tlw title

of citizen, with all rights belonging to it, to persons

who had exhibited special marks of talent in other

parts of Italy ; it was offered to Messer Ravagnino, a

student of physical science in Belluno, and to Petrarch.

It. was frequently given to frndigners who had li^ as
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long as twenty-^e jmvs itt ike city, and to o^Kra

>. mrao m cmruo

had voluntarily Mibmttted during a certain number <^

4. ^
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years to standing guard, paying taxes, and the Eke

;

and further, to those who, having married Venetian

women of the citizen class, desired to fix their residence

in the island of Rialto. Among the foreigners who
were thus generally adopted, some of the most interest-

ing in the fourteenth century wnt the inhalntants of

AfolmeHli, Vila Lucca, who between 1310 and 1340 fled
/'rivata, ^s. before the tyranny of Castruccio Castracane.

These were about thirty families, almost all of which had

been in their own country spinners and weavers <^ ulk,

and they had brought a numerous retinue <^weavers and
spinners with them. The Venetians at once understood

the advantage to be derived from this immigration of an

industrious people. Until then the richest stuffs had

been imported hoax the East, but from this time

forward Venice b^an to develop a new industry. Tl«
fugitive families were received not only with courtesy,

but with something like enthusiasm. The Senate assigned

them a quarter in the Calle della Bissa, between the

square <a the Rkdto and the churdi of &ttnt Jdm
Chrysostom, aUowing than to govoti themselves with

their own magistrates, on condition that they should

teach their art to the Venetians. The same courtesies

were extended in the case of German and Armenian
colcmies. The race <^ Venetian citizens in this way
received a new element, with new prospects of fife and
industry, by the introduction of the best element that

could possibly have come to Venice from without. The
Jews, however, attempted in vain at the same time to

Gaukcioii it 3 ^ liberty of existeim in
a icct t.tx.au'

yg^jg^^ After being barely tolerated

during fifty years, and kept under the closest super-

vision, they were at the end of the fourteenth century

ignominiously expelled &om the city, and obliged to

l^p within the ccmfiMS <d Mestre. I have not bttn
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able to discover the cUte at which they were again
allowed to reside within the city in the quarter which is

still pointed out as theirs.

A singular circumstance, already noticed in passing,

presents itself in connection with all the conspiracies
of the foorteenth ^tury. The people continually
sided widi the nobles who Ymd dejmved diem &f
their power, and they outnumbered them and were
superior to them in strength and moral force. They
never lent any important hdp to any one who attempted
to rouse rebellion against the existing civil order. It

can hardly be supposed that this was the result of
indolence, or of a lack of patriotism, since the Venedans
were naturally very proud and extremely energetic.
They seem to have considered themselves as bound
to the aristocracy by the bond of gratitude, of common
memories, and of common hopes ; and while they led an
existence of generous comfort and ease, it satisfied them
to be joint possessors of a country which had grown
glorious in Europe. They looked upon the Venetian
nobility as the first in the world, and Molmcnti says,
with truth, that the surnames of certain great Ven^im
families not yet extinct existed before the names of
even reigning families were known in the rest of
Europe. Until quite modern times, the ' people ' very
rarely gave any trouble unless they were hungry.

It has already been noticed here that in the other
Italian republics the great houses had nothing in com-
mon with the people they ruled—neither
their origin, nor their traditional points of
view, nor even as a rule their interests ; and more than
once they sho^yed themselves ready to sell their country
to the highest bidder, regarding it as their adoptive
rather than their real home, and the population as
property that went with the fields.
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But the nobles of Venice were true Venetians, and

their annstors had led tiMMe of their own people, by

sheer superiority, beforo Venice had been founded ; and

the government of the islands had in reality been

alwavs aristocratic. The people had realW never had

much to say bey<md amfitming by a sort of acckmttlon
the result of electioMl held by the nobles. The in-

dividual elected was sure to be one of the latter, chosen

for his courage in war, or for his pious generosity in

founding a church or a monastery in time of peace.

The Serrtta only made a law of a practice which

had existed a long time ; and this sufficiently Mtfdttllt

why the people did not rebel against it, accepting laws

which only affected formalities, without in any way

threatening the true sources of the Republic's vitality.

The nobles legally monopolked a power wluch they

had always succeeded in reservif^ for thonaelves ; but

the State did not monopolise commerce, nor industry,

except as regards the salt trade and shipbuilding, and

in these occupations the workmen received such ami-

pensation tlutt many of them grew rich.

Furthermore, the Government supported all persons

not able to work for themselves. Men and women who
had reached an age at which heavy manual labour was

no longer possible, but who were not hdpless enough

to do nothing, were licensed to sell v^tables and fruit

in the public squares ; but the State and the guilds

supported regular asylums for the aged and infirm, for

cripples, for widows, and for old sailors. Every one

Mt that the State could be relied upon, and no one

feared to die of hunger.

The closing of the Great Council might affect the

ambitious designs of a few men who had recently grown

rich, and whose fathers had never sat there, but it could

not possibly have any imm«luite effect on the lives of
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rishcrmen, seamen, salt-refiners, shipbuilders, and artisans,

to none of whom it had ever occurred that the Council
was meant for them. When a conspirator made a

pretext of vindicating the rights of the people, the people
laughed at him, and the motive which in all other
countritt has been the mainstay of revolutionaries was
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found not to exist. The people of Venice were, on the

whole, honest, contented, and happy, and both laws
and traditions comtnmd to preserve them in that envi-

able state ; and the Government itself provided wise

alternations of work and rest, which greatly contributed

to the same end. For every V^enetian, whatever his

condition might be, was expected to be a good sailor

and a good soldier, and the r^ttas, puUic archery
matches, and gymnastic exercises, which I shall presently

describe, helped to make men both. In 1332 these com-
petitions were made obligatory for all youths who had

• reached thdr eighteenth birthday. But another matter

.
must be briefly explained before proceeding fortlMr.

In the story of the Venetian conspiracies no mention
is ever found of the two famous factions, the Castellani

and the Niccolotti, although the most bitter hatred was
alive between them at me very time when Hqxilo
was conspiring against Gradenigo. It is interesting to

follow the rough and strong threads of those famous
popular factions through the woof and warp of Venetian
histcMy ; and it is curious to find oneself convinced that

they never did the slightest harm to the government
of the Republic, for the reason that both of tkem bved
their country sincerely.

The reader may remember that in the days of
Paulus Anafettus, the first Doge elected by the popular
assembly, a violent dispute arose between tbe in-

habitants of the islands of Heraclea and Jesolo, which
turned into a pitched battle in the woods of Equilio, so

that the stream which became the Canal Orfano was
nd mth t^xxi

TTie former combatants, finding themselves shut up
within the walls of one city, cherished their ancient

grudges from generation to generation, and for more
than five hundred years they gave vent to their hatred
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as best they could, keeping themselves divided, first as

separate parties, then as separate wards, and finally both

THE CANAMKOGIO

111 wards and districts, according to the later divisions
of the city ; and fighting freely with one another when-
ever the public gaii»» brought them into conflict, under
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the names of Castellani and Cannaruoli, taken from the

parts of Venice they inhabited—the one in the three

districts of Castello, Saint Mark, and Dorsoduro, the

other in those of Santa Croce, San Paolo, and Canar-

reggio at the other end of the city. They had con-

tinued their separate existence about three hundred

years without seriously disturbing the public peace,

never intermarrying, never even enterir
.
the cathedral

by the same door. But in the year 1307 a certain

Ramberto Polo was the bishop of Castello, and the

iMshop of Castello was ex diicio the bishop of Venice,

and depended from the patriarch of Grado. Now this

Ramberto attempted to exact certain tithes which his

predecessor had considered it right to renounce. Five

districts of Venice, and among them that ofSaint Nicc^as,
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refused to pay these tithes. The bishop insisted, and
in spite of the threats of the people, who had grown
riotous, he determined to vbit the church of Saint

». PAOLO

Nicolas, situated in that quarter, suid to go on foot.
At the turn of the street, being accompanied only by
-
few persons, he was attacked and cruelly put to death

1 hat part bears to this day the name of * Malcantone
'
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the 'Evil Corner.' Those of the Castellani who

were held responsible for this murder were promptly

excommunicated ; and the others, wlw had sulmiitted

to the bishop, refused to hold any communication with

them, or to have any interest in common with them,

even after the removal of the interdict. The con-

sequence was that, by way of spite, they now joined the

party of the Cannaruoli, thus forming a numerous

faction, which from that time forth was called that of

the ' Niccolotti,' and maintained as its device the black

banner and costume of the Cannaruoli, whereas the

faction of the Castellani kept the red. The murderers

repented and obtained pardon, but the new hatred,

which had grown upon the old grudge, was relentless.

Up to this time the custom of fighting only with reed-

canes had been maintained by both sides ; but having

heard of the celebrated pugilistic encounters which were

practised at Siena, they now determined to introduce a

Mutineiii. custom which offered such excellent oppor-

costumi.' tunities for fighting. From September to

Christmas regular encounters took place every Sunday

upon the bridges,- mostly Imilt without parapets, where the

two factbns met, each endeavouring to knock and throw

as many of their adversaries as possible into the canal.

The bridge which was preferred for this form of exer-

cise was that of S^nt Barnabas, which soon got the name

of«P6ntc dei Pugni,* the 'Bridge of Fitdcoft.* A
less dangerous form of competition was also practised

by the factions, under the name of ' Forze d'Ercole,'

literally the ' Strength of Hercules.' A platform was

erected upon empty hogsheads, if the game was to be

played on land ; or on punts, if it was to be tried on

the canal, as more usually happened ; and upon this

foundation the men built themselves up into a sort of

human pyramid. The base was formed by a number of
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individuals standing close together, and linking them-
selves still more firmly by means of light joists which
they held upon their shoulders ; on these joists other
men stood, and others again above them, until the
pyramid came to its point in a small boy at the top.
The prize belonged to that faction which could
set up the highest pyramid in this way, and keep
perfectly steady while the unenviaUe little boy at the
apex performed acrobatic feats. This hid received the
name of the * crest,' as if the whole were a coat of arms.

The popular songs of that time exhibit the deep
hatred that smouldered between these divisions of the
people ; and they have come down through the centuries
to the Venice of to-day, with such little changes of
speech as give new life to a thought without changing
its substance.

The Castellani and Niccobtti, being constantly
opposed to each other, systematically abused
each other in verse during the days that

preceded the encounters. Here is one from the side of
the Niccolotti, for instance :

—

thou great Devil, Lord of Hell

!

Gnm; me this I ask of thee.

1 recommend to thee the Niccolotti

!

I pray thee carry ah the Castellani off to hell

!

Give the winning tag to the Niccdotti.

The fdUowii^ n a fitw example of party pride :

—

When a Niccolotto is born, a god is born !

When a Castellano is born, a brigand is born !

When a Niccolotto is born, a count is born !

When s C^ellano i$ born, he tvatu out a gallows-builder

!

And here is anotho- :

—

We arc the Niccolotti, that is enough !

Wc will march with the black scarf, and with the flower in our
hat J and there r.te knife-wounds for the pigs of Castellani

N
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On the other hand, the Castcllani sang as follows :—

Swine ofUl-born Niccolotti, how can you expect the girls to loveyou ?

All nifht you wallow in the mud, you ill-bom swme of Niccolotti.

The mud is that of the lagoons, the Nicodotti being

fishermen. ,

In spite of this constant exchange of amenities, and

in spite of their love of f rhting each other, neither

Bocconio nor Ttepolo nr ^aliero ever got any ad-

vantage from the popuV factions. I can recall no

oAer case nor similar mstance in history. They abused

each other, but they all felt that they were sons of Saint

Mark, a sentiment which strongly appears tn another

song of more generous type which was sung bv the two

facdons together on occasions of comir. peril :

—

Are we not all of one nation ?

Sons of Saint Mark, and of his state ?

May God preserve ii, and make it grow.

For dl the good we h»« we get fifom Him

!

The Niccolotti had a species of constitution ;
they

had special customs of their own, and a he«i who was

officially called their 'gastaldo, but who
MutinM.uss.

tradition bore the title of the

' fishermen's Doge ' ; and who on all public occ^ons

arrayed himself in red like the High
c^cketti, corte.

chancellor, with wide skirts lined with for

in the winter, and, like thr real Doge, wore red stockings

and shoes ot red morocco. He held so

sagredo. ^^^^ ^j^^ ^.^gj^^. rearing these red hose

that he never appeared without them, even in ordinary

life, and when fishing in his boat.
, . , u

Little by little this chief of the people obtained the

right to follow the Doge to the ' Espousal of the Sea

in a beautifully decorated boat towed by the Bucentaur ;
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on solemn occasions of the year, and he received the
more material benefits of levying a duty on the fishii^-
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boats of his district, and of keeping two counters for

selling his fish, one at Saint Mark's and the other at

Rialto ; for all the Niccolotti were fishermen by pro-

fession, and they were associated together by their

common interests like members of one nunwrous

family. These fishermen elected their head by a

complicated system, in a solemn assembly held in the

church of Saint Nicolas of the Mendicoli, in the presence

of their parish priest and of the real Doge's doorkeeper,

who acted as ducal ambassador, and reeulariy presided

over these assemblies in the name of the sovereign, in

order to put down any disturbance which might arise

out of diflFerences of opinion between the voters. At a

later time, instead of the porter, the Doge sent one of

the secretaries of the Senate for this purpose. After

the election was decided the Doge's representative

stood forth, carrying the standard of the Niccolotti,

and the new 'gastallo* knelt down before htm, and

received the flag with the following words of iYivestj-

ture : ' I confide to you this standard in the name

of the Most Serene Prince, in token that you are

head and chief of the people of Saint Nicolas, Saint

Raphael, etc.*

The bells of the church were then rung out ;
and

on the following day, or within two or three days at

the latest, the elected man, accompanied by the parish

priests, and preceded by drums, trumpets, and one

halberdier, who carried the standard with the image of

Saint Nicolas, went to present himself to the Doge, in

order to receive confirmation of his ofiice. The Doge

received him in one of the great halls, and exhorted

him to be 'a good father to that family (of the

Niccolotti), and to be careful of the public dignity
' ;

assuring him that if he did so the Doge himself would

constantly be his protector, and assist him on every
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occasion. Then the head of the fishermen came near to
the Doge, and kndt down befof« him and kissed his
hand and the border of his mantle.

The chronicles are inclined to explain the conflicts
between the two factions as the result of exaggerated
rivalry in everything resembling public games. The
latter were very common, as the dovernment took every
occasion to provide amusements for the people ; and at
Signer Molmenti justly says, ' the extreme frequency of
popular festivals in Venice might seem surprising, if one
did not take into ccmnderation the enormous energy
continually expended in husinesi and work, which
brought with it the necessity of frequent interruptions
and amusements.' After all, there was a great deal
of hard work connected with the Venetian manner of
conducting such diversions. As early as the beginning
of the fourteenth century there were rowing matches for
small boats and skiffs on all important occasions, and,
moreover, races for vessels of fifty oars. These boats
were a species of outrigger canoes, each capable of carry-
ing fifty rowers, who stood to their oars. Similar boats,
if they may be dignified by that name, were rowed by the
Castellani and the Niccolotti, all wearing their red and
black costumes or badges, and their emulation was shown
as mudi in the manner of adorning their craft as in the
race itself These rowing matches became celebrated
throughout the world, and first received the name of
' regatta,' The Government encouraged them as being
useful for a people that depended chiefly Mtuimot,
upon naviption for its livelihood, and c^immiJ

offered large prizes to the winners. The fost prize
was a red purse full of gold ; the second purse was green
and filled with silver ; the third blue, containing small
change

; the fourth was empty, and of a yellow colour,
and the figure of a little pig was embroidered upon it,
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which denoted thtt the winner wis to receive the five

animal for his share.

The practice of shooting at the mark was also very

popular in Venice, and as usual the Government manned
to derive advantage from it. All men were c^i^eato

take part in it after the age of eighteen—nobles, citizens,

and plebeians ; and durinff the competition, a fact not

overlooked by the wise administrators of the Republic,

the young fisherman was in all respects the equal of

the son or nephew of the Dope himself, and H m won

a prize over him was practically his suporior. The

weapon most commonly used in those times was a

cross-bow, which was made entirely of walnut until

1352, and after that was constructed of wood and steel.

It was so cleverly made, we are toW, that' eight bolts

cottld be shot from it in qmck succession—this being

accomplished in some way not clearly expluned, by

means of r wheel with eight cogs.

Bows and arrows were also used for shooting at the

mark, the arrows being made in a place which received,

and still retains, the name ofthe • arrow manufactory,' the

Frezzeria, They were of pine or poplar, about thirty

inches long, thicker at the point than at the butt, and

provided with three feathers, like most of the arrows

used in the Middle Ages.

Great magnificence was shown in these shooting

matches, both in regard to the cross-bows and the quivers.

We still have specimens of quivers of that period, made

to hoW from fifty to a hundred b<^, of red leather

embossed under heavy pre^ure and carved with a sharp

tool, being ornamented at the top with doubte lions of

Saint Mark. The targets were set up at different

points of the city, but the most famous was on the

Lido. On die ap|K»nted days, boate manned by thirty

oars were in readmess at the entrance to the Grand
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C anal, near the Piazzctta, and it was the rule that these
were to be rowed only by competitors in the shooting.
At twelve o'clock the heads of the 'duodene,* whidi
seem to have been sub-districts, arrived with detach-
ments of from ten to twelve men each, recruited in all

classes of the cit^ ; thev made their way to the scene
of the competition, followed tnd encouraged by the

multitudes that came to look on. Lots were drawn to
determine the order in which the young men were to
shoot. At the meeting held at Christmas, whoever hit
the buH's-cye first received ten yards of scarlet cloth

;

the second received nx ytrds ; the third won a cross-
how and quiver. At the meeting held in March,
the prizes were of another stuff called * borsella '

;
and in May, a third kind of material was oivcn, called
' tintilana.*

®
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Among other popular festivals of the VenetiaiHj

free har held at the Ascension was of great importance.

Until 1357 this lasted eight days, but, after that, it was

prolonged during a fortnight. It was at this time, as

I have said elsewhere, that ;he famous function of the

* Espousal of the Sea ' was held. During the fair every

kina (^merchatulffie was allowed free entrance to the port,

and was sold in the Square of Saint Mark's, in booths

and on improvised counters, which gave that enormous

space the air of a market. About the beginning of the

fourteenth century it b^an to be the custom to wear

ma^ during this ponod of mingled business and

amusement. It is iieedless to say that the fair became

a source of large wealth to the treasury, and an oppor-

tunity for making money for many, since at that time

an immense numbo* of ftweigners came to Venice from

all {»rte of die world. It has been estimated ^Mt at

times as many as two hundred thousand strangers were

present in the city for this occasion, which I shall here-

after take an opportunity of describing with more detul

in the form it had acquired in a later age.

Strangers who v»it Venice often wonder idly whether

there is WJy meaning in the half-cabalistic signs coarsely

painted on the dyed sails of the fishing-

boats that glide in towards evening, one

after the other, and take their places for the night,

like weary live things coming home to sleep. There

shims the roughly - drawn presentment of a cock,

apparently in an attitude of ecstasy before a rising

sun that bears a strong rcscraWance to an <»i^t;

and there a mystic beast «at nuy be meant for a donkey,

unless it stands for a grasshopper. You may wonder

which, unless you ask of some superannuated old fisher-

man loitering on the quay at sunset with his pipe for

company. Sat he will tdl you that the cock and the
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rising sun are the hereditary emblems of all the dc-
scencuints of ancient Josaphat, a fefaerman of F^ua
who adopted them Itmg ago ; and that the monster
grasshopper-donkey is really a horse, and belongs to
another family of fishers, the Cavallarin ; and so on,
through as many as you can point out. It is the
heraldry of the fisher people, begun long ago by the
NiccoJotti and preserved religiously by their dcfWTndants
to this present time; and though heraldry is ancient
in Venice, there may be stone coats of arms on walls
of time-worn pdaces that look down upon the Grand
Canal, less old than some of these rude ancestral bearings
of the sea, that have been handed down from ^aeration
to generation through uncounted centuries.

Possibly, though no one would be bold enough to
call it certain, the fidieraira who were the Niccolmd
formed the first and oldest guild in Venice ; at all evoitt
the others bear a stroi^ resembbnce to theirs when we

'

first hear of them.

They grew up in Venice, as they did in Florence
and other cities of Italy, dooe corponfttotis <^ arts
trades, which were protected by the State, Moimenti, vu*
and assured many privileges to those who Privata.

belonged to them, chief of which was a sort of monopoly
of eant branch of industry, which enriched
the workmen without injuring the State.

Under laws by which no new object o»dcl be si^
except in properly authorised shops, there
was no fear of foreign competition nor of

^'^^

home depressoti. &ch guild was a little republic in
itself, thriving in the heart of the great maritiiiie
Republic, occupied in administering its own affairs, smI
never making itself a source of anxiety to the Gova»-
nient by meddling in politics.

It thus i^>pear8 tint on the whole the people not only
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entertuned a sort of imtural devotion and a feeibg

of gratitude towards the nobility, and lived a life of

tranquillity and contentment, with plenty of holidays and

public feasts, with ample means ofearning a livelihood, and

under such provisions of public charity as made anything

like pauperism next to impossible ; but also that their

true strength consisted in the institution of the arts and

guilds, which were recognised and protected by the laws.

I have already said, in respect of the eleventh century,

that each art existed like a smaQ repubfic in the midst

of the great one ; and in the fourteenth century more

than one hundred of these so-called arts had their

individual constitutions. One of these constitutions

contained a statute which forbade the members of the

arts and guilds from doing anything which might

interA»« wkh or €^:^x>se the ordinances of the Govern-

ment, and most expressly forbade anything which could

be looked upon as conspiracy. Each art had its own

'gastaldo,' or judge, and a certain number of elders,

mm ruled it «x(Mrding to itt constitution, and as con-

necting links between their own tribunal, which might be

called a family court, and the central govet^nment of the

State. There were also three judges railed 'justiciaries,'

who were elected by the Great G>uncil. It was morally

imposnUe f<w any one to exercise even the simplest and

humblest of these arts until he had been admitted by

the council of the one ir which he wished to work. It

would have been as dangerous as to introduce into

Venice any sort of merchandise that already laanu-

factured thorc, and by that means bring ab(Hit com-

petition between Venetian and foreign products. So

far as the higher arts and trades were concerned, such

as, for instance, glass-making, it was strictly forbidden

to albw mf workman to leave Venice who was in a

position to take abroad die secrets ot' an Mtttry
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of which it was intend to keep die monopoly at
home.

Every sort of guild comprised many degrees and
a number of officers, so that tht liveliest competition
went on between the members, the apprentice constontly
striving to become a craftsman, while the craftsman
thought of nothing but the moment at which he should
be able to stand the- test, which was a real examination,
by which he might obtain a right to the title of * master,*
not only because the latter represented the highest
degree to which he could aspire, but because it con-
ferred upon the sons of whoever obtained it the right
to become masters without being required to stand the
test. The test examination for the ' degree ' of master
consisted in executing a difficult piece of work within a
certain number of hours or days. For instance, a man
became a master of mosaic paving when he could lay
out and finish the pvement of a large room, so that
not the smalktf cndt or crevice or flaw could be detected
in it, and so that die level of die whole muhce should
nowhere vary by more than the thickness of a ducat.

In some of the arts apprentices were not admitted
under the age of twelve ; in odiers, such as shipbuilding,
where the work was done in die open air, they could
begin from die time when diey were e^ years oM.
Glass-workers were forbidden to make use of children's
labour in such work as grinding glass, or in any kind of
occupation that could injure dieir healdi, such as tending
the furnaces during the hot season.

The workmen of the arsenal also formed several
guilds of a superior order, and had special rules, which
1 shall notice m another place, for die arsenal did not
reach the fte^ht of its importance and activity till die
sixteenth century.

coiforatkm or gmld elected ks *g8it^
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majority of votes, and his authority may be described as

portaldng of the paternal, and of that of a justice of the

peace. When any conflict arose between two or more

members of the guild he was appealed to, and his verdict

was perfectly legal. In grave cases, iitee jt became

absolutely necessary to appeal to the pubtic tribunals,

the latter were bound to take into consideration the

rules of the charter of that guild to which the^ parties

belonged ; those rules were called the *mariegole,' and no

sentence was lawful which wm in ccmtradicttcm with dicm.

Within the guilds brotherhoods were formed, the

aims of which were both religious and co-operative

;

and these took the name of ' schools,' which vied with

each other in building churches and hcwpitals, and in

making pompous appearances in public during the

religious or civil festivals. The number of artisans

inscribed in a guild was not determined, but the number

of brethren in each school was limited by its statutes.

Each school was direc jd by a * gastaldo * and a number

€^ dders, who wctc r^ncrally the senior members of

the gmld from which it was derived. This council of

management was to admonish with grave words any

brother who led an immoral life, to punish blasphemers,

and to be vigilant lest any of the brethren should play

at games of chance, even dice being prohibited. The

* gastaldo ' himself might be admonished by the elders,

and required to perform 'great and good' penance,

according to the terms of some of the charters. The

brethren paid a tax of admission, and in many schools

bound themselves to ftigellation at Lent. A certain

number of priests were admitted without any obliga-

tions, and from four to six physicians—both ' doctors

of physic,' as ihey were then called, and * °[

wounds,* » surgeons wot dtm^jOMitd. No bfcAren

were admitted under the of iiacteen years.
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The brethren had a right to receive asnstance from

the schools in tlw form of money tmd ^ medicine, if

they were ill, cither at home or in the hospitals which

were anneiced to the abodes of some brotherhoods. We

MO KLLA PiSTA

find it Stated that in some cases the schools assisted a

brother with a sum as large as three hundred of the
' small lire,' which was a v?ry considerable sum for

that time, being equal to about fifty pounds sterling.

Among the ftdvuiti^|es enjoyed by ^cm who bdiMiged
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to a school was that even when absent from the city

they could claim succour from the brethren. The
following words, translated from the statutes of the

School of the Holy Apostles, framed in Venetian dialect

of the thirteenth century, well express the general pur-

pose of these institutions :
' Let the brethren be twelve

eood and honest men, who for the love of our Lord

Jesus Christ are to live holily, in peace and charity,

without fraud, pride, or murmuring, having ever before

their eyes the example of the apostles and the command
of Christ, to wit. Love peace and charity, and love your

neighbour as yourself.*

The worst of the misdeeds for which one of the

brethren could be subjected to the dishonour of being

expelled from the school was openly leading a bad life.

The head of the brotherhood, upon the information of

other brethren and by his own knowledge, then warned

the culprit to correct his ways. ' Let him be told to

amend his life openly, for charity's sake ; and if it be

amended within fifteen days, then praise be to God,

and let him go in peace.*

It sometimes happened that a brother, of his own
accord, rather than be expelled, wished to quit a school,

in entering which he had perhaps experienced some

difficulty. To this end the statutes of some schools

laid down that he should pay a considerable fine,

that in the presence of his companions he should be

placed upon a bier, and that while the bells tolled as

for a dead man he should be carried round the church.

After the passage of this law such cases grew much less

frequent.

In the end the schools became very rich institutions,

for the members not only contributed money, but they

and their families, and doubtless many members of the

guilds, worked for nothing on their churches, their
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hospitals, and their asylums for the old. The competi-
tion between different schools was keen, and led to their

beautifying tbeir oratories and their places of meeting
with magnificent works of art, so that almost all tl«

great painters of Venice first acquired fame under their

protection.

in the fourteenth century sudi men as Carpaccio and
Bellini, and later, Titian, Veronese, and Tintoretto, were
all humble brethren of the Guild of Painters and Var-
nishers, and they all, without exception^ submitted in

their schools to the authority of men who were very
likely nothing better than house-punters by pr(^3»on,
though they were undoubtedly men of high morafity
and probably of considerable cultivation.

As for the treasure that accumulated in the name of
the guild, it was not only used for the sick and in aiding

young artists, but it was also not vtnusuai to give dowrws
to the daughters of poor brethren, and sometimes con-
siderable sums were sent to members of the guila whom
some urgent matter detained ubroad without sufficient

means of livelihood.

It is a singular fact, mentioned only by Cecchetti,
that a number of nobles, possibly in the h<^ of
obtaining influence over the guilds, but
pretexting religious devotion, requested
and were permitted to be inscribed as brethren. It

appears that some of the brotherhoods attempted at
the very first to defend themselves from this invasion,
but were afterwards obliged to yield to the will of
the Great Council, though they limited the number of
nobles to be admitted so as to make it very small
compared with that of the citizens. Later, how-
ever, in 1407, the Great Council, considering that this

u ;is a slight upon the aristocracy, required that all nobles
should be admitted to the schools who wished it, proviti :d
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that they were of good repute. But the nobility were

not satisfied with this ; they wished to join the schools

and yet be exempt from the usual dues. A few of

the guilds yielded, but we find among the papers of

the school of Santa Maria della Val Verde, of the year

1320, that all nobles who joined it must submit to all

the requirements of the statute, and that for them the

admission fees should be even larger than for ordinary

citizens
—'and let him be what he pleases,' concludes

the article of the statute with some disdsun. In other

statutes we find that nobles could be admitted for

nothing, but that if they chose to pay something as

conscience-money, of their own free will, their offering

would not be refused. Another right that the nobles

arretted to themselves was that of refusing to submit

to flagellation in Lent, and the only schools where this

custom was kept up decided that the nobles, by way of

compensation, should *pay a considerable increase of

dues, and that the same immunity should be accorded

for nothing to all brethren over sixty years.

On the whole, the effect of the guilds was to keep

alive in the people a sense of their own dignity, and to

distract them from hankering after the offices of state,

for which quite another education, different studies, and

an altc^^her different point of view would have been

required. For the equilibrium of a permanent state

one*prime condition is that people should soberly, con-

sistently, and, if possible, intelligently mind their own

business.

In the fourteenth century Venice was unlike all other

cities, both as regards her external and internal adminis-

tration, and the singularly divers elements of which her

strength was made up. In order to gain a clear idea

of the city's con(^tion at that time, a word mvot be

sud concerning the numerous strangors who, th(»igh
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not taking up their abode permanently in the city,

passed through it or came to it cm their way to the
Mast, and during the great fairs. I have spoken already
of those who established themselves in Venice, and who
sometimes became citizens ' de intus et de extra

'
; I

speak now only of that constant stream of travellers,

merchants, and nien of business—Italians, Frenchmen,
Germans, and Orientals—who came and stayed a few
weeks, or even months, where people would now stay

as many days, who transacted their business, bartered
their merchandise, and made acquaintance with the city,

visiting its monuments, its churches, and even its war-
galleys in times of peace. Venice showed them the
most unbounded courtesy, and frequently offered them
the most magnificent hospitality. Their presence never
created the least disorder, and the manner in which the
(iovernment provided for their welfare is one of the
most surprising things in the internal economy of the
city.

>yhen a stranger arrived in Venice and took up his
lodging in one of the many inns, some of which, like
the ' Luna,' the ' Selvatico,' and the ' Leon
Bianco,' are still flourishing in our own time, '

•*»*'»•

and were famous in the fourteenth century, he found pro-
vided for him a tariiF of prices, which protected him
against any possible imposition oa the part of the land-
lord

; and he could hire a licensed guide to serve him lest

he should lose his way in the streets, or be cheated in the
shops. The authorities exercised a direct supervision
over the rooms of the inns, requiring the ttKXt perfect
cleanliness of beds and linen and blankets, and they
forbade the crowding of strangers beyond a reasonable
limit. For the sum of fourteen soldi horses were
provided with sufficknt oats, hay, and straw.

At times, when many strangers visited Venice, the
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population of the city was almost doubled ; andw the

inns could not suffice to receive such a number, the

municipality placed at the disposal of visitors such

empty houses as it owned, and allowed private citizens

to let rooms to strangers; but severe penalties were

imwwcd upon any who should venture to let lodgings

without a proper licence, or who should in any way

impose upon lodgers.
. , r u

Klgrims were received in hospices built tor the pur-

pose, and were there served with reverence by the most

distinguished persons in Venice ; and if they chanced

to annvc at the time of any solemn festival they were

invited to join in the procession, walking on the right

of the patricians with wax torches.

There was a special court for deciding questions

between strangers, or between strangers and Venetians

;

and it was the duty of this tribunal to

A/ut. commen.0.
^^^^^^ citizens who wronged any foreigner,

or, if the latter was proved to be the offender, to expel

him from the city. Moreover, an express laW of 1317

required that the judges should * gently instruct '
persons

who did not present their .passports in order, mstead of

sending them away roughb or imposing a fine for an

irregularity arising from ignorance of the Venetian law.

When any very noble guest was in Venice, the

State spared nothing that could make his visit memor-

able to him as a time of wonder and delight. The

Duke of Austria never forgot the reception he met

with, at a time when he had little expectation of being

so hospitably treated, for the relations between the

Duke and the Republic had been strsuned during some

time past. One of the Duke's great vassals, the lord

of Sench, who was devoted to the king of Hungary,

had stopped and imprisoned three Venetian senators

when they were on their way to the court of the
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l^niperor Charles IV. to request, in the name of the

Republic, the investiture of certiin Itfnds to which the
king of Hungary laid claim. The Duke of Austria

had at first tolenited chit high^-handed act, but hid at

last yielded to the reiterated instances of the Republic,
delivered the prisoners, and sent mard tiat lie would
bring them to Venice himself.

Though surprised, and a little uneasy at this pro-
posal, the Council determined to receive him with lavish
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hospitality, and several lenators were sent to TreviM

with richly-adorned vtmh to meet him. He embariced,

accordingly, with the restored captives, thirty knights,

and a train of two hundred young nobles and squires.

Not far from Venice he was met by the Doge with the

famous barge, the Bucentaur, and the two aovereigns

met with every dcmonttration of friendship. ihe

noble Austrians were lodged at the charge of the State

in the Dandolo and Ziani palaces on the Grand Canal,

and so magnificent were the entertainments offered them

that the expenses of their visit—for Venice alwiyt knew

precisely what the wi» tpcnding— amounted to ten

thousand ducata—say. seven or eight thousand pounds

sterling, when money was worth three times what it is now

My chronicler remarks that the money was well

invested, as the Duke was made a firm friend of the

Republic, and himself proposed a treaty by which he

abandoned his claims to Trieste for seventy-five

thousand ducats—about fifty-six thousand pounds.

In the latter par of the fourteenth century Petrarch

was received with a hospitality as open-handed, and much

'-ss interested. The great poet and famous ambassador

3 treated I^ke a king; the palace of the Quattro

i )rri on the Grand Canal was fitted up for him and

placed at his disposal for as lon^ a time as he would

stay in Venice, and at every public function or festivity

he appeared on the right hand of the Doge.

Touched by such consideration, Petrarch bequeathed a

part of his priceless library to the Republic, and Venice,

on her side, refusing to be outdone in generosity, pre-

sented him as a gift with the palace in which he had

been livins*

The palace had originally belonged to the Molina

family, and ultimately became a religious house under

the Sisters of the Holy Sepulchre. As for the poet s
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books, they came to a melancholy end. They tre lome-

rimes said to have been the beginning of the library of

Saint Mark. The authority ?rom which I quote says

that amongst them were a manuscript of Homer, given

to Petrarch by Nicolas Sigeros, ambassador of the

Emperor of the East, a beautiful copy of Sophodes, ft

translation of the whole of the Iliad and of a part of

the Odyssey, copied by Boccaccio himself, he having

learned Greek from the translator, Leontio Pilato, an

imperfect Quinctilian, ftnd most of the works of Cicero

transcribed by Petrarch himself. Such treasures would

make even a modern millionaire look grave ; yet it is said

that when the celebrated Tomasini asked to be allowed

to see the books towards the end of the seventeenth

century, he found them stowed away in an attic under

the roof of Saint Mark*s, ' partly reduced to dust, partly

petrified
'—

' in saxa mutatos '—a phenomenon of which

1 never heard, and which I am at a loss to explain.

The tendency of Anglo-Saxons to extol and help

conspiracy against every govemnMnt Imt tfidr own
has led Englishmen to waste sympathy on Bccconio

and Tiepolo, of whom it is now time to speak. The
system of laws and government which became definec

after the closure of the Great Council, though it

already existed in great part so far as practice was

concerned, was designed to check every impulse of

personal political ambition in all classes of Venetians,

beginning with the Doge him^ Indeed his life, both

public and private, ^^ as so har cred and hedged in that

his position at ordinary tinu^ seems to us far from
enviable. Yet in spite of this, and it is a singular

reflection, it was quite possible for a great man like

Enrico Dandolo or Andrea Contarini to exercise tremen-

dous penKHial iniuence at dedsive moment and to

perform acts of tht highest heroinn. Is ti»re anytlui^
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more heroic in all ronnntic history than the aged
Dandolo kneeling to receive the cross of the crusair,
and then leading a great allied host to one of the most
astounding conquests ever recorded ? Was ever a man
more of a hero than old Contarini, swearing on his
sword, when all seemed lost at Chioggia, that he would
never go back to Venice till the enemy was beaten—and
loriously keeping his word ? It seems to me that the
eroism of both those men grows when one considers

that if either of them had been even suspected of any
prsonal interest or ambitious design he would ha. e
been ruthlessly put out of the way by the men who had
elected him.

The whole system was created to make anything like

self-aggrandisement impossible, and it worked so in-
fallibly that during something near six hundred years
not one attempt to break it down was successful ; and
when at last It fell, in its extreme old age, of weakness
and corruption, it was not finally destroyed by any
inherent defect except oki age, when it was attacked by
the greatest conqueror since Charkmi^ne.

It may not be possible to bring it under any philo-
sophical theory, and it bore but a small resemblance to
Plato's ideal State ; but it had the merit of being the
most practical plan ever tested for maintaining the
balance between public and private forces, public wel-
fare and private wealth, national dignity and individual
social importance. Of the three great conspiracies only
one was the work of an ambitious aristocrat ; another
was a disappointed rich burgher's ineffectual effort at

revenge; the third was headed by the Doge himself,
partly out of private resentment. None of them had
any great chance of success, yet so great was the appre-
hension they created that th«;y were the soiote and
origin of all that terriUe machinery of secret tribunals,
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spies, anonymous accusations, and private executions
which darken the li^ history of Venice ; a machinery

mMr I'll

1^ i^j^

'Mill-
BIO JtHA IICONDA

which was almost always at work against the very nobles
who had constructed it. who feared it, but who never
even thought of doing away with it, though they could
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have voted it out of existence at any meeting of their

Council ; a machinery which hardly afFected the masses
of the people at all, and which powerfully protected the

merchant burghers, but at the mere mention of which
the greatest noble became »leiit and looked grave.

Elsewhere in Italy the nobles of the twelfth, thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, iron-clad, hard-riding,

and hard-hitting, were the natural enemies of the people,

whom they could kill like flies when they liked. In

sea-girt Venice they wore no armour, the people mostly
loved them, \nd the burghers needed their protection

and shared in all the sources of their wealth. . The nobles'

only possible enemies at home were among themselves.

HGstory has not left a very clear account of the

ccHispiracy of Marin Bocconio against the aristocratic

Xam Hi
Republic in 1300. We know that he

was a man who had a great following,

chiefly on account of his immense wealth, and
Romanin remarks that his intelligence was not equal

to the arduous undertakit^ he had planned. We
know that on the discovery of the plot he was
taken, that he was first confined in the prison of the

ducal palace, and afterwards hanged with ten of his

principal accomplices between the two a>lumns, prob-
ably those of the Piazzetta, and we have a list of those

executed, showing that none of them were noble ; but

a few noble names appear among those of persons

exiled as having been favourable to a revolution.

Bocconio was certainly one of those malcontents who
were not satisfied with the position and privileges of a

Venetian burgher, and he was desirous of opening
himself a way into the Great Council by means of his

fortune. The story that he knocked at the door of

the council chamber with the hilt of his swcwd, and
armed to the teeth, is an empty ^le. He plotted,
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like the other conspirators, in the dark, and he was
betrayed by an accomplice.

The facts as weJl as the details of the conspiracy of
the Tiepolo and the Quirini are better known, and it was
this attempt at revolution which first gave the Govern-
ment of the Republic that su^cious and inquisitorial

character which it never afterwardswhdly lott. ftflention

has already been made of that popular move-
ment in 1 296, which attempted to seat upon

"'

the ducal throne Jacopo Tiepolo, son of the former
Doge Lorenzo, a nan distinguished in the career erf"

arms, and who was therefore thought fit to take charge
of affairs a' the beginning of the great struggle with
(ienoa. It will be remembered that the Government
opposed the popular choice, partly in order not to
yield an inch to the pqnilar (bmand, but also, on the
other hind, because it was ah^ady suspected that the
Tiepolc ^amily, which had previously given Venice two
doges, v/as desirous of making that dignity hereditary.

The Doge chosen by the Government was Gradenigo,
and against him the Tiepolo family and their friends,
such as the Quirini, the Badoer, and the Doro, con-
tinued afterwards to nourish resentment, and showed
themselves sternly opposed to the law of the cloi^ure
of the Great Council, which they looked upon as the
triumph of Gradenigo's policy. TTic Tiepdo were
very numerous, and so also were the Quirini. They
possessed many houses, were provided with vast stores
of arms, and had many servants and slaves. The two
families were not united by fiiendship only, for
Bajamonte Tiepolo had married a daughter of the
Quirini. Her father, Marco, was of that branch which
inhabited the palace situated on the island of Rialto, in
a little square beyond the Ruga degli Speziali.

Both lilies belonged by right to the Great
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Council, and during its meetings they took advanti^e
of the smallest incidents to give vent to their wrath
against the Doge and his policy. Sometimes they
raised such tumults during the sittings that the meet-
ings had to be adjourned, and on &e following days
they fimncd the embers of disturbance into flame in

the public streets. The Government showed its

anxiety by renewing the prohibition to wear arms
abroad, and the greatest vigilance was exercised by the

'LcMtis of the Night,* who were six magistrates,

generally nobles, charged with the duty of super-
intendents of police in the city after dark, and were in

command of the armed watch. Orders were issued

that no one was to keep fire burning, except in barbers'

shops, after the rinsing of the third hour <^ the night,

i.e. three and a half hours after sunset. At that time
the streets were only lighted by means of lamps that

burned here and there before shrines set up by pious

persons, but the Government now greatly increased this

illumination. In a word, every precaution was taken
lest the discontent fostered by the great fiuaiUes shcnild

suddenly break out into open revolt.

One evening the brother of Marco Quirini, Pietro

surnamed * Pizzagallo,* was met in tht street by N&rco
Morosini, one of the Lords of the Night, who was
goin his rounds. The magistrate's suspicions were at

once aroused ; he stopped Quirini, and insisted upon
searching him to see whether he were armed or not.

Pietro Quirini, by way of showing his displeasure

at what he considered an offence, fMromptly lacked
Morosini off his feet, and left him lying on the ground.
An action was of course brought against the offender,

who was condenmed to pay a heavy fine for his irasci-

bility in thus gravely insulting an officer of the Sttte.

Nevertheless a number of similar incidents took f^ce,
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for prudence was not ztmrng the virtiws the Quirini
and Tiepolo families, and they appear to have given
themselves infinite trouble in seeking occasions for

disturbing the public peace. Nor was it difficult at

that time to stir up the elements of discord, for Venice
was involved in a disastrous war with the lords of
Ferrara, a conflict which we must now briefly explain.

In the eleventh century, during the War of the
Investitures, the Church under Gregory VII., Hilde-
brand, made common cause with the party of Italian

independence i^nst the German Emfnre, and w»
vigorously sustained by Matilda, Countess of Tincany.
She, on her side, naturally found allies among those
powers which desired to obtain the goodwill of tlie

Holy Sec. When the Countess wished to get back
Ferrara, which she had lost some years previously, the
Venetians lent their help, both with vessels and with
armed forces ; and in return they obtained many
privileges for their commerce in the city of Ferrara,
and, among others, that of placing there a * Visdomino,*
a sort of consul-general, to watch tbrir into^s.

It will be remembered that the Countess Matilda
left all her vast estates to the Church. Ferrara, there-
fore, remained under the supremacy of the
Holy See, and when the city was seized hy
the Ghibelline Salinguerra the Venetians drove him out,
and the city came under the domination of the family of
Este, with the consent of the Pope. By the end of the
thirteenth century this family had already reached such
a high position that the Marquis Azzone had mairted
the daughter of Charles II., king of Naples.
Vetiice remained on excellent terms with this

"
Marquis Azzone, and constantly lent him assistance in his
struggles with his ndghbourt who threatened his liberty.
He, however, fell dangerously ill in the year 1307, and
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Venice, being well aware of the discord which was brewing

between his sons, seized the opportunity of furthering

her own interests. During his illness three Venetian

envoys rerained constantly at Ferrara on pretence of

sending information regarding the health of the sick

man, but in reality to watch the condition of aflairs

and the disposition of the people. The old prince died,

and left a will so worded that one of his illegitimate

sons, named Fresco, attempted to have his own son,

Folco, proclaimed lord of Ferrara, and to this end
asked hdp of Venice. Azzone's two Intimate sons,

Francesco and Aldobrandino, however, turned to the

Pope and obtained his support, renewing their oaths of

allegiance as feudatories of the Church.

A hot contest now ensued, and Fresco, realising the

weakness of his own cause, made over his rights, such

as they were, to Venice. The troops of the Pope and

of the Marquis Francesco now entered Ferrara, and

the city was declared under the dominion of the Pope
in 1308. But Venice protested, and refused to sur-

render the fortresses she had taken over from Fresco.

It was in vain that the Pope attempted every means of

conciliation. The Republic had long coveted Ferrara

as a po^ession, and now refused to give up the part of

tht {»Hiiicipality which she held, or her daim to the rest.

Rom Hi ao
'^^^ negotiations therefore came to grief, rind

ended in a solemn Bull of Excommunicalion

gainst the Doge, his counsellors, all the citizens of

Venice, and all persons whatsoeverwho had helped t -ai

;

declaring, further, that Venice was dispossessed of all she

held in the principality of Ferrara and elsewhere ; all men
were forbidden to engage in commerce with her ; all men
were permitted thenceforth fo make siavt - of Venetians—^if they rauld ; the wilb of all Voiettms were declared

null and vmd ; and all dergy were order«l to quit tlw
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Venetian territories ten days after the expiration of
the thirty days which were allowed the Republic to
consider whether she would repent or not.

Venice, however, obstinately resisted ; and in this

place it should be noted that the Venetians, though
very devout, and always ready to decree new festivities

in honour of their saints, bendes being octremely
generous in building churches and endowing religious

institutions, continuously showed themselves averse to
all intervention of the Church where their political or
material interests were ctmcerned. Though they re-

spected the clergy, the latter never had any fnivileges
in Venice beyond those of ordinary citizens, and both
priests and monks were constrained to mount guard at

night, and to appear before civil tribunals in civil suits,

like ordinary dtizens.

Venice was still under the papal excommunication
when the quarrel between the Quirini and the followers
of the Doge Gradenigo had reached its climax, and
when the anti-papal party, which we may fairly call the
Ghibellines, and which h»d the support of the Doge,
overcame the resistance of its opponents. Marco
Quirini determined to take advantage of the discontent
of the greater part of the citizens in order to set on
foot an immense conspiracy. He was indeed the soul
of this attempt, but his son-in-law, Bajamonte Tiepolo,
was the visible mover in it, for he was beloved by the
people, who called him the ' Great Cavalier *

; and he
vas inspired by a profound hatred of the person of the
D<^, who, accoraing to htm, had usurped the dignity
which had been conferred upon the Tiepolo by the will
of the people.

Friends of the two great families began to meet in
the Ca Grande, which was the palace of the Quirini.
Marco made a speech, which to modon democrats
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might seem a model of justice and patriotisin, in iHtich

he did not fail to prove that he was not impelled to

take arms against the head of the Republic by any

motive of personal grudge or private ambition, but that

he was driven to extremities by the unwise policy of the

Government and the extremely unjust laws n^iich were

being promulgated to the destruction of the public

liberties. A sort of report of this ^)eech is still

preserved in the library of Saint Mark.
Tiepolo, at once more frank and more persuasive,

replied to the words of his father-in-law, exfdaining

clearly that it was their joint design to give the

Republic a doge acceptable to the people and capable

of restoring to the latter their original and ancient

rights. It is possible that the meeting might have

determined to take arms c^nly at once, if old Jacopo,

another of the Quirini, a man of wise counsel and of

little personal ambition, had not replied to these first

two speeches by attempting to persuade his hearers that

they ought to denst from what was a criminal attempt,

and from Ininging about the calamities of bloodshed.

This Jacopo was about to Lave Venice as ambassador

to Constantinople. The conspirators, who respected

him, but had not the slightest intention of accepting

his advice, pretended to yield, putting off tiie m<»iient

for action until after his departure. When he had left

the city they made every arrangement for carrying out

their revolutionary plans at dawn on Sunday, June I4.,

1310.

During the night the conspirators were to meet in

the Ca Grande in small detachments. In the palace

arms sufficient for all were hidden, with a flag upon

which was inscribed the word 'Liberty.' Marco

Quirini and his sons, Niccold and Benedetto, were to go

to Saint Mark's by the Calk dei Fabbri and the Bridge
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dei Dai, with a number of armed men ; the other coa-

spirators were to enter the Piazza from the Merceria,

under the leadership of Bajamonte. For some time

past Badoero Badoer had been in Padua and its neigh-

CALU uuL mnn

bdurhood gathering a desperate band, and on the
appointed day he and his men were to be ready at the
palace of the Quirini. The plan was boldly conceived,
and there was no small likdihood of its mxem. But
one of the conspirators, a burgher named Marco Dona,
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lost coun^ at the last, or suffered himself to be seduced

by promises of rich reward from the Doge, including

his admission to the nobility. Early in the night he

entered Gradenigo's apartment, and revealed cvcrythinc

to htm. The Doge did not lose his presence of miiia

for an instant, but gathered round him his counsellors,

the Lords of the Night, the heads of the For;y, and all

his friends ;
every man then quietly armed his servants,

thereby gathering together a large number of detienders.

At no great disUnce from the palace was the Arsenal,

where there were a great number of artisans of every

kind employed in the construction of ships, and these

men, both from their intelligence and honesty, repre-

sented the pick of the Venetian lower class. They

composed the bodyguard of the Do^e, and had the

right to assist at all public ceremonies, their chiefs

having the privilege of entering the palace freely.

These men slept in the shipyard by turns, and were

always ready at the call of their * proweditori,' who

were three nobles elected at intervals of thirty-two

months for the direction and administration of the

Arsenal. With such forces at his command, it is

perhaps not surprising' that the Doge was not intimi-

dated by the conspiracy. As soon as he was assured of

ban^ defended by his servants and the workmen, he

sent messages to the Mayors of Chioggia, Torcello, and

Murano, with orders to arrest the conspirators who

were to enter Venice under the guidance <^ Badoer.

At the same time the members of the Schod of Cterity

and many of the guild of punters took - arms to iratch

the entrance to the Piazza.

Meanwhile the conspirators made their way through

a tempest of rain and wind to the Quirini palace, and

arms were distributed to them ; Badoer, however, did

not come, and his absence was attributed by his friends
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to the storm. Without waiting for him they went out

at dawn, during a terrific thunderstorm, crying * Death

to the E)oge Gradenigo !
* The Quirini, following the

direction agreed upon, came out at Saint Mark's by the

Bridge dei Dai, which thereafter received the name of
' Ponte del Malpasso ' (the Bridge of Evil Crossing).

But instead of finding the Souare deserted, as they had
expected, they were assailed oy a ttrooff contingent of
armed men. Marco and his son Beiwdetto were soon

killed ; the other son, Niccolo, was wounded, and he

probably obtained on that day the surname of ' the

Lame,' which he ever afterwards bore. The remaining

conspirators now scattered, to meet again soon after-

wards in the Square of Saint Luke, where they were
again defeated by the guild of painters. Meanwhile
Bajamonte was coming down towards Saint Marl.'s from
the Merceria, and in order to gather his followers

together he halted at tl» knot <^ eider-^rees, where it

was the custom to tie up the horses of the councillors

on the days of assembling. He* by chance or by
intention, a woman of the people, who lived in a little

house overlooking the trees, dropped from her window
a stone mortar, or the stone of a hand-mill, which killed

Bajamonte's standard-bearer. The banner inscHbed
with the word ' Liberty ' was dashed to the ground, and
Tiepolo's men fell into such confusion that he had great

difficulty in taking them hack to the island of Rialto,

burning behind him the bridge which connected the
island with the rest of the city. A regular siege now
followed, the insurgents defending themselves with the

courage of despair ; and they might even then have been
victorious if Badoer had been Mt to reach Venice and
to take the Doge's forces in the iiank, but Badoer,
with a great number of his rebellious companions, had
been taken and thrown into prison early in the morning,
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having been caught on hit way to Venice by the Mayor

of Chioggia, who was a Giusttniani. Ticpolo now held

his own upon the island of Rialto, where he had

entrenched himself ; but the Do^e, in order not to

prolong the bloodshed of a conflict between citizens,

wished to prevail by some gentler means, and promised

all the rebels their lives, provided they would submit,

throw down their arms, and quit the territory of the

Republic. The negotiations were first attempted by

some Miluiese merchants, and then by GiovMtii

Soranzo, who, as the father-in-law of Niccolo Quirini,

the latter having married his daughter Soranza, seemed

to have a better chance of bein^ heard ; but it was in

vain. Tiepolo continued to resist with mad obstinacy,

and preferred anything rather than submission ; until

at last one the counsellors of the Doge, a certain

Filippo Belegno, succeeded in bringing about an under-

standing. Tiepolo consented to retire from the island

cl' Riatto, and to go into on exile which was to last four

years 'in the Slavonic countries beyond the island of

Zara,' but not in any country that was hostile to

Venice ; his noble followers were also to be exiled

during four years, and might reside in any part of

Italy that was outside the Venetian territcmes, but not

within the territories of Padua, Treviso, or Vicenza.

They were informed that if they were found beyond the

limits to which thev were assigned they should pay for

the indiscretion with their Jives. By a decree of the

Great Council their wives were ordered to follow them

into exile, and wer:; instr 'Cted to leave Venice within

eight days. The other conspirators, i.e. the servants

of the nobles, and those who were considered less

responsible, were pardoned on condition that they would

submit and lead quiet lives. Thus of all those who had

taken part in the revolutionary movement, only Badocr
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and his friends were in the hands of justice on the
evening of the fatal day. When, according to the
custom of the times, they had confessed their crime
under torture, Badoer was beheaded, and the rest

were all hanged between the columns. One-third of
the Quirini family property having been daimed by
Giovanni, who had taken no part in the conspiracy, the
remaining two-thirds of the Quirini palace on the Rialto
were demolished, the share in the Ca Grande being
allowed to stand which had been Gioirannt's ; but lest S
should remind posterity of the greatnesi of the family,
the Republic bought out his third part and tintied it

into a place for raising and killing poultry.

It is a singular circumstance, but quite authentically
recorded, that the Government was just Aen withottt
sufficient funds to pay Giovanni for his sbtfe in the
house, and it was actually proposed to pawn the
city's silver trumpets, which were used in all public
sdemni^s. Tlw Government, however, succeeded in

rainng the sum in a more dignified way.
The house of Bajamonte Tiepolo, at Sant' AgottitKH

was levelled to the ground, and on the spot / .warj- GmUm^
a column recorded the traitor's infany. ni-

This space is still open and desolate in our own time,
after a lapse of ax humired years.

The column was set up in 13 14, and it bore the
following inscription, which is one of the most ancient
specimens of Venetian dialect. It is in the form of
a rhymed quatrain : «This ground bdonged to ikja^
monte, and now for his infamous treachery it has been
turned common, that ail may look upcm it now ttid frtvt^

and be afraid.'

It is not long since writers of democratic tendency
still attempted to make Tiqwlo seem a fl»rtyr to
liberty. The Provisional Government ^ Venice, on

'41
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July 13, 1797, invited the citizens to restore to

honour the memory of those heroes, born in times

of tyranny, who had fallen victims to

ceMi. DuUii.
^^^^^ own generous efforts, and much

more in the same manner. It was proposed to set

up a statue to Tiepolo, as well as to the proto-

martyr, Marin Bocconto ; but in the end, even the

democratic Government was obliged to concede that its

hero had been nothing but a seditious egotist, and the

name of Bajamonte has not lost the odium it deserves

even to our own time; for in spite of his standard

blazoned with the word ' Liberty,' he had really meant

to seize the government of his country and to make

the dogeship hereditary in his family. After the con-

spiracy the public feeling against the Tiepolo and Quinm

families was so strong that those branches of the Tiepolo

which had remained faithful to the Republic changed

their coats - of- arms. The innocent branches of the

Quirini, however, resorted to an expedient which is

ifom. in. 39,
quite unique in heraldry, so far as I know.

notes. In Italian 'bono' means 'good ;
the

Quirini simply charged their coat with a capital B, to

show how good they had been !

, , . ,

Marco Dona, the man who had revcrfed the plot,

was rewarded by being admitted to the Great Council,

and his name was inscribed in the 'Golden Book,

making the honour hereditary. The woman who had

killed Baiamonte's standard-bearer, and whose name was

Rossi, on being asked what reward she would prefer,

requested to be allowed to fly the standard of Saint

Mark from her window on the day of Saint Vitus

(June ic), and on the other solemn festivals of the

year ; and that neither she nor her descendants should

ever be required to pay a higher rent for the house in

wWch lived, tnd which bdongcd to the p«tniaony
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of the Basilica of Sunt Mark. There onste under date

of the year 1468 the protest of a certain Rossi, her

descendant, whose rent had been raised

from fifteen ducats to twe <ty-eight. He (1S76), and

won his case. Ine aouse is ca!!ea m
our own time the * Mouse of the Miracle of the

Mwtar.' It is in ti e Mcrceria at the Moimenti,

corner of the Calle del Cappe'b. The Dogarena.

standard which Lucia Rossi used to display at her window
is preserved in the Correr Museum.

The Rector of the guild of painters also received

special honours, as well as the brethren q& the Carita,

who had lent armed assistance.

One might be surprised at the lenity with which the

Republic judged the ringleaders of the Tiepolo-Quirini

conspiracy ; but it must not be forgotten that the con-

spirators, entrenched on the Rialto, were beyond the

Doge's rower, and still threatened the safety of the

city and of the Republic, which was no doubt glad to

be rid of them at any jMri^. Mf^eovo*, we have reccml

of a pitiful episode, which shows that the Venetian

Government could be severe to crudty withmit neces-

sarily employing the executioner.

Among the nobles who went into exile beyond Zara
after the affair at Rialto was Niccold Quirtni, Marco's
son, surnamed ' the Lame.' His wife, who was, as we
have said, the daughter of Giovanni Soranzo, joined

him in his exile. At the end of four years, says

Molmenti, she felt an irresistible longing to see her

family i^in, ai^ adced permission to return lK»ne, but

it was not granted to her. Her father, however, had

been made Doge in 131 1, and she began the journey,

trusting to his influence. No sooner had she reached

Venice than she was arrested and condemn^ to per-

petual confinoimit in the ocmvoit ft^urtt ^te
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Vergini, in one of the most distant dtstricts oi the

dty.

In connection with this story it should be noted that

the convent in which she was imprisoned was not one

of cloistered nuns. Until the end of the fifteenth

century they bore the title of ' canonesses *
; they were

under the government of an abbess, but took no solemn

vows, wore no veils, and could even leave the convent

and marry. The convent itself was under a sort of

tutelage of the Doge. It had been foutKied
Gaiiiccicii.vi.ss.

endowed at the beginning of the

thirteenth century by the Doge Pietro Ziani, together .

. „ with a church dedicated to the Virgin

Mickiel, origini, Mary, and became the common residence

of many noWe ladies, and of many noWe

girls who were educated there. The Doge conferred the

investiture upon the abbess, according to the custom of

those times, by means of a golden ring, and once a year

he went to visit the convent. This was in the month

of May ; and after hearing mass the Doge went into

the parlour, where the abbess received him, being

dressed in a magnificent white mantle, with two veils

upon her head, one white and the other black. She

presented the Doge with a small bunch of flowers, set

in a golden handle, for which the Doge expressed his

thanks in a set form. The Doge Soranzo must have

gone through this function many times while his own

daughter was a prisoner in the nunnery, and not allowed

to assist in the ceremony. The old building of the

Vergini was destroyed by fire in 1375, but was restored

with greater splendour than before as a place Ux educat-

ing noble Venetian girls.

It must not be supposed that the convent had larrM

windows, nor that tnere were gratings at the parlour

door, fi-om b^und which the novice never returned
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again to the outer world. Gratings and bars and the

strict cloister were not introduced into the rules of

Italian nuns until much later, when the Church was

obliged to check the grave abuses which had gradually

crept into convent life. In the time of Sonuizs, ana

particularly in the convc.it of the Va^i, there was

much freedom, and any reasonable excuse was admitted

for allowing the canonesses to go out into the city ;

they not infrequently visited their relations, and even

stopped with them in the country.

Soranza had been placed in custody in a little house

that was built against the wall of the convent ; its door

had two different keys, one of which was given to the

abbess, and the other to the housekeeper sister, so that

the two were obliged to enter together, and while guard-

ing their prisoner they watched each other. Soranza

was allowed one woman servant, who was allowed to go

out in order to wash linen, but she was warned that she

would be condemned to a heavy fine if the smallest hat

of writing were ever found upon her.

Four years Soraaza languished uncomplaining in her

narrow dwelling. Then she appealed to the Council of

Ten for permission to walk in the convent garden.

The Council allowed her this liberty for only four

months. Fearing that it would not be continued to

her she wrote again before the term expired, to beg

that it might be extended, representing that she could

not live without a little air ; and the Coundl made the

permission permanent.

At last it was known that Ni^olo was dead, stabb«i

by an unknown hand, and Soranza was a widow ; never-

theless, for the sake of the name she yet bore, the

Republic still treated her as a {»isoner. Amongst t^
archives of the Ccmtictl of Ten are found thui

sixty do^OMmts ccMittming har» and there are lettars
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from her entreating to be allowed to vmt ha* father,

he Doge, at the ducal palace, or to go and take care of

d sick friend. Sometimes she obtained what she asked,

sometimes the most innocent indulgences were refused

her, and it is clear that the Republic did not mean her

to think that she could have anything otherwise than as

a special favour.

When Soranza breathed her last in the little house

that had been her prison, she had occupied it for twentv-

five years. During the last ten years, however, tiie

wife of Andreolo Quirini was confined with her.

She was not the last of those unhappy ladies who

had been exiled with their husbands. In 1320 a man

called Riccio arrived in Venice, bringing the head of

Pietro Quirini who had been treacherously assassinated

by an 'unknown' hand—possibly the hand of Riccio

himself, who brought the victim's head in order to

claim his fee. Pietro left a widow, still young, who at

once asked permission to come home to Venice. She

was told plainly that if she had no children and expected

none she might return, but that otherwise she must

remain in exile ' at the. disposal of the Ten.'

In the following year another Niccolo Quirini died

abroad, and his widow was allowed to return on con-

dition of living in a convent, never to go out without

permission of the Council of Ten. She had in Venice

a devoted admirer, one Angelo Bembo, who obtained

permission to have her placed in the convent of Santa

Maria di Valverde, on the island of Mazzorbo, a lovely

and retired spot, where seclusion would be more

bearable than in the city. The young widow seems to

have made good use of her stay there, for the papers

in the archives of the Ten which concern her contain

the information that she soon afterwards married her

friend, and was allowed to return to the world. She
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had recovered all her liberty by the mere change of

name.

As some justification for this excessive rigour on the

part of the Government, it should be remembered that

the exiled Hepolo and Quirini families had never ceased

to plot against the Republic after their defeat, both in

the countries where they were allowed to live and in

Venice itself by means of agents. A letter of the

10 n 1. rAMTOcnHix

Council of Ten confers upon Federigo Dandolo and

Marin Falier foil powers to get rid of the obnoxious

Bajamonte, in any way they might, for the good of the

country. The note is dated in 1328. From that time

forward his name was never pronounced in Council, nor

mentioned in any document ; and it may be supposed

that he, like Niccolo ^irini, came to his end, murdered

by some emissary ofthe l^jniUk. The hxx that iro find
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no allusion in the subsequent history of Marin Faliar to

the part he possibly played in that side tragedy is not

evidence that he failed to carry out his instructions.

A careful examination of early documents seems to

show that the Council of Ten existed before the

Ar^u^ndBusc/ut.Tiapolo-QMnni conspiracy, which is

Ankiv*s,si4- generally held to be the circumstance

which called it into existence. It is certain, however,

that in earlier times the Council had not such great

importance, and it was always more or less

s'- a temporary affinr until the year 1335. 1 en

magistrates, who were called together on the occasion

of the conspiracy to form a sort of court-martial, gave

their judgments, but by no means in an arbitrary

manner. They were elected for a period not much

longer than three months, which was to expire on

Saint Michael's Day, September 29, a day always kept

as a great festival in Venice. But when that date

was reached, it appeared necessary to prolong the time

of their power, as their task was not yet finished ; for

it conastcd not only in punishing the guUty, but also

in closely watching the immediate consequences of the

conspiracy. The same extension was granted again

and again, until the following year, when it w^ de-

termined to establish the tribunal for a term of five

years, appointing its members anew, however, on every

successive Saint Michael's Day. These five years

being passed, a further decree prolonged the tribunal's

existence ten years more, and so on. Finally, m 1335,

it was decreed to be permanent, under an extremely

strict code of rules called the ' Rite,* well devised for a

body which was to treat of the very important affairs

A.Baschet, that came before it. On election, every

Ankives.jji. member of the Ten took an oath, which

included the following clauses :
* I, as one of the Council
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of Ten, do swear upon the holy Gospels of God to act

for the advantage and honour of Venice ; and in good

faith and conscience to advise our Lord the Doge and his

counsellors such things as I shall believe useful to the

honour and preservation of our country ; and I swear to

obey our Lord the Doge, and to do what the heads of the

Ten shall command me. ... I bind myself to keep

secret whatever is said or commanded to me concerning

all matters which may be proposed by the said Council,

communicated or discussed in the sittings, and con-

cerning any letters or reports which may be com-

municated to us, etc. etc'

The ordinary meetings of the Ten were held by day

in the ducal palace ; not in a room hung with black

and feebly lighted, as some have written and believed,

but in a hall appointed for that purpose by the Doge,

until one should be properly furnished and decorated

for the tribunal. Under extraordinary circumstances

the Council also met by night. All sittings began with

an invocation to the Holy Spirit. These sittings were

never attended by the Ten only ; from the time of the

institution of the tribunal, the Doge and his counsellors,

one avogador of the commonwealth and the High

Chancellor, who, it should be remembered, was not a

noble, were also obliged to be present. The imagina-

tion of posterity, amused by fantastic tales which have

no historic basis, has lent this tribunal a character of

mystery and arbitrary authority which it never possessed,

as is proved by documents still in existence. In all

trials, after the accusation had been read,
y^.^^ j,^^.

the defence was heard immediately, and

when the defendant was not able to conduct his own

case, a law of 1443 allowed him to be represented by a

lawyer. The avogador put the following question to

the Ten : • AccorJng to what has been read and said, is
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it your opinion that the accused should be condemned ?

'

Sometimes the following question was ask«i :
* Is tt your

opinion that the accused, in consequence of what has been

already heard, should be put to the torture, m order to

obtain from him the whole truth, and further detaiU; or

that the court should proceed, as having already suffictcnt

proof of his guilt ? ' The Council of Ten could not

impose fines ; their sentences necessarily affected the

body of the condemned person. When a vote had

decided that the accused was convicted, each member ot

the Council could propose the punishment which he

thought fit, but it was not usual to propose any more

severe penalty than that asked for by the avogador.

He was the first to make the proposition, then came the

heads of the Ten, then the Doge's counsellors, and last

of all the Doge himself. Each proposal
Jfom.m.66.68.

balloted for, every member of the

Counca retaining the right to propose a diminution or

commutation of the sentence, or to ask for a new trial.

We know that the Council of Ten had a fund for

secret service ever since the fourteenth century. It

also possessed a small armoury.

It cannot be denied that on more than one occasion

the execution of the verdicts of the Ten was performed

quickly and in a secret manner ;
yet it does not appear

that this was done because the sentence had been pawed

fi-om any motive of private hatred or vengeance but

only because prudence required that the public should

not be allowed to express an opinion on the matter.

It may be remarked that in European countries the

procedure nowadays is often similar in courts-martial.

If we take awav the right of tortu.c, the violet cloaks

and hoods of the seven, and the red hoods of the three

chiefs—in a word, if we erase from the picture tte

medieval setting of the Council of Ten which looks
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theatrical to us, we may find that after all there is not

such grave cause for accusing the famous Venetian

tribunal of arbitrary cruelty. The proceedings of a

military court-martial in our own times are often quite

as secret and expeditious, and much more summary.

The manner in which the members of the Council

were elected shows clearly enough that the abuse of

authority was always feared on their part. In the year

1 310 it was decreed that no two persons who were

relatives might sit together in the Council, and that when

a relative of any member was to be tried, that member

should be excluded from the sitting. The members

soon ceased to be elected on Saint Michael's Day ; and

in order that greater prudence might be ejorcised in

choosing them, they were elected one at a time at the

meetings of the Great Council as each one's term

expired. Until 1356, when a place was to be filled,

two candidates were proposed, and sometimes there were

even three nominations. No member of the Council of

Ten might receive gifts under pain of immediate death,

nor was any salary attached to the office. At the end

of their term they went back into private life, and were

not protected in any way from such accusations as might

be brought against than for their actions during thdr

administration.

Nearly fifty years after the date of the Tiepolo-

(^uirini conspiracy, August 9, 1356, a number of rul«

were introduced, to increase the severity with which

the powers of the Council of Ten might be exercised,

and at the same time to ensure justice in their dealings

with criminal cases. It is amply proved^ bj^ documents

of the fourteenth century that in the majority of cases,

though possibly in those which were con- ...
,^

sidered of minor importance, there was

neither mystery nor secrecy about the meetings of the
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Ten, and that, on the contrary, the door of their place

of meeting was sometimes open to the public. No other

meaning can be attached to the law of 1575, which was

passed in order to limit the too great facility of ingress to

the hall of their meetings, on the ground that the proceed-

ings might be prejudiced by too much publicity, as they

were constantly interrupted by the persons present, so that

practically any one might watch the trials, as Romanin

says, even in cases of the highest importance. There

was never at any time the least tendency to diminish

the legal character of the tribunal in order to confer

upon it an arbitrary power, since it disposed of weapons

so powerful as to place it above the need of intrigue.

As has been said, although the Ten were all chosen

from the nobility, the High Chancellor was present at

the sittings, albeit he had no right of voting, and his

presence al' sufficed to remind the councillors that

the citizens aose chief representative he was, were all

witnesses of whatsoever the Ten accomplished. On the

whole, M. Baschet is right in saying that the Council*s

activity was chiefly exercised against the nobles them-

selves for the protection of the people.

It undoub* :ly disposed of great powers, and no one

could expect a tribunal to be infallible in those times,

or perhaps in any other ; but though the Ten were no

Rom. Hi. S4,
doubt somctimcs guilty of grave mistakes,

"^'J- they were never at any time the instrument

of a tyrannical government for oppressing the poor and

innocent.

They elected three heads every month, whose duty

it was to conduct the affiurs of the Council, to study

, „ , , the cases it was to try, and to see to the

Archives. S3<>- cxccution of its judgments. Ihe Council
Rem. a. 359- had Under its immediate control the execu-

tives of its justice, which con^stcd of a large force of
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police, controlled by six principal officers, and by the

so-called * Miwer Gnui€le»' who wa» the head of the

whole body.

The criminal and political prisons were under the

special supervision of the Dogt himself during the first

half of the fourteenth century, and it was

the duty of two of his counsellors to visit

them once every month, and to make inquiry of the

prisoners confined there concerning their wants and

wishes. During the second half of the century this

supervision and the duty of visiting became a part of the

office of the heads of the Ten. I shall attempt to

describe in passing the state of the prisons in which

criminals and persons accused of grave crimes were

confined in the fourteenth centmy, these only having

been under the supervision of the Ten.

In the first place, there were certain narrow but not

unhealthy prisons in the tower which formerly existed

at the east end of the ducal palace, and ...

these were on the same §oor as the hall

where the Council of Ten met, and were called the

' upper ' prisons. Accused persons were j^^^^^
generally kept here during their trial. In

1 32 1 an order was issued for the construction of the

so-called 'lower' prisons, which the common p«^e
afterwards called ' pozzi,' wells ; and these were un-

doubtedly hideo'js and narrow cells, though probably

not worse than those in use at that time m other

countries. They are not below the level of the ground,

or rather of the water, as novelists have described them

;

but the fact that criminals descended to them fi-om

the hall of the tribunal by means of a little stair-

case less than a yard wide, which soon became ouite

dark, and the sound of the lapping water outside, helped

to give the prisoner the impassion that he was hwa^
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token down alive into a tomb dug deep in the etith,

aiduniffh he wa tctually on the level of

Ti ^ (iirtyard. A wnall door in the wall

of the courtyard was opened in 1407, in order that

the family of Vittor Pisani might enter the prison

when he was lying there ill, and it WM tftcnwds

closed at his expense. On the side of the canal was a

corridor, little more than a yard wide, and faced with

marble, through which escape was impossible. Upon

this opened the doors of certain very sn»ll cells,

marked with Roman numerals, in which, for some

reason now impossible to explain, .ue * V was always

turned upside down. The cells were completely lined

with deal, but received air only from the dark corridor

through an aperture in the door about eight inches

squar?. The prisons on the other side, towards the

harbour, had various names, among which

Rom. Hi. 75- mention that of 'Mosina' and

• Liona '
; then such names as ' The Refreshing Joy,

« The Vulcan,' ' The Strong,' ' The Ughtless, aid other

similar epithets, probably suggested by the g""; t^"";^^

of the gaolers. Until 1 357 the counsellers of the Doge

went down into these places every month ;
and at that

time the heads of the Ten inquired into the state of each

individual prisoner, and gave an account thereof to tne

Doee and to the Council. There also the prisoner was

dbwed to speak, probably through the little aperture in

the door, with his attorney, if he feared lest he shodd

be unable to defend himself when called to justic^ lo

this place came also at night the monk whose duty it

was to comfort the last hours of such unfortunates as

had received itence of death, either by hanging be-

tween the columns of the Piazzetta, or, as frequently

happened, at the place where the^crimc
^J^^^^^^^***^

or in the cell, if the tribunal had (kcreed that the
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prisoner slwiikl be ttnmgled. Sometimes, though more

rarely, the sentence was this, that to-night So-and^

be conducted to the Orfano Canal, with his hands tied

behind his back and weights fastened to his body, and

let him be drowned, and fct him dw.*
,

I shall have occasion to speak further of the prisons

as they were in the ttxteeath and ctghtwrnth ceaturiea.

S.' --i-'l
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VIII

ON MANNERS AND CERTAIN CUSTOMS IN

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

In the natural order of things it is now time to say

a few words about the manners and customs ot the

Venetians in the fourteenth century. Owing to lack ot

documents the subject is by no means an easy one. An

ideal history would be a careful account of
^ai^

doings and habits of a nation, concisely told and not

out of proportion with the greater c^ts of whiA *n

account^ is^due. Such a history would be a /as^n^^ng

tale, though it might be an almost mtcrminahlc one.
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A.S in an endless gallery, the writer would show his

readers an unbroken series of pictures, and the mind

would be led without surprise, but without a moment's

dulness or boredom, from the beginning to the end of

a people*s career.

Unhappily no such method can ever be even

attempted where the remote past is concerned. The

men and women of those times lived their own daily

lives, found them not always interesting, and passed

away without leaving us a single true record of twenty-

four hours in the life of a man or a woman. Yet how

intensely interesting even one such record would be 1

How the weary historian, seeking for the simple details

of some simple life six hundred years ago, longs to

discover a Horace Walpok, a Madame de Sevigne, or

most of all a Paston family, amongst the yellow and

dusty archives ! Something, however, may still be got

together to give an idea of what the non-political, non-

historical Venice was in the thirteenrii and fourteenth

centuries.

To begin with, though the Republic never showed

much inclination to submit to any dictation from the

popes, the Venetians were a practically religious people

and extremely charitable. With the possthte exceptions

of Rome aoA. Florence, no city of Italy possessed at

that time so many hospices for the poor and hospitals

for the sick ; and considering the necessary limitations

of all philanthropy at that early period, those institu-

tions were managed and * kept up with astonishing

intelligence and care. I luive no intention of compiling

a catalogue of the buildings in which old people, invalids,

widows, and pilgrims found a temporary or a perma-

nent refuge, as the case might be ; but it is worth wkah

to notice htoK and there the tentitive delicacy with

which charity was often exercised, and which seen» so
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little in harmony with the nature of the more important

historical events of the period.

There is something very touchmg, for mstance, in

the cSgin of the Ca' di Dio-literally, ; The House of

°^ God ' as the old building is called to this

^^"S'^r" day In the year 1272, one of those pious

souls that feel the true and natural i«t«it^on8 of
^^^^^^^

came across that saddest sort of misery which exists here

and there in the world, hiding itself as far as pos-ble from

every eve, and preferring actual starvation and deathto

the humiliation of asking alms These poor People

adies of good birth, reduced to a ccmdition m which

they positively had neither a crust to eat nor a place

to lay their heads. The charitable person who found

iSem^ere and ".here gathered them at first ^to ^refuge

with other poor women, where they could 1^ hvc

and die in peace, but, even in , the simplicity of those

days, he soon understood that >t was moral torture for

a starving patrician woman, or the widow of some high

Sat^e of the Republic, to share bed and board with

th/poor widows of sailors, fishermen, and «5«?»'

he cheated for them, out of ^^^^ delicacy and
^^^^

of heart, a separate refuge in the Ca di Dio, where

theywdd enjSy something more than the illusion of

a h^me, and ihere they were at least blessed with that

privacy which is almost the first and last necessity of

the well-bom. >. . r-i • r-

One is reminded of the rules of that Florentine Con-

fraternity for the relief of the 'poor who felt shame, a

body to which Dante belonged.^ By those rules the

brethren were bound to give asjstance without liftmp

the hood that covered their feces, or giving their

iHny way betraying their individuahty l^

S^r person'whom they he^d should he insome

deg^hLiUated. This really exquisite delicacy of
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feeling showed itself in the very midst of the worst and

fiercest quarrels of Guelph and Ghibelhne, and the rule

of the Confraternity expressly commanded the brothers

to help their foes as freely as their friends, and to

be especially careful never to do anything which could

humiliate an enemy in distress.

The chronicles of Florence say nothing of that, and

if the Venetian historians mention the Ca di Dio at all,

it is only in the most passing way. But the historical

writers of both cities carcfuUy record the murders,

poisonings, and stabbings which brought disaster on

their citizens. Should not a true history of civilisation

sometimes count also the tears that chanty has dried and

the anguish she has helped to soothe ? The chroniclcre

abound in accounts of the trials, the sentences, and

the executions of the fourteenth century, they can

scarcely spare a line to tell us how the Doge and many

other devout persons heard mass daily at dawn ^d
recited the Office for the Dead in Saint Marks. We
know with the utmost exactness the precise number ot

light ladies who were living in Venice just then ; there

were eleven thousand six hundred and fifty
Q,atkeidi,vi.iso.

—a respectable, or rather a disreputable,

number for a city of two hundred thousand inhabitants.

The quarter of the Castclktto, which had originally been

given over to them, no longer sufficed for their needs,

and they lived very much where they pleased.

We know these things, but few remember that at

that very time a gentle, beseeching voice was heard every

evening m the streets and squares of Venice, Bemho, tune-

crying out* Pity, pity!' It was the voice

of a poor monk slowly pursuing his way under the

balconies of the great palaces, and through the narrower

ways where the rich mtddk daas had chosen its abode,

for ever asking^ for the poorMe diildrcii whom h«
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found nightly thrust out, new-born to die in the streets
before morning, even as is done to this day in China.
And though it was Venice that cast her children out
to perish thus, yet Venice poured alms into the poor
monk's hands so abimdantly that his labours prospered
beyond his highest hopes. A lady of the Dolfini
family gave him no less than seventeen houses for his

foundlings, and yet these were not enough ; he appealed
to the Government for more room ; and this same
Government, which seems in our view of its history to
be for ever deep in politics, in commerce, and above all

in spying upon its own citizens, answered Fra Pieruzzo
della Pieta, as the monk was called, with a decree
that has a very human and tender note in it. It was
declared therein that the little foundlings should bring
blessings and fortune to all honest people who would
ofFer them a home ; and whosoever adopted one of
the children was thereby freely licensed to open a shop,
or to exchange a mean and vulgar occupation for one
of the nobler arts. Besides this, the ^te settled upon
the Hospice of the Pieta one-hatf of the fines imposed
upon blasphemers, which amounted to a very large sum.

The religious spirit of Venice in the thirteenth
c«ntury is reflected not only in the public charities of
the times, but also in the legends that have come down
to us, founded on some small original basis of truth,
concrete or abstract. There is one in particular which
it is impossible to overlook, though it has been told by
many writers of all nations during many hundred years.

1 mean the story of the little Countess Tagliapietra.

In the year 1288 a noble couple dwelt in their

ViiaddiaContcssa P^lace, not far from the home of Bajamonte
Tasiiapietra, Ticpolo, the great conspirator, in the central
Anonymous.

Agostino. which IS onc of
those most cut . p by the numberless lanes and canals
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which cross it in all directions. It pleased Heaven to
send a little girl child to Count Pier Nicola Tagliapietra
and his wife Elena, oiw only, but she was of such
exquisite beauty and rare loveliness of character that her
parents esteemed themselves more blessed than those
who could boast of ten stalwart sons. From her earliest

years the child seemed destined to saintliness, and her
chiefest pleasure was to follow her mother to church, for

A CAMFO

in the thirteenth century it had not yet become the custom
to keep girls closely shut up at home from year's end to
year's end.

The title of Countess was unheard of in Venice at
that time, and yet every account of the legend assigns
It to the little saint. Her favourite church was that of
San

^
Maurizio, and the little Countess seized every

possible occamon for going there ; sometimes she even
went alone, for every one knew her, and she was
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perfectly safe in the streets ; but in order to get there

she was obliged to cross the canal in a boat—^gond')]a<;

did not exist in that day. Now her father entei tiired

ambitious projects for the marriage of his only daughter

;

and from having been at first merely surprised by her

extreme devoutness, he now became sm(Midy anxious

for her future, and forbade the child to go to church

except on feast-days and with her mother. She replied

with quiet decision that he had no right to impose such

a sacrifice upon her, ami iht continued going to San
Maurizio every day. Her father did not wish to seem
harsh or unkind, and he imagined that he could gain

his end by simply forbidding the boatmen to take her

across the canal. Having done so, and having doubt-
less enforced his wishes by giving the men money, Pkr
Nicola felt perfectly at ease, for he could not see that

the girl had any chance of getting to San Maurizio
without a boat.

On the fi)Uowing m(»*ning she went down to the
* traghetto ' as usual, and called to one of the boatmen.
One after the other they all refused to take her over,

explaining that they were acting under her father's

orders. The little girl looked at them all sweetly with

deep and innocent eyes ; then, widiout the least ne^ta-
ti(m, she took off her tittle apron, spread it upon the

smooth water of the canal, and stepped upon it securely

as if it had been the largest of the boats.

It not only carried her weight, but began to move
of its own accord, and bore 1^ sti^ftly across to the

q)posite bank ; and when the boatmen and those who
passed by saw what was done they raised a loud cry

and praised God for the miracle they had seen, and it

was noised abroad throughout all the city.

fir^ consequence seons to have been diat t
vast number of very eligible noble youths asked for
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the young saint in marriage, and her fither had only to
choose amongst so many brilliant matches the one best

suited to his taste ; but the child steadfastly refusef^

matrimony, and declared that she would never Jive in

the world. As she grew older it became harder and
harder to suttain the struggle, and at the age ©f
twenty she daily implored God to deliver her from
this wicked world. And so, indeed, it pleased Heaven,
for she departed this life on the Feast of All Saints,

in the year 1308. The whole city followed her to
the grave, numberless wax candles were lit before her
tomb, and no man dared to wctinguish them. Is not
the voice of the people the voice of God ? The clergy
would not interfere, and from the day of her death the
little Countess received the title of Beata, and the
church of Stn Vito, where she was buried, became
the goal of constant pilgrimages. It was not until the
sixteenth century that the Church interfered to put
limits to a veneration which had degenerated to a

superstition. It was no longer enough to mvoke the
prayers and aid of the Messed Uttle Countess ; it had
become the custom to open her coffin at stated intervals,

and mothers laid their infant children upon her bones
to preserve them from the danger of drowning.

But now the sepulchre was sealed, the Httk Countess
was officially admitted to be a saint, and those who
should dare to profane her relics with any super-
stitious practice were threatened with immediate ex-
communication.

Another l^end, of a slightly later date, has been
gloriously handed down to us by the genii» of ¥ma
Bordone. On the fifteenth of February
1 340 a terrific storm burst upon the lagoons,
lashing the shallow water into foam and howling through
the narrow canals and dark byways of the city. It was
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late at night when a poor fishemum, who had narrowly
escaped destruction, ran in and hegtui to moor his boat.

He had not finished when three venerable old men, of
majestic countenance, suddenly appeared out of the

darkness and earnestly begged him to take them across

the lagoon in the teeth of the gale. The fisherman
hesitated, and was on the point of refusing a request
which seemed most unreasonable ; but there was some-
thing in the faces, in the manner, gestures, and tone of
the three which imposed itself upon him in spite of
himself.. They entered the stern of the fishing bait,
and he shoved off into the rough water, which was
close at hand. The wind howled, the frail skifF rocked
as if she would capsize, the salt spray blinded the poor
man as he stood up and bent to his oars in the Italian

fashion, but the presence of the three venerabfe ^nmgars
gave him superhuman strength to go on.

They were already far out upon the seething water
when an aj^ling vision burst upon his sight. In the
heart of a black squall a ereat barge fiiU of fire came
flying towards the city, and the fire was full of demons,
and fiery fiends swung red-hot oars that hissed each
time they dipped into the water. The poor fisherman
gave himself up for lost and fell upon his knees, but
behind him in the stern of the boat the three majestic
passengers stood upright and made the sign of the
cross with wide and potent gestures ; and suddenly the
fiery barge stood still as if she had struck a rock and
was thrown into the air, and turning upside down fell

with all her fiery crew hissing into the raging sea, and
all was dark, and suddenly the storm subsided, and the
moon shone out between the clouds as on a summer's
night.

Then said the ddest of the three old men to the
fisherman, * Take me to the island of Saint George, for
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there I dwell.* And the fisharaMm put him ashore there.

The second of the old men then sud, * I am
Saint Nicolas, take me over to the Lido.*
The fisherman set him ashore there, wondering at his

own strength, for it is far. Then said the last, * I am
Saint Mark, set me ashore at the Piazza.'

t^.,,,^^^^When they were there the fisherman givts L'Hngta
upon his face before the saint, who raised GrJi^^fparu
him up and gave him his blessing, and, Bonhm,-

moreover, bade him go at once to the
Doge, though it was late, and tell him what he had
seen, and to prove that it was tniA and not a dream
the saint drew from his finger a ring and gave it to the
fisherman as a token.

The legend has been too often told for me to dwell
upon what fdlowed, but it contrasts characteristically

with the tale of the little Countess Tagliapietra, which
is only forty years older, but which still retains that
subtle perfume, that air of peace and light, which
belong to the earlier Venetian legends. The story of
the fisherman belongs already to diose nightmare talcs
of terror which became so very common in Venice, that
in the sixteenth century all the popular tales represent
devils and fiends struggling against the supernatural
powers of saints. Last of all, even the saints and
demons disappeared, and the degenerate eighteenth
century expressed its love of firtion in a set of ghost
stories as terrifying as any that the human imaginati<»i
has ever evolved out of darkness.

Next to all that is connected with religion, that
which would do the most to give a clear idea of the
fourteenth century would be the study of women and
their position at that time, but an almost total lack
of documents makes this absolutely impossible. We can
learn from old femily papers and carefully preserved
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accounts what women wot, and we may even to some
extent reconstruct the frame of their outward existence

;

but the soul of it all escapes us. The story I have told

of the little patrician girl alone stands out to give us

some idea of what a spodess child's thoughts could be
in a city which was even then one of the most perverse

in Europe. But ofthe many other Venetian ladies whom
history mentions by name we know absolutely nothing,

so far as their private lives are concerned. One dogess
after another appears in magnificent garments ; but we
fed no man interest in them than if they were so many
gorgeous wax figures, for no one has taken the trouble
to tell us whether this one was beloved or that one
hated ; whether one was a woman of heart, or another
proud, ambitious, and vain. In most cases we do not
even know their ages. Why should any one care?
Each one was ' the dogess of her day,' and that was
enough ; she was the companion and consort of the

doge, but beyond that, in a State in which the supreme
dignity was not hereditary, her value was purely
decorative.

The fourteenth century .was not remarkable for

much luxury or feminine display. Among the most
characteristic objects used in those times were the extra-

ordinary dogSy with douUe heels and enormously high,

on which women went about in order to keep their

skirts out of the mud. For the streets and lanes were
not even paved, and there seems to have been no great

effort made to clean them. The principal scavengers
seem to have been the little pigs of the monastery of
Saint Anthony of Padua, which had an official right-of-

way about the city, and devoured greedily whatever
the good wives of Venice chose to throw into the

streets when they cleaned out their kitchens. It will

easily be understood that clogs might be usefUl m such
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a town. As atu>ther illustratk>n of the times, here is a
list of the exigucnis outfit |wovided for a young lady

UO BBUA FAMABA

of great family on her marriage in the year 1300:
One bed, two down quilts, two pillows, four sheets, one
coverlet, six silver spoons, one copper pail ; one piece

•

-I
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of scarlet stuflF long enough to make a bodior. one tkiit

of the same material ; one skirt of ttripeCl stuflT, mai
one trimming for the s.ud k\n of the orice of nine

soldi grossi ; oik- skin of a fox ; seven amber beads, one
ornament made of pearls, an ornament of gold, a stiver

belt and uxmc dim beads.

The dmpiwf of jewellery on that occasion was cer-

tainly not magnificent, but the list of clothes leaves

even more to be desired The docur, nt explains

further, and determines |>i cci^cly how the v dding is to

be conductei, and what it is to cost the lamify of tlie

bride. The bride, when sne reaches Ihdxm, is to Mtaam
twelve soldi grossi for her pocket monev, r? like sum to

pay for the drums, and the same iguin for the cook ;

but only half as much for the duenna who is to accom-
|Mmy her, and who n^mces m^ hi^-sooncBng fiame

of'Richadonor, *rich m honour' ! b'urtherm n forty

soldi grossi were to be spent on beef, pork, poultry,

biscuits, apples, birds, eggs, bread, toroies, wax candks,

and the hn of boats.

lii^^ was certainly not dear in ^mt days, and we
Iwive no means of calculating the valui of th - coins

used, about which learned men have fruitlessly quarrelled

for generations ; we cannot by any means establish the

value of such an mitfit, but we caa tdHtm most pon-
tivdy that die outfit itself bo* ik> resemblance what-
ever to those provided two ceaturin Imer for brides

of the very same family.

In this connection it is as well to say that the

tnarrn^ ctHtoms oi Venice had changed cqnsideraMy
_„..,. . - duruiflr the thirteenth centur\-. It had

become altocr'-'ther imnocsible to celfhrate

all marriages on the same day of the year n the same
church, as was formerly done, and weddings now took

pUue ^oi^out the yta is the cbfl^nt ptriihi



vili wm^sm mu cmmm
An «^ of the year 1255 recoiBinends the publi-

cation ei flMrria^e hsmm in V«ike, iMt very little

attention was pai : to this relation, and clandestine
111 irriages fx^camt .-neof th- great vils of the day. If,

for instance, an unmarriea w< lu ot any condition
found iiertdf hopetesdy in ddbi, she had only to marry
in order to be safe from any le^l action on the part
her creditors. It was so --asy to the ceremony per-
U rned, ifont wibiied to keep tne a 'air that it

was not even rjccessarv to g o church A priest could
be setit for to a fvtvaee house, or e ^ to an inn, the
witnesses ieard the 8eces8ar\ woi^ ^Mm^waced, the
priest blessed the coup , and t.ie in w revocable.

The Governmenf to ik uognis ,ium able
abuses which resulted fr= m t manner 01 procec. ing,
and a law wan fammd wiaA M have introduced a
real reform ii it had ^ ^otmisly enforced. But
in- tead ir was > cr pi el erlooked and forgotten
that the ^rchivcb *r t ie tw -courts a century later
teem widi ^^ng anecd<Mt of such marriages. The
following is a spi imcn txkt horn^ case of a certain
Dame Car r \ at he j»iri ^ >f SaiM Gervasio.

>ne e ni g, as th' kny was lingering on the
Lhr> . old if her own a certain Pierin da Trento
cair seffing fer Having greeted Dame
c !ic I who apt?eMrs f have been an acquaintance,
th •

1 <air! *( od dam, I pray you find me out
s< H muM se 1.' Thereupon the good lady was
iinni. latelv y a gry, and loaded Pierir. ^ith the
choicest er the » in Venetian language, all of which
are scrap ^ou^ ed in the report of the case.
Pierin, .we r, pr «?ted, 'No, no, Dame Caterina,
I did not mean what you think ! I am asking you to
find mc a aicc little wife to whom I will be a model
husband.* She answered, * WeU, well, on my faith I
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will try aud find one for you. Come back to-morrow.'

She immediately thought of a young girl called Maria

who waited upon herself and her daughter. On the

morrow the parties met in the house of Dame Caterina,

and one Menego Moise, who was there, asked, * Maria,

does Pietro suit you as a husband according to the

commandments of God and Holy Church ?
' She

answered, 'Yes.' So they took each other by the

hand, and all the company sat down to table with

great joy.

This was apparently all that was necessary to make

a marriage binding. It is not even explicitly stated

that the man Menego who asked the ritual (question

was a priest ; but unless we suppose that somethmg Uke

common-law maxtiaLge was legal in Venice, we may take

it for granted that he was.

Of course, in the absence of a divorce law, the chief

object of such summary marriages was that they might

be denied, and such cases led tc some lively fencing

between the civil and religious authorities.

In spite of these abuses, however, and in spite of the

numerous regular and proper ma.-riages that took place

in the parish churches, the old custom of marrying whole-

sale on the thirty-first of January had not nakn wholly

into disuse. I shall describe in another plwe the Feast

of the Maries, instituted to recall the one which had

been disturbed long ago by the Dalmatian pirates, and

which was celebrated every year with the same mixture

of simplicity, display, and jollity.

One m^ht get married qutedy, with closed doors

and without sound of drum or trumpet, but it was quite

impossible to be buried with the same simplicity and

privacy. All the chroniclers of those times have left

accounts of funerals, which remind one very stron^y

of the £m«, and even of andent Egyptiwi and Asaynan
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rites. It was absolutely indispensable that a husband

on the death of his wife, or a wife on the death of her

husband, should exhibit in public the most extravagant

grief. The bereaved widow or widowo' was expected

to scream, to roll upon the ground, to tear out his or

her hair by the handful, to howl and moan with scanty
a moment's intermission.

When at last the friends of the dead came to carry

away the body, the frenzied relict was always found

stretched upon the threshold of the house, to prevent

the funeral from passing, and had to be dragged out of

the way by main force. The body having been carried

out of the house at last, the whole family followed it to

the parish church with screams and howls, and kept up
the same terrific noise during the chanting of the whole
funeral service. This insane custom was so deeply

rooted amongst the people that centuries elapsed before

the Church could put it down, and only threats of
excommunication sufficed to prevent the unseemly in-

terruption of the Office for the Dead. Those who have
lived in the far East, and especially in India, are familiar

with such sights. No one who has heard the lamenta-

tions of hir^ mourners at an Anatic funeral is likely

to forget the impression he received ; but it is hard to

understand such doings amongst the Venetians of the

fourteenth century, and that the poor sometimes even

went so far as to expose their dead in the streets during
several days, in order to emte tin CfMnptancm ai^
solicit the alms of those who passed by.

It is quite certain that slavery was not only

common but almost universal in Venice until the

fifteenth century at least. The custom of keeping house-

hold slaves was indeed general througluHit rady in tlie

Middle Ages, but it was nowhere so deep-rooted as in

Venice. Church and State laboured in vatn to put
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down the traffic and to discourage the purchase of

schupptr
slaves. In the year 960 the Doge Pier

Manuale della Candiano IV. threatened with very severe

punishments all those who should either

engage in or encourage the slave trade. And at

the same time the Patriarch declared himself as

follows :
' Moreover, we and our brother bishops will

excommunicate all those who shall be proved guilty

before the tribunals of the State ;
they shall be deprived

of the sun^ment tte Holy Eucharist; they shsdl

not be allowed to ent«* any church r and if they do not

repent, they shall burn everlastingly with Judas, who
sold our Lord Jesus Christ.'

The civil and ecclesiastic authorities could not have

expresKd themselves in stronger language, but it is dear

that their edicts could not be enforced, for slavery con-

tinued to flourish during four centuries after that time.

W3 have not even the satisfaction of telling ourselves

that it was at last put down by a noble impulse ^
humanity, since the most superficial examination proves

to us that slavery did not begin to diminish in Venice

until the general depravity of women had brought them

down to the moral level of slaves. That very depravity

was itself in great part produced by tire presence <rf an

immense number of Eastern femaJe slaves, absolutely

without any moral sense, and having no object what-

ever in life except to extract favours from their masters

by making themselves the willing instruments of every

{Mission and of every vice. They possessed many means

accomplishing this end, and in particular a great

many of them claimed the secret knowledge of philtres,

which would not only heal every malady, but which

could instantly satisfy their masters' thirst for love or

revenge. They pretended, by meant of tficantatbia,

to dei^y by di^[rees the life an eimny w1k> ooukl
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not be safely stabbed or otlMn^se violently put to

death ; and in a vast number of cases the victim actually

died, if not by supernatural means, by subtle poisons

administered to him by some slave of his own in collu-

sion with the vntch. Often, too, men and women went
suddenly raving mad from poison thus secretly admiius-

tered, and remained permanently insane. This crime

was so common diat it had a name of its own, and was
called ' Erbaria.'

The whole of Venice was undermined these slave

intrigues. The Eastern woman possesses beyond all

others the secret of secrecy. The thousands Afutinein,

of them who lived in Venice were in com- costumi.

niunication with each other, helped each other, and could

accomplish f<x then* respective nuMers alnu»t anything

they desired. There was a certain number m male
slaves also, who, though far less astute than the women,
often rendered their owners great services, sometimes

to their own destruction ; for there are records of their

having been imprisoned, tortured, and hanged imrtead of
their masters, and sometimes with file latter, for havii^

committed crimes of which tkeir owners did not wi^ to

take the responsibility.
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IX

THE FEAST OF THE MARIES

The reader will not have forgotten how the Venetian

brides were carried off by pirates of Narenta towards

the middle of the tenth century, in the reign of Rcr
Candiano III. When, at a later date, the custom <rf

celebrating all marriages on the same day of the year

and in the same church was abandoned, the ceremony

called ' the Maries ' was continued each year in memory

of the romantic event.

The brides were replaced by twelve young girls, who

were chosen among the most well-behaved in the city,

ao that the choice became a sort of prize of virtue

—

244
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a • Prix Montyon *—and the selection was made with the

utmost care. At that time the city was divided into six

wards, each of which contained thirty 'contrade,' or

districts. Two of the latter were named each year to

furnish the * twelve Maries.* The headmen of the

districts, who were like police magistrates, called to-

gether the people in the principal open place of the

district, and the election began. The chroniclers do

not agree upon the qualities which were required in

candidates ; some say that they were all to be noble, swne

that they were to be poor, anoth€i says that they were

the most beautiful. There is only one point upon which

all agree : their behaviour was required to be perfect.

1 he twelve Maries having been chosen, the meeting

proceeded to ^ct the twelve nobles at whose iKnises

the young girls were to be entertained. These person-

ages were to be of the same district, or were at least to

live in the immediate vicinity ; and it was no sinecure

to fulfil this office of hospitality. The district spent

from eight hundred to a thousand ducats in decontine

the streets and houses, and the boats that conveyed

the Maries ; and the patrician whose ill-luck had

designated him as one of the patrons was obliged to

make such a display and to furnish such a magnificent

Imnqtet in honour of the girl he was supposed to

protect, and such a reception for the inhabitants of the

whole district, that his pocket suFered severely, and he

was obliged to economise for some time afterwards.

It often happened that there were not so many as

twelve rich nobles living in the di^ct, and in that

case matters were arranged by giving two Maries to

one, who was thus condemned to a double expenditure,

if not to actual ruin, for the greater glory of patriotic

institutions. However, as time went on, the Sbite waa

moved by such midbrtunes» which were not really
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justified by any serious necessity, and the Great Council

voted that the Doge should exercise a certain control

over the election of the Maries and their official

protectors. By this means it became possible for a

noble in po«r circumstances to pass on the burden of

the feast to some richer man. It was further decided

that the procurators of Saint Mark should be authorised

to lend on security, to the districts and to the patrons

chosen, all the jewels from the treasure of the Basilica,

with which to adorn the attire of the twelve young
girls. These jewels consisted of numerous necklaces

and diadems of immense value, and the fact that they

were lent for such an occasion proves the great im-

portance which the Venetians attached to the festivity.

For the time being the Republic behaved as if it had
^len in love with the maidens whose part was to recall

to memory the stolen brides of old. On one occasion

it is recorded that no less than 72,000 d '.ts were
expended on the feast.

By far the most interesting and charmingly simple

aca>unt of the feast is that left by a certain Martin da

Ank. stor. itai. Canal, written in a dialect half French and
Series I., vti.viii. h^lf Provencal. It describes the Feast of

the Maries in the second halfofthe twelfth century, when
Ranier Zeno was Doge ; and though a few modificaricms

were afterwards introduced in the ceremonial, this account

continues to be quite the most accurate that has come
down to us. The only way of accounting for its

having been written in the Provencal tongue is that

the latter was the language of polished society in that

age. Here is an attempt to translate it as um{dy and
accurately as possible :

—

I shall now tell you about the festival which the Venetians

hold on the last day of January, to wit, in remembrance of

how our hati St. muk came to Ven^ 1 and <tf the baottfttl
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festival which the Venetians hold in reverence of our Lady St.

Marv. You must know that the Lord Doge has divided the

districts of Venice into thirty parts, two districts to each part.

Now on the eve of our Lord St. Mark a company of young

szeiitles come bv water, and when thev have reached the palace

thev land and hand their banners to 1 ttle boys, and go two by

two before the church of our Lord St. Mark ; and after tliem

come trumpeters, and after them a^ain young gentles who
carrv silver dishes loaded with confectionery, and with them

are brought vessels of silver, fall of wine, and cups of gold

and silver carried bv more young nobles, and last of all come

clerks singing, dressed in their cofes of velvet and gold, and

thev all together go as far as the dMPsh of St. Mary, which is

called Formosa ; and they find women and maidens in great

numbers, and present them with the confectionery and with

wine to drink. . . .

So far I have told you of the eve, and now I ymi

of the day of our Lord St. Mark.
You must know, sirs, that on the last day of January is

the feast and double procession, when come youths and men
of age to the palace of our Lord the Doge by water ; and

they get out upon the dry land, and give more than one

thoiisand banners to little children, and send them before them

two and two to the church of our Lord St. Mark ; and after

them come the older children carrying in their hands more
than a hundred crosses of silver ; and afterwards cnae the

clercv, all dressed in copes of velvet and gold ; and trumpets

and cymbals ; and a clerk comes in the midst of the company,

dressed in a cloth all of gold damask, after the manner of dhe

Virgin, our Ladv St. Mary ; and that clerk is placed upon a

very richlv ornamented chair, which is carried by four men on

their shoulders ; and before him, and on «ich side, the standards

of gold, and the clerks go singing in the procession. While they

are thus going, three clerks come out of the procession, and

where they see our Lord the Doge at ^windows of his palace,

in company with noble Venetians, they go up to a platferm

singing with a loud voice, and they all sing as follows :—
'Christ is King. Christ reigns f* '<To ow Loid Kmmer
Zeno, by the grace of God Doge o( Venice, Dalmatia, and

Croatia, and ruler of the fourth part and one-lu4f a fourth ftrt
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victwy
! «St. Mark, help thou him!' When the ora^are fimshed they come down from the platform, and our'^Lord

W ^ they return into the procession with the r«t whonave meanwhile been waitincr 4»r thfm . .u
forward a clerk who w^ra^tl,^o? ioW,'a^

vo^ antwh''^"'"""
"^"'^^ Holy Vir^n,'as I have fo 5you

,
and when he ,s very near our Lord tlie Doge he greets

«^ «^ ^^o carrySon their shoulders go forward, and the procession follows ?hemand they go their way into the church of our Lady St. Mary'

entereT
1^''%^^ ^^'^ «^ ^^e other district^ have d£

Slbfli ^1 't^ '^^'"^ '"^""e-- which I haveexphined, with banners, crosses, and priests, and cause ZZckrks to s.ng the same praises our ^ord thrDlTJdS
aown to them. You must know our Lord the Doee is dressedm cloth of gold and has a crown of gold up^n wfhL and

Lady, there are present the nobles of Venice, all the p^pk^ and

thirh r"'^' '^^'^^ and there trmany of

WhJ^Z't I'^i''
^'"^"^^ °^^he palaces.^

Do!! ,^ I. '""g P-^ises of the Lord

donl 'tiev to'"'"- first had

foi^rH
°" P'-"^ession again, and another clerk comes

ot an angel, and he .s earned on the shoulders of four menWhen he ,s near our Lord Doge he salutes him, and the

^d^the'^ri^''
""'"'^ '•'"'^ '^''^ '^'y g° °" in^the priest^

^ fi ^ ^. °" "'"Sing. [It is amusing to note tS
an^el rl " T"''' ^^^"^^^ ^ ^^e MaLna aTd tteangel rose in the presence of the Doge, but this wascont.nued from that date as improper.] Vou must knov^ thbo h clerks and laymen have good *mmarri' (?) andXy aount.l they enter the church of our Lady St. Jviry. wJen^hepnest who .s arrayed to resemble the angel has^ntered into

M«7, ftiU of grace! The Lord is with thee. Blessed art
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t hou among women, and Uetwd is the fruit of thy womb.
I hus saith the Lord.' And the priest who is arrayed to
resemble our Lady answers and says, ^How can this be, oh
thou angel of God, since I know not a man ? ' And the
angel answers, « The Holy Spirit descends in thee. Oh, Mary
tear nothine, thou shalt conceive the Son of God.' And she
answers and says, * Behold the handmaiden of the Lord. Let
It be with me according to Thy word.'

What shall I tell you ? After these words they leave the
church and go to their own houses, and after they have eaten
the people, men and women, go into the districts that have
made these processions, and they find in twelve houses the
twelve Manes, so beautifully arrayed as is a wonder to see.
tach one has a crown of gold with precious stones upon her
head, and they are dressed in cloth of gold, and on their robes
there are precious stones and pearls without number. The
ladies and maidens sit around them, very richly dressed, and themen present their friends with confectionery to eat and with
wine to drink. And on the following day they make other
feasts in their twelve houses. And our Lord thi Doge wears
the crown of gold on the eve of our Lady, as he wrars it at
Pentecost, and after vespers he returns to the palace in the
same manner in which he came. On our Lady's day, the
second of February, each of the two districts whiih g^H the
beautiful and rich festival, as I have narrated, prepare six great
barges, and fcive them rowed to the head of the city, exactly
wJuM-e the Bishop of Venice lives ; these six barges are verV
richly draped with cloth of gold and carpets. And then ladies
and maidens are taken on board four of them, very richly
habited, and they put the Maries in the midst, and in another
barge go torty men well armed, with their drawn swords in
their hands; and in another go the clerks arrayed with the
richest treasures of the church. Then comes th^ Bishop, and
gu-es his benediction, and when he has blessed them they all

wo abbots in their gieat barges, so richly dressed, and they
are a 1 arrayed ,n copes of cloth of gold. The Lord Bishop

m. nt' "'tT ^'"P*"^' "^^^'^ have their

A U- iJ^^"i
the barges set ft«h fiom the palace of theLord Bishoft adorned a. I toU you, and they meSTupon their
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way two magnificent barges, which are to be for the^
Lord St. Mark, and there they drop anchor, and he to wait forhe com.ng of our Lord the Doge. When the Bishop and the

wTh an^h'.; '"i''"
'^"^y g° "P°" drv land

Lord
^'"P!."^' «° r^"*'^'"

church of ourLo,d St. Mark, and find our Lord the Doge at mass 5 andafter mass they come back to the barges, ^he Lord IWcomes under the umbrella, with the Bishop by him on^sKk and the senior canon on his other side, and both the

the Bishop wears his mitre, and the abbots, the chaphins^ and

rvmSlT' f«/'"g'ng '« procession
; the trumpet and the

tffZ,«^~
before every one, and the crosses afterwards. In

J^ZT^^ the Lord Doge goes as far as his great barge, and

A "H^-
?^,"°»'.'''^y «^ Venice, and his Judge is^b^idc

dS«", .w^j wIT " p'T'^ •0.*'^" ^'^'P who%arrics theJJoge s sword. When our Lord Doge has entered the great
ship in company with the nobility of Venice, and of many
honourable men, he s.ts down between the senior canon anJ

«!|-Vhl^!' ut^ '^^^^ "P°» ^^'g^ i the Bishopand the two abbots enter their barges ; then the men of the
targes weigh anchor, and they go to the other end of the city,

iwii, or more. But if you were there, sirs, you might well seehe water covered witfi boats, full ?f meV and iSLn wh"

n^'^r A T »hat you could never tell thenumber. And in the windows of the palaces and on the banksthere is a throng of ladies and maidens, a* many « there are in
all the city, and so richly dressed that you could see none finer,

citv .n*? .K*"^
'"'^ festivity they go to the other end of the

city, and then return to thar own districts, and the Lord
JJoge with all his company returns to his palace, and finds the
tables set, and he eats with all those who have been with him.

It w worth noting that in the fourteenth century the
IJoge 8 was no longer called the principal barge,
but the Bucentaur. the name being probably, as some
say, derived from 'Buzeus aureus,' and so called in
some documents. It was a rich vessel, adorned with
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carvings, stuffs, carpets, and paintings. Up to 131 1 it

was not rowed, but wm towed by another boat, which
was draped and rowed hf men of Miamo ; 1^ after
that year it had its own rowers.

It is easy to understand that such a festival as
Martin da Canal describes might be the ruin of more
than one great house, and it cost even the Sute enor-
mous sums, which is one reason why it was not always
celebrated with eaual magnificence. In 1350, when the
plague had greatly reduced the budget, it was decided
to substitute painted wooden statues for the twelve
young girls, but the public strongly opposed this
innovation. The recollection of these g. a: Mkhiei,
wooden dolls has never been wholly effaced ;

origim.

It is still common in Venice to call a woman who is thin,
cold, stupid, and pretentious, *a wooden Mary.'

The feast was given up at the end of the fourteenth
century, at the time of the final struggle with Genoa.
The treasury was empty, and excessive anxiety kept the
public spirits in a state of nervous tension

; moreover,
the age of the ideal Venetian wosum was past, and she
no longer inspired profound and diivilrotts devo^mi as
in the old days when she had been mow BMdert, moie
retiring, and more gentle.

Of all that splendid show and pageant nothing
remained but the Dose's visit to the church of Santa
Maria Formosa, and his largess of small coins to the
street boys at the moment of loosing the line with
which the rector of the church pretended to bar the
way to the bridge.



THE AaiAlUA

X

THE DOGES IN THE EARLY PART OF
THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

PiETRo Gradenigo reigned twenty-two years, during
a very eventfiil period. In 1298 he had placed the
aristocratic supremacy on a permanent basis, and a few
months later he crushed the sedition of Marin Bocconio

;
eight years afterwards he put down the much more
dangerous insurrection of Tiepolo and the Quirini

;
but he was less fortunate abroad than at home, and his
foreign policy resulted in the wholesale excommunication
of the Venetian people and Government, as the direct
consequence of the attempt to annex Ferrara, a step
which had also led to the organisation of the Tiepolo

*$»
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conspiracy. When Gradcnigo died the papal interdict
was still in full fottt.

The forty -one patricians who were to elect his
successor were duly chosen and shut up in the ducal

CAMW f. MARIA

palace, though not yet with any great precautions to
prevent them from communicating with thei»- frienis..

They understood well enough that the interests of the
State required a Doge whose genuine piety should move
the Pope to fotyiveaeas ; such a man was foond in the
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senator Stefano Giustiniani, and in a short time the
majority of votes was in his favour. He was not only
a man of irreproachable life, but also a first-rate
statesman, and he was personally weU known and likedm Rome, where he had once resided as Venetian
ambassador. The choice was a good one, but the
patnaan was too virtuous, or too wise, or both, to
accept the supreme office at such a moment, foreseeing
clear y thaf his conscience and reputation would bl
simultaneously at stake, and in such a way that to save
the one would probably have been to imperil the otherHe had long nourished the hope of retiring from
the world, and when he knew that he was elected he
lost no time in carrying out his pious design. Instead
of going from his house to the ducal palace, he
disappeared within the doors of the monastery of Saint
George, and on the same day put on the habit and took
the obligations of a novice.

The stupefaction and embarrassment of the dectors
may be imagined

; it was perhaps within the powers of
the all-powerful Government to drag Giustiniani from
the refuge of his cell, and .to place him by force upon
the ducal throne, but such a course would certainly not
have improved the rel-.tions of the Republic with the
l^ope, a result which had been the sole object of the
election. On the other hand, it seemed impossible even
to agree upon the names of candidates in order to
proceed to an election. The electors feU into a state of
apathy of which there is probably no example in history

;they moved about in an objectless way, talking listlessly
of anything that occurred to them

; they even lingered
at the open windows of the p«lace, to watch the tSople
passing m the street. ^ *^

As they looked down they saw an aged nobleman
slowly walking toward the postern gate of the prisons,
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followed by a servant who carried a hng sack of bread,
so full that the loaves protruded from the open immth.
It was Marin Zorzi, a charitable and devout
person, on his way to distribute food to
the poor prisoners. He was the very man. Before he
had left the prisons he was elected Doge.

Unhappily this hasty choice did not improve matters.
An old chronicler sums up in a few words the short
reign that followed : Zorzi lived ten months, during
which he never saw the sea calm nor the sun without
clouds. All that remained to mark his reign was an
asylum for poor children, the earliest imtoda&n of the
kind in the world.

In less than a year, therefore, another election took
place, and as the experiment of looking out of the
palace windows in the hope of seeing the right man pass
in the street had been a failure, the electors were shut
up, windows and balcony doors were closely sealed,
and the forty-one were driven to look at each other!
In a short time they elected Giovanni Soranzo by
a considerable majcmty.

So far as I can ascertain, he was born in 1 240, and
was therefore about seventy-one years old in 131 1 ; but
the longevity of the Venetian nobles was ,„
always remarkable, and he was destined to ^v. imd 'mt*^.

reign seventeen years. He had rendered the Republic
very eminent service on more than one occasion, and was
a man of astounding activity. To mention only a few
incidents of his busy life, in its later years, he had
commanded a fleet of twenty-five galleys against die
Genoese when already fiffy-six years old, had taken
possession of the port of Caffa, and had defended it

during a whole winter against the combined attacks of
the Genoese and the Tartars, and had captured a goodly
number of richly lad^ Genoese voseb. CM l»s rttiun
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to Venice he had been received with honours resembling
those of a triumph, and had soon found himself m
arms agam, but on land this time, against Padua first
and then agamst Fcrrara, which he had already governed
as Fodesta. When at last recalled to Venice he had
occupied the important position of a procurator of
Samt Mark, from which post he was elected Doge to
succeed Marin Zonti.

Soranzo was undeniably one of the most iUustrious
men elected to the dogeship in the course of its
existence of exactly eleven hundred years. It is enough
to say that he reconciled the Republic with the Pope
and reconquered Dalmatia ; and that, in spite of the
vast sums of money which both these undertakings cost
he protected and developed Venetian manufacture and
commerce so dUigently as to increase the public wealth
instead of diminishing it. It was during his reign that
the weaving of silk stufl% in Venice reached a perfection
hitherto undreamt of, surpassing, according to the taste
of the day, the fabrics of the Levant and driving them
out of the market. Under Soranzo the glass-works of
Murano produced mirrors that outdid the very best that
could be made in Germany for clearness and brilliancy.
At the same tmie, the Arsenal of Venice was gready
extended by the addition of new basins, windmills were
set up all over the islands, many like improvements,
then modem, were introduced, a general condition of
ease and well-being extended through all f^nses, and the
population increased more quickly than ever before.
The State could count forty thousand men between the
ages of twenty and sixty years who were able to bear
arms For a silver ducat a man could buy enough meat
and flour to support him for a week, with as much wine
's he needed, and wood to cook with and to warm him.

So Giovanni Soranzo reigned in success and plenty
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and honour to the very end of his long life. Yet in
all those seventeen years he cannot have counted one
day truly happy, and many must have been profoundly
saddened by the knowledge of his own daughter's
sufferings in her captivity at the convent of the Vergini.
Time and again she poured out her heart to him, in
letters which he was not even allowed to answer withmit
permission of his counsellors, and probably of the
recently elected Council of Ten ; and the old captain,
whose commanding voice had been heard above many
storms at sea and many a fight on land, had to
humble himself before the Power, and humbly beg a
little sunshine, an hour's liberty, for the dax^betht
adored.

They saw each other rarely enough for a long time.
It was not till the great old man's strei^ was braJdng
down beneath the weight of nearly ninety yean thS
his daughter was allowed to leave her prison more
frequently that she might tend him and cheer his
drehnmg days. He died in her arms in the end, on
the last day of December in the year 1328, eighty-eight
years old

; and the unhappy woman must have found
some small comfort in the universal grief that rose to
m«t her own. She went back to her cell ; but the
body of the mt Doge was laid out in a hall of the
palace, dressed in the ma^ of state and tlie ducal can.
He was borne thence to Saint Mark's, whither th§
Dogess had gone before with her ladies, and when the
last reqdem had been sung Giovanni Soranzq WM laidm the chipd^ the baptistery. Hb alite tofflfe bears
the arms of his family and littit dbf Mt t^ of hti
glory, as all may see to this day.

The great bell had scarcely ceased to toll for him
when It rang out the summons to elect his successor,
and the ComsB net to iMi cad. mut Soranzo's reign
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had made changes, which, as they came gradually, were
not noticed, but which were plain enough now that a
new Doge was to be chosen. Prosperity had increased
v^y» and with it luxury and the magnificence of all
that represented the Republic's power. Soranzo had been
very rich, but his successor might be poor. Soranzo had
filled the ducil palace with his own plate, his own array
of servants and footmen, and all his rich belongings.
Ambassadors had cwne and gone, and had seen how the
Doge lived ; it might not be that they should come again,
and find a poor man living under the same roof, dining
oflF earthenware dishes and served by a few threadbare
retainers. Venice had many faults, and Venice, as a
aty, loved money, but Venice, the Republic, was never
sordid, nor miserly, nor mean. Before the Council
elected the next Doge a large provision was setded
upon his office for ever ; his salary was increased from
four thousand ducats to five thousand two hundred,
which is far more, considering the value of money, than
the President of the United States receives to-day ; the
ducal palace was amply furnished with vessels of gold
and silver

; it was made a.rule that the Doge was hence-
forth to keep five-and-twenty servants, neither more
nor less, and that each should have two new liveries
every year. In case the new sovereign slu>uki not have
ready means at hand to defray the expenses of his
pronation and of his change of domicile, it was decreed
that a loan (for business was business) of three thousand
lire should be placed at his disposal out of State funds-
and, finally, a jeweller was ordered to make a very rich

'"'"T.Ii.'^i"''^
*° ^^^^ great occasions,

^ SahTt
°^ procurators

When Soranzo had been elected, an ancient custom
still prevailed by which the population was aUowed to
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joyously plunder the house of the new Doge of all it
contained that was movable, precisely as the populace
of Rome plundered the house of the cardinal who
was elected Pope, until a much later date. This half-
civihsed practice was now forbidden in Venice under
mavy penalties.

All this was agreed upon, set down and made law.
before begmnmg the process of balloting by which the
for^^ne electors of the Doge were chosen.

Their choice fell upon Francesco Dandolo, the
skilful diplomatist by whose efforts Clement V. had
been induced to remove the excommunication of Venice,
and the enthusiasm of the people on learning the result
was in proportion to what they had suffered during
the period of the interdict, not yet forgotten. The
multitude moved with one wifl towards his dwellinsr
and were for carrying him in triumph to the dunl
palace

; but he strongly protested against any such show,
though the throng pressed upon him on his way to
Saint Mark's. Then he knelt before the high altar
and received the investiture of his high dignity, and
took the oath of fidelity before the headmen of the
districts as representatives of the people of the city and
of all the Venetian territory. Himself bearing the
standard of Sunt Mark in his right hand, he entered
the ducal palace, ascended the great statrcaae—not yet
the 'Giants' Staircase' of our time— and on the
high^t step took oath to observe all the obligations
contamed m the • Ducal Promise.' The senior member
of his own CouncU made a ademn acknowledgment of
this oath, and the people listened in breathless Sience to
Dandolo's short but brilliant speech, breaking out in
renewed and yet more enthusiastic applause when he
had finsAed.

During the firfbwing days fesdvidet were organised
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for the coronation of the Dogess, much more various

Rom. Hi. /09.
°^ longer duration than those which

greeted her husband's elevation to the
throne. In older times, when the head of the Republic
still possessed real power, his wife played no official pait
in State ceremonies. She lived as before, and the Doge
could retire to her apartments and be in his home as if he
were a private person, much as the modern Turk takes
refuge in his harem. At most, the Dogess, as the first

matron of the city, might outdo other patrician women
in assisting public and private charities ; but when the
Doge's personal authority was almost gone, and he was
required, in a degree, to compensate its loss by a certain
amount of display and ceremony, intended to jdease tbe
people and impose upon the representatives of for^^
powers, the presence and influence of a woman became
temporarily necessary. The Dogess then received a court
c£ bar <«rn, and was required to wear a special dress, and
for her a complete ceremonial was devised, firom iHiich
she could not withdraw herself without incurring the
displeasure of her husband and of the State itself

From the moment when the ioyfiil multitude pressed
to the doors of Dand(do*s palace, his wife remained
within, according to the new laws of conduct had
down for her. Then came the High Chancellor,
as representative of the people, and the Doge's six

coumellors, to present their congratulations and to
* request '—or require—her strict observance of sudi
clauses in the Ducal Pronuae as directly concaved her-
self When these personages withdrew she pretested 1

each with a magnificent gold-embroidered purse.

A few days Uter, when all was ready for the cere-

Afoimenti. mony, they came to fetch her with the
D,,^ar,ssa, r^j. fiuccntaur, and in her honour was renewed
the spectacle which had bees gives half a oestyry earlier
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for the wife of Lorenzo Tiepolo. The vast and
splendid barge had but « hwimm ite mm length to
move from Dandolo's palace t» the had- ji^
ing of the Piazzetta. An immense crowd
was gathered there, from the borders of the canal to
the door of the Basilica, a sufficient space being kept
open .n its midst for^ «&play oflife Etegess's pTgeam.

1 he guilds of the arts and trades had been privSend
to escort the wife of Lorenzo Tiepolo to the churdT:
first the blacksmiths with flying banner ; then the
merchants of fur. dnmd in their richest garments
and most priceless sables, and inara^ emin^ it for
an emperor; the weavers next, singing at the top
of their voices to the music of trumpets and cymbals,
and bearing both silver cups and flagons full of
wme. After the weavers the tailors came in the
dress of their trade guild, white robes embroiciemi with
red stars

;
and the wool-merchants bore olive branches

in their hands and had crowns of olive leaves on their
heads; also the makers of quilts and coverlets were
crowned with gold beads, and wore on their shoulders
white cloaks embroidered with fleur-de-lis ; and thm
were the sellers of cloth of gold, and the shoemakers,
the mercers, the pork-butchers, the glass-blowers, the
jewellm, and the barbers, all displaying the rich and
fantastic costumes of their guikis in the great procession,
a very splendid sight.

Thus escorted the Dogess entered Saint Marks, and
knelt at the high altar, and before she went away she
deposited thereon an ofiering of ten ducats. Then she
was led to the throne^oom of the palace and took her
seat beneath a canopy beside her husband the Dooe.The ceremony ended with a huge and sumptuous
banquet, to which were invited all the heads of the
guilds who had appeared in the procession.
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Francesco Dandolo was a man of wit and of many
resources. It is related, though without serious proof
that he had moved Clement V. to pity by appearing
as amhsssador. in a penitent's dressj and wSg an
iron collar, weepine and moaning, and remaining pros-
trate at the pontifTs feet. It has even been siwi that
one or more of the cardinals kicked him as he lay there.ttU^him a dog, and otherwise insulted him, but that
he bore all patiently for his country's sake. One
authority explains, however, that the nickname of
dog, or « watch-dog,' had been bestowed upon hit

family long before that time, as ' Cane,' dog, and
Mastino, mastiff, were actually used as baptismal

names in the great family of Scala.
He reigned ten years, with fortune good and evil,

but chiefly good. More than once, in his time, the
safety ot the State was gravely menaced, but all ended

Venice
°^ administration was a gain to

Since the begi^nning of the fourteenth century die
city ot Padua had been a prey to faction and internal

Jt^m. Hi. ttj. 2"'^- The -aristocratic party fought for
the famUy of the Scala, while the citizens

and peofAj were devoted to the house of Carrara. By
turns the two families got the advantage and held tlw
power, but the Carrara were really the stronger, for the
Venetians helped them, on the ground that one of them,
Jacopo, had married a daughter of the Doge Pietro
oradenigo. *

At last Cane della Scala made a sm of alfiaaee
with his rivals, and having got the mastery in several
other mies, installed Marsilio Carrara in Padua as his
leutenant and representative. Had Cane della Scala
lived this might have worked weU enough; on his
unexpected death his sons began to conti^c how tfaey
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should get rid of MaraUio ; but they lacked skill and
decision, and could neither conceal their intentioiit nor
agree upon definite actkm. To makt mattert wotk,

(. LORINIO

one of them, Alberto della Scala, became madly
enamoured of the wife of Albertino Carrara, and when
every means ^led to seduce her, took her to him-
self by brutal vwlence. AlW thia outrage the thirst
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for vengeance drove the Ctrrart harthtr tiam mere
ambition could have done.

The crimes of the Scala, no less than their miserable
weaknen in til political matters, had excited the pro-
fmind resentment of Venice, of Florence, of Lueoi* and
of the Gonzaga and Este families

; w. r was declared,
and it was not lon^ before the lords of Padua were
reduced to extremities. Though they had always
maintained a haughty bearing towards Venice, they now
attempted a reconciliation, and chose aa their inteiw
mediary Marsilio di Carrara, whom they believed to be
a traitor to his own family and devoted to their interests,
and for whom the Republic had always shown a certain
partiality, appreciating him, no doubt, at his true value,
and anticipating the time when he might be useful.

But Marsilio, like every other Carrara, dreamt only
of revenge upon the Scala. At a great public spectacle
he was seated by the Doge. ' What will you give,* he
asked in a quick whisper, « to him who ;^ces Padua in
your hands?' 'The city itself,* answered Francesco
Dandolo without the slightest hesitation. The un-
signed treaty of betrayal was agreed upon in those few
whispered words, and was executed to the letter and at
once. Padua wat taken by the Venetians and handed over
to the Carrara under a sort of agreement from which
each of the allies derived some advantage, and there
TO an ewhange of high-flown speeches, amongst which
that of the Venetian Loredano recommended the most
serene Republic's new favourites to b^ve with great
goodness to her subjects, and to exhibit much gratitude
towards her.^ On his side Marsilio begged that her
* kind offices * might be continued to him and his.

The consequences of this treaty were soon dear.
Venice nominally gave Padua over to the Carrara in
order to obtain the annexation of Treviso, which was
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much more importtnt to her, and Alberto della Scala

was not set at liberty till lie bad oeded the ktler city to

the Republic.

At the death of Francesco Dandolo, one naval battle

lost to the Genoese repmented Venice's lost during the

reigti ; her gain wtt in extension of territory of immeiMe
value ; the whole remit was to involve the Repufafic m
intrigues which very nearly led to her destruction.

At the very end of Dandolo's reign, according to

a strange story told by Gabaro, a half-comic, nalf-

dramattc inci<Knt occurred whidi diowed Mtmueri scrtf.

well enough that the 'kind offices' of «^J»-
the Republic and the goodness ' of the Carrara were
not destined to last for ever. Marsilio was dead and
Ubertino Carrara held Padua as his successor. Before

long he was (tenounced by certain Venetian aenaton m a
traitw and a secret enemy to the Republic. The worda
were reported to him, and he resolved to make suro^

at anv hazard, that they should not be repeated. In-

credible as it may seem, he caused the senators who had
accused him to be seized by night in Venice itself, gagged
and bound, and at once brought before him in Padua.

He threatened them at first with instant death, then

allowed himself to be mollified by their entreaties, and
finally dismissed them with a warning. If they ever

raised their voicea i^inst him in the Sinuite again, or if

they breathed one word of their nocturnal adventure,

he would have them stabbed without mercy. They
promised, and they kept their word; from that time
fcH^rd no attack waa made upon Ubortim Carrara in the

Senate, the st<M7 of their ftvdUe abduction remained
a profound secret, which was not revealed until many
years afterwards, when one of the Carrara's henchmen,
who had helped to carry off the senators, lay dying and
confessed his share in the hcAA deed.
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Dandolo was succeeded by Bartolommeo Gradenigo,
during whose reign there were constant relations between

Rom. Hi. ,42
Republic and England, the latter con-

tinually soliciting the aid of Venice against
Philip VI. of France, who was helped by the Genoese.
Gradenigo did not fail to express gratitude to King
Edward III. for the thankful anticipation of an assist-

ance which was never forthcoming, and took no steps
to induce the Senate to listen to England's tempting
proposals. The king hoped to obtain from Venice
forty ships of war, hilly manned and equipped ; but
Venice cither doubted his ability to pay, or was scared
by the triumphant progress of the Turks in the Levant,
which required her to act sentinel to Europe against
the Mohammedan advance, and therefore to keep all

her naval resources well in hand and ready for war

;

and, mcHTOver, she was engaged in continual fighting
m Candia (Grete), which was an- unceasing drain upon
her resources.

At this critical time, when the position of Venice
was by slow and sure degrees becoming one of great

1346.
danger, the I^e died, and tte great Andrea

zara taken back Dandolo was clectcd in his stead. Ui^er
Hungarians, the leadership of a less gifted and brave

^iMTs^iJ^
man, the ship of the Republic might well

** have foundered in the storm that broke
over her. The King of Hungary disputed with Venice
for Zara and the territory that belonged to it; the
Genoese were exasperated in the highest degree by the
commercial success of the Venetians in the East ; the
Pope was angry with the Republic because its Govern-
ment would not make obligatory the payment of tithes
to the bishops. These were but a few dT tke half-
grown troubles that were rapidly growing to maturity
when the plague broke out in 1348 and devastated Italy
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from Genoa in the north, where forty thousand persons

died, to Sicilian Trapani, where not one soul survived

W t. tTIM

the universal death. In six montltt Venice Ustt more

than half her population.

Boccaccio has left a description of the pest in Florence

which is the greatest masterpiece of the kind ever pro-
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duced by a great writer's pen ; for his story fills us
with horror, with pity, with sadness, but never arouses
our disgust. The sufF^rings of Venice in those same
six months have found neither poet nor novelist to
describe them, but her careful chroniclers have left us
the details of the defence she made against the ravages
of the sickness, and of the medicines used in the
attempt to save life.

As soon as the first cases of the plague had proved
beyond doubt that it had crossed the lagoons and

Rom in rs6
^^^^^^ ^^c city, the Council appointed
three nobles, designated as * Wise Men of

the Plague,' with power to take all posMble measures
to stop the spreading of the contagion. Their first

decree forbade the poor to expose the bodies of their
dead in the street in order to obtain alms. A separate
burial-place was marked out and consecrated few the
free burial of the victims of the disease. The port was
closed, and sentinels were placed all along the outer
shore of the islands to hinder all outsiders from landing
or from introducing suspicious merchandise.

The physicians were at that time ah^ady organised
in a guild of their own, and received from the State

ctcdutti, a modest yearly stipend of three hundred
M^na.

ijrc of cpiccoli,' about ^50. They were
now ordered to visit diligently both the hospitals and

A. Baschet, private houses, and a UxnaX inquiry was
souvemrs. ^^^^ j^^^^ rcsourccs of the public

apothecary, whose place was near the Rialto at the sign

M.tinem. Less.
°^ Goldcn Head. It was most im-
portant to ascertain whether tha* wis a

sufficient supply of ' Teriaca,' a medicine which, in the
opinion of all Venetians, could not fail to cure the
plague or any other sickness. The recipe for it, they
bekeved, had come down from a Greek called Andro-
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machos, and required a mixture of aromatic herbs,

amber, and other ingredients, which wore impcHted at

great expense from distant Eastern countries. The Stertc

itself superintended the concoction of this universal

panacea, lest its quality should in the least deteriorate,

and lest the great reputation acquired for it throughout

Europe shoidd suffer. No stranger who could aflTord

to buy it left Venice without taking at least a small

supply, and so great were, or are, its virtues that it is

made to this day, and sold at the same sign.

But, to the stupefaction of the three • Wise Men of

the Plague,' Teriaca would not cure the malady, and

even the sensible precautions of quarantine which they

had taken came too late to be of any use. The malady

v.as raging, and ran its fearful course to the terrible end.

Fifty noUe Aunilies were completdy destroyed, not

leaving one of the name. It was only with difficulty

that a meeting of the Great Council could be got

together, and the Council of Forty was reduced to

twenty members. In a few weeks Venice presented the

aspect of a pestilent desot ; and when at last the pest

wore itself out, it was ntcemxy to bring in mm
neighbouring provinces a great number of families, upon
whom all those privileges were bestowed at once which

were generally accorded only in consideration of some
service to the RepuUic, or after a fnt^longed reddence

in Venetian territory.

1 de selection of the immigrants was conducted with

the greatest prudence, and it may easily be believed that

the great influx of new and energetic blood, of the same

descent, was of vast benefit to the city and the RepuUic.

It may even be asked whether, without this wholesome
sifting and renewing of her people, Venice could have

performed the prodigies of courage and endurance which

not long afterwards tunwd the trae a£ the Chioggia war.
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Andrea Dandolo did not long survive these events.

Worn out with facii^ the storm, with fighting enemies
by land and sea atntxul, and pestilence at hcHne, he died
when barely fifty years of age, leaving to posterity the
precious manuscript of his history, which has even now
not been entirely published. His Chronicle is on- of
the richest sources of information for the history of the

fourteenth century.

Dandolo was succeeded by Marino Faliero.



xATTEsc, Tin MOMfma mtr

XI

CONSPIRACY OF MARINO i-AUERO

The conspiracy of Bocconio has no very distinct char-

acter ; it was neither an attempt at popular revolution,

nor an effort on the part of the burghers against the

people on the one hand and die anstocracy on the

other. The outtnxak under the kadership of Tiepolo

and the Quirini, although iliey succeeded in giving it

the appearance of a democratic movement, was in reality

an attempt on the part of an ambitious noble to sdze
the power molded by the Doge Pietro Gradenigo,

a man perhaps as uiiltttbtts ta l^^x^ himsd**

art
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who at all events had been r^ularly elected to be
the head of the Republic. The third conspincy
of which we find an account during the fourteenth
century was undoubtedly meant to overthrow the

Government, and to gather into one hand the whole of
that authority which belonged equally to all members
of the same class. The conqnracy the Doge Miuino
Faliero has been related in many ways—as a romance,
as a poem, as an instance of political passion, but very
generally^ without a careful consideration of the factf

Most writers represent the old Doge as driven to betray

his country by outrageous calumnies agsunst his wife,

invented by some youths of the aristocracy. Others,
like Byron, believe that he wished to free his country
from the petty tyranny and real oppression it suffered

under the complicated system of councils :

—

We will renew the times of truth and justice,

Condensing in a fair, free commonwealth.
Not rash equality, but equal rights.

In his dramatic upholding of what he believed the
truth, Byron was so far carried away as to cause the

Do^e to be decapitated in 1355 on the steps of the
* Giants* Suircase,' which was not constructed until

1485, between the two cdossal ^atues set up there by
Jacopo Sansovino in 1554. A careful examination of
historical documents would seem to destroy alnK>st

altogether the common version of the tragedy.

Marino Fali«t> was hotn between 1280 and 1285,
the son of Nferco Faliero and Beriola Loredan. He

Lazzarini,
belonged to the Falieri of the Santi

Marin Faiitr Apostoli, SO Called from the name of the
in Arc*. Vmeto.

^j^^^^ j^^ ^j^j^j^ ^^^^ jj^^^^ distinguish

them from the Falieri who lived in other parts of

the city, some of whc»n did not bdong to ti» same
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family, and were not even nobles. He was called

Marino Junior, in onier ncA to ctmfuse htm with an
uncle of the sair e name, who wm known it Mariiu>

Senior.

Very little is recorded concerning his youth, but

Lazzarini finds that his education was not very different

from that of lus pem, and was {vobably ctmdiKted by
the sort of tut<Nr then called a Master of Grammar

;

and that the young man must have become familiar

from his earliest years with navigation, commerce, and
the public aflTairs of the Republic.

At twenty yean of age, by the privilege of the

Barbarella, he was present at the assemblies of the Great
Council ; and when little more than thirty we find him
one of t' leads of the Ten, and he constantly appears
in that capacity, and by altmiation in the office of
'Inqtuntor.' When ejBoraang the functions of t^
latter, which may seem strange for one who in later

time was to betray his country, he was charged, with
another of the Ten, Andrea Michiel, to bring about,
' rapidly and diligently,' the ruin and death ofBajimonte
Tiepolo and I^tro Quirini^ . «

* r»d already Koi in

exile ten years ; and he wa; .sed to spend ten

thousand lire of the'piccoh, .*rout 1600 sterling,

in order to kill the first, and two thousand for killing

the s^ond.
Marino Faliero was a man of uncommon intelligence

and resistless energy, as may be seen from the fact that

the Republic, which certainly had a considerable choice
of such men, constantly made use of him, sometimes
giving him important posts at home, and sometimes as
ambassador to the Pope or to foreign sovereigns ; some-
times, again, as military governor or podesta of cities

under the Venetian dominion, once at least commission-
ing him as commatukr-in-chief of the fleet He was
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the first podesta of Treviso after that city became

tuli^t to Venice in 1339. A podetti wm » lort of

foreign governor, whom the independent crnnoKMiimlths

chose for themselves in order to assure the peaceable

execution of their own laws without party prejudice

;

but conauered towns were required by their conquerors

to submit to tint dScer. He was generally nuatd for

two years ; he was not allowed to bring his wife or

children with him ; he could not absent himself for one

day without special permission fi-om the Senate ; he was

never to form any close fnendship among the citizens,

lest htt impartial authority should be comprcMnised by

lus surroundings. There was a podesta in almost every

city of central and northern Italy, and Venice imposed

one on each city she conquered. But he had no power

to change the statutes of the city in ha charge ; his

cH^ct was to see that those statutes yrtre aqyrowd
by the Most Serme Republic and were ]»<^)erly oi-

forced.

When it seemed likely that an understanding might

be brought about betwwn the Vemtians uid the

Genoese, the former sent Marino Faliero, being well

aware that the result of the mission would depend

largely upon the character and gifts of the ambassador

;

but, owing to quarrels which broke out in the East

between merchants d the rival RepuUics,^ onbassy

was abandoned in 1350, and Faliero turned back before

reaching the end of his journey. At the siege of Zara

he distinguished himself so much that a contemporary

chronider attached to his name the epndiet Audax, tat

Brave; and when in 1352 the fleet commanded by

Niccolo Pisani left Venice to sail against the Genoese,

Marino Faliero was designated beforehand to succeed

the admiral in case the latter should fall ill. He was

in no less ^eon abmd than in tbm IBLejpvkSk ^aM^
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The Carrara, who were lords of Padua, chose him twice,

in 1338 and 1350, as podesta of their city.

A chromder of Trevno in the iimentli century

CALLS OCCNIALKBA

accuses Faliero of having been exceedingly overbearing
and violent, and most historians have followed this

writer. The latter narrates that when Faliero was
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podesta of Trcviso in 1346, it was his duty on one

occastcm to ainst at a procesnm of the *C<M'pt» Domim.*

The Bishq» came to the ceremony, carrying the laen-

ment and accompanied by the clergy, but kept the pro-

cession waiting so long that Faliero, losing his temper,

gave the astonished prelate a resounding box on the

ear, which was heard to the end of the church. No con-

temporary documents can be found to prove or dis-

prove this tale, which may be historical or legendary,

yet the ch'-oniclers of the fourteenth century constantly

reported such anecdotes, although the Venetians were

aroetit in their futh and generous in the endowment

of churches and convents. There is much evidence to

piove that Faliero ruled his own family with despotic

authority, as may be seen from many documents. He
made marriaees and distributed inheritances at he

pleased, th<»i^ it does not necessarily follow ditt he

did so in an unlawful manner. On the contrary, in

spite of his overbearing character, he seems to have

enjoyed the esteem and affection of all the members of

his house.

Petrarch, who, if not his firiend, was at least an inti-

mate acquaintance of his, wrote not long after his death

that he had enjoyed during many years the reputation

of a wise man, and Matteo Villani says that he was a

man 0^ high character, wne and ma^nimous. The
Giustiniani chronicle, which judged his conspiracy very

harshly, admits that as a man he was generous, wise,

and brave. The chronicler Caresini regrets that a man
so virtuous by nature should have so far departed horn

virtiM.

From evidence recently discovered, it appears that

Marino Faliero had two wives, and some have even said

that he had three. Of the two whose names we know,

ihi first was Tommsnns Contarini, and the otl»r, ii^io
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was afterwards the Dogess, was I^udovica Gradenigo.

lie had a daughter, Lucia, by the first wife, and no

children by the second. Scmie of the later chroniclers,

who may be said to have constructed the fable of

Marino Faliero, say that the D(^ess belonged to the

house of Contarini, and it is not hard to understand

how a superficial examination of the papers of that

time should either have confused the firs*^ wife with

the second, or have confused the Doge Marino with

Marino Ordelafo, who was his nephew, and dear to him

as his own son. This confusion resulted in mistaking

Cristina Contarini, who at the time of the conspiracy

must have been young and beautiful, with the Dogeis,

who was then undoubtedly nearly forty-five years of
age.

Andrea Dandolo died on the night of the seventh

of September 1354; and on the (My fc^owing steps

were taken to b^in the election of his successor, and to

introduce as usual a number of corrections and improve-

ments in the ducal oath ofallegiance. The five correctors

elected for the latter purpose, in a meeting of the Great

Council fieom which all membei s under the age of thirty

were excluded, presented on the next day the list of

their proposed amendments. These were numerous,

and were all intended to restrict the authority of the

Doge, which was already sufikiently reduced. The yet

unchosen successor of Dandolo was to be forbiddai to

receive an ambassador, or any foreign emissary, or to

give any answer to such an one, except in the presence

of the Fwty. 6n the same day, the ninth of September,
at the ninth hour, the * Arengo * was summoned, which
was the General Assembly of the people, and which still

gave the lower classes the illusion of participating in the

affairs of state. This Assembly was now call^ upon

counsellors and the heads
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to ratify the proposed changes in the ducal oath of
allegiance.

Even before the commencement of the election there

was talk of Marino Faliero for the office ; and he was
at that time Venetian ambassador to Pope Innocent VI.

in Avignon, being there to treat for peace with Genoa
and the Viscond, lords of Milan. On the eleventh of
Sq)tember his name was [nt>iiounc«i before anodier

assembly of the people, and contemporary historians say

that his election was extremely well received by all

classes of Venetians. Until the Doge-elect should reach

the capital, it was decreed that the government ^loiild

remain in the hands of the ducal counsellors and the

heads of the Forty ; two counsellors and one of the

heads of the Forty remaining by turn constantly in

the ducal palace. FaUero had left Avignon before he
received notice <^ h»dectum, 80 that he was in tlw s^h-
bourhood sooner than was expected. On the twenty-
eighth of September twelve ambassadors, chosen for each

of the offices of the city, went out to meet him. Each
one of these was accompankd by a noble and three

young gentlemen, who altogether received daily a salary

of forty ducats of gold. The actual value in gold of a

Venetian ducat is now usually estimated at about fifteen

shillings English money, rather less than the equivalent of
the French twentv-4nnc piece. The purchasing power
of the coin was, Aoirever, very mudi urget tbm at the

{»esent day.

The delegates met the Doge at Verona, and accom-
panied him thence to Padua, where the Carrara received

v.-m tit fSr S^*"^**
honour. Taddeo

Giustiniani, son oftlw pockstii of CInoggia,

met the whole company there with fifteen of the small

barjges called * ganzaruoli,' splendidly decorated, in

which the Doge embarked with all his company. On
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the fifth of October, at a small distance from Vemce

itself, he was met bf the Amious Bucentaiff, wluch

bore the ducal counsellors and a great number of

nobles. A remarkable circumstance which accompanied

this journey is narrated by Lorenzo dei Monaci,

whom Lazzarini calls a grave and contemporary

historian. The Doge, on reaching Venice, landed at

the pier of Saint Mark's, instead of going to the other

side, to the Riva della Paglia, according to former

custom ; and in order to reach the ducal p^ce he passed

between the two colunms where makfiictors were often

executed. At the time no one paid any attention to

this, but after his tragic death the incident was reputed

to have been a presage of the evil future ; so that

Petrarch, writing from Milan on the twenty-fourth

of April 1355, a few days after the Doge had been

decapitated, alludet to the fact in these words :
' Sinistro

pede palatium ingressiB,* U. ' Having entered the palace

with ill-omened step.*

In the church of Saint Mark's he was presented^ to

the people, and recaved the usual threefold laudation

and salutation. It is worth noticing that Faliero was

the last Doge who was saluted by the pompous title

of ' Lord of a quarter and an eighth of the Roman
Empire.* Then, according to the r^ukr ceremonial,

he was earned round the square amid the acclamations

of the multitude, to whom he threw money, and at last

he was crowned upon the landing of the staircase that

descended into the courtyard of the palace. This stair-

case was c£ stone, and led down frmn ^ loU of ti»

Great Council to die story where was the covered

loggia, and thence continued downwards in the open

air, entering the courtyard, and following the same

direction as the modern ' Giants* Staircase,' but at

the opposite extremity. It was dandislied in the
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fifteenth century. Upon the same landing of the stair-

case the Doge took the oath of alliance, with tiie

amendments of which we have already spoken, and we
may well believe that the new restrictions contained in

the ' Ducal Promise ' were unwelcome to his despotic

na^jre.

During the reign of Marino Faliero Venice con-
tinued the struggle with Genoa, and remained on the

side of the Lombard League against the Visconti.

The defeat of the Venetian fleet at Porto Longo,
November 4, 1354, almost caused a panic in Venice,

when it was expected that at any moment the Genoese
would appear again before the Lido. The Doge and
the Government, however, met the danger with energetic

measures, obtained help from the neighbouring princi-

palities, and vigilantly watched the more expoxd out-
lying districts, such as Cape d'Istria and Zara ; but

the agitation in Venice was not wholly allayed, and the

need of peace was felt more than ever. Charles IV.,

king of Bohemia and king of the Romans, who had
recently descended into Italy in order to assume ^
imperial title, found it no easy matter to make terms
between the parties. From Avignon also Pope Innocent
VI. was using every means to pacify the divers Italian

states ; but neither the Emperor nor the Pope were
wholly successful, and in the winter of 1355
dition of affairs in Venice was such as to favour a

conspiracy. It was not long, in fact, before the plot of
Marino Faliero was discovered, and it turned out to be

the most important of those which darken the history

of the fourtMAth century.

Almost every one is acquainted with the legend of

this conspiracy, and may compare it with the truth so

far as a recent examination of the facts has made it

known.
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A grudge of long standing existed at that time

between the houses of Faliero and Steno. In the

summer of 1 343 a certain Paolo Steno approached the

house of Piero Faliero at San Maurizio late in the

CAMPO S. MARIA NOVA

evening, and calling out a German serving-woman,

called Elizabeth or Beta, with whom he seems to have

been acquainted, he persuaded her with specious argu-

ments, or with the prtmiise of reward, to let him enter
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the room of Saray, who some say was the beautiful

daughter of the master of the house, but who,
Romanin says, was a slave, as her name would seem to

indicate. A recent authority, Lazzarini, says that

Romanin was mistaken ; but however this may have
been, Saray, who was taken by surprise, defended her-

self desperately, but could not escape the embraces
of Paolo Steno. A regular action was brought against

the latter, and a number of documents in the criminal

archives of the Forty, dated in August and September
I343> prove that the culprit was condemned to be
imprisoned a year in the lower dungeons called pozzt,

and to pay a fine of three hundred lire. The German
serving-woman, who had escaped beyond the frontier,

was condemned in default to have her nose and her lips

cut olF, and was perpetually banii^ied ; an accomplice,

a servant in the house of Faliero, was imprisoned six

months in the lower dungeons, ana then banished.

Three years later the mother of Saru^ , on her death,

named * Saray Steno * among her children in her will,

and it would appear from this that Steno had sati^d
justice and repaired his fault by marrying the girl ; but
in this case it is certain that he did not long survive the

date of the deed, for before the conditions of the will

could be fulfilled we find that Saray was already the
wife of a certain Niccoletto Callencerio of Oderzo. It

is impossible to say how far this incident was the cause

of the hatred between the families of Faliero and
Steno, but we may be sure that when Michel Steno
insulted the Doge deven years later he was already
influenced by the existence of the fiunily grudge.

On the tenth of November 1334a request came before

the Council of Forty to proceed against the authors of

certain words written in the Hall of the Hearth in the

ducal palace i^nst the Doge's nephew. There k
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no mention of the Dogess. Amongst those cited to

appear before the tribunal within etght days we find

the name of a Steno called Micheletto, the diminutive

of Michel, and son of the late Giovanni, coupled with

that of Piero BoUani, as the principal authors of Ae
insulting lines, and a certain Rizzardo Marioni is

accused of having scrawled obsceiw symbols be^de

what his companions had written. Besides these, certain

other noble youths were cited to appear, but were

acquitted for lack of proof that they had taken part in

the deed. It must be taken for granted that Romanin

was not acquainted wxUti die document cited by

Lazzarini, since he says that no ^ptooh exist that Steno

was either accused or punished.

Micheletto Steno was condemned to be imprisoned

during a few days in the lower dungeons; Bero
BoUani and Rizzardo A^oni got off with leas than

a week's confinement.

Tradition, as corroborated by the Doge's own words

afterwards, justifies us in believing that Faliero com-

plained of the lenity shown to the odprits ; bat though

he might have been displeased, it would have been

impossible that he should be astonished. Since the

insult was directed against the Doge or his nephew as

private individuals, and not against the head of the

Republic, a (tiscriminating tribunal of Venice could

only treat the affiiir as if it had happened between

any other members of the nobility. Venice never

incarnated any * divine right' in the person of her

Doge, and Faliero must have known that tiioueh a

single yrord of slight agunst die honour of the * Lord
Huke' might cost him who uttered it both his eyes

and his tongue, as happened in the same year to a

certain Niccolo Cestello and to another Micheletto of

Murano, even a grave inmilt i^paimt the perscm <^ tlw
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Doge was never legally punished by more than two
months' imprisonment, and generally by a shorter term
and a small fine. The legend built up upon the later

accounts says that Micheletto Steno was the head of

the Forty, i.e. President of the Senate, when he wrote

the insult of which he was convicted ; but we have
clear proof that at the time he was hardly more thui

twenty years of age, so that he had not even the right

to vote at the meetings of the Great Council ; and no
one could belong to the Senate who was under thirty,

much les'^ be the head of that formidable body. So
far as the Doeess is concerned, chroniclers and novdists

have described her as taking part in a dance at the time,

whereas she was a woman already of middle age, and
her name is never mentioned in any of the numerous
documents regarding the famous trial. There is one
more argument agamst the ^ble that the insult w»
directed against her. The Venetian tribunals were
extremely severe in all cases where the honour of a

woman was touched. The mere fact of laying a hand
(Ml die shoulder of a wonuin not the man's own wife cr

relative might be punished with a very heavy fine and
many months ^ imprisonment, and a libellous writing

against a noble lady was punished with two months
in the pozzi and a fine of one hundred ducats. It

woald seem to follow that if Steno's <^nce had been
committed against the first matron in Venice, the

tribunal would not have treated the matter with that

indulgence of which the Doge complained on his own
account. Moreover, it shomd be noted that Marino
Faliero was elected on the eleventh of September 1354,
and that the date of the trial was the tenth of November
of the same year ; but the legendary account says it was
on the Thursday before Lent, which cannot come
earlier than February and may be as late as March, that
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the insulting words were written. The scandal must

have taken place very early in November, and probably

happened duri: g the festival held in the ducal palace

on the occasion of the marriage of Santino Faliero and

Regina Dandolo, a nephew and niece of the Dc^e, a

marriage, omsequendy, for which the papal dispensa-

tion would have bccai necessary. This hypothesis

would in some measure explain the fact that the

writing was directed against the Doge and one of his

nephews.

Whatever the true facts were in the Steno-Faliero

trials, it is certain that the Doge entertained feelings of

the strongest resentment against the aristocracy, against

the iuckes, and, on the whole, against all the decrees

of the Government. There is no doubt but that the

young nobles of that day deserved the indignation they

excited in the minds of sensible people, for during

several years past their insolence had become boundless,

and they went to all lengths of violence, and worse,

sometimes even making use of false keys to get into

houses that were dosed against them, and sparing

neither matron nor maid. The lower classes especially

suffered by their outrageous conduct in word and deed.

down the power of tlw ar

b

tocntts, he fully believed he

might count upon the sympathy and help the

people.

Now when the war with the Genoese was still

raging, a certain Bertuccio Isarello, a sea-captain, and

Giovanni Dandolo, a patrician, who was one of the

superintendents charged with getting war-vessels ready

for sea, got into a violent discussion. To be a sea-

captain in those days not only indicated great energy

and perscmal courage, but also impMed a certun anumnt
of con^d^ration, IsareUo had reached his present

conceived the idea of Inxaking
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position after a Ufe of many labours and adventures.

He had been a merchant in the Rialto for a year ; he
had then been the navigating officer of a vessel trading

to the East, belonging to a certain Jacopello Lombardo,
and after t}uit he had been promoted to be captain, or
* patttmo,' (tf a galley, the property of Marin Michiel,

with a salary of five lire of grossi monthly (about

twenty-five shillings), and permission to take with him
on '.s voyages three families as passengers. Like most
other searcaptains <^ wiK»n we have any account in die

archives, Isarello owned several houses in Venice, and
possessed considerable prestige among the seafaring

class. The account of the incident here given is taken

from the contemporary chronicle of dc' Monaci. It

happened that in the ccmrae a£ manning a number cf
ships of war Dandolo had business with this CzfAma
Isarello, and, finding him unexpectedly obstinate upon
some point of which we have no account, proceeded to

oiforce his ailments with a box on tl» ext. The
oflTended captain left the office where this took place,

and told his friends what had happened. They
promised at once to support him if he wished to be

avenged. Accompanied by them, Isarello thereupon
went at once to the square before the ducal pala^ and
walked up and down nursing his wrath until Daiuklo
himself should pass. The Doge and his counsellors,

being apprised of the matter, sent for the captain and
had from his own lips an account of the injury he had
mfiered ; Iwtt while they {munised him every sati^icdon
which the law would allow, they severdy reproved lum
for having dared to think* of takii^ vengeance in

person.

The Doge, however, on hearing Isarello's story,

recognised m him an instrument tlut might be uieM
a^ inst the aristocracy ; and sending for him privately
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on the following night, received him in his own apart-

ment, and laid before him the plan wluch he had oem
maturing for some time.

MNTm K MMaMOMTA M MMH* ONUTA

The most reliable accounts say that within a few
hours Isardlo gathoed twmty c^^mlnrs, Mch
whom promised to furnish forty tmved men • but <^
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these twenty heads, only Ittrdlo himtdf, Filippo

Calendario, his father-in-law, erroneously stated to have
been the architect who restored the ducal palace, but

who was in reality only a master stone-cutter in the

work, and two or three otlwr trvutf frmub, were twut
that the Doge himself was the prime mover in the

conspiracy, the others supposing that the only object of

the movement was to punish the nobles for their over-

bearing conduct, and to force the Government to the

better administration of justice. During a few days
the principal conspirators came by ni^ht to the duad
palace in order to prepare their plan oi action. Mean-
while, in order to increase the unpopularity of the

aristocracy, they practised a singular deceit. Two or

three of them wandered about the city in the evening,

app-u-ently disguised as nobles, insulting the plebeians

whom they met, and singing low songs under the

windows of honest artisans' wives ; then separating, they

loudly bade each other good-night, calling eadi otiher-

by the names of the most iU^^kms Venetian houses,

so that the offended persons supposed they had been

cu«ed various means for getting possession of dtv,

and it was finally agreed that they should all meet, folly

armed, on the night of the fifteenth of April 1355, in

the Square of Sai- t Mark, before the ducal palace, when
the Doge would cause the great bell to ring the alarm,

and news would be Ivuited abroad among the people

thai the Genoese were at the mouth of the harbour
with fifty galleys. Thereupon it was expected that the

noblci would flock to the palace, as they always did in

cases of danger, to meet in rouncil, and tiie cot^iinttors

would be able to kill them without difliculty as titty

arrived. After the massacre, they intended to prochtm

annoyed by the fashionable

the highest nolnlity. Mo
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the absolitte torcfrignty of tiw Do|^ who bouncl

MHO muA $0mA

himself to confer all the iinp<»rtant offices of the State

V
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upon men belonging to the wc^ktt^-dMiet. The piui
failed, apparently for two reasons.

In the first place, it appears that among those whom
the Do^e invited to take part in the conspiracy was
a certain Ntccold Zucuol, a cloie friend of the home
of Faliero, a ridi citizen of bui^her origin, who was
allied by marriage with the most noble families in

Venice. The knowine that he could trust this

man, revealed to nim the whole plan, but Zucuol was
opposed to it, aiMl by |myers and arguments cauaed
Marino Faliero to waver in his intention. Some
cnroniclers say that this honest Niccolo Zucuol obtained
authority from the Doge to dissolve the conspiracy,

and to induce the conspirators, if he could, to give up
all idea of vengeance ; others say that his arguments
only frightened the Doge for the time, without rodly
shaking his resolution.

Secondly, we find that a certain Vendramin, who
was in t\K fur tracte, made revdaticms to r ^wosor of
his, Niccolo Lion, a noble, in order to save him from
the general massacre of the nobles, which was a part of
the conspiracy. 1 Lion, who was a senator, heard
the story late at ni^ in his own house, and lost no
time in acting on the informati(»i. He drened in

haste, and with no companion save the fur-merchant,
boldly entered the Doge's apartment, told him that he
knew the truth, and threatened to bring him to account
before his counsellors.

Marino Faliero did not lose his sel^-possesnon in
this sudden turn of affairs, but coolly pretended to pity

the credulity of the old senator. He even had the

audacity to say that this was not the first he had heard
of what he called an egi egious calumny ; that he himself
had made most careful inquiry into the cmepiracy, and
had asmr^ himself that there was not a word of truth
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in the rtory. Lkm, however, placed no faith in the

Doge's statements, and insisted so forcibly that the

ducal counsellors should be called in that the Doge was

obliged to yield..

The chronicler Matteo Vilkni obsenret that it wm
here that the Doge lost his head, because he might

easily have locked up Lion and Vendramin, or might

even have murdered them, and thus gained the time

necessary for putting his plans into execution. It »oon

became known that the Privy Council had been

summcMied at that unusual hour, and this alone spread

alarm through Venice. A number of nobles accom-

panied the six counsellors to the palace, and grou{» of

curious and inquisitive persons gathered in tM nei^-
bourhood of Saint Mark's. It was known that during

the last few days, and under various pretexts, there had

been frequent gatherings of seafaring men, and many
of the nobles had noticed the threatening attitude of

the working>nwn they passed in the stt«et, and h«l

even heard menacing speeches indistinctly spoken when
rhey had gone by, though they had paid little attention

to such matters at the time. But now, while the

Privy Council was sitting within the palace, the whok
population fdt a wort of fvemonition of a terrible

mystery, and of swne great event that was not far off.

Meanwhile two gentlemen of the house of Contarini

requested to be immediately admitted to the p sence

of the Council. They said that a frknd oi the had

been asked only a tew hours {Hpeviotnly by a fr nd of

I'ilippo Calendario to take part in a conspiracy which

was about to break out The person they referred to

w as immediately called, and turned out to be a sea-

taring man named Marco Negro, who was able to give

c hapter and verse for all he stated. His stmy at onee

exhibited the conduct of the Doge in the Wrongest
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light. Following the example of the two Contarini,

many more persons presented to the ducal counsellors

very grave accusations against the Doge. Without
losing time, and before daybreak, officers were sent

out to arrest all persons suspected of having joined in

the conspiracy. Amongst the first that were iM^t^ht
to the palace was Calendario himself and one of
his accomplices, named Zuan da Corso. The latter,

having been put to the torture, confessed everything,

and Gilendario, without waiting until similar pres»ire

had been brought upon him, disclosed everytilii^ he
knew, without the least attempt to hide the responsi-

bility of the Do^e. As soon as the Doge's guilt was
clear, the Council decided to proceed with its delibera-

tions without regard to him, and immediately called in

the Council of Ten in order to divide with the latter

the responsibilities of government and justice. Niccolo

Faliero, who was a near relative of the Dt^e's, was not

allowed to take part in the delibo^tions, that being the

rule in such cases.

Word was immediately sent to all the nobles then in

Venice to arm themselves, and to Bring their servants

and retainers armed to the squares near their habitations.

During the whole day and the following night diese

armed men remained constandy on the watch, ready

to act under the orders of the Privy Council at a

moment's notice. Eighty or ninety nobles and trusty

citizens continually rode through the city from post to

post to preserve order and unity.

After the first hours of agitation arrangements were

made for a regular succession of watches at all the

principal points. Meanwhile some of the conspirators

sought safety in flight, while some were arrestol m t^r
hotttes. Isarello was taken in a garden immediately

after the first revelations of the conspiracy. Somt of
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the other chiefe were chased as far as Chiogeia and

brought back. On the same day FiKppo Calendario

;uid Isarello were hanged between the red columns of

the loggia of the old palace, from which the Doge

usually assisted at the Carnival festivities. Others

suffered the same sentence, and as their bodies were not

taken down directly after they were dead, there was soon

a row of eleven corpses hanging from the balcony,

beginning with those of the chief conspirators, who had

been hanged with gags in their moudis lert they shouki

cry out to the people. The minor conspiratOTS wore

spared this indignity.

The Doge during this time was under guard in his

own apartments, until at last one counsellor, Giovanni

Mocenigo, one inquisitor, Luca da Lezze, and <m»

avogador, Orio Pasqutiligo, ento^d together to examine

h'm. As the Council was not willing to accept the

sole responsibility of the trial, a committee was chosen,

consisting of twenty nobles of the most ancient and

illustrious families of Venice; these, however, were

only to have a vote in consultation, but not upon the

final sentence. It was in this way that the ' Zonta,' or

supplementary committee of the Council of Ten, was

constituted, and its usefulness was so readily recc^nned

that from that time on it was always called to amat in

cases of unusual importance. It fdlowed that the court,

before which the Doge was to be tried, consisted of

thirty-seven persons, i.e. nine of the Council of Ten,

since Niccolo Faliero coukl not sit, six ducal counsellors,

twenty of the ccMnmittce of nobles, and two avogadori

of the Commonwealth. The High Chancellor, I

presume, however, must also have been present ; in

w hich case the court consisted of thirty-eight. Con-

tent porary docuoMntt give m tht taaocs of all ttese

judges except the last.
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On the seventeenth the three individuals who had been
with Marino Faliero by night opened the case. The
accusations having been heard, examined, uid discussed
by the court, the following proposal was made :

—

'Does it seem to yon that from what has been said

and read, iMx>ceedin2s should be taken against Marino
Faliero, the Doge, for attempting to betray the State
and Commonwealth of Venice? Following the so-

called Rite of the Council ->f Ten, the heads and the

avogadori of the Commune proposed the sentence, and
this was discussed until evening. It was finally decided
that Marino Faliero should be beheaded on the landing
of the stone staircase, where he had sworn the ducal
oath of allegiance. It was further decreed by the

sentence that all his goods should be confiscated, with
the exception of two th(Hisand lire of grossi, equal to
five hundred pounds, which he was to be allowed to

leave as he would by will. All that now remained was
to announce to the Doge the sentence of death, and to

^p him of the ducal insignia. Giovanni Gradenigo
was charged with this duty, the same man who was
presently to take his place upon the ducal throne. He
was of the family of the D^gess ; and it is possible,

though I think extremely improbable, that the Council
intended to send to the condemned man a person who
might in some measure show him sympathy in his la^
moments. If the tribunal really had any such intention,
it must be admitted that the manner in which it war.

carried out left much to be desired. A chronicler of a
later time says that he heard the story told as Mows
* Messer Zuan Gradenigo was the person who received

the orders of the chiefs of the Ten to go to the Doge ;

and he found him walking up and down in the hall of
his house (the palace). At once he said to him, " Give
me that cap." And he, the Doge, with his hands, gave
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it up, not suspecting a sentence of death. And he

(Gradenigo) said to him, " You are condemned to have

your head cut off within the hour." Having heard

u hich he (the Doge) was in great anguish, and could

not answer anything.'

It is certain that Marino Fatiero immcdiatdy made

his will by the hand of a notary. This document is

still wholly preserved, and is the best argument that

could be produced of the honour of the Dogess. By

it the Doge, who was about to die, leaves his wife sole

executrix of his last will ; leaving it also to her to do

for his soul what she could wi;h what he kft her, in the

way of pious services and charities.

About sunset the condemned man, deprived of

all his ducal insignia, came down from his apartment

to the landing of the staircase, and on the same spot

where he had sworn, bora fide, sine fraude, to up-

hold the constitution of the State, his head was

cut off.

The bloody sword with which the execution was

performed was shown to the peofde from the kggia of

the palace.

The following quotation is taken from an anonymous

chronicler of the sixteenth or seventeenth century, quoted

by Lazzarini, and gives some further details of toe end

of Marino Faliero, thoi^ it is ii^posnble to gutfante

them as wholly trustworthy :—
' You must know that when this Marino Faliero was

condemned to death, the tocsin was sounded ; and that

bell which rang for htm was never rung again. It was

put away by the Council of Ten, who ordamed that if

uiv one should propose that it should ever be rung

airain hereafter, his head should be cut off. And wit

ve that the said bell was not tt Aat time in the bdl-

towcr of Saint Mark^ but was in the pabce ; and iti
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use was to give a signal to the " pregadi " ; and after-

wards it wai put out of use, and taken away and hidden.

However, not very long after that, it was hung in the

bell-tower of Saint Mark's, and it is the bell which
has no tongue, no rope, and no lever ; and the said

bell is in the shape of a hat, as may be seen to the

present day ; and is reserved for some like {»ifKely

occasion.'

The body of the unfortunate man was laid upon a

matting, with the head at the feet, in one of the halls

of the ducal {Kilace, and remuned there during twenty-
four hours, during which time the peofde were freely

admitted to gaze on the mournful spectacle. On the

evening of the eighteenth, without honours and without
any procession, it was laid in a coffin, and taken by boat

as far as San Giovanni e Paolo, to be laid in the tomh di
the Faliero family. This was an enormous sarcc^hagus
of Istria stone, of truly huge dimensi<Hi8, upon wluch
were carved the arms of the Falieri.

In 1812 Giovanni Guoni, a student who was collect-

ing all possible information regarding the Arsenal and
other principal points in Venice, was in the church of
San Giovanni e Paolo when this sarcophagus was opened.
It was quite full (

" human skeletons, placed in layers,

which were very carefully taken out and laid upon tte

pavement of the court, in order to be tran^rted
elsewhere. When almost at the end of the operation, a

decapitated skeleton was found, with the skull between
the legs. Casoni'says that he felt instantly, with inti-

mate certainty, that the remuns were th<»e of the Doge,
Marino Faliero. * At that moment,' he says, • I was far

from recalling memories of the Doge, and did not in

the least suspect that I should ever have found his

a^es, or heM hit skull in my hands.* With admirable
simplicity the writer remarks that it was only hi» ttffod
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for the regulations of the Health Office, and his reluct-

ance to get into trouble with the representatives of the

city government, which prevented him from immediately

taking possession of the skull and carrying it off.

Lord Byron, in 18 19, knew nothing of this discovery,

and making inquiries about the tomb of the behradtti

Do^e in San Giovanni e Paolo, a priest showed him a

small tomb built into the wall, and tried to persuade

him that this was Marino Faliero's last resting-place

—

a matter concerning which the poet expressed conmder-

able doubt.

The great stone sarcophagus spoken of by Giovanni

Casoni was usci afterwards during many years as a

reservoir by the apothecary of the Civil Hospital, and

is to-day in the outer loggia of the Correr Musaim,

bearing no trace of inscription or anns. The latter

were probably chipped off.

With regard to the absence from the archives of the

Council of Ten of all documents relating to the trial

of Marino Faliero, many historians, among whom are

Romanin and Rawdon Brown, are inclined to suppose

that it was not entered in the acts of the Council, owing •

to what they call a certain praiseworthy shame on the

part of the judges, which hindered them from inserting

the name of the Iwad of the Repulse among those of

other condemned persons. There are sufficient reasons

and sufficient proofs, however, for supposing that the

whole account of the trial was set down in a special

book, which had no place in the regular scries of tl»

archives of the Council ; and that this volume was

either lost, or was burned in one of the fires which have

at tiifferent times done damage in the ducal palace.

I he official report was evidently known to the old

chroniclers, who translated long passages from it, from

the original Latin into the vtil^ congue. Thb volume
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is rdored to in » marginal note found in a document
'355» referring to the conspiracy--* Ponatur in libro

processum.'

The Council of Ten was never subject to such
praiseAvorthy crises of shame ; and the secretary of the
G>unci], as Lazzarini observes, would have been very
much astonished if he a>uld have had cognisance of the
conjectures which our modern sentimentalism would
form regarding the facts. A number of other docu-
ments are missing from the archives of the Council of
Ten, of which die absence does not suggest other a
poetical interpretation, or any explanation of a political

character ; the papers were simply lost.

The unfortunate Dogess, who perhaps quitted the
ducal palace with the body of her beheaded husband,
was obliged soon afterwards to leave his own house,
where she had taken refuge to hide her grief The
municipality took possession of all property which had
belonged to Marino Faliero, but restored to his widow
the wnole amount of her dowry, and two thousand lire

left her by the will of the deceased. The wretched widow
• was obliged to swear that she did not keep any object
of value that had belonged to her husband ; but the
Council restored to her a little brooch of gold, with
i. silver pendant, which had been improperly confis-
cated, since it had come to her fnrni her own family.
Furthermore, certain objects were returned to her
which she and her sister Engoldisia had inherited from
Fiordalise Gradenigo, their mother. The poor woman
at first retired to the convent of Saint Lawrence, in

the district of San Severo ; soon afterwards she went
to Verona, where she had some lands, but at last she
established herself in a house of her own in Venice.
During many years she occupied herself altogether in

charities. Little by little her mtei%ence b^an to gi^
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way, as is amply proved by the great munber of wUls

she made, which are still extant. These all prove that

she was not only deeply attached to the relatives of

her husband, but that it was her intention to be more

generous to them than to her own, espcially to

Federigo Giustiniani, son of Marino Faliero 8 daughter

by his first wife. In one of her wills, probably executed

at the instigation of some nephew, she says that she

may change her mind, and says that the only will of

hers which is to be considered valid is the ofw which

begins * Libera animam meam, Domine *
; which, as

Lazzarini says, sounds like a cry from the heart of the

unhappy woman, tormented throughout her long and

sad old age by relations who gave her no peace, and

expected to profi*" largely by her weal^.
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XII

THE SUCCESSORS OF MARINO FALIERO

Giovanni Gradenigo, who succeeded Marino Falicro,
was fortunate enough to conclude a treaty of peace with

ijss. the Genoese ; and Giovanni Dolfin, the
Rom.»t. rg^, ngjjj D^g^ ^^^^^ j^j^^ showed somc skiUm obtaining from the Emperor the recognition of

Venice s suzerainty over the territory of Treviso. It
was on this occasion that the lord of Sench arbitrarily

Rom. in. 209.
'^''^.^ P'''son two Venetian ambassadors,
as I have told in speaking of the treat-

ment of strangers. The immediate effect of tl« outrage
300
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was to rouse in the highest degree the retentmeat

of Venice against the Duke of Austria and his vassal,

and matters mt at a crtttcai pitch when the Doge
died.

The electors quickly i^reed upon a Gradenigo,

a Dandolo, a Cornaro, and a Contarini as candidates

for the ducal digfuty ; but before they had come to a

choice between these news was brought that Lorenzo

Celsi, the ' Captain of the Gulf,* had taken a number of

Genoese vessels with contraband cargoes. By one of

those sudden caprices which have always affected the

minds of electors, the hero of the hour at once became

the only candidate on whom every one could agree.

Celsi was not of the highest nobility and was barely

fifty years of age, but these objections were insignificant

compared with the pre8ti|;e he now en^yed. ...

The choice fell upon him by unanimous

consent, and his election was announced to the people

almost at the moment -in the report of his victories

was discovnvd to be 'vicatim. Yet, irfmoM in-

credible as it must seem, his election to the throne oiuaed

no discontent in spite of this chilling disillusionment.

At that time he was cruising in the waters of Candia,

and a deputation of twelve nobles departed to inform

him of his election, while a special council asmuned tl»

management of affairs until his coming.

An incident marked his arrival which, if not im-

portant, is memorable as having caused a modification in

the adornment of the ducal bonnet. Ix)ren20 Cdsi landed

at the Ponte della Paglia on the twenty-first of August

I ^61, and proceeded to the palace through the midst of

a dense crowd, in which every man uncovered his head

as the Doge passed, except one. Celsi's aged father

could not admit that an old man sirauld ^e <^ his

hat to his own scm, and enttrdtf rcfiised to do so. Bitt
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the Doge, who was a dt{J(Niiatist, found meam to

reconcile his father's prejudice with the rules of Venedan
ceremonial. He fastened a small golden cross upcrn

the front of his cap, and explained to his stiff-ned^ed

parent that it was no derogation of dignity for an old

man to salute the sacred symbol.

Celst abo introduced the custom by which the Doge
wore a dress of pure white when he appeared in public

at any of the festivals kept by the Church in honour of

the Virgin Mary, and this innovation found fovour with

most ci his successm.
His reign, though short, was brilliant. He received

the friendly visit of the Duke of Austria, of which

mention has been made, and which brought about

excellent results. The King of Cyprus also spent a

^ort time in Venice during the reign, when he made

Rom Hi 2t
journey through Europe to preach a

om. I
.

iij.
against the Turks. The most

important event which occurred under Lorenzo Celsi,

however, was the Cretan war.

The turbulent spirit of the natives of the island, and

the excessive love of independence exhibited by the

Venetian nobles, to whom the Republic had granted

fiefs in Candia, had iM-ought matters to the verge of a

revolution. The people flatly dmlined to pay tribute

to the mother city, and strongly resented the remon-

strances made by the Venetian Government through

Donato Dandolo, th<j governor of Crete.

At last, when he demanded the payment of a tex

which had been voted in order to strengthen the forti-

fications of the harbour, the Cretans replied that they

would not pay a farthing until they had sent a

deputation of twenty intelligent men to Venice, who
shotdd lay ht^oct the Senate a statement of tl» so-

caUed r^rhts d( the colony. With nMMre rodtness
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than prudence one of the jgawmor** Comidl tntwered

that there were not twenty intelligent men in the island.

The observation may not have been altogether

unjust, judging from the total lack of sense afterwards

shown by the Cretans, but it had the immediate and
not surprising effect of irritating tlmn, and die

standard of revolt was raised within the hour. The
flag of Saint Mark was torn down and replaced by one

hearing the image of Saint Titus, the protector of the

island, and before long the two parties me fiffhtiiur

under the war-cries of * Saint T'tus
!

' and * Sttllt mark P
the noble colonists and the natives on the one udt^ and
the governor and his soldiers on the other.

Venice at first attempted to recall the island to its

allegiance b^ pacific embasnes, but these were repulsed

with initigttity and insult, and a fleet of thirty-three

galleys, carrying six thousand men, was despatched

under Luchino dal Verme, a noble of Verona. Th''

Candiotes had appealed in vain to the Genoese for help,

the arch-enemies ofthar mother-country, and being left

to their own resources they exhibited neither courage

nor skill. In three days six thousand men reduced

the hundred cities of the island to submission, and, after

executing the ringleaders and taking due precautions

against a fresh revolt, the victor set sail for Venice.

Petrarch was in the city at the time, and in one of

his letters he hac left a brilliant and poetic account of

the triumph that followed.

It chanced that I was leaning at my window towards the

h(3ur of sixte, and mine eyes were turned toward the open sea ;

and I talked wi'h the Archbishop of Patras,

u iiom I did once love as a brother, and whom petrarca {Batie)

now I venerate as it were a well-beloved fether. »• 7*»' f"^*^
Then I saw entering the harbo. a great ship, ^' ^'

a galley, all dcd»d with g^reoi brmchea, and it xat rawed
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by many rowera. Now when we itw thit, we ceateii from

talking ; for the crew of the ship were of joyous mien, and ihey

swung the oars with such ri^ht goodwill that we euessed

them to be bearers of gbd ndines. The sailors bI! wore
crowns of leaves on their heatis, and in their hands they waved

banners, and they that stood in the bows shouted joyfully.

Then the sentinel wIm> watched on the top of the first tower

forthwith made signal to give warning that a ship from abroad

was in sight, and all the people together, full of curiosity, vent
over to Lido. As the ship came nearer we saw also trophies of

war set up on her forward part ; for surely this w.;s the news of

a victory which they were bringing in, but in what war it had

been won, or in what battle, or at what stormed city, we
knew not.

When the messengers had landed they went before the

Great Council, and there we learned that which we had not

dared to believe nor even to hope ; for our enemies were all

dead or taken prisoners or put to flight, and the honest citizens

were freed out of slavery, the cities also were won back, and

all the island Candia had submitted to the Republic. So

the war was over without striking a blow, and peace had heea

got with glory.

Petrarch's logic here evidently went to pieces in the

storm of his satisfaction, for he speaks of a bloodless

victory immediately after telling his correspondoit that

all the enemies of the Republic were slun or {Mmoners.

The Doge Lorenzo Celsi [here the poet indulges in a pun

connecting 'Celsi ' with 'excelsu^ '], unlcss my love for him has

deceived me altogether, is a man of most noble heart, of purest

life, one who follows all the virtues, most wonderfully pious

and dev(^d to his country ; and when he learned the good

news he openly gave thanks to God, thereby showing the

pec^le that in every happy event man must acknowledge the

divine hand, and dispose his own happiness under the protect-

ing shield of faith. And prayers were offered throughout the

city, but were especially in the basilica dedicated to the

Evangelist Saint mxrk. . . .

Now the whde (a»t ended with two pt^antr j hut 1
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c(tiifcss that I know not bv what name to call them, and so I

describe them in such manner that thou mayest esuily

unucrstami them. The one was, as it were, a race and the

other a combat ; and both were on horseback, the first without

reins, and only with staves and banners, that it seemed to be

some military exercise ; but in the second game arms were

needed, and it wm like unto a real battle. Both in the one and

id the other we marvelled at the gifts of the Venetians, who

are not only wonderful sailers of ships, but are also very skilled

in all those exeVcisei which belong to the art of war.

For they showed such experience of riding and such deep

knowledge of the handling of arms, and such endurance of

tutigue, that one might set them up for examples to other war-

like nations. The two games were held in that square of which

I deem there is not the like in the world, that is over against

the marble and gdd firont of the temple <^S«unt Mark.

No stranger had a share in the first of the games, but four-

and-twenty nobles, the goodliest and most richly dad, kept for

themselves this part of the pageants. ...
It was a good sight to see so many young men, in clothes

of purple and gold, curbing and spurring their well-shod steeds,

all shiningly caparisoned, that seemed hardly to touch earth in

their «,wift co T'se. These young men obeyed the gesture of

their chief with such precision that as the first reached the god
and left the field, a second took his place on the track, and then

a third, and so on till the first began again, so well that they kept

up the racing all day long, and that at evening one might have

believed that there had been but one cavalier who rode ; and

while they ran thouwouldesc have seen now the gilded tips of their

staves flyi '.g through the air, and now thou couldest have heard

their red flags stilFening in the breeze with a sound as of winw.

One might scarce oelieve what multitudes thronged in the

square of Saint Mark's on that day. There were both sexes

and all ages and every class. The Doge himself was on the

terrace which is built on the front of the church, with many
nobles ; from its height he saw almost at his feet all that moved

in the square below. Thus he was in the midst of those four

gilt horses, the work of an ancient and unknown craftsman,

t!iat look ready to measure themselves against living coursers,

and seem to paw the air. Lest the summer sun should dazzle

X
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the eyes, curtains of many colours had been hun^ here and

there. I mvself was bidden, as often the Doge <kig:ns that I

should be, and he made me sit at his right. . . . The great

square, the church, the towers, the roofe, the porticon, the

windows, were all crowded with lookers-on. At the right a

high platform had been raised whereon sat four hundred

matrons, of the noblest, and fairest, and most richly-dressed in

the city ; and they continually ate the sweetmeats which were

offered to them ; and in the morning, and at noon, and at

evening, it was as if they were a company come down from

heaven. There were also bidden to the pageant several English

noblemen, kinsmen to the king, who had come to Venice by

sea, to exercise themselves in the art of navigation ; and these

gentles very freely shared our joy over the victory.

This racing lasted several days, and there was no prize but

the honour, for in this first game there were no victors and no

vanquished.

But for the second game prizes were made ready, for there

were dangers to be faced, and the result could not be alike for

all. There was a crown of gold adorned with precious stones

for the first winner, and a richly-chiselled silver belt for the

second. An edict had been sent forth, written in the military

and vulgar tongue, under the Doge's seal, to invite the peo(^ of

the neighbouring provinces to take part in this contest on horse-

back i and indeed there came a good number of contestants,

not Italians only, but also strangers who spoke other languages,

hoping to win the prize and to cover themselves with glory.

The jousting lasted four days, and since Venice was, there

never was seen a feirer sight. On the last day the Doge, the

nobles, and the strangers who had been present, and also he who

ordered the combat, to whom, after God, was due all the joy

of the tournament, gave the first prize to a gentleman of

Venice, ancl the second to a stranger from Ferrara.

Here ends the feast, but not the rejoicing. Here ends also

this letter, by which I have endeavoured to show unto thine

eyes and to m4ke heard in thine cars that of which sickness has

deprived them, that thou mayest know what is doing amongst

us, and under' .and that even among navigators there are found

excellent warriors, and souls clmce, and ccNittmpt of g(M
and thirst for honour.
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Unhappily the triumph so vividly described by

Petrarch was not final, and two years later, before

Lorenzo Celsi had closed his eyes for ever, another r'^volt

broke out in Candia. This time Venice too.; such radica!

measures that, in the words of one of the ' Tovveditori,'

'another rebelUon was impossible, terriWe

examples had swept away the ringleaders. Sketches of Fen.

the fortresses which gave them asylums,
^J^^^'

the cities of Lasitha and Anapolis, every

building which might afford a stronghold, were razed

to the ground ; those of the inhabitants who were

not put to the sword were transported to other

districts, the surrounding neighbourhood was con-

verted into a desert, and thenceforward no one, on

pain of death, was permitted to cultivate, or even to

approach it.'

This was in 1 366, but Celsi had died at the fresh

outbreak of the revolution, most opportunely, some his-

torians say, for his reputation and honour. It was even

thought that if he had lived a few years longer he would

have ended like Marino Faliero. Grave accunbons were
iiuide against him during the last months ^ ^
of his life, but the Council of Ten declared

them to be false, and his successor was instructed to

declare, when [residing the firM time at the meedng
of the Grand Council, that the memory cS tlw dcmwd
Doge was untarnished.

This successor was the aged Marco Corner, whose

election was warmly contested. The accounts left us

of what happen«i in the duoU palace during the inter-

regnum which followed the death of Lorenzo Celsi

cnHghten us as to the objections which might be raised

l>y the electors against a candidate to the throne.

Marco Comer was too old ; he was too poor \ he

on good terms with several ft»^gn princes, whcHn he
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had known when he had been abroad as ambassador
;

but the gravest charge, or objection, was

that he had married a burgher's daughter,

whose family would not know how to behave towards

the head of the Republic.

Marco Corner, who was present amongst the electors,

at first said nothing to the other objections ; but when

slighting mention was made of his wife, the thin old

man with snow-white hair stood up in his place suddenly,

and cried out that he honoured and esteemed his aged

wife, who was *so good and virtuous that had

always been respected by all the women of the Venetian

State as much as if she came of one of the greatest

families.'

He added bluntly that as for his acquaintance with

foreign princes, his friendships had profited the Republic

Moimenti. more than himself ;
since, if he had sought

Doganssa, is/, his own advantage, he would not have

deserved to be reproached with his poverty, nor would

his wife be obliged ' to turn her dresses again and again,

lest they should be seen to be worn out.'

The brave old patrician's heartfelt words made a

deep impression on his hearers ; the objections that had

been raised fell away in an instant, and he was elected,

I believe, unanimously. He took his place on the

ducal throne, and his wife Caterina, the companion of

his life-long poverty, left their poor little house for the

splendours of the palace. The chronicles speak no

more of her ; we do not even know whether she died

during her husband's three years' reign, or survival

that quiet interval of tranquillity for the Republic.

Marco Corner died in the belief, no doubt, that his

country would long enjoy the peace which his prudence

and skill had brought about. Yet a day was at hand

which came near to being fatal to the Republic. One
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might almost conclude that when Andrea Contarini had

buried himself in the country on the munland after

having twice refused the ducal honours, and very shortly

before Corner's death, he had prescience of He storm

that was brewing.

The time had come when he could refuse no longer
;

for modest though he was, he knew his own strength,

and knew also, as men of genius sometimes do, that he

alone could save his country from destruction in the

greatest crisis of her existence. The memorable war of

Chioggia was at hand.



THE I'HREE MIOGES

XIII

CARLO ZENO

At this period a man appears upon the scene who

deserves to be taken as the highest type of a Venetian

noble and of a dauntless soldier, in that remarkable Oj^e.

He played such a part throughout his own time, the cfFect

of his sudden appearance at the most critical moment in

all Venetian history was so incalculably great, and the

generalship he exhibited was of such a superior order,

that it is worth while to give him a place apart in this

work. I shall condense the account of his earlier years

as far as posnbk.

310
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His history, written with great detail by his grand-

son Jacopo Zeno, Bishop of Feltre and Belluna, has

been preserved by Muratori in the nine- Muraton.

teenth volume of the Scriptores. Other '9S-

histories confirm most of the facts therein related,

and there is no reason to doubt the rest ; yet taken

aitogether, as the life of a possible human being, the

story must appear to most readers less probable than

the wildest fictions of the elder Dumas or Victor

Hugo, and there is certainly no tale in the English

language, short of Malory's Morte /Arthur^ at

once so fascinating and so incredible. Fortunately

it "s supported Sy the evidence of contemporaries,

by the acts of the Venetian Government, and,

lastly, as to the dangers he survived, by the testi-

mony of those who prepared his body for burial

when he died of extreme old age, and who found

upon him the scars of five-and-thirty wounds, a great

number of which would have been fatal to an ordinary

man.

Carlo Zeno was the son of Pietro Zeno and of

Agnese Dandolo, and therefore came of the best blood

in Venice. Pietro had been for some time governor of

Padua under the Carrara, and had subsequently won

the favour of Pope Clement VI. by his zeal against

the Turks when in command of a Venetian squadron

in the East. The Emperor Charles IV. was also

well disposed towards him, and Carlo was named after

that sovereign, who sent a representative to appear for

him at the child's baptism.

Pietro died seven years later, leaving ten other

children and a very exiguous fortune, for he had always

sought glory rather than wealth, and his search had

been rewarded.

It was decided to make a clerk of Carlo, and to
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send him at once to the court of the Pope at Avignon.

His Venetian schoolmaster wrote out for him a Latin

eulogium of his father and taught it to him, and when
the small boy was brought before the pontifF and the

cardinals he knelt down and recited this production

without a fault. His august hearers were moved by

his beauty, his spirit, his memory, and his bodily grace,

and the performance seemed to them little short of

miraculous for a child of seven years. The Pope
received him into his household, the future man of war

was dressed like a little priest, and before his education

was half finished he was designated to be a canon of the

cathedral of Patras with a rich benefice. After a time

he was sent back to his uncle in Venice, and his relations

decided that he should be sent to the University of

Padua to make his studies.

Before he was thirteen he had his first taste of wounds
and his first narrow escape. When returning to Venice

from the country he was robbed by a shabbily dressed

individual who imposed on him in order to be allowed

to make the trip in his boat. The robber left him fot

dead, but he revived, and reached Mestre, where his

hurts were dressed ; and it was characteristic of the future

man that although a mere boy he succeeded in tracking

his aggressor with blood-hounds and handed him over

to the justice of Padua, where the man was executed.

After a considerable time he regained his strength,

and returned to his studies at the University, but his

taste for excitement and adventure led him into bad

company ; he gambled away his ready money, and even

sold his books in order to play, until at last, being

?iuite penniless and ashamed to go home, he disappeared

rom Padua, not yet a grown man, and joined one of

those many fighting bands of mercenaries which were

employed by the Italian pninces c ^ the time. During
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the following five years he was not heard of in Venice,

his relatives gave him up for dead, and when he

suddenly appeared at last he was greeted with no small

delight by his brothers and sisters.

He stayed awhile with his family and then went to

Greece, thinking that it was high time to take possession

of his canonry of Patras. The governor received him

with open arms, having no doubt heard that Zeno was

fond of fighting, for the Turks were just then very

troublesome; and the young man at once rendered

good service, and would no doubt have done much

more had he not been severely wounded—* mortally,'

says the good bishop of Feltre. During the night he

fell into a syncope which those who attended him took

for death ;
they accordingly proceeded to prepare him

for interment, and only waited for the morning m order

to bury him ; but he revived a little before daybreak,

and escaped being buried alive. He was in such a

condition of weakness that he had to be taken to Venice

to recover.

While he was there, Peter, King of Cyprus, came

to the city, and soon took a strong fancy to Zeno, who

seems to have made himself useful to this new patron

in various ways ; but soon the Emperor Charles IV.,

who was Carlo's godfather, appeared in Italy, and

finding his godson to his liking carried him off and

kept him with him for some time, employed him on

business which gave him a chance of seeing France,

Germany, and England, and at last allowed him to

return to Patras and to his somewhat neglected

ecclesiastical cxtcer.

But he was destined to be a soldier. Scarcely had

he reached his destination when Patras was threatened

by an army of ten or twdve thousand Cypriotes and

Frenchmen, horse and foot ; so, at kast, says Carlo's
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grandson the bishc^, in not very good Latin. The
Bishop of Patras turned at once to Zeno, and placed
under his command the small force of which he could
dispose, being about seven hundred riders. With this

handftd of men, against odds of fifteen to one. Carlo
kept the enemy at bay during no kss than six months,
without losing one man, and so harassed hb adversaries
that they abandoned the enterprise, made peace, and
retired. Yet, as if whatever he did must lead dways
to more fighting, his success made him an object of
envy to many, and esficcially to a certain Greek knight,
named Simon, who had the audacity to accuse him of
treachery. Thereupon Zeno challenged his calumniator
to single combat, and the day and place of meeting were
named. The duel was to be fought in Naples, under
the auspices of Queen Johanna, of evil fame. It was in
vain that Carlo's friends besought him to forgive Simon,
and his friend the bishop exhausted his eloquence in

trying to reconcile the two. The hot-blooded young
Venetian preferred to throw up his ecclesiastical
benefice

; and seeing himself thus free to marry, wnce
he had not yet actually taken orders, he forthwith
espoused a noble and rich lady of Clarentia, who was
very much in love with him, and whose fortune at

once supplied the place of the large income he had
forfeited.

He was obliged to leave his bride almost immediately
in order to meet his antagonist in Naples, and as the
Neapditan kingdom was distracted by wars he had
some difficulty in reaching the city. To his surprise,
and probably not much to his satisfaction, the Queen
chose to treat the quarrel as something more like a

(Question of law than a point of honour; a regular
inquiry took place, Simon was declared to have been
whdly in the wrong, and was ordered to pay idl ^
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expenses to which Zeno had been put on his account,

;uk1 (^ueen Johanna forbade the duel.

His honour bei ig now cleared beyond all possible

MO DBLLA GUIEtA

calumny, he returned to Greece and was at once named

governor of a province, though 1» was not yet twenty-

three years of age, and his subaequent career m%ht
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have been more peaceful than it turned out but for the
sudden death of his wife. Her relttiont, or the Duke
of Achaia, promptly cheated him of her dowry, and he
once more turned his face towards Venice, a good deal
saddened and nearly penniless.

And now, durine the term of his mourning, he
seriously thought of bettering his fortunes in some
permanent way, by following the example of so many of
his countrymen and engaging in trade. As a first step,

he made a good marriage with a daughter of the
Gitistiniani family ; soon afterwards he left his native
city to establish himsdf in the East as a merchant, and
he spent seven years away from home, partly in the
* citv ' of Tanais, which I take to be the modern Rostov,
at the mouth of the Don, and partly in Constantinople.

Now at that time the rightful Tiperor Calojohannes,
who had been fi-iendly to tlic enetians, was kept
a close prisoner by his son Andronicus, who had de-
throned him, and favoured the Genoese. Calojohannes
was shut up in a certain fortress which overhung the

sea, and was guarded by a captain 'Wl o was responsible
for him. Andronicus probably did jt know, however,
that this captain's wife had in former times yielded to

the seductions of Calojohannes, and was still devoted
to him. It now occurred to the captive Emperor that

she could safely convey letters between him and Zeno,
whose father had received many favours at his hands in

former years, and who would certainly be willing to

help him n<w.
The little woman,' as the bishop calls her, succeeded

in her dangerous errand, and it is needless to say that

the mere suggestion of a perilous enterprise instantly

fired Zeno's imagination. With incredible speed and
with absolutely marvellous skill, he won over no less

than eight hundred Greek sddiers who promked to
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obey him implicitly when called upon, and to be secret.

The latter obligation was not hard to perform, as they

would certainly have lost their heads if they had not

observed it.

All being ready for the bold stroke, it only remained

to bring the Emperor safely out of prison before

attemptine a revolution, of the success of which the

sanguine Zeno had not the slightest doubt. This was

not exactly an easy matter, and Carlo undertook it

himself The Emperor's bedroom had one window

high above the water, from which escape must have

been considered impossible since it was not protected

by any grating. Beneath this window Zeno came on

a dark night by agreement with the captain's wife, and

a rope was let down from the Emperor's chamber. The

rest was child's play to the athletic young Venetian,

and in a few moments he was in the presence of Calo-

johannes. But he had not counted upon the hesitating

character and the soft heart of the man he widwd to

set free. With many tears the unhappy captive ex-

pressed his gratitude to Zeno for risking his life in such

an adventure ; but two of his sons were in the power

of his third son, Andronicus, who would not hesitate to

murder them on learning that the Emperor had escaped,

and Calojohannes was not willing to sacrifice the children

he loved for the sake of a few shcart jrears of life on the

throne.

Carlo answered that there was no time for weeping

and hesitating, and that Calojohannes shoukl have con-

sidered these matters sooner ; that if he would climb

down the rope at once Zeno was ready to do all he had

pnimised, and more also, but if not, Zeno would refuse

to have anything to do with the matter Mom- The

Kmperor continued to he«tate and to shed tears, and

Zeno left him at once.
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Nevertheless, no long tinw passed before iht captain's

wife was again the bearer an entreating letter from
the captive, who once more implored his mend's assist-

ance ; and by way of an inducement he added that he

had made a will leaving the island of Tenedos to the

Venetian Republic. The will itself accompanied the

letter, to prove the writer's good faith. Zeno answered,

accepting the proposal on behalf of his country, and the

little woman hid the letter in her shoe. Unhappily for

her and for the prisoner it dropped out just beiiMre die

entered the Emperor's room, and was instantly p*dted

up by a sentinel and sent to Andronicus. The poor

messenger was seized, tortured, and made to confess the

whole plot, including of course the part played by Zeno.

His life was now in imminent danger ; he could

neither remain in Constantinople nor leave without

great risk of being taken and executed for high treason.

Venice at that time sent a Bailo, or military ambassador

to the capital of the East, who had jurisdiction over

all Venetians residing there ; in due course, and ^th
the proper formalities, Andronicus .applied to this high

official to have Zeno arrested as having conspired against

the throne, and the ambassador's position would mani-

festly have been extremely delicate if Zeno had not

oppOTtundy made his escape by the aid of a soldier

who was grateful to him, and who helped him to

get on board one of the Venetian men-of-war which

periodically visited the city in order to protect the

interests of the Republic.

Zeno now showed the Emperor's will to. the officer

in command, and the latter consider '
that, in view of

a possible attempt on the part of the vjenoese, it would

be justifiaUe to try to seize Tenedos. On reaching

the island it was found to be in the keeping of a Greek
officer, who still held it in the name me dethrtmed
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I iiipcror. The fortress was ascertained to be fully

piovisioned and provided with an abundance of arms,

and by no means to be taken by assault. But Carlo

tl» I I .TMM

obtained an interview with the governor, and soon

persuaded him that his be^ course, in the intere^ of
Calojohannes, would be to f^»cc the island under the

protection of Venice. Thereupon the squadron left a
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strong garrison in the town and retarmd to Venice mth
Zeno.

The Senate did not altogether approve the high-

handed annexation ; nevertheless, fearing lest the

Genoese should help Androntcus to recover the island,

they determined to send a fleet of fifteen ships to guard

it, under Pietro Mocenigo, and not long afterwards two

more vessels were sent to join the squadron, the one com-

manded by Zeno himself and the other by Michel Steno,

who was afterwards Doge. Thereupon the Genoese

immediately sent a large fleet to the East, Venice sent

more reinforcements, and a conflict became imminent.

Vittor Pisani now took charge of the whole Venetian

force, with orders to make a naval demonstration before

Constantinople ; but though Zeno actually landed wtdi

some of his men by means of ladders, nothing worth

mentioning was accomplished beyond the recovery of

a Venetian man-of-war which the Greeks had seized

on hearing of the occupation of Tenedos. Thitlwr the

flccc now returned, and three galleys were left under

Zeno to protect the island.

Before long the Genoese, having heard of the de-

parture of the main body of the Venetian fleet, sent

twenty-two galleys to capture the c^iect of contention.

Zeno had only three hundred regiuar scalers and a

fair body of archers, and the Genoese proceeded to

land their troops in great numbers, which was an easy

matter, as the sea was absolutely calm and motionless

although the month was November. Zeno occupied

the suburbs of the town, tuui die casde was in chsi^ <^

Antonio Venier.

The fight that followed was perhaps the first of those

heroic dmis of arms which shed undying lt:»tre on

Carlo Zeno's name. The enemy had sautdy eiqiecfced

that the little force he had would c^spoae them ; bat
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instead, they encountered the most determined resistance

as 8o<m as they approached the outlying buikfings di
the town ; they fought some tune, were repulsea, and
retired to their ships at dusk.

On the following morning they proceeded to land
engines of war wiOi the evident intention of laying
regular siege to the town, and their movements seem
showed that they meant to attack it on the side farthest

from the castle. Zeno hastened to dispose a detach-
ment of his men in ambush in a number of half-ruined
and empty houses that stood in that quarter. With
his remainii^ force he retired farther m, waited until
the enemy were close to him, and then charged them
furiously. They were but half prepared, and at the
same instant the soldiers he had placed in hiding attacked
them suddenly in the rear, and a large fbrce found
itself completely surrounded by a small one which it

naturally exaggerated the numbers.
The Genoese were at first slaughtered like sheep,

for while the Venetian regular soldiers hewed down
the outer ranks, the bowmen shot their arrows into the
central press with deadly effect ; but rallying, I suppose,
they broke through the thin line of their assailants, and
again retired to their ships.

Zeno was badly wounded in the calf of the leg by
an infected arrow, no uncommon thing in those days,
when arrows were drawn from the bodies of the dead
after battle and were used again and again. A 'poisoned
arrow

' in the warfare of the Middle Ages by no means
implied that the enemy had dipped the barb in venom.
As usual, Zeno paid no attentem to such a trifle w a
wound, and when the enemy returned on the morrow
they were greeted by terrific discharges of artillery

from the cannon which he had moved into place during
their absence, and they were driven off with such
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slaughter that they gave up the enterprise, and sailed

away on the next azy. But in this last affair Zeno

had been twice wounded again, in the hand and knee,

and was so exhausted that he fell into spasms followed

by syncope, like a man dying. His grandson tells

us, obscurely enough, that he must have died indeed

but for the assistance of a Gallo-Greek sui^eon, whose

novel mode of treatment consisted in burning the sound

knee in order to draw health into the injured one. It

is slightly more probable that Zeno's iron constitu-

tion had something to do with the cure. The weather

became cold, and winter set in soon afterwards, and he

returned to Venice covered with glory.

He deserved the praise that was freely given to him,

for he had beaten a fleet and an army by sheer genius

and courage with a handful of men and three ships, and

had preserved to Venice the valuable island which guards

the entrance to the Dardanelles. The hatred and rivalry

between the two republics were of too long standing

to be much embittered by his victory ; but his success

certainly helped in some degree to precipitate the final

struggle.

I have sometimes thought that the behaviour of

Venice to her most distinguished generals and states-

men may be compared with that of sea-captains who

have a brave but unruly crew to deal with, and iHio

alternately ' keep the men busy,' and dap the roughest

hands in irons in order to impose respect upon the

rest ; and at times, it may be said without levity, that

the conduct of the Government was like that of an

unpopular and cowardly schoolmaster, who is a little

nervous about his personal safety, and loses hb nerve in

matters of reward and punishment.

On the whole, Venice would have preferred that her

battles should be won for her by paid condottieri ; but
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when one of her own 90m insisted on being a hero,

something had to be doae at cmce lest he should get

into misoiief. If there was no reasonable ground for

imprisoning him, as Vittor Pisani was imprisoned, and

as Carlo Zeno was himself imprisoned at a later date,

he must be ' kept busy.' On this occasion Curio had

hardly reached Venice when he was appointed to the

important post of military governor in Negroponte,

being at that time little more than thirty years of age. •

The time which intervened between the date of this

appointment and the i&egc of Chioggia was spent by

him chkfly in fighting Uic Genoese at sea, with almost

unvarying success, and some of his exploits will be

referred to hereafter in their proper places. It would

be impossible to narrate them all in any space less than

a volume, and I have here told enough, it is to be

hoped, to give the reader an idea of what his youth had

been before the fortunes of war offered laxffsr oppor-

tunities to his genius and patriotism.

«. ;-
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XIV

THE WAR OF CHIOGGIA

The long rivalry of Venice and Genoa has been

sufficiently explained and frequently alluded to in the

previous pages. To give a connected account of

the almost constant warfare waged between the two

repuUics m Eastern and Meditmanean watm, from

the Sea of Azov to Cape Corso, is beyond the scope and

limits of the present work ; for in order to understand

the nature of the last tremendous struggle that took

place at Chioggia, almost within sight of Venice, it

is only necessary to recapitulate briefly those events

which, during the latter half of the fourteenth century,

led directly to the crisis—a crisis after wiiich the

.124
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vanquished aggressor retreated, definitely boiten and

for ever humiliated.

At the outset I shall inform my readers that I have

preferred the account given by Romanin to that of the

more romantic Daru ; for the latter evidently followed

the older historian Sabellico, even into the regions of

the fabulous, whereas Romanin writes largely upon the

authority of Caroldo and of Stella, the latter a Genoese

whose account of lut countrymen's dtmster is above

suspicion.

In the year 1345, a powerful Tartar chief named

Zani Beg barbarously murdered certain Venetian and

(ienoese merchants established in the jj^.

Crimea. For a short time tWi outrage »"

united the two le^niblics in a commcm desire for
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revenge, and they signed a treaty by wMch they

mutually agreed to siapcnd all commercial relations

with the Crimea—to * boycott' the peninsula, as we

should say. This was perhaps their only possible

means of punishing Zani Beg for his wanton cruelty,

since it is idle to suppose that two maritime nations

could or would have carried war ^inst a barbarian

horde into the interior of such a country as the Crimea.

But the agreement had not been made with any

sincere purpose, and before long the merchants of the

two countries secretly resumed the trade, each trying

to outwit the other. The result could net be doubtful

;

in 1350 the Genoese seized several Venetian ships with

rich cargoes on the coast of Syria, and war broke out

between the republics.

The first two engagements, off Negroponte and on

the Bosphorus, were disastrous to the Venetians, but

the third, which took place ofF Lojera on the coast or

Sardinia, resulted in an important victory for them
;

and the honour of the standard of Saint Mark would

have been redeemed if Niccolo Pisani, the Venetian

admiral, had not caused nearly five thousand
Rom. tit. ibg.

pj.jgQj^gj.g Qf ^^j. drowned, a barbarity

which accords ill with the man's real courage, and would

be incredible if it were not proved beyond the po«ibility

of contradiction.

It was after this defeat that the Genoese Republic

placed itself in the hands of Giovanni Visconti, Arch-

bishop of Milan, the strongest of the Lombard princes.

This extraordinary act was prompted solely by the

desire of immediate revenge upon the Venetians, and

Visconti was not slow to lend the required means for

continuing the war, though he was cautious with regard

to actual hostilities, and attempted a reconciliation

by sending Petrarch as ambassador to Venice. The
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ntgchations Med, however, and each republic sent

out u ncn fleet ; with extraordinary daring, Doria, the

Genoese admiral, sailed up the Adriatic and ravaged

Istria and Parenzo, threatening Venice itself, but

retiring after inspiring something very like a panic.

It was at this moment that the Doge Andrea Dandolo

died, and that Marino Faliero was elected to succeed

him.

On his side, Pisani, the Venetian commander,

attempted no such undertaking. Deceived, doubtless,

THt SHRINE AT CHIOGGIA

by Doria's clever manoeuvres, he sought him in the

Archipelago, and thither Doria sailed, after his exploits

in the Adriatic. The hostile fleets met ofl^ Modon,

opposite Sapienza, and the engagement resulted in the

total defeat of the Venetians. Niccolo Pisani himself,

six thousand other prisoners, and thirty galleys of war

were carried off by Doria to Genoa ; and it has

been justly said that had he placed his prisoners in

safety, manned his prizes, and sailed with them to Venice,

the city must have folkn an easy prey to his attack.

By thb disaster Venice was reduced to great straits,
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and while private citizens equipped men-of-war at their

own cost, to help the country, the Republic appealed

to Giovanni Visconti and obtained a four months'

truce.

The battle Modon, or Sapknza, was fought on

the third of November 1354 ; the truce was obtained

soon afterwards, and on the sixteenth of April 1355
Marino Faliero was beheaded for treason.

More than twenty years had elapsed, and another

and younger Pisani had reached maturity and eminence

before the two republics again resumed the contest for

the mastery of the sea. It would not, I think, be

possible to accuse either of having been at any time

more aggressive than the other had been, or was,

without unfairness. There was an element of fate in

the struggle ; it was the inevitable contest for final

superiority which takes place whenever two individuals,

or two bodies of men, or two nations, are pitted

against each other in the same pursuit under the same

circumstances. The disastrous wars with Lewis of

Hungary for the possession of Dalmatia, in which

Venice became involved after the death of Faliero, the

repeated revolts in Candia, and above all, the ravages

of the plague, reduced the population and the wealth

of Venice until, at last, she seemed an easy prey.

Most assuredly the neutral powers that calmly watched

the approach of the war which broke out in 1378 did

not believe that Venice could come out of the trial

still keeping her independence.

On the morning of the twenty-second of April in

that year, a vast multitude thronged the square and

the basilica of Saint Mark's. Vittor Pisani
'^^ ' was to receive his commisuon as commander-

in-chief of the fleet at the steps of the high altar, to

hear the solemn high ma»» and then, kneeling before
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Andrea Contarini, kc was to take from the Dc^*s
hands the great standard the RepuUic.

TUB Mi imt, irtGirr

The chief of the Republic spoke to him briefly in
tones that rang through the hushed cathedral. 'You
are chosen by God,' he said, 'to defend the honom*
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and the possessions of your country, and avenge the

ofFences of those who would destroy the freedom whkh

our fathers gave U8. Into your hand we comnwnd

the flag that has ever been the terror of our enemies

;

see that you bring it back victorious and unstained.'

Vittor Pisani sailed out of the harbour with only

fourteen vessels, intending to thwart any attempt on

the part of Fieschi, the Genoese admiral,

to enter the Adriatic. But the Genoese

still far away, delayed by contrary winds, and

Pisani sailed round Italy to the Roman shore before

he sighted the enemy's fleet. The battle that followed

was fought within sight of Anzio on the thirtieth of

May 1378.

In a heavy south-westerly gale, which, as often

happens in the Mediterranean, was accompanied by

terrific thunderstorms, the Venetians bore down upon

their opponents. They evidently had the advantage

of being before the wind, while the Genoese must have

been obliged to heave to in order to hold their own,

a matter of no smsdl diflliculty for a war vessel of the

fourteenth century. Yet in spite of their superior posi-

tion at the time of the attack, four out of the fourteen

Venetian galleys were so hopelessly separated from the

rest as to be unable to join in the fight. Any seaman

will at once understand that they must have run past

the Genoese to the northward, and that they were then

unable to beat back to the scene of action before night.

On the other hand, one of the Genoese ships got aground

on the dangerous lee shore and went to pieces.

The result of long and fierce fighting was a com-

plete victory for the Venetians. They captured five

of the enemy's galleys and took Fieschi himself

prisoner. He must have had gloomy forebodings

when he was taken, remembering how Plsani's terrible
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iKimesake had drowned five thousand prisoners of war

after the battle of Lojera, or Caghari. And the

Venetian admiral doubtless remembered and hoped to

atone for that barbarous deed, for he treated his

captives with every kindness ; and even after the^ had

reached Venice they were not confined in the prisons,

but were merely shut up and guarded in vast

warehouses, where they had plenty of air and were

abundantly provided with necessaries. A committee

of noblemen was deputed to take care of them, and

to see that they lacked nothing. The ladies <^ Venice

also organised themselves in a sort of si^o'hood, for

the purpose of ministering to the not over-great suffer-

ings of the vanquished, and the noblest names of the

Republic stand on the list of those charitable women.
Anna Falier, Francesca Bragadin, Margherita Michiel,

Marchesina Bembo, and several others, are especially

mentioned by the historians as 'angels of goodness

and lievotion.' All Venice sought to be forgiven by

i^ur(}[ie for the horrors of Lojera.

Pi^ni had been far too prudent to push on to

(icnoa with a fleet which only counted nineteen sail,

including his five prizes, and he deemed it wiser to

return to the Adriatic and to harass the Genoese on

the coasts of Greece and Dalmatia, whence, under the

protection of the King of Hungary, they constantly made
piratical excursions against the Venetian merchantmen.

After taking possession of several strong nlaces,

Pisani asked permission to return to Venice in ^. ler to

rest his men and refit while wuting for the
ston.nng of

spring, but the Senate ordered him to cattaro,

co!itinue cruising off Istria in case the
'^'Jji^"l'.n'u'

Cienoese should unexpectedly enter the scmt^nio.

Adriatic. There is no doubt but that this

measure was prtidenc in itself, but, on the other hand.
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I^Mni's fleet was altogether in too bad a state to keep

at sea through the winter, and in a more or k«i hotttl^

neighbourhood. A sickness of some kim!, not ex-

plained by the chroniclers, decimated the crews of his

galleys, and he seems to have lacked suitable and

sufficient provisions, as well as stores for repairing

his rigging and sails. He obeyed the Senate's oitkn,

however, and he made his headquarters at Pola.

In February he was informed th. t he vva? confirmed

in his charge of admiral of the fleet, but at the same time

the Senate appointed him two advisers, or cmsM^ors,
following the true Venetian method of watcyi^, and

often hampering, the commander in the prosecution of

the war. These ' provveditori,' as they were called,

were the famous Carlo Zeno and a certain Michel

Steno-—«^ie^ier^ one who had precipits^ tito eoti-

spkracy of M«rino Faliero twenty-four yem eai^r i
-

not does not appear certain. At all events, he reached

his post and remained with Pisani, but Zeno did not.

Later in the spring Pisani received a reinforcement

of eleven galleys, sent htm in that he m^iit be

aUe to prorect the Venetian vessels that regularly plied

between Venice and Apulia to »^[dy the Republic

with corn.

While he was convoying a number of these vewels,

a storm forced two of his galleys to take shdter in

Ancona, where they were seized by the Genoese ; but

a few days later Pisani encountered the latter, beat

them in a ^hort engagement, and recaptured his ships.

Scarcely had he got to anchor in the }»rbour of Pda,

however, when twenty-five Genoese men-of-war hove in

sight, under the command of Luciano Dom.. P>^nn

could not reasonably hope to fight such a fleet with an'

chance of victory, and would have preferred to awai

the urrival of h» reinforcemmts t»der Carlo Zeso
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who w» eupKted in ft few days; Iwe K« dfem
ciamoored for battle, and Michel s eno, the proweditor,

even went so far to hint that ' i^ani was \ cowni to

stay in port. f his was more i lan the aumi' 'ula

licar, thougf^ he was the mildest and most long bartering

of brave m«n ; and m die shortest possible tme be ^ot,

his flc\ undc i wa\% ad&ig ofKin all loved Simt
Mark tn follow !

I kn )W not whether the w-nd gave hin any advan-

tage as iirsi, as at Anzio, or wbethScr the brilfiaut K'tk

wctory he won was due the fury '^f his ack.

that as it may, he slew, or ht'ped o slay I u y

Doria with his own hands, and ^Mt the .u-^^^i-^

Cienoese fleet to flight.

INit the enemy, in tl» ^»ence < pur- soon

rillied, and in a few hours ii ted u! n Pi«^ 3 a most

iisasrrous defeat. He himb ba > c with six

gralleys out of he nii .etec " or twt r rh; . imposed

(,!s force. Poor in ship:», as Vet ce was that time,

this was a blow tibat ttvcB^en^' \wr tamtrr^ce ; for the

Genoese now had near^ fort essels, ludtng the

prizes recently tak^n, so ne if which ' jierb^S the

very galleys tiicy i *d lo*-t to Pisani a

How fa' Pisan s misiortunt- wa re^t of the

unwise ad^ ^ lie o^^ed to ^mbmit m from Michel

Steno, it is ' e > sav ; bu le w certiunly badly

handicn.^pet >v on- ;; -'ai ^ his other appointed

counsellor, irio * .to, w tne jM-omised reinforce-

ments. The Senate n .^ter '^He '^nc questi<»i nor

the other into cotm^eru m\ c chan it showed
the slightest grtteltil coll tion his many former

ltvices to t ' Republic. He was hastily tried, con-

cted of hav. iS failed to do his duty, and _ ...

, « • • • KOM. ttt, too.>e^m^ to SIX months tmpnscmmeitt,

> ith the leas, during five years, of all enuduments he
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received from the State and of all public office for the

same period. Venice always acted on the principle that

no amount of success could condone one failure, and

that defeat was next door to treason. Michel Steno

fared somewhat better, for he was not actually im-

prisoned, but he and all the officers of the fleet were

suspended from all public functions for a year.

These drastic measures did not improve the position

of the Republic in that time of immediate danger. It

was easy to consign Vittor Pisani to the pozzi, but it

was quite another matter to rq>lace him, especially in

the absence of Carlo Zeno, the only other man tl»

same calibre upon whom Venice could count.

Pietro Doria had taken the place of Luciano, whom
Pisani had killed in battle, and he worked his way

steadily up the eastern coast, retaking one by one all

the fortified places which Pisani had recently seized,

until at last his fleet appeared off the lido, literally

within sight of Venice.

The consternation was indescribable, and it is man
than likely that if Kctro Doria had boldly forced the

entrance to the lagoons, the city would have fallen

an easy prey. Indeed, the situation of the Republic

seemed even then almost desperate, for while she was

beaten at sea and assailed by the Genooe fleet, the

Carrara had leagittd themselves against her with the

King of Hungary, and threatened her land boimdaries

on the north and west.

But it always happens in the history of nations,

as it generally does m the private lives of indtvidual

men, that the last extremity of danger calls forth the

true character of peoples, as of persons. It is then that

the hero is a hero ; it is then that the coward performs

miracles of speed in flight.

Venice called out every man able to bear arms, A
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patrician, Leonardo Dandolo, was entrusted with the

defence of the Lido ; two others were charged with the

protection of the basilica of Saint Mark's and the

adjoining square ; another was made responsible for the

quarter of the Rialto ; and others again were told off

to defend the outlying islands, Torcello, Murano, and

CALU CAMtU

Mazzorbo. Finally, Jacopo Cavalli, a foreign oipbun,

was promised a ver^ la^ recompense if he ccmld

perform the almost impossible feat of defending the

V enetian territory on the mainland with four thousand

hurse, two thousand footmen, and a not inconsiderable

number of bowmen.
The monastery of Saint Nicdlas on tltt lido was
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11 e converted into a regular fortress. Three huge hulks,

which I conjecture to have been old transports from

the days of the crusades, were lashed together with

F a ts ^""^P^^
chains, and sunk at the entrance to

the lagoons. As far as possible all the

' inhabitants of the city were armed, and were so

organised as to be ready to fight whenever the great

b{ ' of Saint Mark's should give the signal.

Meanwhile ambassadors were sent one after the

other, and in haste, to the court of Hungary in the

hope of detaching the King from his alliance with the

lords of Padua, but they utterly failed to Ining about

the desired result ; for both the Carrara and the

Genoese spread abroad in Buda the report, by no

means exaggerated, that Venice was at the last ex-

tremity, and must soon yield to her allied enemies;

and the King, trusting to this welcome news, Miswered

the Venetian ambassadors with such arrogance that

they had no choice but to take their leave.

The Genoese fleet lay at anchor off the Lido, and

the only chance of safety seemed to He in attacking it

boldly, for as yet it consisted of no very
om. ttt. 273.

j^j.gg number of vessels. Six good Venetian

ships of war, manned by |)icked men, would no doubt

suffice, and these could still be produced. They were

placed under the command of Taddeo Giustiniani, and

they sailed out throi^h the narrow channel that had

been left navigable.

Now it chanced that on board of one of the Genoese

galleys there was a certiun man, a Venetian Sttkur, who
had been taken prisoner with the galley commanded by

Giovanni Soranzo when Vittor Pisani was defeated
;

and he was brave and loved his country, but his name

has not come down to us. When he saw the Venetian

ships making ready, inside the Lido, he managed to
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drop himself overboard, and he swam for hts life

towards the entrance ; and as Giustiniani sailed out he

saw this man ahead swimming, and making dexperate

signals to the Venetians to bring to.

The commander recognised him as a Venetian either

by his appearance or by his language, laid his toprail

to the mast and took him aboard, to laatn that the

Genoese vessels before him were but the vanguard of a

huge fleet which was itself at hand, and would soon be

in sight. To engage was now out of the question,

and could only end in the total loss of the six Venetian

vessels ; Giustiniani put about and re-«ntered the lagoons,

to take the bad news to Venice.

The first fault committed by the Genoese was that,

having surprised the city, they did not {profit by their

advantage and storm it at once, at a mcmient when at

least half the population must have been paralysed with

fear. Instead, they seem to have followed a consistent

but mistaken plan ; for they pillaged and laid waste the

outlying idands one by one with the evident intention of
destroying the city's supplies, and of ultim- tely cutting

off all communication between it and the mainland.

In the course of this more or less systematic

operation they came before Malamocco on the sixth of
August 1379 ; but here they met with a first ciwck, for

they perceived that the place was too strongly fortified

to be rashly attacked, nd they therefore sailed past it

towards Chioggia, which was, and is, the most important
strategic point of the lagoons.

Chioggia is close to the mainUmd, at die western

extremity of the Venetian Jt . v^aelago. The name
belongs vaguely, in old ma, io the long island

properly called firondolo, on the western end of which
is built tlw town <^ Br<Midolo ; more particularly to

the pcH*t, or entrance between this rdaiul and the (me
z
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called Pelestrina, betvveen which two the *Lupa,' the

Tower of the She-Wolf, rises out of the water ; and

especially to the small city of Chic^gia. The latter Is

divided into two parts—the greater Chioggia, built on

a number of very small islets, and the lesser, which

stands on the inside shore of the .nain island. There

was a bridge between the two parts.

The entrance to the port of Chioggia being deep and

safe, the Venetians had deepened also a natural channel,

twenty-five miles long, which led thence through the

shallow lagoons to Venice, and this was one of the best

and safest approaches to the city from the outer sea, a

fact which was well known to the Genoese, who looked

upon Chioggia as the real key to the capital, and the

name of the place has been given by all historians

to the war that followed. It is almost needless to say

that the extreme shallowness of the Is^oons was a real

defence against an enemy not well acquainted with the

channels, which, as every one knows, are marked by

tall timbers that project from six to fifteen feet above

the water. To remove these was a first manure of

defence.

The most tremendous exertions were made by the

Venetians to prepare themselves for an attack, which

would almost certainljr have been fatal to them if the

Genoese had not put it off too long. Reinforcements

were at once sent down to Pietro Emo, the
Rom. i„. 2T4.

p^^ggj^ of Chioggia, who anchored a large

armed hulk in the channel, manning it with soldiers

and supplying it with provisions to last some time.

The lesser Chioggia, on the shore of the island, was

abandoned as Jiot defensible, but the main town was

very effectually fortified, and each little islet became a

separate stronghold. On the side of the allies Carrara

succeeded with great diflliculty in conveying a connder-
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able force of men from Padua down the old Inwich

of the Brenta, which the Venetians had obstructed by

sinking a hulk across it. Camn b sud to have dug a

CAtLK MLLA nWASBLLA

channel round this point in a single night. The allies

had now about twenty-four thousand fighting men.

Pisani had been bnten at Pda in May ; it was

the sixth of August that tht Genoese reconmMtredon

if

-J

..J

ill

I
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Malamocco and anchored ofF Chioggia harbour, and

their attack upon Chioggia itself began on the

^enth. On that day the armed hulk which Emo had

moored in the channel was captured and burned, and

the Genoese fleet was able to enter the port and lie

before the besieged town, while Carrara and the Paduans

assailed it from the side of the lagoons in their light

boats. Every day the united forces renewed their

attack, and hour by hour they won their way into the

strong little place, taking the bridges and fortifications

one after another. By the fifteenth of the month, the

bridge to Brondolo having been taken, it was clear to

the Venetians that Chioggia was lost, and Dandolo con-

sidered how he might withdraw his force to Venice. It

seemed only too certain that every man who could be

saved alive would be needed for the defence of the

capital, and it was still possible to escape across the

shallows, where the Genoese could not follow in their

ships and the Paduans did not know their way.

The carnage had already been frightful. It is said that

six thousand Venetians were slain, and that three

thousand and five hundred were taken prisoners.

Dandolo saved a large number in his re-
R«m. Hi. rts-

^^^^^ . y^^^ heroic Pietro Emo refused

to leave the town, and remained with fifty devoted

men to fight to the very death within his own palace

walls. The town was sacked forthwith, and much

of it was burned ; over what was left the standards

of Genoa, of Carrara, and of Hungary were displayed

where the banners of Saint Mark had floated for

anturies, until that bloody day.

Chic^gia fell as the sun went down, and the news

reached Venice late that night. The city was all awake

and in desperate anxiety, and when the truth was known

fear tunwd almott to panic. Wcnnen rushed firanticaUy
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to the churches to ccmfess and reonve the sacraments,

as if the Last Judgment of God were upon them. The
men war at first silent, paralysed in absolute consterM-

mm

CAMK S. BKNtDETTO

tion ; since Chioggia was gone, the Genoese oii^tt^ he

upon Venice by morning.

But again they let the <^>portttmty pass, and t^
Venetians were vcmchsafed a bfcatfaing tjptet.
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might seem but enough to show them how desperate

their situation really was. For Treviso was already

besieged by Carrara's troops when Chioggia fell, and

the dlies were closing in upon the city like a wall

of iron.

The Doge G>ntarini displayed a cooiiuas and a

courage altogether heroic. The Republic had oppressed

its chief by an intolerable system of spying and petty

limitations that reduced his personality to a nonentity

ordinary times. It had forbidden him almostin

everything ; but it had not forlndden him to die for

his country. The example of one man could still

revive the courage and sustain the calm of thousands.

V \ice was not lost so long as that one true citizen

fwi lained alive.

The Dm and the senators gave all their own
treasure to the public fund, and imposed regular taxes

on the citizens
;
they distributed the supplies of arms

with great ^ood judgment, and sent out scouts upon

the lagoons m the lightest and swiftest skifl^ in cmier

that no movement of the enemy ^ould esape

observation.

But the people murmured against the Government,

even in their constant terror ; for Vittor Pisani was

their idol, and he w^ still in prison.

It may have been the intention of the Genoese and

their allies to starve Venice to a surrender ; but I th r.k

it more likely that Doria's procrastination was in accord-

ance with his own character, and that it was in part due

to the almost ineviuble complications which arise where

military command is not vested in one person, but is

shared almost equally by a number of allied captains.

The very first and most pressing danger was past

when Gintarini called a General Assembly dT the people,

on the thirteenth of Sefrtember, by causing the great
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bell of Saint Mark's to be rung. It was long since

the summons had been heard, and the population

answered it eagerly. The cathedral was soon thronged

to suffocation by men of all ages and conditions, who

listened in profound silence to the eloquent words of

the senator Pietro Mocenigo. He spoke from a hi^h

balcony or pulpit, and his ringing voice was heard m
the farthest corners of the great building.

He told his hearers that the time had come when

they must think of the honour of their women, the

lives of their young children, and the safety of their

worldly goods ; he said that whosoever lacked necessary

food for himself and his family need only ask for what

he needed at any patrician house—he should be treated

as a friend, as a brother, the last crast of bread should

be shared with him. That was all, save that he called

upon all sensible men to speak, if they had any

advice to give which would be for the public good

and safety.

The impression made by this simple speech was

profound, for the people owed the aristocracy no long-

standing grudge as in other Italian cities. The nobles

had neither ground them down, nor tormented them,

nor dishonoured them, but had only taken the political

power and, with it, the responsibilities of government.

In the wars of Venice the nobles had shed their Wood

for their country much more abundantly, in proportion

to their numbers, than the people themselves ;
and in

peace, their suspicions, their spyings, and their eternal

repression had been directed against each other, and

never aga. ist the poor man. And now they reaped

their reward ; they stooped to call the poor man brother,

and the mere words flattered him, and cheered him, and

made a hero of him. Happy Venice, even in that dire

extremity !
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Then many rose up in the church and cried out that

every ship in the arsenal that would float must be

manned to attack the enemy rather than yield to

starvation.

Mocenigo, the orator, being satisfied with this answer
of the people, went on to the question of choosing

a leader, and pronosed Taddeo Giustiniani ; but the

multitude would none of him, and shouted for Vittor

Pisani. Under him they would win or die, they cried

as one man, and they would have no other.

To resist such a demand would have been madness,

and for once the lordly Signory bowed before the

plebeian will. The captain was forthwith led out of

prison, and the crowd, frantic with joy at h'ls release,

carried him in triumph on dieir shouldm round the

square of Saint Mark's.
' Long live Vittor Pisani

!

' they shouted.
' No,' he cried, answering them in commanding tones.

* Long live Saint Mark !

*

Some obeyed him, and some would not, and the two
cries mingled together, * Pisani, Saint. Mark, Saint Mark,
Vittor Pisani.'

The historian Daru, whose passion for romance
sometimes led him far, says that Pisani asked to be

allowed to spend one more night in cof^ne-
nient, in order that he might prepare

himself by prayer for performing his devotions the

next morning, and that it was from the window of his

prison that he rebuked the crowd for cheering him.

Yet Daru himself, a few pages earlier, had just described

the prisons of Venice in the fourteenth century as

horrible dens which had neither light nor air except

from a narrow corridor, adding that the most piercing

screams could never be heard outside.

Men like Pi^i have little need of acdi^ or ponng

Daru, ii. ifj.
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in order to increase their prestige, for it it enough thtt

they should show themselves and brave men will follow

them. The captain was taken from prison at once and,

after saying a prayer in the basilica, went before the

Doge.

The mutual position of the two men was a strange

one. Contarini must have been well aware that Pisani's

condemnation had been utterly unjust ; Pisani had

suffered that condemnation without complaint, and well

knew that the had voted for it ; dc^ vnec bev^
and patriotic men, who bdieved devoutly in the system

by which their own aristocracy repressed among its

members any attempt at individualism, spied upon itself,

and treated failure as a crime. Pisani, if the situation

had been revamd, would have cfHidemned CcHitarini

as unhesitatingly as Contarini had condemned him. It

was certainly against the theory of the Republic that

he should be taken out of prison before he had
expiated his defeat ; but it was inevitable, and he was
tVee.

Yet both men found something to say in these

almost absurd circumstances, which was neither common-
place, nor undignified, nor merely complimentary.

•Your |Hti(fent and wise conduct, said the Doge,
' \\ ill efface your misfiMtttnis, and avenge not <mly any
offence which you may have received your- ..,

^
s'-lf—Pisani had been called a coward by

'**'

the provveditor of the Republic—' but also the injuries

which our coimtry has suffovd at the hands <a our
enemies ; you will therefore connder rather the favour
done you now than the past disgrace in which you
have been, and you will gladly seize this occasion of
pioving how unfounded those accusations were which
v^ cre made against you, and how much you de»re to
earn in future tlw gradtude of our country.*
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To this cleverly-worded and not wholly inane speech

Pisani replied that he had altogether forgotten the past,

and that he should find means, by the grace of God, to

deserve the confidence placed in him.

before he was allowed to depart he was informed that

he was not to have sote command of the Venetian troops,

since Taddeo Giustiniani had been entrusted with the

defence on the side towards the Lido. Pisani bent his

head and answered that he had at all times obeyed the

orders of the Signory.

But the people were less submissive to this school-

mastor justice ; they would have Pisani, and no one but

Pisani. Even the soldiers who came from
Rom.m.m

jj^^ jjjjjg of Torcello protested.

Command us what you will,* they «ud to him, * we

will do whatever you order us, but it must be under

your own eyes.'

So a deputation of the younger ones among them

went to the ducal palace, carrying the banner of Torcello

before them, and addressed the counsellors. ' For the

love of God,' they said, give us. three galleys, which

we will equip at our own cost, on condition that we he

always, and everywhere, under the orders of Vittor

Pisani.'

By way of answer they were ordered to go to the

Lido and fight under Taddeo Giustiniani. ' We will

be cut into small pieces rather than fight under him,'

cried the men of Torcello, who were assembled in the

sauare when the deputatbn Inrought them the answer

of the Signory.

The Vetietians took up the cry, and again the

Government was obliged to yield. To paralyse the

people's enthusiasm at such a moment, to shake their

ccmfidence, to trample upon thor whdesalc sympathies,

was to lose Venice herself. When it was known that
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I*isani was appointed comman<kr-tn-chief of all the

forces, the enthusiasm of the city broke out in wild

cheering for Saint Mark, for the Doge, for
„^^

the (jovernment ; all the nien hastened to

enrol themselves under his standard, and all the women
brought whatever they poawmed of value to the pidace,

both jewels and other objects ; they even nppra the

silver trimmings and embroideries from their lothes.

Korty galleys which lav in the arsenal were fitted out

in three days, and in the same time two-thirds of the

crews necosary had been found.

The Government promised great rewards to all who

should distinguish themselves in the struggle. It was

announced that thirty citizen familj. '^» whichever should

contribute the most directly to the satvation of the

Republic, should be inscribed in tint Golden Book of

the nobles ; that all strangers who would take arms to

defend Venice should be adopted as children by the

State, and should enjoy all the privileges accorded to the

original burghers ; nnolly, the Government pranked
distribute five thousand ducats, «r over thirty-seven

hundred pounds sterling, to the poorer families of the

city not belonging to the nobility. Having made these

promises, the State, by its decree, proceeded to threaten

vengeance i^namst aB vHio shouM desert the posts as-

signed to them, or attempt to leave Vemce so lo^ m
it was menaced by the enemy.

When all was ready for the bold attempt the Senate

took final measures for the disposttimi the mxifis,

M well as for the police of the city. In those quarters

which were most exposed to an attack, as, for instance,

that of the Niccolotti, the inhabitants were to be con-

tinually ready to fight at a moment's notice ; in the

remaining quarters oaiy om-liiwd of t^ tarn were to

remain at iKMBe as a garriaoa, while ttat plaeed
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themselves under the orders of Pisani at the front. A
careful watch was kept upon all vagabonds, idlers, and
other suspicious persons as long as the war lasted, lest

any of them should enter into correspondence with the

enemy's fleet.

When we cmi»der the condition of the Republic at

this moment, it must seem little short of amazing that

Venice should have survived at all. The territory of

the State was reduced by the invasion of the allies

to little mort than the city itsdf ; every outpost

except the tower of the salt-works ww in the lutnds

of the enemy; a large fleet with a very strong force

of men was in safe possession of Chioggia, the key to

the lagoons
; and«all attempts at n^otiating with the

enemy had signally (ukd. The Refmblic hm, indeed^

gone so far as to send a suppliant embassy to her

former vassal, Francesco Carrara ; he was addressed

with humility as ' Powerful and magnificent lord,' and

a fair sheet of blank paper was laid before him on whidi

he was requested to note with his own hand his own terms

for peace, with the sole condition- that Venice should

still be considered independent ; and the ambassadors

had brought with them some Genoese prisoners whom
they omtd to return without ransom. But ^wse
humUe proposals wen haughtily refused, Carrara bade

the suppliants to return and take their prisoners with

them, threatening that he would ere long bridle the

bronze horses of Saint Mark's and keep them quiet

for ever.

I have quoted this incident as it is given from

Chinazzo's chronicle in Smedley's Sketches from Venetian

History y and there seems no reason to doubt the

auth(Hity of the Italian histc»ian, whose w(M*k is to be

found in Muratori.

Pisuii had lost no time, while d» ditn were in»^^
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theirs in useless reconnoitring and futile skirmishes.

He had fortified the entrance of the lido with temporary

towers built in the short space of four days, he had sunk

hulks in all the impcxtant channek, and had got ready

a great number of small boats with which to convey his

men across the shallow water. Moreover, as many
among his troops had no experience of the oar, he

tm wMtsu am rm nuxr boos, it. imik'*

had trained them as well as might be, in the short time,

on the canal now known as the Giudecca. But he had

kept his own plan a secret, and it does not appear that

when the Venetians made their bold attack upon the

allies they knew what their leader purposed. It was

enough that he led them ; they foUovrad lum, to do
111- die.

Andrea Contarim, eighty ym of age, but still at
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brave as any youth in the host, would not sdFer the

expedition to go forth without him, and his example not

only roused the enthusiasm of every fighting man, but

was followed by a number of senators too old to bear

arms. In the last extremity of danger Venice had

one va« advantage agsunst overwhelming odds, for her

people were united to a man. Men gave not only

themselves but all their fortunes to save their country,

and for the first and, I believe, the last time in history,

a commercial people forgave one another their com-

mercial debts for the sake of the common safety. One

individual burgher fitted out a galley at his own expense ;

another bound himself to support a thousand men

throughout the war; all those who had anything to

give gave it freely, and those who had notlung gave

themselves.

The offensive movement of the Venetians had been

preceded by several successful skirmishes in October

and November, the result of which had been that the

Genoese had more or less abandoned operations for

the winter, and had withdrawn their fleet into the safe

harbour of Chioggia to await the spring, leaving only

three galleys to cruise before the entrance in case a

surprise should be attempted. They seem to have

been as sure of taking Venice as if they had been

anchored opposite the Piazzetta ; and in accordance

with the military practice of those days, they and their

allies hibernated, apparently taking it for p;ranted that

the Venetians would do the same, and WMt resignedly

to be destroyed in warmer weather. They were rudely

awakened from their secure dreams of victory and spoil.

The Venetian fleet stole out to sea on the evening

rjyn. of the twenty-first of December, constst-

k^. ill as. ing of thirty-four galleys, sixty smaller

armed vessel and hundreds of flat-bottomed bo«ts.
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Pisani led the van, towing two heavy old hulks laden

with stones. There is a disagreement of authorities

as to the day of the month on which he left Venice,

but all agree that the Venetians appeared ofF the

Chioggia entrance and landed four ^ousaml nwn on

the point of Brondolo island at dawn on the following

morning— no inconsiderable feat, though the night

had been the longest of the year. The distance, on

a modern Admiralty chart, from the oort of Lido to

the Chioggia entrance, oatnde the tttmds, I find to

be about thirteen nautical miles ; by the canals witMfl

rbe lagoons it is considerably farther, huxt it b fin^UMP

that Pisani went by the open sea.

The Genoese were taken by surprise. Th« three

cruism on dutf as seotiBcb c»i^d< the fi^ HMfV fio^

where they sho^ hm hem, md w» hem no mom m
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them ; it almost looks as if, in their security, the

invaders must have given up that last precaution.

In the face of a heavy fire and with the loss of

one vessel, burned by the enemy, Pisani succeeded in

sinking his hulks across the entrance. To the last the

Genoese do not appear to have understood his inten-

tioii, for they themselves, or their own fire, hdped to

sink the heavily-ballasted vessels, and it was not until

all was over, and the barrier had been made insurmount-

able by heaping other material upon it, that they plainly

saw what had happened. They were caught like mice

in a trap, unless they could get thdr fieet out by some
other way. The mouth of the Brenta river at Bron-

dolo, two miles to the southward, still remained navig-

able, and Pisani proceeded to blockade it in the same
way, though with far greater difllculty. Federico Ccnnaro

was entrusted with the dangeroi» and difficult task, and

accomplished it under a terrific fire, Pisani protecting

him meanwhile from any attack from the Genoese

vessels.

This being done, the enemy's fieet was paralysed,

and the result could only have been a matter of time,

if Pisani had been in command of a regular force.

Instead, his men were volunteers and raw recruits,

capable of magnificent courage in a single engagement,

as they had shown, and ready to shed their blood as

they had given their treasure ; but they were ill accus-

tomed to exposure, to night work at sea in the depth

of winter, to a hundred small daily sufferings to which

a trained seaman is hardened and indifferent Clearly,

Hsani could not leave the s(%ne of action, even for a

day, and even if he had consented to such an act of

folly, there was the old Doge, swearing upon the hilt of

his sword never to return to Venice till the enemy was

thcwoughly beaten. Yet the vc^unteors of the people
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cared little for such an example, and threatened to go

home to Venice in a body» leaving the Genoese to (fig

am I. rote

their way out if they could, and indiflferent to the fact

that if left to theimelves they could cartainly find means

a A
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of reaching Venice within a f".w days, though they could

not bring their fleet. They had been in real danger

now, and they would waste no marc ttme in idleness

or futile skirmishing.

It was in vain that Pisani tried to cheer such a force

by reminding them that Carlo Zeno, with a strong

fleet manned Dy veteran seamen, was expected to retam.

The people knew well enough that he had been ex-

pected for months, and that there was no reason why

he should appear providentially at the present juncture.

It was the Christmas season ; they had fought fike Ikms,

fhut up their enemies, and momentarily avorted octreme

danger ; for amateur soldiers this seemed enough, and

they clamoured to be allowed to go back to their wives

and children.

Like Columbus, Pisani saw himself on the very

verge o£ lonng the result <rf all his labour, for lack of

a little more trust on the part of his men. To keep

them by force was impossible, for they themselves were

the male population of Venice, and for the time being

they bdd eood and evil in tlM^ hands. Ev»^e
sauiton um c^er nobles murmured at being obliged

to keep at sea, and often under fire, because the Doge

had rashly sworn a solemn oath to remain.

On the thirtieth of December Pisani was driven to

such extremities as to be forced to promise that unless

Carlo Zeno appeared in forty-eight hours the fleet should

return to the Lido, in spite of the Doge and his vow.

There was no reason at all why Zeno should be cx-

p«ted ; it was a mere empty promise, but it gained

time ; something ccnild still be done in two and

two nights.

He laboured and fought on, and the short limit of

lime expired with the dawn of New Year's Day. Zeno

had not come, and Fisani's men would not ^ay am^er
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hour. By his promise he must let ihem go, and k
needed not his wisdom to foresee that their defection

meant the fall of Venice, the end of the Republic, the

general destruction of the insensate popuiaticMi them-

selves with all they had. It wm of WOc use to kive

been their idol for years and that victorious dictator

for ten days, if they could not bear a little cold and a

little hardship for his sake. The day rose wearily

for Pisani.

Then, from abft, a siul was s^M. ItWMtkeMil
of a gaUey. Another, and another, and another, al

galleys unmistakably, they hove in sight Marble bust of

above the horizon, eighteen in all. Hostile,
(-Y'"

#-r»f t-
" Kftown artist i

or friendly? That was the question. Mustocivico,

Zeno, or destruction and the end then
the banner of Saint Mark broke out from the peak

of the foremost, and floated feir ott the msxnang lu-eeze.

It was Zeno indeed.

And not only had the famous laider lomself come at

the one uKunent dT all others when liew» most needed,

perhaps in his whole life ; he came as a vktor, bringing

prizes and spoil of inestimable value. He had laid

waste the Genoese coast, almost to the city itself; he

had intercepted Genoese convoys of grain off Apofia,

he had hanesed the enemy's commerce m the East, and

he had captured, off Rhodes, a huge vessel of than
with five hundred thousand pieces of gold.

All this he told the Doge on board the latter's

galley. He had been twice wounded and was not yet

recovered, but notlunff* could cUminish his energy nor

damp his ardour ; at tiis own request he was stationed

It the post of greatest danger, opposite Brondolo, and

though the Genoese made a supreme eflbrt to destroy

the barriers and get thehr ships out dining a gale, in

which some <^ Zeno's tldpa dragged thor anchors, he
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drove them triuRif^antly back into thar priion, and

blockaded than more securely than ever. In this

action he was nearly killed again. An arrow pierced

his throat when the gale had driven him under

one of the Genoese forts. Lest he should bleed to

death he would nc^ {duck out the mnatle, hut rvamncd
on deck to save his diip ; till, stumblinff in the dosk,

he fell down an open hatch. He was lifted up sense-

less, the arrow was withdrawn, and he was half-suffo-

cated by his own blood ; but his senses revived, and he

had himself turned upon his face, so that the Wood
might run freely out and allow him to breathe. To
such a man it seemed as if nothing short of sudden
death outright could be fatal ; he reAised to leave his

diip, and in a marvellously short space of time he was

about lus duty again as if nothing had happened.

Meanwhile Pisani pushed the siege and bombarded
Chioggia. In his force there were numbers of German
and English mercenaries, who came to blows and killed

each other by the score ; but an English captain tuuned

William Gold had authority enougn to qiwU the (£»-

order, and the regular fighting went on.

Pisani continued to bombard Brondolo. The
beginnings of artillery were unwieldy in the extreme, it

hang thought that the main cks^ect diould be to throw

a missile of great size and weight, even at long intervals,

rather than to discharge much smaller ammunition with

precise aim. One of Pisani's mortars is said to have

„ ... „ thrown a marble ball weighing two hundred
Ao/n. III. iSa. . . ,,0 O,

pounds, and the smallest si^ mcHtars

fM'ojected masses of one hundred and forty pounds.

To clean, load, and once fire one of these clumsy

howitzers was often the work of a whole day ; but

if by any chance the diot took effect, the renih was
formidaUe. A stngk ball fnm Pisani's great bombard
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knocked down the church tower of Brondolo with a

considerable piece of the ramparts dose by, burying

Pietro Doria and his nephew under the ruins.

The Venetians now held all the approaches to the

lagoons from the sea ; and by taking the port of

Loredo at the mouth «f the Adiee, they ...

cut off Brondolo and Chioggia from all

communication with the Duke of Ferrara, who had

hitherto sent supplies of provisions and reinforcements

by that way. The time was not far distant when

famine must begin to make itself felt among the

besieged, and the Venetians redoubled their efforts.

Meanwhile, after the death of Doria, a bold man

of original mind, Napoleone Grimaldi, took command

of the Genoese. He soon saw that in the existing

conditions Brondolo must fell, and that his fleet could

never escape. It occurred to him that a canal could be

dug straight through the island to the open sea, by

which he could bring his ships out durit^ the night,

and immediately threaten Venice herself before the

Venetian fleet could return.

The work was begun, but the Venetians discovered

it in time. Grimaldi had even then no less than thir-

teen thousand fighting men in Brondolo and Chioggia ;

the Venetians had barely eight thousand. They had

appealed to the femous Engliui condottiero John Hawk-
wood, whose engagement to fight for the Milanese

had just expired ; but he either thought the Venetians

were playing a losing game, or else he found^ more

lucrative employment elsewhere, fiw aftw jmMnittng h»
assistance he failed to come. Venice now called far

volunteers, and all sorts and conditions of men appeared

in answer to the call. Among them there was even a

canon of Saint Mark's. Giovanni Loredan, with four of

his servants.
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In the absence of any famous condottiero to take

the onnmand, the Signory condeteended to appdnt
Carlo Zeno to the command <^ the hnd troops. He
•aw that if Grimaldi's project was to be frustrated,

Brondolo must be taken at once, and the whole Genoese

force must be driven into Chioggia. He was as good
a soldier as he was a sailor, ana he did not fail. His
practice in all warfare was to take every possible pre-

caution before fighting at all, and then to e^^ with

the most reckless and furious energy.

Deceived by Zeno*s manoeuvres, the whole garrison

df Brondolo was drawn out in the Erection oi * Little'

Chioggia. Seizing the opportune moment, Zeno then

succeeded in throwing himself between Brondolo itself

and its small army, at the very moment when the

latter was attacked by Zeno*s soktiors of fortune. Hie
whole body of Genoese fled in a panic towards the

bridge of Chioggia, trampling upon each other, pursued

and cut to pieces by Zeno. Under the weight of the

fugitives the bridge broke, and hundreds were drowned
in the canal, while t!ie Venetians ti^rally tkw thousands

within a quarter of a mile of the bridge head. Hmt
night a perfect suit of armour could be IxMi^ht for a

ducat—just fifteen shillings.

Brondolo was lost that day. And worse followed,

for though the Genoese commander threatened to hang
every fighting man who left Chioggia—if he could

catch him—the garrison deserted in great numbers
during the night, many of them being Paduans and

subjects of Carrara, who had not fkr to go in order

to reach their homes.

It was clear to Grimaldi that since this last defeat

he could expect no furtf.er help except from Genoa
itself ; and, in fact, a fleet of twenty galleys had left

that city almost a nwnth hefon Bron£>lo lad fiSkn,
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When thif WM kiwwn the Venetian soldiers clamoured

to be allowed to atteck Chioegia, and drive out the

(ienocse before succour could reach them. But

neither Pisani nor Zcno would heir of tWi, and bravely

assumed the whde responsibility of a protracted siege,

well knowing that Chioggta wia a moat dangeroua
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place to attack, but that it must inevitably yield to

famine at last. So the winter wore on and still the

besi^ers and the besieged faced each other, each side

wondering, perhaps, how long the other would persist.

For Venice herself, accustomed as she was to draw
all her supplies from a distance, was beginning to lack

corn, and it at last became necessary to send Taddeo
Giustiniani with a conroy of ships to Southom I^y in

order to bring back wheat. On his return he was
overtaken by the new Genoese fleet, beaten and taken

prisoner, and soon afterwards the enemy appeared
before Venice. The corn had already arrived in safety

and all danger of famine was relieved, for Gtitsdniani

had sent the laden ships on before him, protected by
half his squadron ; but its safety had cost him the

other half and his own liberty.

The enemy's new fleet was commanded by Marufl^o,

a man of action, who now did his best to tempt Pisani

to a naval engagement ; but the Venetian admiral

stubbornly refused to be drawn into a fight, and
pursued the siege of Chioggia with obstinace deter-

mination. It is dear that as the Genoese fleet could

not possibly get inside the lagoons, and could do no
damage from without, Pisani's refusal to fight was
equivalent to paralysing the new fleet ; it was as

useless, for a time, as if it had not existed. On the

odier hand, Bsani succes^ully intercepted more dttn

eighty barges laden with food supplies which Carrara

attempted to send to the beleaguered town, and
Chioggia was approaching the last extremity of famine.

The besieged then began to pull down some of the

wooden houses of Chioasia in ordor to make rafts,

_ .. with which tfey hoped to cross tbe shallow

lagoon, and m some way to en^ect a

junction with Maruffb's fleet ; but Pisani's cannon
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sunk many ofthese rafts,or punts, and the remainder were

either intercepted by Zeno or forced back to Chioegia.

Even the drinking water was now ftuUng, aira the

besieged sent representatives to make terms with the

Doge. For in spite of the murmurs of the elderly

senators, who were obliged by mere decency to remain

at the scene of action so long as the chief of the

Republic refused to leave it, Umtwim insisted upon

abiding by his oath to the very letter. He answered

that there could be no terms at all: Chiogg^ must

surrender unconditionally.

During two days longer the city held out, and in

that short time secret agents attempted to sow sedition

amongst the mercenaries in the service oi Venice, and

even tried to send letters to Carrara in order to

concert a last desperate attempt for freedom ; but the

dissatisfaction of the condottieri was easily appeased

by a promise of more money, and the messengers to

Padua were caught. On tte twenty-fourth cf June

Chioggia surrendered.

Then, from the lost town, came forth all that

remained of the strong garrison, four thousand one

hundred and scwaity Osnoese and two hundred

Paduans, ghastly and emaciated, and more like

moving corpses than living beings. At the same time,

seventeen galleys were handed over to the Venetians,

the war-worn remains of the great arnuKia.

With the fall of Chioggia the war was over, and

the Doge's vow was fulfilled. He returned in triumph

to Venice, and was met at San Clemente Triumphal

by the Bucentaur with his counsellors 2in6. return ofAndrM

the heads of the Quanmtie, with a ruMt^^^^'l^J
number of boats in which the population ^mit

, . t • r 3 \ Council.

came out to greet their chief, and to gaze

upon the captive Genoese gaUcys, which were towed
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in with their banners at half-mast. The promised

largesses were distributed to the mercenary troops, and

the English captain, William Gold, who had rendered

services of great value, received for his share five

hundred ducats, the equivalent in actual modem coin

of three hundred and seventy-five pounds sterling,

a very large sum in those davs.

Maruffo continued to cruise in the Adriatic with

an efficient fleet several months after the surrender

of Chioggia, and Pisani was sent out agunst him.

After recapturing Capodistria and ravaging the coasts

of Daimatia, the Venetian admiral came upon the

enemy off Apulia. In the engagement that fdllowed

the Genoese were finally put to flight, but Ksani

himself was mortally wounded. He was taken tdbore

at Manfredonia, and there ended his heroic life.

His body was brought back to Venice, where the

news of his death had been received with untvorsal

SMuecrmior S^^^'y the Doge, the Senate, and the

PisaHt, Armouty whole city attended his magnificent funeral,
of the Arsenal.

j^^^j^^ j,^. ^^^^^^ 5^,^^.

Antonio, where a statue was put up to him, which has

since been removed to the principal hall of the Arsenal.

Pisani's place was filled by Carlo Zeno, to whom
belongs the honour of having finally ended the war

by driving the enemy into the ver harbour of Genoa.

The struggle between the two republics had lasted for

centuries, the war which ended it had b^n protracted

through six and a half years, and there was much
difficulty in agreeing upon articles of peace between

Venice on the one hand, and on the other Genoa,

King Louis of Hungary, and Francesco Carrara. At

firrt vAtt on reviewing thb treaty^ one be

tempted to suppose that Venice obtained no advantages

actually equivalent to the immmise s^ifices she had
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made during the war ; but in reality this would be

very far from the truth. Genoa had given even more,

and had been altogether defeated m the end; her

power was broken for ever, and her long rivalry with

Venice was at an end, whereas the political importance

of Venice continued to increase, and no one would

have thought of questioning her right to be considered

one of the great European powers.

As an example of what a devoted and patriotic

people can and will do in defence of their liberties,

the war of Chioggia stands high in the annals of the

world ; as a feat of generalship Pisani's blockade of

the Genoese fleet is perhaps unrivalled, and the military

operation by which Carlo Zeno tempted the whole

garrison of Brondolo out of that town in the morning,

and drove it like a flock of sheep into Chioggia before

sunset, is a feat of arms the like of which is not

recorded of many captwns.

Venice kept all her promises, though they had been

made under the pressure of extreme necessity. Thirty

families of burghers were chosen from amongst those

that had made the greatest sacrifices for die puWic

safety, and on the fifth of September the heads of

the houses were solemnly invested with the right to

sit iti the Great Council, and with all the other privi-

leges of nobility for themselves and their descendants

for ever. They presented themselves befi>rc the Doge

in the church of Swnt Mark's, each carrying a lighted

torch of pure wax ; when they had heard m^s they

went to the Doge's palace to assist, from the^ windows,

at a series of festivities and games. It is sad to

record that a certain Leonardo duV AgncUo, a merchant

of grain and forage, who had literally given all he

possessed for the war, died of grief because his name

did not appear in the list of the newly enrolled.
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The aged Doge Contarini survived exactly two

years after his triumph, and went down to his grave

in the full blaze of his final success and of the

country's growing glory. Amongst those propoied ts

candidates to succeed him, Carlo Zeno was mentioned
;

but such a choice would have been contrary to all

precedent and tradition, for it was thought that the

election of the bravest captain of his day might be

dangerous to the Republic ; and, mcweover, most of

the patricians whose advice during the war he had

consistently declined to follow, were jealous of him

and predisposed against him. But the war with the

Carrara was not yet really at an end, in spite of the

treaty of peace, and there was still much for Zeno
to do. The electors chose Michele M<»t)»m to fill the

ducal throne.



XV

VENICE IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY

As an epoch, if not precisely as a period of a hundred

years, the fourteenth century in Venetian history closes

with the war of Chioggia, as it began also before the

year 1 3CX) with the closure of the Great Council. F<M*

the final defeat and ruin of the Genoese, Venice made

the supreme heroic effort necessary to establish her

greatness ; thenceforth none questioned it, and with the

attainment df her highest nati<mal aim cnd«i tltt nc^l^
page in her history.

36s
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The Venetians of the first period were ai once brave

and prudent ; they were at times needlessly harsh in

judging those wmm they bdieved dai^eroi» to tlie

jRepublic, but they were nncere, and they fouiid means
to make other nations respect their coauttf at -tiiey

respected it and loved it themselves.

After Chioggia, Venir was both feared and admired,

but it is not poastble «
• jd much sympathy with her

sumptuous social li^ mth a Government that seems

to have been for ever preoccupied with its search for

secret enemies
;

nor, indeed, with its too docile working

people, or its soldiers who so willingly obeyed the

commands of the foreign comlottieri - ^der whom they

were too often led to battle.

We look on her history and judge her by imaginary

standards which were never hers. We feel that at the

end of the fourteenth century she entered upon a

m»taken course in which she obstinately persevoed to

the end ; we are sure that she should have been above

any mere petty jealousy of her neighbours, and that

she should have used all her strength in defence of

her maritime trade and her colcmies; we would have

had her alude by the old law of 1274, which forbade a

Venetian to own estates on the mainland of Italy ; we
consider that she was blinded to her true interests by all

sorts of intrigues, and that she neglected her trade in

order to put herself on the »me war-footing as her

advorsaries, though she had not their natural i^tude
for warfare ; that she drained her treasury to pay

grasping condottieri, and spent on futile campaigns the

resources which had hitherto fed her commerce. All

this we are to sonw extent justified in conduding, and

upon those points we jw^ her* as we ^oold 9tta^^
object to being judged.

Nevertheless, all this is but the criticism of specula-
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tive moralists and philosophers, a class of well-meaning

persons Vfrhosc influence m the worM ha» never been

large. Unhappily for plulosophy and morality, they

arc but too easily answered by the sledge-hammer

argument of success. In plain fact, Venice survived,

and grew great, and was a power during four hundred

years after she adopted her idtimate formula of existence,

and in the rod she died, not by the hand of the enemies

at home or abroad whom she had successfully baffied

for centuries, but of sheer old age and marasmal decline

after a life of eleven hundred years, during which die

was never at any time subject to a foreign power, or a

foreign prince, was never once occupied by a foreign

army—and was never bankrupt ! Ui <brtunately for

sentiment, no European nation, not '.ncient Rome

herself, can point to such a past, and the suggesdon that

Venice might have done much better by acting much

more sentimentally is utterly futile. It is a good deal

as if, when the ' oldest inhabitant ' of a village has just

died after utteriy beating all other records of longevity,

. well-meaning old woman should say :
* An, hot

vvould have lived much lot^ if he had ukxa my
.:d\ice.'

. , . .

It is useless, I think, to mquire whether the

complicated machinery of Venetian government wodd
have worked with the same results if any part of it

had been altogether removed. No one of the many

parts had been made arbitrarily, still less had any then

been called into existence to afford lucrative posts for

favourites, as has happened hundreds of times in the

existence of otiier nattotts. The machinery had grown

constandy, as more and more was required of it, but

had never stopped, nor had it ever been taken to pieces

for repairs, like the British Constitution, for instance.

It was a government of suspicion and precaution, which
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took it for granted that every man, from the Doge
down, would do his worst, and provided against tne

wont that any man could do. This it trtM^ ; but has

any Government ever thriven which reckoiwd on man's

virtues ? The plain reason why all the many artificial

communities founded by good men, from Buddha to

Fourrier, or even Thomas Hughes, have been failures

is that they have all reckoned on ^ood motives in

nwn, rather than on bad ones. Venice systemadcally

expected the worst, and when she was disappointed

it was to her own advantage. Christianity begins by

telling us with enei^tic emphasis that we ure all

miserable sinners, and threatens us with torments whidi,

if they could be brought before our eyes, would turn

the hair of young men grey. Venice followed very

much the same principle. Venice had the Pozzi

;

Christianity has Hell.

As for the manner in which Venice conducted her

wars, by the aid of condottieri of reputation, she only

followed the example of most of her neighbours. The
practice had many advantages, one x>fwhich undoubtedly

was ^t the prince, or the republic, was nc^ bound to

support an idle, restless, and amlxitious genoral and lus

force of trained soldiers in times of peace. The pro-

fessional fighter was sent for when needed, as one sends

for the doctor. He made his bargain, beat the enemy
if he could, was paid for the work, and went his way
with his army in search of occupation elsewhere.

Of course, he might turn traitor at any moment,

if it Were to his advantage, and he was never inclined

to annihilate an enemy to-day who might be his

patron and employer to-morrow. The Italian noun
*condottiero* is derived from the word ' condotta/ which

is not easily translatable into another language, but

means a kind of articled engagement for a stipulated
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purpose. In modern times the municipal physician

of each small commune is termed the * medico con-

dotto,' as it were the artickd doctor who » bound to

render certain servtcea without charge, bectuie he n
paid by the town.

The rise of the condottieri was the result of the

UO DE S, FANTALCONt

change in the manner of fighting which took place

early in the Middle Ages, upon the introduction and

development of armour. The first professional fighters

were the aristocracy, who spent their time almost

entirely in the daily practice of arms, aiwi kept them-

selves in perfect training by constant exercise. To
do this successfully they worked :nuch harder than the
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peasants in the fields, who were their natural enemies,

and who would have destroyed them altogether if

they had not maintained their physical superiority by

every means tn their power. And this superiority they

gradually supf^mented by means of armour which by

degrees reached such completeness as to make the

man and his horse practically invulnerable, before the

invention of gunpowder. A score of welt-equipped

and well-trained knights could cut to pieces ten times

their number of men armed only with swords and

shields. Moreover, the nobles did not hesitate to huig

any rich plebeian who dared to wear steel.

The nrst soldiers of fortune were penniless nobles

who owned nothing but their armour and h<MWS, and

often won wealth by fighting for any one who would

employ them ; and they insisted upon being treated

with the deference due to their station. But little by

litde, as more fighters were thus employed, young men

of unusual physical strength regularly went to work

to train themselves for the profession, because it was

a lucrative one, and was not at" first very dangerous

;

for I rep«it that before gunpowder men-at-arms

were not easily hurt, and as for noble lineage, the

employer cared nothing for that provided that the

fighter knew his business. These fighters very natur-

ally attached themselves uy scores and by hundreds

to any leader who had the reputation ci gaining

much booty, and of being generous in distributing

it. I believe that there was very little good faith,

and no trust at ail, between the condottiero and

his own band ; on the contrary, I think the relation

must hzve been very like that which exists on ahnost

every merchant-vessel between the captun and his crew,

and every man who has been to sea knows what that is.

The best crew in the world have a way of regarding
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the captain as their natural enemy which i» very

surprising to a landsman ; yet if they have confidence

in his seamanship and navigation, and if he doM not

THB CHURCH or THE r*AU

Starve them, they will obey him with a zed which to

the uninitiated greenhorn looks like devotion, and they

will even run great risks for him beyond what the law
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could require of them. He, on his side, has been

before the mast himself and knows exactly what they

think about him, and that if he allows them the

slightest liberty or indulgence beyond what he and

they know to be just, he will lose all control over

them. In the study of the mediaeval fighting bands

and their relations to their leaders, an historian ought

learn a vast deal in the course of a six weeks* voyage

on a big modern sailing vessel.

It happened sometimes that after a very great

V ictory the condottiero received extensive lands besides

a laige sum of money, and that he was formally

adopted into the aristocracy of the country for which

he had fought. In that case, he either disbanded his

men and retired from the profession, or, if he was still

ambitious, he entered upon a career of warfare and

conquest on his own account. Francesco Sforza's father

began life as a peasant, and he himself ended as Duke

of Milan, and left a great name which has descended

to modern times.

The fifteenth century, as being the principal period

of trsuintion throughout Europe from ancient to

modern warfare, was essentially the age of the con-

dottieri, and many famous mercenary captains were

employed by Venice,—so many, indeed, that a reinew

of their services would be almost a consecutive history

of Vem<«*8 rations with her neighbours during that

time. There was Carmagnola and Gattamelata, and

Francesco Sforza ; there was Bartolommeo Colleoni,

and Roberto Sanseverino, and there was even a Duke

of Mantua. As Daru says, the Republic grew accB»-

tcmied to keepine princes in her pay.

Even after tne war of Chloggia was over, Venice

was still involved in the long struggle with the Carrara

of Padua, which was to end with the almost total
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extermination of that family. Francesco Carrara had,

indeed, siened the peace, like the Genoese and the

King of Hungary. The Genoese power was broken

for ever, and King Louis was far away and not anxious to

renew a fruitless war now that his strongest allies were

crippled ; but Carrara had emerged from the contest

practically unweakened, and Venice was not Ukdy to

forget that he had done everything in his power to

further and abet the aims of Genoa.

There is no history more complicated and hard to

bear in mind than that of the republics and princi-

palities of northern Italy in the Middle Ages, as the

crimes by which the despots kept their power were

more tortuous than any committed before or since.

In the events which led to the annexation of Padua

by Venice two other states played a part, namely, the

principality of Verona, held by an illegitimate descendant

of the Scala family, who had incidentally murdered his

own brother, the latter's mistress, and all their children ;

and the great dukedom of Milan, then ruled by

Giovanni Galeazzo Visconti, w1k> had, in
^^^^

the ordinary course of events, got rid of

his brother Bernabo by poison, and kept a couple of

nephews locked up in a dungeon.

Antonio della Scala was jealous of Carrara's influence,

and made a mcret treaty with Venice, under which, and

for a consideration of twenty -five thousand florins

monthly, he undertook the conquest of Padua, and

the return of Treviso to the Republic. But he was

badly beaten by Carrara, who sii^eded in t»ibing

two high oflicials in Venice, an avc^ador and a

member of the Forty. These were, of course dis-

covered by the Government and duly executed.

Carrara, now fearing a regular war with Venice,

sought the alliance of Milan, ostenmbly against Vmma,
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and Galeazzo at once

sqq.

r a chance of profit for himself

in granting the request. He had always

hoped to make mischief between Padua
and Verona, and it is said that after Scala's defeat he

had secretly offered help to both sides at the same
time. He now agreed with Carrara to

divide and share Scala's principality of

Verona. But when Scala was beaten and ruined,

Galeazzo naturally refused to let Carrara have any
part of the promised spoil.

Scala took refuge in Venice, where he received a

pension, but it was not long before Giakazzo succeeded

in having him poisoned ; and almost at the same time

Galeazzo made a secret treaty with Venice to rob

Carrara of his principality. Venice introduced a clause

into the agreement which really showed genius. Lest

Galeazto Visconti should serve her as he had served

Carrara, the Republic required that he '-hould leave

his dukedom in charge of Carlo Zeno while he pro-

secuted the war in person.

Carrara now turned to Venice- (ot help against

Visconti, pretending to know nothing of the secret

alliance, and begging that the Republic would use her

influence to make Galeazzo keep to the terms of his

public treaty. This appeal was received with stony

indifference. Carrara, who believed that both Venice

and Visconti were actuated by motives of personal

hatred against himself, resigned in favour of his son,

Francesco the Younger, and retired to Treviso.

But his departure did not improve matters, and
his son was soon obliged to surrender Padua to the

allies, on condition of receiving i safe conduct for

himself and his retinue to visit Pavia and return.

This was given, and oath was taken on the Blessed

Sacrament that it should be respected. He went to
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Milan, and was well received, and it appears that he

acted the part of a mar delighted with his treatment,

and only anxious to be pleased and amused. It is

almost needless to say that before long he was plotting

against Visconti's life, and that Visconti discovered

the plan, and gave orders for his as«»sination. He
fled to France with his young wife Taddea, but was
pursued by Visconti's emissaries, and embarked only

just in time to save himself and her. She was soon

to become a mother, and she suffered terribly from the

rough sea. Carrara and she landed ; she was placed

upon an ass and he walked by her side, while the

small vessel kept in sight of the shore. And so they

proceeded, embarking again, and once more going

ashore as a fresh gale began to blow. They came
along the Riviera, well knowing that they were tracked
by Visconti ; once, at Torbio, they were warned by
a friendly person not to enter the town, and they

slept in a half-ruined church by the sea-shore. At
Ventimiglia the little party excited the suspicions of
the Podesta and Camun was arrested, after having
succeeded in placing his wife in safety on board the

vessel, but was released again, because by good fortune

the officer who arrested him had once served his father.

So they went on, through countless adventures, some-
times disguised as German pilgrims, sometimes barely

eluding Visconti's search by hiding in bushes by the

roadside
; they even slept in a stable. They sought

refuge in Florence and stayed there awhile, went on
to Bol(^na, and were refused afl a^stance ; and at

last the fallen prince received offers to join the fighting

band of John Hawkwood, the English condottiero.

He almost reached Venice, and was witnin a stone's

throw of Padua, then went back to Florence, and was
suddenly elevated to the dignity of ambassador from
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the Florentines to the Duke of Bavaria, whose sister

had been the wife of the murdered Bernabo Visconti,

and the mother of the rightful but imfMrisoiied heir to
the dukedom of Milan.

It is not within the province of this work to narrate
these wild adventures in detail. It is enough to say
that the struggle between the several parties was carried
on for years, with no scruple and little humanity.
The policy of the different governments shifted con-
tinually ; after allying herself with Visconti, Venice
soon began to plot against him, judging that a ruined
neighbour like Carrara would be safer than one too
powerful, as Giovanni Galeazzo was growing to be

;

and so the fugitive couple was taken into favour
again by the Republic. Although Visconti*s military

governor in Padua, when Carrara came to take his

own again, sent him word that a man must be a fool

who, having left the house by the door, expected to

return by ine window, yet Carrara soon got the better

of him by the help of Venice and the Duke of Bavaria.
What is most amazing in the history of the Italian

principalities and republics is that any one of them
should ever, under any circumstances, have believed

in the promises made by any other. An open treaty

was almost always supplemented by a secret one <ii a
precisely contrary nature ; oaths ratified upon the faith

of the Blessed Sacrament were broken as lightly as

lovers' vows ; the safe conduct given by a prince or
a republic was generally the prelude to an assassination

;

and governments had not even that temporary regard
for their obligations which is vulgarly described as

honour among thieves. Writers of history have
accustomed us too long to consider that these vices

mediaeval Italian diplomacy were mani^tations of
the deepest craft and <^ the moat profound nibtlety,
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and we have been taught to look upon Macchiavdli

as a master in the art of political dissimulation.

Men of northern extraction who, by the accidents of

birth, education, and long acquaintance, are thoroughly

acquainted with the Latin character, cannot but smile

at such a judgment. In all ages, Latins, and especially

Italians, have deceived each other, but have rarely

succeeded in deceiving us. The wiles of Caesar Borgia

would not have imposed upon an average English

schoolboy. In her diplomatic rdations with northern

Europe, Italy has almost invai lably been the victim oi

that profound duplicity which rests upon a carefully

cultivated reputation for respecting the truth. It is

the man whose word can generally be trusted who
possesses the greatest power of deception when he

chooses to perjure himself It ws not the ccmiplication

of the Italian nature which produced the complicated

state of Italian politics in the fiftee..th and sixteenth

centuries, but its extreme simplicity, which made
Italian princes the easy victims or the most tnm^renc
deceptions.

On the other hand, after a long lapse of time, and

in the presence of documents proceeding from opposite

sources, it is now so hard to ascertain tne nos.

simple truth, that the story of the young- f^c"J^ty
Carrara is told in two quite opposite ways. m« Venetians,

-ft • 1 , • ^_ U ..L Francesco liassano

;

The version 1 have given seems to be the cdUng of saia

more reasonable one ; the other tells us d^i^o scrwUnio.

that it was not Visconti, but Venice, that persecuted the

young couple, and that it was not Venice, but Visccmti,

who in the end recalled them to Padua. Be that as

it may, Carrara was once more in possession of his

principality in 1392. It seems to me thoroughly in

accordance with the policy of Venitt to have thus

installs! him i^n at }wt very gates and under her
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protection, in order to crush him and his family the
t4o6. more effectually, as she soon afterwards did.

Rom. iv. 40. Fourteen years later Venice had literally

forced him to declare war against her, and had sent
the invincible Carlo Zeno to command her armies;
the inevitable result had followed, and Carrara himself
with two of his sons were prisoners in the duod palaie.
The three were condemned to death, and were strangled
in prison.

The private execution of the noble prisoners of war
was not acknowledged by the Government, and the city
was gravely informed that they had, all three, died of
colds or coughs, vaguely described as catarrh. But the
people were not deceived, and were certainly not dis-

pleased ; and within twenty-four hours a triumphant
song was bawled through the streets of Venice, of which
the burden was ' A dead man makes no war.' The
words have remained a proverb in Italy.

The elder Carrara, long a state prisoner in Milan,
had been duly poisoned with ' magical liquors ' by the
five court physicians of Visconti in 1.393. One of the
younger Carrara's younger sons died in Florence very
soon after his father, but the fourth survived to be
murdered in his turn nearly thirty years later.

I find in Smcdley's SkeUhis from f^enetian History a
very curious and interesting note with r^ard to htm
and to the disappearance oi hb race.

The femily name of Carrara, like that of the Scottish
Ivbcgre^s, was proscribed. A branch of the House which

s,nedUy / n''l
^^^^O e^ists, or did exist not long ago, at

chap. X. nofe.
^^dua, was Compelled to adopt the name of
Pappa-fava, a sobriquet the origin of which \m

been traced as follows by Gataro. Marsilietto da Carrara,
Signer of Padua for one short month before his assassination,
in 1345, when a boy, was lodged, during a pestilence
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which raged in the capital, in a monastery at Brondolo.

*Now in all the great religious houses it it an ancient

custom to have vegetable broth at dinner every day of the

week. On Monday it is made of beans {Jave)^ on Tuesday of

haricots, on Wednesday of chick-peat, and so on. Marsilietto

was so fond of beans that it always appeared a thousand years

to him till the Monday came round, and, when it did, he

devoured the beans with such delight as was a pleasure to

behold. He was, therefore, nicknamed Pappa-fava (Bean-

glutton) by the rest, and his descendants hiave reuined the

name.*

The threefold murder of the Carrara, for it was

nothing else, must be r^rded as the first result of die

continental development of Venice after the war of

Chioggia, a development which brought her into closer

contact with a number of thoroughly unscrupulous

princes and governments. If her misdeeds can be

condoned at aU, it must be upc'i that ground ; but

1 find it impossible to agree with Mr. Hazlitt, the

author of a recent valuable history entitled The Venetian

Republic^ in considering that, on the whole, Carrara had

something like a fair trial, and deserveU his fate. The
whole body of evidence goes to show that, for hb times,

he was an exceptionally frank and courageous prince, and

much of the so-called proof that was used against him
in the end was obtained by the merciless appl::ation of

torture. Mr. Hazlitt*s real love of Venice has, I think,

prejudiced h-m too much in her favour in this instance,

and his affectionate industry has discovered everything

that can be said in her defence, without bestowing the

same care on a fair statement of the other side. In

a similar way, a little farther on, he speaks the

outragMus condemnati<Mi Carlo Zeno to a yoir's

imprisonment as an act not unjustifiable, because it

was proved that Zeno had actually eceived a small

sum of money from Carrara ; but Mr. Hazlitt passes
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over Zeno*s defence in silence. The invincible warrior
admitted, indeed, that he had received the money, hut
his explanation was perfectly simple and honourable.
He had lent the little sum to the prince when the latter

had been an outcast, wandering through Italy with his

young wife, and Carrara had repaid the money when he
had regained Padua. Zeno was over seventy years Of
age at the time when he was condemned to a year's

imprisonment in a dungeon for this act of charity and
its consequences ; he was the bravest and truest Venetian
of his times ; he had sav^ his country from destruction,
and had served her with the most iategrity
under the most trying circumstances, and more than
once in the face of her basest ingratitude ; he reaped
the rewaid which fell to the share of almost every
distii^idied Venetian, for he was feared by the Govern-
ment, hated by the fellow-nobles whom he had out-
stripped in honour, and condemned by men who were
not worthy to loose the latchet of his shoes. And he
was convicted on account of a paltry sum of three
hundred ducats, lent to a wanderer in distress and duly
returned— he, who had given thousands from his

own resources to satisfy the demands of the sordid
mercenaries whom Venice had employed in the war of
Chio^gia ! In trying to make out that he was treated
with justice, Mr. Hazlitt attempts to prove tod much.
Before quitting a point to which I shall not return,
let me, however, testify to the value of Mr. Hazlitt's
work, and to the great and useful industry with which
he has consulted and accurately quoted a numbo* of
authorities not only inaccessil^ to the cntiinary reader,
but rarely mentioned, and in some cases not at all, by
such historians as Daru, Romanin, and even Sismondi.

The stern justice of former days degenerated into

cold cruelty m the fifteenth century. When the
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Republic set a price on the heads of Carrani*s two

youngert sons, after vainly attempting to get posseiflion

ofthor persons by diplomatic means,tmsy were mere boys.

PONTE riORENZOLA

... ^
When Zeno was called before the Council of Ten

on the night of the twentieth of January _ , ^

1406, the warrant for his examination

authorised the use of t(»rture, if it should seem necessary.
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But even the Ten hetitated at that. He admitted
and explained the matter of the money lent and repaid

;

his explanation of his reasons for having received and
talked with an envoy from Padua were as honourable
as they were clear, and the Ten being mercifully
mchned that night, did not proceed to stretch Venice's
greatest hero on the rack, but only condemned him to
the pozzi for a year, and to the perpetual Iom of aU
offices he held.

He accepted the sentence without a murmur, and
his frame of steel did not permanently suffer fiom the
confinement, for he lived twelve years longer in perfect
health, made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, was once more
in command of the troops of the Republic, defeated the
Cypriotes, and died at last in the full possession of his
faculties, leaving his name to undying glory, and the
memory of his judges to eternal shame.

The Venetians had buried the elder and the younger
Carrara with creat magnificence, dressed in rich velvet,
with their golden spurs on their heels and their swords
by their sides. When Zeno died at. last, it was neces-
sary that his fun al should outshine at least the
obsequies accorded to the murdered foes of the
Republic. The Doge and the Senate attended, and the
citizens followed him to his grave in their thousands

;

but it is good to read that what was left of him was
borne to its last rest on the shoulders of brave seamen
who had served with him, fought under him, and shed
their blood with him. He lies in the church of Santa
Maria della Cclestia, where you may see his tomb to
this day.

An age of transition is sure to be an age of con-
trisu. One may compare, for instance, the Doge
Michd Steno with his successor, Tomaso Mocenigo,
the extreme of extravagance with the extreme of
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economy, the increaMns indebtedneit <^ each depart-

ment or the State with the exeemre levmty 0/ the

magistrates whose duty it was to watch suspected

persotis ; and from the officials who ' defended the

faith ' one may turn to the wild band of noble youths

who called tlwmaelvM the *Compagnia (klla Calza,'

the * Hose Club,' and whose chief occupation was to

amuse and be amused.

The laws were full of contrasts too. The Doge
Michel Steno, the first of the fifteenth century, kept

four hundred horses in his 8Cables> and by MuHnm.
way of adding absurdity to extravagance Commenio.

he dyed their coats yellow, according to the ridiculous

custom of the times. Yet he was forbidden by law to

blazon his coat-of-arms on the ducal palace, or, in fact,

anywhere else, and he was not allowed to have lumsdf
addressed as • My Lord.' TTie law required him to

wear a mantle of royal ermine, and to provide his

servants with two new liveries each year ; yet he could

be treated like a boy, and told to be silent and sit down
in Council, as actually happened to him a few years

after his election.

The story is worth telling. I have spoken of the

'Avogadori del Commun,' who were officers of con-
siderable importance and power, and not at first noble.

They stood, in a mann^, between private individuals

and the State in matters of law, civil and criminal

;

partly in the position of a modern attorney -general,

partly as representing the exchequer, but they had a

right of interfinrence in many other matters. Two ci
them were bound to be present at every Council,

including that of the Ten, arrayed in long red
robes, and they had power to suspend all judgments
during three days in cases which, if not positively

criminal, concerned the execution laws and edicts.
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Though at first not nobles, and perhaps for that very

Arm.tmi /i.is,h,i. reason, it had always been their bu^twss to
./r,A,v,

. act as a Heralds' Office for the purpose of
examining into all titles of nobility and claims for

seats in the Grand Council.

Now it happened on the second of June in 1410
that a certain noble called Donato Michiel proposed
the repeal of a law which had been approved six

years earlier by the Great Council ; the avoKudori
opposed the motion, and accused the patriaan of
encroaching on their rights. But the Doge Steno,

agreeing with the noble, lost his temper, and spoke
sharply to the avogadori. Now the ducal oath for-

bade the Doge to speak in defence of any one unless he
could obtain nermisston to do so from four out of six

of his counsellors. Three of the latter now tried to
call him to order, but he would not listen to them.
' Messer Doge,' they then said bluntly, let your
Serenity si* down and be silent, and leave the avo-
gadori quite free to do their duty

!

'

Two other counsellers now took the Doge's ade,
and he went on talking

; whereupon the avogadori
imposed on him a fine and threatened to bring an
action against him. Both parties grew more and more
obstinate, and the quarrel lasted several days, until

some intelligent persons discovered that the Doge hx\
not broken his ducal oath, because the avogadori had
not yet formally made accusation against Don«to
Michiel, so that what the Doge had said had not been
said in defence of any one, there being no legally

accused person, but as a general statement of opinion
;

and in this way the affair was patched up without
scandal.

Under the rule of Tomaso Mocenigo, Stcno's

succe^or, the Repulse seems to have recovered swnc-
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thing of its pristine vigour, and the germs of tfitonal

corruption were retarded in their growth for a time.

Moccnigo was as austere, as prudent, and as active as

Stcno had been extravagant, hot-tempered, and careless.

LANP GATEWAY, FALASIO rOKARI

\'enice now finally obtained possession of Friuli and
Dalniatia, which made her mistress of the Adriatic as

far as Corfu.

Mocenigo was a man of iron will and inflexible

principle. Nothing gives a clearer idea of his character

2 c
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than his own recapitulation of his nine years' reign,
when he lay dying of old age.

'

On his deathbed he assembled about him the prin-
cipal officers of the Republic, and drew a clear picture
of the condition of the country at the end of his
administration, giving his hearers at the same time
valuable advice as to the election of his successor, which
fhe^ unfortunately did not follow. I quote the speech

My Lords, by the weakness in which I find myself, I know
that I am near the end of my life

; wherefore, since I owe
Rom. iv. 9j.

g*"^* obligation to this my country, which has not
only nourished and brought me up, but has also

granted me as much pre-eminence and as many honours as can
be conferred upon one of her citizens, and although I have always
been devoted to my country with mv life and with such poor
means as fortune gave me, yet I know that by this I have not
repaid even a small part of all the good which I have received

;

and being brought to a limit where I can do no more for my
country, it is for my own satisfection that I desired to assemble
all of you here, that I might commend to you this Christian
city and exhort you to love your neighbours, and to do justice,
and to choose peace and preserve it, as I have endeavoured to
do. In my time four millions of debts have been paid off, and
there are other six millions owing, which debt was incurred for
the wars of Padua, Vicenza, and Verona ; we have paid every
six months two instalments of the debts, and have paid all my
officers and regiments. This our city now sends out in the
way of business to different parts of the world ten millions of
ducats' worth yearly by ships and galleys, and the profit is not
less than two million ducats a year. In this city there are
three thousand vessels of one to two hundred 'anfore' (Vene-
tian register of capacity) with seventeen thousand seamen

;

tbere are three hundred larger ships with eight thousand sailors.
Every year there go to sea forty-five galleys with eleven thou-
sand sailors, and there .ire three thousand ship's carpcnte« and
three thousand caulkers. There are three thousand weavers of
silk and sixteen thousand weavers of cotton cloth ; the houses
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are estimated to be worth seven millions and fifty thousand

ducats. The rents are five hundred thousand ducats. There
are one thousand noblemen whose tncoRic IS fironi seven
hundred to four thousand ducats. If you go on in this

manner you will increase from good to better, and you
will be the masters of wealth and Christendom ; every one will

fear you. But beware, as you would be of fire, of taking what
belongs to others and of wagins unjust war, for God cannot
endure those errors in [Hinces. ^very me knows that the war
with the Turks has made you brave and experienced of the
sea ;

you have six generals fit to fight any gr<n»t army, and for

each of these you have sea-captains, slingers, officers, boatswains,

mates, and rowers enough to man one hundred galleys ; and in

these years you have shown distinctly that the world considers

you the leaders of Christianity. You have many men experi-

enced in embassies and in the govo'nment of cities, who are

accomplished orators. You have many doctors of divers

sciences, and especially many lawyers, wherefore numerous
foreigners come here for judgment of their differences, and
abide Sy your verdicts. Your mint coins every year a million

ducats of gold and two hundred thousand of silver } it also

coins yearly eight hundred thousand ducats* wcNth between
' grossetti, mezzanini, and soldoni.' Fifty thousand ducats of
' grossetti ' go every year to Soria, and to the mainland, and
other parts; of * mezzanini* and * soldoni* <mt hundred
thousand ducats ; the rest remains in the country (Venice).

You know that the Florentines send us each year sixteen

thousand pieces of doth, which we make use of (in commerce)
in Barbary, in Egypt, in Soria, in Cyprus, in Rhodes, in

Roumania, in Candia, in the Morea, and in Istria, and every
month the Florentines hnnz into this < !ty seventy thousand
ducats' worth of all sorts of merchandise, which amounts to
eight hundred and forty thousand ducats yearly and more ; and
they take back French woollens, Catalans, and crimson, and
fine corded wool and silk, gold and silver thread and jewellery,
with great advantage to the city. Therefore, be wise m
governing such a State, and be careful to watch it and to see

that it is not diminished segHgence. You must be very
careful as to who is to succeed in my place, for by him the

Republic may have much good and much evil. Many of you
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are inclined to Messer Marino Caravello, who is a worthy man,
and deserves that honour for his worthy qualities. Messer
Francesco Bernbo is a good man, and the same is Messer
Giacomo Trevisan ; Messer Antonio Contarini, Messer Fausdn
Michiel, and Messer Alban Badoer, all these are wise and
deserving. Many are inclined to Messer Francesco Foscari,
and do not know that he is proud and untruthful ; he has no
principle in his affairs, he has an exaggerated disposition, he
grasps at much and holds but little. If he be Doge you will
ah 'ays be at war ; he who has ten thousand ducats will not be
ma. ter of one thousand, he who has two houses will not be the
master of one ; you will spend gold and silver, reputation and
honour, and where you are now the chiefs, you will be the slaves
of your soldiers and men-at-arms and of thdr captains. I conld
not resist the desire to tell you this opinion of mine. God grant
that you may elect the best man, and direct you, and preserve you
in peace.

Mocenigo died on the fourth of April 1423.
In spite of his admonitions and of a cons^erable

opposition, the electors chose Francesco Foscari to
succeed him, and henceforth war with Milan became a

certainty. It was on the occasion of his election that

the last remnant of the people's right of interfnmce
wa? done away with. Hitherto it had been customary
to announce each election to the people, adding the
words ' if such be your pleasure.' This time the High
Chancellor, who, it will be remembered, was never a
noble, inquired, with a smile, what would happen if the
people answered that it v/as not their pleasure. The
result was that the formula was never used again.

But the people wert eas-ly amused and let the
nobles do as they pleased, even when, at a later

date, the designation * Venetian Commonwealth' was
abandoned, and the word 'Signoria' was officially

substituted in its place. This, literally translated,

means 'lordship,' but it has long been a convenient
custom to. make an English word of it, as * Signory.*
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Some idea of the character of Francesco Foscari is

given by the following anecdote:—The Giustiniani

family had built three palaces on the Grand Canal, one

of which had been sold as a residence to the young

Duke of Mantua, whom his brother, when dying, had

commended to the protecticm of the Republic, roscari

could not endure the thmight that the Giustiniani dioiiki

still have two palaces finer than his only
^^^^^^

one, and when the Government sold the

third at auction in 1428, he bought it and raised it by

!~*uilding another story in order that it might outdo

the others. It was then said to have three hundred

and sixty-five windows, and it was valued at twenty

thousand ducats, say, at fifteen thousand pounds

sterling, which was a vast sum for those days.

Foscari's name recalls dramatic monories, and, to

tell the truth, it has firequently been taken in vain by

poets and playwrights, and even by some chroniclers

and historians. His son Jacopo was not the martyr

he has been represented to be, nor was he himself the

'Roman ^ther' of the play. I shall tell die tnxt

story—a terrible one enough, even io its accurate

form—after briefly reviewing his reign.

The dying Mocenigo had not been altogether wrong
in his {Hredicti<Mi8 abcmt Foscari, for before Icmg mi
Republic was at war with Milan, as the ally Florence,

and was squandering money and men at a disastrous

rate. Foscari undoubtedly belonged to the war party,

yet in the true interests of his country he really con-

trolled 1^ own fiery nature for some tinw, and

etideavoured to maintain a neutral position with r^;ard

to the quarrels of the Visconti with the Florentmes,

during which it was the constant aim of the latter to

break up the alliance which was still in force between

Milan and Venice.
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- Giovanni Galeaxzo was dead. His eldest son,
Giovanni-Maria, had succeeded him, a maniac who is

said to have fed his hounds on human flesh ; and he
had been dethroned by Facino Cane, and then massacred
bjr the Milanese, as he richly deserved. His brother,
Filippo-Maria, when Facino Cane died childless,promptly
married the latter's widow, the unhappy Beatrice 'a

Tenda, in order to inherit something of Facino's
popularity and all of his vast estates. This being
accomplished, and not caring for her company, as she
was twice his age, he brought a false accusation against
her, tortured her, and sent her to the scaffold, white
she protested her innocence. But this was only an
incidental crime, and would doubtless have been
forgotten with a hundred others but for the noble
bearing of the unfortunate woman throughcHit the
tragedy that ended her life. The historically important
fact is that Filippo-Maria determined to recover every
inch of the wide territory which had been ruled by
his father, and that if he had accomplished his end,
Venice would have been required to .restore what sti&

had taken from the Milanese.

Florence was at that time in one of her only too
frequent phases of ill-luck, yet her hatred for the
Visconti was such that she could not resist the tempta-
tion to fight Milan under all circumstances. She
needed help, of course ; above all, she needed money,
and Venice was the richest nation in Europe. As has
been seen, too, from Mocenigo's dying speech, the
two States were in close commercial relations. It was
natural, therefore, that Florence should seek assistance
of Venice ; it was equally natural, according to the old
traditions of Venice, that aid should be refused, unless
it cotild be given profitaUy.

Foscftri was for war, but was not able to infloetKe
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the Senate in favour of the Florentines, to whom he

had always been friendly. It ma a strango' and a

fugitive, a soldier of fortmie of the high^ physical

to. . . _

rAtASSO UGINA IM CIMO

courage, of the lowest origin, and of no principles at

all, who turned the scale—no less a pomni^ tluui the

famoui. condottiero Carmagnola.

'^his remarkabl': man's real name was Francesco

f-'t
•3:-

t mil
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Boasone, an appellation derived from the village in

Rom. iv. ,06.
^'"^^ ^e^" of peasant parents.

He had enlisted at an early age, and had
attracted the attention and favour of Filippo-Maria
Visconti, immediately after Facino Cane's death, by
almost catching Ettore Visconti, whom Filippo wished
to murder. After this, Carmagnola's advance to fortune
was rapid and unchecked. In ten years we find him
with the title of Count of Castelnuovo, as Filippo's
governor over Genoa, married to a widowed Antonia
Visconti, who passed for a daughter of Gi^anni
Galeazzo

; and so he prospered, till he had acquired
such wealth that he deemed it safe to invest a part
of it in foreign securities. As an especial favour,
by a decree of the Great Council of Venice, . was
allowed to buy bonds of» the Venetian debt with his
money, a privilege rarely granted to any foreigner.
Before long he had cause to congratulate himself upon
this piece of fortune, and upon his own caution, which
had led directly to it.

Various explanations have been given of his disgrace
with Filippo Visconti ; it has been said that he lost
the prince's favour by the calumnies of people who
envied him. Romanin says Filippo grew suspicious of
him, because he was too succe^fiil and too popular

the troops, and that the env cou ;; r?

did the rest ; that on being .^called
the governorship of Genoa he attempted in vain to
obtain an audience of the Duke, and did all he could
to justify himself ; but that, as he foiled altogether, he
withdrew to Piedmo.it, and did hie best to incite Amadeus
of Savoy against Filippo ; that the latter then confiscated

t4»s.
possessions, and arrested his wife and

daughters, whom he held as hostages ; and
that, finally, Carmagndla went to Venice, and oicred
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his services and those of eighty men-at-arms whom he

had with him, the RepubUc being then on the eve of

yielding to the entreaties <^ Florence and ciedaring war

on Visconti.

The plain truth of all this seems to be that

Carmagnola was an unprincipled scoundrel, who meant

to be on the winning side whatever happened, and

who, being very well informed, foresaw that a league

was about to be made, with Venice at its head, which

would be in a position to defy his old master. The
latter, of course, tried to poison him* by secret agents,

who failed, were caught, and were duly tortured and

hanged by the Venetian Government, which took the

diplomatic precaution of not mentioning the Duke
of Milan in the case. There is a sameness about

the crimes of the Visconti which makes them almost

tiresome
;
Carmagnola was bolder and quite as pro-

found, but the habit of superiority in actual fighting

nude him underestimate, in the end, the cool prudence

of Venice and the many-sided duplicity of the Duke.

Venice accepted the adventuro>'s offer, and soon

afterwards placed him in command of her land army ;

and before long Mocenigo's prediction was fulfilled,

and the Republic was reduced to something like slavery

under the iron hand of the captain she had hired. He,
on his part, played a double game from the first, and

made up his mind that if he must beat his old master,

he would hurt him as little as he could in so doing, and

would try to renew secret and friendly relations with

him while acting as the Republic's general.

It was about this time that the Doge Foscari made a

speech in favour of the Florentine alliance, which was

first published by Romanin. It bears the stamp of a

genuine report, and much of it is in the Venetian

dialect. Foscari argued that unless Venice would help
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Florence, the latter would shortly be annihilated by
Visconti, who would then proceed at once to the
destruction of Venice herself. He referred incident-
ally to a speech just made by Carmagnola, and assured
the Republic that under such a general's leadership
there was nothing to fear, whereas there was great hope
of extending the boundaries of the Republic. He
wound up by saying that Visconti aspired to rule all

Italy, despised reason, both human and divine, and was
always taking other men's property by fraud and
deception

; and Foscari called upon the Venetians to

help in crushing a common enemy, for the perpetual
peace of all Italy.

The speech is hot and warlike. Nevertheless
Romanin, three pages farther on, declares that it is a
great imustice to accuse Foscari of having promoted
war, and complains that historians have ma<fc the Doge
the scapegoat to bear the blame of all the wars in which
Venice then became involved. But Romanin was not
only an enthusiastic Venetian ; he was also, to some
extent, the apologist of the elder Foscari.

The ratification of the league was announced at the
end of January 1426, and Carmagnola's definite com-
mission dates from the nineteenth of February. He
proceeded to besiege the fortresses of Brescia, allowed
the FlcM-entine general to plan the really astonishing en-
trenchments, looked on while the machinery of attack

Sept. IS, 1.(26. was set in motion, and departed to follow

Bre!^i!%Le; ^ ^."'"^ of baths at Abano, very much
saiadeiiaBussoia, to the disgust of thc RepubHc. He came

ducal palace, i^fc j„ leisurely fashion to the scene of
action a few days before the two castles o^ntulated^
in time to take credit for the whole affair, yet akrast
without having struck a blow at Visconti.

Meanwhile Francesco Bembo had transported
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another force up the Po in a flotilla of small vessels,

and farther still up the river Adda, and had actually

made a deimnntration Mon Pavia, in the heart of

V'isconti's dominions. The Duke having failed to

poison Carmagnola, tried to burn down the VenetiMi

arsenal by treachery, which was discovered, and his

wretched agent was tortured to death in due form.

Pope ^£u1:iIl V., who was a Cdonna, and therefore a

Ghibelline—the only Ghibelline pope who ever reigned

—was the one sovereign in Italy who still favoured

\'isconti, and he now intervened to make peace. A
treaty was patched up by which the Duke lost a good
deal of territory, and was bound to set at liberty d»
wife and daughters of Carmagnola. This was the peace

of 1426, concluded on the thirtieth of December,

Little more than a month later, on the fifth of Febr'iary

1427, the Republic seat for Carmagnola again, for the

Duke had simply refused to hand over the fortresses he

.as to yield by the treaty, and on the twenty-fourth

ot March Carmagnola and his wife made a sort of

triumphal entry into the city.

In the t^ampaign which fdlowed, though for the

most part pursuing his policy of inactivity, in spite <^
the protests of the Senate and the Doge,

' " Oct // J^JfT
Carmagnola condescended to win a battle vutory«fCa^
for Venice at Macald, which it must be

j^^^^^^,^^
admitted, for his reputadon, was a Inilliant BMtano:'uui^,

victory ; and he soon asked leave to eo and J^'^^*^.,
^1 11 • c \ II /y- Great Counett.
take more baths, as if the whole affair were
perfectly indifferent to him. To this the Senate objected,

but he was eiven all manner of rich compensation for h»
services, ana came to Venice on leave. He was received

with an ovation.

He had, indeed, been opposed to some of the

greatest condottieri . of the time, such as Francesco
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Sfbrza and Piccinino, and the Venetians seem to have
valued him, because they were convinced that he could
beat any opponent if he pleased, and only required

Bergamo gifts and flattcfv to fousc him to action.

c::::::^Zl:.
^hese were laviilied on htm, and a second

Aiu „.'!e: saia pcacc with Visconti was concluded in April

,428, about fourteen months after the
first. It was ratified and announced in May, and
again Carmagnola entered Venice in triumph. He was
now formally invested with the great feiidal estate of
Chiari.

As was to be expected, Visconti again failed to fulfil

the conditions of the treaty, and within three years

hostilities broke out again. To the amazement and
mortification of the Venetian Government, however,
Carmagnola now resigned his commission, almost at the

moment when he was to have taken command, and
there is reason to believe that he was even then secretly

negotiating with Visconti. But the Republic couli not
afford to lose such a man at such a moment ; he was
offered conditions which must have surpassed even his

own tolerably large expectations. Not only was he to

possess for himself and all his descendants the great
estate of Chiari, with its rental, but another law feudal
holding in the territory of Brescia was promised him
on the same conditions ; if all Lombardy were ^aken,
he was promised the complete restitution of all the

domains which Visconti had formerly bestowed upon
him

; all plunder and all prisoners of war were to be
his, the Republic contracting to pay him a certain sum fw
each prisoner of importance whom he handed over to the

Government ; as if this were not enough, he was to be
crowned Duke of Milan if he could drive out Visconti.

While these astonishing Q&es% wwe being made to

him by Venice, he received more than one letter firom
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the Duke, requesting him to act as an intermediary

to make peace. This fact was, of course, soon known

to the Venetian Government, and we can hardlv be

surprised that the Venetians should not have Kked the

part which the Duke was thrusting upon a man who
had betrayed him, and whom he should have con-

sidered as his worst enemy.

Mr. Horatio Brown has conjectured with great

acumen that Visconti, who thoroughly understooa the

chamcter of Carmagnda, as well as that h. Brmm, km.

the Venetian Government, chose the surest '^s-

means of ruining the condottiero of whom he wished

to be rid. Carmagnola, equally flattered by the Duke's

secret letters and t>y the overwhelming offers of the

Republic, began to assume airs of superiority which

could not but excite the suspicion of a Government

whereof suspicion itself was* the very foundation and

mainspring.

A series of dt8cu8n<ms now began between the

Senate aoui Visconti, in which Carmagnola was con-

tinually concerned, but it was soon the gossip of the

city that the letters which he really sent to the Duke

were by no means identical with the drafb of Aose

which he showed the Senate for approbation. It is

at least certain that, after war was declared, as was

inevitable, Carmagnola showed neither decision nor

energy when obliged to face Visconti's army, and

allowed hiniself to oe beaten by Francesco Sforza, who
was afterwards himself Duke of Milan. He showed all

his old energy in Friuli in driving out the Hungarians,

whom Visconti had induced to make a descent upon

that territory, but he had no sooner come back to

r ?scia, for which Visconti himself was fighting, than

his hesitation retiirn«i.

Smedky, in connection with what now happened.
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quotes the following remarkable passage from the
twelfth chapter of MacchiavelJi's PriSapi: •Per-
ceiving that Carmagnola had become cold in their
service, they yet neither wished nor dared to dismiss
him. from a fear of Josing that which he had acquired
for them

; for their own security, therefore, they were
compelled to put him to death.'

The condottiero now received a message from the
Signory, requesting him ' to give himself the trouble

'

of commg to Venice to discuss a new plan of campaign
Completely taken -ffhis guard, he at once left his camp
and repaired to the capital, where he was met by eight
nobles, who accompanied him to the ducal palace
tellinff him that the Doge expected him to dinner.

His own sm^l escort was dismissed at the door, and he
was ushered into a hall where he waited a few moments.
I hen came Leonardo Mocenigo and said that the Doge
was indisposed, and begged that he would come again
on the following day. Carmagnola left the room,
foUowed by the.eight nobles. In the courtyard he was
about to take the direction which would have led him
to the canal where he had left his boat, when the nobles
suddenly came up with him and pointed towards the small
porch under which was the outer entrance to the prisons.

* This way. Sir Count,* thev said. « But that is not
my way, he answered. ' You are mistaken,' they said,
' ihis is the best way.' At the same moment, certain
gaolers ap peared and pushed him through the door of
the pozzi. * I am lost !

' he cried, as he went in.
This WM on the seventh of April. The manner of

the generals arrest may be excused for its lack of
dignity by the necessities of the situation. The man
was most undoubtedly a traitor and a villain, but it

would have been impossible to seize him in the midst
of his own men-at-ai-ms, and the most prudent manner
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<>t getting ^^osMMion of his person was to draw him

AMO COBTB MUA VIM. *. rtMNCCKO MLLA VIPA

into an ambush. The wise and merciful fathers of the
Republic would assuredly not have hesitated at much
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worse things
; only a few days earlier they had ofFered

twenty-five thousand ducats to a man called Muazzo,
employed in Visconti's household, to poison the Duke!
The Republic had already fully adopted the progressive
methods of its day.

Carmagnola's trial occupied some time, and was
conducted on the whole in a regular and legal manner.
It began on the ninth of April, and on the eleventh the
once all-powerful captain, to whom those who were now
his judges had offered the dukedom of Milan, was put
to the torture like any other criminal. On the fifth of
May the Council of Ten gave its verdict as follows :—

*That this Count Francesco Carmagnola, a public
traitor to our dominion, be led to-day, after nones, at

Rom. iv. !6o.
^°"'*' ^^'^ a gag 'n his mouth

and with his hands tied behind his back,
according to custom, between the two columns of the
Square of Saint Mark's, to the usual place of execution,
and that his head be there struck off his shoukiers, so
that he die.'

^
The sentence goes on to direct that the Count's

widow should enjoy the interest of ten thousand ducats
of the bonded debt, on condition that rfie should live

in Treviso. Provision was also made for his unmarried
daughters. As for the one who was affianced to

Sigismondo Malatesta, since there was no divorce law
by which he could sever an alliance which was odious,
he adopted the simple expedient of murdering her as
soon as he had married her and secured her dowry.

Carmagnola's body was dressed in crimson velvet,

and on his severed head was placed the cap which still

bears his name. The corpse was borne to the church
of San Francesco della Vigna with twenty-four torches,
but as it was about to be buried there, the Capuchin
monk who had received his last confession appeared in
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haste and said that the dead man had wished to be buried

in the church of the Frari, and he was accordingly laid

there, in the cloisier. In Veince it was the custom

TUB nuua

that the clothes of executed persons should be given
to the gaoler, not to the headsman ; but in this case
the Council of Ten decreed that the dress worn by
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Carmagnola should be handed over with his body to

Rom. iv. i6i, the monks of the church where he was
note 2. buried, the gaoler receiving ten ducats

as compensation.

His remains are now interred in Milan beside those of
his wife Antonia in the greater church of Saint Francis.

The historian Morosini, quoted by Romanin in a note,

judged from his statue that he had the hard face, the

cruel eye, and, generally, the unpleasant aspect which
denote a man of -dangerous character and ^ubbcMn
purpose ; and adds that he was a person of a keen wit,

a tough constitution, and great courage, but capricbus
and of doubtful honesty.

Carm^nola's wife was deeply implicated in his

treachery, as is not surprising considering that she was
known as the niece of Giovanni Galeazzo Visconti, and
was believed by many to be his daughter. She and her

children were required to remain in Venice some time

before proceeding to Treviso, and were detained in the

convent of the Vergini, the same religious house which
had served as a prison for two ladies of the Quirini

family more than a century earlier. It was there that

the Countess received the news of her husband's execu-
tion, which was announced to her by one of the heads
of the Council of Ten and an avogador ; and these

officials at the same time demanded of her a list of her

jewellery, assuring her that the Signory would forgive

her misdeeds if she would only show a proper spirit of

contrition. I find no account of the poor woman's
behaviour on this occasion ; but as the sentence was
executed only a few hours after it was passed, the news
of her husband's death on the scaffold was in all likeli-

hood conveyed to her without any previous notice of

his condemnation, and it was accompani«i by a cold

request for an inventory of her jeweb, and a iectiire on
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patience and repentance. Even the imagination of a

novelist fails to guess what she must have felt as she

listened to the grim men who had just omdemned her

Tw CROW tfimWt nuMi

husband and seen him die, and now wished to be told

how many earrings and gold chains and broodtes she
had in her posncssion*
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She afterwards really retired to Treviso with her
daughters, and the Republic continued to pay her the
promised allowance, till she one day escaped to Milan,
whereby the obligations of the Venetian Government
were ended.

Whatever Visconti's plans may have been when he
secretly renewed his relations with Carmagnola, whether
he intended to compass his ruin or not, it is certain

that he bitterly resented his execution, and used every
means, including the most inhuman tortures, to discover
the names of those who had accused and condemned
the condottiero. If he had succeeded he would no
doubt have tried to poison them all.

Not long after Carmagnola was imprisoned, I^ccinino,
one of Visconti's generals, captured in a skirmish at

Valtellina Giorgio Corner, a noble and very influential

Venetian, who had acted as Provveditor to oversee
Carmagnola's doings in the field. He was taken to

Monza, near Milan, and confined there in one of the
prisons called * Forni,' 'ovens,' compared with which
the dreaded pozzi seem to hav^. been thought airy

and luxurious quarters. He lived to write an account
of what he suflfered, and I shall give a literal translation

of his words, not for the sake of inspiring horror, but
because the document bears the unmistakable stamp of
truth, and is one of very few of the kind which have
come down to us.

Corner was first examined by Gaspare de Grossis,

Doctor of Laws.

I felt as if my soul were being torn out of mc, when he said

that I must speak the truth ; and when I answered that I had

_ • AA ^^^^ S^^^ * wrench of the rope, and had

n2. ''•^Y" "P brought to him like dead,
threatening me greatly, that he would have this

truth i and seeing me like dead he went away, and I was
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let down into the *forno' by a leathern belt, and was placed

upon a mattress on the boards, and was given the yolk

ut an egg and a drink. This was my dinner, and I was

not able to get my hand to my mouth in any way ; so I hy

S> MGCO

that night and never could sleep. In the morning came he
that watched mc, and made fire, and gave me the yoiks of two
eggs, and with these I remained that day.

On tiK next Friday miMmlng he. came to me and had me
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bound and drawn up and taken to him, asking if I would tell
the truth, and when I said I had told it, he said he wished to
know who had told the Signory about the Count (Carmagnola)
having an understanding with my Lord Duke. 1 said I knew
no one who had made the accusation. Seeing that he could
get nothing else, he had me fastened .to the rope, and gave me
a wrench of the rope that I thought I was dying. Seeing that
he could get nothing more from me, he made me get up
and had my arms set (they were dislocated by the torture),
with even greater pain, and had me brought to him, and he
spoke his mind (abusively) and went away. On the next
Saturday in the evening he caused a bar to be placed on the
floor in a hollow, and my feet were put under it and hammered
upon with a wooden pin, so that I almost died of the pain.
On the last day of December, which was Saint Sylvester's day,
there came to me the aforesaid Messer Gaspare, and with him
came Lunardo di Lunardi, the inquisitor of Milan, at the hour
of matms, and had me taken up. Let every one ^uess how my
heart felt. I commended myself to God and went before them.
Bemg before them Lunardo asked me if I knew him, and I
said

: No. And he answered me : Also I will not leave thee
nil I have so wrought that thou shalt know me ; and saying
Thou hast refused to tdl the truth to Messer Gaspare ; the
prince has sent me to know the truth of thee ; thou hadst best
te It and get his good grace ; but though thou wouldest not
tell It, be qmte.sure that thou shalt nevertheless tell it, or thine
arms shall be left hanging to the cord (torn from the body).
And with other words, which I write not, for hearing this
every one may fancy how my heart felt. I answered that I
had told the truth to Messer Gaspare, and that he (Lunardo)
ought to be sure of this, because if it had been mv own son
who had accused the Count Carmagnola I would saV so rather
than desire more torture, and all the more he should consider
that 1 would do so if it were a stranger ; and I said the like
as to what concerned the other chief points (of the inquiry).
Then Lunardo said to me: Thou wilt not name the
real traitor; he had me undressed and festened to the
cord, etc.

On he second of January Corner was told that
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he- was to be tortured again, and he addressed his

tormentors as follows :

—

Since this is your will, wh.ch will soon be done, I ask one

thine of vou as a grace, that since I am to lose this body so

nii.erablv, I n^ay not lose my soul, and that I may confess and

receive communion, in order that our Lord God may have

mercy on this poor soul. Lunardo answered : I wish it may go

to the house of the Devil. Hearing this cruel speech I answered

that although fortune had given him power over the body, God

had not given him power over the soul, and that I hoped, by

His grace, that if I had good patience this should be my pur-

-ratorv, for my innocence sake ; and that He would receive my

soul into His glory, and (I said) : The more pain you inflict on

this wretched body so much the more merit will He give me,

and to Him I commend myself.

The unhappy man was kept in prison six years, and

was supposed in Venice to be dead, but he succeeded

in sending a message to his son. The Republic then

sternly demanded ofVisconti his release, and he returned

to his home at last, deformed by torture, pale and

emaciated, with a beard that descended to his belt. He
lived just two months after that, prematurely broken

by his horrible sufferings, and was followed to his grave

by a vast concourse of the people. Romanin says that

he was a nephew of the Doge Marco Corner, whose

brave defence of his poverty and of his burgher wife,

when he was a candidate, will be remembered. It is

more likely that the Doge was the Provveditor's great-

uncle, as he died a very old man, more than ^venty

years before the death of the unfortunate Giorgio. It

is possible, however, that Romanin may have meant

that the latter was the Doge's grandson, for in Italian

there is but one word to signify • grandson' or *nephew,'

though when the former meaning is intended it is usual

to nuke it clear.
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Foscari's name is so closely associated in most
Portraits ef pcrsons' memories with the tragedy of 1 is

^Zcari""m
woi'^^^l^ss son, that we are apt to forget

attributtd to G. that his reign lasted a third of a century

?SrZ ^"""^'^^ of the most importanj
-vK/., tfiflr*w.*ypcnods in Venetian history. It embraces

'^S'm^' '"ost o( the wars of the league, the rise

stMccU, ducal and fall of Carmagnola, the end of the
house of Visconti, and the foundation and

elevation of the Sforza family
; and, most important of

all, the taking of Constantinople by the Turks.
Much sentimental nonsense has been written about

the two Foscari, and even such a historian as Daru has
had the courage to tell us that the Doge presided in

the court which condemned his son, and that Jacopo
received his sentence from the mouth of his own fiither.

Not content with stating these impossibilities, Daru has
actually described the scene, with many details, though
it could not, under any circumstances, have taken place,

since a special edict of the Council of Ten expressly
forbade the Doge, or any member -of his ^ily, to be
present at the trial.

Jacopo's troubles began soon after his marriage in

144 1 with Lucrezia, a daughter of Leonardo Contarini.
The wedding had been celebrated with great splendour,

if^ i,. ,fj,.n„
^"^^ ^een conducted home

and Aioimetiti. ovcr a bridge especially built for the

^so's^"'
ceremony across the Grand Canal; there

had been boat-races, a tournament in which
the great Francesco Sforza himf^'i took part, and there
had been illuminations of the city and endless other
festivities. The bridegroom is said to have been a

very cultivated young man of great personal charm,
a Greek scholar, a lover of poetry, and a collector of
rare manuscripts, biit of weak character, careless and
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extravagant. It really looks as if his fate had been the

final consequence of some momentary lack of means

wherewith to satisfy his luxurious tastes. Three years

after his marriage he was accused before the Council of

Ten of having received gifts from several important

citizens in consideraticm obtaining honoiific or

lucrative posts for them through his influence with his

father. One of his servants and several other po^ns

GRAND CANAL LOOKING TO CANARREGGIO

were examined under torture, and their evidence led

to an order for his arrest. He had been informed of

what was going on, however, and had already escaped.

The trial {Moceeded without him, and it was sufficiently

proved that a box existed in the Doge's house contain-

ing valuables which he had received. The law forbidding

any member of the Doge's family to receive any gifts

whateoevo*, under any circumstances, was most rigidly
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enhrctd in Venice, tnd Jacopo was justly sentenced to
a temporary exile ; he was known to be in Triette,
and a galley was ordered to proceed thither to convey
him to Modon in the Peloponnesus, whence he was to
journey at his own expense to Napoli di Romania, near
Connth, within one month ; and while there he was to
present himself to the governor every day, to sleep in
the city every night, to keep no more than three
servants, and to be treated in all respects as a private
citizen. If he refused to go on board the galley a
price was set on his capture ; he was to be brought to
Venice and beheaded between the columns. Several
mmor personages were at the same time sentenced to
short terms of exile, and to the loss of any public offices
they might be holding at the time.

• offence was patent, the trial was legal, and the
conaemnation was just ; but Jacopo cared for none of
these thmgs, and altogether declining the invitation of
the Ten to go on board the galley sent for him, he
continued to live in Trieste as if nothing had happened.
The T

, on their side, were by no means anxious to
incur Cue odium of decapitating the Doge's son, as they
had declared that they would do if he refused .obedience,
and they now begged the Doge himself to use his
paternal influence with Jacopo, in order that they
might not be driven to extremities; but as this
measure also remained without any effect, the Council
confirmed its sentence and confiscated Jacopo's pro-
perty. At any moment he might have been arrested,
brought to Venice, and beheaded ; but instead of this,
a committee was named to examine into the circum-
stances. It was ascertained that Jacopo was in bad
health

; it was voted that this fact should be accepted as
a sufficient excuse for his disobedience

; and, by way of
smoothing matters over, it was decreed that he should
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be exiled only to Treviso and the Trevisan district,

almost within sight o. Venice. Jacopo thought fit to
submit to this mild decree, which was not modified,
although it was soon afterwards discovered that he had
received two thousand and forty ducats, with a quantity
of silver plate, from Francesco Sforza. A year later
the Doge presented a petition to the Council of Ten
begging that, in consideration of his own old age, and
of the fact that Jacopo, his wife, his chUdren, and all

their servants, suffered from malarious fever in the
climate of Mestre, Jacopo might be allowed to return
to Venice. This petition was actually granted, doubt-
less owing to the signal services rendered to the
Republic by the old Doge during a reign which hid
already lasted twenty years.

Jacopo returned, and during the next three years
nothing is known of his mcde of life. It must be
admitted that, so fiir, the Ten had acted with unusual
clemency. They can hardly be blamed, however, for
having watched Jacopo afterwards.

On the evening of the fifth of November 1450 an
atrocious murder was committed, and the fact that the
victim, the noble Ermolao Donato, had been one of
the heads of the Ten during Jacopo's trial, and that he
was killed just after he had left the ducal palace, cast
suspicion upon the younger Foscari. It was not until
two months later that a formal accusation was laid
against him and he was arrested. There was certainly
strong evidence to prove the crime. Foscari had long
made no secret about his hatred of che murdered man

;

a servant of Jacopo's had been seen hanging about the
palace as if waiting for some one just before Donato
had come out ; and a good many minor pieces of
testimony were adduced.

There is not the slightest truth in the story that
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Jacopo I oredan ever held the Foscari family re-sponsible for the death of his father, who was probuWy
poisoned by V.scont., nor that he entered the crirnTM

1 2. -1" ^'t ^^'^S^'' ^"^ • paid * opposite theentry jHien the elder Foscari was deposed Yet it i!
rue that a sort of feud had long existed between thetwo famjhes, that Pietro Lorecfan had been the xZ
and that Jacopo Loredan now took an active pMtbthe wocecdings against Jacopo Foscari.

I he tnal was not in any way a secret one. Theevidence was only circumstantial, and even under
torture Jacopo confessed nothing. In modern England

would m aU probabiHty have been hanged for the

which'/h ^? T'' '^^^^^ difficulty inwhich they were placed, and they met it by condemn-
ing him to exile in Crete, not allowing his wife and

frnm";'J.^°^''"rPf"y ^^en takenfrom the ducal palace and placed on board a shipwhich conveyed him to his destination. He remain^
in Crete unmolested during five years.

.

Here, again, dramatists and writers of fiction have
invented an extraordinary tale. It is narrated that

r^s6. Jjcopo, being unable to bear the loneliness

h.. t A? ? deliberately wrote a letter, in which
he appealed for help, to Francesco Sforza, then Duke of
Milan, intending that the missive should fall into the

^^ l t k'u'
^" ""^^^'^ '^'^ '"ight havehm brc-ht back to Venice to be tried; and we are

asked t. relieve that he risked the agonies of torture
for the sake of once more seeing his own people. Whatac^aUy happened seems to be that Jaco^ had become
mtimatc in his exik with certain Genoese, throughwhom be attempted to establish a corr«^dcnce with
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Mohammed II., the conqueror of Constantinople, in

the hope thtt the Sukan would send a galley on which
he might escape from Crete. If he had succeeded, the
Turkish vessel would certaUily not hftve brought him
to Venetian waters.

Venice had suffered much in her commerce by the
Mohammedan conquest ; a number of her citizens had
fought in the last defencr of Constantinople, and some
had been afterwards murdered in cold blood by the

Sultan's orders. An agreement had subsequently been
reached, it is true, but the Ten could hardly be ex-
pected to look with kmeiKf on a secret ccMrre^cmdence
between the son of her I>Dge <i ^ the de^ot of the
Osmanlis.

Jacopo Foscari was brought back to Venice and
tried again. He now confoised everything immedi-
ately, without compulsion. The story of his havii^
been horribly tortured during this second trial appears
to be a pure invention, for in the records of the
Council of Ten the fact that the cord was used is

invariably stated cm each ocomon, and in this case
there is no menttCHi of «iy such matter. I refer the
incredulous reader to Romanin's fourth volume, in

which abundant proof of this will be found, with the
most minute reference to existing documents. Smedley
wrote at a time when those papers had not been found,
and confess^!, moreover, to iumi^ iMIgely used Daru.

Jacopo was condemned to return to Crete and to
be confined there in prison during one year ; he was
told, however, that if he again wrote letters to foreign
princes he should aid his Itfe i»der lode ami key.

He was allowed to sra Ws hmWy and his fatho-
once more, before his departure, and the aged Doge
took leave of his only son with tears and deep emotion

;

iMit to Jacopo's entreaties that the Dc^e would en-
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answer' 'Co^T"''
his return the old man could onlyanswer. Go, Jacopo, obey and ask no more.' ^

^

None the le^, after his final departure the Dogemade every effort to obtain his pardon, and
seconded by several of the great patriLs ; but JaJ;:died m January 1457, Jong before his year of im-prisonment was out. 7 » im

The blow completely broke down the Doge, whowas now about eighty-four years of age: he became
unable to attend to any affair^ of state.ld tL Coundl

cLh ' "nwilhngly perhaps, but with a foU undei-

to dt^ h
importance of such a step, determined

to depose him and elect another Doge. At its bestthe Council of Ten was a fairly just court ; at itsworst it was the most unscrupulous, sordid, desooticand yet cowardly body of men' that 'ever called tC:
selves a tribunal, until the French revolutionaries beat
all records of infamy in the name of the * rights ofman

;
but at no time did the Council ever show the

smallest inclination to be sentimental; and it was

ofThe'^ K^i

^'•^"^'/o'' generosity is probably oneof the noble forms of sentiment. FranVesco Foscarihad reigned too long and was now useless, even
^h'<^h the chief of a thoroughly

constituaona and non-imperial state should ^be^The Council of fen deposed him, and the Great

MaH^ti ^'^ P^^» ^"^^
The proposition presented by the heads of the Ten

Ih^hll' V '
T'""*?^*^"

sanctimonious cant, in

Tt^dln
1'''' '^^''^ having origin-

ated m the infinite clemency of the divine Creator andimmense stress js laid on the administrative importanceof dje Doge s office The fact was that the digarchy
hated Fo«^, and felt that the conduct of his «l
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brought great scandal on the Republic. A committee
of the Council waited on him twice, and requested him
to resign on the score of old age, but he refused to do
so ; the third time the request became an order, and
he was told to leave the ducal palace within eight
days. The ducal ring was taken from his finger and
hammered to pieces, as was done when a doge cued.

He did not wait longer than necessary, and on the
following day he left the palace, walking with a stick,

but otherwise unaided. His brother Marco went with
him, and proposed that they should go to their boat
by the private and covered entrance, but the old man
refused. ' I will go down,' he ^d, * hy that staircase
up which I came to be Doge.'

The last legend concerning him is that he died of a
broken heart on hearing the great bell announce the
election of his successor. He died three days later, on
All Saints' Day, and the new Doge was at mass when
the news was brought to the church. Doubtless
Foscari's end was hastened by the painful emotions of
the last few days, however, and there was a strong
feeling in Venice against the Council of Ten for some
time afterwards.

As usual, there was also an attempt to make amends
by giving the dead man a magnificent funeral. This
his widow proudly refined, saying that she was rich
enough to give her husband a Jcing's funeral widiout
aid from the State ; nevertheless, his body was' taken
by order of the Signory and was laid out in state,

arrayed in the ducal garments with all the insignia;
and Malipieri, the new Doge, followed the bier to the
Frari dressed as a simple senator, as if Foscari's
successor had not yet been elected.

Returning for a moment to the list of the con-
dottieri who served Venice in the fifteenth century, it
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is time to say that Carmagnola was succeeded as generalof the Venetian armies by the Duke of Mantul who
before long went over to the enemy with his men hisweapons and h,s baggage. The next commander wasone of his heutenants. a certain Erasmo da Narni

Honey-Cat
«ickn«nc of * Gattamdata,' w

Erasmo Gattamelata of Narni was the son of abaker in that town, and is said to have got his nick-

tor his speech, which was cautious and alsosweet and suave as honey.' As there are still femil^

necter^^r^ri"\"''''^''"
^'"^^ ""^'^ "^^e'' con-nected with his, I cannot see why we need assume that

in his case ,t was a nickname at alJ. Such appellations
are common in Italy, and it is probably only be^u^

aLTJ"'^ ' distinguished condottiero that^ his has

wk'^ T"^ ^^g^» fighting
career when he was young, and Braccio made himcommander of his cavalry. He served many employerTamongst others Martin V., the Colonna Pope, and hefound himself opposed in the field ' both to clsa Braccioand Piccmmo, and also to Stella, his old friends and

/yj/.
Jeadcrs. He was sixty years of age when

RennbU. M uT'^ ^^'""''^ ^ Venetian

fiX f
^''^ ' Jike many

fighters of that day, a certain Count Brandolini, whowas included m the agreement with Venice, which

l^gfnr"J"
^^"'^"^ ^^^^^

Gattamelata and Count Brandolini are engaged as leadersof four hundred lances with three horses to lance as !
customary, and a so of four hundred footmen. And afterVxmonths they shall have, beside, what is above agreed fif vlances more for their two som under them. ^ ' ^
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For the use of these four hundred lances there shall be

g.ven them 60 ducats for each lance. . . . Over and above
this they shall have a loan (an advance) on their personal
secuntv, of 2000 ducats, and further, they shall soon &e, on

%
ii i

TOMM IN Tu nun

account of what the Sovereign Pontiff owes them for their
service, 10,000 ducats.

.K
Gattamelata and Count Brandolini shall produce for

tne aforesaid money, and for the performance of their promise,

2B
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suitable sureties, having received which the Doge and theGovernment will provide the money. ...

As regards the booty which the said Gattamelata and
Krandohni and their band may collect in time of war the
custom of the tenth shall be observed.

*

It was customary for condottieri to pay a tribute
called Saint Mark's Fee, Onoranza di San Marco, to
the Republic, which was a sort of income-tax on lootWar was a matter of business.

Lack of space prevents me from giving the agree-
ment in full. It is very curious. Among other
provisions is one forbidding the condottiero to pr-sent
for the roll call, the same charger or man 'more than
once or under more than one lance,' a clause which
gives an idea of the usual methods of cheating. All
unimportant prisoners were their property as part of
the booty; the important objects and persons, 'cities,
lands, fortresses and their munitions, ruling princes
and their brothers or sons, and rebels and traitors

'

were to be handed over to Venice ; but other con-
dottieri and military commanders, if taken, were to be
paid for by the Venetian Government, if it chose to wiv
hair their ransoms.

At the end of the campaign Gattamelata and his
tnend received in ' noble and gentle fee ' the castle and
lands of Valmarino, on condition that the population
should continue to buy its salt from the Venetian
Repubhc. and that the two feudal holders should pay
the Republic a yearly tribute of ten pounds of wax
at the feast of Saint Mark. Gattamelata bought
out his friend s share, and was inscribed in the GoBen
Book.

He and Sforza fought together against Piccinino, and
amongst other things took back Verona.

Gattamelata di< i of apoj^xy not long after the
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end of that campaign, and was magnificently buried in
the presence of the Doge and the Signory.
A picture rcfvesenting his obsequies was '^''''<"'« retaken

painted by Mantegna, but his biographcrZ-'cJliS'^r'
Marchese broh, writing in 1876, had not f«rimi; StOa

learned where it was, if it still existed, nor ^ZS!m
can I obtain any information on the subject. f^'^

The great Francesco Sforza was 1^ during some
time in the service of the Republic, but left it to
marry Bianca Visconti with the prospect of succeeding
to the Duchy, and he fought against Venice as bravely
as he had lately fought under her standard. War
was purely a matter of business with the condotticri,
and so long as they fulfilled the conditions of each
successive contract they undertook, no one ever blamed
them for changing sides as often as was profitable. It

was not even proper or customary to poison them
for it, and in an age when pditical murder was as
common as mere political calumny is now, the acts of
Filippo- Maria Visconti were really looked on with
disapproval by his fellow-scoundrels in power. It was
considered that he went too far.

Astonishing things were done by the soldiers of tbtt
age. In the war with Milan, for instance, Venwe at
one time judged it necessary to get a small
fleet into the Lake of Qarda ; and as the
approaches by water were guarded by the Milanese, it

was actually found possible to haul six Bauu^fLake
galleys and twenty-five long-boats by means C'^rda, Timt»r-

of oxen and capstans from the river Adige '^^^
up the steep slope of the Monte Baldo and CMmtu.

down to Torbole, wliet« the vesseia were kimehed into
the lake—and promptly blockaded by the enemy.

In the same war Brescia successfully withstood a
siege of no less than three years. It would take long
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to give even a slight idea of the frats of arms per-
formed on both sides by hired troops, at a time when
all Italy was on fire, and war was more or less con-
tinuous because the condottieri, who lived by it were
obliged to make it so or starve. The country was in
a bad state; if the strong anywhere protected the
weak, It was in order to enslave them more eHectually
and the weak often revolted against the enforced
protection they received.

Visconti died in 1447, leaving four wills, on the
third of which Sforza founded those pretensions to
the dukedom which he soon succeeded in establishing
though the Milanese declared that they would be a
republic like Venice and Genoa. We smile at the
futility of such a

.
simple popular aspiration, in an age

Vt^^i,.^^
"^^'^ '^^^'^ ^^^^^ were tyrante.

The Milanese were obliged to employ Sforza to fight
for them

; he did so, routed the Venetians, forced them
to a peace, and then entered into an alliance with them
which gave them all the Cremasco, with Bergamo and
Brescia, but landed him safely oh the throne of MilanHe had in him the stuff of a good prince, and he is
said to have indulged dreams of uniting all Italy in
a sort of federation to defend the country from foreign
invasion. ^

But greater events were happening in the East
where the Byzantine Empire was at the last gasp of its
existence. Even if Venice had thrown all her strength
into opposing the Turks and protecting her Eastern com-
.S"or«' /./-t,v/ fiy merce, instead of quarrellinfir with Milan
/;t/J;r;r;.^he couU not have retardeS the foil of

«,rc^;^. ^°r'r''"°^I\^r ^u"?was, she sent but little help to the last
of the emperors. The Byzantines had never been
good fghters, and the tremendous fortifications of the
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city alone checked Mohammed's army of one hundred
and sixty thousand fanatics.

Constantinople was taken in 1453, and in the wild

'^Mu'^si mm

II;

CA » OM

massacre of Christians that fdlowed, many Venetians
were butchered. The Republic is said to have lost
property worth three hundred thousand ducats. Fifteen
Venetian ships succeeded in escaping, with eight
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Genoese ve-ds. But the mere Jo« of money and
valuables was nothing compared with that which musthave followed if the commerce of Venice in the East
had been altoerether destroyed. There was much to
ovr^rlook and forgive, it is true, if an agreement were to
be reached with Mohammed the Conqueror. He had
impaled a Venetian captain and beheaded thirty of hiscrew before the siege

; he had decapitated the Venetian
Bailo and his son in cold blood afterwards, a great
number of Venetians had perished in the massacre,
and twenty-nme nobles had been held for ransom ; and
in return for these injuries and insults the Republic

wet greaf"
^ exigencies erf comWrce

Venice played a double part in what followed,
making a show of rousing the Pope to preach a
crusade on the one hand, and, on the other, quietly
drawing up a treaty with the Sultan, by whi?h the
Kepubhc was to pay tribute for her Eastern settlements,
the slave-trade w« to be allowed to continue in the
Black Sea, provided that only Christians, and not
Mussulmans, were bought and sold, and the Sultan

^^'^ f° what theyowed the Venetians. The latter clause was, no doubt,
a good stroke of business, and the treaty containedmany others which proved that its end was sordidly
commercial. ^
FnJriiL"'!?^'^i?"?.^^'^ y^^'' P^^^d since blind
Enrico Dandolo had led the Venetians to the conquestof Constantinople. V^hat they did then cannot be justi-
Jed, It is true, but no man who has fightinir blood in
his veins can help admiring the magnificent courage that
performed such a feat of arms. In the same way, I
suppose that no one in whom the true commercial spirit
IS alive wdl withhold his admiration from a people who
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could forgive insult and forget injury so completely
as those later Venetians did in 1454, for the sake of
makififf money. It avails not to reflect that it was
probably too late to ttem the westward movement of
the Turks ; the man of heart will always feel that the
richest nation in Europe might have done something to
save Constantinople from her fate.

Pope Nicholas V. thought so, and expressed his dis-
gust to the Senate through his legate, but the Venetian
Government answered him in one of those sanctimonious
speeches which it knew so well how to frame on occasion,
and advised the Pope to turn his attention towards
pacifying and uniting all Christian princes in a general
league against the common enemy, wcU knowing that
no such attempt could succeed.

In spite of the treaty, however, the Venetians
never did well in the East after that, and their old
enemies the Genoese got the better of them in the
trade of the Black Sea, for the Turks were by no
means satisfied yet with what they had taken, and
Venice was more or less engaged during the next
twenty years in trying to protect her Mediterranean
colonies.

She had suffered considerably in her fortunes, thoi^h
her credit appeared inexhaustible. Romanin has un-
earthed some curious figures. He estimates the loss of
property by the ^11 of Constantinople at three hundred
thousand ducats, and says that <-here were a numbor
of bad commercial failures in Venice in consequence,
notably that of Andrea Priuli, for twenty-four thousand
ducats. The aggregate estimated value of the houses
in Venice diminished between 1425 and 1445 by thirteen
thousand ducats, which does not seem very disastrous
where the whole reached three hundred and sixty
thousand ; but the war with Milan alone cost seven
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SmSer'^Tc" y""' j" Venetian^namber of Commerce owed n tie millions andRomantn adds that in 1440 the bonds of the puMfc

thdr^L' T'^ ^^'Shteen and a half fx.r cew oftheir nominal value a statement in which here seemsto be some mistake, unless that extreme deprSonwas merely momentary. There can be no d^^Z
and the reckless extravagance which became onlTtoocommon m Foscari's briilfant reign, had led to a eriousd.mmut.c.. of wealth and ppulago^. and ha^bur^"^^^^^^^

An attempt was made by Pope Pius II. to send acrusade against the Turks, and as such an expedition.fit had resulted in the expulsion of the TurS wShave been much to the advantage of Venice shrSher supp t readily. The Pope, h^owever. dLd%udde fy'when he was about to bless the united fleet on its

wnoie alliance broke up at once, and those whohad^compos«i it departed for thdr hon^U^
In Italy itself there was constant war usele«« f„

iney employed The command of the Venetian trooDshad now passed to the great condottiero BartlS^leom, a ma,, qu,te as brave and devoted to the

whSm tL",?"'?™,''"" '"-i for e„,,^oy1whom the other Italian states envied her wLJhS.
contract with Venice had been exeru^dr^e pl^tintsucceeded m engaging him

; but the incredibkrivalrv

atTTl^*; ^'"^ obtain hi seTvS
»houId be agMMt the Turk, at theloint ex^„«
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of them all. Of course this was not carried out, and
perhaps no one ever expected that it could be. More-
over, Colleoni did not Jive long, and dving at a
comparatively earljr a|[e, he left all his fortune to
the Republic on condition that it should be used fbr
a campaign against the Turks, and that a statue
should be set up to himself in the Square of Saint
Mark's.

With amazing dishonesty and admirable indi^erence
to his wishes, Venice used his money for a
war against the Duke of Ferrara ; and the
monument, which must indeed be admitted a. «r»w

to be one of the finest equestrian statues ss. oi^vammi

in existence, was placed in the little square
of San Giovanni e Paolo.

In spite of the treaty with the Sultan, Venice was
obliged to spend no less than twelve hundred thousand
ducats in defending her possessions against the Turks
during five years ; and the Mussulmans crowed Dal-
matia and appeared in Friuli, to the general conster-
nation of Europe. It is said that at this time the only
ally upon which Venice could count was the King of
Persia, whose interest it was to check the progress of
Turanian invasion. Every one know s that although the
Persians are Mohammedans, they belong to a sect
which entertains a profound aversion for that of tlie

Turks.

One of the principal episodes m this somewhat
desultory warfare was the siege of Scutari in Albania,
to possess which the Conqueror was willing to sacri-
fice any number of men. The place itself was very
strongs but contained only about two thousand and
five hundred persons, between mercenaries, citizens, and
women. The Sultan brought eighty thousand men
against them, whom he divided into four watches, each
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f
twenty thotnmd, each under orders to fightdunng SIX hours out v>r the tirentv<.4bttr. 1^ aMmihupon the breach, which was soon 'made, was ^erefore

continuous
;

yet the heroic Antonio la Lezze, by
dividing his httle force in a similar mai ner, succeeded
in resisting the enemy duri/,g thirty-iix hours, .md the
slaughter was so terrific 'hat Mohamed^—

-

give nn fhr attempt v i to starve the town till
surrendered. He had iost over twciUy-fivc thmmnri

^''"^"^ SAeffico, says that the continued
storm of arrows disch.irged by the MaailMta during two

^Z'J- -F "'Sht was something almost
indescnoable

; a wretch- 1 cat that tried to
•teal acron m ei^ieacd roof was shot through by elevenarrows at once ; m many pfai^ rfirce an?four arrows
had struck in precsoly the same spot, spHtting one

t^. another in succession, and during several

th. ^.f. .u"*"!?!
^^"^ ^'''^^ withdrawn,

the shafts they had shm supplied kitchens, batns. ancovens with hrewood. .
^itt.

artillery during eleven months, and wher. I .t enke
/V. peace with the Sul or. c i'

tioR that ^ garrison should ^ H ved
to leave the town with its arms and bagg - A
da Lezze marched out w,rh four hS , ".nu -ifty

l^of"i.°"rJl"itf^^'' that was^ of the Htde force which had successfu lly resisted'

^^t^ff^ar"^
of the age during ^h^e g.atei

the^hiL'^^.Tr"'^''''/"
th:,^ the Repui ,c treated

the hmjwith her usual VI. ingr.ritude, and ti, .t Da^impr^ for a year and b n.:.h. d for ten
bccaute ^tam of the mrvxrt^ i-*abiifc«» *

,ari
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.1 ised him of having written to Venic that the town
was short oi prr v^ions when there was still a consider-

The tinpidte ^ conquest which had led the Turks

nmuMct TO t.

SO far vas now almost exhausted, and when Mohammed
the Conqueror died, the moment would
have been iavouraUe for driving the Turks ^«»«^
out of the Archipelago, especially as the ^lulTmli^
throne of the Osmanlis was disputed by a
number of claimants. But Venice was exhausted by
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her many struggles, and the sovereigns of otherEuropean states were only too ready to sacrifice

r^S4. the interests of Christianity at Jarae f,^

their priyate ends. The result wasZ th^

'<^S^.Sf iT^^-'' ^".'^'."g ^^••^^^^ alone, made an-
other Ignominious peace with the TurksBut eyen now she had no Vest, for she ws^ atwar with the Duke of Ferrara. who enjoyS thTpr^

diplomatic means to mduce Venice to withdraw : butthe only result was that the Republic rccaUed ksambassador from Rome. Sixtus I „ow e«ommj!
yuJfJyu, Si ^

•

^"empted to send notice of
SS^'r excommunication by the political agent

'T^/'i^'/fr-
Venetian ambassador had leftSvr/ J^?"^- That official, howeyer, declined

.
to take the message, and the Pone st^nf

J^ldii^ht^ u
7-"^' P'-^^^te succeeded inavoiding him by feigmng illness, so that official notice

Defitfptk. f the interdict neyer reached the Signory,
D^^F,rra,a,^ result whjch delighted the Venetians

"'^Ltlr"' P ''"'J^
save formal notice toc.«.„/. the Emperor, the King of France theKing of England, the Duke of Burgundy,Td heDuke of Austria, that she appealedVgainst the ex-

STaSLno '° '
^"^.r

-d^-eanwhi e noturther attention was paid to the interdict. It was infact, remoyed by the next Pope, Innocen V I whohad no especal reason for mainVaining it.

'

troub^
'° '^'^ ^'"^^ ^'th internaltrouUes as well as external difficulties. It happened

successively el^ to be doges, and that the house in
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question was one of those known as 'the new.' For
the aristocnuy divided itself into two classes, of which
'the old* included only the families of tribunitiMi
descent, who considered themselves vastly superior to
all the rest. Nevertheless, the younger houses suc-
ceeded in keeping the ducal honour to themselves for
more than two hundred years. In 1450 sixteen of
these families had solemnly sworn never to allow the
election of any doge from amongst the elder houses,
and sixty-eight years had already passed since one of
the latter had been chosen. On the death of Marco
Barbarigo it was noised abroad that the old houses were
about to make a determined effort to recover the
desired dignity. Agostino Barbarigo was elected with
some diftculty, and it was quite clear that there were
now two hostile Actions in the Venetian Government
which were more occupied wkh their party spites
than with what concerned the welfare of the Republic.

It was a period of contradictions in Venetian history,
for while the State seemed to be often gaining territory,
it was frequently losing influence and undermining the
sources of its own wealth ; and, on the whok, the loss
during the fifteenth ceiit^ considerably txceoM iht
profit.

It was at this time that Venice accomplished that
remarkable piece ofjuggling which ended in the annexa-
tion of Cyprus.

Caterina Corner, or Catharine Cornaro, as we are
accustomed to call her, was the niece of a Venetian
noWc who lived in Cyprus, and she had .

married Jacaues de Lusignan, an Skgi- slSdi^.af^
timate son of the last king of the i^d.
Less than two years after her marriage, when she
was about to become a mother, her husband suddenly
died, bequeathing his kingdom to the child that should
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be born. The infant that came into the World was ason mdeed but only lived a few months, a,^ «S r^rii""'^*"^ "J"^

^'""'^^ '^'on^ by driving

had great difficulty .„ maintaining her position against
the rightful har, whose name was Charlotte

n u rc married to the powerfuiDuke of Savoy. Catharine had no choice butV^lS
M^o/fk. "nder the protection of Venice, and

''^rL^r^ « when it undertook
cna/, saufo ^^P » '"end in distress, began by hoist-

Corner, craned, the Qucen was gradually forced, in the
of fifteen years, into the position of

Ro^'Tr' resigmng her Kttle kingdom altoiether into
the hands of the Republic. In exchanaeshe was to receive a considerable i^ncome and a3

at i^olo, where she could keep up the forms of !small ^Hirt srifl retaining herbal title Shetabrought to Venice, and wa« received with the utmostpomp and display, and she refired quietly to Soto spend the re.t of her life in the society ofVhe

Srcentr P^^^-P'^- and men o?L1''J

throve"!?
r"*"^ "".^^ P^^** »»P«nt» to thethrone of Cyprus, men and boys, womeiT^nd girb ; t"'

^7X;r^^"'^ '° ^'^"^ which ?heyV r;oiUy allowed to go out occasionally with an escortThe youna men were dosdy watched and ?hdr ex-penses defrayed by the Republic, tnd the bov^ w^-educated to be good Venetians. ^^
T^^'tL^U^ir' '"^ ^^'^

'^l
°^^^at littlePwaewon the Republic appears to have sacrificed the
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by historians, but a document has been discovered by

M. IJrbain de Gheltof which, if genuine, puts an end to
all doubt. That scholar has found in a private archive
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Genoese explorer finds fuil expression
°*

t„A Z'™' of the Lord mv

of .3 'a^rmeV^anS'l';"' ' -"^'"^^ -"""-^
this yet unknowXd whTh'^^^lSIL"^

^^"^-"^^

thank you for all yoJr Jdndls to m^JS Sll '° '"^^^ ^

for me. ' «naness to me^ and beg you to pray

^ . , CotUMBO C«1ST.
Written from Palos, .-iuguu i, 149a.

The Venetians may not have vtn deeply regretted

we'ei^Tadl
'°

i^'^
the GenoeseTa^igat^J 8^1^:^

of L muL Po'-tuguese discoveryOf the route to India by the Cape of Go<5i Hope ForPortugal now imported by sea direct tn T ;^ .1 I
merchandise of .L East.Twh! ft^eVt^tLhitherto enjoyed a monopoly, but for the^s™ „fwhich they paid heavy duties to the Sultan *Th5«.pr«nacy of Vemrtiak navigation 4 and amore danng race of .««^ ventared vovaJ^I in
*f,'"«/nd ""known oceans whither ^1

t 'i;'
"'.''-f-hioned mariner, o^th'eSr

toT"JL^,i'" "-e Republic proposed

no. understand th« thc^'nH^'rf ''l^.J^I: '.^2
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must impoverish the whole Archipelago and Constanti-
nople itself. Instead of an alliance, a renewal of
hostilities ensued, in the course of which Lepanto
fell into the hands of the Turks, either because the
garrison was insufficient, or because the Venetian admiral,
Grimani, was not equal to the service required of him.

'

He shared the fate of almost all native-born Venetian
commanders, and was brought home laden with chains
so heavy that i.e could not have walked across the
Piazzetta from the landing-place to his prison if he had
not been held up by his son, who was a cardinal. He
was confined in one of the worst cells, surnamed * Forte,'
the Strong, a \d his sufferings were such, according to
Sanudo, who Kept his journal at the time,
that the cardinal appeared before the ^"74;'-?
Signory one day to beg, as a favour, that
his father mi^ht be executed rather than made to die
by mches in his dungeon.

The people, as often happened, were quite of the
opmion of their masters, that to be beaten m fight was
a shameful crime, and a savage song about the unlucky
Grimani was bawled in the streets

—

Antonio Grimani, ruin of Christians, rebel of Venice !

May you be eaten by dog«,
By dogs and their pupi.
You and your sons,

Antonio Grimani, ruin of Christians

!

But it was of small use to torment the poor man
and to make songs upon him. Venice was forced to
make a commercial treaty with the Portuguese to save
herself from ruin.

Then came Charles VIII. of France and descended
into Italy with fire and the sword, and Venice was
drawn >nto new and disastrous Italian wars. So ended
the fifteenth century.

Z F



XVI

THE ARISTOCRATIC MAGISTRACIES AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Like other aristocracies, the Venetian Government rardvdestroyed or altogether abolished any office or re^^on which had existed a long time. When a c&was needed the duties or powers of one or more of theCouncils were extended, or a committee ofthe Council ofTen was appointed and presently turned into a separatetribunal, as when the Inquisitors' of State were c^S

434
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In one sense the Government of Venice had now
existed in a rigid and unchangeably aristocratic form
during two ceuluies, and that form never changed to
the very end. But in another sense no Govemm.'T.. h
the world ever showed itself more flexible unde v
pressure of events, or better able to provide a now
legislative weapon with which to combat each new
danger that fomiled tteclf. This double character of
;in administr«ion which inspired awe by its apparent
immutability, and terror by its ubiquity and energy, no
doubt had much to do with its extraordinarily long
life

;
for I beBeve that no civilised form of government

ever endured so long as that of ^nice. '

It is therefore either frivolous or hypocritical to seek
the causes of its ultimate collapse. It died of old age,
when the race that had made it was worn out. It
would be mwh more to die point to inquire why the
most unscrupulous, sceptical, mispictoiis, and thoroughly
immoral organisation that ever was devised by man
should have outlasted a number of other organisations
supposed to be founded on something like principles of
liberty and justice. Sodi m inquiry wouU involve an
examination into the nttwe of ^ecddm, equity, and
truth generally; but no one has ever satisfactorily
defined even one of those terms, for the simple reason
that the things the words are supposed to mean do not
anywhere exist ; and ^ study of that iriiich has no
real existence, and no such potential mathemriM «»s^>
ence as an ultimate ratio, is absolutely futile

The facts we know about the Venetian Government
are all mteresting, however. It had its origin, like all
really successful govwame^ ia ^ necessities of a
small people which heki together in the hce of grei^
dangers. It was moulded and developed bv the
strongest and most inteUigeBt portiaML of itei ^t^A%
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and the party that modelled it guessed that eachmember of the party would destroy it and make him-
self the master if he could, wherefore the main thine
was to render it impossible for any individual to succeed
in that. The individual most likely to succeed was theUoge himself, and he was therefore turned into a mere
doll, a puppet that could not caU his soul his own. The
next most probable aspirant to the tyranny would be
the successful native-born general or admiral. A
machinery was invented whereby the victorious leader
was almost certain to be imprisoned, fined, and exiled
as soon as his work was done and idleness madehim dangerous Pisani, Zeno, Da Lezze are merely
examples of what happened almost invariably. If a

him*ilp
"^ a hero any excuse would serve for locking

Next after the generals came the nobles who heki
office and kstly, those who were merely rich and in-
fluential They were so thoroughly hemmed in by a
hedge of apparentiy petty rules and laws as to their rela-
tions with foragners,with the people, and with each other,
that they were practically paralysed, as individuals, while
remaining active and useful as parts of the whole No
one ever cared what the people thought or did, for they
were peaceable, contented, and patriotic. Every measure
passed bv the nobles was directed against an enemy
that might at any moment arise amongst themselves,
or against the machinations of enemies abroad. Of
aJl Itahans the Venetians alone were not the victims of
that simplicity of which I have already spoken. Thev
beiicved in nothing and nobody, and they were not
deceived. They were not drawn into traps by the
wiles of the Visconti as Genoa was, and as mmw of the
pnncipsUities were

; thev were not cheated out of theirmoney by royal English borrowers as the Florentines
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were ; they were not led away out of sentiment to ruin
themselves in the Crusades as so many were ; on the
contrary, their connection with the Crusades was very
profitable. For a long time they could be heroes when
driven to extremities, but they never liked heroics;
they^ were good fighters at sea, because they were
admirable merchant sailors, but on land they much
preferred to hire other men to fight for them, whom
they could pay off ind get rid of when the work was
done.

Like other nations, their history is that of their rise,
their culmination, and their decline. Like other nations]
Venice also resembled the living body of a human
bemg, of which it is not possible to define with absolute
accuracy the periods of youth, prime, and old age.
But we can say with certainty that each of those stages
lasted longer in the life of Venice than in the life of
any other European State, perhaps because no one of
the three periods was hastened or interrupted by an
internal revolution or by tj^ temporary presence of a
foreign conqueror.

It can be sud, however, that Venice was, on the
whole, at the height of her glory about the year 1 500,

'

and it would have needed a gift of prophecy to foretell
the probable date of the still distant end. At that
time the Great Council was more than ever the incarna-
tion of the State, that is, of the aristocracy

; and every
member of the Great Assembly had a sort of * cultus

*

for his own dignity, and looked upon his family, from
which he derived his personal privileges, with a venera-
tion that bordered on worship. The safety and pros-
penty of the patrician houses were most intimately
connected with the welfare of the country ; a member
of the Great Council would probably have considered
that the latter was the immediate consequence of the
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former As a mttter of ftct, under the government
which the aristocrats had given thenuelm, it radiywm
so ; they were themselves the State.

It was therefore natural that they should guard their
race against ail plebeian contamination. From time totime It became necessary to open the Golden Book and
the doors of the Great Council to certain families whichhad great claims upon the public gratitude, as happened
after the war of Chioegia ; but the book was o^ned
unwilhngly, and the Joor of the cOuncil-chamberwas
»0m. iv. 46g.

ajar
; the newcomers were looked

upon as little better than intruders, and

L.T^-"'-^"'.
^^''^ ^^^y ^^'•^ '"^^fed with the

outward distinctions of rank before the law, were not

^^roirnS^r '"'"^^^ '''''

It is a law of the Catholic Church that baptism
creates a relationship, and therefore a canonical impedi-
ment to marriage between the baptized person oPhis
parents on the one hand, and the godfathers and god-
mothers on the other, as well as between each oTthe
godoarents and all the rest. But it was the custom
of Venice to have a great many godfathers and eod-

"Lr "o^^^s were therefore
obliged by law to choose them from the burgher and
artisan classes. It was perfectly indifferent that a voune
patrician should contract a spiritual relationship withahundrcd persons— there were sometimes as manv
godparents as that--if these persons were socially so farbeneath him that he must lose caste if he married oneof them

;
but it was of prime importance that the law^ouid forbid the formation of any spiritual bondwiier^^ssible marriage between two members of

the anstoa»:y njight be prevented, or even retarded.
Every pwiah pnest was therefore required to ask in a
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loud voice, when he was baptizing a noble baby, whethei
there were any pertont of the ttme social condition as
the infant amongst the godparents. If he omitted to
do this, or allowed himself to be deceived by those
present, he was liable to a very heavy fine, and might
even be imprisoned for several months.

The avogadori now replaeed their old-fashioned

MU. «r THt. GRIAT CLOCKS, DUCAI. FALACB

register by the one henceforth officially known as the
Golden Book, in which were entered the marriages of
the nobles and the births of their children. Every
noble who omitted to have his marriase registered
within one week, or the birth of his children within
the same time, was liable to severe penalties. But the

names of women of inferior condition who married
nobles WW not entered in those sanctified pages, since
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the children of a burgher womtn could not tit in theGreat Counc.I. Nevertheless, it happened now and
MtimitH, ikg.

^hat a noble sacrificed the privileges

of , • UA descend?.,ts for the present advantSjeof a nch dowry
; ««d as this again constituted a sourceof anxiety for the St«e. the amount of « burgher

g.r s marriage portion wa. limited by kw to tiie^of two thousand ducats.

to r**.l,^°""L*''f°"'^f'
"^'"'^^ * '^P*^'^^ education,

to fit them ht tteir Aiture duties aAd offices. Wehave already seen that young men not yet dd enough
to sit in the Great Council were admitted to Tsmeetings in considerable numbers, though without a

Yriar/e. I'u TIic ittstHiction and education of

^''r.CKT ^ conducted according to

. ki- L .
programme of which the dettyt %ttt

established by a series of decrees, and especially by one
dating from 1443 ; and in the Senate verV voung noble

^^P^^*^ '°
"^Uy »>*'Jot-b^xes. in which

office they took turns, changing every three months.There were probably not enough noble children to

IZ^'^^A f
'^"'y Council, which

Fou^iLV^;^^^^^^^^^ ' """"^^ ^
V«Wes were brought up to feel thatthey and their time belonged excfusively to the State

with them not to be absent from any meeting of the

Barrrl'
^^^^^ \ere appointed. MarLntonio

Barbaro, the patncian whose life M. Yriarte has so
carefully studied, missed only one meeti^'of tEGreat Council in thirty years, and then his absencewas diie to Illness. When one considers that the Great

..^'iJrSr °" «^^^y feast d?y'tKcept the secoBd of March and the tWrty-first
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January, which was Saint Mark's day, wch rriitiint

regularity is really wonderful.
*

During the sammer the sittings were held from

e^ffat in ^ mormi^ vm^i notm, in winter feem noon
to sunset

; this, at least, was the ordinary rule, but the
Doge's counsellors could multiply the meetings to
any extent they thought necessary, and we know that
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when a doge was to be elected the Gtm r a

time, conJ^ydy

even be pre«„T:^!'„g1 Z^VZy C^"^c«^.n old engravings. %ut nT^tsSe"Ja^JTttri

excludS rTfi* "T were themselves

any debt of gratitude, were ordered to leave th^

^ tjut J cSSd" gett^^„afar:;

a^v'er^b^^^'^r'"';

k!^^' patched up in aoiii<> »LT

Satu^vs I fi^,*^ •
u*?'^'''

°" WednWdays and

delivered „ the r^^ng^^^^'^^
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speaker wn at fiberty to go on in his own Venetian
dialect.

I have already spoken at some length of the GMmdl
of Ten ; it is now necessary to say some- ^^^.^ ^^^j..

thing of the Inquisitors of State, to whom Jtnkivn"'.

the Ten ceded a ptrt of their authority 'T'i'tf''**^

in the sixteenth century.

In the first place, the Inquisitors of State never
had anything to do with the 'Inquisition,' nor with
the • Inquisitors of the Holy Office,' a tribunal, oddly
enough, which was much more secuhr than ecclesiastic,

and which belongs to a later period.

Secondly, the so-called 'Statutes of the Inquisitors
of State,' published by the French historian Daru in
good fiiith, and translated by Smedley, were
afterwards discovered to be nothing but
an impudent foi^^ery, ccmtaining several laughable
anachronisms, and a number of mistakes about the
nature of the magistracies which prove that the forger
was not even a Venetian.

Thirctty, the geniuBe Scttutes have beoi disccyvered
since, and are given at length by Romania. They do
not bear the least resemblance to the nonsense published
by Daru. No one except Romanin would have
attempted to whitewa^ the Inquisitors and the Council
of Ten, and em he k obliged to adimt dutt ibr
'weighty reasons of state' they did not hesitate to
order secret assassinations ; but they were not fools,
as the ' Statutes * of Daru make them appear.

The proof that the Statutes published by Romanin
are genuine consists in the fact that two independent
copies of them have been found ; the one, written out
by Angelo Nicolosi, secretary to the Inquisitors, with a
dedication to them dated the twenty-fifth of September
1669 ; Mother, a pocket copy, written out m 16 12
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nephew of the Doge Leonardo Dona. The Statutes in

fe'7"gf,«« identical; the earlier one whichbelonged to bona, contains <d» . number ofinterS
rh~.'^ ""'"""8 the doing, of the tnwlg

nf rt^'iLiii!
'=?"j«'"'-ed by Ronianin that the authorof the forgery that imposed on Daru and others wasno less a pe|^onage than Count F«nc.«» della TorTe

fnVe':i^?„':^;[''''"°'^«<»»" Empire.

inquire how md why the court of the Inquisitors ofState was evoked, it being weU undemood tl^t^Sehthey were not the malignant fiends described

of the • wZ*"" u'^
"^'^ 'he GermTn^of the Wehmgericht,' yet, in the picturesque lamruaceof theirnative ftdy,

' they were not%hinbon^es of sSnl'

garded unoffically as a separate tribunj tiU^ Ao Th^maWevdence goes to show that th«cJJZ^^
"un^re5vr.^i-t t&sro/f^-cor

They were at first either two, or three • later thev

fi.tlh'tft'''"^'
""^ '"^y comniisS^ed^S

ally to make the necessary arrangements for secretlyassass,na ,„g traitors who had fl?d the col„^ „1were l.v.ng abroad. At fir« thdr ^
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a temporary one, which was not renewed unless the
gravity of the case required it. Later, when they
became a pemumeiit tribunal three, two <^ thea:

rnt sTAif or ooi.n, nucAi fAfAcr

number were always regular members of the Council of
Ten, and were called the ' Black Inquisitors,' because
the Tm wore hkek mtndes ; the third was one of the
Dog^s comteiort, who, tt wiU be rcmea^ered, were
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among the persons always present at the meetinffs of

the colour of his counsellor's cloak.
The fourteenth century was memorable on account

af er 1320 the secret committee of the Ten beamt
toleraWy permanent as to its existence, thoughite

covered that durmg a part of the fifteenth century theywere chosen only for thirty days, and diat the utma^
exactness was enforced on tLeVho va^«i Sfe oTe
thJ mSn^r*!^'''"

^^^'^ to Whetherthe month began at the midnight preceding the day of

Lt dT'-°'''-'*'?T' ^ °" the morning ofthat day
;
smce, m the latter case, an Inquisitor at theend of his term would have the righi to act untilsunrj^ on the thirty-first day. whereas? in the other hewou d have to resign his seat at the first stroke of mid!

night. The incident is a good instance of the Venetianmanner of interpreting the letter of the law.
bo long as the tribunal waS merely a committee

depending on the Ten it had no archi'ves ofTs ow^^and whatever It did appeared officially as the act of theCouncil, of which the Inquisitors weri merely execut veagents. They were dismissed at the endSftLS^thof service with a regular formula :—
* "TJ^e Inauisitors will come to the Council with whathey have ?ound. and the Council will dec dl whTtthinks best with regard to them.*
In those times they received no general authorisation

^ei^^'''''''''^y L'^^^r'
^'"^^ ^ h^»V finewas ocac^ &om any one who refused to serve on thecommittee when he had been dio«». TTio^h theywere not. as a ruk. men of overlive c^«i^.
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they felt their position keenly and served with ill-

disguised repugnance, well knowing that they were
hated as a body even more than they were foved, and
that their lives were not always safe.

In early times their actual permanent power was
very limited, though the Ten could greatly extend it

for any special purpose. For instance, they could not,
of their own will, proceed even to a simple arrett

;

they could not order the residence of a citizen to be
searched ; and they could not use torture in examining
a witness without a special authorisation from the Ten
on each occasion.

Their work then lay almost wholly in secretly
spying upon suspected persons ; and it often happened
that when such an one was at last arrested the whole
mass of evidence ^inst him was already written out
and in the hands of the Ten. It also certainly happened
now and then that a person was proved innocent by the
Inquisitors who had been suspected by the Ten, and
who had never had the least idea that he was in danger.

The machinery did not always work quickly, it is

true, especially after the accused wu arrested and
locked up. Trials often dragged on for months, so
that when the culprit was at last sentenced to a term of
prison, it appeared that he had already served more
than the time to which he was condemned. This
abuse, however, led to a vigorous reform by a series
of stringent decrees, the time of inquiry was fimited,
for ordinary cases, to three days, and for graver
matters to a month, and ruinous fines were imposed
on Coundllors and IirauiKtors who were not present
at every sitting of the Court.

It was towards the close of the sixteenth century
that the Inquisitors, being then elected for the term of
a year, were given much greater power than theretofore.
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Though they were still closely associated with the Tenhey now had a sort of official independence, indudin;he r^ht to a method of procedure of their own,Ssecret archives quite separate from those of the TenThe year 1596 ,s generally given as the date at whichthe separate tribunal was definitely created, with pir-nranent instructions to watch over the public safSyand to detect al plots and conspiracies that 3threaten the ' ancicmt laws and government of Ven^f
It cannot be said that the procedure of the Ten. or ofhe Inquisitors, was arbitrary, and the supreme Veictiwn^bunals have not deserved all the obloquy thTt h^been heaped upon them

; but at a time whlfthe rnoSinhuman methods were used to obtain evidence Tevcertainly did not give an example of gentlen^^?
' ^

or Venetian history are much indebted, says withperfect truthfulness, that torture was by nT m^ansused with moderation. He cites a document s^gn^by

ZruZ,"sJ ' "^'"^ twenty?fiftS 7f

Crh^f^r!^''^
—'"^"^ ' '^"'"^'^ P^^^^'°" from LuigiCnstoforo Spmcuino. sentenced to two years' imorisonment and ten years of exile for unnatural crim^^ Theaid convict has passed two years in prison aSordineto sentence, and five years more in the cor^dTs of

?hT s^Ja^:^^^^^^^ 7W Venic.

The same writer also tells us that in spite of the

I en there are .n«mce. of horrible mutifation. b««d«
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public decapitations, secret stranglings, and hmewi
;ind poisonings; there are also some^ cases of&S
inflicted by drowning, tiiMigh theae^vere less frequest

m t. ATAMMtO

than has been supposed ; and lastly, the qmet waters of
the canals have more than once reflected the Maze of
faggots burning round the stake.
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Romanin's industry has left us an exact list of the
official drownings that took place between icci and
1604. a period of fifty-three years. As it is not long
1 append It ,n full. The list is made out from thf

2mt M^k^s
'^^'''^ ^ preserved in the church of

In 1551 there were secretly drowned 2 persons

n
1554
'555
1556

1557
1558

1 560 "

» » 2

» „ 2 „
»
n

» n 3
»» »» 4

1569
1571

'573
Fpm 1574 to 1584

» » 7
M

n
» 6 „

*» » 4 »
» » 7 »

was

century

1584*01594 „ „ 55
1594 to 1600 „ „ 50
'^00 to 1604 „ : To :

Total number of drowned 203during53year8

The last person who suffered death by drowning
5 a glass-blower of Murano in the eUrhteen^

-tury. ^
Before going on to say a word about the prisons in

he sixteenth century it is as well to call attention to
the fact that the Inquisitors of State twice found tl»m-
selves in direct relations with the English Government •

once in 1587, when they called the attention of
lingland to a conspiracy which was brewing in Spain •

and again a few years later, in connection with the
tragedy of Antonio Foscarini, in which they played such
a deplorable part. Is it not possible that there may
some documents in the English Record Office .
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upon those circumstances, and likely to throw more
light upon the tribunal of the Inquiritort ?

In connection with the prisons I ttke the fbUowins
details among many similar ones, from document
found by Sgnor Fulin in the archives of the Inquisitow
of Stote. He says, in connection with them, that they
are by no means exaggerated. One of the most
characteristic is a case dated towards the end of the
fikeenth century, and it will serve as an example, since
It is known that no great changes were made in the
management of the prisons until much later.

' There has been found in the prisons a youth named
Menegidio Scutellario, whom the Council of Ten had
sentenced to twenty-five blows of the stick, which
he r^eived, and to a year's imprisonment. He was
transferred from the new prisons to the one called
Muzina, where he contracted an extremely painful
inflammatory disease which has produced running sores.He has several on his head, and his face ib much
swollen. Moreover, this boy is shut up in the prison
with twenty-five moi all ages, which is very dangerous
for him from a moral p<»nt of view. A widoi?, who
says she is his mother, comes every day to the Palace
begging and imploring that her son may not be left in
this abominable prison, lest he die there, or at least
learn al! manner of wickedness in the company of somany criminals We conseauently order that, m view
oi the justice of these complaints, the boy be kept m the
corridor of the prisons till the end of his year.'

As in the Tower of London, so also in the
gloomy dens of the pozzi, former prisoners have left
short records of themselves. For instance : ^^-^
*I576, 22 March. I am Mandricardo
Manazzo de Marostega'; 'Galeazzo Avogadro and
his tnends 1584 ; and lower down the following mis-
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spelt Latin word^ *Odie mihi. chnt tibi ' (j/V)—' My
turn to-day, to-morrow yours.*

Occasionally some daring convict succeeded in
cscapmg from those deep and secure prisons. In his
journal, under the of August 1497, Marin Sanudo
wntet :

—

It has happened that in the prisons of Saint Mark a
number of convicts who were to remain there till they died
have plotted to escape

; they elected for their chief that Loico
tioiavante, who killed his father on the night of Good Friday
in the church of the Frari. There was also iMarco Corner
sentenced for an unnatural crime j Benedetto Petriani, thief
and many others. On the evening of the fourth, when the'
jailors were making their usual rounds, the prisoners succeeded
in disarming and binding them, and went on from one prison
to another, their numbers increasing as they went, till thev
reached the last (novissima) ; there they found arrows and
other arms, and began to discuss a plan of escape. Now it
chanced that tm> Saracens who were amongst them wished to
get out more quickly, without waiting for the deliberations of
their comrades. One of them was almost drowned in the
canal, the other took fright and began to cry out for help. A
u ^l"./J

"^^^ just' passing picked up
the half-drowned man ; the fact that he was a Saracen suggested
that he might be a fugitive, and he was frightened into
confessing The plot was now revealed and the euard was
immediately mformed On the following morning the chieft
of the Ten, Cosimo Pasqualigo, Niccoli da Pesaro, Domenico
Beneto, went to the prisons with a good escort, but they could
not get m, for the prisoners defended themselves. Then wet
straw was brought, and it was lighted in order that the smoke
might suffocate them. And they were advised to. yield before
the order of the Council of Ten was repeated thrice, for other-
wise they would all be hanged., Marco Corner was the firstTo
surrender, and after h.m all the others. They were taken back,
each to his prison, under a ckiser watch.

In Marco Corner's case the love of liberty must have
been strong, for in the same journal of Sanudo we find
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that in little more than a year after their unsuccessful
attempt at flight, he and tome comptniont actually
succeeded in getting out and made their eidt through
the hall of the Piovego, that is to say, through the
Doge's palace. Their numbers were considerable, and
six of them were sentenced to imprisonment for life.

During the night they reached the monastery of Sunt
George, and at dawn they were ifaready beyond the
confines of Venetian territory.

Having disposed of the Inquisitors of State, I shall
now endeavour to explain the position and duties of
the Inquisitors of the Hdy Office, with whom the
ordinary reader is very apt to confound them.

In the first place, the Holy Office in Venice was a
much milder and more insignificant affair than it was
at that time in other European states. In Venice it

seems to have corresponded vaguely to the modem
European Ministry of Public Worship. There are
some amusing stories connected with it, but no very
terrible ones so far as I can ascertain.

The Republic had long resisted the desire of the
Popes to establish a branch of the Holy Inquisition
in Venice, but by way of showing a conciliatory
spirit, while maintaining complete independence, the
Government had created a magistracy which was respon-
sible for three matters, nanwly, the condition o<^ the
canals, the regulation of usury, and—of all things

—

cases of heresy. It is perfectly impossible to say why
three classes of affairs so different were placed under
the control of one body of men. Considering the
gravity of the Venetian Government we can hardly
suppose that it was intended as a piece of ironical wit
at the expense of the Holy See. It may, at all events,
be considered certain that the Savi all' Eresia, literally

the Wise Men on Heresy, of the thirteenth century, had
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not accomplished what was expected of them, since in
1289 the Goywnmcnt recognised the necessity of estab-
lishing a special court to deal with afFairs of religion,
presided over, at least in appearance, by a pl^n
delegated for that purpose from the Vatican The

^Sf'luT '^T^l -''^P^^^ with
ivstnctions that paralysed it.

The tribunal was, in principle, composed of three
persons—the Apostolic Nuncio, the Patriarch, and the

^f^'^''IL L
^ ^"qu'sitor, all three ofwhom had to

f^ / \,
^"r.WP^ed by the Republic. As a first

step towards hindering them from acting rashly, they
were strictly forbidden to discuss or dtlde anything
whatsoever except in the presence three V«Jiettai
nobles, who were appointed year by year, and preserved

STnT'^y'^' °^ "^'^'^^-^ o« Heresy^ Next,
the Hdy Office was not allowed to busy itself about

strictest sense; it could not interfere in
connection with any violation of the laws of the Church

fell ZTJ'lt^^.^'^''^^
blasphemy, for magicians

fell under the authority of the Signors of the Night, and

B^^ZT "^"^ ^ ExecutivesVainst

These laws had not changed in the sixteenth
century, and the Holy Office had^ess to ^o thTmos';
of the contemporary tribunals. An examination of thedocuments preserved in its archives shows that from

^lllu '^^i
f\the fall of the Republic there were

three thousand six hundred and twenty trials, of which

century, fourteen hundred and ninety-seven in the

eighteenth. In the majority of cases the testimony was
declared insufficient

; in others, the accused hastened ti>
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abjure their errors. Sometimes, however, we find long
trials in the course of which torture was used as by the
other tribunals, and in these cases the end was frequently
a sentence of death or a condemnation to the galleys.
No heretic was ever burned alive in
Venice

; death was inflicted by strangling, ^'t'gJ^'^S^
beheading, or hanging. Each Doge pro- cecckeM, Coru

mised, indeed, on his election, to burn all
^'^^

heretics, but it is amply proved that only their dead
bodies or their effigies were really given to the flames.
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The tribunal of the Holy Office sat in a very low
vaulted room in the buildings of Saint Mark's, which
was reached by a narrow staircase after passing through
the Sacristy. The Court had no prisons of its own.
Persons who were arrested by it, or sentenced by it to
terms of imprisonment, were confined in the prisons of
the State, probably in those of the Ponte della Paglia.
It is likely that the Court had at its disposal two or
three cells near its place of sitting, for the detention of
the accused during the trials. Signer Mdmend has
ascertained predsdy how the memben of the tribuiMl
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were placed, and has published a diagram which I here
reproduce for the benefit of those who like such curious
details.

As will be seen by the diagram, one-half of the
personages used one entrance, and the rest came in bv
the other. Until the year 1560, the Inquisitor him-
self was a Franciscan monk, but afterwards he was
always a Dominican.

The hall was gloomy and ill-lighted, the fumitiirt
poor

;
,t did not please the Republic to spend money

tor the delectation of a Court which it did not like.
It was here that two famous trials took place in the

sixteenth century, namely, that of Giordano Bruno, the
renegade monk, dear to Englishmen who have never
read the very scarce volume of his insane and filthv
wntings, and that of the celebrated painter Paolo
Veronese. The contrast between these two documents
IS very striking, but both go to prove that the Holy
Office in Venice was seldom more than a hoUow shani
and that its proceedings occasionally degenenited to-
wards low comedy.

Having escaped from Rome, Giordano Bruno left
the ecclesiastical career which he had dishonoured in

search of money and glory. In the course

^ time he came to London, where his coarseness and his

f T^l^ many enemies. Thence he went on
to Oxford where by means of some potent protection,

t^nA i Y u^"
""'^^'•^'^y authorities wereloon

r^n!^ '^^i'' ""'^ fr'gJ^tened by the extra-
vagance of his doctnncs ; in three months he was obliged
to leave. He revenged himself by writing a libel aSed

1

^elle Ceneri,' in which he described England
as a land of dark streets in which one stuck in the mud
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knee-deep, and of houses that lacked every necessary ; the

boats on the Thames were rowed by men more hideous

than Charon, the workmen and shopkeepers were
vulgar and untaught rustics, always ready to laugh at

a stranger, and to call him by such names as traitCM*,

or dog. In this pleasing pamphlet the Englishwoman
alone escapes the writer's foul-mouthed hatred, to be
insulted by his still more foul-mouthed praise. One
Hiay imagine the sort of eulc^ that would run from
the pen of a man capable of descritnng woman in

general as a creature with neither faith nor constancy,

neither merit nor talent, but full of more pride,

arrogance, hatred, falseness, lust, avarice, ingratitude,

and, generally, of more vices than there were evils in

Pand(Mra's box ; one might quote many amenities

language more or less senseless, as, for instance, that

woman is a hammer, a foul sepulchre and a quartan

fever ; and there are a hundred other expressions which
cannot be quoted at all.

Towards 1591, the patrician Giovanni Mocenigo,
an enthusiastic collector of books, found in the shop of
a Dutch bookseller a little volume, entitled Eroici Furori,

which contains some astrological calculations and some
hints on mnemonks. The purchaser asked who the

author might be, learned from the bookseller that it

was Giordano Bruno, entered into correspondmce with
him, and at last invited him to Venice.

Bruno, it is needless to say, accepted the invitation

eagerly, as he ac^ted everything that was offered to him,
but it was not long before Mocenigo regretted his haste

to be hospitable. He had begun by calling his visitor his

dear master ; before long he discovered the man to be

a debauchee and a blasphemer. Now it chanced that

Mocenigo had sat in the tribunal of tht Holy Office

as one of the three senators whose bunness it was to

f 1
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oversee the acts of the Father Inquisitor, and he wasnot only a devout man, but had a\aste for their
Jatter

^ remonstrating with Bruno, but when Seiatter became msolent, he quietly turned the key onhim and denounced him to \he Holy Office A f^w

v3 ''"^^^^ arrested and con

thJtibun^TT; several times by

^ranfeH
^^^^^ ^^^'"^ 'V' ^^'"•"g repentanci th^e^granted him a hm.t of time within which to abjurehis crrow. But the trial did not end in Venice

soon*^'- ^^^^P^^-*^ thi "caisoon yielded to a request fro!n the Pope theaccused should be sent to Rome. He i^uSmatri^

^ \n h!^^ authorities, who ever died at thestake in Italy. He was in reality a degenerate and alunanc, who should have ended his^ mT^l^M. Yriarte has published in the appendix toWa
the verbatim report of the proceedings of the Holy

a^te\TrtVfrv'°'J"^y ^^73 The priSnt

JMiding m the parish of Saint Samuel, and bein/LkedT tohis name and surname replied as above.
^

Being asked as to his profession — *

Answer. I paint and make figures.

calte?• ^y^^^rc:»^^ why you have been

A. No.
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Q. Can you imagine what those r«Mo» msy be i

A. I can well imagine.

111 •• i!

Say what you think about them.
I fimcy th^ it coeeentt viM was to me If^

I 5 1

mm
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reverend fiithers, or rather by the prior of the mon i,,cry of

J^'.h'T'' ^

<J|ovanni e Paolo, whose name I d.d not

/tir ^''^ '"fo'-'^ed me that he had beer
I'ooh Veronese:

J^"]^*
^"^ your Most lUustfious Lordships

had ordered him to cause to be placed in theKoomix^ picture a Magdalen instead of the doe: and I

Z^Z J^HS"^' 'ST'T'^l ' ^^^^'^ ^» was needful
for my reputation and for theW - of the picture ; but that Idid not understand what this figu " Magdalen could be doine

IS granted me to speak.

O. What is the picture to which you have been refcrrine ?

T 'rf^
^P'cture which represents the Last Supper of

Jesus Chnst with Hi. disciples in the house of Simon
U. Where is this picture ?

A. In the refectory of the monks of San Giov...ni e Paolo.
U. is It painted in fresco or on wood or on canvas ?A. Jt IS on canvas.

Q. How many feet does it measure in height ?
A. It may measure seventeen feet.

Q. And in breadth ?

A. About thirty-nine.

persons'"
''''' ^"""^ (o^)

A. Yes.

oneSoi^gT
'"''"^ ^^^^ represented ? And what is each

A. First there is the innkeeper, Simon
, then, under him,a carving sqmre whom I supposed to have come there for his

pleasure, to see how the service of the table is managed. Thereare many other figures which I cannot remember,1,owever, !
It «s a long time since I painted that picture.

oneT' ^"PI*"

A. Yes.

O. How many have you painted ? Where are they ?

A. I pamted one at Verona for the reverend monks ofbanLazzaro; It is in their refectory. Another is in the
refectory of the reverend brothers of San Giorgio here in
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Q. But that one is not z Last Supper, and is not even called
the Supper of Our Lord.

A. I painted another in the refectory of San Sebasriano in
Venice, another at Padua for the Fathers of the Maddalena. I
do not remember to have made any others.

Q. In this Supper which you painted for San Giovuni e
Paolo, what signifies the figure of him whose nose is bleeding ?

A. He is a servant who has a nose-bleed from some accident.
What signify those armed men drened in the ia^ion

of Germany, with halberds in their hands ?

A. It is necessary here that I should say a score of words.
Q. Say them.
A. We painters use the same license as poets and madmen,

and I represented those halberdiers, the one drinking, the other
eating at the foot of the stairs, but both ready to do tSeir duty,
because it seemed to me suitable and possible that the laster of
the house, who as I have been told was rich and mag. ificoi^
should have such servants.

Q. And the one who is dressed as a jester with a parrot on
his wrist, why did you put him into the picture ?

A. He is there as an ornament, as it is usual to insert such
figures.

p *Vhc are the persons at the uUe of Our Lord ?
.\ ' , elve apostles.

(j, '•
• >s Saint Peter doing, who it the first ?

A. X . is carving the hmb in ordor to pan it to tlw t^ier
part of the table.

Q. What is he doing who comes next ?

A. He holds a plate to see what Saint Petor will give htm.
Q. Tell us what the third is doing.
A. He is picking his teeth with his fork.

Q. And who are really the persons whom you admit to
have been present at this Supper ?

A. I believe that there was only Christ and His Apostles j
but when I have stmie span left over in a picture I »Awn it
with figures of my own invention.

Q. Did some person order you to paint Germans, buffoons,
and other similar figure in this picture ?

A. No, but I was commissioned to adorn it as I thought
proper } now it is very large and can contain many figures.

Hi

4m\
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Q. Should not the ornaments which yoi' were accustomed
to paint in pictures be suitable ami in direct idatioa to the

w r«son7
^ ^^loiit ^tenddn

A. I paint my pictures witli aO the conriderations which

"al'hTr"'*^*^ - "^"^^^
Q. Does it seem suitable to you, in the Last Supper of our

Lord, to represent bufibons, drunken Germans, dwarfi. and
other such absurdities ?

A. Certainly not.

Q- Then why have you done it ?

A. I did it on the supposition that those people were outside

Q. Do you not know that in Germany and other countnes
infested by heresy, it is habitual, by means of pictures full of
absurdities^^ to vihfy and turn to ridicule the things of the Holy
Catholic Church, m order to teach false doctnm to ignorant
people who have no common sense ?

A. I agree that it is wrong, but I repeat what I have said, that

"r!"^w"i7
examples given me by my masters,

kind^ pe^ha^ r*^*' ' ^^
A. In Rome, in the PoDe»s cfiapel, Michel Angelo has

represented Our Lord, His Mother, St. John, St. pIter, and
the celestial court

; and he has represented all these personages
nude, including the Virgin Mary, and in various attitudes not
inspired by the most profound religious feding.

Q. Do you not understand that in representing the Last
Judgment, in which it is a mistake to suppose that clothes areworn, there was no reason for painting any? But in these
figures what IS there that is not inspired bv the Holy Spirit ?

1 here are neither buffoons, dogs, weapons, nor other ateurdities"Do you think, therefore, according to this or that view, that
you did well in so painting your picture, and wiU you try to
prove that it is a good and decent thing ?

A. No, my most lUustrious Sirs ; I do not pretend to
prove it but I had not thought that I was doing wrong : I had
nev^-r taken so many things into consideration. I had been far
from imagming such a great disorder, all the more as I had
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placed these buffoons outside the room in which Our Lord ww
sitting.

These things having been said, the judges pronounced that
the aforesaid Paolo should be obliged to correct his fucture
within the space of three months from the date of tht
reprimand, according to the juagments and decision of the
Sacred Court, and altogether at the expense of the said Paolo.

£t ttadecreveruntomni mdtus modo. (And so they decided
everything for the best I

)

The existing picture proves that Veronese paid no
attention to the recommendations of the Court, for I

find that it contains every figure referred to.

After this brief review of the more serious oflices of
the Republic, I pass on to speak of a tribunal which,
though in reality much less serious, gave itself airs of
great solemnity, and promulgated a great number of
laws. This was the Court of the • I^oweditori delle
Pompe,' established in the sixteenth century to deal
with matters of dress and fashion. As far back as the end
of the thirteenth century, the * Savi, the jvise men of
the Government, had fi»bly deplored the increase of
luxury. Their plaintive remarks were repeated at
short intervals, and on each occa«<m {Mtxiuced some
new decree against foolish and unreascmaok expenditure.
The length of women's trains, the size and fulness of
people's sleeves, the adornment of boots and shoes, and
all similar matters, had been most minutely stuified by
these wise gentlemen, and the avog^ors had their
hands full to make the regulations properly respected.
One day a lady was walking in the Square of Saint
Mark's, evkiently very proud of the new white silk
gown she wore. She was stopped by u^tmeMti. vit»
two avogadors, who gravely proceeded
to measure the amount of stuff used in making her
sleeves. It was far more than the law judged
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necessary. The lady tnd her tailor^here were only
male dressmakers in Venice in the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries—were both made to pay a fine heavy
enough to make them regret the extravagance of their
fancy. I auote this story from Signor Molmcnti.
Marin Sanudo tells of tnother dmilar regulation in his
journal under the month of December 149 1 : •All
those who hold any office from the State, and those who
are finishing their term of service, are forbidden to give
more than two dinner-parties to their relations, and each
ofthese dinners shall not connst ofmon than ten corns.'

At weddings it was forbidden to give banquets
to more than forty guests. Some years later another
regulation was issued on the same subject. It was
decreed * that at these wedding dinners there shall not
h? served more than one dish of roast meats and one
of boiled meats, and in each of these courses there ^all
not be more than three kinds of meat. Chicken and
pigeons are allowed.*

For days of abstinence, the magistrates take the
trouble to inform people what they may cat, namely,
two dishes of roast fish, two dishes of boiled fish, an
almond cake, and the ordinary jams. Of fish, sturgeon
and the fish of the lake of Garda are forbidden on such
days, and no sweets arc allowed that do not come under
one of the two heads mentioned. Oysters were not
allowed at dinners of more than twenty covers. The
pastry-cooks who made jumbles and the like, and the
cooks who were to prepare a dinner, were obliged to
give notice to the prowcditors, accompanied by a
Jiote of the dishes to be served. The mspectors of
the tribunal had a right to inspect the dining-room,
kitchen, and pantry, in order to verify all matters that
came under their jurisdiction.

As if all this were not enough, considerable fines were
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imposed on those who should adorn the doors and outer
windows of their houses with festoons, or who should
give concerts in which drums tnd trumpets were used.
In noting this regulation in his journal, Sanudo observes
that the Council of Ten had only succeeded in framing
it after meeting on three consecutive days in sittings of
unusual length. One is apt to connect the Council of
Ten with mttters more tmgic than these ; and one
fancies that the Decemvirs may have sometimes ex-
claimed with Dante

—

Le leggi ma chi pon maao ad cue i

(' There are laws indeed, but who enforces them ? *)

The Council judged that there was only erne way of
accomplishing this, namely, to create a new magistracy,
whose exclusive business it should be to make and
promulgate sumptuary laws. For this purpose three
nobles were chosen who received the titie of Prcvveditori
delle Pompe.

M. Armand Baschet, whose profound learni in

matters of Venetian law is beyond dispute, is of op ...on

that the new tribunal helped Venice to be great, and
hindered her from being extravrfrant. ' shall not
venture to impugn the judgment o. V > learned a writer,
yet we can hardly forbear to smile at the thought of
those three grave nobles, of ripe age and austere life,

who sat down day after day to decide upon the cut
of women's gowns, the articles necessary to a bride's
outfit, and the dishes permis^ble at a dinner-party.

• Women,' said their regulations, * shall wear clothes
of only one colour, that is to say, velvet, satin, damask,
or Persian silk woven of one tint ; but exception is

made from this rule for Persian silk <rfchanging sheen and
for brocades, but such gowns must have no trimming.'

Shifts were to be embroidered only round the neck,
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and it was not allowed to embroider handkerchiefs with

Mutineui, Less.
^^^^ thread. No woman was
allow-id to carry a fan made of feathers

worth more than four ducats. No gloves were allowed
embroidered with gold or silver ; no earrings ; no
jewellery in the hair. Plain gold bracelets were allowed,
but must not be worth more than three ducats ; gold
chains might be worth ten. No low-neck gowns
allowed !

Jewellers and tailors and dealers in luxuries did their

best to elude all such laws, but during a considerable

time they were not successful, and it is probable that

the temper of the Venetian ladies was severely tried

by the prying and paternal ' Provveditori.' The only

Moimenti, Vita womcn for whom exceptions were made
Privata.^ were the Dogess and the other ladies of

the Doge's immediate famdy who lived with him in the
ducal palace. His daughters and grand-daughters were
called 'dozete,' which means Mittle dogesses' in

Venetian dialect, and they were authorised to wear
what they liked ; but the Doge's more distant female
relations had not the same privilege.

At the coronation of Andrea Gritti, one of his nieces

appeared at the palace arrayed in a magnificent gown of
gold brocade ; the Doge himself sent her home to put
on a dress which conformed with the sumptuary laws.
Those r^ulations extended to intimate details of private
life, and even affected the furnishing of a noble's
private apartments. There were clauses which forbade
that the sheets made for weddings and baptisms should
be too richly embroidered or edged with too costly
lace, or that the beds themselves should be inlaid with
gold, mother-of-pearl, or precious stones.

Then the gondola came into fashion as a means of
getting about, and at once became a cause of great
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extravagance, for the rich vied with each other in adorn-
most precious stuffs and

tapestries and mlaid stanchions, and the most mar-
vellous allegorical figures.

In the thirteenth century the gondola had been
merely^ an ordinary boat, probably like the modern
barca of the lagoons, over which an awning was

ON THE 2ATTIRI

rigged as a protection against sun and rain. The
gondola was not a development of the old-fashioned
boat, any more than the modern racing yacht has
developed out of a Dutch galkon or a 'trabacolo ' of
the Adriatic. It h«d another pedigree ; and f have no
hesitation in saying, as one well acquainted with both,
and not ignorant of boats in general, that the Venetian
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gondola is the caique of the Bosphorus as to the hull,

though the former is rowed in the Italian ^uhion,
by men who stand and swing a sweep in a crutch,
whereas the Turkish oarsman sits and pulls a pair of
sculls of peculiar shape which slide in and out through
greased leathem strops. The gondola, too, 1ms the
steel ornament on her stem, figuring the beak of a
Roman galley, which I suspect was in use in Con-
stantinople before the Turkish conquest, and which
must have been abolished then, for the very reason that
it was Roman. The • fclse,* the hood, is a Venetian
invention, I think, for there is no trace of it in Turkey.
But the similarity of the two boats when out of water is

too close to be a matter of chance, and it may safely be
said that the first gondola was a caique, then doubtless
called by another name, brought from Constantinople
by some Greek merchant on his vessel.

In early times people went about on horses and
mules in Venice, and a vast number of the small canals
were narrow and muddy streets ; but as the superior
fiualities of water over' mud as a means of trans-
portation became evident, the lanes were dug out and
the islands were cut up into an immense number of
islets, until the footways became so circuitous that the
horse disappeared altogether.

In the sixteenth century there were about ten thousand
gondolas in Venice, and they soon became a regular bug-

MmHmeuu Lm. ^° unhappy Provveditori delle

Pompe, who were forced to occupy them-
selves with their shape, their hangings, the stuff of which
the * fete ' was made, the cushions, the carpets, and the
number of rowers. The latter were soon limited to
two, and it was unlawful to have more, even for a
wedding. The gondola did not assume its present
simplicity and its black colour till the end of the seven-
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teenth century, but it began to resemble what we now
see after the edict of 156a.

As usual, a few persons were exempted from the

sumptuary law. The Doge went about in a gondola
decorated with gold and covered with scarlet cloth,

and the foreign ambassadors adorned their skiffs with
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the richest materials, the representatives of France and
Spain, especially, vying with each other in magnificence.
To some extent the youths belonging to the Compagnia
delia Calza—the Hose Club before mentioned—were
either exempted from the law, or succeeded in evading
it. Naturally enough, the sight of such display was
odious to the rich noblemen who were condemned by
law to the use of plain black ; and on the whole, the
study of all accounts of festivities held in Venice, down
to the end of the Republic, goes to show that the Prov-
veditori aimed at a most de^tic control of dress,
habits, and manners, but that the results generally fell
far short of their good intensions. They must have led
harassed lives, those much-vexed gentlemen, not much
better than the existence of 'Jimmy- Legs' on an
American man-of-war.

Now and & n, too, the Government temporarily
removed all restrictions on luxury, as, for instance,
when a foreign sovereign visited Venice ; and then the
whole city plunged into a sort of orgy of extravagance.
This happened when Henry III. of France was the
guest of the Republic. Such occasions being known
and foreseen, and the nobles being forced by the Prov-
veditori to save their money, they spent it all the more
recklessly when they were allowed a taste of liberty—
hke a child that breaks its little earthenware savings-box
when it is full of pennies.

One naturally returns to the Doge after rapidly
reviewing such a legion of officials, each of whom was
himself a part of the supreme power. What was the
Doge doing while these hundreds of noble Venetians
were doing everything for themselves, from directing
foreign politics to spying upon the wardrobes of each
other's wives and auditing the accounts of one another's
cooks ?
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It would be hard to ask a quortton iiKwe eRibaiTass-

ing to answer. It would be 9» uiijmt to say that he

did nothing as it would be untrue to say that he had

much to do. Yet the Venetians themselves looked upon
him as a very important personage in the Kepublic.

In a republic he was a sovereign, and therefore idle;

but he was apparently necessary.

I am not aware that any other republic ever called its

citizens subjects, or supported a personage who received

royal honours, before whom the insignia of something

like royalty were carried in public, and who addreraed

foreign governments by his own name and title as if he
were a king. But then, how could Venice, which was

governed by an oligarchy chosen from an aristocracy,

which was the centre of a plutocracy, call herself a

republic ? It all looks like a mass of contradictions, yet

the machinery worked without breaking down, during

five hundred years at a stretch, after it had assumed its

ultimate form. If a modern sociologist had to define

the government of Venice, he would perhaps call it a

semi-constitutional aristocratic nu)narchy, in which the

sovere^n was dbcted for life—tuiksa it pka^ the

electors to depose him.

What is quite certain is that wlien the Doge xvzs

a man of average intelligence, he must have been the

least happy man in Venice ; for of all Venetian nobles,

there was none whose personal liberty was so restricted,

whose smallest actions were so closely watched, whose
lightest word was subject to such a terrible censorship.

Francesco Foscari was not allowed to resign when
he wished to do so, nor was he allowed to ranain on
the throne after the Council had decided to get rid

of him. Even after his death his unhappy widow was

not allowed to bury his body as she pleased. Yet his

was only an extreme case, because circumstances com-
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Wncd to bring the existing laws into play and to let
them work to their logical result.

From the moment when a noble was chosen to fill
the ducal throne he was bound to sacrifice himself to
the public aer^cc, altogether and till he died, without
regret, or possible return to private life, or any com-
pensation beyond what might flatter the vanity of a
vulgar and second-rate nature. Yet the Doges were
very rarelv men of poor intelligence or weak character.

At each election fresh restrictions were imposed by
;
corrections

'
of the ducal oath. M. Yriarte Mys very

justly that the tone of these « corrections ' is often so
dry and hard that it looks as if the Great Council had
been taking measures acainst an enemy rather than
editing rules for the life of the chief of the State

u- i?T ^'i f°
^^y^ however, that the .principle

which dictated those decrees protected both the Doge
and the nobility, and that the object at which each
aimed was the interest of the State. He asks, then,
whether those bmding restrictions ever prevented a
strong personality from making itself felt, and whether
the long succession of Doges is nothing but a list of
inglorious names.

It mav be answered, I think, with justice, that the
Doges of ilzustnous memory, during the latter centuries
of the Republics existence, had become famous as
individual officers before their elevation to the throne.
The last great fighting Doge was Enrico Dandolo,
the conqueror of Constantinople, who died almost a
hundred years before the closure of the Great Council
In the war of Chioggia, Andrea Gontarini's oath not
to return into the city till the enemy was beaten had
the torce of a fine example, but the man himself con-
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There .were Doses who were good historians and
writers, others who had been brave generals, others, like

(jiovanni Mocenigo, who were good financiers ; but the
fact of their having been Doges has nothing to do with
the reputation they left afterwards. The sovereignty,

when it was given to them, was a chain, not a sceptre,

and firom the d»y they went up the grand stahxase as

masters, their personal liberty of thought and action

was more completely left behind than if the/ had
entered by another door to spend the remrinder of life

in the prisons by the Ponte della Paglia, beyond the
Bridge of ^hs.

At the beginning of the fifteenth century the Doge
Michel Steno was told in open Council to sit down
and hold his peace. No change in the manners of
the counsellors had taken place sixty years later when
the Doge Cri^fiut) Mofo olnected to ^ . . ,° ' T»' ^i- r. n "' • t

Tassint, under
accompanying Pius the Second s projected 'Mora.'

crusade in person, and was told by Vittor ^'9-

Cappello that if he would not go of his own accord he
should be taken by force.

It is hard to imagine a more unpleasant pontion dian
that of the chief of the State. Suppose, for instance,

that by the choice of the Council some post or digni«-y

was to be conferred on one of his relatives, or even on
one of his firiends ; he was literally and categorically

forbidden to exhibit the least satisfaction, or to thank
the Council, even by a nod of the hcA^.Vriarte, vie<run

He was to preside at this, and at many ^''^'^aMaHn'
other ceremonies, as a superbly-dressed lay sanudo.

figure, as a sort of allegorical representative of that
power with which every nmnber of die Goimaioent
except himself was invested. And as time wcr;t on, this

part he had to play, of the living allegory, was more
and more defined. He was even deprived of the
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title ' My Lord,' and was to be uMrtMed merely u
Messer Doge,' ' Sir Doge.' From 1 501 onward he was

forbidden to go out of the city, even for an hour in his

(Hidola, without the consent of the Council, and if he
isobeyed he had to pay a fine of one hundred ducats

;

he was not allowed to write a letter, even to lut wife or
his children, without showing it to at least one of his

six counsellors, and if he disobeyed he was to pay a
fine of two hundred ducats, and the person, his wife or
his own child, to whom the letter was addressed, was
liable to be exiled for five years.

After 1 52 1 the Doge was never allowed to speak
without witnesses with any ambassador, neither with the
foreign representatives who came to Venice, nor with
Venetian ambassadors at home on bttuness or leave ;

and when he spoke with any of them in public, he was
warned only to make commonplace remarks.

The Dogess never had any official position in Venice,
but during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries she
was made use of as an ornamental personage at public

festivals. After that time she returned to the retire-

ment in which the wives of the early Doges had lived.

An outcry was raised against the custom of crowning
luM* when she entered the ducal palace, and fi-om that

time forth she never appeared beskde her hu^wnd on
state occasions ; and if any foreign ambassador, sup-
posing that he was acting according to the rules of
ordinary court etiquette, asked to be presented to her,

she was bound to refuse his visit.

Everything in the life of the Doge was regulated by
the Great Council. That august assembly once even
remonstrated with the so-called sovereign because the

Dogess bore him too many children. If any one
hemtates to believe these amazing statements he
may consult Signor Molmenti's recent historical work,
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La Dogaressa, which b beyond crttictim in point of
accuracy.

At certain fixed times the Doge was allowed the

relaxation of shooting, but with so many restrictions

and injunctions that the sport must have been intoler-

ably irksome. He was allowed or, more strictly speak-
ing, was ordered to proceed for this purpose, aiui about
Christm' o time, to certain islets in the lagoons, where
wild ducks bred in great numbers. On his return he
was obliged to present each member of the Great Council
with five ducks. This was called the gift of the 'Oselle,*

that being the name given by the people to the birds in

question. In 152 1, about five thousand brace of birds

had to be killed or snared in order to fulfil this require-

ment ; and if the unhappy Doge was not fortunate
enough, with hb attendants, to secure the required
number, he was obliged to provide them by buying
them elsewhere and at any price, for the claims of the

Great Council had to be satisfied in any case. This
was often an expensive affair.

There was also anc^her personage who could not
have derived much enjoyment from the Christmas shoot-
ing. This was the Doge's chamberlain, whose duty it

was to see to the just distribution of the game, so that

each bunch of two-and-a-half brace should contain a
fair averase of ht and thin tnrds, lest it shoukl be said

that the Doge showed ^vom* to some members ^
Council more than to others.

By and by a means was sought of commuting this

annual tribute of ducks. The Doge „ , , ,

Antonio Unmani requested and wtMxaeci Antonio Grimam

permission to coin a medal of the value of^^^f^^ .

a quarter of a ducat, equal to about four Saudtiu

shillings, or one dollar, "and to call it 'a
Duck,' « Osclla,' whereby it was signified that it took the
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place of the traditional bird. He engraved upon his

medal figures of Peace and Justice, with the motto
* Justitia et Pax osculatae sunt,' • Justice and Peace

have kissed one another,' in recollection of the sen-

tence he had undergone nineteen years previously

as admiral of the fleet defeated at Parenzo. In

1575 the Doge Luigi Mocenigo engraved upon
his Osella the following inscription referring to the

victory of Lepanto :
' Magnae navalis victoriae Dei

gratia contra Turcos
' ; the reverse bears the arms of

the Mocenigo family, a rose with five petals. Later,

in 1632, the Doge Francesco Erizzo was the first to

replace his own effigy kneeling before Saint Mark by
a lion. In 1688 Francesco Morosini coined an Osella

bearing on the obverse a sword, with the motto ' Non
abstinet ictu,* and on the reverse a hand bearing

weapons, with the motto 'Quern non exercuit arcus.'

In 1684 Marcantonio Giustiniani issued an Osella

showing a winged lion rampant, bearing in the one paw
a single palm, and in the other a bunch of palms, with

the motto *Et sdus ' ; simul/ meaning that Venice

would be victoiious either alone or joined with allies.

The successor of Antonio Grimani, Andrea Gritti,

chose for his Osella to have himself represented as kneel-

M , ^ . ii^K before Saint Mark ; the reverse bore
Andrea unL't, , • ». t. j

.

praying, nis name With the date.

''^^VTrl' But fresh trouble now arose. It came
to pass that some nobles sold their medals

or used them for money, and disputes even took place

as to the true value of the ducal present. The Council

of Ten was obliged to examine seriously into the affair.

As it appeared certain that it would be impossible to

avoid the use of medals as money, it was decided to re-

place them definitely by a coin having regular currency.
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GLEANINGS FROM VENETIAN CRIMINAL
HISTORY

The records of the different tribunals of Venice are a

mine of interesting information* and it is to be wondered
that no student has devoted a separate volume to the

subject. I shall only attempt to offer the reader a few

gleanings which have come under my hand, and which

may help to give an impression of the later days of the

Republic.

There were two distinct classes of criminal in Venice,

3i;

Iff

m Iff
ft

I
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M elsewhere—namely, profetMontl criminak, who helped
each other and often escaped justice ; and, on the other
hand, those who committed isolated crimes under the
influence of strong passions, and who generally expated
their mwdecds in prison or on the scaffold.

Thoi^ the profeisioilab were iniinitely mofe dan-
gerous than the others, it is a remarkable fact that they
enjoyed the same sort of popularity which was bestor .

;

upon daring highwaymen m England in the coaching
days. They were called the *Bravi,' they were very
rarely Venetiaiit by birth, and they had the singular
audacity to wear a costume of their own, which was
something between a military uniform and a medieval
hunting-dress. One might almost call them condottieri
in miniature. They aold their services to cautious
persons who wished to satisfy a grudge without getting
into trouble with the police, and they drew round them
all the good-for-ncihings in the country. * Bandits *

that is, in the ..rue interpretation of the word, those
persons whom the Republic had banished from Venetian
territory—frequently returned,*and remained unmdested
during some time under the protection of one of these
bravi. The most terrible and extravagant crimes were
committed in broad day, and the popular fancy sur-
rounded its nefiuious heroes with a whole cycle of
legends calculated to inspire terror.

The Government cast about for some means of
checking the evil, and hit upon one worthy of the
Inquisitors of State. The simple plan consisted in
giving a free pardon for all his crimes to any bravo
who would kill another. We even find that a patrician
of the great house of Quirini, who had been exiled for
killing one of Titian's servants, obtained leave to come
back and live peacefully in Venice by assassinating a
bravo. It is easy to imagine what crimes could be
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committed undtf this Uw, and the Government toon
recognised the mkota tad repealed it in inMmM,

1 549, in order to protect * the dignity of ^-»»

the Republic, and the goods and lives of its subjects/

thereafter the bravi and the bandits led more quiet
lives, and returned to thdr former occupations.

There existed at that time a statue of a hunchbadt

4»

TH* BIAt-r mGHT

modelled by the sculptor Pietro di Salo, which had been
used to support a ladder, or short staircase, by which
the public crio^ ascended the column of the Rialto, in

order to proclaim banns of marriage and odier matters
which were to be made public. From 1541 to 1545
thieves were usually sentenced to be flogged through
the city from Saint Mark's to the Rialto, where the
ceremony ended by their being obliged to kiss the
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statue of the hunchback. In order to get rid

of this degrading absurdity a small column was set

up near by, surmounted by a cross, in order that

'sinners might undergo their sentence in a Christian

spirit.'

On the sixteenth of December, 1560, the Council of

Ten met to discuss the question of the bravi. It was now
admitted that the Government no longer had isolated

criminals to deal with, but regular bands of ruffians con-

tinually on the look-out for adventures. The Ten pub-

lished an edict by which all bandits were formally warned

that any one who exercised the profession of a bravo,

whether a subject of the Republic or not, would be taken

and led in irons to the place between the columns of the

Piazzetta, where his nose and ears would be carved off.

He would then be further sentenced to five years at the

oar on board one of the State galleys, unless some physical

defect made this impossible for him, in which case he was

Horatio Brawn, to have One hand chopped off and to be im-
ve>uHa*stMdus.,^i^Y3oiaiadi foT ten years. In passing, 1 call

attention to the ^t that life bietween decks on a State

galley cannot have been pleasant, since five years of

it were considered equivalent to the loss of a hand
and ten years of imprisonment.

These terrific penalties inspired little or no fear, for

the bravi were infinitely quicker and* cleverer than the

sbirri of the Government, and were very rarely caught.

Besides, they had powerful supporters and secure refuges

from which they could defy Justice, for they were

sheltered and protected in the foreign embmies, wl^re

they knew how to make themselves useful as s^nes, and

occasionally as professional assassins, and it was not an

uncommon thing to see a sbirro standing before the

French or the Spanish embassy and looking up at a

window wben^ som^ weU-4^nown bravo smi^ down
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on him, waved his hat, and addressed him with ironical

politeness. The picture vividly recalls visions of a cat

on top of a garden wall, calmly grinning at the frantic

terrier below.

Then, too, the bravi were patronised by the
' signorotti * of the mainland, a set of rich, turbulent,

and licentious land-owners, who OKild not call th«ii-

nOM THE BALCONY OF TMC DUCAL PALACI

selves Venetian nobles, and would not submit to be

burghers, but set themselves up as knights, and

lived in more or leaa fMiied manors 6rc»n which
they could set the police at defiance. They employed

the bravi in all sorts of nefarious adventures, which

chiefly tended to the satisfaction of their brutal tastes.

It was a second period of transition, as Moimenti
very justly says, and in the b^inning of the A^adetkce

2 I
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the knight had already ceased to be knightly. Those
rough lordiings were neither without fear nor without
reproach, says the learned Italian writer, but were
altogether without remorse, and if they were ever bold

^ astimi. Cm. It wasoiily in breaking the law. From time
danme Cafitatu ^ timc onc ofthcm was caught perpetrating
some outrageous crime, and was dragged barefooted, in a
long black shirt and black r:ap, to the scaffold, as an awful
example, there to be flogged, hanged, and quartered.
Such horrors had long ceased to have any effect in an age
that saw blood run in rivers. By way of increasing the
disgrace of a shameful death, a gibbet was set up which
was so high that the victim had to mount thirty-two
steps, and it was painted scarlet. The first miscreant
who adorned it was one of the chiefs of the sbirri

himself, who had used his position to protect a whole
gang of thieves with whom he divided the plunder.

I abridge from Signor Molmenti's work the follow-

Moimenti. ing story, in which more than one type of
Ba»dm,Brm>Li!aA sixtccnth-ccntury criminal makes his
appearance.

The "illage of Ulasi is situated in a rich valley in
tht territory of Verona. At the end of the sixteenth
century its castle was inhabited by a certain Count
Geronimo and his beautiful lady, Gincvra. From time
to time the couple introduced a little variety into their
solitude by receiving Virgin'o Orsini who, though
a Roman noble, was in the service of Venice as
Governor of Verona. He 'vas, I believe, a first

cousin of that Paolo Giordano Orsini who murdered
his wife Isabella de' Medici in order to marry Vittoria
Accoramboni. I have told the story at length in
another work.

Virginio, the Governor, fell in love with the
Countess Gtnevra before long ; but she, though
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strongly attracted to him, tried hard to re«st him,
would not read his letters, and turned a deaf ear to

his pleadings.

On a certain Saturday night, when Count Gero-
nimo was away from home, and Ginevra sat by the

fire in her own chamber, having already suf^>ed and
said her prayers, the curtain of the door was raised and
two men came in. The one was Grifo, the man-at-

TRt GOLVMNt, HASnTTA

arms whom the Count trusted and had 1^ to guard
her ; the other was Orsini. Ginevra sprang her feet,

asking how the Governor dared to cross her threshold.

' Madam,' he said, coming near, ' as you would not

answer my letters, I determined to tell you face to face

that if you will not hear me you will be my ruin.'

' Sir,' answered the Countess, ' that is not the way
to address a lady of my condition. You are basely

betraying my noble husband, who entertains for you
both friendship and esteem/
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Here Grifo jdned in the conversation, and began to

persuade the Countess that every noble lady of the

time had her ' confederate knight.' No doubt he

knew that she loved Orsini in spite of herself, and
when he had done speaking he went away, and the two
were alone tc^ether in the night.

An hour later Virginio took his leave of her, and
now he told her with words of comfort that he would
presently send her poison by the hand of Grifo, that

she might do away with her husband ; for otherwise he

must soon learn the truth and avenge himself on them
all three. But Ginevra was already stung by remorse.

' I have dishonoured my husband for you,' she

answered. ' But I will not do the deed you ask of

me. It is better that I should myself die than that I

should do murder.*
' In that case,' answered Orsini, * I myself must put

him beyond the possibility of harming you.'

Thereupon he left her ; but she was tormented by
remorse, until at last she went to her husband and told

him all, and entreated him to' kill her. He would not

believe her, but thought ^e had gone mad, though she

repeated her story again and again ; and at last he rose

and went and found Grifo, the traitor, and dragged him
to her room.

*Is it true,' she asked, *that you iMtMi^ht the

Governor here to mv chamber unawares ?
'

The man denied it with an oath. Then Ginevra

snatched up a dagger and set the point at Grifo's breast.

He saw that he was lost, and told the truth, and then

and there the woman whose ruin he had wrought did

justice on him and was aveng^, and stabbed him again

and again, that he died.

There ends the story, for that is all we know.

After that the chronicle is siknt, ominously silent ; and
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when the castle of Illasi was dismantled a walled niche

was found in one <^ the towers, and within the niche

there was a woman's skeleton. That is known, surely ;

but that the bores were those of the G>unte» Ginevra
there is no nroof to show.

I ' Id »ay that Grifo L:: 'Qnged to the type of the
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bravi, so that the crimes of passion which his betrayal

Molinenti, caused were connected, through him, w^i
vecchie storie. jhosc of the professional type. But others

were committed, then as now, in passion, quick or slow.
As an example of them, here is a story from another of
Signer Molmenti*s exhaustive works.

It is first mentioned by the Bishop Pietro BoUam in

a letter addressed to his noble friend Vincenzo Dandolo,
in the month of July 1602 :

—

' A certain Sanudo, who lives in the Rio della Croce,
in the Gtudecca, made his wife go to confession day
before yesterday evening ; and she was a Cappello by
birth. During the following night, at about the fifth

hour (one o'clock in the morning at that season accor'^ -

ing to the old Italian sun-time), he killed her wit.. \

dagger-thrust in the throat. He says that she was
unfaithful, but every one believes that she was a
saint.'

We learn that the poor woman was thirty-six, and
that Giovanni Sanudo had beep married to her eighteen
years. The Council of Ten ordered his arrest, but he
had already escaped beyond the frontier, and he was
condemned to death in default, and a prize cif two
thousand ducats was offered for his head.

He had left five children in Venice, three b^vs an
two girls; and the oldest, a dat^ter ''iiistcnt J

Sanuda, addressed a petition to the Ten which is woi b

translating :

—

Most Serene Prince (the Doge), Mort Illustrious Sirs (the
Ten), and most merciful my Masters (the CoiuiMlIwa, the
High Chancellor, and the Avogadors)

:

Never did unfortunate petitioners come to the feet of
your Serenity, and of your most excellent and most clement
Council, nriore worthy of pity than we, Sanuda, Livio, AloTse,
Franceschino, and Livio second, the children of Messer
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(liovanni Sanudo{ misfortune has ^llen upon our house
because our father having been accused of t^iig our mother's
life, the justice of your Serenity and of your most excellent

Council has condemned him to death ; wherefore we, poor
innocent children, have lost at once our father and our mother,
and all our possessions ; and we assure you with tears that we
should have to beg our bread unless certain charitable souls

helped us. Therefore I, the unhappy Sanuda, who have
reached the age of eighteen years, and my brothers and sisters

who are younger than I, shall all be given over to the most
abject poverty, and exposed to the greatest dangers, unless your
Serenity and your most excellent Council will consent to help

us for the love of religion and justice. And so, in order to

prevent five poor and honest children of noble blood from
perishing thus miserably, we prostrate ourselves at the feet of
your Serenity and of your most Illustrious Lordships, imploring
you, by the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, to allow our
unluippy ^ther to come back to Venice for two years, that he
may provide for the safety of his family and especially of his

daughters, whose honour is exposed to such grave peril in that

state of neglect in which they are now living. We pray that
the good God may gnmt your Smmi^ and jtmr Lor^upt
long and happy life.

The Council of Ten was apparently moved by the

appeal. It answered the petition by the foUowic^
resolution :

—

*The case of Sanuda, Livio, Alo'ise, Franceschino,

and Livio seccmd, l»t>thers uid nsters, the children of
Giovanni Sanudo, ccmdemned to death by this Council
on July twenty-ninth, is so serious ; the petition of
these poor children is so humble, so honest, and so

reasonable, that it behooves the piety and clemency of
our Coundl to gnuit the simi Giovanni Sanudo a mfe
conduct, good fbr two years, in order that during
this period he m«f provkb for the future <^ Jm
family.'

Sanudo came back, and before the two years had
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expired he obtained a prolongation of the grace for two
years more, at the end of which time he presented
another petition worded in the same manner, -/hich

was also granted ; and so on from two years to two
VOtfS until 1 62 1, nineteen years after the crime, he
being still technically under sentence of death.

Now, however, he obtained a formal pardon from
his wife's family, the Cappello. This curious document
reads as follows :

—

In the name of God and of the Holy Trinity, March
thirtieth, 1621.

I, Carlo Cappello, son of the late Pietro Cappello, consider-
ing the weakness and the lamentable vicissitudes to which
humanity is subject, and desirous of forgiving the shortcomings
and misdeeds of others, in order that the Lord our God may pro-
tect me also, and desiring, too, the full pardon of every sin : do
forgive my brother-in-law, Giovanni Sanudo, the offences he may
have committed against me, promising henceforth to bear him
neither hatred nor malice, and I pray God to grant us both a
good Easter and the pardo'^ of every sin.

(Signed) Carlo Cappello.
Pietro Cappello.
Livio CAn>iLLa

Having obtained forgiveness of his wife's family,

Giovanni Sanudo now looked about for a m&i»s <i
extorting a final pardon from the Council of Ten.
There existed in the Venetian states a small town,
called Sant' Omobono, which had received, as the
reward of some ancient service rendered to the
Republic, the privilege of setting at liberty every year
two outlaws or two bravi. Sanudo succeeded in
winning the good graces of the municipality, and was
then presented by the mayor and aldermen to the
Signory as one of the yearly candidates for a free

pardon. The Council of Ten then permanently ratified
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its decree of immunity, and Giovanni Sanudo was once

more a free man. Considering the usual character of

the Council, it b hard not to surmise that it had found

some cause for regretting the sentence it had passed.

The poor murdered woman had confessed and received

absolution before death : may we not reasonably

suppose that, after all, there had been something to

confess ?

There is ground for believing it possible that

Shakespeare may have used the original murder as part

of the groundwork of his Othelh. If we compare tlw

dates and glance at the history of Italum literature, we
may reasonably conclude that Shakespeare, after per-

haps planning his tragedy on a tale of Giraldi's, was

much struck by the details of Sanudo's crime, and

especially by the murderer's wish that his wife dkouid

cr>nfess before dying.

^\r. Rawdon Brown supposed the poet to have used

'ler incident, related by Marin Sanudo in his

voluminous journal, but the hypothesis involves an

anachronism. Othello is thought by good uithorities

to have been first played in London in the autumn d
1602, only a few months after the crime in the

Giudecca ; whereas Mr. Rawdon Brown's heroine was

not murdered until thirteen years later.

The legend of the F<miaretto beloi^ to the ban-
ning of the sixteenth century, a hundred years earlier.

Travellers will remember being told by their guides how
a poor little baker's boy, who was carrying bread to

a customer on a January morning in 1507, stumbled

over the body of a noble who had been ^U)ed by an

unknown hand. The sheath of the dagger lay on the

pavement, and the boy was imprudent enough to pick

it up and put it into his pocket, for it was richly

damascened and very handsome. The police found it
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upon him, it was considered to be conducive circum-
stantial evidence, the poor boy confessed under torture
that he had committed the crime, and htf was hanged on
his own confession.

A few days later the real murderer was arrested
and convicted; and thereafter, in recollection of the
tragic injustice that had been done, whenever the
magistrates were about to pass a sentence of death tl»y
were admonished to remember the poor Fornarctto.

By way of making the story more complete, the
guide usually adds that the little lamp which always
bums before an image of the Blessed Virgin on one
side of the Basilica was lighted as an ofFering in ex-
piation of the judicial murder, and that it is for the
same reason that a bell is rung during twenty minutes
on the anniversary of the baker boy's execution.

Strangely enough, there is hardly a word of truth in
this story. The only record in the archives of the Tin
which faintly suggests it is the trial and execution of a
baker named Pietro Fusiol, who had murdered a man
of the people in January 1 507, and there is no refer-
ence to any mistake on the part of the a>urt. The
ringing of the bell, and the little lamp which burns day
and night before the image, are a sort of ex voto offer-
ings left by certain seamen in recollection of a terrible
storm from which they escaped.

I pass on to speak of the political prisoners of die
Republic, who were not by any means all treated alike.

Dr. Htinrich since some of them were confined in places
Tjude. Der Ringo{ tolerable comfort, whereas others we.e

treated little better than common criminab.
The story of Cristoforo Frangipane shows that political

delinquents were not judged according to any parti-

cular code, and that each case was examined as being
entirely independent from any other.
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I must recall to the reader that during the league

of Cambrai the Emperor Maximilian was commtanoned
to win back Friuli, Istria, and other provinces

annexed by the Republic. Though the lei^ue had
been formed in great haste, Venice was yr^ice defying

not taken by surprise, for it had long ^"rofe, Faima

L Au ^ iu u —J® Giavane; Sola
been apparent that the European powers de- dei Prtgadi,

sired her destruction and dismemberment, ducatfai^.

During the war which followed the Venetian army
was at one time under the orders of Bartolomeo

d'Alviano, and that of the Emperor was commanded
by Crittc^bro Frangipane. Now the Frangipane
family held lands in fee from Venice as well as nom
the Emperor, and owed feudal service to both ; so

that the Republic was justified in considering Cristoforo

as a traitor according to feudal law, since he was in

command of a hostile army.

A learnt German student. Doctor Heinrich Thode,
has discovered and told with great charm the following

story concerning the imperial general. In 1892,
Doctor Thode being then in Venice, certain peasants of

the village <^Osopo, near Pm^enone, Aowed him a ffold

ring of marvellous workmanship and in the style or the

sixteenth century, which they had found in a field.

The ring consisted of two spirals, one within the other,

which could be taken apart, so that a lock of hair or

a relic could be placed between them. On the outer

spiral of the ring were engrav«i die words, ' Myt

'

Wyllen deyn eygen,' which may be translated, 'By
mine own will thine own.' Doctor Thode bought the

ring, but for a long time could make nothing of it.

At h'xt, howevo-j his induttry was rewarded by Ac
discovery of an interesting passage in the almost in-

exhaustible diary of Marin Sanudo, of which I shall

abridge the F' bstance as much as possible.
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At the beginning of the sixteenth century the

Emperor MaximiUan met in Augsburg a very betuti-
ful girl nameJ ApoUonia von I^nge, with whom he
fell deeply in love. He caused her to come to the

Court of Vienna, where she behaved so admirably that,

aiccording to the chronicler, ill the Austrian nobles

wished to marry her. As a matter of Aict the was
married in 1 503 to the Count of Lodron, who happens
to be the very person whom the Cappelletti of Verona
wished to marry to their Juliet in spite of her promise
to Romeo Montecchi.

The Count of Lodron died socm after h» mamaget
leaving no children. The Empercw continued to ex-
tend to the young widow his honourable protection,

and in 15 14 he married her to his favourite general
Cristofbro Frangipanc It was no doubt on this

occasion that the warrior received from her the ring of
whi'-h the motto answered a question that had often

been on his lips. He might, indeed, reasonably have
supposed that she was marrying him in deference to

the Emperor*s wishes ; he must have asked her if this

were true, and no doubt more than once she answered,
' Of my own will I am thine own.' The marriage had
scarcely taken place when Frangipane was obliged to

take command of the imperial army and to leave his

wife. The first battle of the campaign was fought near
Pwdenone in the Vent :ian territory. Marin Sanudo
narrates that on that day Frangipane lost a precious
relic, a fact which he considered to be of bad augury for
the future.

Only a few days later, when reconncMtring the
position of the enemy, he was climbing over a boulder
which overlooked the valley. It either gave way with
him, or else some large piece of stone rolled against

him and threw him down. The accident was seen
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from a distance, and it was at once reported to Venice

that he was dead. But he was only wounded, and

wit carried in a litter to Goritz, whither hit wife

A aABBCM WAU.

hastened at once. Under her loving care he soon

recovered, but before he was able to ride again the

Venetians took the town and made him prisoner. He

•mm

m
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was conveyed to Venice, and was confined in the tower
of the ducal palace which overlooked the Ponte della

Paglia. In his confinement he kept up a constant

correspondence with his wife, which, it is needless to

say, was carefully examined by the Government ; every
letter which came or went was read aloud before the
Senate, so that Marin Sanudo had ample opportunity to

copy the documents for his journal, as he frequently

did.

The beautiful Apollonia was in a state bordering on
despair, the grief of the separation preyed upon ho*
mind, and she fell into a state of terrible languor and
depression. Amongst many tender messages she makes
mention of the ring.

*As for the ring,' she wrote, 'most gracious and
beloved husband, let me tell you that the one ordered
of John Stephen Maze should be a little smaller than
the old one, and on it must be engraved the words
with which I answered the question you asked me, and
which is graved on the ring I always wear on my finger.

I wish you to w«u" the ring in hieraory and for love of
me, but as we have no good jewellers iMre, I entreat
you to order it yourself.'

In the face of such evidence it is hardly possible

to doubt that the ring found at C^po is the identical

one given to Frangipane by his nride, and is the
'relic' which he lost in his first eng>q;ement with
the Venetians.

The correspondence of the loving couple, passionate

and sad, continued during six months, at the end of
which time Apollonia wrote to the Signory imploring
permission to share her husband's prison ; but this was
refused her, though her request was supported by the

warmest recommendations from the Emperor himself.

Exasperated, Frangipane attempted to escape from
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prison, but his plan was discovered, and he was only the
more closely watched. Apollonia now requested the
favour of a safe-condr:t tnal si.e might, at least, come
to Venice as a traveler ^nd visi' her husband; this

also was refused, not orxe only, but again when she
wrote a second time.

There was now but one thing left for her to do,
and she determined to risk coming to Venice without a
safe-conduct. She arrived in the depth of winter in

1 5 16, with four maids of honour, ner chamberlain, her
physician, and twenty-two servants. As the Council
of Ten was ashamed to imprison her it placed her in
the keeping of the patrician Dandolo, who was the
general inspector of the ducal prisons, and he placed
at her dbposal his palace on the Grand Canal, which is

now the Hotel I^nieli. She took up her quartCTS
there on the thirteenth of January with her suite, and
on the twentieth she appeared before the Doge and his
counsellors arrayed in a magnificent silk gown and a
black satin mantle lined with sable ; a heavy gold
chain hung down upon he/ bosom, and a golden coif
was set upon her hair in the German fashion ; three
young giris dressed in black cloth followed her, one
after the other, and an old duenna, the physician, md
the chamberlain brought up the rear.

The fiur Countess addressed the Doge with feminine
eloquence and tact. Shf. began by rendering thanks
for the kindness and consideration shown to her hus-
band, and she requested permission to see him twice
a week. She argued that this permission was absolutely
necessary to her, for she said that she was very ill, and
that the treatment ordered by her doctor was of such a
nature that she entirely declined to submit to it except
in the presence of her husband. The Doge and his
counsellors had never had to face such arguments
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before ; they felt themselves absolutely powerless, and
yielded at once.

But on the morrow old Dandolo, the inspector c''

prisons, appeared before them in a condition of inde-

scribable dismay and excitement. He said that when
the Countess was at last in her husband's jnison, on the

previous evening, she had made such a scene in order to

be allowed to stay all night that he, Dandolo, had

yielded much against his will and had left the couple

together. And now, in the morning, he had found the

Countess still in bed, declaring that she was dangerously

ill, and demanding that her doctor should be sent to

her without delay.

The Doge and his counsellors were in a quandary,

and Dandolo was tearing his hair. Sanudo informs us

that ' there was much noise in the Council ' that morning,

and it is easy to believe that he was telling the truth.

Almost half of the gra . e magistrates were in favour of

leaving the Countess with her husband ; the rest, with

a very small majority, voted that she must quit the

prison. The motion passed, "but it was one thing to

decide what she should do, and quite another thing to

make her do it. She declared that since she was inside

the tower no power on earth should get her out of

it, and she dened the Doge, the Council of Ten, and

all their works. Before such portentous obstinacy the

Government of Venice retired in stupefaction, and sIk

was left in peace.

But she was human, after all, and under prolonged

imprisonment her health broke down, and she was

obliged to leave the tower each year to go to the

waters of Abano ; but even then she refused to go out

until a formal promise had been given her that she

should be allowed to return immediately after the cure.

No doubt it was owing to her presence t^t
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Frangipane's confinement became by degrees less

rigorous, and that he was even allowed to watch the

procession of Corpus Domini from the balcony of the

Library.

Apollonia had come in January 15 16, and the pair

were not liberated till more than two years later.

Germany, France, and Venice signed a truce of five

years, and agreed to exchange prisoners and give hostages

on the thirty-first of July 1518. Francis I. asked that

Germany should hand him over Frangipane as security

for keeping the peace, promising that he should not

be imprisoned, but should be merely a prisoner of

the King on parole. It was not freedom yet, but such

a change was more than welcome, and the negotiations

with the Signory for Frangipane's delivery were com-
pleted on the third of September. The words he wrote

in the embrasure of the window o» his prison may still

be read, says Dr. Thode, who copied the inscription

which I reproduce ;

—

Fo inchluso . qua . in . torise . . . fina . . terzo

zorno de . setembro . del . M.D. XVIII , io . Christoforo . Frang-

-cpanibus Chontc . dc . Veglia . Senia . et Modrusa
Et io . Apollonia . Chonsorte . de sopradicto signor . chonte .

Vene . far. chompagnia . a . quelo . adt . XX . Zenar . MDXVI perfina

sopra dicto setembro . Chi mal . e . ben . non . sa . patir . a . gra-

-ndc honor . may . pol . venir . anche . ben . ne . mal . de . qui . per

.

sempre . non . dura.

I tr^slate literally as follows :

—

I was shut up here in the Torrisella till the third day of

September of 15 18, Christopher of the Frangipane, Count of

Veglia, Senia, and Modrusa. And I, Apollonia, wife of the

aforesaid lord Count, came to keep him company on the

twentieth of January 1516 until the said September. * V/ho
cannot bear good and ill fate. Will never come to honour great.'

Ahoy fior gfood nof evil fa»t» finr evor here.
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Frangipane seems to have written this record during

one of his wife's absences at Abano, being perfectly

sure that he was about to be set at liberty. But there

had been a hitch in the negotiations. Venice was not

ready to hand him over, and meanwhile, when Apol-

lonta came back she was refused admittance. Dandok)
again offered her a home in his palace, and did all he

could to help her. Frangipane, deprived of her com-
forting presence, fell ill and went almost mad. Even
the Doge himself supported his request to be allowed

to be taken to a private dwelling. It was in vain ; kit

ApoUonia was at last allowed to return to her husband.

They left no means untried to obtain the fulfilment of

the treaty, and at last Dandolo became so exasperated

with the Council of Ten that he resigned his post of

inspector of prisons, telling the councillors to their faces

that of twelve thousand prisoners who had been in his

keeping, first and last, Frangipane was the only <Mic

who had been able to complain of injustice.

The Ten accepted his resignation almost without

comment, and replaced him by two nobles. Then the

couple tried to escape, but were discovered and again

separated. At last the Government consented to ask

the King of France what was to be done with his

hostage, whom he seems to have quite forgotten. He
answered by requesting that Frangipane should be

sent to Milan and huided over to the French governor,

De Lautrec.

The loving pair were allowed to meet in the prison

again, two days before the departure, but Apollonia

was not permitted to follow her husband to Milan, and a

heart-rending farewell took place at Lizzafusina, on the

frontier. Having reached his destination, the unlucky

Frangipane found himself in a much worse prison than

the one he had occupied so long in Venice. Again his
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faithful wife succeeded in jcnning him, to share his

captivity. But her strength was far spent, and she died

on the fourth of September 15 19, in the fortress of
Milan ; and soon afterwards Frangipane succeeded at

last in escaping by sawing through the bars of his

window and letting htmsdf down fay a re^.



XVMI

VENETIAN DIPLOMACY

Before quitting the subject of Venetian official life,

I must devote a few pages to the diplomacy of the

Republic, which has remained famous in history.

The kings of France often confided diplomatic

missions to the clergy, but the Venetian diplomatists

were always laymen, without a single exception. The
Signory constantly professed the most devout faith

in Catholic dogma, and as constantly exhibited the

most profound distrust of the popes. The Vatican was,

indeed, the chief object of the Government's suspicion.

From the fifteenth century onward, any noble who
Ceccketti, corte cntci :d holy orders lost his seat in the Great

Romana. CouncU, aiul I havc already explain^ that

during the di&.JSsion of matters rdating to Rome,
soo
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all the ' papalisti ' were ordered to withdraw. When
Sixtus V. was elected Pope in 1585, and the Republic
sent four ambassadors together to ccmgratulate him, the
sixteen nobles who attended the mission were most
carefully chosen from among those who never could be
' papalisti/

In answer to any criticism of her methods, Venice
was almost always able to bring forward the unanswer-
able argument of success ; but the pages which record
her diplomatic relations with other powers are not the

fairest in her history. Her dealings with her neighbours
were regulated by strictly bu^ness principles; and
' business ' is, I believe, the art of becoming I<^^y
possessed of that which is not our own.

The marvellous accuracy with which the Venetian
ambassadors related to their Government the details of
what they observed abroad is proverbial, and has been
a godsend to students of history, such as M. Yriarte, to

whom the world is so much indebted for his study of
Marcantonio Barbaro.

The post of foreign representative was a most
honouraWe one, but there were overwhelming responsi-
bilities connected with it. In early times, when diplo-
matic relations were less close and less continuous, the
Republic had sent permanent embassies only to Rome
and Constantinople ; to other cajntals special envoys
were only despatched when some matter was to be
discussed. But in the sixteenth century Venice had
ambassadors everywhere, and each week brought long
letters from all countries teeming with details, not only
of political or military events, but concerning social

festivities, manners, customs, court inirigues, and every
sort of gossip.

These letters were read aloud on Saturday to the

Senate, which thus assisted at a sort of consecutive
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series of lectures on the history of the times ; and as it

wm customary to choose the ambassadors from among
the senators, it was tolerably sure that when chosen

they would always be well infcnrmed, up to the latest

moment.
The missions of the Republic were limited to a

residence <^ two years in any' one foreign capital ; but

this short time was amply sufficient to bring about the

financial ruin of the ambassador if he was not very

ric'i. It was his duty to display the most boundless

magnificence for the greater glory of the Republic, and

his expenses bore no proportion to his salary.

The following instructions, according to M. Yriarte,

were given to Marcantonio Barbaro on his departure

for the court of France :

—

*You are to keep eleven horses for your service,

including those of your secretary and his servant, and

yriarte. Vie four mounted messengers. You will

d'nn Patricien. reccive fof your expenses two hundred
gold ducats monthly (about ;^i8oo yearly), of which

you are not required to render an account. You will

receive a thousand gold ducats for presents, and three

hundred for the purchase of hcMrses, harness, and saddle

cloths.'

The secretary of embassy was also named by the

Senate, and though the attaches might be chosen by
the ambassador, his choice had to be confirmed by the

Government. He was not allowed to take his wife

with him, as her presence might have distracted him
from business, and also because it niight possibly have

been a little prejudicial to the keeping of secrets ; but

he was aSow^ to take his cook. These same instruc-

tions appear as early as the thirteenth century.

Modern diplomatists, and especially Americans, will

be interested to know that the post of ambassador was
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so little desired as to make it necessary to impose a

heavy fine on any noble who refused it when he was

appointed ; and it actually happened more than once

that men paid the fine rather than ruin themselves

altogether in the service of their sordid Government.

Once having left Venice, however, no resignation was

allowed, and the ambassador dared not return unless

he was ordered to do so. Requests for leave were

very rare, and were only made under the pressure of

some very exceptional circumstances. Such a petition

was considered so serious a matter that when one arrived

from abroad all persons related to the ambassador were

ordered to leave the Senate, lest their presence should

interfere with the freedom of discussion ; but the

request was never granted unless two members of the

family would swear that the reasons alleged in the

petition were genuine.

Legend assures us that each ambassador received,

together with his credentials, a box full of gold coin

and a small bottle of deadly poison. This is childish

nonsense, of course, so far as the portable realities were

concerned, but ambassadors were instructed to hesitate

at nothing which could accomplish the purpose of the

State, neither at spending large sums which would be

placed at their disposal when necessary, nor at what the

Senate was good enough to call measures of eccepdonal

severity—namely, murder.

The most important post in Venetian diplomacy was

the embassy at Constantinople, where the chief of the

mission enjoyed the tide of Bailo, together with the

chance of making a fortune instead of losing one.

The Bailo of G>nstantinople and the ambassador to

the Pope took precedence over all other Venetian

diplomatists, and they were expected to make an even

greater display, especially at the pontifical court. The
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four ambassadors sent to congratulate Sixtus V. on
his election had each four noble attaches, four armed
footmen, and five-and-twcnty horses, and the one olf

the four who was already the resident in Rome was in-

demnified for his expenses in order that he might appear

as magnificendy as his three newly-arrived cculeagues.

On their return from a foreign mission the envoys
of the Republic were bound to appear at the chancery
of the ducal palace, and to inscribe their names there

in a special register ; and within a fortnight they were
required to render an account of what they had seen

and learnt abroad, and of the affairs with which they
had dealt. These accounts, called ' relazioni,' were
brief recapitulations of their weekly letters to the

Senate ; th'^ first phrases were always written in Latin,

but the ho of the discourse might be in Italian,

or even in dialect. The ambassador presented him-
self in full dress, wearing his crimson velvet mantle,
and bringing the manuscript of his speech, which he
afterwards harHed to the High Chancellor ; for as

early as the fif enth century m public speeches were
required to be written out, in order that they might
be preserved exactly as they had been spoken, or rather

read, for it was not even allowable to recite them by
heart. I need hardly add that no stranger was ever
admitted to hear an ambassador's account of his

mission, and the senators swore a special oath of
secrecy for the occasion, even with r^;ard to the most
insignificant details.

Any one who examines a number of these documents
will soon see that they all begin with a portrait of
the sovereign to whom the envoy was accredited, and
there is often a great deal about the royal family, its

surroundings, tastes, and habits. Almost invariably

also the account ends with a list of the presents and
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titles or decorations bestowed upon the ambassador at

the close of h» inii»ston, and m these he was required

to hand over intact to the S^noiy. Not uncomnKmljr,

MLAStO BAUe

however, the presents were returned to him ; but as no
foreign titles could be borne by Venetians, the recipient

of them was usually created a Knight of the Golden
Stole, the only heraldic order recognised by the

Republic and in the gift of the Government.
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It would be curious to examine into the first causes

of the relations between Venice and the other European

states. It was the exchange of raisins for wool which

obliged England and Venice to send each other

permanent diplomatic missions. Up to that time

only occasional special envoys had been necessary.

The first time that England addressed a letter to the

Signory she employed as her official agent a Neapolitan

monk, the Bishop of Bisaccia, chaplr'n to King Robert,

and this was in 1340. The envoy came to say that

King Edward the Third of England had the honour to

inform the Tk^e Gradenigo that he had defied Philippe

de Valois to say that he was the anointed of the Lord.

The envoy further stated that the two rivals were

about to invoke the judgment of God, either by

going unarmed into a den of wild beasts, who would

of course respect the Lord's anmnted and prompdy

Xuwc/o,, /i,vw». devour the pretender, or else by ' toucliing

Archives. King's Evil.' Beginning in the fifteenth

century there is a long list of English ambassadors and

ministers resident in Venice, "nie last English diplo-

matic representative in Venice was Sir Richard Worslejr,

of whom I shall have occasion to speak hereafter.

All the foreign diplomatists in Venice were con-

stantly on the look-out for the arrival of the special

mounted messengers attached to each foreign embassy.

These were celebrated throughout Europe for their

speed and discretion. In the fifteenth century they

were thirty-two in number, and formed a small guild

which was undei ^ le protection of Saint Catharine ; and

they were almost all natives of Bergamo, a city which

is still singularly noted for the honesty and faithfulness

of its inhabitants, and which even now furnishes Venice

with trusty house-porters and other servants of whom
responsibility is required.
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In the Souvenirs of M. Armand Baschet, 1 find that

the courier who brought the new of the signing of

CALL! BCCCMRIA

the treaty of Cambrai from Blois to Venice covered the

distance in eight days, the best previous record to Paris,

which is about the same distance, having been nine,

f i,!

it
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and the usual time employed being fifteen. The em-
ployment of State courier could be bought and could
be left by will,

y ,

Each ambassador of the Republic seemed to possess

n a part of the marvellously universal vision that belonged
^ to the Council of Ten. Mr. Rawdon Brown made

a special study of the weekly letters of the Venetian
ambassadors in England, and found, for instance, that

one of the Republic's representatives succeeded in
* regularly copying the letters which Queen Elizabeth

wrote to her lovers, which were therefore read aloud
to the Senate with the greatest regularity, together with
many other curious details of English court life.

I shall give two specimens, translated from the

weekly letters in the Alberi collection. In 1531 the

atrician Ludovico Falier came to render an account of
is mission to the court of Henry VIII. He expresses

himself as follows, concerning that king and the
English :

—

In order that my discourse maybe better understood I shall

divide it into two chief parts, of which the one concerns my
journey, and the other the most puissant King Henry VIIl',
and the manners and customs of his country from the year

1528 to 1531. ... On the tenth of December I reached
Calais [he had left Venice in the middle of October, but had
travelled by short stages with a numerous suite] ; it is a city of
the French coast which belongs to the most serene King of
England, as I shall have occasion to repeat hereafter. There
I went on board a vessel to cra»s the ocean, which after

behaving furiously during the passage at last threw me upon
the English shore. I therefore arrived at Dover much more
tired by these few hours of navigation than bv a journey of
ninety days on dry land. Having rested a little at Dover I got
on horsel»ck to go to London. At St. George's I met my
most illustrious predecessor Venier with several personages of
the Court, including the most reverend the Cardinal (Thomas
Wokey), and we all entered the city together, and thev
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accompanied me to my house. I was ordered almost at once
to go to the Cardinal, in order to kiss his hand, for this

ceremony always preceded that of an audience with the King
;

such is the power of this prince [of the Church]. On leaving
his apartment I was conducted to his most serene Majesty, with
whom I then had the interview which I described in detail

in my letter to your Signory and to this glorious Senate.

The ambassador goes on to speak in the past tense

of Cardinal Wolsey, who had fallen into disgrace in the
interval. He goes on to speak of the Queen, who was
then Catharine of Aragon.

My lady the Queen is small of stature, and plump, and has
an honest face ; sfie is good and just, affable and pious. She
speaks fluently Spanish, Flemish, French, and English. Her
subjects love her more than they ever loved any Queen ; she is

fi\ e-aiid-forty years old, and she has already lived thirty«five

years in England.

The ambassador speaks of the King next.

God has united in King Henry VIII. beauty of soul with
beauty of body, so that every one is astonished by such wonders
... he has the face of an angel, Am* it would not be enough
to say that he is handsome ; he resembles Casar, his look is

calm, and contrary to English fashion, he wears his beard ; who
would not admire so much beauty accompanied with so much
strength and grace ? He rides very well, jousts and handles a
iancc with great skill ; he is a very good shot and an excellent
tennis player. He has always cultivated the extraordinary
qualities with which nature has adorned him from his birth,
for he thinks that nothing is more unnatural than a sovereign
who cannot dominate his people by his moral and physical
qualities.

And here the ambassador seems to have thou^t
that he had gone rather far, for he finds somethti^ to
say about Henry's less admirable characteristics.

Unhappily this prince, so intelligent and reasonable, is given
up to idleness, has allowed himself to be led away by his
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passions, and has left the government of the State in the hands

of a few favourites, the most powerful of whom was the

Cardinal, until he fell into total disgrace. Since then, from

having been generous, he has become miserly, and whoreas

formerly all those who treated of affairs with him went away

satisfied and covered with gifts, he now allows all to leave the

Court with discontent. He makes a show of great piety,

hears two low masses every day, and high mass also, on feast

days. He gives to the poor, to orphans, widows, young girls,

and infirm persons, and for these charities he gives his almoner

ten thousand ducats yearly. He is beloved bjr all. He tt forty

years of age and has reigned twenty-two.

Falier speaks next of the climate of Great Britain

and the products of the country, and gives a long

description of a brewery. He briefly but sufliciently

describes the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,

and gives some account ofthe British Constitution. He
gives also a statement of the King's sources of income

with their amount, and the accuracy of the figures

suggests that he must have got access to papers not

intended for his perusal.

His Majesty may count upon over five hundred thousand

ducats 375,000] a yeir, divided » follows :

—

From the Crown (Lands) . 190,000

Customs . . 150,000

Vacant Benefices .... 40,000
Privy Seal ..... I0,000

Rebels (Confiscations, etc.)
. 50,000

Lands on the Continent . 1 0,000

Fines for Crimes .... 25,000

Royal Guards 50,000

Total 525»ooo

I cannot tell exactly what he gets from caxes, but from

information which I have endraivoured to obtain from grave
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and experienced persons, His Majesty exacts from his subjects about

a million of ducats ; for the six millions of ducats which he had

inherited from his father were all spent in the wars with France,

Flanders, and Scotland. His Majesty usually spends 425,000
ducats for his Court, which consists of five hundred men

;

namely, twenty-six chamberlains, of whom one is Treasurer of

the Chamber [keeper of the privy purse ?], one is a Majorduomo
called a ' Steward,' his assistant, who carries a little white stick

as a sign of his dignity ; the Treasurer General, who pays all

accounts ; the accountant who distributes [the payments] ; the
' cofferers ' in charge of the said accounts ; the Master of the

Horse who has the management of the royal stables. There
are three hundred horses, between Arabs, Turkish horses and
racers, hackneys and others. His Majesty has also eight

chaplains, of whom one distributes his charities, and there are

many persons for his service of whom I do not speaic in detail

lest I should fatigue Your Serenity. His Majesty has always in

his pay three hundred halberdiers who are on guard by tens at

a time for the King's person, and pass the night in the private

antechamber.

His Majesty spends as follows :

—

DncaU.

For the Maintenance of his Court.... 100,000
Presents 120,000
Horses ........ 20,000
Parks, and Packs of Hounds ..... 50,000
Soldiers who guard the Fortresses .... 30,000
His Majesty's Chamber (Privy Purse) . . . 30,000
Buildings ........ 10,000
Charities ........ 10,000
Embassies and King's Messengers .... ^OfiOO
Expenses of the Queen (Catharine of Aragon), and

the Prim^e9s (Kfary) 30,060

Total 440,000

In case of war his Majesty could arm four thousand light

horse and sixty thousand infantry. The latter would fight in

the old-fi»hioned way, with bow, sword, shield, and helmet.
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and with pikes of one or two points which are excellent against

charges of cavalry. They are now beginning to use guns and

artillery. The English do not fear death. As soon as the

battle commences, they provoke the enemy and charge furiously

;

in very quick engagements they are generally victorious, but

they often yield if the war drags on. They have not the

slightest fear Frenchmen, but they are much afraid or the

Scotch.

During forty davs they are obliged to serve in the army

without receiving pay ; after that time they receive three

crowns and a half for a period of service determined beforehand.

The fleet consists of one hundred and fifty vessels.

It now only remains for me to tell you who are the friends

of the King, and what consequences his divorce might have,

and I shall then add a few words on the most Reverend the

Cardinal York.
Since the affair of the divorce has come up [Falier is writing

in 1531, and Henry VIII. married Anne Boleyn the next year]

the Pope [Clement VII.] is not in his Majesty's good graces. If

the Holy Father will not grant the King permission to divorce,

the r«ult will be a very great advantage for the English crown,

and a great danger to the Roman Church, for the King will

detach himself from the latter, and will seize all the revenues

of the ecclesiastical benefices ; this will yield the Crown more

than six million ducats [^f4,500,000] yearly.

Falier was not mistaken, unless, perhaps, in his

figures. He proceeds to speak of the relations between

England and all the other European states, after which

he returns to the question of the divorce, expressing him-

self in a very singular way for a Catholic. It must be

rerrembered, however, that he was a Venetian, and

therefore a man ofbusiness first, and a baptized Christian

afterward.

The Englishman [Henry VIII.] must necessarily divmre,

for he wishes to have a legitimate son, and he has lost all hope

of one being born to him by the Lady Catharine [of Aragon].

He will tlwrefore marry his fiivnurite [Anne Bohyn] the

daughter of the Earl o^ Vu..cer (i/V) [Wiltshire—note the
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Venetian's phonetic spelling !] as soon as possible. He will

have trouble, for the faction that is for the ^ueen will rise.

It is quite clear that Venetian diplomatists did not

indulge themselves in sentiment, and the information

they presented to the Senate was as brutally frank and
coldly precise as a medical diagnosis. They sought for

facts and did not philosophise about them. Here is

Falier's opinion of Cardinal Wolsey :

—

The King and the kingdom were in his hands, and he dis-

posed of everything as the King himself might have done, or

the Pope. All the princes were obliged to bow down to him.

He received one hundred and fifty thousand ducats yearly over

and above the gifts which he had from the English and the

foreign princes. He counted much on France, with which
kingdom he kept up extremely affectionate rdattons. His
court was magnificent, more magnificent than the King's.

He spent all his income, he was very proud, and he wished to

be adored like a god rather than respected as a prince.

In connection with the great Cardinal, I shall trans-

late a passage of tfte letter in which Falier had informed
the Senate his disgrace. The fragment has some
alue also, from the light it throws on the comparative

values of coins at that time. It must be remembered
that the value of the gold ducat never changed to the last,

while that of all other European coins varied greatly.

The King of England has had the Cardinal put in prison,

has deprived him of the government, and has confiscated all his

property. His fortune is valued at forty thousand pounds
English, equal to twenty thousand of our grossi [the silver

mark], or two hundred thousand [silver] ducats ; in these forty

thousand pounds must be included thirty thousand pounds
English in cash, that is, fifteen thousand of ours, or one hundred
and fifty thousand [silver J ducats. His real estate has also been

confiscated, consisting of his Archbishopnc, which brought
him a v«y large stun.

2 L
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At the risk of wearying my readers I give a shmt

extract from the report of another ambassador to

England, Jacopo Soranzo, which was read before the

Senate on the ninth of August 1554 (Queen Mary
then reigning). The Venetian expresses his surprise

at the way in which trials by jury were conducts in

Eng^nd.

Crimes are tried before twelve judges who may not leave

the court, nor eat, nor drink, until they all agree, without one

exception, on the sentence to be passed. . . . When sentence

has-been passed, the judges execute it immediately, but without

ev«r resorting to the mutilation of a member or exile. If the

accused is innocent, he is acquitted ; if he is guilty, he is om-
demned to death.

I need not lay stress on the defective form of such trials

;

your Lordships see for yourselves how reprehensible such a mode

of procedure is, for it often happens that eleven persons who
wish to acquit the accused decide to condemn him to death in

order to be of the opinion of the twelfth, who is determined to

bear starvation till this verdict is given.

Before closing this chapter it is worth while to note

that if the Venetian ambassadors abroad succeeded in

knowing almost everything that was happening, the

A. Baxhet, Government took good care rfiat foreign

Arckivet. representatives residing in Venice shotwi

not follow their example. They were never told any-

thing in the way of news, and though honours and

privileges were heaped upon them, they were kept at

arm's length. As hr Iwck as the fourteenth century

there was a law forbidding all patricians to have any

acquaintance or social intercourse with any foreign

representative except under the most exceptional

circumstances, and M. Baschet has found material

in the Archives sufficient to prove that the foreign

ambassidors !ived in something very like the seduskm
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of exile, and were altogether banished from all inter-

course with the upper classes. The same writer adds

that the diplomatists resented this rude exclusion, and

that the practice of it made the Republic not a few

enemies.

To such a criticism Venice would have answered, as

usual, by the argument of success on die whde during
many centuries. Those who care to examine the point

more closely may read M. Baschet's interesting work
on the Secret Chancery.
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XIX

THE ARSENAL, THE GLASS-WORKS, AND
THE LACE-MAKERS

The old Arsenal is such a museum of shadows nowa-
days that it is hard to realise what it once meant to

the Venetians. Six hundred years ago, the sight of it

inspired one of Dante's most vivid descriptions of
activity, and I have sometimes wondered whether in his

day the three dwelling-houses of the Provveditors were
already nick-named Heaven, Purgatory, and HcU, as

they were always called at a htcr date.

The Arsenal was founded in the twelfth century, and
from the very first was one of the institutions most

Si6
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jealously watched over by the Government. In the

sixteenth century it had grown to be a vast enclosure

of docks and basins, protected by a crenellated wall, and
having but one entrance which was guarded by sentinels.

In the interior, the houses of the Proweditors had
grown to be three great palaces, built round a court-

yard, each officer occupying one of them during the

thirty-two months of his term of office.

The Proweditors were nobles, of course, but they

must necessarily have been men who thoroughly under-
stood nautical matters, for it was their duty to oversee
all work done in the place, to the minutest details, and
they had absolute control of all the vast stores accumu-
lated for building and fitting the fleet of the Republic.

Every manufactured article was stamped with the arms
of the Republic as soon as it was made or purchased,

and not a nail, not a fathom of rope, not a yard of canvas

could be brought out of the storehouses without the

consent of one of the Proweditors. If anything was
found outside the walls of the Arsenal with the public

mark on it, the object im considered by law to be
stolen, an inquiry was made, and if the culprit who had
committed the misdemeanour could be caught, he was
condemned to the galleys.

In order to enforce the rigid regulations the Govern-
ment not only required all mrce Proweditors to inhalnt

constantly the palaces assigned to them, but insisted that

one of them should remain day and night within the

boundaries of the yard, during a fortnight, without
going out at all. This service was taken in turn, and
the official who was on duty was called the * Patron di

Guardia,' Into his hands all the keys were given every
evening when work was over.

The artisans of the Government ship-yard were the

finest set of men in Venice, and their traditions of
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' workmanship and art were handed down in their

families from father to son for generations, as certain

occupations still are in Italy. I know of a man-servant,

for instance, whose direct ancestors have served those

of the family in which he is still a servant for more
than two hundred years without a break. In the

Venetian Arsenal, it sometimes happened that an dd
man was foreman a department in which his son was
a master smith or carpenter, and his grandson an

apprentice.

There was something military in the organisation,

which bound the artisans very close together, for they

trained themselves in fencing and gymnastics, and also

in everything connected with extinguishing fires and

saving wrecks or shipwrecked crews, for in any case of

public danger it was always the * Arsenalotti ' who were

called in. They were sober and courageous, and exces-

sively proud of their trade, and the Government could

always count on them. Twice, towards the end of the

sixteenth century, the ducal palace took fire, and would
have burnt down but for the prodigious energy of the.

workmen from the Government docks. On the first

occasion they proudly refused the present of five

hundred ducats which the Doge offered them, but

gratefully accepted an invitation to dine with him in a

body ; and as they numbered over fifteen thousand the

Dogt did not save money by the arrangement. Three
years later all their eflTorts could not hinder the hall of

the Great Council from burning, and priceless works of

art by such men as the two Bellini, Titian, Tintoretto,

and Pordenone were destroyed in a few moments. But
the Arsenalotti saved the rest of the building, and
again refused any recompense for their services.

When Henry III. of France tame to Venice the

Arsenal employed about sixteen thousand men, and could
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count on a budget of two hundred and twenty-lbur

thousand gold ducats, ofwhich one hundred and twenty-

four went to pay the wages of the w<Mrknien, and the rest

S. MICHELE

was expended for materials. Those were largp sums
i?i the sixteenth century, but Venice looked upon the

Arsenal as the mainspring of her power, and spared

nothing to keep it in a state as near perfixdon as
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possible. In tke struggU wt^ GenoA iht enemy

used every art to brt^ about ite lestruction, but always

in vain. The men who guarded the docks were

absolutely incorruptible. In the sixteenth century it

seemed as if the pure blood of the old Venetians

ran only in their veins, and as ii diey alone stttt upheld

the noble traditions of loyalty nd simplicity iR^ich

the founders of the Repubiic hai! handed dcnm hm»
braver days.

4

Next to the construction of her war-ship*; u, i

merchant fleets, one of the most i iportant matters to

the commerce of Venice was the manu^ture of ^ lass,

which brought cnorwous pra^ to iIk State a^ to

individuals, as is usud^r me cue n^ien a valuable i-tQ-

duct is made out of cheap materiah bv ' ••ocesses ch

are secret, and therefore have the feet en a monopoly.

As early as the fourteenth century the Gav&^ummt
had undenrtoai ike immense impuMMwi - df tm ^
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and the gla s-Uowers at Miiemo w«re protectni and

hivoitfed m a most especial lia^. As in one pMt of

Kraacc, a sort of tuok&tty iiriierent in the occupitkm,

TNB BWMO CAMrANIU, IMUHW

:ind an early law sanctioned the marriage of a master

jrlass-blower's daughter with a patrician by allowing

their children to be entered in the Golden Book.

The glass-works were aU established in the island
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of Murano, as their presence in the city would have
caused constant danger of fire at a time when many
of the houses were still built of wood, and the whole
manufacture was subject to the direct supervision of

the Council of Ten, under whose supreme authcni^
Murano governed itself as a separate city, and almost as a

separate littie republic. Not only were the glass-blowers

organised in a number of guilds according to the special

branches of the profession, such as bead-making, botde-

blowing, the makin|; of window-panes and of stained

glass, each guild having its own ' mariegola ' or charter

;

but over these the Muranese had their own Great

Council and Golden Book, in which the names of one

hundred and seventy-three families were inscribed, and
their own Small C^ncil, or Senate. The Ten gave
Murano a * Podesta,* but he had not the power which
similar officers exercised in the other cities and islands

of the Dogato, and it is amusing to see that the people

of Murano treated him very much as the Venetians

themselves treated thdr Doge. He was required to

be of noble blood ; he was obliged by law to spend

three days out of four in Murano ; he was forbidden

to go to Venice when important functions were going
on ; he could not interfere in any aflfair without the

permission of both the Councils of Murano, and
altogether he was much the same sort of figure-head

as the Doge himself. On the other hand, Murano
supported a sort of consul in Venice with the tide of
Nuncio, whose business it was to defend the interests

of the island before the Venetian Government.
Neither the Missier Grande, the chief of the Venetian

police, nor the * sbirri,' were allowed to exercise their

functions on the island. Offenders were arrested and
dealt wiUi by die officers of the Murano government,
and were hand^ over to the Venetian supreme Govern-
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ment only in extreme cases, most trials taking place

on the island.

The heraldic arms of Murano displayed on an azure

field a cock with red legs, wearing a crown of silver.

In the sixteenth <»ntury the population was about

thirty thousand souls, and the little city had a great

reputation for the beauty of its churches, and espeaally

MVKAMO, LOOKtNO TOWAKM VINICt

of its gardens, in which quantiti^ of exotic plants and
flowers were cultivated.

The two most powerful fiunilies amongst the glass-

blowers were those of Beroviero and Bauirtn. I have

told at length in the form of a romantt Ac true story

of Zorzi Ballarin and Marietta Beroviero, availing

7self only of the romancer's right to be the apologist

his hero, l^e iiicts ranain. Angdo Berovierc^ a

pupil of Piiolo Godt, the fiunout mecficval ch«iiitt,
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worked much alone in his laboratory, noting the results

of his experiments in a diary which became extremely

valuable. By some means this diary came into the

hands of Zorzi Ballarin, so-called by his comrades on
account of his lameness. He loved Marietta, and she

loved him, but he was poor, and moreover, as far as

I have been able to ascertain, he was of foreign birth,

and could therefore not become a master glass-blower.

When he found himself in possession of the pronous

MURANU

secrets, he used his power to extort Beroviero's consent,

he married Marietta, obtained the full privileges of a

master, lived a highly honourable life, and became the

ancestor of a distinguished family, one of whom was a

Venetian ambassador, as may be read in the inscription

on his tomb in Murano. Beroviero's houst, with the

si^n of the Angel, is still standing in Murano, and I

thmk the ancient glass-works nearly opposite were

fMTobaUy his. As for Zorzi Btdiarin, I daresay that die

process by which he really got possession of the duaj
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was not strictly legal, but love has excused worse mis-

deeds than that, and Beroviero does not seem to have
suffered at all in the end. If there had been any
foundation for the spiteftd story some chroniclers tdi,

a man of Beroviero's power and wealth could have
h:id Zorzi imprisoned, tortured, and exiled without the

slightest difficulty.

TNI MHftt or KIOVUM, MmAHO

Venice was almost as famous for her lace as for her

glass. On the admittedly doubtful audiority ci Dftru

:ind Laugier, Smedley gives an anecdote of the Emperor
I'Vederick I

'

' for what it is worth. It at least illustrates

the fact all foreigners did not esteem Venetian

glass as highly as the Venetians themselves. When
I'Vederick visited the city on his way to Rome, he

was most magnificently entertain^}, aiui airoi^t other

presents offered to him was a very beautiful service of
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iMurano glass. The Emperor was not pleased with

the gift, which, to his barbarous ignorance, seemed of

no value ; he ordered his dwarf jester to seem to

stumble against the table on which the nurtchless glass

was set out, and it was all thrown to the ground and

smashed to atoms. ' If these things had been of gold

or silver they could not have been broken so easily,'

said the imperial boor.

In contrast with this possibly true story of die

fifteenth century, I find that the lace collar worn by

Louis XIV. at his coronation was made in Venice, and

was valued at an enormous sum. He afterwards bribed

Murano g^ass-blowers to setde in France.

In those times, more or less as now, women made
lace at home, and brought the results of their long and

patient labour to the dealers who bought and sold it at

a fabulous profit. A few specimens of the finest lace

of the sixteenth century are still in existence, and are

worn on great occasions by Italian ladies whose anms-
tresses wore them more than three hundred y ars ago ;

but the art of making sucH lace is extinct. Glance

only, for instance, at a picture by Carpaccio, in the

Mu^ Civico of Venice, representing two patrician

ladies of die fifteenth century, one of whom wears white

lace on her gown. It is of the kind known as * point

coupe ' or cut point, and is the same which Francesco

Vinciolo taught the French a hundred years later when
it was no longer thought fine enough, in Venice, for

ornamenting anything but sheets and pillow-cases. It

is inimitable now. Or look at the exquisite lace of

network stitch with which Gentile Bellini loved to

adorn the women he portrayed. Yet in the sixteenth

century sdll further progress had been made, and the
* air point ' was created, which surpassed in fineness any-

thing imagined before then, and for which fiibubus
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prices were paid. The collar of Louis XIV. was of this

point, and it is said that as no thread could be spun fine

enough for it, white human hair was used. There is also

a story to the effect that the Emperor Joseph II., who
ascended the throne in 1765, ordered a set of air point

worth the improbable, though not very great price of

•na muttm

77,777 francs. As neither Austrians nor Venetians used

the franc, the story is most likely of French origin.

Another lace gready valued in Venice was the * rose

point,' which is probably the best known of the ancient

It was preferred, for collars, both by high officialslaces.

and great ladies, and the dogesses often used it for

their veils. The D<^ Francesco Morosini possessed

some wonderful specimens of it, which I am toki arc

still in the possession of his descendants.
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One more stitch was invented in the sixteenth

century, which oddly enough obtained the generic

name of ' Venetian point.' There is a pretty story

about it. A sailor, says the legend, came home from

a long voyage and brought his sweetheart a kind of

seaweed known to botanists by the name of Halimedia

Opuntia^ of which the little branches were so fine that

the people called the plant ' Siren's hair.' The man
sailed again on another voyage, and the girl, full of

loving and anxious thoughts for him, occu{»ed her^f
by copying the dried plant with her needle, and in so

doing created the Venetian point.

The minister Colbert introduced it into France a

century later, under Louis XIV., and gave it his own
name ; and the King and the Republic quietly quarrdkd
about this French infringement of a Venetian monopoly.

In the end, the Inquisitors of State i. ed a decree which

was intended to recall errant and erring Venetian lace-

workers and glass-blowers to the security of their

homes :

—

' All workmen or artisans who carry on their trade

in foreign countries shall be ordered to come back
;

should they disobey, the members of their families

shall be imprisoned, and if they then return, th^ slull

be freely pardon^ and again employed in Venice. But
if any or them persist in living abroad, messengers

shall be sent to kill them, and when they are dead their

relations shall be let out of prison.'

The glass-blowers who were to be murdered were

men, but the lace-makers were women, and the decree,

which was made about 1673, ^ instance of Venetian

business principles, since the killing of men and women
by assassination was a measure introduced solely for

the protection of trade.

Cfdoured bobbin lace was also made in Venki^
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with dved silk threwl and threads of gold, in the

fifteenth century, and Richard III. of England desired

his queen to wear it cm her do9k at their coxtmation

in 1483.

The modern Burano hcc was first made after the

end of the RepuUtc, md h dMost the only sort which
is now mantuactured in any quantity. Some of the

finer points are imitated, it is true, and are vasdy
advertised, advertisement having taken the place of

assassination in business methods as a means of creating

a fictitious monopoly ; bet in sfnte of smne really good
pieces of needlework wrought with great care—as

advertisements—the mass of the work turned out is

of a cheap and commercial character.

The policy of Venice with r^^ard to ho* manu-
factures was one of protection, m laa been seen, and
the result was on the whcde very satisfactory to the

people as well as to the great merchants. Very heavy
duties were levied on almost all imported artides, and
among the very few excefrted wm ^ silk fld>rics

from Florence known bf^ mmc oi ' * This
material was in such common use in Voike that the

local silk weavers could not meet the demand for it.

One of the reasons why the working people of Venice
were always satisfied was that dwy wore almost always

prosperous ; the price of labour was high, while

of necessities was relatively low, and the people accord-

ingly lived in comfort without excessively hard work.

On the other hand, some of them were alwa^
extravagant, as some of die nc^es wcic, i^mI sonewfc
unfmtunate ; and though there was no paupq-isa, fkun
were many families of hopelessly poor persom. Ift a
measure the hospitals, hospices, and orphan asyhims
provided for those in want, but in Venice, as in nK>dern

cities, the candidates for charity were always just a l«Mle
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more numerous than the shares into which charity could
divide herself.

There were also those who, if not exactly poor, were
in difficulties, the class that for ever feeds the pawn-
broker and the small money-lender. The Republic

exercised the strictest supervision over these industries,

and few cities in the world ever turned a harder face

against the inroads of the Hebrews. It was with the

greatest unwillingness and with many precautions that

Jews were ever admitted into the citv at all, and a

special code provided the most extnumlinary and cruel

penalties for the most ordinary misdemeanours when
committed by them. They were forced to wear a

special dress with a large patch of yellow on the chest,

and they could only follow the meanest occupations.

In mediaeval Rome it was the business dT die Jews to

bury the Christian dead, but it often happened that the

Pope's private physician was a Hebrew. I do not find

that in Venice they were ever forced to be grave-

diggers for the poor, but they were forbidden to act as

physicians except for their own sick. Both Church
and State rigorously forbade their intermarriage with

Christians, and, so far as the happy ending of the love

story is concerned, Lorenzo and Shylock's daughter
could never have married. More than once, befwe
the sixteenth century, the Jcvs were expelled from
Venice and made to live in Mestre, which seems to

have been their regular headquarters, but they were
allowed to come into the city during the time of certain

fmUic feirs. If they prolonged their stay beyond the

imit, however, they became liable to fine or imprison-

ment. Some of these measures had been partly relaxed

by the middle of the sixteenth century, but the Jews
never enjoyed anything like equality with the other

citizens.
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Oddly enough the money-lender of the lower

classes in Venice was die wine-seller, whom the

people called the B«stiottaro. In the wine-ihop it

was customary to pawn objects tor wine and money
simultaneously, one- third of the value being given
in wine, which was generally watered. If the pledge

were not redeemed within uree months^ the amount
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to be paid for getting it back was increased, and again

at the end of the noct three months, and so on, until,

at the end of the year, the original sum lent was

doubled. If it was not paid, the wine-seller had a

right to sell the object for what it would bring.

A modern Eastern proverb says that one Greek can

cheat any ten Jews, but that one Armenian can cheat

ten Greeks. Considering that Venice had a distinctly

oriental character during the Middle Ages, and since

we know that the small money-lending wine-sellers

were not Jews, I suspect that they were principally

Greeks and Armenians, the more probably so as we
know that great quantities of Greek and Armenian
wine were imported into Venice, and that those wines

will bear a good deal of watering. The latter is an

important point, for it is manifest that when the

pledge was redeemed within the first diree mondis,
the lender's profit was the difference between the

nominal and the real value of the wine which formed
one-third of the loan.

The Government which federated diis ignoUe occu*

pation exhibited the most extraordinary prejudice

against the government pawnbroking offices which

were common in other Italian cities. Historians

have in vain endeavoured to discover why this

prejudice went so far that, in 1524, die Council <^
Ten published a decree threatening with death on die

scaffold any one who should even propose the creation

of such an establishment. Without entering into

any ingenious speculation, it seems possible that the

Venetians, who were wise if not virtuous, considered

that while it was impossible to prevent the poor from
borrowing small sums on their litde possessions, to

authorise such borrowing by making the Government
die lender would gready increase die temptations
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that more shifUess class to whom borrowing seems to

be a prime iMXCssity of existence.

The centre and heart of this activi^, good and

NOON ON THE RIALTO

bad, was the bridge of the Rialto. We find it Jjard to

realise that until near the end of the sixteenth century
it was still built of wood with a movable drawbridge
in the middk to admit the passage of latter vends.
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Carpaccio, who lived in ti» l^eenth century, has left

us a faithful representation of it as it remained

for nearly a hundred years afterwards, it would be

AT TM HALTO

interesting to place beside diat picture Turner's lost

painting of the same subject, a very beautiiul ammm
which I have twice had die good fortune to see in the
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course of its more than mytlerious peregrinations. I

last heard of it, thmigh not ecrtaialy, m bong in the

south of France.

The present bridge was btgm l^er infinite hesita-

tion in 1588, and wit built aibr the designs of'

Antonio da Ponte, whose name was certainly prophetic

of his career. Twelve ',ousand elm piles had to be
driven into the soil on each side of the canal to a depth
of sixteen feet to make the foundations of the arch.

The conttna^ion occupied three yean, and is said to

have cost 250,000 ducats, presumably of silver. The
bridge as it stands is a remarkable piece of work, and
would be b' i.utiful if the hideous superstructure of
shops couH be removed. It is interesting to note that

fifty years before its completion, Michdl A^[ek> <^^ed
the Doge Andrea Gritti a {dan for a Imdge, as is

amply proved by the existence of a picture in the

Casa Buonarotti in Florence representing the subject.



XX

CONCERNING SOME LADIES OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY

Thi devo* modern Italian playwright, Signer Martini,

nml^ one d his witty characters say that diere are

.uar/ir,/. Chi sa
* wometi,* but that there is no such thing

iigiMoconoH as 'woman* in the abstract. In other

words, ' women ' are a fact, but • woman

'

is a myth. Though this may be a litde paradoxical,

there are certainly distinct ^pes of women in each

^tss <^ life. The mart socie^ won^ <^ to-day ami

S3»
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the labourer's wife, like the Venedan patrician lady of

the sixteenth century and the fisher-wives of Chioggiz,

have in common only their sex, their weaknesses, and

their sufferings ; there is very little resemblance between

their virtues, and none at all betweoi tJteir j<^.
The noble ladies of Venke in the sixteenth century

were as idle and frivolous as Orientals. The fact must
be admitted by any one who studies the times ; and if

it is not of a nature to please those who idealise that

period, it may be pardy excused by the consideradon

that the Venetian nofakman treated his wcHiuutkind

very much as a Turk treats his harem. He was not

jealous, as lovers understand jealousy
;

granted a

certain degree of beauty and a dowry of a certain

value, he car«i very litoe whom he married. When
Kugler, the famous art critic, says of Titian's picture

of the Schiava, the Slave, in the Barberini Gallery in

Rome, that the name is utterly meaningless, he shows

that he knew nothing of Venetian life. The slave in

the sixteenth century not s^knn meant everydiing,

where the wife n^aat nodiif^ ; and if the wives were

idle and frivolous, we must remember that when they

were young and good-looking, they often found them-

selves in competition with beautiful Georgian and

Circassian msmea for didr maHers* fevoiar. Where
women are plinttifid, beautiful, and not clever, die men
who love them are rarely jealous. But those grave

and magnificent Venetians, who had not a scruple in

politics, nor in matrimony, were excessively sensitive

about anything which toiled didr techaiol hcmour,

and it seemed to them altogether safer and wiser to

teach their wives and daughters what they were pleased

to call * habits of domestic seclusion.' To be plain,

they encouraged them to stay at home ; and sometimes,

by way of making obedience eaner, they locked diem
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up. M. Yriarte says, with partial truth, that their

' seclusion ' was that of the harem, not that of the classic

gynaeceum ; he did not realise that die latter was

nothing but a harem too, and that if the Greeks kept

their wives at home, it was that they might sup un-

disturbed in the society of Phryne.

The influence of the East on everything con-

nected with private life in Venice increased with die

Renascence, and is even more perceptible then than

during the nominal domination of the Byzantine

Empire, when Roman traditions still had great force,

and new currents of thought reached Venice from the

Lombards.
Yet in one respect there was nothing oriental about

the Venetian noble of the sixteenth century. When
he ordered his women to appear in public at all, he

sent them out adorned like those miraculous images

which are covered with * ex voto * crfferings, and they

mixed in the crowd that filled the Piazza of Saint

Mark's, shoulder to shoulder with the shameless free.

The Venetian gendeman, so sensitive about his

technical honour, was not even displeased when the

chronicler, the reporter of his day, cottfoumkd kuUes

and courtesans in pompous praise of their bezuty uad
dress. One of the nobleman's principles seems to

have been that a woman was never in danger in

public, nor when her door was locked on the outside

and the key was in her hu^nd's pocket, but tfiat any
intermediate state of partial liberty was fraught with peril.

At home the Venetian ladies suffered the pains of

boredom in common with the Georgians and Cir-

cassians, who not infrequendy lived under the same

roc^, but who presumably saw something more of

their masters. The young mother had not even a

resouro^ in her children, for it was necessary that the
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latter should be brought up to be precisely like their

fathers and mothers, and in order to accomplish this

the fathers kept the boys with themselves, and made
them serve in the Senate when diey were still quite

small ; whereas it seems that the girls were brought up
largely in convents, such as that of the Vergini, lest

they should learn too well from their mothers what it

meant to be the wife of a member of the Great
Council.

Does any one remember, In all the portraits of
Venetian ladies by Carpaccio, Tintoretto, Veronese, or
Titian, to have seen a mother accompanied by her

little child ? There is die conventional flower, there is

the jewel, there is often die lap-dog ; but the child is

as conspicuously absent as the effigy of Brutus at

Junia Tertia's funeral. Children were born and were-
splendidly baptized ; but after that they had no part in

their moridiers' lives. And t}» ladies themselves had
no great part in Vei^ian socud 1^ except on it»

great occasions of baptisms, marriages, and mnorals, or
in public ceremonies, when they appeared in a body,
by order of the Ten, in their richest clothes and as a

part of the deccnration. It is ik» ipmider tluit th«yr had
few fiiends and were bored to extinction.

As a specimen of what a youi^ and noble Venetian
ij\r\ could become if emancipated, one cannot do
better than take Bianca Cappello. bhc was Mnitum.
bom in 1548 in #te magnificent piliff ^m^.
which her father, Bartolommeo Cappello, had buiU for

himself near the Ponte Storto. Her mother died when
Bianca was a little child, a misfortune which probably

had no very great influence on the girl's education or

cha.'Kter, seeing ham litde the Venetian ladies occupied
themselves with their children. She received the usuid

teaching, and loaned to raid and write iStxt a iasbtim,
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and such of her letters as have been preserved show

that her writing was anything but good. No doubt

she had the usual number of pet birds and lapdogs to

play with, and plenty of sweetmeats, and when she was

sixteen she was very like other giris of her class and age.

In Italy young girls are taught not to look out of

the window in town. Bianca was terribly bored, and

she looked out of the window. Opposite her father's

imlace was a house occupied by two Florentine

burners, uncle and nephew, Bonaventuri by name, who
rej»csented the great Tuscan banking-house of Salviati.

Bianca looked out of her window, dreaming, no

doubt, of the dancing lessons which she would be

allowed to have when she should be married, and

of other similar and harmless frivolities ; and young
Pietro Bonaventuri also looked out of the window,

neglecting his ledgers.

The girl was very lonely and excessively bored.

She never left the (»dace except to go with her fy&asr

Gaiiudoii. to their villa in. Murano for a few weeks
Hi. 210. in ti^g f^„g season. She was not even

taken to church, because, some eighty years earlier, a

young girl called Giovanna di Riviera, when going to

mass with her mother on the morning of the third of

March 1482, had been pcked up and literally carried

off by a too enterprising lover. After that, young girls

of good birth were not allowed to go to church, and

mass was said for them in a little chapel at home.
Bianca was so terriUy bc»t^ diat she began to make

signs to Pietro from her window. She had nothing

else to do. One of her most important occupations

was to sun her hair on the high * altana.' That was a

real pleasure, for the palace was gloomy, though it was

new, and her room felt like a prison cell ; but ^
could not be always sunning ho* hair.
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The young banker's clerk responded to her signals

of distress with alacrity, and a dumb love aflfair began,

apparently highly approved by the youth's uncle, who
was a man of business. On the night

between the twenty-eighth and the twenty-
^

ninth of December the two eloped and got away from

Venice without being caught.

Bartolommeo Cappello's appeal to the Council

of Ten is extant. I give the most interesting part

of it :

—

' I shall here expose, and not without tears, the

cruel and atrocious deed of which I was the victim

on the night of December the twenty-ninth. The
scoundrel Pietro Bonaventuri, with the consent of his

uncle, Giovanni Battista, and of accomplices whom I

know not . . . entered my house, which is almost

opposite his, and carried off my onlv daughter, sixteen

years old ; he first took her to his house and then hid

her from place to place, to my great di^onour and

that of all my family.'

The document goes on in a strain of lamentation,

and ends with the request that the Council of Ten
should set a price on the head of the seducer, and

bring the girl back to be locked up in a convent ; and

the unhappy father offered a prize of six thousand lire

to any one who would bring him Pietro Bonaventuri,

alive or dead. The letter expresses more hatred of

the lover than sorrow fac the lost child.

The Ten proceeded in die nutter without delay

;

Pictro's uncle was thrown into prison, and died there

soon afterwards of a putrid fever. Bianca's woman-
servant and the latter's husband, who was a gondolier,

and who had, of course, both been acquunt«l with

the plan of her flight, were arrested and tortured ; m
for Pietro and Bianca, tb^ had been already sonm tune
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in Florence, where they learned diat they had both

been condemned to death by default. The Ten had

proceeded against the insignificant banker's dork with

terrible energy.

But Bianca, who had been so dreadfully bored, now
had too much to do. Pietro's afiairs did not prosper,

and after sdling the jewels she had brought with her,

she was obliged to work with her hands in his house,

which was not at all what she had bargained for.

Chance favoured her, however, and she helped duuice

as wdl as she could, and siu:ceeded in attracting the

notice of Francesco de* Medici. He was the son of

Cosmo, the Grand Duke, and the brother of Isabella,

then not yet drowned in her own basin by Paolo

Giordano Orsini, and of Cardinal Ferdinando, who after-

wards poisoned his brother and became Grand Duke.
Francesco lost his heart to the beautifid Bianca, and

she had no objection to winning it ; Pietro Bona-

venturi, who was a man of business instincts, but not

sufficiendy cautious, had no pbjection either. But cAd

Cosmo, the Duke, was much scandalized by his son's

behaviour, though he himself had been accused of

nothing less than loving his own daughter Isabella, and

he remonstrated with Francesco.
* You know,' he said, * that I do not wish to weary

you with preaching, but wheh things go too hr you
must learn what I think of you.*

Francesco learned, but does not seem to have been

much affected by the knowledge, for he presendy

installed Bianca and her com^^sant husfasnd almost

under the same roof with his v/ifc. Pietro, however,

was really so superfluous that he was soon suppressed,

after which his widow occupied an otlicial position in

the court of Tuscany as the acknowledged mistress of

the heir to the dirone. Fran^so) now attempted to
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get a revcrwd of^ aeaieiice pnwd on Bi«nc« by the

Council of Ten, and cimrioytJ

CASA WKIDtKMANN

plead the cause ; but it was thought improper that

such a case should be treated in the name of old

Cosmo while he insisted on ignoring Bianca's
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existence. Cosmo died in 1574, but still nothing was

done.

It may be doubted whether any woman in Bianca's

situation ever went to such extremes of treachery'

and effrontery. Her victim, the ^ende Archduchess

Giovanna of Austria, Fnincesco*s wife, died at last in

1578, potnbly without being hdped out <^ the world
and Francesco married Bianca secretly two months later

:

but the marriage was not announced to the people until

the vear of mourning was over. Bianca was Grand

Duchess of Tuscany.
The effect of the news in Venice was magical. TIk

Senate made the following curious declaration :

—

* The Grand Duke of Tuscany having deigned t(

choose as his consort the lady Bianca Cappello, 01

noble Venetian fiunily, endowed with such great

qualities that we judge her worthy of that dignity, ii

is , but right that our Republic should exhibit it!

f i^"it3 tion at the honour conferred upon it by thi;

^rtant and prudent decision of the said Granc

^ke. We therefore decree that the aforesaid illus-

irious and puissant lady, Bianca Cappello, Grand
Duchess of Tuscany, be declared ti^ adopted ai^

beloved daughter of our Republic'

Bianca's father, who, being a good Venetian, wa:

almost as good a man of business as Salviati*8 murdow
clerk, and much more prudent, wrote a letter full 01

touchingly tender feeling to the daughter whom h<

had cursed so loudly and so long ; he and his sons

Bianca's brothers, were made Knights of the Goldei

Stole, and all the records of the scandalous trial that hac

taken place fifben years eariier were burnt. Bianca';

public marriage and coronation took place on the twelfth

of October 1 579, and the Republic sent two ambassador;

and the patriarch Grimani to show the Grand Duches:
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that all old scores were forgotten. She was thirty-one

years old.

We know even more tiian is necessary of Bianca's

life and intrigues. She survived her triumph eight

years, till she and her ill-gotten husband died of poison

within a few hours of each other ; but whether the

drug was adminislered 1^ the Ctrdinal Ferdtiuuido,

Francesco's brother, or whether the two meant to give

it to him and took it by mistake, is not clear. He
himself declared that he had not poisoned anybody.

It is at least certain that he would not allow Bianca to

be interred in the Medici vault, but had her privatdy

buried in the crypt of San Lorenzo.

The Venetian Republic did not go into mourning
for its * well-beloved adopted daughter,' since it was
best not to quarrel with the Cardinal Grand Duke,
who had probably supprened her, though his physician

made an autopsy and assured the pubik duit sr^e had
died of frightful excesses of all sorts.

-*

The moral of this unpleasing tale is that " Hic

manner of bringing up Venetian girls in the sixteeilth

century was not of a kind to develop their better

instincts, for there is nothing to sluyw that Bianca

Cappello was very different from other girls of her

time, except in the great opportunities for doing harm
which fell to her share.

Probably the most enjoyable weeks of a noUe
Venetian girl's life were those which preceded her

marriage, and were chiefly spent in the preparation of
her wedding outfit. The age was eccentric as to dress ;

it was the time of the huge Elizabethan ruffle and
hoops ; in Venice it was especially the time of clogs.

The latter had been introduced in the fourteenth

c.- 'ury on account of the mud in the still unpaved
u.ra, and they continued to be worn and grew

2 N
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to monttrous dimensions their usefulness had

very much decreased. It became the rule that the

, . . Treater the lady was, the higher her cl».js
( ;/<//« If.' O ..11 1 • I.-'
c.Mti^, must he, till they turned into something

c»i-tmn.
gjjjj^^ jj^j gj^g gpyj^j „o longer walk

except leaning on the shoulders of two servants. In

China, the Chinese men, as distinguished from the

Tartars, encourage the barbarous breaking of girls' feet,

because it makes it impossible for them to gad about

the town when chey are older, and still lets to run away.

The Venetian nobtemen approved of clogs for the same

reason.

M. Yriarte tells how a foreign ambassador, who was

once talking with the Doge and his counsellors in 1623,

observed that little shoes would be hx more convenient

than the huge dc^ in fashion. One of the counsellors

shook his head in grave disapproval as he answered :

* Far too convenient, indeed ! Far too much so.'

The civic museum in Venice contains two pairs o)

clogs, one of which is twcntv inches in height, the

other seventeen. Some were highly ornamented, an('

the Provveditori alle Pompe made sumptuary regula-

tions against adorning them with over-rich embroider)

or with fine pearls. At the same time, shoemaker

were warned ttiat they would be liaWe to a fine o

twenty-five lire for any pair of clogs not of {Mropei

dimensions and becoming simplicity. Yet they con

tinued to be worn of extravagant size and excessively

ornamented till the end of the seventeenth century, whei

they suddenly »nk to nothing, so that a clever womai

of the time complained that the Venetian ladies wen

b^inning to wear shoes no thicker than a footman's.

They were especially affected by the nobles, for th(

burgher class wore them of much more moderate siz€

Alt(^ether the life of the burghers' wives was far mor
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enjoyable ; they occupied themiebtt wttli nmme and
painting ; they held gatherings at which men and
women really exchanged ideas, and 'academies' at

which women with a turn for poetry or science could

compare tlwntdvM indi most gifted men cf
Venice.

The most alive of the noble women of the sixteenth

century, the one of whom we have the most vivid

impression, was assuredly Bianca Cappello, who was a

opportunities for great crime, all seem like lay ^[ores,

or common odalisques, who lived a sensuous existence

that was never disturbed by an idea. But the burgher

women amused themselves, and thought, and wrote, and
sometimes even allowed dimtdves a little sentiment

As for the women the peq^ we know nothing

about them, as there are no documents regarding them,

but it seems probable that they were, on the whde,
both happy and honest.

There was one more category d wmnen in Venice,

as elsewhere, a class that numbered ^¥en thousand

six hundred and fifty-four members towards the end
of the century, all young, many of them fair, all

desirous of pleasing, and all, strange to say, present at

every public festival—the class erf" those who were
outside of class, the gay and dwm^ss free. A
Venetian of those days made a catalogue *of all die

chief and most honoured courtesans of Venice . . .

their names ... the lodgings where they live . . . and
also the amount of the money to be pud by nobleuMn
and others who desire to enter into their good graces.'

This list is dedicated 'to the most magnificent and
gracious Madam Livia Azzalina, my most respected

patroness and lady . . . the princess of all Venetian

courtesans.* M<»«over, at ti» tnd of the pompous
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dedication, the writer, who signs only his initials, adds

that he kisses the gay lady's ' honoured hands.'

Some authors, taking this for a catalogue made out

by the Government, inform us that the Venetian Senate

always gave courtesans the title c£ * deserving.' Lord

Orford refuted this calumny in a curious pamphlet

quoted by Mr. Horatio Brown in his valuable and

delightful Venetian Studies. The catalogue contains

two hundred and fifteen names ; at number two hun-

dred and four stands the name of the famous Veronica

Franco—* that skilled writer of the sonnet and curiously

polished verses which say so litde and say it so beau-

tifully,' says Mr. Brown.

Tassini tells an anecdote in point. Two gendemen

were walking one day over the bridge near the church

of Saint Pantaleo, and they were confiding to each other

their conjugal troubles. *Do vou know who is the

only honest woman in Venice r asked one of them.

* There she is 1 ' He pointed to a litde marble head

which is still visible in the front of a house below the

bridge. The story went the rounds, and the bridge

itself was re-christened * U Ponte di Donna Onesta.'

The elegance of the gay ladies was incredible, and

it WIS in order to be distinguished from them that

respectable women litde by littie adopted the black silk

gown and veil which they wore to the end of the

Republic. The veil was black for married women and

white for young girls.

I find in some statistics for the year 1581 the

following statement as to the women of the better

classes. There were 1659 patrician ladies, 1230 noble

girls, 2508 nuns, and 1936 women of the burgher

class. What could they do i^nst 1 1,654 ? The note

9Mi that an the others were women ol" the pec^^
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A FEW PAINTERS, MEN OF LETTORS,

AND SCHOLARS

According to some trustworthy authorities, Raphael,

Martin Luther, and Rabelais were born in tlw same

year. The hct th«t thejr were certatnhr costem-

poraries with each other and with many other men of

genius of contradictory types is one of the principal

features of that most contradictory age. Signer

Mplmenti compares the gifts of Carpacdo and the ttio

BeUitii to rays that wnrm and ^adden, those of Tidaa

S49

is 'a i*

ii
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and Tintoretto to lights that dazzle but give no heat.

In two centuries that immense change in art had taken

place ; from having spoken to die soul it had come to

appeal to the eye.

The best painters of the fifteenth century touch us,

and remain impersonal to us. What do we know, for

instance, of Carpaccio^s dreams or struggles or suffer-

ings while he was painting his great picture of &unt

Ursula and her naiden company ? We gaze upon

those virgin faces, those crowns of martyrdom, those

tenderly smiling women's lips, those almost childlike

eestttres, and they touch us deeply. Perhaps we should

Uke to ask them the secret of Carpaccio's melancholy

soul. But the lips move not, nor do the eyes answer ;

the eleven thousand maidens seem rather to beckon us

away to that place of refreshment, light, and peace,

where we may hope that the great painter's sadness

ended at last. They tell us not isf him, nor of them-

selves, but of heaven.

A hundred years have gone by, and still artists

paint pictures ; but they tell us no longer of anything

but their own selves, their own lives, their own pas-

sions. It is the world that has changed
;
perhaps it is

not faith that is gone, faith the evidence of things

unseen, but most assuredly belief has taken flight

.nd left men sceptical, the belief which is the mother

of all bright dreams, and which must see in order to

believe, if only in imagination, and, believing, cannot

fail to see.

The time had come when the artists were interesting

for thdbr own sakes as well as for what they did, and

when the reporter-chronicler thought it worth while to

hote every anecdote of their daily lives, to put down
the names of their models, to tell us who sat to th^m

for dieir Msulonnas. And those names arc mostly
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names of good and honest women, and we know to a

nicety why they chose this face for one purpose and

that for another. There is an end of all the legends

of saintly heads begun by the artist and finished before

morning by an angel's hand. There is an end, too, of

dreams of refreshment, light, and peace. The artists

of the sixteenth century are the most human o£ man-

BUCANXAN «LLS TROM THE LAGOON, LOW TIOI

kind, the most subject to humanity's passions, its

weaknesses, and even its madness, and their works

bear the stamp of the sensuous naturalism in which

they lived.

The patrician Alvise Pisani possessed a beautiful

house at San Cassian, standing on a tongue of land

called Biri Grande. From the embrasured windows

Murano could be seen, and the idand of San Cristdbro,
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and of Pace ; beyond these, in the distance, rose the

tail tower of Torcello, and a dark line alonff die water

marked the forest of the distant island callM Deserto
;

to the left rose the Euganean Hills, to the right

stretched a long beach of gleaming sand. The fisher-

men used to say that when the mysterious glow spread

over the waters of the lu;oon at night, the Fata MOTgana
had floated up the Acuiatic and was bathing in the

dark.

All those things might be seen from the windows

of Alvise Pisani's house ; and there dwelt Titian, no

longer the thoughd^ gallant his earlier days, but

grave now, stately, and magnificent. Violante is for-

gotten, he lives honourably with his wife Cecilia, but he

still keeps his love of conversation, his luxurious tastes,

his lordly manner ; and now he feds himsdf die equal

of the great of the earth, and it amuses him to exchange

letters with princes. For secretaries he has poets,

historians, and even a cardinal ; he is the Titian who
will allow an emperor to stoop for the brush that has

fsiSlen from his hand. But rew men ever had such

gnu:e and winning charm, and his house is ever open

to his countless friends, a place of gathering, of wit and

of good talk, where ladies are received, some of whom
a later age will call blue- stockings, ladies who are

members of learned academies^ and ladira that play

the lute.

Such was Titian, and such the house in which he

was rarely alone. H:^ had amon^ many friends two at

least with whom he was really intimate, the sculptor

Sansovino, and Pietro Aretino the man of letters.

The former was the friend of his heart and of his

artistic intelligence ; the latter he himself regarded

as a sort of wUd beast whom he had tamed, and whom
he kef^ to frighten his rivals aiKi his enemies. He
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could not let a day go by without seeing both, and the

three were genoally together. If one <rf tficm was

asked to dinner, he invwnakiy begged hit hott to iirHte

the other two.

They certainly did not resemble one another.

Aretino was an aaventurer who had tried most things :

in his boyhood he had forged and stolen ; in his young

prime he had been a renegade monk, and then a

courtier; in his maturity, to use one of his own ex-

pressions, he earned his living by the sweat of his ink.

The Grand Duke of Tuscany had hired a house for

him at the Riva del Carbon, for sixty a<Mi TossM, under

yearly, on the Grand Canal, and it was

there that he followed an occupation which procured

him all the necessaries and some of the luxuries of life.

He made it his business to wkbesi the most atjectly

flattering panegyrics to eminent persons, and even to

sovereigns like Francis I. and the Emperor Charles V.,

and they rewarded him with presents of money or old

wine. Or if some unlucky aspirant to aiRce vna in

need erf popularity or favour, Aretino quiedy explained

to him that a Uttlc article from his own pen could

make or mar success ; and there was nothing to be

done but to pay, and to pay handsomely. Between

the composi^on of one libd and ti» next,^amk^
Tuscan lived riotously on his latest eaniings widi his

two daughters Adria and Austria ; in plain language

he was a blackmailer, a voluptuary, a man of the

highest taste, and of the lowest tastes.

No one loved him, but he was generally feared, and

was therefore much WHight after. His house was

always full, and it was said that it was MmUntm,

impossible to go there without meeting

a scholar, a soldier, and a monk. He him^ said

pleasandy that ^ ste{» of his house wete as mudi
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worn by the feet of visitors as the pavement before the

Capitol was by the cars of triumphing Roman generals.

Nor was it only those that could pay blackmail who

mounted the stairs. The man was full of contra-

dictions ; the poor crept up to his door and did not

return emptv-handed. Aredtio was charitable.

He could not bear to see a child crying for cold or

hunger, nor to see men or women sleeping shelterless

in the streets, and often he took in under his roof

pilgrims and poor wandering gentlemen. On Eastei

day he never failed to feed eighteen little beggar children

at his table. But when he was tired of his visitors,

»-'ch or poor, he took refuge with Titian at San Cassian,

; r Titian was the only human being whom he

loved sincerely, and all the resources of his venomous

wit and cruel pen were at the disposal of this om
friend. As for Titian's other friends, Aretino spared

them, but the artist's enemies he harassed without mercy

He was a physical coward, of course, as all sue!'

men are. He hated Jacopo Tintoretto for two reasons

first, because his gT v ^ -pAtation was beginning to b<

a source of anxieti' a ; and, secondly, because h<

was too poor to be bl. ivr lailed, and too proud to shov

himself in Titian's house with the thrauibare clothe

which his wfc, good soul, made him wear for economy*!

sake. Aretino accordingly abused him, and Tintorett<

heard of it and determined to put an end to it in hii

own way.

One day he met Aretino in the street, stopped him

and proposed to paint his portrait The bkckmaile

was delighted, as the picture would cost him nothing

and would certainly be valuable, and he at once madi

an appointment to go to Jacopo's studio. On thi

appointed day he appeared punctually, and seeing ai

empty canvas ready for ^e pfxctrnt^ sat down m <
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becoming attitude. But the painter*$ turn had come.

' Stand up
!

' he said, and Aretino obeyed. Then

Tintoretto pulled out a long horse-pistol. *What is

this ?
' asked Aretino, alarmed. * I am going to

measure you,' replied the artist, and he proceeded to

measure his adversary by the length of the pistol.

' You are two pistols and a half high,' he observed ;

' now go !
' and he pointed to the door. Aretino was

badly Frightened, and lost no time in getting out of the

house ; and from that day he neither wrote nor spoke

any word that was not flattering to Jacopo Tintoretto.

Aretino received another lesson one day from the

famous Andrea Calmo. The latter was an extremely

orig nal personage, half man of letters, half actor, whose

impr vised speeches in the character of Pantaloon were

so remarkable as to give rise to the mistaken bdi<^

that he had invented that mask. He also wrote open

letters to prominent men, as Aretino did, and published

them, and as his were quite as libellous as the Tuscan's,

and sometimes even more witty, they had
, , , ^ ,

, -A '
. « Lmes Labour

s

an immense success. In fcrty years vaty ust.Activ.sc.a

went through fifty editions, and there is jj^*^^
positive proof that Shakespeare was ac-

ijuainted with them, for he quotes a line and a half

from one of Calmo's works :

—

Vcnetia, Venetia,

Chi turn ti vede non ti pretia.

Calmo's chief virtue was neither patience nor for-

bearance, and it appears that Aretino irritated him
exceedingly. One day his nerves could

^oimenii, stun.

bear no longer h the Tuscan, and he «Md Nwni

gave vent to his feelings in an ironical

open letter addressed to the object dt his diidike.

Here is a fra^ent <^ it :

—
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* You are not a rational, natural human being, bu
aerial, cdestial, deified, a devout man and a calm one

esteemed by all, adorned with every treasure and witi

all the virtues that no one being possesses, from th(

East to the West. You are the temple of poetry, thi

theatre of invention, a very sea of comparisons—an(

you behave in such a manner as to scare even the dad

!

Titian's other friend, Jacopo Sansovino, the celebrate<

architect, was also a Tuscan by birth, but was of quit

another stamp. His youth had been wild, but he ha(

then mamed a woman of great beauty and refinonen

whose name was Pada, and who completely dominates

him. The couple were often seen at the house at Sai

Cassian, as Titian and Cecilia his wife often visiter

them in their dwelling in Saint Mark's Square dos
die dock tower.

Sansovino was handsome still, and rather a fashion

able person, but excitable withal and a brilliant talker

his life had been saddened for some length of time b]

the wild doings of his son, but to his great relief th

young man at last took to literature and the art o

printing. The Sansovino couple also made the^

house the general meeting-place of many friends, a

Titian did.

TTiough Jacopo was a Tuscan, Venice made ever

effort to monqx>lise his time and industry after he hsu

become famous throughout Italy, and he was appointe(

the official architect of Saint Mark's. He was charge*

with the erection of the Mint and the Library, and c

a new Loggia to rejdace die very dmple one in K^iicl

the patricians had been accustomed to gather before th

meetings of the Great Council, ever since the thirteentl

century. How well he succeeded in that, the beautifu

construction which fell with the Campanile ampl;

showed.
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While he was at work on the Library, Titian was

called to Rome to exi cute an important commitnon,

and set out in the certaintv that on his return he

should find the building finished and his friend covered

with glory. The construction grew indeed, and was

soon finished, with its two stories, of Doric and Ionic

architecture, and the balustrade tlwt crowns the edifice,

and the really roval staircase, and all the rest.

But, unhappily, on the night of the eighteenth of

December 1545, the vault of the main hall fell in,

with no apparent reason. Instantly all SansoviiM>*t

rivals raised a terrific outcry, accusing him of having

neglected the most elementary rules of his art, and

asserting that the accident was altogether due to his negli-

gence and incapacity. The zealous magistrate whose

duty it was to oversee the construction of public buiW-

ings did not even wwt for a proper warrant, but seized

Sansovino instantly and sent him to prison.

Paola was in despair, and when the news was

generally known, early on the following morning, the

indignation of the architect's tfHends knew M,< inem.

no bounds. In a few hours Aretino v rote

a consoling letter to Paola, another tr Titian, xplaip g
to him what had happened, and a series of libcJ us

articles against every architect in Venice except Sa«^o-

vino himself. No one escaped who ccnild be JUiipiUitf

to have uttered a single word against the rcpu ^

of the artist in trouble. There was a certain arcs

called Sanmichele, a man of great piety—|;r^ter ^

haps than his talent—a frequenter d Titan s Ks^h
a rich man, too, such as Aretino ddighted to

Possibly also the good oki artist's character was irntat

ing to the evil Tuscan, who could not see why a man

should be both distinguished and virtuous, nor why

Sanmichele should have a spedd mass aa^ when
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he was about to begin an important work. Or
of Aretino's favourite tricks was to use the mo
frightful language before the mild old man, till th

latter, having exhausted entreaty and finding reproac

useless, was driven to buy the blasphemer's stlem

with a handsome present of rare old wine.

The occasion of Sansovino's imprisonment leeme

to Aretino an excellent opportunity for venting h

spleen against the devout artist, and at the same tim

for obtaining a lucrative return for his industry. H
therefore accused Sanmichele of being fhc direct caus

of his fKend's arrest, and the abuse neaped upon hii

was so virulent and so persistent that its victim w;

obliged to have recourse to the usual bribe, which th

time consisted of a fine basket of fish.

Sansovino's friends soon triumphed, for they wei

many and powerflil. I do not know whether a vaub
ceiling only just constructed can suddenly collapse ar

fall in of itself without some fault on the part of tl

architect, but Sansovino was unanimously declared i

be entirely innocent, and the unlucky magistrate wh
with some show of reason, had ordered his arrest w
thrown into prison in his place.

His brilliandy successful career continued U ''.'
1

was eighty years of age, when, being too old for wor

he was succeeded in the post of architect to the RepuU
by the celebrated Palladio. After that he lived elev(

years longer in the society and friendship of Titian, wl

was two years older than he. On the register in tl

church of San Basso is to be found the followii

entry :
* On November the seventh 1 570 died Jaooi

Sansovino, architect of the church of Saint Mark ; I

was ninety-one years old, and he died of old age.*

Aretino's life had come to an abrupt close fourte<

years earlier. I find in Tassini, under the name * Carboi
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Aretino's place of residence, a statement of the singular

fact that Aretino's death was predicted ft few munths

before it took place, though he was at that time per-

fectly well. The author of the Terremoto^ addressing the

Tuscan man of letters, says :
• In this year LVI thou shalt

die ; for the appearance of the star to the

Wise Men »t the Wrth ofC ir Lord was held
•**

"

to be a great sign, and 1 '
<• hold the comet of this year

to be a Tittle sign whi. = nes on thy account, because

thou art against Christ. In that year Arttino actually

died. It is said that his death was caused by his ftUtng

off his chair when convulsed with kugfater «t «n

abominable story, and though there may be some

exaggeration about the tale, the physiognomy of the

man might justi^ it. No one regretted him. In the

State Archives of Florence a letter from a Venetian has

been found which says: *The mortal Pietro Aretino

was taken to another life on Wednesday evening at the

third hour of the night by a (lit.*rally) cannonade of

apoplf without leaving any regret or grief in any

decern erson. May Goa have pardoned him.*

Titian died six years after Sansovino, surviving to be

the last of the triad of inseparable friends. He was then

liuety-nine ye s of age, and v/as carried off b^ the

plague when,Judging from the picture he was pamting

at the time m his <kath, he was still in full possession

of his amazing powers. Of all the victims of the

terrible epidemic, amongst tens of thousands of dead, he

was the only one to whom the Republic granted a

public funeral.

If we ask what was the * social standing ' of Titian

and of some of the most famous Venetians, we shall

find that they were simple members of a guild, and

were reckoned with the working men. The Golden

Book was the register the nraks, the Stiver Book
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was reserved for the dass of the secretaries, that is, oi

the burghers or cuiginal citizens ; but he who exercisec

an art such as painting, sculpture, or architecture

belonged to the people. Like the commonest house-

painter, or the painter of gondolas and house furniture

Titian and Tintoretto were subject to the ' Mariegola,

or charter of their guild, and had to pass dirougf

the degrees of apprentice and feUow-crattsman hehn
becoming masters.

The law was that * no painter, either Venetian oi

foreign, should be allowed to sell his paintings unlesi

he was inscribed on the register of painters and hac

sworn to conform to the rules of that art,' in othei

words, to the charter of the guild. Furthermore, i

he sold his work anywhere except in his shop, he wai

liable to a fine of ten lire.

We know that neither Titian nor any of die grea

artists of his time rebelled against these regulations

They were all their lives ' brethren ' of their guild, an(

every one of them was obliged to obey the chief of th*

corporation in all matters concerning that firaternity

though he might be a mere painter of doors anc

windows. It was not until the eighteenth century tha

the artist painters organised themselves in a separat(

body called the College of Painters. The examinatioi

of I^u>lo Veronese, vHitch I have translated in speaking

of the Holy Office, shows clearly enough what a poa
opinion the authorities had of artistic inspiration.

Many writers, amongst whom Monsieur Yriarte ii

an exception, have told us that literature and th<

sciences were not cultivated with any success in Venia
during the sixteenth century. It is at least true tha

the few who occupied themselves with those matter
displayed qualities not far removed from genius.

It was very ccmimon for the great Venetian noWei
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to play patron to poets, painters, and architects, and
almost every name that became famous in the arts

and sciences recalls that of some patrician or secretary

who protected the artist, the writer, or the student.

The Republic was often the refuge of gifted men whom
political or personal reasons luid e»led from their

homes. Roman, Tuscan, and Lombard odebrities

HOUSE or TINTOUTTO

spent their lives in Venice and added their glory to

hers. Who remembers that Aldus Manutius was a

Roman ? Or that Gaspara Stampa, who is always

counted as one <^ Ac best oi Venetian poets, was bwn
in Milan ? The Venetians, too, showed a wonderful

tact in the degree of the hospitality they accorded.

One need only compare the reception Petrarch met with

in the fourteenth century, which was nothing less than

royal, with Ac good-natured toleration riiown to Pietro

2 o
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Aretino two hundred years later. The Republic*!

treatment of the two men is the measure of the distana

that separates the immortal poet from the brilliant anc

vicious pamphleteer. If the latter spent some agreeabh

years in Venice, that was due much more to the pro-

tection of a few firiends than to any privil^es g^rantec

him by the Government.

There were certainly a great many intellectual centre;

in Venice at that time, and one might fill many page;

with the names of the so-called Academies diat wen
founded and that flourished for a time. Almost ever]

special tendency of human thought was represented b]

one of them, from the Aldine, devoted enthusiasticalh

to classic Greek, to those academies which adorned thei

emptiness with such titles as *Thc Seraphic,* *Th(

Uranian,* and the like, and which gave themselves u]

to the most unbridled extravagance of taste. Of sucl

follies I shall only quote one instance which I find ii

Tassini under the name * Bernardo.*

In the year 1538 the will of that academician wa
opened. He therein directed his heirs to have hi

body washed by three famous physicians with as muci

aromatic vinegar as would cost forty ducats, and eacl

physician was to receive as his fee three golden sequin

absolutdy fresh from the mint. The body was then t

be wrapped in linen clothes soaked in essence of aloes

before being * comfortably' laid to rest in a lead coffii

and enclosed in one of cypress wood. The coflSn wa

then to be placed in a marble monument to cost m
hundred ducats. The inscription was to enumerat

the actions and virtues of the deceased in eight Latii

hexameters, of which the letters were to look tall t

a spectator placed at a distance of twenty-five feel

The poet who ctxmpmed the verses was to ree/&§

one sequin for each. Moreover, the history of di
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dead man's hmiiy was to be written out in eight

hundred verses, and seven psalms were to be compoised

after the manner of the Psalms of David, and twenty
monks were to sing them before the tomb on the first

Sunday of every month.
We read without surprise that this mU was not

executed to the letter, and the tolerably reasonable monu-
ment erected to Pietro Bernardo by his descendants.

HOUSI OF ALDUS

twenty years after his death, n»y still be KOi in tfic

church of the Frari.

There were also academies which bore names, devices,

and emUems a nature that might well shock and
surprise us, were they not the natural evidences of
Vat coming decadence, moral and^ artistic, whereof

all Italy, and Venice in particular, already bore the

sperms.

Amongst the great names that belong to the end of
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the fifteenth century, as well as to the sixteenth, hardl;

any has more interesting associatitms fw sdiofaurs thai

tliat of Aldus Manutius.
^ The founder of the great family of scholars an(

printers was born at Sermoneta in the Pontifical State

Firmitt-Didot, in 1 449, and was over forty years dd who
Aide Manuce. finally established himself in Venict

He had been tutor in the princely family of Pic

where he had educated the eldest son, and he himse!

added the name to his own, though he did not tr?»nsmi

it to his descendants.

One of the l^ends about the origin of printing tell

that it was invented in the Venetian city of Feltre, b

a certain Castaldi, who was robbed of his invention b

Germans, presumably Faust and Guttenber^^. There i

probably no foundation for this tale, but it is certiu

that the Venetians brought the art of printing to som(

thing near perfection within a few years of its creatioi

and that the Government protected it by laws of singuk

wisdom and great severity, in an age when the idea <

copyright was in its in&i^.
Aldus was neither a money-maker nor a man give

up to ambition ; he was a true artist, and cared only fc

perfecting his art. When he first invented the iral

type he was almost beside himself with delight, an

instandy applied to the Council of Ten for letters patei

to forbid any imitation of his work during ten year

The petition is curious, for Aldus went as far as t

suggest to the Ten the penalties to be incurred by ar

one who defrauded him of his rights, and they woe \

no means light.

He dreamed of never allowing any work to lea^

his press which* was less than perfect at all point

When hit meditated the printii^ of a Greek dntic, 1

gathered about kim aU the most conadent otis men <
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letters in Venice ; such men as Sabellico and Sanudo,

the highly accomplish^ Cardinal Bembo, and Andrea

Navagero all worked at comparing the best texts, in

ore] T to produce one that should be beyond criticism.

In the course of such profound study learned discussions

arose and conclusions were reached which wrfe destined

to influence all sch ^^arship down to modem times. little

by little, and witaout any artificial encouragement or

intention, the workshop of Aldus becf me the gravest

of classical *ar .aeniies' ; a vast amount of work was

^one there, and a very small number of books were

very wonderfully; wdl printed.

In two years five publications i^jq^red, among
which was the first Greek edition of Aristotle's works.

That Aldus might have done better is possible, and

every reader oi ancient Greek must de^dore Ae stiection

of type he made for printing in that language. It is

ugly, unpractical, and utterly inartistic, but such was

the man's influence that he imposed it upon scholars,

and it is by far the most commonly used type to diis

dry. Aldus might have done better ; but, on Ae other

hand, the uncjuestionable fact stands out that no one, in

those days, did half so well, and that if his Greek type

is unpleasing, his italic is beautiful and has never been

surpassed
;

finally, good copies of his best pul^oitions

bring high prices at every nuxkrn sale.

He and his friends 're busy men, and spent whole

days shut up together, ereby rousing much curiosity,

and attracting many unwelcome visitors. At last Aldus

was wearied by their importunity, and the loss oi dnw
they caused beaui» a serious matter. He composed
the following notice and put it up outside his press :

—

• Quisquis es, rogat te Aldus etiam atqae etiam : ut

si quid est quod a se vdis perpaucis agas, ddiKte a^titm
abeas : nisi tanqaam Henules defesso Atifuite, venerb
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suppKJsituras humeros. Semper enim erit quod et tu

agas, et quotquot hue attulerunt pedes/

I quote the Latin from Didot. It is hardly worthy

of the editor, printer, and publisher of Aristode, but

Aldus himself printed it in the preface, addressed to

Andrea N^agero, which precedes uie edition ofCicero'a

Rke/mCf put^^Kd in 15 14. is 11 tnuufaitbii

of it :

—

' Whoever you are, Aldus begs you again and again,

if you want anything of him, to do your business with

few words and then to go away quickly ; unless, indeed,

you come as Hercules to tired Adas, to place youi

shoulders under the burden. For there will always bt

something to do even for you, and for as many as bend

their steps hither.*

The story even goes so far as to say that Erasmuii

came one day to Aldus's door with the manuscript ol

his Adagia under his arm, but that he was discon-

certed bjr the notice and was going away, when th<

great pnnto* himsdf cai^ht n^t cf him aiul wank

him come in.

Aldus, who was not a Venetian, was not a man ol

business, and did not grow rich by his work. He gav<

his time lavishly, for no true artist, such as he was, evei

said tibat time was money ; and his expenses were verj

heavy, not the least being that incurred for the fin<

cotton paper he got from Padua. On the other hand

he hoped to encourage learning and to disseminab

a general love of the classics. Some of his prices, how-

ever, were very high ; for instance, a complete Aristotl<

sold for eleven silver ducats, which Didot consider

equal to over ninety francs in modern French money
But a copy of the Musaeus, which would perhaps sel

to-day for Uxttf pounds sterling, could be bought Ibr 1

Utde more tkm xme * marceUo.'
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Aldus had estiMisbed himself in Venice ihont 1490.

Eight years later a vintadon of the plague decimated

the population, and the great printer himself sickened

of it. Believing himself all but lost, he vowed that if

he recovered he would abandon his art, which would

be by far the greatest thii^ he could give up, and

would enter holy orders. He recovered, but the sacri-

fice was f^reater than he could make, though he was a

good man, of devout mind. He at once addres'jcd a

petition to the Pope begging to be released from his

vow, and M. Didot discovered in the Archives of the

Council of Ten the favourable answer returned by

Alexander VI., who, it will be remembered, was the

Borgia Pope, of evil fame. It was, of course, addressed

to the Patriarch, and it reads as fc^ws :

—

Venerable Brother

:

Our beloved son Aldus Manutius, a citizen of Rmne, set

forth to us some time ago that when the plague was raging

he, being in danger of death, tooic an oath that if he escaped

he woukI enter the htAy orcfers of priesthood. Seeing that

since he has recovered his health he does not persist in his

vow, and seeing that in his condition of poverty he cannot

subsist othCTWtse than by the work of his lands, whereby he

earned his living, now therefore he desires to remain a layman,

and we have granted his petition. We commission you, there-

fore, and command your fraternity to absolve in our name the

said Aldus from the vow he took, if he humbly requests you to

do so, and if things stand as he says, requiring of him a return

by such other acts of piety as it shall seem eood to your con-

science to impose, and this if there be no other obsfacle.

Given in Rome, August the eleventh, 1498, in the sixth

year of our Pontificate.

It is characteristic of the far-reaching power of the

Council of Ten that this curious document should have

been found in didr Archives.

One your ikat haidag hem rdbased from his vow,
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Aldus married Maria, daughter of Andrea Torrenno

1 do not know whether an attachment which perhap:

dated from before the plague could have had anything

to do with the great printer's aversion to fulfilling hi:

vow ; if so, the world is deeply indebted to his wife

There was, however, a considerable interval in his carec

after 1498, during which no books were issued by^
Aldine press, and those belonging to the first petioi

have a much higher value than the rest.

Possibly children were born to the couple and die(

between the time of Acir marriage and tiie birth o

their son Paulus Manutius in 1 5 1 2, three years befor

the death of his father Aldus. The dates show th^

absurdity of the story that Aldus brought up his son t(

be a scholar and a printer like himself. He died whei

that son, who was destined to be toous also, was les

than four years old. He breathed his last on the sixth o

January 1516, being not yet sixty-seven years oid, sur

rounded by his faithful friends and his manuscripts

Owing to his having married jso kte, and to his son no

having been born till thirteen years after his marriage

the lives of the father and son cover the period betweei

1449 and 1574, no less than one hundred and twenty

five years.

Prince Pio, his former pupil and one of Ac mos

distinguished members of the Aldine Academy, claimei

the honour of burying him at Carpi, a feudal holdinj

of the Pio family. His body was carried thither witi

great pomp, and he was laid in state in the church c

Saint Patrinian surrounded by books, and was finall

buried in the Prince's family vault.

Another and very original type of scholar was Man
Sanudo, whose name occurs so constantly in all writing

that deal with the sixteendi century in Venice. H
was of a patrician ^unily, md was so early predispose
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to observe «nd note everything of tntcres^ that when

he was only eight years old he copied the inscriptions

which Petrarch had written under the
5^,,,^^^

pictures in the hall of the Great Council, Diano; muh-

and it is thanks to his childish industry

that we know the nature of those great works which

were destroyed in the fire of 1474.

As the child erew up he cultivated the habit of

making notes of aU he saw and heard ; and, though he

stricdy adheres to the princi]^ of relating daily events

bridBy and clearly, he constandv reveals himself to us

as a man of broad views ana keen sight, cautious,

slighdy sceptical, and thoroughly independent. As

soon as he had attained the required age he

admitted to the Council, and he kept a journal of

everything that happened there. It is surprising to

find that a Government which knew everything should

allow any one such full liberty to make notes. Possibly

the value of his work was not at lirst undrntood, but

when it was, the manner in which appredadoa showed

itself was not flattering to the chronicler.

The Republic always employed a regular oflRcial

historian whose business it was to narrate the deeds

and misdeeds dP the Government in a manner uniformly

pleasant to Venetian vanity. One of the most successful

writers in this manner was the pntrustworthy Sabellico,

and when he died Marin Sanudo aspired to succeed

him, being in poor circumstances, and ha^np[ on several

occasions rendnvd services to the RepuUic But to

his infinite mortification Cardinal Bembo was appointed

to the post, and, as if to add insult to injury, Sanudo

was requested to place his valuable diaries at the disposal

of the new public historian. Sanudo was deeplv hurt,

as may be imagitwd, Wt he was poor and in debt, and

the paternal Government of his businesfr-like country
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easily drove him lo die wall. For the use of his diaiy,

and for his fmmise to bequeath it to the State at his

death, he accepteu a pension of one hundred and fifty

ducats (;^ii2j yearly. This small stipend was not

enough to lift him out of poverty. The expense of

the paper which he used for his notes was a serious

item in his little budget, and the binder's bill was a

constant source of anxiety. He was often obliged to

borrow money, and once he was imprisoned for debt.

On the latter occasion he made the following entry in

his journal :

—

* December eighteenth, 1516.—On this day in the
morning a dreadful thing happened to me. I was going
to Saint Mark's to hear mass as usual when I was recog-

nised by that traitor Giovanni Soranzo, to whom I have
owed a hundred ducats for ten years, and forty-seven
for a debt before that. Now I had solemnly promised
that I would pay him the money, but in order to

shame me he had me imprisoned till next day in San
Cassian. I vow to be avenged upon him mth my
own hands.*

Having vented his wrath on paper, Sanudo promptly
forgot his sombre vows of vengeance. For many
years afterwards he went backwards and forwards
between the ducal palace and his own house at Sas
Giacomo in Orlo, where he had collected books mai
prints to a very great value. He was almost forgotten
until very recent times, when he was rediscovered in his

diary, and treated with the honour he deserves by his

own countrymen.
There was no university in Venice, but the Govern-

ment encouraged those teachers who established them-
selves in the city and gave instruction in their own
homes. In this way they formed little schools which
quarrelled with each other over definitions, syllogisms,
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and etymdogiet in die most approved ii^ton. TiMre

is a good instance of one of these miniature civil wars

in connectt<Mi with the historian Sabellico. He was

I. GIACOMO m OBIO

ferociously jealous of a certain learned priest called

Ignatius, who taught literature, as he did, Cicogna,

and had many mwe schdais. In i»ri*i9»i,i. 341.

lectures So^dltco attacked Ignatius furiously, and did
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his best to destroy hit reputitiofi. The priest on hii

side held his tongue, and waited for a chance of giving

his hot-headed adversary a lesson. At last Sabellico pub-

lished a very indifferent work, of which the priest wrote

such t keen critjcism thtt the book was a dead ^ilure

The State historian's rage broke out in the most violeni

invectives, and from that time Ignatius was his night-

mare, and he mere mention of his name drove" hin

into uncontrollable fury, until, dying at last, Sabellicc

realised that his hatred of the pnest had been thi

mortal sin of his life, and on his deathbed he sent foi

him and asked for a reconciliation. Ignatius freel)

pardoned him, and even delivered a very flattering

funeral oration over his body a few days later.

A distinguished man of this period who deserve!

mention was Federigo Badoer, who may almost be saic

to have been educated in the printing press of Aldus
and afterwards became the friend of Paulus Manutius
Like all Venetian nobles, he learned from his boyhooc
how he was to serve the Statp, and became acquuntec
with the working of its administration, and he was soor

struck by the condition of the Code. The laws hac

multiplied too much, and were often obscure, and th<

whde system was in great need of revision. Badoei
conceived the idea of founding an academy for th<

purpose of editing and printing the w) body oi

MuH$uUi. Venetian Law ; the Council Fen gav«
AnmH. their approval, and he ounded the

Academy of *La Fama*—of Fame^with the singularly

inappropriate mofto, ' I fly to heaven and rest in God.
The printing of the new Code was entrusted to Paulu!
Manutius.

My perspicuous reader, having recovered from hii

astonishment at the unexpected liberality of the Coundi
of Ten, has already divined that such a fit could sol
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last long, and'thit Badocr and hit noMc academy were

doomed to Mxrt, Badoer was not rich enough to

J.

ft

BBowAT or nw jActimr, i w iccw •

bear the expense of such an unru rt k-ng alone, and the

Ten had no intention of helpit^ hun. Moreover, he
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and the scholars of his academy kept up a continual

correspondence with doctors of mw in other countries.

It would have seemed narrow-minded, however, to

suppress the academy by a decree ; it was more in

accordance with the methods of the Council to accuse

Badoer of some imaginary misdeed for which he could

be brought to trial. Accordingly, though he had
sacrificed his own fortune in the attempt, he was
accused of having einbezzled the academy's funds, and
in three years from the time of his setting to work the

academy was crushed out of existence, and he was a

ruined man.

Another shortlived but celebrated literary society

was that of the ' Pellegrini,' the ' Pilgrims,' whose
pilgrimage led them only from their solemn palaces

in Venice to the pleasant groves of Murano, and was
performed by moonlight when possible. The pilgrims

were Titian, Sansovino, Navagero, Gaspara Stampa,
the old Trifone, CoUaltino di CoUalto, and some others,

and it is very unlikely that their evening;, meetings had
any object except pleasant converse and intellectual re-

laxation. We know something about the lovely Gaspara
and Collalto, at all events, and it can be safely said that

they were more pleasandy occupied than in conspiracy,

and that what they said to each other concerned neither

the Doge nor the Council of Ten.
Though there was no university in Venice, the

Republic possessed one of the most renowned in

Eiu-ope by right of having conquered and annexed
Padua ; and it is interesting to note that because that

great institution of learning was not situated in Venicei

itself, it was allowed a degree of liberty altogether

beyond Venetian traditions.

Padua was temporarily obliged to submit to Louis
XII. of France at the beginning of the sixteendi
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century, but the Republic took it again in 1509, and

from that date until 1797 there was never the least

interruption in the academic courses. The only in-

pmmAMBNTA (ANOBO

fluence "exercised upon the university by the Venetian

Government was intended to give it a more patrioti-

cally V^enetian character. In earlier times the Bishop

of Padua had been ex officio the Rector of the uni-

versity ; he was now deprived this dignity, which was
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conferred joindy on dircc Venetian nobles, who wer<

elected for two years, and were required to reside ir

Venice and not in Padua, lest they should be exposec

to influences foreign to the spirit of the Republic

Their title was * Rirormatori dell Univcrsita,* and great

care was exercised in choosing them. They were alsc

the official inspectors of the Venetian schools and of th{

national libraries, and it was their business to examine

candidates for the position of teachers in any authorisec

institution.

They were no doubt terrible pedants, inwardly

much dignified by a sense of their great responsibilities

and to this day, in northern Italy, it is said of a mar

who wearies his family and his ac(|uaintances with per-

petual ' nagging '—there is no dictionary word for it—

that he is like a Riformatore ' of the University o:

Padua, though the good people who use the phras(

have no clear idea of what it means.

These three patricians had an official dress of theii

own, which was a long robe, sometimes black anc

vnar/e. Vie; somctimcs of a violct colour, changing
AW. iv. 44g. according to some regulation which ii

not known, but always made with sleeves of th(

* ducal ' pattern ; and tney put on a bkck stc^e over it

If one of them was a Knight of the Gdlden Stole, a:

often happened, his robe was of velvet and his 8tol<

was of cloth of gold.

The Holy See was not much pleased by the waj

in which the Republic treated the Bishop of Padua
and constantly complained that the students oS th<

university were allowed too much license to expresi

opinions that ill accorded with Catholic dogma. Like

au commercial countries, Venice was Protestant if

so iar as any direct interferemre the Vatican wa;

concerned. Mr. Brooks Adams was, I think, th<
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first to point out the insepaiaUe connection between

Protestantism and commercial enterprise, in his extra-

ordinary study, The Law of Civilisation and Decay.

The peculiarity of Venice's religious position was that

it combined an excessive, if not superstitious, devotion

to the rites of the Church with something approttditng

to contempt of the Pope's power.

The University of Padua was resorted to by

students of all nations, including many English gende-

men. In the Archives of the Ten a petition has been

found signed by a number of foreign students in Padua

to be allowed to wear arms, and we find that the

necessary permission for this was granted Rom. »v. 449,

in 1548 to Sir Thomas Wyatt, *a Knight "^s-

of the English Court,' Sir Cotton, Sir John

Arundel, Christopher Mayne, Henry Williams, and

John Schyer(?)

It is amusing to find that the French students in

Padua excdied in fencing, ridii^, dancing, and music,

but apparendy not in subjects more generwy conndered

academic.

1 cannot close this chapter without saying a few

words about Galileo Galilei, who was for some time in

the employ of the RepuHk. I quote from his life,

written bj his pufnl Viviani, but not published till 1826.

After lecturing in Pisa for three years Galileo was

appointed by the Venetian Government to be professor

of mathematics in Padua for a term of six
^^^^

years, during which he invented several

machines for the service of the Republic. Copies of

his writings and lectures of this time were scattered

by his pupils throughout Ualy, Germany, France, and

England, often without his name, for he thought them

of such little importance that he did not even protest

when impostors dain^ to be the authors of them.
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During this period, says Viviani, he invented *th«

thcmiometers (stc) . . . which wonderful invention

was perfected in modern times by the sublime genius

of our great Ferdinand II., our most serene reigning

sovereign . . .,' the Cardinal Grand Duke who
poiscmed his !»t>ther and Bianca Cappello.

At the end of his term Galileo was reappointed foi

six years more, and during this time he observed t

comet in the Dragon, and made experi-

ments with the magnet. He was re-

appointed again and again with an increase of salary.

In April or May, in 1 609, when he was in Venice,

it was reported that a certain Dutchman had presented

Maurice of Nassau with a sort of eyeglass which made
distant objects seem near. This was all that was knowr
of the invention, but Galileo was so much interested by

the story that he returned to Padua at once, and in the

course of a single night succeeded in constructing his

first telescope, in spite of the poor quality of the lenses h<

had, and on the following day.he returned to Venice and

showed the instrument to his astonished friends. Aftei

perfecting it he resolved to present it to the reignino

Doge, Leonardo Dona, and to the whole Venetian Senate

I translate literally the letter he wrote to the Doge
to accompany the gift :

—

Most Serene Prince : Galileo Galilei, your Serenity's most

humble servant, labouring assiduously and with all his heart

not onl^ to do his duty as lecturer on mathematics in the

University of Padua, but also to bring your Serenity some
extraordinary advantage by means of some useful and signal

discovery, now appears before you with a new device of eye-

glass, the result of the most recondite theories of perspective
i

the which [invention] brings objects to be visible so near the

eye, and shows them so large and distinct, that what is distant,

for instance, nine miles, seems as if it were only one mile

away, a fact which - of inestimalde >ervice for cv&y
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business and enterprise by hnd and sea ; for it is thus possiUe^

at sea, to discover the enemy's vessels and sails at a far greater

distance than is customary, so that we can see him two hours

and more befbre he can sec us, and by distinguishing the

number and nature of his vessels, we can judge of his forces and

prepare for a pursuit, or a battle, or for flight. In the same

manner, on land, the quarters and the defences of the enemy
within a strong place can be descried from an eminence, even

if far away j and even in the open country, it is possible with

great advantage to make out every movement and preparatioh

;

moreover, every judicious person will clearly perceive many
uses [for the telescope]. Therefore, deeming it worthy to be

rece- ed and con^dered very useful by your Smnity, he

[Galileo] has determined to present it to you, and to leave it

to your judgment to determine and provide concerning this

invention, in order that, as may seem best to your prudence,

others should or should not be constructed. And this the

aforesaid Galilei presents to your Serenity as one of the fruits

of the science which he has now professed in the University of

Padua during mwe than seventeen years, trusting that he is on

the eve of offering you still greater things, if it please the Lord

God and your Serenity that he, as he desires, may spend the

rest of his life in the service of your Serenity, before whom he

humbly bows, praying the Divine Majesty to grant ym the

fulness of all happiness.

The letter is not dated, but on the twenty-fifth of

August 1609 the Signory appointed the astronomer

professor (or Kfe, with « three times the highest pay

ever granted to any lecturer on mathematics.'

It was in Padua that Galileo invented the micro-

scope, observed the moon's surface, and the spots on

the sun, discovered that the milky way and the nebuUe

consist of many small fixed stars, discovered J«|»i!er*s

moons, Saturn's rings, and the fact that Venice revolves

round the sun, ' and not below it, as Ptolemy believed.*

Much has been written of late about Galileo, but

most of what has appeared seems to be feottctedm tios

life by his pupil Yiviani.



A HOLIDAY ON THE RIVA

XXII

THE TRIUMPHANT CITY

When . : ippe de Commines came to Venice in 149'

as ambassador of Charles VIII. he wrote : *This is th«

most triumphant city that ever I saw.'

He meant what he said figuratively, no doubt,

in that day there was something overwhelming abou

the wealth and splendour, and the vast success of th(

Republic. But he meant it literally too, for no stat(

or city of die worid cdebratol its own victoria wid

such pomp and magnificence as Venice.

580
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The Venetians had never been altogether at peace

with the Turks, in spite of the treaty which had been

made soon after the rail of Constantinople ;

but when Venice herself was threatened

by all the European powers together, it was with

the highest satisfaction that she saw the Moslems attack

her old enemies the Hungarians. Yet her joy was

of short duration, for the Emperor soon made peace

with the Sultan. It will be remembered that the

Imperial throne had then already been hereditary in rfic

Hapsburg fiunily for many years.

The character of Turkish warfare in the Mediter-

ranean was always piratical, of the very sort most

certain to harass and injure a maritime commercial

nation like Venice, and the latter began to low ground

steadily in the Greek Archipdago, and now found her-

self obliged to defend the coasts cf the Adriatic against

the Turks as she had formerly defended them against

the pirates of Narenta. From time to time a Turkish

vessel was captured, and hundreds of Christiati daves

were found chained to the oar.

There were also other robbers along the Dalmatian

coast, who exercised their depredations Mucoid da

against Turks and Christians alike, with pmu triumphs

admirable equity. These were the so-'**^25kiS?**'

called * Uscocchi,' a name derived from a
^, • ^ £ 1 ^ » L Great CoMHcil.

Slav root meanmg to 'leap out —hence,

those who had escaped and fled their country and were

outlaws.

About this time the island of Cyprus had fallen

in part under Turkish domination. The Turks had

made a piratical descent upon Nicosia, and cic<^na. iscr.

had carried off all the women who were '^^

still young enough for the Eastern nttrltee. But one

of these, a heroine whose name is lo^ &nd die ^ip*8
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powder-magazine, and saved hersdf and her com-

panions from outrage by causing the instant death

of ever - soul on board. This was in the latter hail

of the sixteenth century.

Thirsting for vengeance, the Venetians now eaeerl)

joined I%ilip II. of Spain in the league proposed b)

Death <fM. the Popc. The three fleets were to meei

Hragadin, un- at Messina, and much precious time was

''^'ss. 'GUf^nHi lost, during which the Turks completec
ePath. their conquest of Cjrprus, which was

heroically defended by Marcantonio Bragadin. Hii

fate was horrible. His nose and ears were cut off, anc

he was obliged to witness the death of his brave com
panions, Tiepolo, Baglione, Martinengo, and Quirini

They were stoned, hanged, and carved to shrnl

before his eyes, and a vast number of Venetian soldien

and women and children were massacred before bin

during the folk ten days. At last his tun

came to die ; he nung by the hands in the publ»

square and slowly skinned alive. It is said that h<

died like a hero and a saint, commemUi^ his soul ti

God, and forgiving his enemies.

The ferocious Mustapha, by whose orders thesi

horrors were perpetrated, ordered his skin to be stuffec

and had it carried about the streets, under a re(

Mcimenti, umbrclla, in allusion to the arms of thi

seb. renter. Bragadin family. The hideous human dol

was then hoisted to the masthead of Mustapha's shi]

as a trophy and taken in that way to Constantinof^.

But in his lifetime Bragadin had ransomed a certaii

man of Verona from the Turks, and had earned hi

undying gratitude. This Veronese, hearing of hi

benefactor's awful end, swore to bring home his skin

since nodiing else remained, and with incredible ^
and courage actually entered the Turicish arwnal at Con
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stantinople, v^ere the trophy was kept, stole it and

brought it home. It is related that the skin was found

as soft as silk and was easily folded into a small space ;

it is preserved in the church of San Giovanni e Pu^o.

The vengeance of the league was slow, but it wat

memorably terriUe ; in 1571 Don John of Austria, a

stripling of genius, scarcely six-and-twenty up„nto,

years of age, commanded the three fleets a. < »v«t/w .-

and led Christianity to victory at Lepanto.

One of the decisive batdes of the world checked the

Mohammedan power for ever in the Gulf of Corinth,

and the blood of eighty thousand Turks avenged the

inhuman murder of Bragadin and the self-destrucdon

of the captive Venetian women.

Not many days later, on the eighteenth of October

1 57 1, the great * Angel Gabriel,' a galley of war, came

sailing into the harbour of Venice, full Moimenti.

dressed with fl^s, and trailing in her wake

a long line of 'Hirictsh ^andards, and turbans and coots.

Then the cannon thundered, and the crew cried

' Victory ! Victory !
' and the triumphant note went

rolling over Venice, while Onofrio Giustiniani, the

commander of the man-of-war, went up to the dtKal

palace. Then the people went mad with joy, and

demanded that all prisoners should be set free in

honour of the day ; and the Council allowed at least

all those to be liberated who were in prison for debt.

Then, too, the people cried « Death to the Turks !

'
and

would have massacred every Mussulman in the Turks'

quarter ; but to the honour of Venice it is recorded

that the Government was strong enough to hinder that

And then the Doge, Aloise Mocenigo, amuM^u^
found his way through the closely packed ^X*5«a.a/
crowd to the Basilica, and fifty thousand coUetiio.

voices sang *Te Deum laudamus Domine,' till the
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triumphant strain must have been heard fkr out on the

lagoon. During four days processions marched thrw^
the streets, and hymns of victory and thanksgiving vrtn
sung ; the greatest battle of the age had been fought

and won on the feast of Saint Justina, who was one
of the patrons of Venice. In return for her military

assistance an enthusiastic and devout people resolved

to set up a statue of her in the Arsenal and to build

her a church in Padua, as she already had one in

Venice.

Religious obligations being thus cancelled, die

universal rejoicing manifested itself in civic pageantry,

Horn vi t
^ modern expression, the Vene-

tians held a general exhibition of their

treasures. The sauare of the Rialto was draped widi
scarlet cloth, on wnich were hung the pictures of the

most famous masters, at a time when some rf the

reatest that ever lived were alive in Venice and the

dght of dtcir glory. In the midst of the square a

trophy was raised, composed of Turkish arms and
banners, turbans, slippers, jewels, and all sorts of orna-

ments taken from the slain. From the jewellers' lane

to the bridge a canopy of blue cloth covered with golden
stars was spread high across the way, the most precious

tapestries were hung on the walls of the houses, the shops
showed all 'heir most artistic wares in their windows.
The German quarter was so crammed with beautiful

objects that it seemed one great enchanted palace. To
increase die general gaiety, the Government made a

special exception and allowed masks in the streets.

When It is remembered that Venice really obtained

litde or no immediate advantage from the batde of

Le{:^nto, her frenzy of riumph may seem exaggerated ;

yet it was moderate compared with the reception R(»ne
g^ve to the commander of the papal fieet^ Marcantonio
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Colonna. The Venetian captain, Sebastian Venier, was

not wesent, and there was not the least personal note

in the rejoicings ; that, indeed, would have been very

DOOK or THt CARMINE

contrary to the usual behaviour of the Republic towards

her own sons, for if they failed she disowned them or

put them to death, and if they succeccfcd it
^.Jj""

motheriy practice to disgrace them as soon as possible.
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and generally to find an excuse for impritoiitng then

lest they should grow dangerous to herself.

We cannot help reproaching her for that ; yet o\

of her magnificent past comes back ever that san

answer : she succeeded, yrhere odiert failed. She hn
such men as Enrico Dandolo, VittXMr I^sani, Cad
Zeno, and Sebastian Venier, yet she was never enslave

by one of her own children. Rome served her Cacsa

and her many Caesars
;
France, her Bonaparte ; Russi

her Ivan Stradin^, the TerriUe ; Spain, her Philip II,

England, her Richard III.—and her Cromwell, Pn
tector and Tyrant. But Venice was never subject i

any one Venetian man beyond the time needed I

compass his destruction and death, which was nev(

long, and sometimes was awfully brief

Venier did not return to Venice till long after tl

batde of Lepanto, and his presence was necessary i

VtmitrrHurns
Archipclago in Order to protect su<

7m7r..,m>k! colonies as wcTc left to the R«>ubltc. F<

s^TdJ'p^t'^di
Turks had suffered a disastroi

" ' defeat, final in the sense that their ad^ mi

westwards was checked as effectually as the spreadir

of the Moorish conquest had been by Charles Mart
at PcMtiers, yet Aity were still at the height dT die

pc'ver in Constantinople, and were strong on the eastei

side of the dividing line which was now drawn aero

the Mediterranean, and which marked the eastern lim

of Christian dcnnination. When Venier returned, tl

Turks were absolute masters of the idand oS Qfpnt
and Venice was already beginning to pay what w;

really a war indemnity, destined to reach the formidab

sum of three hundred thousand ducats. As Monte

auieu truly says, it looked as if the Turks had bet

le victors at Lepanto.

Huxe years after that batde Venice was agai
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adorned in her best to greet Henrjr 111. of Fnuice, who
visited the city in July 1574, the year of

his accession. The King was to make his

entry on the eighteenth, and he was requested to stop

at Murano on the pre\ious evening, in the Fafaozo

Cappello, which was all hung with silk and Horaiw n>w».

cloth of gold in his honour. Forty young J^""/'-"

nobles were attached to his person, and sixty halberdiers

mounted guard, dressed in yellow and Wue, which were

regarded by the Venetians as his colours, »my ///.

and wearing a cap with a white tuft for a
^''I'mZ'.-

cockade. Their weapons were taken from saia mu
the armoury of the Council of Ten. Q"^^-
There were also eighteen trumpeters and twelve

drummers dressed in the Kii^^s colours.

Henry III. was still in mourning for his brother

Charles IX., and appeared very plainly clad in the midst

of all this display. The chronicles have preserved the

details of his costume ; he wore a brown mantle that

fell from his neck to his feet, and beneath it a violet

tunic of Flemish cloth with a white lace collar. He
also wore long leathern boots, perfumed gloves, and

an Italian hat
The night was passed in feasting, during which the

French and the Venetians fraternised most closely, and

on the following morning a huge galley was ready to

take the King to Venice bv way of the Lido.

On the high poop-deck a seat was frfaced for die

King, covered widi doth of gold ; on his right sat the

pap^ nuncio, who was the Cardinal San Sisto, then

came the Dukes of Nevers and Mantua ; on his left the

Doge and the ambassadors. Four hundred rowers

pulled die Ug vessd over, and fourtwn galleys followed

bringing the senators and many others. To amuse the

King during the short passage, the glass-blowers of
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Murano had constructed on rafts a furnace in the shap<

of a marine monster that belched flan-.ti from its *aw!

and nostrils, while the most fam- us workr.v , blev

beakers and other vessels in the ' lms' s bod) . of th<

finest crystal glass, for the King ant ius suite.

Just when he might be thought to be weary of this

spectacle a long array of decorated boats began t(

manoeuvre before his eyes, with sails set and banner

flying. These belonged to the various guilds and wen

wonderfully adorned. One represented a huge dolphin

on its back stood Neptune driving two winged steeds

while four aged boatmen in costume stood for the fou:

rivers of the Republic—Brenta, Adige, Po, and Piave

Some of the boats had arrangements for sending u]

fireworks, others were floating exhibitions of the riches

and most marvellous tapestries and stuflfe.

The royal vessel, instead of proceeding straight t<

Venice, went round by the I.ido to the landing of Sain

Nicolas, where the State architect Palladio had erectec

a triumphal arch which Tintoretto and Paolo Verone*

had covered with ten beautiful paintings. Here th

King was invited to leave his galley in order to go oi

board the Bucentaur. Tintoretto was in the crowd

looking out for a chance of sketching the King, pre

cisely as a modern reporter hangs about the locks am

railway stations to get a snapshot at royalty. Tin

toretto did not disdain the methods of a later tim

either ; he succeeded in exchanging his threadbar

cloak for the livery of one of the Doge's squires o

footmen, by which trick he managed to get on boar

the Bucentaur. Once there he made a sketch in pastel

of the King which pleased the royal treasurer, De Belle

garde, and the latter persuaded his master to sit to th

artist for a full-length portrait, which was presented to ih

on the King's defmrture, in recdlection of the vini
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During the following days nothing was omitted

which might amuse the sovereign or tend to strengthen

the pleasant impression he had dready received. Every

INTERIOR OF THI CAHMINI

sort of Venetian game was played, and all the traditional

contests of strength and skill between Niccolotti and

Castellani were revived, and with such earnestness on

both sides as to lead to a fresh outbreak of their
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hereditary hate. Two hundred men fought with stick

at the Ponte del Carmine, as savage!^ as if the safet

and honour of their wives and chik m depended oi

the result. At the most critical moment the fisherma:

Luca, the famous chief of the Niccolotti, fell into th

canal, his followers were momentarily thrown int

disonier by the accident, and the Castellani woi

the day.

Afterwards a banquet was given to the King, c

which the remembrance remains alive amongst th

people to our own time. The gondoliers and fisherme

of to-day describe the feast, its magnificence, die beaut
of the patrician ladies, the splendour of the service, a

if they were speaking of something that happenei

yesterday instead of more than ten generations ago.

The tables were set in the hall of the Great C^nnci
for three thousand persons. The King sat in di

middle of the hall under a golden canopy. We at

told that the bill of fare set forth twelve hundre
different dishes, and that all .the company ate off solii

silver plates, of uriiich there were enough for ^ witfiou

having recourse to the reserve which had been set u

for show on a huge sideboard at the end of the hal

After the feast the King assisted at the performance c

the first opera ever given in Italy, composed by
once famous master iutrtino da Chic^gia.

The banquet and the music must have occupie

several hours ; yet we are amazed to learn that so shoi

a time sufficed for putting together a whole galley, c

which Henry had seen the pieces, all taken apart, jus

before sitting down to table. When he left die due:

palace, he saw to his stupefaction the vessel launche

into the canal on rollers, and towed away towards th

Lido.

Not surfeited by the o^tal amusements ofiered hii
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by the Republic, the King diverted himself on his own
account, and went about the city in disguise, like Otho
of old. The Government had directed... .

, , . .\int. Annan.
the jewellers and merchants to have m
readiness their finest wares in order that when the King
sent for them, he might buy objects worthy of the

reputation of die Venetiaii ^ops ; and die shopkeepers

inquired with feverish anxiety when they were to go to

the Palazzo Foscari.

But Henry preferred to go out shopping himself.

One morning the jeweller at the Sign of the Old

Woman on the RiaJto Bridge was visited by a noble

stranger, who inquired the price of a marvellously

chiselled golden sceptre ;
appuently the Venetian

jewellers kept sce^rtres in stock in case a kii^ should
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look in. The price of this one was twenty-six thousan(

ducats, or between eighteen and nineteen thousam

pounds, which seems dear, even for a sceptre. But th

noble stranger was not at all surprised, thought th

matter over for a few seconds, nodded quietly, am

ordered the thing to be sent to the FcMcari patice, t

the inexpressible joy of the jeweller, who knew di

address well enough.

At that time there dwelt in Venice a branch of th

famous Fugger family of Augsburg, the richest banket

MutineiK, of the sixteenth century. They owned a
Annaii. ^hc district of the city round the churc

of San Giacomo, and had even protected themselves b

a sort of wall. There they had built a bank, a hospita

and houses for their numberless retainers, and they live

in a kind of unacknowledged principality of thei

own which was respected both by the State and tli

people.

The family had the most magnificent traditions <

hospitality. When the Emperor Charles V. passe

through Augsburg in the earlier jmrt of the same centur

he lodged in the Fuggers' house, and as it was winte

his hosts caused his fires to be made only of aromat

wood imported as a perfume from Ceylon. Henry II

visited the Fuggers in Veni<^ and they were neidii

surprised by his unannounced visit nor unprepared t

receive a royal guest.

While in Venice the King spent much of his tin

with Veronica Franco, the celebrated poetess an

_ . . courtesan. She, on her side, fell deeply i

Tassiin. , • i i i 11
love with the man who was to be the wor

of all the French kings. But he was only twentv-thn

years old then, he was half a Medici by blood, and all (

one by his passionate nature. Veronioi loved him wti

all her heait, and amidst all the evil he did there was
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least one good result, for when he was gone die would
not be consoled, nor would she ever look on another

man, but mended her life and lived in a retirement to

which she sought to attract other penitent women.
She had a picture of the King painted, and no doubt

he was vividly present in her thoughts when she wrote

the following sonnet, which is attributed to car, and
which I do into prose for greater accuracy :

—

Begone, deceiving thoughts and empty hope.

Greedy and blind desires, and bitter cravings.

Begone, ye burning sighs and bitter woes,

CoHmpanions ever of my unen<Ung pun.

Go memories sweet, go galling chains.

Of a heart that is loosed from you at last.

That gathers up again the rein <rf' reason.

Dropped for a while, and now goes forth in freedom.

And thou, my soul, entangled in so many sorrows.

Unbind thyself and to thy divine Lord
Rejoicing turn thy thoughts ;

Now bravely force thy fate.

Break through thy bonds ; then, glad and free.

Direct thy steps in the securer way !

In order to give my readers some idea of what was
done to furnish the Palazzo Foscari for Henry's visit, I

quote some items of the expenditure from the Souvenirs

of Armand Baschet :

—

* Crimson silk and gold hangings, fifty-eight pieces,

making three hundred and seven braccia and a hsdf at a

ducat for each braccio and twelve inches. White silk

and silver stuff ; shot-silk and silver stuff ; white satin

with gold lines, etc. Cushions of brocade embroidered

with gold, and of Uue velvet with gold and fringes, etc.

at forty ducats each. A bed quilt with gold lines and

scarlet checks, twenty ducats. Yellow damask with

2 a
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little checks at one ducat the braccio. A rep rug <

gold edged with blue velvet and lined with red sill

sixty ducats. A tablecloth of silver and gold brocac

with white and gold fringe, thirty-four ducats. Grec

and blue velvet for the floor, at one ducat the bracci

Complete hangings for a room of ydlow satin with gd

and silver fringe and gold lace, over seven hundred ar

thirty ducats.'

Further, we find for the royal gondolas the foUowir

items :

—

*Felse of scarlet satin, one hundred and fifty-s

ducats. A boat's carpet of violet Alexandria velvet

;

felse of the same velvet lined with silk, fifty-five ducal

Another velvet carpet of the same colour, two canopi<

one of violet satin fringed and embroidered with gol

the other of white satin, and two cushions of teari

satin and gold/

These things were put away in boxes, an invento

was taken, and they were valued at four thousai

two hundred sequins, or more than three thousai

pounds. The King on his side was generous. Wh
he went away he presented each of the young nobl

men whc5 had attended him with a chain worth

hundred ducats, and gave a collar worth three hundr

to his host, Foscari. The captain of his guard rcceiv

a silver basin and ewer worth a hundred crowns. F

the halberdiers of the guard there were three hundr

crowns, eighty for the trumpeters, and sixty for t

drummers. His Majesty left a thousand crowns I

the workmen of the Arsenal, two hundred for the row

of the Bucentaur, one hundred for the major-domo, a

fifty to the chief steward of the house.

The Duke of Savoy, who accompanied the Ki

of France, also left some s[^endid presents. To 1

wife of Luigi Mocent^ in whose house h« had b<
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staying, he gave a belt composed of thirty gold

TM iPiAtaA

rosettes, ornamented with fine pearls and vaiuaUe

precious stones. The Dufce was doubtless unaware
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that as soon as he was gone the handsome orm
ment would uivc to be handed over to the Proweditor

delle Pompe, not to be worn again unless a specia

and elaborate decree could be obtained for th(

purpose.

In the first year of the reign of Sixtus V. Japai

sent ambassadors to the Pope *to recognise hin

ijsj. officially as Christ's vicar on earth.' Thes
/torn. vi. 3S7. personages, who were converts to Chris

tianity, were received with demonstrations of th

greatest joy and esteem when they visited Venice, am

were regaled with spectacles which were pardy religiou

in character and pardy secular. A procession wa

organised against which the Pope himself protested i

the most rormal manner; but the Republic paid n

more attention than usual to this expression of papj

displeasure. It was always the dream of Venice to b

Roman Catholic without Rome.
The Japanese envoys looked on while all the detg

of the city passed in review )>efore them, as well as a

GiustinaRenUr,^^ ^^^f bearing the images of the

Michiei, patron samts and their standards ; the:
origiHi.

followed by cars carrying enormoi

erections of gold and silver vessels, built up in tt

form of pyramids, and of columns, stars, eagles, lion

and symbolic beasts. Other cars came after these wit

platforms, on which actors represented scenes froi

the lives of saints, even including martyrdom. Tl

Ja[«nese may have been more amazed than edified I

these performances.

The Venetians always loved processions, and it is '

one of these pageants that the pigeons of Saint Mark

owe their immunity. As early as the end of the fou

teenth centunr it was the custcmi to make a great pr

cession on Palm Sunday, in the nei^bouriiood of Sui
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Mark's. A canon <^ die Cathedral deposited great

baskets on the high altar, containing the artificial palms

prepared for the Doge, the chief magistrates, and the

F1GSON8 m TMK rtASM

most important members of the clergy. The Doge's

palm was prepared by the nuns of Sant' Andrea, and

was a monument of patience. The leaves weie c4ait«i

with threads of palm, of gold, of silver, and 01 nlk ;
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and on the gilded handle were painted the arms of th

Doge. Accwding to the appointed service the proces

sion began immediately after the distribution of th

j^ms ; and while the choir chanted the words * Gloria

laus et honor ' of the sacred hymn, a great number o

pigeons were sent flying from difllerent ports of th

facade down into the square, having litde screws of pape

fastened to their claws to prevent them from flying to

high. The people instandy began to catch the birdi

and a great many were actually taken ; but now an

then, one stronger than the rest succeeded in gainin,

die higher parts of the surrounding buildings, enthusi

astically cheered by the crowd. Those which had one

succeeded in making their escape were regarded as sacre

for ever with all their descendants. The State provide

than with food from ite granaries, and before long, le;

by some mistake any free pigeons should be cauph

on the next Palm Sunday, the Signory decreed tnj

other birds than pigeons must be used on the occasioi
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THE HOSE CLUB—VENETIAN LEGENDS

In the fourteenth century life in Venice was simple

and vigorous, and found its civic expression in the

formation of the guilds which united in Moinunti.

close and brotherly bonds men of grave and sammino''

enei^etic character, devoted to thctr country ouUkdoii.

and to its advantage. In the fifteenth and \i^inm.'
sixteenth centuries the tendencies of the ^^"«'''•

later Venetians took visible shape in brotherhoods of

joyous and not harmless amusement, and chiefly in that

known as die * Onnpagnia ddk Calza,' in f^n £i^^
the * Hose Qub/

599
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The learned Professor Tonumetti of the Univertit

of Rome, whose authority in all that concerns th

Middle Ages in Italy is indisputable, informs me thj

he believes the right of wearing hose of two or mor

colours, as one leg white and one leg red, or quartere

above and below the knee, belonged exclusively to frt

men, and that the ^shion was adopted by them i

order that they might be readily distinguished fror

the serf-born, in crowds and in public places. This i

which has ever been offered, and is borne out by

careful examination of the pictures of the time. Tl
' Hose Club ' distinguished themselves and recognise

one another by their hose, which were of two colour

one 1^ having at first a peacock einlm»dered <m i

whence the whole company was sometinies nicfciMmw
* The Peacocks.'

The Doge Michel Steno, who painted his fo>

hundred horses yellow, and had been concemwi in tl

libel against the. nephew of Marin Falier
'^'^

had been counted among the gayest youtl

of his day ; and when he was elected the rich young m(

of Venice, knowing by hearsay from their fathers th

he had been wild in his youth, determined to edebra

the accession of a former dandy in a manner suited

their own tastes. They agreed upon the dress whi(

afterwards became famous, and each paid a sum of tv

thousand ducats into a general fund which was entire

spent in pageantry, banqueting, and masquerades.

They had not at first intended the Club to 1

permanent, but when the anniversary of the Dog<

coronation came round in the following year, they m

institution which made such an agnaAAt eoi^aM
the general gravity of Venetian life*

indeed, the only reasonaUe

again to consider tnc advisability
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1

Tkey now composed a sort of charter or constitu-

tion, which would have made the heads of the artisan

Guilds tremble with indignatioti, and mi^ht

well have caused the fathers of Venetian

families to look even more grave than usual

The Club was to be always a Company of twenty

members, chosen for four years only ; for as soon as a

young Venetian married, or took his seat in the Great

Council, he put on the long gown of dder years and

more dignified habits, which eflfectivdjr eclipsed his

brilliant legs from the public gaze. Each Company

was to choose its name, an emblem, and a motto.

There were to be officers, a president, a secretary, and

treasurer ; and as the Venetians Ittd a mania (or

sanctionii^ even the most frivolous dmngs by means

of some religious exercise, each Company was to have

a chaplain to celebrate a solemn mass at the admission of

each young scapegrace who joined. The chaplain also

administered Ae oath which every Companion was bound

to take on admission.

The smallest infraction of the rules entailed a heavy

fine, and the fines were, of course, periodically spent

in riotous amusements. As for the dress, me hose

always remained a part of it, but the greatest latitucte

was allow«i in the matter of cobur and embroidery,

or other ornamentation.

The formation of the joyous Companies was a natural

reaction after the huge efforts, the strenuous labours,

the Z9fM dangers that had filled the fourteenth century,

aiui had placed Venice high among the European

powers. From the foundation of the first Com-

pany, that of the ' Peacocks,' to the dispersion of the

' Accesi,' the *Ardent,* which was the hot, a hundred

and eighty-six years went by, which may be csdled nx

generations, durmg which forty-three Companies sue-
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ceeded each other, and the ' Hose Club ' became famou
throughout Europe for its extravagance and for th

fertility of its festive inventions.

It made it its especial business to adorn with it

presence in a body the public baptisms of noble childFen

and important weddings, the visits of illustrious person

ages, and even elections where there was much at stakt

When a foreign sovereign stopped in Venice, he asicei

to be made an honorary membo* of the Company, h

sometimes adopted its dress, and he took home wit

him its emblem and its motto.

The most famous of all the Companies was that c

the * Reali,' the ' Royals,' which was in existence abou

Cicogna, the year 1530. The members wore a ro
iscr. Hi. 366. stocking on the right leg, and a blue on

on the left, which was embroidered on one side wit

large flowers of violet colour, and on the other th

emblem of the Company, which was a cypress, ove

which ran the motto, ' May our glorious name go u
to heaven.' The members \yore a vest of velvet em
broidered with gold and fine pearls, and the sleeve

were fastened on by knots of ribband of different colourf

a fashion permitting the wearer to display his shirt c

gossamer linen, exquisitely embroidered.

A leathern or a gilded girdle was worn too, orna

mented with precious stones, and over the shoulde

was carelessly thrown a short mande of cloth of golc

or damask, or brocade, with a hood thrown back, in th

lining of which was seen again the emblematic cypress

Last of all the ' toga,' the great cloak, was red, an

was fastened at the neck by a small golden chain, fror

the end of which a handsome jewel hung down belo^

the ear, over one shoulder. The hcxM were of <»n

broidered <»* cut leatiio', and were mftde with ver

thin wf^et.
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Venice had to thank the Companions of the Hose

Club for some of the first real theatrical performances

ever given, which gradually led to Ae creation of

ttam *. AMTomo

the *ridotti,' and were more or less arirtocratic

gambling clubs in connection with the theuires. We
read that in 1529 the Companions played a comedy

with immense success in the house of one of the
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Loredan fiimily. In the following year the Duke
Milan visited the city, and the Club determined to ou

do all its previous festivities. A Giustiniani was th(

the president of the ' Royals,' and he appeared with

deputation before the Doge and the Signory. Aft

announcing that the Club had determined to iprodm

the spectacle of a naval combat, he requested tl

Government to lend for the purpose forty of the lig

war-pinnaces from the Arsenal. As if this were nothii

unusual, he went on to ask for the use of the hall of tl

Great Council for a dance, of the Library for a suppt

and of the Square of Saint Mark's for a stag-hunt.

The Hose Club evidently had large ideas. Ti

Doge, however, granted all that was necessary for ti

na\^ show, but said that he should have to think ov

the other requests

!

It is needless to say that the ladies of Venice h

their share in the gay doings of the Club, first

invited guests only, but later as honorary Companioi
wearing the emblem embroidered on their deeves ai

on the scarlet 'felse' of their g^ndc^as, undl i

sumptuary laws interfered.

There were times when the Signors of the Nig
and the Council of Ten thought fit to limit the Clul

excessive gaiety, and it was found necessuy to iss

a decree which strictly prohibited any of the elcv

thousand light ladies of the city from being receiv

as Companions, or asked to its entertainments ; f<

oddly enough, the reputables do not s^m to lot

resented the presence of the disreputables in t

sixteenth century.

Now and then the Companions fell out amo
themselves. Marin Sanudo, in his diary, mentio

that in February 1 500 the OnnpanicMis mnsd in t

house of Luca Gritti, son of the late Otm^xmo ; «
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after dinner Zuan Moro, the treasurer of the Club,

went out with Angelo Morosini, Andrea Marim Samude,

Vendramin, and Zacaria Priuli ; and they
^

»••• ^9-

quarrelled about a matter concerning which I refer

my schokriy reader to his Muratori, and Zuan Moro

was wounded in the face, and turned and gave his

assailants as good as he had got, to the infinite scandal

of the whole city, for these Companions were all the

young husbands of beautiful women, and they dis-

figured each other !

We learn also from Sanu(k> that the Companions

frequented the parlours of nunneries as well as the

palaces of their noble relations and friends, and that

in 1 5 14, for instance, they played a comedy by Plautus

in the convent of ISanto Stefeno. The Company of

the *Sempitcrni,' the * Eternals,' wished to give a per-

formance of Pietro Aretino's *Talanta' in one of the
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monasteries, but this was more than the monks am
endure, which will not surprise any one who has re:

Aretino's works ; they might as well have propos(

to give one of Giordano Bruno's obscene comediei

and perhaps thejr would, if he had then already liv<

and written. Refused by the monks, the Componio:

hired a part of an unfinished palace on the Caiiarr^

for their performance.

At first sight, what surprises us is the impuni

enjoyed by these ycung gendemen of pleasure, and i

ask what the three *Wise men on Blasphemy' we
doing. They were the Censors of the Republic, ai

it is amusing to note that they acted in regard

licensing plays precisely as the modem English gover

ment censorship does, for whereas they allowed

scandalous piece by Aretino to be performed u
challenged, they most stricdy forbade the presentatic

of any biblical personage or subject: on the stage. T
stories of Judith, of Jephthah's daughter, and dTSamsi

were those of which the wise magistrates most p«n

cularly disapproved, I know not why.

The first theatre Venice had was built by the Cor

panions in 1^60 after the designs of Palladio, of woo
in die court of ^e monastery of die Carita, but aftei

few years it took fire, and ttw raoaaaiery itself w
destroyed with it.

I find that the Companions were great ' racke

players ; but I apprehend that by * rackets *
tl

chroniclers intended to describe court tennis, whi(

was played in Venice, whereas in most other Itali;

cities the game of * Pallone ' was the favourite, ai

has survived to our own time. It is played with

heavv ball which the player strikes widi a scat

woooen glove, studded widi Hrnit wooden fttos m
covering most <^ the fcMrearm.
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To return to the question of the large freedom and

impunity granted to the Club by the Government, the

reason of such license is not far to seek. Young men

who spend their time in a ceaseless round of amuse-

ment do not plot to overthrow the Government that

tolerates them. The Signory, on the whole, protected

the Companions even in their wildest excesses, and no

doubt believed them to be much more usefiil members

of society than they thought themsdves, since their

irrepressible gaiety and almost constant popularity

helped to keep the people in a good humour in times

of trouble and disturbance.

At the time of the league of Cambrai, for' instance,

when Pope Julius II., the Emperor Maximilian, Louis

XII. of France, and Ferdinand of Aragon agreed to

destroy the Venetian Republic, and when it looked as

if they must succeed, the Company of the * Eternals
*

produced a mummery which was highly appreciated

both by the Government and the population.

They gave a sumptuous feast, after which the

dining-hall was, as by magic, turned into an impro-

vised theatre. In the middle of the stage 1^10.

sat a young noWe who persowtted Ac /fom.v.246.

King, splendidly arrayed in the Byzantine fashion,

and attended by his counsellors, his chancellor, and

his interpreter. Before him there came in state one

who played the Papal Legate, dressed as a bi^cm

in silk of old-rose cdour, and he presented a brief

and his credentials ;
whereupon, after crowning and

blessing the King, he observed that he should like to

see a little dancing, and two of the Companions at

once danced for him with two of the fairest ladies.

The Legate was followed by the Ambassador of the

Holy Roman Empire, and the Ambassadors of France,

Spain, Hungary, and Turkey arrived in turn ;
each
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"•poke in the language of his country, and his speec

was interpreted to the King. Last of all came th

Ambassador of the Pigmies mounted on a tiny pon

accom^Kinted by four dwarfs and the profession

bufllbon 2^ipolo. We must suppose the speech*

to have been very witty, and the dwarfs and buffoor

highly comic, since this incomprehensible nonsens

was a stupendous success and was talked of Ion

afterwards.

The taste for these * momarie,' literally * mun
meries,' grew in Venice. Marin Sanudo describes or

which was produced in the Stjuare of Saint Mark
on the Thursday before Lent in 1532. I tran^te

part of the list of the madcs, to give an idea of tt

whole.

First, the goddess Pallas Athene with her shid

and a book in her hand, riding on a serpent.

Second, Justice riding on an dephant, with swon
scales and globe.

Third, Concord, on a stork with sceptre and globe

Fourth, Victory on horseback, with sword, shieli

sceptre, and palm.

Fifth, Peace riding a lamb, and holding a scept

with an olive branch.

And so on. Then Ignorance, riding an ass, ar

holding on by the tail, met Wisdom and fought ar

was beaten. And Violence appeared on a serpent, ar

Mars on a horse, and Want on a dog with a horn fi

of straw for its emblem. And Violence was sound

beaten by Justice, Discord by Concord, and Mars 1

Victory, and Abundance drove Want from the field.

Such were the shows that amused the Venetiar

while written a>medy was sloidy growit^ out

infancy.

The Companions of the Hose Club revenged ther
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selves cruelly on any one of their own number who

si lowed signs of meanness. Sanudo tells y^,„„,, „„^gr

the following anecdote. Alvise Moro- 'Odenajuiia

sini, one <rf the * Eternals,* on the occa-

sion of his marriage with a daughter of the noble

house of Grimani, gave his fellow-Companions a very

meagre dinner. Not long afterwards they got into

the Grimani palace and carried off two magnificent

silver basins ; these were placed in the hands of pro-

fessional buffoons who paraded the city with them,

informing the public that the bridegroom meant to

pawn them to pay for the dinner which the Com-

panions were going to eat at the sign of the Camj^na

instead of the dinner which they should have eaten at

the Palazzo Morosini, and also to pay for wax torches

for taking home the fair ladies who were to be asked

to the feast.

The pittemal and business-like Government of

Venice, seeing how much the Companions contributed

to the national gaiety, allowed them to transgress the

sumptuary laws which were so binding on everjr one

else. For instance, ordinary mortals were forbidden

to ask guests to more than one meal in the twenty-

four hours, but the Companions eluded the law—with

the consent of the police—by keeping an open table all

night, so that breakfast appeared to be only the end

of supper. Even in the matter of the gondolas,

the rule was that the * felsc ' should be of black

cloth, yet the Companions covered theirs with scarlet

silk and the Proweditori delle Pompe had nothing

to say.

Then, suddenly, the Government had a fit of

morality, and in 1586 the Hose Club was abolished

by law, all privileges were revoked, and the decree was

enforced. Venice lost some amusement and much
3 %
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beautiful pageantry, and gained nothing in moralit;

It was not very long berore die grave senators v/h

(Ejected to the Companions were seen in their scarl

togas presiding over authorised gambling establisl

ments in the 'ridotti.'

The Venetians were an ima^aative people wf

delighted in fiiUes, amusing, tembk, or pious, as tl

r

rONTC NCLt.' AN6U.0, GIVOtCCA, OLD WTOODCN miDGC

case might be. Their stories differ from those of oth

European races in the Middle Ages by the total absen

the element of chivalry upon which most o^
peoples largely depended for their unwritten iictto

One can make almost anything of a busine» ms
except a knight.

Near the Ponte dell' Angelo in the Giudecca stani

a house which shows great age in spite mui

modem plastering. The windows are Godiic, of tl
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ogival design, and on the fa^de there is an image of

the Virgin widi die infent Christ in her arms. Higher
up, a l»s-relief represents an angd stand- Tassini. under

ing with outstretched wings as if he 'Angela.-

were about to fly away after blessing with his right

hand the globe he holds in his left.

In the vear 1552 this house was inhabited by a

barrister of the ducal court who professed unbounded
devotion to the Madonna, and practised the most

indelicate methods of improving his fortunes.

One day die lawyer asked to dinner a holy Capuchin

monk who enjoyed the highest reputation for sanctity.

Before sitting down to table he explained to the good

friar that he had a most wonderful servant in the shape

of a learned af)e, that kept his house clean, cooked for

him, and did his errands. The holy man at once

perceived that the ape was no less a personage than the

Devil in disguise, and asked to see him ; but Satan,

suspecting trouble, hid himself till at last he was found

curled up in his master's bed, trembling with fright.

* I command thee,' said the monk, * in the name of
God, to say why thou hast entered this house.'

' 1 am the Devil,' answered the ape, seeing that

prevarication would be useless, * and I am here to take

possession of this lawyer's soul, which is mine on
several good grounds.'

The monk inquired why the Devil had not flown

away with the soul long ago, but the fiend replied that

so far it had not been possible, because the lawyer

said *Hail, Mary* every night before going to bed.

Thereupon die Capuchin bade the Devil leave the

house at once ; but the Devil said that if he went he

would do great damage to the building, as the heavenly

powers had authorised him to do. But the monk was

a match fen* him.
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*The only damage you shall do,' said the fria

* shall be by making a hcAc in the wall as you lea^f

which shall be a witness of the truth of what we ht'

seen and heard and of the story we shall tell.'

The Devil obeyed with alacrity and disappear!

through the wall with a formidable crash, after whi
the lawyer and his euest sat down to table, and tl

monk discoursed of leading a good life ; and at last 1

took the table-cloth and wrung it with both hands, ai

a quantity of blood ran out of it which he said was t

blood the lawyer had wrung from his clients. Thi

the sinner began to shed tears and promised to ma!

full reparation, and he told the monk that if the he

in the wall were not stopped up, he feared the De^

would come in by it again. So the friar advised hi

to place a statue of the Madonna beftm the h<Ae ai

an angel over it, to scare die Devil away. And
he did.

Another V cnetian legend of slighdy earlier date te

how there was once in the confraternity of Saint Jol

TassiMi, under the Evangdist a man who led a bad It

'San Uo: to the great scandal of all who knew hii

One of the brethren having died, the Superior hop
to touch the heart of that wicked man by asking hi

to bear the Cross in the funeral procession. *I w
neither walk in the procession to-day,' answered t

sinner, ' nor do I wish to be so accompanied when t

Devil carries me off' After some tin.w 'le died, a

the brethren proceeded to bury him, walking in proc<

sion after the Cross ; but when they reached the brid

Picture rtfrtsent.^^ San Lio it became so heavy that it v<

ing the scene, impossible to lift it from the cround, mu
Mansuett; , ' . _ C.

Aceadtmia del!' icss to Carry it. 1 he bupcrior now 1

ttiu Arti. r.iembered the words of the blasphemer, a

told the story to the brethren while du^ Imlted.
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they all decided that the Cross must not follow the

procession, and thereupon it instandy became light

again, and was carried back to the chapel of Saint

John the Evangelist.

The fireside is the natural place for telling stones,

and there is certainly some connection in the human

mind between firelight and the fabulous. Dante tells

that in his time the women of Venice consulted the fire

in order to know the future. When a girl was engaged

to be married she appealed to one of the "burning logs,

and decided from the augury whether she was to be

happy or unhappy. Those who wanted money struck

the log with the tongs, calling out sofdy, ' Ducat>«

!

ducats 1 * If the sparks flew out abundandv there was

some hope diat a nch relation might die and leave the

inquirer a legacy. When the sparks were few and

feint, poverty was prophesied.

Unlike all other Italians, who bdieve that hunch-

backs bring good luck, the Venetians feared di«n

excessivdy. A Venetian proverb says, 'Leave three

steps between thyself and those whom God has marked,

eight if it is a hunchback, and twenty-eight if the man

be lame.'

One of the pretty superstitions of Venetian mothers

was that if they took their litde children out before

dawn on Saint John's Day, the twenty-fourth of June, so

that the morning dew might dampen their cheeks and

hair, they wo'Ud have lovely comjdexions and golden

locks. There are old Venetian lullalnes diat promise

babies the midsummer d^.
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THE CAiJl .>{CE

The s/enu h ccn ry, la the fourteenth, was on<

oi trai. ition , ut wht is the earlier period was one o

improvement, h ] '•t vas r * ^ decay. When timt

at bM began to s ork m the Republic, Venice

had bten indepciiaent uine . mdred years ; she was

still ^ he height of her glory, ^ill in the nogpnifi-

csstfx c; her outward splendour, but the long-strainec

macittiiey of government was beginnii^ to wem
out

614
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At the commencement of the •eventeenth century

all ixaly seemed to be threatened by war ; die peace

patched up between Philip II. of Spain

and Henry IV. of France at Vervins had

been of an unsatisfactory and precarious nature ; the

Holy See was more and more on its guard against the

Protestant powers, and Spain took advantage of this in

order to sow discord between the court of Rome and

other governments. Venl ;
* was especially involved in

these diflr^ultics, because she had signed in 1589 a

commercial treaty with the Grisons which had greatly

displeased Spain, the latter being then in ^
possession of Milan. The Republic was

accused of being too obliging to Protestants, and her

enemies assured the Pope that she had seriously

endangered the safety of the Catholic Church by allow-

ing the English ambassador to have an Anglican

Church ^ vice in his private oratory. The com-

plaints » Clement VIII. and Paul V. were received

with stoi -ndilierence by the Republic, which never

had the ^i=^^t respect for Rome. The latter had

many cause ^ complaint. Venice had been granted

in former tunes the privilege of trying priests for

ordinary crimes in the ordinary court^ on condition

that the Patriarch should sit unong the judges. Little

by litde the Venetian Government scretched this privi-

lege to make it apply to all suits whatsoever brought

against ecclesiastics, and in most cases the nom. vu. 43,

Patriarch was not even represented. It

chanced, at the very time when the Pope had com-

plained of the liberty granted to the English

sador, that two priests were accused of an ab

crime, and were tried like ordinary delinque

encroachment upon the Inills of Innocent

Paul III. took place just when the Senate
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ing a law which grwdy restricted the hcdding c

property by the clergy. As if these facts were nc

enough to show the Pope that the Venetian floe

intended to manage its own corner of the Catholi

fold in its own way, the Government, on the deat

of the Patriarch, named as his successor a membt

of the house of Vendramin, and merely announce

the fact to the Coun of Rome, although the ol

canonical law required that in cases where goven

ments were authorised to appcrint their bishops, til

latter should be examined and approved by the Foge

delegates.

Spain took advantage of all these circumstances 1

bring about a complete rupture between Venice an

jtom. vii. 45, the Holy See. Paul V. now hesitated r

so-5'- longer, and discharged a major excon

munication against the whole Venetian State. Th
measure produced little impression on the Senate, an

none at all on the Doge Leonardo Dand(^. He declan

openly that the sentence was- unjust, and therefore nu

and void. The Capuchin, Theatin, and Jesuit orde

closed their churches in obedience to the Pope, ar

were immediately expelled from Venetian temtory I

the Government. The Pope's wrath was as tremendoi

as it was futile, and it is impossible to say how f

matters might have gone if Henry IV. had not us<

his influence to bring about a reconciliation. It w
his interest to do so in order that Venice, being friend

to him, might in a measure balance the power of host!

Spain, and he sent the Cardinal de Joyeuse to Italy

try and obtain from the Pope some concession whi(

might facilitate an act of submission <

R^,v^us3.
thcpartoftheRepuWic. Spain was pla

ing a double game as usual, but the Cardinal was t<

much for the Spanish diplomatists, and he broug
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about an arrangement by which Venice handed over

to the Pope the two priests who were on trial, and

permitted the Patriarch to undergo the

examination required by the canonical law.

On his side the Pope exempted from that examination

all future Patriarchs.

It is a singular fact that the usually docile Venetian

MMTA MABIA nmOM

popuUrtUm gretdy resented the attitude taken by the

Government towards the Holy See. The Doge him-

self was hissed and howled at when he went to the

church of Santa Maria Formosa on the Feart of CuuUe-

mas. « Long live the Dm Grimani, the father of the

poor/ yell^ the rabble, for Grimani had been a man

of exemplary piety and had been dead and buried for

some time. * The day will come when you shall wish
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to go to church and shall not be able !
' scream

others. Even after the reconciliation with the Poj

_ Spain did not cease to conspire agair
Rom. vtt. 2$!. 'F Tt 1 i« 1 1 •!

»

the Republic, and while persecuting t

Catholics in Valtellina tried to make out that t

Republic was allied with the Protestant powers becav

it opposed those persecutions.

It is impossible to speak of the quarrels betwe
Venice and Rome without mentioning the monk Pax
Sarpi who played so large a part in them. At t

time when the attitude of the Pope made it clear tl

serious trouble was at hand, the Signory felt the ne
of consulting a thedogian in order to give her resistati

something like an orthodox shape. There was at tl

time in Venice a monk well known for his profoui

learning and austere life. He had entered the order

the Servites as a novice at the age of thirteen, and v
now fifty-four years cid. In more Aan iwty yej

Rom v i
retirement and study and 1

om. iti. 7J, 77.
pj.Q^Qm^j devotipn had ufFered no chan^

He was brought from his seclusion by an order frc

the Senate to give his opinions on the burning questic

of the moment. Fra Pado Sarpi vigorously sustain

the cause of the Republic, and was at once denounc
to the Pope as a sectarian and a secret partisan of t

Protestants. F .natics attempted to assassinate hii

and the Government spread the report that the murd
Statue of Fra had been attempted by the Court of Rixi

e^Siii"iS,2 These report's further exasperated t

in the church 0/ Yztxc^n " him," while the Repub

^r£7fiit supported . all the more obstinatt

wkenko and consulted him on every occasion. I

'"Jtl^fnSf was installed in a litde house in the Squa
MarsUi. of Saint Mark'«! in order to be with

easy reach of the ducal palace, and the seven
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penalties were threatened for any attempt against his

life.

In spite of these precautions two more attempts

were made to assassinate him, and he was heard to say

that death would be preferable to the existence which

the Government obliged him to lead. Nevertheless

he lived sixteen years in the service of the Republic.

The unbounded confidence which was placed in him

is amply proved by the fact that he, and he only, in

the history of the Council of Ten, was allowed free

access to its archives, a privilege which, oddly enough,

proved fetal to him ; tot it was while working on his

own account amongst diose documents that he caught

a cold from which he never recovered, and he died

three months afterwards in the winter of 1622. On
the fourteenth of January he felt his end approaching,

and the news was at once known throughout city.

The Signory at once sent for Fra Fulgenzio, his most

intimate friend. * How is Fra Paolo ?
' inquired the

Ten. 'He is at the last extremity,' answered the

monk. * Has he all his wits ?
' 'As if he were quite

well,' answered Fra Paolo's friend.

Immediatdy three questions regardii^ an important

affair were sent to the dying man, who concentrated

his mind upon them and dictated the answers with

marvellous clearness and precision. His last wcnrds

were a prayer for his cxnintry's enduring greatncw.

' Esto perpetuft
!

' he prayed as he dosed his efet

for ever.

The Government gave him a magnificent funeral,

and ordered the sculpttw Campagna to make a fii«4de

bust of him for the church of the Servites ; but the

Venetian ambassador in Rome advised the Republic

not to rouse the Pope's anger again by such a tribute

to the great monk's memory. We are not called upon
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to decide upon the orthodoxy of Ft-a Isle's ofMnion

but he was undeniably one of the greatest and mo
gifted Italians of the seventeenth century.

The troubles with Rome, and the general excon

munication whidi had btn^ht them to a crisis, hi

disturbed the confidence of the Venetian people i

their Government more than anything that had ha]

pened for years ; and soon afterwards matters we;

made worse by the terrible Judicial murc:r of Anton
Foicarini, in which England was deeply cono^ed.

Foscarini was a fine specimen of the patriot

Venetian noble, devoted to his country, imbued wil

the most profound respect for the aristocratic caste i

which he belonged, haughty and contemptuous towar<

most other people, as the following anecdote show
He was in Paris as ambassador when Maria de' Medic
the wife of Henry IV., was crowned, and as he hi

only recendy arrived he was not acquainted with s

his diplomatic coUe^ues when he met them in d
( lurch of Saint Denis. After the ceremony he bow<
to the Spanish ambassador, who inquired who t\

stranger was who saluted him. Foscarini introduce

himself ' Oh,' exclaimed the Spaniard, ' the amba
sador of the Ptotaloons \

* * Pantaloon * was a Venedi
dieatrical mask, and the word had become a contempti

om nickname for the Venetians. But the Spaniai

had counted without his host, for Foscarii
st.tMk.

fell upon him then and there. He d(

scribed what he did in a letter to his Govonment :
*

loaded the Spanish ambassador with vigorous blov

and kicks, as he deserved.*

A Venetian, Pietro Gritti, who was in Foscarini

suite, wrote a letter at the same time in which he sai

that his chief kicked the Spanish ambastador down ti

whole iei^;th <^ court
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Foscarini was afterwards ambassador in England,

and the long series of circumstances which led to his

tragic end dates from that period. He was still young,

he was inclined to be fond of amusement, and rar some

unknown reason the secretaries of enr.bassy who were

sent with him hated him and calumniated him in the

basest manner, accusing him to the Council of Ten

of being a Protestant in secret, and of carrying on a

treacherous correspondence with the Spanish Govern-

ment. But there was worse than this. A famous

French spy. La Foret, bribed Foscarini's valet, Robazza,

got access to the ambassador's rooms when he was out,

and copied his most important letters for the Frendi

Government
His second secretary of embassy, Muscorno, ob-

tained leave to return to Venice on pretence of visiting

his father who was ill, and when Foscarini was suddenly

recalled he found the ground prepared for an abomf^^
action against him. He himself, his valet, and his

chaplain were all imprisoned, and his trial for high

treason began. It proceeded very slowly, but he was

acquitted after having been in prison three years, for

Robazza confessed his treachery without being tortured.

Having been declared innocent of treason, Foscarini

had*little difficulty in disproving some minor accusations

that were brought against him ; and a few weeks after

his release he appeared before the Senate to give an

official account dr his embassy in England. Muscorno,

who had accused him felsely, was condemned to two

years' imprisonment in a fortress ;
Robazza, the valet

who had been bribed, had his right hand struck off and

was exiled for twenty years.

James I. of Ei^^iad sent Foscarini especial con-

gratulations, and he was tffm employed in important

affiurs. Unhappily, howevor, Muscorno had a successor
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worthy of him in the person of Girolamo Vano,

professional spy in the service of the Republic. If 1

any chance the smallest State secret wa^ known abroa

it was always insinuated by P'oscarini's enemies that

was responsible for divulging it, and itmm quite

keeping with the ordinary practice rf itic Veneti;

Government to employ spies' to watch a man who h

been once suspected, even though he had been dedar
innocent and was again in high ofBce.

The spy Vano took advantage of Pncarini's firien

ship, or affection, for the English Countess of Arund
„ as a means of making out a strong ca

agamst him. I'oscanni had known her

London, and she had afterwards made long visits

Venice, in order to be near her sons, who were makii

their studies at the university of Padua. At h

house Foscarini often met the Envoy of Florence ai

the secretaries of the Spanish and Austrian embassies

She did not spend all her time in Venice, howevt

but was often many months. in England. It was wh
she was returning to Venice after one of these absen<

that she was stopped at some distance from the ci

by a messenger from the English ambassador, i

Henry Wotton, who entreated her to turn back. T
unfortunate Foscarini had been convicted of hij

treason and strangled, and his corpse was that ve

morning hanging between the two red columns of t

fatal window in the ducal pakce. Lady Arundc
name had been connected during the trial wt^ that

the condemned man, and the ambawacicH' wm iaa&e

to save her any possible trouble.

But she was not of the sort that turns back frc

danger at such times, and that very evening she reach

the Englidi Emtxissy and demanded an audience

the Doge ; it was with the greatest dtiku% tlMt a
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been of the most honourable character, and that i

two had not met for many months. England's s

was in the ascendant, Elizabedi had reigrned, and it ^

not good to contradict an English ambassador nw
speak i'ghdy of an English lady. The Doge ms

the Countess his most humble excuses and promised

send them to her husband, the Earl Marshal, throi

the Venetian ambassador in London.

The Senate took cognisance of the affair also, a

voted a small sum of money to be expended ir

present of comfits and wax to the Countess, this be

the custom for all persons of quality who appea

hdhre the Signory. But that was all. Lady Arun

had exculpate4 herself, but so far Foscarini's gi

seemed to be so incontrovertibly proved, that ]

Paolo Sarpi refused to accept a legacy which

unhappy patrician h«i 1^ him in his £»t will.

But m time went on the whole Vano's fabrics

evidence began to go to pieces. The Inquisitors

State themselves seem to have been the first to susj

that they had made a mistake, and before long

i{om. vii 196 ; dreadful truth was only too clear. Fosca

Armand Baschet, had been perfecdy innocent and had h
Arch. 6ji.

rnurdered by justice. It was not a <

that could be hushed and put out of the way, eitl

for too many people knew what had happened.

The Council dl Ten made amends : let us
{

them such credit as we can for their public repentai

without inquiring too closely what pressure was brou

to l)ear upon them by the public, and not improbs

by England. Monsieur Baschet becomes lyric in

praise of their magnanimity. For my part, I do
think it would have been safe for the Council to

and hide its mistake. The Ten apologised anr

before the world : that is the important matter. M
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sieur Baschet gives the original text of the apology,

of which I translate a part from the Italian :

—

* Since the Providence of our Lord God has disposed,

by means truly miraculous and incomprdminfale to

human intelligence, that the authors and promoters of
the lies and impostures machinated against our late

beloved and noble Antonio Foscarini should be dis-

covered . . it b^oves die jusdce tad mercy of

this Council, whose especial business it is, for the

general quiet and safety, to protect the immunity of the

honour and reputation of families, to rehabilitate as far

as possible those who lie under the imputation of an

infiunotts crime . . .,* and so on.

The Ten also decreed that an inscription should be

set up in the church of Sant* Eustachio, recording the

error of the court, a unique example of such a public

and enduring retractation.
'

Other circumstances occurred to prove that (Mrgani8»>

tion of the Venetian tribunals was beginning to wear

out. Too many conflicting regulations had been

introduced, and there were too many magistracies.

Venice was * over-^ulministered,' as generally happens

to old countries, and sometime to new ones that are

too anxious to be scientifically governed. Thejurisdic-

tions of the different officials often encroached upon
one another. The three Inquisitors of State were

frequendy at odds with tiie (xtier seven

the Council of Ten, and in the confusion which this

caused it was impossible that the laws should be at

well administered as formerly

About this time a grave case enlightened tiie public

as to certain abmes oi which tiie existence fan not

been previously suspected. The Council

of Ten was always charged with the duty "J-

of seeing that the Doge performed to the letter the

II s

Hi

I, t 1;

m
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promises of the * Promission ducale.* These solen

et^agements were several times violated by the Do
Corner for the advantage of his sons. He allowed o

of them to accept the dignity of the Cardinalate wh

two others were made senators, but as the Council

Ten did not like to interfere, one of its heads, Reni

Zeno, took upon himself to impeach the Doge. T
latter was accused of illegal acts in contradiction wi

the ' Promission,' and the question was taken up bjr t

whok aristocracy and dtacxnted before all the diflfen

Councils. The opposite parties were fast reaching

state of exasperation, when one of the Doge's sc

attempted the life of Renier Zeno. He and

accomplices were merely exiled to Ferrara, and 1

lenity <rf the sentence sufficiently shows the weakn

of the Government.

At the same time Renier Zeno was arbitrarily f

bidden, contrary to all law, to call into question i

conduct of the courts in general, but he was too jmj

and energetic to submit to such despotism, and wha

pleased the Council of Ten to call his ' pride ' sen

his adversaries as a pretext for accusing him. 1

Council had the imprudence to condemn him to

years' imprisonment in the fortress of Cattaro ; 1

this was too much, and the Ten were soon forced

revoke the sentence as completely as they ha ' annul

that of the unfortunate Foscarini. But the world s

and the prestige of the Council was gone ; the Gove

ment cast about in vain for some means of restor

it, and could find nothing to do except to make a \

reforms and changes in its old system of spying i

repression.

Ever since the fourteenth century there had bee

locked box with a slit in it, f^Ked in a public par

the ducal pdace, into whic^ any one might drop
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anonymous written i :cusation against any <Mie dse,

from the Doge down. Little by little the use of this

means of * informing ' developed, until it had now
become common to try cases on the mere strength of

such unsupported accuMtiont. The boxes were called

the Lions Mouths on account of the shape they had
taken, and there was much talk about them when it

Tm nanMtmTA t. okmmmo—umhtou m mitaikb

was attempted to reform the Code of Laws in the

seventeenth century. A decree of the year 1635
restored the old regulations as to the nature ei the

misdeeds which might be thus denounced.
It was decided that if the accusation was signed,

four-fifths <rf the judges must agree before the case

could be iMmight to trial ; if the infmnaticm was
anonymous there could be no trial without the consent

of the Doge, his countdiorsy and the chiefs of the Ten
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to bring the case before the Grett Coancil, and the tri

could not be opened unless it were voted neeeiMiy 1

five-sixths of the assembly. These measures were i

doubt prudent, but it was the system itself that was

fault ;
any V enetian was authorised by it to take utx

himself the duties of a detective, and was encounged

^y on his neighbours, beomse the courts general

rewarded the informer after a conviction.

It is always a fault in a government to make la'

unchangeable like those of the Mcdes and Persiai

and some authors have said that the Venetiaii Sepub

never looked upon any of its decrees as imimitab

This is true as regards' tht form, for no governme

ever remodelled its laws more often in their text. Son

times the same decree appears in more rfuui one hundi

shapes, but neither the spirit nor the point of view

modified. A law passed against the Freemasons in i

eighteenth century is conceived in precisely the sai

spirit as the decrees against the conspirators i;: ,he ds

of Bajamonte Tiepolo and Marin Faliero ; th
.

'

Missier Grande of the police was very like the r .^r^

the Middle Ages in character and in methods. 'I

Republic was growing old ; the tree might still b

fruit, but the fruit it bore had no longer within it 1

seeds of future life.

It cannot be denied that Venetian diplomacy \

better erf" its kind than Venetian magistracies. Dur:

the Thirty Years' War, for instan

olnect it had in view, which was to abase the clos

related powers of Spain and Austria, while skilfi

avoiding any action which might bring about repri3a

On the other hand, it was impossible to rem

neutral in the war of succesaion to the Duchy

Mantua, in which Cario Gonzi^ Duke of New
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was supporttJ bv France, and Ferrante Gonzaga by

the Emperor. As Austria's enemy, Venice natiuraQy

backed the ft^rmer. Venice furnished him
abundantly with money and soldiers, and

between the month of November 1629 and the month
of March ibikumng, spent ttx hundred and thirtjr-

eight thousand ducats to support the party which was
defendii^ the cause of Itadian independence against

the Empire. Austria nevertheless succeeded, and got
he better of the formidable coalition ; but though the

! 'perials took possession of Mantua at the time, they

were obliged to give it up to Carlo Gonzaga soon after-

wards, in April 163 1, by die tm^ eiGh^sno).
About the moe time Venice n^fered Mwditr
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terrible visitation of the plague, and more than thirty

six thousand persons perished in the citi
Ifom. fit. J02. , /-V • M • •

alone. On a similar occasion in 1575 th(

Venetians had vowed a church to the Redeemer if th(

plague was stayed, and the church they built is that o

the Redentore ; in 1630 a church was vowed to thi

Blessed Virgin, under the name of the Madonna dell;

om. vu. J06.
jjyjjjjjjjg^ which a great thanksgivinj

took {^ace on the first of Novonber. The preacn

church was not finished until 1687.

Amongst the many circumstances which hastenei

the decadence of the Republic during the seventeenth

.
century was the terrible war in Crete. I

^"•'^^
that memorable struggle inth the Turk

for the possession of the island the Venetians displaye

much or their old heroism and good generalship, bii

the Republic was no longer young, and could nc

make such gigantic efibrts with impunity ; Venice fn

permanently weakened by -that last great war. 1

originated in a piece of rash imprudence on the part c

the Knights of Malta, who seized a number of Turkis

vessels ; it lasted twenty - five years, and it cost th

Republic her best generals ana her bravest soldier

bmdet vast sums of money. Yet the enthusiasm w:

boundless ; mindful of Enrico Dandolo and Andre

Contariiii, the aged Doge Francesco Erizzo determine

to take the command himself, but death overtook hii

on the eve of his departure.

Prodigies of valour were performed. Tommas
Morosini, with a single ship, victoriously resisted tl

attack of forty-five Turkish galleys, but lost his life i

the engagement. Lorenzo Marcello took eighty-foi

Turkish vessels and their crews with a fiur inferk

ivMce, but like McMrouni he was killed in ^
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Ten thousand Turks were datn aiui five diottSBiid were

taken prisoners.

Europe looked on in amazement and admiration,

and many brave captains and soldiers thought it an

honour to serve under the standard of Stunt Marie.

There were more Germans and Frenchmen among
these volunteers than soldiers of other nations, and

Louis XIV. himself hoped to associate ^>is name with

the campaign. He sent the Due de Beaufort with a

considerable fieet, twelve of his best regiments, and a

detachment of the Guards, besides a great number of

volunteers under the command of the Due de Noailles.

Yet all was in vain, and after a quarter of a century of

fighting Venice was obliged to yield Crete to the

Turks.

The peace was of no long duration, for the Turks

attacked Austria next, and, though the brave Sobieski

drove them away from Vienna, they allied themselves

with the Hungarians, and became so dangerous to the

Empire that the Pope himself was in anxiety for the

safety of Christianity in general. Exhausted by her

long war in Crete, the Republic attempted to decline

all requests that she should join a league against the

Turks, but was at last obliged to yield, and war was

renewed m the Archipelago and the Peloponnesus.

Francesco Morosini, the same general who a few

years earlier had been obliged to evacuate Crete after

the most heroic efforts, was placed in ^
command of the Venetian fisrces and com- ^
rr.'ssioned to drive the Turks from the islands '^f w*nt»

Maura and other strong places in the Ionian Butt if yrmmasn

Sea. On the eleventh of August 1687 a ^2"cSm£S!/'
swift felucca brought to Venice news that Ttm,

M<RX}sim had taken Patras and Corinth, besides &inta

Maura. InJofM eathustaam the Senate forthwith
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voted the victor a bronze bust, which was placed

the hall of the Council of Ten, with the standard tth

from the Turks. It bears the imcriptUm

Francisco Mauroceno
Pd<^nnesiwo adhuc viventi

Semttus.

Another monument in Venice recalls the glorio

war of the Pel<^xmiiemi8. Aftor having taken Athei

Quadri, J03 ; Morosini hastened to tiw nrthenon, far
Kom. vii. 4gi. appears to have been a man of highly ci

tivated tastes. To his inexpressible disappointment

found the temple half ruined, for the Turks had used
as a powder nu^oiae, wbA a Vene^m bomb Ind bkn
it up. McMxmni was so mitth overcome that he bro
out into lamentations over a loss which nothing cou

replace. But there amidst piles of ruins he saw t\

splendid lions of marble from Pentelicus, which he
once cawed to be plMed cm .board \m void, n^er
save them, perha(», than to odiibit them as trophies.

Venice they were set iq> on each side of the §pUe of I

Arsenal.

Moreaini mm one of die Venetian genii
«llo wm not flMide to suffer for his success.

,6ss. at the very height of his trium^
Horn. vii. S04. learnt that he was elected Doge, ai

thoi^h he had little success in the campaign after th;

md waa •mk dangerously ill, he was magni^cenl
received when Iw returned to Venice. Pope Alexand
VIII., Ottdboni, sent him the sta^" and military 1

which it was customary to give to generals who h
dtstinguidied themselves in war ^^ainst infidels. £
'it wm dm M in ye ahuntl Mrtifip ctmU
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Government to take commtiid of the Venetian forces

once more. His departure on the twenty-fourth of

May 1693 was a sort of national festivity. The

Senate went to fetch him in his own apartment, and a

long procession accompanied him to Saint M«k*t.

Preceded by halberdiers, singers, filet of servants in

liveries of scariet velvet and gold, many prieats, eaiiiM»»

and the Fatfiarch himself, be»d» the traditional fttlver

trumpets, the Do|* walked hmmm ^ Pope's nuncio

and the French imiwssador. He wore the full dress

of a Venetian commander-in-chief, which was of gold

brocade with a long tr«n. But even in his glory the

Venetians noticed with dis|^eaiiire and taqwcien tM^ kt

cartkd in lut hand tiis tbiff of the General, which he

evidently pre^mred to the sceptre of the Dofe, and
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which suggested to the crowd the thought that li

might seize the supreme power.

On the following day he embarked upon th

Bucentaur, which took him on board his flagship amid:

the applause of the crowd, the pealing of the churc
bells, and a salute of artillery from the fort <^ Sate

Nicolas on the Lido, as his vessel got under way.

The expedition proved of little advantage to th

Republic, and cost Morosini his life, for his health ws

unaermined by the fatigues cS his (weyious campaigni

and he died in the Greek jn'oyince of Romania, wher
he had hoped to rest for a few weeks. His bod
was brought back to Venice, and buried with gres

pomp in the church of Santo Stefono.

The went on under his sttcceisor, Slvestr

Valier, but it now entered upon a new phase, for tli

Czar Peter the Great threatened the Turks on thei

northern frontier, while the Venetian fleet held them i

check in the south. A treaty of peace was sign«i s

Carlowitz in 1699, by whidi the RepuUic kept he

conquests in the Morea as far as the isthmus of Corintl

including the islands of Egina, Santa Maura, and oth(

less important places. Dalmatia was also left to he:

but she was cmiged to withdraw her troops fitM

Lepanto uid Roai»uitt <m iStvt north Mb of tl» (k^f <

Corinth.

From all this it is clear that the military spirit wj

still alive in Venice, when the administration had almoi

Rom. rii. ,70.
completely broken down.

^
Nothing givi

.?7r. ./Sr; the measure of the sittiatiim better tha
Quadri, i^j.

^^^j. jj^^j ^gg^ expens<

of the war in Crete any Venetian who would engag

to support a thousand soldiers for one year, or an

fef«%ner who would support twelve hundred for ^
same period, was allowed therel^ to have and hold 1
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the privil^es of nolnlity. Hiis speailation was never

sanctioned by law, and was even rejected by the Great

Council when proposed, but it was nevertheless actually,

practised, and a number of seats in the Great Council

were sold to the highest tndder. The Government
went one step farther, and sold the office of procurator

of Saint Marie. The ctecadence had readied the pdnt
of decay.
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THE LAST HOMES^-THE LAST GREAT
LADIES

Two men, a punier uid a dnHna^, km; fcft i» I

means of knowii^ exactly what the e^tcenth centii

Pittmrtsrf was in Venice. It is not a paradox

^""t^u^^ say that Longhi painted comedies, a

v4«»feMrf«,jBt«atthat Goldoni wrote portraits. Bodi wi

^fi^^r Venetians, and they had the courage
//. and IX depict and describe respectively the glari

Amlts of their own people, not ii iiis'w||„ perhi|)S» tl

636
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the general corruption wm bcfoad remedy* and that

the end was at hand.

Look at Longhts Fortune-Teller' or 'Dancing-

cAMffo t. BArratmno, tTATVt or ooimni

Master,' at his 'Tailor,' his 'Music-Master,' or his

' Toilet,' and you may sec precisely what the Republic

was when it died of cid 1^ ; there are all the luccea-

skms of li|^t cotourS) as in ft ptttd-pttntor't box ; you
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can hear the high running lauehter that rings frc

roiy lips, you can guess what dreams of pleasure 1

those pretty heads, and yet there is something s

about it all ; unless one belongs to that little band
human beings who love the eighteenth century, it s<

one's teeth on edge—like the dance music in the * Bai

in Maschera,' danced while Riccardo is dying. Son
thing rings false ; I think there is too much discrepan

between what we see or read and what we really knc
about that time. About other centuries, even t

nineteenth and twentieth, we can still have Ulusions, fa

the eighteenth was all a sham that went to pieces wi
the French Revolution.

As for the position of women at that time, it yi

never lowor. They were dolls, and nothing moi
They were perhaps more neglected in the sixteen

century, but, at least in theory, there was still sor

respect for them. In the eighteenth they existed or
to adorn places of amusement, theatres, and gamblii
houses. The biographer of. that ranarkaUe wonu
Giustina Renier Michiel, says tlwy were so Ktl

esteemed that it seemed useless to teach them an
thing, and he adds that the Signory looked upon
educated woman as a being dangerous to society ai

the State.

Most young girls of noble family were brought i

in convents, where the most crass ignorance accompani
the loosest ideas of morality. The greater number
these convents were only nominally connected wi

/(om. via. jjr.
ecclesiastical authorities. In practi

they were controlled by lay inspects
' Provveditori sopra Monasteri,' who were commission
by the Government to superintend the morals of co
vents in general. ! jt found it much more diverting
help in undenr nl* ^< fheoi.
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While the girb were being brought up in tuch

places, their father was chiefly preoccupied in assuring

and increasing the fortune which was to be inherited by

his eldest son. The natural consequence of this was

that the marriage porticmt of tlus daughters became
smaller and smaller, so that it foaml hard to marry
them at all, and much less troublesome to leave them
in their convents for life. Each of the fashionable

convents was a little court of noble ladies ; in the one,

Her Most Reverend Excellency the M(yther Abbe*
was a Rezzonico ; in another, the Noble Dame Eleoitora

Dandolo was Mistress of the Larder.

The scholars did not leave the convent at ail while

their education lasted, but nothing was neglected which
could amuse diem, «id tiKir principal «e8»- '^s were in

dancing, singing, and reciting verses. In Carnival, the

convent parlours were turned into theatres or ball-

rooms ; dames and cavaliers danced the minuet or the
' furlana

'
; * Punch,* * Pantaloon,' and * Pierrot ' vied

with each other to make the bevies of aristocratic

young ladies lai^ at jests they ^ould never have
understood.

Even during the rest of the year the convents were
what wcHild now be called brilliant social Muuneiu,

centres, to which married women came 9»-

accompanied by their officially recognised *cid^i,'
while young gentlemen of leisure flirted UuHmtffi,

with the scholars. It was even common Wf.

for the girls to keep up a regular correspondence with

their admirers.

Take the following passage which I translate

from Goldoni's autobiography, a book co/dem, v^i. i.
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I had always cultivated the acqnuntance of the nuns
Saint Francis, where there were some very beautiful schol

and the Signora B. (one of the nuns) had one under her direct

who wM very lovdr and very rk» and aa^Ue. She wc
have been exactly to my taste, but my youth, my conditi

and my want of fortune did not allow me to entertain i

illlHkMW.

However, the nun did not refuse me hope, and when I w
to see her she always made the young lady come down to

(Murlour. I felt that I should become attached to her in gi

earnest, and the governess (the nun) seemed glad of it ; ana
I could not believe it possible. But one day I spoke to hei

my Inclination and of my timidity ; die encouraged me i

confided the secret to me. This young lady had good qualii

and property, but there was something doubtful about her bii

* This bttle defect Is nothing,* said the veiled lady ;
* the gir

well behaved and well brought up, and I will be surety to
]

for her character and conduct. She has a guardian,' she o
tinued, *and he must be won over, but leave that to me. I

true that this guardian, who is very old and ruined in heal

has some pretensions as to his ward, but he is wrone, anc

well, as I am also interested in this—leave it to me, she

peated, * and I will manage for the best.' I cmifeas that ai

this talk, after this confidence and this encouragement, I bej

to think myself happy. The Signorina N. did not h

unkindly on me, and I considered the matter as settled,

the convent had noticed my inclination for the pupil, and th

were some young ladies who knew the intrigues of the pari

and had pity on me, and explained to me what was happeiA
and this is how they did it. The windows of my room w
precisely opposite the belfry of the convent. In building

there had been placed in it several casenwnts of cloudy g
through which one could vaguely make out the outlines

people who came near them. I had several times noticed

those apertures, which were oUtmg, both figures and gestn
and in time I was able to understand that the signs represen

letters of the alphabet, and that words were formed, and t

one could talk at a distance : almoin every day I had hslf

hour of this mute conversation, in which) however, we o
versed properly and decently.
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By meant of thb hmd-alphabet I learned that the Signorim
N. was very soon to be married to her guardian. Angry at

the Signora B.'s way of acting, I went to see her during the
day in the afternoon, quite determined to Atm her aU my
displeasure. She is sent for, she comes, she looks steadily at

me, and perceiving that I am angry, guessing what had
happened, she does not give me time to speak, but is the first

to attack me vigorously, with a sort of transport.
' VVelL sir,' she said to me, * you are displeased, I see it in

your iace —I tried to speak, but she does not hear me, nuses
her voice and goes on 'Yes, yir, the Signorina N. is to be
married, and she is goine to marry her guardian.' I tried to
raise my voice too. *Hush, hush, she cries, *h'sten to me^
this marriage is my doing : after having reflected upon it, I

helped it on, and on your account I wished to hasten it.' *On
my account ? ' I said. * Hush,' she replied, 'you shall under-
stand the conduct of a prudent woman who 1ms a liking for

you. Are you,' she went on, 'in a position to take a wife?
No, for a hundred reasons. Was the Signorina to wait your
convenience ? No, she had not the power to do so { it was
necessary to marry her ; she might have married a young man
and you would have lost her for ever. She marries an old man,
a man in his decline and who cannot live long ; and though
I am not acquainted with the joys and disappointments of
marriage, yet I know that a young wife must shorten the life

of an old husband, and so you wiU possess a besutiful widow
who will have been a wife only in name. Be quite easy on
this point, therefore ; she will have improved her own affairs,

she will be much richer than she is now, and in the meantime
you will make your journey. And do not be in any anxiety
about her ; no, my dear friend, do not fear j she will live in
the world with her old fellow and I shall wateh ovar lier

conduct. Yes, yes ! She is yours, I will be siuretf to jroii far
that, and I give you my word of honour *

And l«re comes in the Signorina N. and approaches the
grating. The nun says to me with an air of mystery, 'Con-
gratulate the young lady on her marriage I ' I could bear it

no longer ; I make my bow and go away without saying more.
I !iever saw either the governess or her pupil again, and tluulk
God it was not long before I forgot them both.

2 T
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After reading such stories and looking into 1

archives of the ' Superintendents of Convents,' it is e;

to understand that Pope Gregory X]
Kcm. vt. 360.

^j^^^^ j^y^ exclaimed bitterly, • I am P<

cvcrywhare except in Venice
'

; and more than one

his successors in the eighteenth century had cause

repeat his words. The Church protested in v

against the abuse of the veil by Venetian ladies, for

State protected them on the specious pretext of sup

intending their morals,and the remonstrances ofthe po

and of the patriarchs of Venice were not even he

within the walls of those sham cloisters. With sucl

system of education and such examples the bankrup

of morality was merely a question of time. 1

number ofmarriages diminished amongst the aristocrj

and when a young man made up his mind to matrim<

he consulted nothing but his financial interests.

The expenses of a fashionable marriage were c

siderable. There were always several festive ceremoi

in the bride's • house. The first was

iS?**?/ signature of the contract ; the secc

GoitUmi. vol. i. which followed soon afterwards, wa
tkaf. xxvt.

gj^jj^rj^g Qf jjj relations and friend

the two families with a sort of standing collation,

it was on this occasion that the future bridegroom g

his betrothed the first present, which was general

big diamond set in other stones, and was called

* ncordino,' the * little remembrance.*

A few days before the wedding the two families

their friends met again, and if the man's mother

still alive it was she who gave the bride a pearl m
lace ; otherwise the duty fell to one of his near fen

relations. This pearl necklace was thought absolu

indispensable for the honour of the family, and the b

was bound to put it on at once and to wear it till the
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of the first year of her marriage. Where it would have
caused financial difficulty it was simply hired for the

time, and was returned to the jeweller at the end of
the year.

After her marriage every well-born woman took a
' cicisbeo ' or * cavalier servente.' These cavaliers were
in most cases, especially at the beginning

of the century, neither young, nor hand-
***

some, nor the least lover-like, though there were
exceptions to the rule. The choice of Tassini, under

them was often the occasion of the first 'Crassi:

conjugal dispute, and a lady of the Condulmer family

retired to a convent for life Mcauae her husband objected

to the cavalier whom she wanted.

The serving cavalier accompanied his lady on all

occasions, for the husband never did, and the two were
seen everywhere together, and especially

under the felse of tne ginuiola ; ixx lacUes jSjTlwrf^.^^';

never used the gondola uncovered, even
'*^*'*J^*

on beautiful summer evenings. And they

were perpetually out, so that grave historians inform
us that they only spent a few hours of the night in their

palaces, and during the day the time they needed
dressing. When required, the ' cicisbeo ' waited on his

lady instead of her maid ; her smallest caprices were
his law, and she dragged him after her everywhere, to

mass, benediction, and the sermon. *The object of
mass is to go to walk,' said Bttttnallo in one of his

satires, after saying that the proper purpose <Mf {Mlgrim-

ages was to make a great deal of noise.

Not unfrequently the cicisbei were mere adventurers

who pretendea to be great nobles from otiiv Italian

cities, and to have their hmnes in OMMequoice
some misfortune.

Goldoni wrote a comedy called 'II Cavaliere e la
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Dama ' on the subject of the ' cicisbei,' whom he ca

' singular beings, martyrs to gallantry, and slaves to t

caprices of the fair sex.* In speaking of this piece,

his autobic^raphy, he observes that he could not ha

printed the word ' cicisbeatura ' on the bill for fear

offending the numerous class whom he intended

satirise.

He goes on to say of his play that a man is pi

sented who is the husband of one lady and the servi

cavalier of another, and the mutual satisfaction of t

two women is exhibited. ' A married woman,' Gold<

says, ' complains to her cicisbeo that one of her lacqu(

has been disrespectful to her ; the cavalier answers tl

the man should be punished. " And whose business

it but yours to see that I am obeyed and respected

my servants " cries the lady.'

The playwright no doubt heard the speech in acti

life. The cavaUer was the real master of the house

many families, yet now and then a husband could

jealous, though not in the least in love.

Goldoni says that there were husbands who put

with their wives' cavaliers in a submissive spirit, I

GMoni, vol. a. that there were others who were enra^
chap. X. by those strange beings, who were li

second masters of the house in disorganised families.

It is certain that the Venetian ladies cared more
gambling than for adornment, or anything else. In i

morning they wore a dre% of more or less rich stuff', 1

always black, and when they went out they wore a Ic

scarf, also black, which they disposed with much gr

upon their heads, crossed upon their bosom, and knoti

loosely behind the waist This dress y^ent by the gene

name of * Cendaleto,' and it was the custom to ap]

the appellation also to those who wore it. They sa

for instance, that there were so many 'Cendak
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at a ceremony, meaning that number of ladies.

Giustina Renier Michiel, the historian of all that was

left of grace and beauty in Venice, says that the scarf had

the magic power of making the plainest women pretty.

Though dress was simple enough on ordinary

occasions, conforming to certain rules, yet on gala

occasions the latest fashions were consulted. In earlier

M. OlOVAinn BT PilOtO

times Venice had set the fashion for the world, and

beautifully dressed dolls had been sent by the Venetian

women's tailors as models to Paris. In

the eighteenth century Paris sent dolls
*

to Venice. These dolk were exhibited at the fair of

the Ascension, near the entrance to the Merceria,

and took the place of fashion-plates and dressmakers'

journals. The men wore the cut-away coat, breeches,
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silk stockings, shoes with buckles, wigs, and thre

cornered hats, then common throughout Ital^ at

France ; but they had invented a singular ^ohion 1

their own, which was that of throwing a light mantle i

velvet, satin, or cloth over their hat and wig. It w
called the ' velada,' and was adorned with embroider

lace, or a fringe. In the end, it was sometimes mac

of lace only. As the law did not allow any membcir <

tl» Great Council to appear in public without his tog

the nobles introduced a fashioii which soon becan

common in all classes
;
they wore a black or white mas

and covered themselves entirely with a black silk mant

Mutineiii
^*^*"g * hood, on the top of which dw

Ll^ico*! pla^r the three-cornered hat. This ga
G. R. MUkiel, m^ut was nothing, in fact, but a domin

course the women soon discovered tl

advantages of a dress in which they could not on
disguise themselves but could even pa^ for men. Tl
* Cendaleto * remained as the proper dress for going o
in the morning, but in the- afternoon and evening,

the theatre, at the ridotti, or in the piazza, the ma:
and domino became indispensable, id men and womc
wore precisely the same three-amiered hat.

It was soon notiwd, however, that the domino d
not lend to improve the public morals, and a deer

was issued limiting its use to the period between tl

first Sunday in October and Advent Sunday, and durii

Carnival and the festivities which took ^ce at ti

Ascension.

The women, no doubt, amused themselves in vario

ways, not excepting that form of diversion in whi<

women have such marked advantages over men ; b
their chief «ijoyment, if not thdr {»inci{»l occupatio

was gambling. Games of chance were played for ve

high stakes in the ridotti, which were gamtt^-clul
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not much better than the ' hells ' of modern cities. The

most celebrated was that c<Miiwcted with the thettre of

San Mots^, which the Govemmetit protected as a usefial

mniT Mi TU UVA

social institution. A patrician, generally a senator,

prestd«i in his toga at the tables, in order to see that

there was no cheating. The singular rule of admission

was that must oe either noble or masked, and the
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consequence was that the Venetian ridotti were frequent

not only by the Venetians themselves, but by half 1

gamblers, adventurers, and blacklegs in Europe.
King Frederick IV. of Denmark once visited S

Moise disguised in a domino, and won a large sum
Tassini, umUr moncy from a Venetian noble who v

'Xidtiu.' risking the last remains of ^ - ^Mtui
On being told the circumstances, he jnded
stumble, upset the table with all the .oney on
and disappeared, leaving the embarrassed gentleman
pick up his gold again, which he did with marvellc

alacrity. The number of players at San Moisd ?

so gnMt that in 1768 the Government enlarg

the place, using for the purpose the proceeds
property confiscated from the nuns, which terril

scandalised the population and provoked some bit

epigrams. At the ridotto the most illustrious patrid

kdia quarrelled for places at tJie taUe with kdies
no character at all, and a contemporary observes tl

in order to pay their gambling debts and continue

Mutineiii. amuse themselves, they were reduced
uit.s4. the last extremity. He adds that tl

played from the hour of tierce, which is half-iPi

between dawn and noon at all times of the year.

In 1780, when the Republic had but a few ye;

more to live, the two ridotti of San Moise and S

Rom. viii. joj, Cas«an, which had been furotected a
aHdix.ri. superintended by the Government, w(

suppressed, but the only result was that a new class

gaming-houses came into existence called Casini, whi
were much worse in character than the old establij

mente. Ruined nck&c& honomtd enormous sums fn

« „ ,r,.
usurers, and even from plebeians, idaxn

the winnings with the lender when succe;

ful, and being entirely at his mercy if they lost. Soi
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vvomen kept private Casini of their own, to which
they invitea men «nd wcHnen ; ttnd wtak they played
at Pharaoh, Basset, and ^ritMSsi within, the goi^dters
played Morra at the landing outside.

Venice slept little, and was devoured day and night

by the fever of pleasure. The lighting of the city

was paid for by the proceeds of the GMmi.wi.i.
lotto, which had been introduced in 1734.
Goldoni says that the shops were always open until

ten o'clock at night, while a great many did not close

till midnight, and some never shut at all. In Venice,

he continues, you would find eataUes txptmd for sale

at midi^ht exactly as at mid-day, and all the eating-

houses were open. It was not the custom to give

many dinners or suppers in Venetian society, but a few
such occasions have remained famous, and the invited

guests appear to have behav«l with as little restraint

as if they had been in a common eating-house. A
certain noble, of the Labia family, once gave a supper
at which he sli.'>«"?.d all his finest plate, and the guests

could not : rom admiring the ms^nificent

chiselled piec. gdd and alvo* that covored titt

table. Suddenly, as the gaiety increased, the master of
the house jumped up and began to throw the plates

and dishes through the open windows into the canal,

accompanying this mad p'oceeding with one of the

worst puns ever made in the Italian Tassimi, tmiUr

language, or rather in the Venetian dialect: '^«««.*

* L' abia o non T abia, sard sempre Labia '—the words
mean, 'Whether I have it or not I shall always be Labia.^

The conditi<Mis of married fife in tfaie decadence
were nidb amon^ the nobles that it xom. via. 303
best not to inquire too dosdy as to what MiMnem,

went on. In a great number of cases '
*

husband and wife were like strangers to each other, and
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the children were utterly neglected, when there were n

When divorce becomes common, the family, whid

the first of social institutions, soon ceases to exist, \

no country has evar shown vitality or long endura

where society was not based on the relations of fatl

mother, and children to each other. There never

any divorce law in Italy, but there was, and is, s

a thing as the annuUation of marriaffe. In Yen

between 1782 and 1796, the Council of Ten registc

two hundred and sixty-four applications for annuUat

and the great part of them were admitted.

As generally happens when a form of governn

is exhausted and is about to to pieces, the Yene

A/utineiii, people retained ideas of morality lor

7'- than the wealthy burghers or the worn-

nobility ; the wives of the artisans necessarily li

more at home than their richer sisters, and ^

generally able to keep their husbands. The love

pleasure was too universal to admit of exceptin|

whole class from its influence, and to the last

working people seem to have been very prospei

under the old government ; but their amusements y

harmless uid their pleasures innocent cmnpared '

those of the upper thousands. The women of

people organised their diversions with a good dea

system, forming groups among themselves, each

which had a presidentess and a trcasuress, who colle

the subscriptions, kept the money in safety, and n

out the accounts when, at intervals, the little fund

drawn upon for excursions and parties of pleasure

which men were not invited.

On the morning of one of those appointed c

the women and girls met at the landing from w
they were to tart, all dressed very n uch alike. T
who belonged to the class of the better artisans '
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a rather dark cotton skirt, a blouse of scarlet cloth,

a chintz apron with a design of large flowers, and
lastly, a iritite Iben kerdiier a^ed the * ntztd,* wAach
was to them what the black 'cendal' was to the

Venetian ladies; and from 'niziol' the word 'nizioleto'

was formed, like 'cendaleto,' and meant a pretty woman
or girl of the people. Of course, when they met ftn*

a day's ftkaame they wore wluitever onuunoitt they

possessed.

The women of the poorest class won over the dark

skirt a very wide apron which covered it entirely when
let down, but which they pulled up over their heads

like a sort of hood when they went out.

The fathers, husbands, and brothers of the women
came with them as far as the boat, but left them thca^

as the people would have thought- it highly

improper that de^nt wcmwn would amuse * '

themsaves in the company of the odier sac. Yet for

their protection two elderly men of unexceptionable

character went with them, as well as the necessary rowers,

and it was a common practice to be rowed about for a

time bdbre leaving the city, singing songs together.

The principal diversions of mt day were the (Hciuc,

which was a solid afFair, a dance, generally the country
* villotta,' accompanied by the singing of couplets, and
the return to Venice in the boat, illuminated with

festoons of little coloured lanterns. At the landing

they parted, dividing what was left of the provisions,

lest ai.ything should be lost, and no doubt each good
wife did her best to bring home a few tit-bits for the

men of her household, if only to make them envy her

fer being a wmnan. I find no reoml of what the men
did wt& themselves on {»eiBc days, but it must have
been very quiet in the house, and they may have felt that

there were compensations even for being left at home.
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Another time of gaiety was the evening aft<

regatta. Then the houses of the winners were dec

with garlands of green, ami the fkxM were op«

every fnend; the lilk flag, which was the tokei

victory, wm hung in a conspicuous place for ail visi

.»/<,w/,Ar«ar, to admire, and when it grew late the^

simdi,jts. sat down to a plentiful supper, whicr

those occasions generally consi^ed principally of tei

dishes of fish washed down with copious drau

of the island wine. The last homes of Venice

any real tense, were the homes of the worl

Ufe in the country did little to hrii% the men
of a noble family nearer together, but there was a

{

deal of it, such as it was. At a time when Frano

the fashions, which she was before long to impost

die greater part of Europe, every rich Venetian t

dreamt of making a litde Versailles of his own ^

The residences of the Marcello, the CcM^er,

Gradenigo, the Foscarini,- and the Pisani, on the

to Treviso and on the banks of the Brenta, wei

many little courts, in which every element was n

sented from the sover^n to the parasite, from

parasite to the buffoon, and the lesser nobles imii

the greater throughout a scale which descended

the sublime to the ridiculous. The villas thems

were often decorated by the greatest artists. It

hall of the Pisani*s country-house at Stra, for imt

Tlepolo had painted a wonderful picture rcprcscj

the r«reption of Henry III. in Venice.

In going from the city to the villas, people wei

water as far as it was possible, and each nmily I

MoimenH, utt. «^ ©f light house-boat for this pur

irg, 1/6. called a ' burchiello,' and fitted wit

possible comfort The travellers dined and sv

people,
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sumptuously on board, and spent most of their time

in playing ctrds ; and when the end of the journey

was reached a long round of pleasures and amusements

began, in which the 'cicisbei ' played an important and,

one would think, a terribly fatiguing part. They
were assisted by regular relays of parasites who were

invited for a few days at t titiie, end wlio were expected

to pay with ready flatter) and story-telling for the

hospitality they received.

Eating then played a much larger part in what was

called pleasure than we moderns can well understand.

We are ourselves no great improvement MotmemH.

on our fathers, in respect of manly virtue,

faith in things divine, or honesty when it does not

happen to be the best policy ; but as an age of men we

are not greoiy of food. The Venetians were. Not
only did they employ French cock% and spend much
tinw m ccmnoering what dui^ to eat, but their dinners

were so interminably long, and the courses they ate

were so numerous, that they found it convenient to use

three dining-rooms in succesnon for the same meal, the

first bong for soup and the beef, the second for the

roast meats and vegetabiet, and the third for the pudding

and dessert.

The Venetians were near their end when thev ceased

to be men of bimnesa and turned into gunblHrs and

spendthrifb. All this extravagance, espanally in the

country, led to financial embarrassment at the end of

the season ; and in order to satisfy the creditors who
then appeared in force, it was necessarv to rackrent

the peasants <»: to sdl property and ^pndax at

ruinous prices. In one of his comedies Goldoni makes

a ruined nobleman say ^ain and again to his steward,

' Caro vecchio, fe vu '
—

* My dear old man, manage it

yourself.' The expression was so true to life that not

rs
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one but a number of nobles compiuned to the Gov
ment that they were beii^ publicly libelkd b
playwright.

Everything was in a state of decay already approi

ing ruin. When the Princess Gonzaga came to Ve
Archivio Star, shc had such an abominable reputation

seiTet(TL no Venetian lady had the courage to pre

/. /So. her to the society of the capital. At
however, the Signora Tron, the wife of a procurato
Saint Mark, o^red to do so. She introduced
Princess with these historic vrordi : * Ladns, thb b
Princess Gonzaga. She belongs to an illustrious fan

As for the rest, I will not answer for her, nor for
]

nor for myself.'

She was ^se in refiising to answer for herself, ai

events, for she was accused of setting a higher price

Horatio Brown, her box at the theatre than on her
sketche^s. » xhat is true,' she answered, ' for I so

times ^ive myself for nothing.*

It ts comprehensible that where great ladies tal

like this, a burgher dame should have put up
Mutinelli, daughter's honour at a lottery, for wl
uit. 82.^ tjje tickets were sold at a sequin, al

fifteen shillings, each.

The decadence was turning into final degenerat
and everything morbid was hailed with enthimi

Two lovers committed suicide, for insta
AnHaii,34.

^iti^. immediately handkerchiefs were !

everywhere adorned with a death's head in one cor
and embroidered in the middle with the lovers* imi

surrounded with stains of the colour of Mood.
The average Venetian lady was at once ignorant

witty, yet here and there one succeeded in cultivai

her mind by reading and intercourse with the fani

foreigners who spent much time in Venice at the
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of the e^hteenth century. Giustina Renter Michiel

was undoubtedly the most remarkaUe and adminUe

MO MLLA TOUWLA

Venetian woman of her times. She was born in 1755,

the (Uughter of Andrea Ren^, afterward Doge, ami
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the niece of Marco Foscarini. At the age of three

was sent to a convent of Capuchin nuns at Treviso :

nine she was brought back to Venice and placed ii

fashionable boarding-school kept by a Frenchwom
where she learned French badly, and Italian not at

But the girl was a born bookworm, and even in

school succeeded in reading a vast number of hoc
and in filling her girlish imagination with a vast st

of ideals. She naturally hated complication and prejud

and aspired to be simple and just. Like many won
of independent mind, she could not help associat

dress with moral qualities and defects ; and when
was old enough to please herself, she always wore a k
straight garment of woollen or white linen, according

the season, and adorned her beautiful hair with a cro

of roses. Such a costume might surprise us nowBdi
but she loved flowers, and deemed that to wear th

brought her nearer to nature. If she was obliged
wear fashionable clothes for some public occasion,

spoke of them as a disguise, and hastened to * take
her mask and domino,' as she expressed it, as sooii

she reached home. ' Moliere may say that a Coiml
is certainly something,' she wrote in French to a frier

' he should have written that a Countess is very little,

a Count either
!

' She often used to say :
• I sho

like to know why every one does not try to pie

me, since it would take so little to succeed !
' C

of her hobbies was not to give trouble, and
pushed this admirable virtue so far that one d
when her frock caught fire, she would not call s

one, but rolled herself on the carpet till the flames w
extinguished.

She had a great admiration for the Cavalier Giustini:

the same who faced Bonaparte so bravely a few y«
later, but she did not marry him.
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She is said to have been very beautiful, but short,

a fact which disturbed her unnecrasarily, to judge by a
note found in one of the commonplace books in which
she copied passages from her reading and wrote out her

own reflections. * A monarch who was rather famous
in the last century,* she wrote with child-like simplicity,

'forbade his soldiers to marry short W(»nen; on the

other hand, he rewarded them if they married gigantic

women. Can it be because people fear that short women
will turn out more mischievous than tall ones ?

'

At the ace of twenty she was married to Marcantonio
Michiel, and a few months later she accompankd him
to Rome, where her father, Andrea Renier, was am-
bassador. She made a profound impression on Roman
society, and soon went by the name of *Venerina
Veneziana,* the little Venetian Venus. In Rome she

met the genial poet Monti, then very young, and recom-
mended to the Venetian ambassador by Cardinal Braschi.

To fill her idle hours, the industrious little lady studied
engraving on wood.

Not lotu; after her return from Rome her (ntemal
uncle was «ected Doge. He was not a very estimable

personage, and as he had married a dancer whom the

people refused to accept as the Dogess, his niece Giustina

did the honoursofthe ducal palacewhen occasion required.

In her eariy youth fAic oegan several literary works,
among which a rather inaccurate translation of tomt of
Shakespeare's plays has come down to us. She was a
literary personage, however, when still young, and the

drawing-rooms of the Palazzo Michiel were frequented
by all that WIS most distinguished in Venice, as wdl as

by the best of the foreign element. Giustina, like J
women who succeed in gathering intellectual people about
them, encouraged the discussion of all sorts of subjects

from the broadest point of view. . At that time she was

2 U
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slightly inclined towards the new order of ideas,

boasted of being somewhat democratic ; but if this

true, it did not prevent her from sincerely lamen

the fall of the Republic a few years later.

On the twelfth of May 1797, after the 1

session which ended the history of Venice, a few nc

gathered at her house to mourn over the sudden

While they sat together, heavy-hearted and conver

in broken sentences, they heard the rabble in the si

below howling at those whom it called the assassin

Saint Mark. The little group upstairs understood

danger, and after a moment's silence Giustina c;

upon them to save the city at least, if they could

longer save the Republic. Her cousin Bernar

Renier was there, and was temporarily charged

seeing to the safety of the dty. The only mean
could think of for preve nting pillage was violent

he swept the streets with artillery.

For a while Giustina cherished the vain hope

Bonaparte would help Venice to rise from her ai

That fact explains why she was willing to receive in

house the handsome, fwr-haired Marina Benzon,

danced round the tree of liberty in the Square of I

Mark's with the * Carmagnola ' on her head, on the

that saw the Venetian flag replaced by the Phry

cap lib^y. It explains, too, why Giustina ws

rfie square ten years later, when Nape
' came to Venice a second tinw. It w

singular meeting enough.

When the Emperor was passing his troops in re

in the square, Bernardino Renier pointed out his cc

Giustina, who was in the crowd looking on, and Nape
at once sent two officers to bring her to him.

story is that the Emperor planted himself before

with his arms crossed and his legs apart.
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* What are you celebrated for ?
' he asked roughl;

* I, sire ? Celetn^ted cried the lady.
* Yes, you. But to what do you owe your celelnit

* To friendship, no doubt, which attributes to-m
importance I do not possess.'

* What have you written ?
' demanded the Empe:

* Little things not worth mentioning,' answc

Giustina.
* Verse or prose ?

'

' In prose, sire. I never was able to write a vi

in my life.'

* Ah, then you improvise, you imfMrovise, do you
* I wish I could, sire ! for I should have an excel

opportunity to-day of covering myself with glory !

'

' Come, what have you written ? * asked the Emp<
impatiently.

*A few translations.'

' Translations ?

'

* Of tragedies,' answered Giustina.
* The tragedies of Racine, I suppose ?

'

* I beg your majesty's pardon, I have translated fi

th Engbsh.'

The eye-witnesses of this meeting say that w
the Emperor received this answer he turned on
heel and left the high-bcrn lady standing there.

The final state oi Giustina's mind was some?
contradict<My, for her frankly democratic dreams
faded away, yet there remained an unlimited indulge

for the most contradictory opinions which were so

times expressed in her presence, together with

greatest inctignaldon agunst those who judged Ve
by modern standards, whether they were VeMtMBi
foreigners. She seemed to make it her duty to pre)

anything from disturbing the ghost of the defi

Republic,
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When Chateaubriand made his first visit to Venice
he had the bad taste to write an article

in the Mercure de France, from which I
translate a few extracts :

—

Trieste, July thirtieth, 1806.—In Venice there had just

been published a new translation of the Genie du Chrlstianisme.
This Vc.iice, unless I am mistaken, would f^eam joa m littte

as it pleases me. It is a city against nature ; one cannot take
a step without being obliged to get into a boat, or else one is

driven to go round by narrow passages more like corridors than
streets ! The Square of St. Mark alone is by its general efiect

worthy of its reputation. The architecture of Venice, which
is almost altogether PaIbdto*s, is too capricious and too varied

;

it is as if two or three palaces were built one upon the other.

And the famous gondolas, all black, look like lx)ats that carry
coffins ; I took the first mie I saw ftx a coirpst on the way to
burial. The sky is not our sky beyond the Apennines. Rome
and Naples, my dear firiend, and a bit of Florence, tb'--': you
have all Itdy. There is, however, one remarkable thing in

Venice, and that is the number of ccmvoits built on the islands
and reefs round the city, just as other maritime cities are sur-

rounded with forts which defend them ; the effect of these
religious monuments seen at night over a calm sea is picturesque
and touching. There area few pictures left by Paolo Veronese,
Titian. . . .

Giustina was filled with indignation on reading these
lines, which were signed by an author whose sentimental-
ism had found an echo in her heart. A lady who
admired Foscolo's Jacopo Ortis wouM naturally be
pleased with the Genie du Christianisme. The attack

on her beloved native city seemed all the more unkind
for that, and she hastened to reply in a long letter

written in French, which ^e publidied in Pisa in the
Giornak dei Letterati, She answered Qu^eaidiraad
categorically, concluding with the following wcmls :

—

I know that you have promised to return here ; come then,
Imt come in a mood less sad, in a spirit less weary, with feelings
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lest cdd. ... I do not flatter myidf that you will

with that Neapolitan poet that Venice was built by the g
but I hope, at least, thiit you will find here something i

interesting than the convents on the isbndt and the tnmh
of your works.

GSustina had been in her grave ^hteen years w
Chateaulmand returned to Venice, with a Sfnrit ind

less weary, and allowed himself to grow enthusiai

and wrote a beautiful description of the city in

Mhuires iOutre Tombe.

At cme time Napoleon ordered a species of inqi

to be made on the following and similar questions

What are the prejudices of the Venetians*? ' What
their political opinions ? What are their domii

tastes ^ The well-known and learned writers, Filiasi

MordU, were commissioned to answer tfiese inqm
but they refused on the ground that such quest

admitted no answer. Giustina's interest and ambi
were roused at once, and during several weeks

worked hard at a hook, on monu statistics which
never bwn puUidied, but which, no doubt, sugge

to her the excellent work she afterwards produced

the origin of Venetian feasts, a book which I have c

c^uoted in these pages. She worked at this with en

siasm, bent on evoking in the minds of future gen

tions die memory of beautiful and touching cerenK

long disused when the Republic fell. In that

which loved epithets and classic parallels, the lady

had been nicknamed in Rome the little Venetian V
was now called the Venetian Antigone. Indeed,

made it her business to defend Venice and Vem
history too. But as she grew old her enthusiasm

the better of her, and she wrote such terrible ans

to people who made small mistakes that she could

always get ha articles printed. In fMurtictilar,
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tragedtftii Niccolini published in 1827 a tragedy upon

the story of Antonio Foscarini, in which he held up

the court that condemned and executed that innocent

man to execration, but by methods not honestly

historical. Giustina was now over seventy years ofase,

but 1^ wrote such a furious artide on Niccc^'sjwiy
that no one dared to publish it.

She was ford of Englishmen, and called them the

Swallows, because they came back to Venice at regular

intervals, and she used to sty tluit England seemed to

her the sister of the ancient Republic of Venice. Sie

had known the Duke of Gloucester when he was a mere

child, and when he returned to Venice in 18 16 his first

visit was for her. I translate the note she wrote in

answer to hb message announcing his vint :

—

A message from H.R.H. the Duke cf Gloucester, delivered

at the theatre last night, and saying that he wished to honour

the Michiel with his presence, has filled her with lively exalta-

tion. She much desired to see him again. If H.R.H. had not

become the great Prince he is in virtue of his birth ; if he were

still that amiable little boy whom she so often embraced, she

would have let him know by this time that she desired to

embrace him affectionately. And indeed she might have said

so now, since the difference of ages is always the same. Then
he was a child and she was young arid pretty } now he is young

and charming and she is a little dd woman, and also somewluit

deaf. There might therefore still be the purest innocence in

the sweetest embrace. But setting aside this jesting, which is

indeed too familiar, H.R.H. will please to accept m advance

the thanks of Giustina Rouer Michiel for the honour which

he intends to do her this ev^ti^and she is iaqiatiently awaiting

that desired moment.

Though Giustina had begun life by giving signs of

being emancipated, she behaved with the greatest devo-

tion to her daughter and her grandchikben. * I have

hardly any compftny but that cS children,* she wrote to
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a fnend. * I think very highly of thdr patience, n
there is between me and them the same distance

age which exists between them and me. I fine

have nothing in common with them but the taste
*' aneuria," and this is a good argument for the trt

<^ what I say.'

Her most intimate friend was Isabella Teodo
Albrizzi. This lady was born in Greece, and wa
passionate wor^ipper of the beautiful ; her taste in

matters seons to have been more c^icate dian (Austin

and her character was much more gay and forgcti

Giustina lived in the past, Isabella in the presc

Everything about Giustina was Venetian, the mant
she wore on her head, the furniture she had in

house, the refreshments she offered her friends ; to
very last everything connected with her belonged to

eighteenth century. With Isabella Albrizzi nothing,

the contrary, was Venetian, nothing was durable ;

one moment the French taste ordered her furniti

her Inbdots, and l^r boqks, and pnmdcd her y,

subjects of conversation ; at ano* er, everything ab
her was English. ' When you left the Michiel s dr:

ing-room you had learned to love Venice,' says

biographer ;
* when y<ni left Madanw Albrbzi*s dn

tng-^-room you had learned to love Madame Albrizzi.

Taey died nearly at the same time. Giust

breathed her last at the age ofseventy-sevenon April six

1832, surrounded by her grandchildren and her frien

Andrea Mafllei wrote that the death of Giustina Micl
was indeed a public loss. *To the excellent of 1

mind she united in a high degree the beauty of i

character, and I know of no writer who more dea
loved his country than she.*
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THE LAST CARNIVALS—THE LAST FAIRS
THE LAST FEASTS

No people ever comlnned bunneM with fdeasore so
advantageously as the Venetians, and few governments
have understood as well as theirs how to make use of
amusement in managing the people

; indeed, the method
was so convenient that at last the Signory
preferred it to all otha*, and took most
pains to promote the public gaiety just when the
Republic was on the verge of dissolotton. There b
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tomethiag unnatuna in the contnrt between the oati

ltl« md tte itiwwd death of Venice in those last yes

somethinff that reminds one of the strangest tales <

told by Hoffmann or Edgar Poc.

Never dull, even at the last, all Venice went mad \

delight at the feast of the Ascension, when the great

was held. It will be remembered that P

Alexander III., on the occasion of his

to Venice, issued a brief granting numerous indulge

to all persons who would pray in the betibci

Saint Mark between the hour of Vespers on the ev

Ascension Day and Vespers on the day itself ;
and

brief concluded by invoking the malediction of Hes

on any one who should oppose this practice or dea

the document itself.
, , . , ,r

With their usual keen eye for buMnew, the Vene

saw at once that while their souls were profitmg bj

much-needed indulgence, their pockets could be

veniently filled without vitiating that state of
£

whicl' is especially necessary during such relij

exerci Many strangers from the mainland w

visit th city on the anniversary, and by holding c

rational and sufficient inducement they could be i

to come again, in greater numbers, year

Nothing was so sure to attract a rich das* of pUg

as a great annual fiur, and to make their commg
j

lutdy certain it was only necessary to suspend

duties on imported wares during eight days.

The first Ascension fair was held in the year l

when Orio Mastropicro was Doge, and it was a

financial and popular success. Merchants of a!

nations of the earth spread out their mercha

for sale in booths and tents, and undei every w
improvised shelter. For more than a week the S

of Saint Mark*s was a vast bazaar of little a
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following the note irregular uiA winding knet,jm wide
enough for two persons. Every merchant, foreign or
Venetian, was free to set up his boofh as he pleased and
where he pleased, and there were thousands of them, in
each of which at least one person had to sleep at night.
The dkct of it all muat have been vastly picturesque,
as many things were when effect waa never thought of.

The annual fair was held in this same way for about
five hundred years, during which time it did not occur
to any of the Sig^ory that the contrast between the
amazing irregularity of ^ baxaar and the aolemn
symmetry of the surrounding ardutecture was diisgrcc
able. Then in the Baroccoage came artificial

laste and set things to Hghts, and the Senate
issued a decree ordering that the shops should be set
up in straight lines, and by squares, like Chicago ; and
It seems to me that about that time the Ascension Fair
turned itself into the first Universal Industrial Exhibi-
tion. From that time there was a commission established,
to which all exhibitors were required to send a detailed
list of their merchandise. Thw were no prizea and no
medals, yet I have no doubt but that the result was much
the same, and that certain houses of merchant-manu-
faciurers made their reputations and their fortunes on
the strength of the impression they created at the
Venetian Fair.

It was destined to be still . ore like a modem
exhibition. In 1776 the Signory commissioned an
architect to put up a vast oval building of wood, like a
double pCMTtKO, looking both inwards and outwards, and
almost filling the Square of Saint Mark's. It ^ras very
practically arranged, for to those who sold the more
valuable objects shops were assigned on the inside of
the oval, where they were better protected, and the shops
on the outside, hang the porticoes of the Procuratie,
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were filled with the more ordinary wares, which wc

naturally attract more buyers from the lower classes.

On this occasion painters and sculptors exhib;

their work, and Canova, who was then but ninel

G. E. MUhiei, ycars old, is s»iid to have shown on<

vol. i. 379. his earliest groups. But we learn witli

surprise that the products offered for sale by Venet:

Marih- an>u/>. wcre of inferior quality, and that tl

/..^:f
w a bad contrast between the sh,

Room XVII. architectural shops and the poor w:

they contained. The end was at hand, and Vcne
manufacture was dead.

But the people cared not for that, and were as

and happy over the Fair as their ancestors had t

hundreds of years ago. It mattered nothing to th<

if the wares were poor, the charlatans who cried ti

up wcre wittier than ever. There was one in fMurtia

a certain Doctor Buonafede Vitali of Parma, ^

employed four celebrated actors, one of whom
Rubini, famous in Goldoni's companies ; they \

dressed in the four Italian theatrical masks, and by t

clever improvisations and witty sallies they advwt

the doctor's miracles, and amused the clients that wa

to be cured by him.

There were professional Jesters, too, who joked

th«r own account, and there was usually somew
a black African buffoon-contortionist ; and there i

long-legged tumblers, called ' guaghe,' absurdly dre

as women, who kept the crowd laughing, and while

people looked on they chewed the pods of carobs, w
were sold off" trays with nuts and other things by

Armenians who moved about in the throng. In

motlev multitude nobles and magisti
MuHnelli, Ult. , 1 . , , lu jand foreign ambassadors elbowed i

other, and great ladies and light ladies, all effecti
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disguised under the ' tabarro,' the ' bauta,' and the

mask, which were allowed in public during the Fur.
The Espoiml <^ tlw Sea was the great onroonony of

CHURCH or THE MIkACLI

the week, and the one which most directly recalled the

visit of Alexander III. It was last performed by the

last Doge in 1796, the six-hundrcd-and-eighteenth time,
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I believe, since its institution, and all the andent c

monial was carefully followed.

On the eve of the Ascension, the Bucentaur

hauled out of the Arsenal and anchored off the Piaz2

MutineUi. in full vicw of the delighted populat
ussieo. It ^as no longer the * Busas aureus,' 1

by the Senate in 131 1, and towed by a small boat f

Murano, called t\ t ' peota.' In four hundred years

ones had been constructed several times, and the

Bucentaur was built in 1728. It was about one hum
and fifteen feet over all, with twenty-two feet b<

and was twenty-six feet deep from upper poop-decl

keel. In length and beam it had therefore about

dimensions of a fair-sized schooner yacht, but it

vastly higher out of water, and was flat-bottomed, s

to draw very little. The consequence was that eve

smooth water it might have been laid over by a sq

and it was never used except in absolutely fine weal

It was rowed by one hundred and seventy-eight

artisans from the Arsenalj who swung forty-two <

each of which, however, according to the model
picscrved, consisted of three, linked and swung togc

in one rowlock. The rowers occupied what we sh

call the main deck, and the upper deck was fitted

G. R. Michiti. as one long cabin or saloon, taking
origitu, i. riyr. whole length of the vessel, but rising

step at the after end, and having a small w'ndow at

stern from which the Doge threw out the ring in

course of the ceremony. His throne was further n
by two steps. Over the cabin were spread enorr

draperies of crimson velvet, ornamented with

fringe, gold lace, and gold tassels. In the stem, wi

the cabin, was figured a marine Victory with approp

trophies, and two carved babies, of the rotund and \

creased breed dear to the eighteenth century, suppc
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a huge shell as a canopy over the throne. The fair

Giustina Michiel's description of tile decorations makes
one's blood run cold. Prudence and Strength stood
sentinels at the Doge's elbows. In the ceiling of the
saloon Apollo smiled upon the nine Muses, pleased to

consider the Bucentaur as his temple ; the Virtues were
inappropriately present, too, and with more reason the
Arts, or Occupations, of Shipbuilding, Fishing, Hunting,
and the like. The saloon had no less than forty-eight

windows, from which the numerous party of ambas-
sadors, magistiates, and distinguished strangers who
accompanied the Doge could see all that went on.
Lastly, the vessel's figurehead was a colossal wooden
statue of Justice, * protecting goddess of every well-
regulated gr»vernment,' says the lady Giustina, and
therefore as inappropriate there as the Virtues them-
selves.

At the hour of tierce, which was somewhere near
eight o'clock in the morning at Ascension, all the
bells began to ring, except, I think, that solemn one
that tolted while condemned men were being led fo
death ; and excepting, too, that CMic erf" lighter tone, the
' Bankrupt's Bell,' which was rung every day for half
an hour about noon, during which time debtors might
walk abroad and sun themselves without being arrested.

Then the D<^ came from his palace preceded by
his squires, and the silver trumpets, and the fHn<faf^tt
and the bearer of the ducal sword, and the
Missier Grande, who was nothing more nor
less than the head constable of Venice ; and after his

Serenitv came the High ChancelliM*, the Pope's Nuncio,
the ambassadors, and the principal magistrates. When
all were on board the Bucentaur, a salute of artillery

gave the signal of departure, and the huge oars began
to swing and dip ; and after the big barge came the
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smaller one of the • Dc^ ' of the fishermen,

Ntcolotti, the little * peota ' of the Murano giass-blowi

and the barges and boats of the Signory, and all

gondolas of Venice, richly draped for that one day.

all moved slowly out ; and when they passed the sta

of the Virgin before the Arsenal all the people sa

and sent up prayers and invocations with suppli

gestures ' to the Great Mother of Vic<"ories,' and

sailors cheered and yelled. Then they went on to Si

Helen's island.

There the Patriarch was waiting with his flat hi

and the monks of Saint Helen served him a collal

of chestnuts and red wine, which, at eight or r

o'clock in the morning, was cruelly ungastronomic ; ;

the Patriarch gave his sailors bread and fresh br

beans in the shdl.

The Patriarch sent acolytes to the Doge witl

nosegay of Damascus roses ; and his flat boat hav

been taken in tow by the Bucentaur, and another b

in which a choir sang the hymns composed for

occasion, they all moved out towards tiie open sea.

Then, in profound silence, the Doge opened

little st> n window behind his throne, and the Patriai

HoraHoBrKm, who had come on board, poured holy w:
VtHiee. into the sea and prayed, saying, ' Lc

vouchsafe calm and quiet weather to all them 1

journey by sea' ; after which prayer the Patriarch han

^ the ring to the Doge, who droppec

into the sea just where the holy w;

had been poured, saying, • We espouse thee, O Sea

token of perpetual sovereignty.'

The guns of the fortresses thundered out a salute,

all the thousands of spectators cheered for Saint Mj
and all the young men waved flags ; then the wl

company began to throw flowers, freshly cut, from 1
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to boat, and the Patriarch presented great silver dishes
full of flowers to the Doge ; and all went ashore at San
Nicola on the Lido to hear the pontifical high mass, after
which every man went home to his own house.

That was the ceremony at which the Venetians assisted
in 1796, little guessing that they saw it for the last
time. A few months later a vandal mob ^
beached the Bucentaur on the island of San Tiulineuf/

Giorgio Maggiore, and stripped it of all its

ornaments, to burn them and get the gold. The hull
was then armed with four heavy old guns, and was
t-rned into a sort of floating battery and sailors' prison
at the entrance of the harbour. On her stern was
painted her new name ' Idra,' the Hydra, and there she
rotted for years. A few fragments of the old vessel are
now preserved in the Arsenal. More than two hundred
men worked at reducing the Bucentaur and the two Wg
carved boats of the Signory to the democratic standard
of beauty.

The last pilot of the Bucentaur was Andrea Chiribini,
who, like all his predecessors, called himself * admiral,'
and was a ruffian not worth the rope with AMineiu, un..-
which he should have been hanged when Pen. zdj.

he was young. He was one of the worst types in the
Venetian revolution ; and after living all his life on the
bounty of the Signory, he was the first to help in
breaking up the Bucentaur, and in sacking the Arsenal.
In order to reward him for these noble acts of patriotism,
and in the absence of appropriate funds, he was given
a magnificent carved jewel of oriental chalcedony from
the treasure of Saint Mark. The talisman dkl not bring
the fellow luck. After wandering about for neariy
thirty years, living more or less dishonestly by his wits,
he presented himselt one day in 1826 at one of the
asylums fo- :

y^<yr where he nt a day ; but when
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towards evening he was reque ted to put on the dr

of the establishment, he flew into such a terrible n

that he had fever all night, and had to be watched. '

the foUowliig morning he shook the dust from his f

and departed, declaring that a gentl«nan like himi

could not live among such brigands. During two ye

the workmen of the Arsenal subscribed to give hin

pittance ; at the end of that time, feeling that his d

were numbered, he consented to enter the little hosj

of Saint Ursula, which a pious person of the fourtee

century had founded for the porpetual support of th

poor old men.

It is said that the last Carnival of Venice was

gayest in all her history, and fully realised the condil

of things described by Goldoni some years earlier in

comedy La Mascherata. I translate the couplet i

prose :

—

Here the wife and there the hodMUld,

Each one does as best he likes

;

Each one hastens to some party.

Some to gamble, some to dance.

Provided every one in Carnival

May do exactly as he chooses.

It would not seem a serious BMtter

Even to go raving mad.

A good many different traditional and legenc

feasts amused the Venetians in old times, but tl e <

<;. R. Michiei, one that has survived to our own da
iii.3S9. the Festa del Redentore, the feast <rf

Reaeemer, which was instituted as a thanksgiving a

the cessation of the plague in 1576, and is kept «

now both as a civil and religious holiday. The serena

illuminations, and feasts in the island of the Giud

certainly delight the Venetian populace erf" to- da]

much as in the times when the dd fla^ of Saint ^
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floated over everything, and the little movftble kitchens on
wheels were adorned with the symbols of the Evangelist
prettily outlined with flowers on a ground of grten
leaves.

The central pdnt of all amusement in Carnival was
the theatre, for the Venetians always had a passion for
spectacles, and, at a time when the worst possible taste
debased the stage throughout Italy, the reform which
has since raised the Italian theatre so high began in

TNI piocutnm or tm ubbmtou

Vf with Goldoni's comedies. Properly speaking,
tl vvas no dramatic art in Italy before him. As I
have explained in speaking of the sixteenth century,
the Hose Club founded the first theatre, but most of the
performances were what we still call mummeries, in idiich
more or less symbolic personages said anything witty or
profound that occurred to them, or talked nonsense in
the absence of inspiration. Pantaloon was the national
mask of Venice, and was always supposed to be a doctor
who became involved in the most astonishing adventures.
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Valaresso, a man of taste in those days, produced a

that ended with a battle supposed to be fought bel

the scenes. In his satire the poet makes the prom
appear upon the stage carrying a little lamp. *Ladies

Annii, vtta gcntlcmeii,* he sajrs, * I see that you are
MPwgoiesi. pecting some one to bring you news of

battle ; but it is of no use to wait, for every one is dt

Thereupon he blows out his lamp, and goes off to b

In his memoirs Goldoni explains the rules 1

followed by dramatic authors. He had occasior

GoidoHi, I. learn them himself when he read his

xxviii. piece, Amalasuntay to Count Prata, dire

of one of the large theatres in Milan.

* It seems to me,* said the Count, * that you have sti

tiJeraUy well the Poetics of Aristotle and the Jrs Poetit

Hmace, and that you have written your composition accoi

to the true principles of tragedy. Then you did not I

that a musical drama is an imperfect work, subject to rula

traditions which have no common sen~:, it is true, but m
must be fc^bwed to the very letter. If you had bee

France you might have thought more of pleasing the pi

but here you must please actors and actresses, you must s:

the composer of the music, you must consult the scene-paii

everything has its rules, and it would be a crime of Itse-m

against the art of playwrtting to dare to break them or n

submit to them. Listen to me,' he continued, * I am
|

to point out to you some rules which are unchangeaUe
which you do not know. Each of the three principal chara

in the drama must sing five airs—two in the first act, tv

the Mcond act, and one in the third. The secmid actres;

the second " man " soprano can only have three, and the

parts must be satisfied with one, or two at the most,

authm* of the words must provide the musician with

different shades which form the chiaroscuro of the n
taking good care that two pathetic airs shall not follow

other. It is also necessary to separate with the same care si

airs, airs ofactiM, of undefined characto', mintwta, and nmd
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One must be especially careful to give no airs of affection or
movement nor showy airs nor rondeaux to the second parts.

These poor people must be contented with what is assigned to
them, for they arc not allowed to make a good figure.*

Count Prata would have said more, but Goidoni
stopped him, for he had heard quite enough. He
went home in that state of mind which some young
authors have known, and obtained a sort of morbid
sati^Kdcm hem bmtisi^ hit manuscnpt.

* As I was poking the pieces of my manuscript together to
complete the burning,' he says, * it occuired to me t^t in no
case had any disappointment made me sacrifice my supper. I

called the waiter, and told him to lay the cloth and bring me
something to eat at once. ... I ate well, drank better, wait
to bed and sk^ with the most pcr^t tranquilli^.'

Goldc*^; was of the strong, to whom is the race.

From 'shes of his Amalasunta rose Portraa coi.

the co» js that reformed the Italian ''^iJ;^*'
'

stage. RoomtX.
'

The composers were not much better off than the
playwrights.

'The modern master,' says Marcello, 'must make his manager
give him a large urchestra of violins, hautboys, horns, and so
forth, saving him rather the expense of the
double tosses, as he need not use these «icept for JiTX-Mo
givmg the chords at the begmnmg. The Sym- A/arce/u, ./uo/ed

phony is to consist of a French time, or prestissimo MoimtHti in

of semiquavers in major, which as usual must be
succeeded 1^8 fiano of the same key in minor, closing finally

in a minuet, gavotte, or jig, again in the major, thus avoiding
fugues, legature, themes, etc., etc., as old things outside of the
modern f^hion. He will endeavour to giveme best airs to the
prima donna, and if he has to shorten the cetera he will not
allow the suppression of airs or roundels.'

The same master observes wittily that the authors
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of the words to accompany this sort of music geners

excused themselves from reading the works of ol

writers, on the ground that the Ittter had not been a

to read their successors, but had, ncvcrthcleti, di

very well. When the playwright or musician 1

succeeded in pleasing the actors, the actresses,

manager, the scene-painter, and all the rest of

company, he still had to please the Council of T
not to mention the Inquisitors of State and

Inquisitors of the Holy Office, for they all had SCH

thing to say in the censorship of the theatre.

The infamous Jacopo Casanova, who amongsi

number of ignoble occupations acted as a confident

Moimenti, Nuovi Spy to thc CounciI of Ten, called attent

studi,3oo. in lyyg a picce called Coriolanus^ wt

was being given in the theatre of San Benedetto,

appears to have been a sort of pantomime, wl

presented on tlu st^ a starving population, a ci

nolnlity, the unjust condemnaticm of Coriolanus,

tears of Virgilia and Volumnia, everything, in sh

which, according to the scrupulous Casanova, co

pervert thc Venetian people ; and the Inquisil

accordingly suppressed the piece.

Sometimes these gentlemen shut up the provin

theatres altogether for a time with a view to stopp

the advance of modern ideas. Here is an edict relal

to these measures of prudence, signed by the D
one year before the fall of the Republic. The 1

par^gra{^ is in Latin, the rest is in Italian.

Ludovicus Manin, by the grace of God Doge of Va
MoimenH, to the noblc and wise man, Federicus Bembc

Nttoi'i studi. his commission Podesti and Captain of Me
Fid. Dil. Sal. et Dil. AfF. {^Fideli dilecto salutem et diUct

affectumS\

Seeing that the Austrian troops now coming down I
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Friuli are about to enter the Trevisan province, to which lome
of the French troops may 1^ mofve^ mi it being according
to the zealous forethougnt of the Government to remove all

inducements which eive individuals of the troops the desire to

come still nearer to these lagoons, the Council of Ten, consider-

ing lhat one inducement might be the reopening of the theatre,

orders you to put it off as long as may seem best to the prudence
of the Heads of the sidd Council.

Given in our Ducal Pdace on the twenty -seventh of
September in the fifteenth year of the Indiction, 1796. [I find

that the year of the Indiction does not correspond with the date.]

There was another magistracy which also had to do
with the theatres. The *Provveditori di Commun'
fixed the price of the libretto of the play. MuHnm,
It was the Council of Ten, however, that^""^" ' 7>a/n».'

named the hour at which the perfornumce was to begin

and end.

The lighting of the theatres was \ retched and the

b.>xes were completely dark, which appears to have
given the ladies a considerable sense of Moime„/i.

security, for I find that in 1756 the noble s/u./i.

dame Pisani Grimaui, who owned the theatre of San

Benedetto, was fOTlndden by the Inqiusttcnv of S^tt to

stuid at the door of her box in a costume which might
• produce grave disorder.'

In 1776 the Government made an effort to limit

such extreme views of comfort in warm weather, and
an edict was issued commandin&r ladies to wear modest
dresses, with domino and hood, at the theatre. The
noble ladies Maria Bon Toderini and Elisabetta Labia

Priuli were put under arrest in their own houses in the

following year for having, in their boxes, thrown back

th«r hoods nd allmred tl^m to slip down upon their

shoulders.

The musicians' desks were lighted with candles of

Spanish wax, from . i;govia in Castile. The st^e was
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Ulumtntted by kmps fed with olive <»1. In the

home there seems to have been a good deal of n
play, and the patricians in the boxes occasionally i
' projectiles '—possibly hard sweet-meats are meant
the people in the pit. The lights were put out as

as the curtain fell on the last act, ana the specti

roped their way out in the dark as they could, he

y the big brass lanterns which the gondoliers bro

to the door when they came to wait for their maste

Plays were not advertised at all. A small

giving the name of the play and the names of

auth(m was pasted up in the Piazzetta, and an(

was to be seen at the Rialto, but that was all. It

the business of the State to provide foreign ambassa

and ministers with boxes, and a vast deal of care

bestowed on this matter, which was full of diflkul

for the boxes were generally the property of j»
families that did not at all like to give them up.

the Government always reserved the right to take

boxes it chose for the u5e of the Diplomatic C(

In Venice, the smallest aflfairs were always condt

according to a prescribed method, and there w
regular rule by which the boxes were distributed,

document has been found by Signor Molmenti in

Archives of the inquisitors of State, docketed

labelled :
* Th«itres. Fore%n AmbossadcM^ Bo

Here it is :

—

The Athbassadors present themselves with a formal re

(memoriale) to the Most Excellent Council. By the I

through a Secretary of the Senate, His Serenity is request

draw the lots for the boxes of each. He puts into the b
box the numbers of all the boxes on that row which corres|

to the rank of the Minister who applies, and he draws

number. The proscenium boxes are excepted, and the bak

tlw boxes occupied by other Ministors, and the one
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1

belonged to the Minister who htt went away. Afterwards, by
the method explained hereinafter, notice (of the number drawn)
is sent to the Minister, the owner (of the box), and the Council.
When the Minister does not like the box drawn for him, he

lays before the Council his request that it may be changed,
and by the same method His aerenity is requested to draw
again. In that case he only puts in the numbers of the boxes

opposite which are tree, he draws again and sends the notices
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to that effect, informing the owner of the second box th

may use the one first drawn.

When the box was at last drawn and had
accepted by the Minister, the owner of it .rcceiv(

notice in the following form :

—

This day . . . (date). By order of the Most Exc(

Savi (literally, ' Wise Men ') notice is given to Your Excell

the Noble Sir, etc., etc. ... (or Noble Dame, or

Illustrious Worship, or other proper title), that His Sen

has drawn Box No. . . . Row ... in the . . . theatre bel

ing to Your Excellency (or other title) for His Excellence

Ambassador (or Minister) of . . and this notice is sent

for your guidance.

The flings of the box-owner, dispossessed by

formal nonsense, may be gue^ed, for the indem

Mutineiii, paid by the ambassadors was very sr

Leitico. It seems that even the Council anticip

that he would use bad language, for the undo'ling

took him the notice was a Comandator-Portier,?

was made to wear a red cap with the arms of
Republic as a badge ' to protect him against abuse

'

In 1 79 1, when a company formed of nobles un
took to build the Fenice Theatre, using part of the i

of the old theatre of San Benedetto, they presente

the Doge a memorandum concerning the boxes foi

Diplomatic Corps, of which I give an extract for

sake of its monumental absurdity, translating the t«

quite literally :

—

The reverend Company of the New Theatre is dispos<

meet the public commands with submissive obedience, and
herefore at all times venerate whatsoever Your Serenity

be pleased to prescribe. . . .

In order to continue the building begun, it is necessa

sell the new boxes which have been added to those w
formed the last theatre, and the greatest profit that ma
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hoped for lies in those situated in the Rrst and second rows ;

but, as those places are subject to the 'lispositions above alluded

to, which take from the owner the use of tbdr own boxes,

without fixing the measure of il.c correspording indemnity,
the sale of those boxes would )( rendered impossible in the

present state of things, to the incaicuhtMe d^image of the sink-

ing company, which would thus see removed the hope of soon
finishing the building begun, or else would be put to new and
enormous expense which would cause to vanish those expecta-

tions of profit which the Sovereign Clemency of the Most
Excellent Council of Ten had benignly permitted the Company
to entertain.

The memorandum ends with the rather startling

statement that the pretensions of the ambassadt^ if

admitted, would cause the Company to lose eleven

thousand ducats.

The Doge, who afterwards showed small alacrity

to act when the country was in mental danger, was
apparently much moved cm receiving the Company's
petition, and forthwith summoned the Senate to consider

the weighty matter ; it is true that if he had done
anything for the petitioners without appealing to that

body, he would have been naturally suspected of being

a shareholder.

The Senate decided that, without making any change
in the method of drawing boxes, and without prejudice

to the existing system in any other theatre, ambassadors

should pay owners <me hundred and sixty ducats for

boxes in the first row, and that Ministm should pay
eighty ducats for those in the second

;
whereby, said the

Senate, which still preserved traditions of business, the

owners of the said boxes would be getting four per

cent on the money they had invested.

The construction of the Immous Fenice Ii^ed twenty
months, and the new theatre opened with an c^iera by
Paisieilo on a libretto by Alessandro Pepoli.

1^



GRAND CANAL FROM THE PKN MAtUT

XXVII

THE LAST MAGISTRATES

The philosc^hical reader will naturally ask
elements composed the Great Council of the Vcn
Republic at a time when France was on the brin
the Revolution, and all Europe was about to be sh
by the explosion of the first new idea that had da^
on mankind since Christianity. I diall try to an
the question.

There were three classes of men in the Council :

the ancient aristo-plutocracy which, though with a
6S4
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additions to its numbers, and though itself divided into

two parties, had on the whole steered the Republic
through eleven hundred years of history

; secondly, a
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nuni' : of families, mostly of • new men,' though
had sat in the Council four hundred years and r

Jtam. ix. 7.
^^'^ rtiOTG Of leSS OCCl

with the legal profession since they
existed

; thirdly and lastly, the poor nobles called
* Barnabotti,' from the quarter of San Barnabo, in

most of them, were lodged at the public expense.
Tae first category generally held the posts of hi^

dignity, many of which implied a salary by no rt

small, but never sufficient to pay for the disi^y «
the position required, according to accepted cust
The traditional splendour which the Venetian an
sadors of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had
augurated was dear to the Senate, and had come I

officially required, if not actually prescribed in so n
words. These great families had long been accustx
to play the leading parts, and as the business s

which had made Venice the richest power in Eu
died out, their pride was often greater than their s

of responsibility. These and many other causes low
the standard according to which young Venetians
been brought up during centuries to understand
administration of their country ; and the result was
they were not fit to fill the offices to which they
called, and therefore handed over their work to pri
secretaries, who were generally ambitious and intrig
men. To be a member of the Great Council had
only a social value, like those hereditary coats of 5

in which there had once been such deep mear
Throughout ages the aristocracy of Venice had diflF

altogether from the nobility of other countries, bu
decadence advanced to decay, and decay threatt

destruction, the Venetian senator grew more and r

like the French marquis the nme period.
In an access of greatness Louis XIV. is reporte*
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have said, * L'etat c'est moi
!

' but the State continued

to exist without him. The Venetian nobles might
have said with much more truth, and perhaps with more

iNiTiTirro ION, muND canal

reasonable pride, ' We nobles are the Republic !
' For

when they degeiMrated into dolls, the Republic soon
ceased to exist,
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The second category of nobles comprised by fa

sanest and most intelligent part of the aristocracy,

it was generally from their ranks that the Quar
were chosen, as well as the ' Savi,' and those magist
from whom special industry and intelligence wc«
quired, or at least hoped.

The Barnabotti had nothing in common with
two other classes, except their vanity of caste, vi

was so infinitely far removed from pride. As I

Mo/mcnii, Xuni Said, thev owed their name to the p;
studi,3os. which most of them inhabited. 1

nobility was more or less recent and doubtful,
almost all had ruined themselves in trying to rival
richer families. The majority of them had not
but a small pension, paid them by the Governn
h'iU alin [irown, and barely sufficient to lift them ou

\aiia-, too: actual misery. It was especially for t
" ^ that theCoUegc ofNobleshad been foun

in which their sons were educated for nothing, witl

the usual imperfections of gratuitous education. ]

the * New Men ' of the fourteenth century, they
that an insurmountable barrier separated them from
older and richer classes, and the humiliations to w
they were often exposed by the latter kept aliv(

them the sort of hatred which was felt in other pari
Europe by the agricultural population for the ow
of the land. Their poverty and rancorous disposi
made them especially the objects of bribery when
party in the Great Council needed the asustanct
their votes against aliother.

The better sort of Venetians were well aware of
evils that were destroying the governing body.
'774 ^ member of the Council made a spuch on
subject, in which he -id that the greatest damage
Republic had suffered had been caused by the aci
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of time
; it lay in the already very sensible diminution

m the numbers of the Great Council, which was, in fact,
the Government itself. He pointed out that within one
century a large number of patrician families had become
extinct, and that the condition of the aris-
tocracy must clearly continue to go from Arl'Z'!"^
bad to worse. It could not be otherwise, "'

d"*^l
^ere yearly becoming less numerous.

A femily was looked upon as a calamity, because
It meant a division of fortune, and therefore inter-
fered with those ancient traditions of almost royal
magnificence which appealed to the vanity of younger
men.

The speech to which I have alluded was delivered
not very many years after the time when a number of
seats in the Grand Council had been sold in order to
meet the expenses of the Turkish war. In 1775,
order to increase the numbers of the Council, it was
proposed to admit to it forty noble ftmilies from the
provinces, provided they could prove that they had a
yearly income of ten thousand ducats. The proposal
was energetically opposed by a Contarini. If the sons
of ancient families showed so little zeal for the public
welfare, he argued, what could be expected of strangers ?
Was it wise to display to all Europe the evib from
which the Republic was suffering.? Moreover, even
if the bill were passed, would it be easy to find forty
families willing to leave their homes and establish them-
selves in the capital to the great damage of their
fortunes .? And if they were found, wouW their admis-
sion not result in impoverishing the provinces bv the
amount of their incomes which would be spent in
Venice.? It was luxury and extravagance that were
ruining the country, he said.

A lively discussion followed. Beloved sons,' cried
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one old noble, ' for us who are old there may be a

of the Republic left, but for you children it is

pktely finished !
' The Hll passed, but G>ntarini

been right ; only about ten hataSks tttked to bi

scribed in the Golden Book.

Satirists and lampooners made merry with

proceedings of the Great Council. After the st<

sittings just referred to, the caricntures of the

patricians entrusted with framing measures of re

via ill
^^^^ ^ everywhere in the city

a copy of the cut is still in the Archives

represents the most eloquent and zealous of the

mittee, Alvise Emo, urging his horse agsunst an 1

mous marble column ; two of his colleagues f<

him in a post-chaise and observe his movements

a spy-glass ; a fourth, who is lame, is trying to f(

the carriage on foot, and the fifth comes after

beating him to make him mend his pace.

On the twenty-second of May 1779 ^ecr

of the Inquisitors of State wrote to his brother Giu!

Gradenigo, then in France :
' If these gentleme

not seriously think of taking measures to meei

events which are brewing, if they do not intrc

some order into the affairs of the army and navj

Republic will be lost as soon as an enemy appea

land or by sea.'

This letter was prophetic. The idleness am
dolence of the nolnlity were sitth that it was hai

obtain an attendance at meetings of the Gre-L Cc
or the Senate. The members were accustomed to <

their nights in gambling-dens and cafes, and it \

hard matter for them to get up in the monivcvg.

physicians recommended rest, which they indeed nee

and as they could not take any at night, they devo

large part of the day to following the doctor's ac
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Yef as it was necessary that the government should
go jn in some way, it became habitual to leave every-
thing to the Savi of the Council, who on their part fell
into the habit of not always rendering an account of
what they did. By obligingly saving their colleagues
the trouble of getting out of be.i, they made themselves
the arbiters of the Republic's final destiny.

With regard to the other magistracies, a few anec-
dotes will give a good idea of what they had become.
My readers know that the Avogadori enjoyed very great
consideration, and that it was their business to see that
all the tribunals did their work smoothly and regularly.
One of these important officers, Angelo Quirini, who
was at the same tinw one of the most distinguished
members of the Senate, exhibited his power and courage
by banishing from Venice a little milliner who had made
a mistake in trimming certain caps for a great lady in
whom he was interested. From her exile the woman
wrote a protest to the Inquisitors of State, who did her
justice and recalled her. Quirini now lost his temper
with these gentlemen and swore that they were encroach-
ing upon his rights. Just at this time a
rich member of the parish of San Vitale

^'^

departed this life, and the sacristans prepared to bury
his body

; but the deceased belonged to a confraternity
called La Scuola Grande della Carita, and his brethren
claimed the right of burying him to the exclusion of
the parish sacristans. The Inquisitors of State and the
Council of Ten took the matter up ; the Provveditori
alia Sanita, who were the health officers, declared that
the matter concerned them only ; the elders and judges
of the guilds and corporations took part in the dis-
cussion, and a genera] quarrel ensued, which was only
brought to a close by the authority of the CouncU
of Ten. But this did not please Angeb g^rint, who
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violently attacked the Council and began to give him
the airs of a popular tribune, though not jpossess

the popularity which is essential for the pontion. 1

people, in fact, would have none of him. One ni

the Council of Ten caused him to be quietly taken fr

his palace and carried ofF under a good escort to

fortress of Verona. The matter now had to be brou
before the Great Council, and a regular trial was i

to ascertain how the Council of Ten and the Inquisil

o e were in the habit of performing their dut

Uurmg several days the Corregitori

ceived all the complaints that were handed in, i

examined the archives of the two tribunals. Those
the Ten were found to be in perfect ordor, irat th

Mom via II
""^itors were in the utmost c

fusion. 1 . whole city discussed the af

excitedly, and nothing else was spoken of in the stre

in the cafes, and in drawing-rooms. It was the first ti

in history that the tribunal of the Inquisitors of Si

had been put under an ' iquiry, and this tremend
result had been produc» because a little milliner 1

made .1 cap that did not fit.

Endless discusnons followed. A number of pa

cians declared that if the Council of Ten and
Inquisitors of State were abolished, they themsel

would not stay another day in Venice, as there wo
no longer be any check on the violence and
intrigues of men of their own class : a confession wl
suddenly exhitnts the whole aristocracy in its t

light.

Others proved beyond all question that a tribi

which was particularly charged with the preservatior

^^^^
the State from danger could not alw

do its work with the miserable tardii

of the other magistracies, and they recalled the m
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cases in wluch the Ten had saved Venice. One of the
debates was prolonged for five consecutive ym
hours. At last the Conservative peity 'si-is7-

carried the day.

The wild enthusiasm of the population, 011 learning
that the Ten and the Inquisitors were to remain in
existence, shows well enough what the peofile thought

;

their only protection against the nobles lay in the two
tribunals. Six thousand persons waited in the Square
of Saint Mark's to karn the result of the contest, and
when It was known proceeded to burn fireworks before
the palaces of the nobles who had been the chief
speakers in defence of the Ten—Foscarini, Marcello,
and Gnmam. The populace then declared that it
woukl set &e to the houiet of the »^ who had
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tried to do away with the only institution they

feared, and the palaces of the Zen and the Renier

only saved from fire and pillage by the energetic ii

vention of the Inquisitors of State, whose office t

anstocrats had attempted to abolish.

I know of no more convincing answer to

numerous dilettante historians who nave accused

Council of Ten of oppressing the people.

If the G>uncil and the Inquisitors were m neei

an excuse for occasionally overstepfnng their powei

order to act quickly, they had a good one in the absu

cumbrous system of the magistracies, as they existt

the eighteenth century. As a curio
Rom. mtt. joa. • . ° f ^ r ..i. * • i

I give a list of the principal magistra

taken by Romanin from an almanack of 1796, the

year of the Republic :

—

The Doge's Counsellors ... 6
Savi of the Council . . . 16
Procurators of Saint Mark ... 9
* Criminal ' Quarantia .... 40
'Old' Civil Quarantia . . . . 40
' New ' Civil Ouarantia ... 40
Colleges of the XXV. and the XV. . 40
Senate 60
' Zonta,' supplementary .to Senate . . 60
Council of Ten . . . . . 10

Inquisitors (<rf Ten) .... 3
Avogackm of the Commonwealth . 3

Total 327

besides the whole of the Great Council, which cons

of all nobles over twenty-five years of age, and o

younger men chosen by lot to sit without a vote.

And tbe^ are only the principal magi^rades.
secondary ones comprised over ive hundred offit
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divided between something like one hundred md thirty
offices, such as Provvcditors, or inspectors of some
forty different matters, from artillery to butchers' shops,
from* Ancient and Modern Justice' to oats; Savi,
Inquisiton of all matters except religion. Auditors,
Executors, Correctors, Reformers, Deputies and Syndics;
a perfect ant-hiU of c^kials who were perp^ually in one
another's way.

CAti OH TUB SATTKU

Hers li- ^n instance of the manner in which ordinary
justice was adimnistered, even by the Council of Ten.

On the sixth of March 1776 a patrician called
Semitecolo, who was a member of one of the C)uarantie,
and therefore a magistrate, was walking in the Fonda-
menta Nuove when he saw a big butcher named Milani
unmerctfidly beating a wretched pcckller of <rfd bocrfcs.

He stopped and ejqpostalattd ; the butcher took his
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interference ill, and delivered a blow mth his fist wl
caused the blood to gush abundantly from the nii^

trate's nose. Semitecolo was taken into a neighbotii
house, and the butcher walked off.

Still covered with blood, Semitecolo hastened to

the matter before the Council of Ten, demanding
arrest of Milani. But Pier Barbarigo, who was one
the Capi for the week, while sympathising deeply,

cused himself from arresting the culprit, on the groi

that a detailed account of the affair signed by witnei

must be laid before the Council ; and, moreover,
Council was busy just then, he said, owing to
arrival of the Pope's Nuncio, and there would be
meeting on the next day. Semitecolo could not e

get an order to have the butcher watched by the pol

and the culprit had full time and liborty to leave Vei
before anything was done. Note that he himself
not expect imfiunity, but only a very loi^ delay bd
his arrest was ordered.

The public followed the affair and was indign:

and freely criticised the Ten in public places ; wh«
upon the Inquisitors ordered all the cafes to be cIo

two hours after dark. This was especially galling

the Venetians, who were fond of sitting up late, 1

loved the bright lights of the cafes.

One morning a notice appeared on the walls, dra

up in the* following terms :

—

' The Guild of the Night-Thieves wishes to thank
Excellency the " Capo " Barbarigo for having provi(

^ ... ^ them with much more sufficient and c

vement means cS earning their bread dva
the present hard times.*

The Inquisitors' ordinance was soon modified 8C

to allow the cafes to remain open till midnight.

As for the minor courts, Goldoni, who was broui
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up to be a lawyer, says that there were nearly as many
different ones as there were diiiSsrent kinds of suits

THE nOTiANA

possible. They paralysed each other, and could not
have worked well even if they had been honest.
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But they were not. An Avogador acquitted a

accused of theft. The Signers of the Ni^ht-

Mutineiii, chiefs of police—who had committee
Lit. 14J. accused for trial believed him guilty

determined to examine the papers relating to the
With this intention they made a search in the houi

the Avt^rador and confiscated the private accoun
which he set dov/n the profit and loss of his juc

industry ; for he was a very careful man. Si

enough, the Signers found an entry of one hun
and fifty sequins (;^ii2 : 10s.) received for acqui
the thief.

About the same tm.^ there was a very beai

dancer called the Cellini at the theatre of San Cas

Muiineiti, A magistrate who exercised the right
uit. 144. functions of an • Executor against 1

phemy ' became anxious to get into her good gr
but as she Avould have nothing to do with him
brought an accusation against her in his own c<

tried her, and condemned her to a severe penalty,

she appeal^ to the Council of Ten, proved her ii

cence, and was acquitted. Thereupon the Venei
began to swear * by the holy Virgin Cellini.'

With such a state of things in Venice, it was
to be expected that the condition of justice in

1//// uit
P^^'^^^ces should be still worse. W
Goldoni was Secretary to the Chan

of Feltre, in the Venetian territory, there was a 1

scandal about a whole forest cut down and sold witl

any order or authority from the Government,
inquiry was attempted and begun ; it was found
more than two hundred persons were implicated)
as it soon became apparent that the same thing

been done before them, within the century, it

judged better to draw a veil over the whole affair.
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This naturally encouraged others. In 1782 the

Pi-owcditor Michid informed the Senate that the
Podesta of the city of Usmago had calmly pocketed
the price of an oak forest, which he had asked leave

to cut down on pretence of using the funds for

repairing his official residence.

Finally, a number of posts, especially in the ducal
household, were openly sold ; in the last years of the

Republic even the office of a procuratCHr of Saint Mark
could be bought.

In close connection with the magistracies and the

legal profession generally, I give the following amusing
extract from Goldoni's memoirs.

He begins by telling us that although he had been
entered at a lawyer's office for two years, he left it

fitted for the profession in eight months,
because the administration interpreted the

*

two years to mean the dates of two consecutive
years, without any regard to the months. Young
Goldoni then took a lodging in the lawyers' quarter
near San Paterniano, and Jiis mother and aunt lived

with him.

I put on the toga belonging to my new station (he con-
tinues), and it is the same s» that of the Patricians ; I smothered
my head in an enwrnous wig and impatiently awaited the
day of my presentation in the Palace. The novice must have
two asistants who are called in Venice Compari di Palazzo
[*Palace godfathers']. The young man chooses than amongst
those of the old lawyers who are most friendly to him. . . .

So I went between my two sponsors to the foot of the
grand staircase in the great courtvard of the Pdbce, and for an
hour and a half I made so many bows and contortions that my
back was broken and my wig was like a lion's mane. Every
one who passed before me gave his opinion of me ; some
said, Here is a youth of good character ; others said, Here is

another Palace sweeper j some embraced me, some laughed
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in my fece. To be short, I went up the stairs and sent
servant to find a gondola, so as not to show myself ir

street in such a dishevelled state, naming as a place of ma
the Hall of the Great Council, where I sat down on a b
whence I could see every one pass without being seen bj
one. During this time, I reflected on the career I was a

to embrace. In Venice there are generally two hundred
forty lawyers entered on the register ; there arc ten or tv

of the first rank, about twenty who occupy the second
the others are hunting for clients ; and the poorer Procur
gladly act as their dogs on condition of sharing the prey. .

While I was thus alone, building castles in the air, I

a woman of about thirty approaching me, not disagreeabl
face, white, round and plump, with a turned-up nose
wicked eyes, a great deal of gold on her neck, her ears,

arms, her fingers, and in a dress which proclaimed that she
a woman of the common class, but pretty wdl off. She ^

over and saluted me.
* Sir, good dav !

'

* Good day, ^ignora !
*

' Will you allow me to ofler you my congratubtions ?
*

' For what ?

'

*On your entrance into the Forum; I saw you in
courtyard when you were making your salaams. Per Bm
Sir, your hair is nicely done.'

* Isn't it ? Am I not a handsome young fellow ?
*

' But it makes no difference how your hair is done j Sij

Goldoni always cuts a good figure.'

* So you know me, Signora ?

'

*Did I not see you four years ago in the hnd of
lawyers, in a long wig and cloak ?

'

* True; yo«' are right, for I was then in the house of
Procurator.'

*Just so ; in the house of Signwr Indrie* [Gdtbni's u»
' So you know my uncle too ?

'

*In this part of the wwld I know every one, from
Doge to the last copyist of the Cmms.'

* Are you marriea ?

'

•No.'
•

* Are you a m6ow ?
*
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* Oh—I do not dare ask more !
*

* All the better.'

* Have you any business ?

'

'No.'
* From your appearance I took you for a well-to-do person.'
* I really am.*
' Then you have investments ?

*

* None at all.'

*Butyou are very well fitted out ; howdoyou manage to do it ?

'

' I am a daughter of the Palace, and the Pklace supports me.'
' That is very sttange ! You say you are a ^ughter of

the Palace ?

'

< Yes, sir
; my father h&d a pontion in it.*

'What did he do?'
' He listened at the doors and then went to take good news

to those who wwe expecting pardons, or v«'dicts, or favouraUe
judgments ; he had capital legs and always got there first. As
for my mother, she viras always here, as I am. She was not
proud, she todc her fee, and undertook some commissions. I

was born and brought up in these giliied luM»t and, as you see,

I also have gold on me.'
* Yours is a most singular story. Then you follow in your

mother's footsteps ?

'

' No sir. I do something else.'

* That is to say ?

'

* I push lawsuits.'

' Push lawsuits ? I do not understand.'
' I am as well known as Barabbas. It is very well understood

that all the lawyers and all the Procurators are my friends, and
a number of people apply to me to obtain advice for them and
counsel for defence. Those who come to me are generally
not rich, and I look about amongst the novices and the
unemployed [lawyers] who want nothing but work in order
to make themselves known. Do you know, sir, that though
you see me as I am, I have made the fortunes of a round dozen
of the most fem<Hi8 lawyers in the profesnon. Come, tir,

courage, and if you are willing, I shall make yours too,'

It amused me to listen to her, and as my servant did not
come, I continued the conversation.
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'Well, SigfKMrtna, have you any good affiun on
now ?

'

* Yes, sir, I have several, indeed I have some excellent

I have a widow who is suspected of having occuitate(

monkey i another who wishes to prove a marriage contrac

up after the fact ; I have girls who are petitioning for a do
I have women who wish to bring suits for annulniei

marriage ; I have sons of good families who are persecuti

their creditors ; as you see, you need only choose.*

(My good wonum,* I said, * so far I have let you talk

;

it is my turn. I am young, I am about to begin my c
and I desire occasions for showing myself and obtaining <

pation ; but no love of work nor rancy for litigation

make me begin with the disgraceful suits you offer me.'
* Ha, ha !

' she laughed, * you despise my clients beca
warned you that there was nothing to earn } but listen !

two widows are rich, you will be well paid, uad shall be
paid in advance, if you wish.'

I saw my servant coming in the distance ; I rose

answered the chattering woman in a fiearless and resolute 1

* No, you do not know me, I am a man of honour. . .

Then she took my hand and spoke gravely.
' Well done ! Continue alwa.y$ in the same mind.*
* Ah !

' I exclaimed, ' you change your tone now ?

'

' Yes,' she replied, *and the tone I take now is much I

than the one I have been using. Our omversation has
somewhat mysterious ; remember it and see that you spec

no one about it. Goodbye, sir. Always be wise, be al

honourabfe, and you will he satisfied with the result.*

She went away, and I was left in the greatest astonishr
I did not know what all this meant } but I learned later

she was a spy and had come to sound me ; yet I never k
not wished to know, who sent her to me.
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XXVIII

THE LAST SBIRRI

It is worth while to glance at the agents of the police,

of the Council of Ten, and of the Inquisitors of State

at the end of the Republic. The two Mutineiu,

Councils had six in their service, called Uttia>.

the Fanti de' Cai, the footmen of the Heads, and one
of them was at the beck and call of the Inquisitors.

This particular one was the famous Cristofolo de'

Cristofoli, whose name is connected alike with all the

tragedies and the ccnnic adventures of the last days.
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He was a sort of general inspector of freem

rope-dancers, circus- riders, antiquaries, bravi

gondoliers, and he exercised in his manifold fun

all the civility of which a detective can dispose,

was a giant in body, a jester and a wit by n

a combination certainly intended for the sta^
than the police.

His especial bugbear was Freemasonry, toj

with all the secret societies which were then larg

the pay of France, employed by her to promote g
revolution. A manuscript preserved in the J

Correr gives an account of the first discovery

Lodge.

A patrician named Girolamo Zulian, says this

ment, when returning one night from a meeting
Lodge left upon the seat of his gondola a pi<

paper on which were drawn certain incomprehe
signs. The gondoliers found the paper, and sup

that the symtx>ls were those stxne kind of witcl

One of the men took the scrap to a monk he kne
begged him to decipher the signs, or at least tc

his advice as to what should be done with the

as it might be fatal even to destroy a spell of
magic. The monk told the gondolier to take

the Inquisitors of State. . The man did so, am
of them kept him in a garret of his house, to p
him against any possible vengeance on the p;

the secret society, and Cristorolo de' Cristofol

commissioned to clear up the mystery. On the ft

ing night he raided the house indicated by the gon
with thirty Sbirri, and found there assembled a

meeting of the brethren, one of whom had the pn
of mind to throw into the canal the heavy re

containing a complete list of their names. Cri;

took a quantity of papers, however, t(^ther wit
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]

paraphernalia of the Lodge, and he afterwards, says the
manuscript, dictated from memory the names of the
persons he had seen at the meeting. But he must
have made mistakes, since several of the persons he
designated are known to have been absent ftom
V enice on foreign mtssioiis at the date <rf liie raid,
May sixth, 1785.

Another manuscript, published by Dandolo, gives a
different acomnt of the affair, under the same date.
It was copied by tht famous Cicogna, and is amusing
for its Isuagaagt :

—

It was the anniversary of the feast of the principal Protector
of this most serene dominion, Saint Mark the Evangelist, April
the twenty-fifth, 1785, when it was discovered that the public
Arsenal of Venice had been treacherouslv set on fire } the fire
was eventually discovered by a certain woman, who was
rewarded for life with a pension] by the public munifi-
cence ; and by the discovery of it, a fire was prevented which
might have been fatal to a large part of the city, and which
was not to have broken out till the night following the
twenty-fifth, but which showed itself after noon on account of
an extraordinary wind which had temporarily arisen from the
east and which blew with fury all day.

Such an accident, as fatal as its prevention by the Evangelist
Saint Mark was miraculous, not only moved the public vigil-
ance to guard that public edifice under more jealous custody,
but also [to watch] all the quarters of the city j to this end
multiplying watchmen and spies, in order to discover, if that
might be possible, the perp^tors of such an bwriUe and
teirifying felony.

In the inquiries, it was observed by trustworthy spies on
the night of the [date omitted in the original] May, that a
certain palace situated in Riomarin, in the parish of San Simon
Grande, was entered from time to time after midnight by
respectable-looking persons, for whom the door was opened at
the simple signal of a little tap. Information of this being
given to the Supreme Tiibunal, the latter ordered the most
circumspect inquiries j when, on the same morning, informa-

2 z
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tion was given to the Secretary of the said Supreme
tracv by a certain ship's carpenter that having, on comm
N. N., finished making a large wardrobe, he inquired
cavalier where he was to bring it in order to set it up p
and that he had been told to bring it to a certain

f

Riomarin and to leave it in the entrance (gateway
same, and that he would be sent for later to place i

it was to go ; that seeing several days go by witl

ceiving that notice, and yielding to curiosity, he stoic

the night to see if the wardrobe were still in the ent

the palace, where he had placed it, and he convinced
that it had been taken elsewhere ; and being displeai

this, because some other workman might have han
work, and guessing from a hint of the gentleman's
wardrobe had been intended to be placed against the \

of a balcony, and observing in this palace a balcony
about the length of the wardrobe made by him, he trie

into the apartment above the one where the balcony
to some one], explaining to the people who lived in thi

that his suspicion induced him to ask their permission
a hole with a gimlet, in order to see whether his wardr
been put up where he guessed it must be ; and that

obtained consent to this request, because the lodgers

second apartment had conceived some curiosity to kn
the persons might be who met there only at night tinr

therefore he betook himself to that dwelling on the

the fourth of May, having previously made a hole, and
there till the first-floor apartment was (^ned, and he s

after midnight a hall was lighted up which was hui

mourning and furnished with a throne covered with bl

and with other symbols of death, and here and the

disposed small lanterns, and persons also sitting here an

dressed in black robes ; so that at this horrid sight

terrified, and he heard him who sat on the throne s

very words :
* Brethren, let us suspend our meeting, foi

watched '
; and in that room he saw indeed his wardrob

against a balcony.

And that he left the lodgers in that seaMi<i aparti

consterniation, and he himself, full of amazement and
and still surprised by the novelty of the things, and su]
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in his simplicity, that witchcraft was practised there and the
works of the devil, he was scandalised, and went to the parish
priest of San Simon Grande, his confessor, and that having toldmm all he had seen, heard, and observed, he (the priest) advised
him to quickly lay before the Government all that he had
chanced to see and hear.

too t. (TIN

The good man did so, and told all to the Secretary of the
Inquisitors of State. A warrant was tSerefore issued on that
same .norning of the sixth of May bv the Supreme Tribunal
to It. own officer Cristofoli, to go thither (to Riomarin),
accompanied by the Capitan Grande and twenty-four men.
Having entered that apartment, where he surprised a noblemaa
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who guarded tkc plan, he (€Hitofeit} dHtC Mnriil a I

Freemasons.

Emanuele Cicogna [the difdnfttkhtd historian j co

on the twenty-fourth of Aitgm 1^5*
extflttng in ht» cc^ection.

On the following day, the InqmsiUM^
|

burned the black gtirinvnc, the uter. 's, the

,
jurine l)coks.' ib they are ucscribc

all the booty Lnstoroii had conl

while the popukKe, bdwving that k wm iH •
witchcraft, danced immd the fifc and chnei

Saint Mark.
The persons implicated were treated wi

greatest indulgence, and Malaniatii ob^.erves

the wh(4e am' it was tlie liwafeuwt titet
^

worst of it.

About the same ^ime Cristofoli made a va»i

to arrest the notorious Cagliostro.

This man, whose real mmt we Gtw^pe fi

was born in Palermo oti the eighth of June 1^4.^

youth was wild and disreputable. He tried

monk, but soon tired of it, and threw his frock

nettles, as the French say, in Caltagirone, in

i^er that he lived by theft, by coining false mor
\iff every sort of imposture. In Rome he marrie

or singular beauty, Lorenza Fc^aam, wl^ bee

tool in all his intrigues.

The French Freemasons made use of .he m
inlell^rat coi^e to propagate ti» doHiiiii
Rev<dution. Pretending to change hemp into a

every metal into gold, and selling mar ellous

for restoring the aged to youth and b- itv

got into many excellent houses, changir.^ thcii

atkl thor disgtuses whatever they w«e emmftm
Balsamo arrived ki V«nce in 1717 m
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^ name of Count Cagibs^, and began an active
w^utionary ca mpaign, to tile aiwioy-
ance of the Inquisitors, wIk> fandcd they i'" ji

had suppressed the whole movement when Cristofoli
had discovered the famous Lot.gt He was less for-
xxmisz this time. He tracked chc our" verywhere,
but could gr>r no sdM&^al evklence i^nst him,
till he lidden'/ l -Am upc> posi* . proof that the
impostor had stdcti a th»)t sand uin? from a rich
merchant of th, Gu iecca. Am ler 't the very
moment w*ien the great poliv ^ire f his
game, the n

.
m c! ^appeared a -ito^ «r , and w» ^ next

heard of bey nu he As*rtriar i«ier.
The chie .f the birri better luck when he

S'^iif**
^' ^ \ ch was a favourite place

of meetmir for %\m revalip onirics. They Tasini, nndtr
tried to upen a ^^tng^i oia there, for- 'Amektm.'

nished wirh al' he !.i^-st volutionary literature, but
Cristofoli got vv ' ot t r called on the man who
kept the ^t, and in

"

» huu that the first person
»^ ei^a>ed dM! *re£^»fli? room* would be invited to
pa a visir to die Iiic « ef State. After thitt, no
u(K ve t an nc! )n to read the French papers.
I" section V .n Cr cofoli, we also come upon the
c s ^.f rha he arrested, at the Cafe Tasnni. under

f rtm deiT i%ngelo, a number of
Barn o n o w -e preaching suspicious doctrines.
As usual he p< , es were the class most easily
bribed i. a m st rea^ to betray their country.

Cristofoli was occasionally entrusted with missions
more dii^atic than the arrest of revolutionaries. He
u - -f^rr.etimes sent to present his respects to great
nobks w ho did not guess that they -had attracted the

" f the police.

it was the business of the Inquisitors to watch over
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the artistic treasures of the capital. During t

year of the Republic a number of nobles sold p

objects to strangers, such as paintings and stat

which the Government much regretted the loss

city. A few measum wert pta»ed preventi

disperson oi {mvate*a>llecticms, Init it hi^[^)eiti
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too often thut priceless things were suddenly gone»
leaving no trace of their destinatbn, except in the
pockets of the former owners.

The Grimani family possessed some magnificent
statues and a wonderful library of rare books, inherited
from Cardinal Domenico Grimani, who

statue of
died in 1523. Shortly before the fall of M. Agrippa ;

the Republic a foreigner bought the statue

of Marcus Agrippa ; the boat which was to take it on
b<»rd an outward-bound ship was at the door of the
palace, and the men who were to take it down from its

pedestal and box it were ready, when Cristofolo Cristofdi
appeared at the entrance, gigantic and playful.

He walked straight .0 the statue, took off his cap to
it and bowed gravely before he delivered his message
to die marble :

' The Supreme Tribunal of the In-
quisitors, having heard that you wish to leave this city,

sends me to wish a pleasant journey, both to you and
his Excellency Grimani.'

* His Excellency Grimani ' did not relish the idea of
exile ; the workmen disappeared, the boat was sent
away, and the statue remained. It was destined to be
left as a gift to the city by another Grimani, lest
avaricious than ' His Excellency.'

In spite of his good-humour, Cristofdi inspired
terror, and his mere name was often Mctmtnu, stndi
used to lend weight to practical jokes, e nicenhe.

It is related, for instance, of the famous Montesquieu,
the author of the Esprit des Lois and the friend of
King Stanislaus Leczinski, that when he was making
notes in Venice his friend Lord Chnterfield managed
to cause a mysterious message to be conveyed to him,
warning him to be on his guard, as the Chief of the
Ten employed spies to watch him, and Cristofoli was
on his track. And tl»reupon, says the story, the
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excellent Montesquieu burned all his most com
ing notes, and fled straight to Holland wi
remainder. <^ his manuscripts.

The Council of Ten and their Sbirri had not y
with the Bravi. They were numerous in the pr<
and when they were caught they were tried and
in Venice. The * S^norotti '— the rich land<
who were not Venetian nobles, but called thei
•knights'—were many and prosperous, and wi
professional murderers' best clients. Indee
Venetian mainland provinces and much of Loi
presented a casje of arrested development ; at t

of the eighteenth century they had not emerge(
the barbarism of the early fifteenth. •

The lordlings entertained Bravi, and when th«
no more serious business on hand, they laid wagei
each other as to the courage of their hired as
A bet cf this kind was made and settled in
between an Avogadro and a Maspmuit, two c
' knights

'
who lived oA their estates in the prov

Brescia. One evening the two were discussir
character of a ruffian whom Masperoni had just
into his service. His new master maintained tl

fellow was the bravest man in the 'profi
Avogadro, on the other hand, wageied that he
not be able to traverse the road between his m
castle and Lumezzane, which belonged to Ave
Masperoni took the bet. and explained the situat
the man. The latter, feding thst his reputation
stake, started at once, carrying on his shoulder a
of fine fruit as a present from Masperoni to his fricn
he todc his way across the hills of Valtrompia.
he was a few miles from Laiaezzane he was n
two well-armed fellows, who ordered him to turn
but he was not so eauly rt(^>ped. He wt do«
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basket, and in the twinkling of an eye killed both his
adversaries, after which he quietly pursued his journey.

Avogadro was very much surprised to see him, and
asked with curiosity what sort of trip he had made.

* Excellent,* he answered. * I met a couple of good-
for-nothings who wanted to stop me, but I kUkd them,
and here I am.'

Avogadro, filled with admiration, gave him a purse
of gold and sent him back to Masperoni MotmenH.
with a letto* congratulation. Bandm, ti^.

Incidents of this kind occurred long afterwards^ even
after the fall of the Republic. The name of Cristofoli
is associated with that of Count Alemanno Gambara in

a stOTy which could not be believed if the documents
that prove it were not all preserved in the various
archives, and principally in those of the Inquisitors.

The Gambara family was of Lombard origin, and
had alwajrs been very influential in the neighbourhood
of BreKUL

^
The race had produced fine specimens

of all varietwil—s<^dkrs, bishops, cardinals, murdoc^
and one woman poet, besides several bandits, traitors,
and highwaymen. In the late sixteenth century two
brothers of the family, Niccolo and Lucrezio, had
a near relative, Theodora, an orphan girl of fourteen
years and an hdress, who was in charge of a gi ardian.
On the twenty-second of January 1 569 the two brothers
went to the guardian and ordered him to give up the
girl. On his refusal they threw him down his own
stairs, wounded l\- people who tried to defend him,
broke down th J or of the girl's room, and carried
her off.

I only quote this as an instance of the family's
manners. The last scion of the race who lived under
the Republic, and who oudived it, was Count Alemanno,
a yout^ monster of perversity. He wis bom hit
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father's death at the castle of Pralboino, on s

holding belonging to his house. His mother w
married again to Count Martinengo Cesaresco,

took the boy with her to her new home. ]

naturally violent and unruly; at fifteen he
accomplished swordsman, and was involved ii

quarrel and evil adventure on the country side,

still a mere boy his conduct was such as to e

Government real trouble, and the authorities im
guardian upon him in the person of a priest

family, who was instructed to teach him the o
precepts of right and wrong ; but the clergymj
announced that he was not able to cope with his

relative, and the G)uncil of Ten learned that tl

vic^ent character flowed no signs of impx>veme]
He was now arrested, brought to Venice, ar

fined in one of the Piombi, his property bei

ministered under the direction of the Governmeni
Inquisitors of State examined the record of th
plaints kid against hiin, and concluded that hi
were due to his extreme youth

; they therefore <

him to reside within the fortress of Verona, bi

him control of his fortune.

The Captain ofVerona, knowing the sort of
p

he had to deal with, and bang made responsi
him, sent for an engineer and adced his apit
to the possibilities of escape for a prisoner w
not locked up in a cell. The engineer wrote
carefol cridcism of the f(Mtress, concluding v
extremely practical remark: *With good mc
escape,' he observed, 'a man may escape fro
place, but without means it is not po^bk to
at all.'

The Captain, only partially reassured, set to v
convert his prisoner, and lent him a good pr
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teach him his Catechimn and exhort him to the practices
of Christianity ; but the young Count wotud have
neither exhortation nor n^om tnstnictbn. The

VIA QMUBALM

Council of Ten now sent him to the fortress of Ptkm,
for a change of air, and the commander of that place
inherited the feverish anxiety about his charge which
had tormented the Captain of Verona. He did not
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consult fth engineer, however, and one niornin|

prisoner was not in his room, nor in the frntrcu

anywhere in the neighbourhood of Palma.
The Inquisitors now sent Sbirri in all dire(

throughout the Venetian territory. They coulc

catch Alemanno, but he wearied of eluding them
judged that he could get better terms by subm
to the Inquisitors. He did so, using the offices c

aunt, Countess Giulia Gambara, who was marric

a gentleman of Vicenza. The Podesta of the
city sent an offioa* and six sddiers to the place d

nated by Alemanno, and he surrendered, and was i

first to Padua, and then to Venice. As soon ;

landed at the Piazzetta he was put in charge of Ci

foli and the Sbirri, who took him before the Inquta

They exiled him to Zara, and wrote to tl. 3ov
of Dalmatia :

' We desire him to have a good lod

. . . Sec that he frequents persons or good h
thanks to whom he may not wander from the
path on which he has entered, and in wUch we
him to continue.'

The Inquisitors, good souls, so mildly conceme
the wild boy's moral welfare, were soon to learn

Alemanno considered the * right path,' for the Govi
of Dalmatia kept than well inf(Mrmed. Before
they learned that a certain fisherman, who had re
to let the Count's butler, Antonio Barach, have a

fish which was already sold to another client, had
seized, taken into the Count's house, and severely be

But the Inquintcnrs were inclined to be clement
paid no attention to the accounts of his doings.

1756 he was authorised to return to his domaii
Pralboino and Corvione, and his real career b
Ffis first c»c was to engage as many desperate ]

as he could find. One of these having had a
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difficulty with the police, and having been kiJled during
the argument, Alemanno captured a Sbirro, and so
handled him that he sent him back to his post a cripf^e
for life.

Scarcely a year after \m ntam from Zara, he rode
through the town of Calvisaaio, and widioiit answering
the Customs officer, whose duty it was to ascertain if he
were carrying anything dutiable, he galloped on and
escaped recognition. His servant, who followed him
at a little distance, was ttop^ and as he answered
the Customs men very rudely he was locked up in jui.
But when the officer in charge learned who the man was,
his fright was such that he not only set him at liberty
at once, but conversed with him and treated him in the
most friendly numiwr.

The young Count was of course (klighted to learn
that his name spread terror amongst Government
officials, and by way of showing what he could do,
he sent fifteen of his Bravi to Calvisano with orders
to besiege the Customs men. In the fighting that
followed, one of the latter w» fcUl Md Adreffieer
narrowly escaped.

The Council of Ten now interfered, and summoned
Count Alemanno Gambara to appear before them, and
if he refused, the local authorities w«e wderad to
him and send him by force. Instead of obeying, he
fortified his two castles, increased the numbers of his
band of Bravi, and defied the law. With his ruffians at
his back he rode through the loigth and Iwcadth of the
Brescian territory as he pleased, and nnnr nrtii fisiiiimil
the city itself with his formidable escort. No om
dared to meddle with him. His neighbours in the
country were completely terrorised, and he and his
head ruffian, Carlo Molinari, eammmd ^ wUdest
accesses.
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Alemanno seems to have especially deligh

watch the efFect of fright on his victims. O
his men chased a priest of Gottolengo an(

friends, who had been shooting in the woods

beyond the boundary of the estate of Corviom

fugitives succeeded in reaching the church of Goti

in which they took refuge, barricading the door

their pursuers. But the Bravi starved them o

they were obliged to surrender unconditionally,

were then led out to a lonely field and were e

to commend their souls to God, as they were a

be killed and buried on the spot. Alemanno '

their agony with delight, concealed behind a

When he was tired of the sport, he came out

cealment and ordered his men to beat and kic

back to Gottolengo.

A retired colonel lived quietly on a small est

one of Gambara's. His servants accidentally ki

of the Count's dogs ; he had them taken, crueliy

and sent back to tKeir master after sufTerinj

indignity. The colonel thought of lodging a cc

with the Council of Ten, but on reflection he

the idea as not safe, for Gambara's vengeano

probably have been fatal to any one who veni

give information of Ws dmngs. No <mic y

within his reach, neither man, nor woman, nor ch

volume might be filled with the list of his crime

At last, in 1762, the municipality of the

Gambara, from which he took his title, reso

petition the Council of Ten for help and pr

against him. When he learned that this Wi

intention, he rode into the town with his esc<

halting in the market-place addressed the c

his threats of vengeance were so frightful, and

SQ well able to carry them out, that the chief I
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fell upon their knees before him, weeping and im-
ploring his forgiveness.

One day several Sbirri traversed some of his land in
pursuit of a smuggler who sought his protection. He
met them smiling, and cordially invited them to spend
a night under his roof With the childlike simplicity
which is one of the most endearing .characteristics of
most Italians, they fell into the trap. On the next day,
a cart loaded with greens entered Brescia, and stopped
opposite the house of the Venetian Pbdesta. The horses
vere taken out and led away, without exciting any
remark, and the cart remained where it had been
left, till the foul smell it exhaled attracted attention.
It was unloaded, and underneath the greens were found
the bloody corpses of the Sbirri iSio had accepted
Gambara's hospitality.

This time the Inquisitors of State took matters
seriously, and sent a squadron of cuirassiers and a
detachnmit of Sbirri, under the command of an officer
called Rizzi, to arrest him and his henchman Molinari.
Rizzi came to Pralboino and broke down the gates,
but the two men were already gone, and the expedition
ended in the confiscation of a few insignificant letters
found in Akmanno's desk.

He had undmtood that he must feave Venetian
territory for a time, and riding down into the Duchy
of Parma he sought the hospitality of his friend,
the Marchese Casali, at Monticelli. He next visiied
Genoa, and judging that it was time to srttle in life, he
married the Marchesa Carbonare, whom he judged, with
some reason, to be a woman worthy of his companion-
ship.

They returned together to Monticelli, where they
led a riotous existence for some time. Bdng one day
short of money, Alemanno stepped the messengers who
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were conveying to Venice the taxes raised in B
and sent them on after giving them a formal i

for the large sum he had taken from them. Bi
was too much for the Duke of Parma, whc
requested the couple to spend their time elsewher
in tiis Duchy.

They consulted as to their chances of getting
pardon for the crimes the Count had committ
Venetian territory and against the Republic, an
Countess addressed a petition to the Doge which 1

as follows : Every penitent sinner who un
purposes to mend his life obtains of God mere
forgiveness ; shall I, Marianna Carbonare, the
afflicted wife of Count Alemanno Gambara, nc
thereby encouraged to fall upon my knees befo
august Throne of your Serenity ? . . And
more to the same effect.

Another petition, signed by both, was addres!

the Inquisitors ; and a third, signed only by Alen
to the Doge and the Inquisitors together. Ii

precious document he calls them, 'the most j
image of God on earth, by their power.'

The object of these petitions was that the Count
be sent into exile, anywhere, so long as he were nol

up in a fortress, a sentence which would soon kil

as he was in bad health.

He had certainly committed many murders am
killed several servants of the Republic in the per
ance of th^ duties; and he had stolen the
collected in ftesda. Amazing as it may seei

petition was granted, and he was exiled to Zara fc

years, after which he was allowed to come to Ch
on the express condition that he should not sei

outside^ castle, and should see no one but hi

and ion. He rennuned in C^iggia Just a year,
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^hu^Z^t^^'^i^^^'^""^' ^777. to the twenty.^ of September 1778. after which the inquisitors
were kind enough to give htm Kb liberty if he would

witralacri^
before thdr Secretary. whkA he did

My readers need not be Jed into a misapprehension
by the touching unammity which the loving couple ex-
hibited in the petitions they siffned. They^r agreed
except when their interests did, and were soon mrti-
caliy separated in their private life. The Countesftook
Count Mimscalchi of Verona for her lover, while
Alemanno showed himselfeverywhere with the Countess
of San Secondo. In the aid they sqiwated altogether,
and the son, Francesco, remained with his who
educated him according to his own ideas.

So far as can be ascertained, the man never chanced
the manner of his life. After his pardon he returned
to his estates m the province of Brescia, where he found
his old friends, who were few, and the recollections of
his youth, which were many. In a short time PraJboino
and Corvione were once more dens of murderers and
robbers as of old, and as in former days he had been
helped in his blackest deeds by Cmh> Mofinari, his
chief Bravo, so now he was seconded by his steward.
Giacomo Barchi, who kept the reign of terror alive in
the country when it pleased the Count to reside in

He was sleeping soundly in his apartment in the
capital one morning towards the end of March 1782
after having spent most of the night at a gambling
house by the Pbnte dell' Angelo-he never sllpt mo4
than four hours—when he was awakened by an un-
expected visit from Cristofolo de' Cristofoli, who re-
quested him to appear at once before the Secretary of
the Inquisitors. An examination of conscience must
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have been a serious affair for Aleniatitto, and no

undertaken except at leisure ; and it appears t

this occasion he really did not know what he was

accused of doing. The Secretary of the Inq

merely commanded him not to leave the city <

of the Tribunal's anger, and on the morrow he

that his steward Barchi had also been arrested.

F<M* some reason impossible to explain, nothi

done to either, and before long even the stewa

set at liberty. The Inquisitors confined thems<

threatening the two with * the public indisnatk

their own severest mesmires, if the Count dra net

his Bravi and ' reform hb conduct.*

After that, history is silent as to his exploit

was no longer young, and even the zest of mun
rapine was probably b^inning to pall on hn

taste. We know that he sbcerdy mourned th<

the Republic which had been so consistently I

him, and he never plotted a^amst the Govei

He could not but feel that it would have 1

exaggeration to accuse it <^ having been hard of

Ifis son Francesco, on the contrary, turned

be one of the most turbulent of revolutionar

helped to lead the insurrection at Bergamo,

the intervention of Bonaparte himself, he wou

been killed by the inhahkants of Said, who r

faithful to the Republic, when they repulsed

sur^ents. He was one of the five delegates wl

city of Brescia sent to Bonaparte, to name him p

of the Cisalpine Republic. He died in 1 84

having written a life of his &ther, which was p
eleven y«rs later in Trieste. One cannot but

in cortiposing a memoir of his parcot, filial p

him too far.

In concluding this chapter, which has de
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criminals, I shall take the opportunity of observing that

S!i^""iIL'^^*'**
criminals were confined in Venice

earlier all prisoners had been carefully kept te^nte
according to their misdeeds; in the ^hteTnth/m^
children were shut up with adult criminals, and debtorwere co„fi,»d with thieve.. In the woien'. pr^n"
lunatics were often imprisoned with the wie. t state of
things that led to the most horrible scenes!^

The gaolers of the Pozzi and the Piombi did noteven keep the prisons clean, and the state of the cellswas such that I <te not care to disgust the reSer

toth?r^J"^^ ^ ^'ther priJL. or attSS
to them a regular tavern was tolerated, and perhaps
authonsed. as a place of gathering for the
«nd here games 0/ chance were player! e . cn
such as were ^bidden elsewhere in t^^

^^
city. The archives of the T«i show how mai^y crimeswere committed in the very places whert rZn^
confined to expiate earlier offences. As for the gaote^they wwe one and all corruptible. One of th?
hepatncian Gritti to the Senate, n, 793,'
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XXIX

THE LAST DOGES

Between the beginning of the eighteenth centu

the end of the RepuWtc ekven Doges occupu

throne. Of these the only one who
/700-/79/- ^^yg g^ygjj tj^e Government or retar

fall was the very one who reigned the shortesi

Let us say that if he had lived, he might have

rc«tored the strength of the ancient aristocracy as t(

of its perishii^ in a struggle instead of dying of o

This Doge was Marco Foscarini, who was

on the thirty-first of May 1762, and died on the
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first of the foUowitig March. He was a man whose
integrity was never questioned, even by the revdn-
tionaries, and he accepted the Dogeship with
the greatest regret. He was a man of
letters, and the endless empty ceremonial of the ducal
existence obliged him to leave unfinished his noble work
on Venetian literature. Even had the Doge's action
not been hopelessly paralysed by the hedge of petty
regulations that bristled round him, Foscarini's experi-
ence of aflfairs in the course of occupying many exalted
posts had left him few illunons as to the
future of his country. ' This century will
be a terrible one for our children and grandchildren,'
he wrote some time after his election.

like many of the Doges he was a very old man
when he was elected, and was over eighty-eight years
of age when he died, apparently much surprised at
findmg himself at his end, though not unprepared for
It. He complained that his physicians had not told
him how ill he was, and he asked for a little Latin
book. Be modo bene moriendi, which had been given him
by his friend Cardinal Passionei

; presently he tried to
dictate a few reflections to his doctor, but was too weak,
and expired whispering, 'Mv poor servants!' He
had apparently not provided for them as he would have
done if he had not Men taken unawares.

His successor was Aloise IV. Mocenigo, who had
been Ambassador to Rome and to Paris. His election
I'm celebrated in a manner that recalled the festivities
of the sixteenth century. A secretary was bent to the
Mocenigo palace to announce the news to
his family, and the Dogess took four days
in which to complete her preparations, after which she
came to the ducal palace accompanied by her two
married nieces, her sisterii her mother, all her own
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femaie cousins, and all those of her husband ; am

battalion of noble women in their gondolas was fol

down the Grand Canal by an innumerable fl(

gondolas and boats. All the male relations were

ing at the landing of the Piazzetta to escort the

to the palace, mrc the Dogess, seated on a I

received the homage of the electors and of all the no

She did not wear the ducal insignia on that da]

the evening there was a ball, which she opened wi

of the Procurators of Saint Mark.

A scries of iesdvities began on the followinj

at which dhe appeared in a memorably magnificent

a long mantle of cloth of gold, like the ]

own, with wide sleeves lined with white lace, <

to show a skirt and body all of gold lace-wo

girdle of diamonds encircled her waist ; hxr heac

was a veil, amused like a cap, but the two endi

down to her shoulders, and were picked u

fastened to her back hair by two diamond clasps.

On three consecutive evenings there were b

the ^ace, and at each the Dogeaa danced on

minuet, with a Procurator of Saint
Rom. via. r4S. ^ e^jq^ette requi»d when there w

foreign princes in Venice.

This reminds one of times ; k b evea fiP

in tome wtyt At *iplay at the (teal pib
ereater than it had ever been,

» banquets especially took the imports

public spectacles, and were always five in number

at the feaatt of St'wC Mnk, the Atoenneii

Vitus, Saint Jerome, and Saint Stephen, after t

of wWch the distribution of the • oselle ' took

representing the ducks of earlier days, as the

will remember. At these great dinners ther

generally a kmidred guests : the Doge's mm
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the Heads of the Ten, tlie Avogadors, Mid the heads c£
all the other magistracy had a right to be invited, but
the rest of the guests were chosen ailic»^ die ftinc»

tionaries at the Doge's pleasure.

In the banquet-hall there were a number of side-

boards on whidi was exhitnted the silver, part of which
belonged to the D<^e and part to the State, and this

was shown twenty-four hours before the feast. It was
under the keeping of a special official. The glass

service used on the table for flowers and for dessert

was of the finest made in Murano. Each servke,

though this is hard to beUeve, is said to have been used
in public only once, and was designed to recall some
important event of contemporary history by trophies,

victories, emblems, and allegories. I find this stated

by C^tim Rcnicr Mtcyd, lAto was a c<mtemporary,
was noble, and must have often %en these banquets.

The public was admitted to view the magnificent

spectacle during the whole of the first course, and the

ladies of the aristocraqr w«it in great numbers. It

was their custom to walk rouad tlw ti^iks, uMiii^ with
those of their friends who sat among t^ guests, mA
accepting the fruits and sweetmeats which the Doge
and the rest offered them, ri«ng from their seius to do
so. The Doge himsdtf* rose from his throne to salute

those noble ladies whom ht wished to dkifffpui^
especially. Sovereigns passing tl^ongh Venice U mth
times did not disdain to appear as mere spectators at

the banquets, which hud mt^mnd th« importance of
national wintversaries.

Between the first and the second courses a majestic

chamberlain shook a huge bunch of keys while he
walked round the hall, and at this hint all visitors

disappeared. The feast sometimes lasted several hours,

lAir vi^eli tht DG|^*t teniknM j^xaentMi eadi the
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guests with a great basket filled with sweetmeats !

comfits, and the like, and adorned with the ducal

Every one rose to thank the Doge for these prt

and he took advantage of the general move to gc

to lus private apartments. The guests accom]

Un to the threshold, where his Serenity bowed to

without speaking, and every one returned his sal

silence. He dirappeared within, and all went ho«

During this ceremony of leave-taking the gow

of the guots entered the hall of the banquet, an«

G K. Mickui, carried the basket received by his

OHgim i. 302. to some lady indicated by the

One may imagine,' cries the good Dame N
' what curiosity thane was about the destination

IfliM^ Imt illt iHtkful gondoliers regarded it

m « point of honour, though the basket was o

dimensions that it was impossible to take it atr

unobserved ;
happy were they who received

evidences of ^ regard wWdi at once touchcc

feelings and iMHnrri Aar legitimate pride !

^test BMifuifi iw»t»i>ve to share the pru

another.'

The reign of Aloise Mocenigo was the one in

the question of refems waa the mort fiiUy dis

bat nany of fbe (fiscuwiow turned on thebri<

though a few led to the passage of measures

somewhat affected commerce and public instruct

real result was produced. The Republic, I repe

dying of oW age, wWch f» Ae only ill that is um^

ackn^d f& he incurable.

At the death of Mocenigo three candidate

proposed for the ducal throne, namely, Andrea

Girolamo Venier, and Paolo Renier. If the pco

been consulted, Vmm worfd have been aa

^ough I ie a9t pitmrf ^ say that hi»
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would have retarded the end. Nothing is easier than to

.peculate about what ' the people ' might have done at

any given point in history ; nothing is harder than to
I

MAM» MUf$ CMWr

guess what they are goii^ to do ; nothing, on the
whole, is more certttn than thit the mkm
people never yet turned the scale at a great WMioent
in a nation well out of its infancy. No one p-ftmiH
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nowadays that the French Revolutton was nu
* the people.*

The many in Venice were vastly surprised t

of Paolo Renier*s candidacy, for he had a very ind

reputation ; to be accurate, the trouble was that

not indifferent, but bad. He was, indeed, a man <

penetration, rarely eloquent, and a first-rate s

He knew Homer by heart, and he had translated

„ ... Dialogues, wluch latter piece of
R. vtii. 240, <s ' ^

t4t; Mutineiii, might partly ex{Mam, without ex

his deplorable morals ; but it was

from Plato nor from Homer that he had lear

plunder the Government of his country. One
contemporaries, Gratarol, described lum as pa
* the highest of talents, the most arrogant of dui

and the most deceptive of faces.'

It was commonly reported in Venice that w
had been Bailo at Constantinople he had taken

tage of the war between Turkey and Russia,

Catharine the Great, to enrich himself in a al

manner, and the ninety thousand sequins he m
that occasion afterwards served him, according to

report, for bribing the Barnabotti in the Great

'

in order that the forty-one dectors chosen m
favourable to him. He ms certainly not tlie ii

of this plan, but he is generally said to have ]\

done his predecessors in generosity, without

stepping the limits of strict economy. The
belief is that he bought three hundred votes ai

sequins each, which was certainly not an e

price. It appears, too, that he distributed mone
people in order to soothe the irritation his ca

caused. If all these accusations were not

proved) they were at kist the sulject of eontei)

tt^e.
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A certain piiest in particular wrote liirni|| mwig mi
him, in Venetian dialect, describing the
righteous anger of the late Marco Fos-
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• Ah, foolish Venice !
' it exclaims, ' a R

Doge of our country, one who with ribald he

iniquitous words sought to undo that tribuna

defends our country nrom all evil ! Ah, mad
Now indeed I do repent me of having been D
year ! Strike my name from the series c£ the

for I disdain to stand among traitors.'

After his election Paolo Renter had his first

cmned with a pectdiarity in the superscriptioi

irritated the public. The words ran :
* Paulus B

principis munus,' his name being in the i

tive case, a grammatical mistake which had

been regarded as the special priviit^e of kii

emperors.

He made money of everything, by sellin(

fruiduses, and licenses to beg at the door

Basilica of Saint Mark. The Doi
MtHUum.UU. ^ 111.- u unot a person ukely to mcrease her hi

popularity, for slw had been a rope-dancer, ui

appeared at puUic ceremonies. As I have e
elsewhere, it was the Doge's niece who did the

of the palace, Dame Giustina, who was belo^

esteemed by all Venetians, but *the Delmaz,'

Doffe's wife was calksd, interfered in a hundrec

of tile administration.

It is told, for instance, that the priest of the

of San Basso used to have the bell rung for m
early in the morning, and that il

^'&j*iwT peculiarly harsh and shrill torn

aisoMoimenH. disturbed the DcKTess's slumbcrs. I

for him and promised to make him
of Saint Mark's if he would only have the bell

or not rung. The good man promised and wc
delighted, ^t when, after a time, the ouumry
given to him, he b<^^ ringii^ vj^m^ and d
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h, mad Venice!
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enjoyed the thought that every stroke set the faithless
Dogess's teeth on edge.

The people revenged themselves on the Renier family
for its many misdeeds in scathing epigrams, and whai at
last the Doge lay dying in long agony, the
gondoliers said that his soul refused to
leave without being paid. The truth is that as hn death
took place in Carnival week, on February eighteenth,
1789, it was decided to keep his death a secret not
only over Ash Wednesday, but until the first Monday
in Lent, in order not to disturb the merry-
making, nor the reaction which was sup- •'^

posed to follow it ; and he was buried without much
ceremony and with no display in the church of the
Tolentini.

The candidates proposed for decdon to succeed htm
were numerous, but not of good quality. One of them,
Sebastiano Mocenigo, was such a bad
character that when he had been in Vienna

^'

as Ambassador the Empress Maria Teresa had asked
the Republic to recall him. The truth was that the
few who were fit for the Dogeship would not
accept it, or were opposed by the whole body of the
corruptible.

As a specimen of irtiat went on during the election
of the kst Doge of Venice, I subjoin an official list
of what were considered the legitimate expettt» of the
electors. The figures are from Mutinelli
and nay be trusted. They are given in

Venetian *lire,* one of which is considered to have
been equal to half a taodem Italian *lira,* or Freodt
franc.
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Bread, wine, oii, and vinegar

Fish. ......
Meat, poultry, game.....
Sausages, large and small ....
Preserved fruits and candles . ...
Wines, liquors, coffee . .

Spices, herbs, fruit, flowers ....
Wood and charcoal.....
Utenstb hired, worn, and lost

Small expenses .....
Given to footmen and to workmen of the guilds

Tobacco and snuff* .....
Poem * La Scaramiwcia* (The SkiroHth)

Almanacks ......
Game of Rocambole (said to have been a kind of Ombre)
Nighteapa ......
Felt caps ......
Socks ......
Black silk wig-bags.....
French, German, and Spanish snuH-'-boxes

Combs * k la royak,' for wigs, and for caps .

Enence of rote, carnation, lavender, and vaniUa;

olive gum and gold powder

Rouge ......
One rotary .....

Total . . .3

Romanin, probably with another copy of the a

which he does not give in items, and writing

than Mutinelii, makes the sum a little smaller, j

case it is certainly one of the most extraordinat

ever brought in by a Republic for electing \t» cht<

In view of modern methods it will interest

Horn. vih. joa, of my readers to see how ti e evpet

Venetian elections increased towan

end, »:c(»'d!ng to R<mtanin :

—
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Election of Carb Ruzzini in 173a . . 68946
n Abiie Pisani „ 1734

*

» Pietro Grimani „ 1741
„ Francesco Loredan „ 1752
n Marco Foscarini „ 1762
n Aloise Mocenigo „ 1763
,> Paolo Renter „ 1779
„ Ludovico Manin „ 1789

70,629

70,667

» 34,290
120,868
» 25,234
222,410

378,387

Greatly increased expenditure for successive elections
™»ng{ja[^ a century can only mean one of two things :

the ftfiproach of a cdlapse, or the imminence of a
tyrmny. The greater the proporttonate mcrcaie horn
one election to the next, the nearer is the catastrophe.
The election of the last Doge of Venice cost five and a

•
"^^^^ ^ ^^^^ Ruzzini. It would

be interesttng to know what proportion Julius Cesar's
enormous expenses, when he was elected Fdnti^
Maximus, bore to those of a predecessor to the same
office fifty years earlier.

The Venetian electors who managed to consume, or
make away widi, nearly eight thousand pounds* worth
of food, drink, tobacco, and rose-water in nineteen
days, chose an honest man, though a very incompetent
one, and the public showed no enthusiasm for the new
Doge, in spite of the great festivities held for his
coronation. The Venetian people, too, preserved their
aristocratic tendencies to the verj and always
preferred a Doge of ancient lineage to one who, Hke
Manin, came of the ' New men.*
He was not fortunate in his choice of a motto for

his first 'osella/ He, who was to dig the grave of
Venetian liberty, chose the single word • Libcrtas' for
the superscription on his first coin; and on that
which w>peared in the last year but one of the independ-
ence of Venice were the words ' Pax in virtute tua,*
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which, as Mr. Horatio Brown has pointedly ob
'reads like a mocking epitaph upon the

Republic*

Manin was a weak and vacillating man, 1

truthful, generous to a fault, and not a cowan
Doge, he was bound hand and foot, and only a :

great character could have broken through such

to strike out an original plan that might have pre

his country's life. He gave his fortune withoul

but the idea of giving anything else did not oc

him. Before the tremendous storm of chang

tM-oke with the French Revolution and raged throi

Europe for ycirs, ht bowed Ms head, smd Venic

down. No man is to be blamed for not being

hero ; nor is the mother of heroes in fault whni
old and can bear them no more.
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fuc^J^^
eighteenth century Venetian diplomacy

inl^^l^"^'"'^'''^ Republic's neutral positfoTm spite of the great wars that agitated Europe He^

LTiv rnX''' ^ ^"J'^ cfisa^us
"

^arly m the century the Turks attacked the Peln.

suaesston. Her navy was no longer a

^^ .1'' ^^"^ ™«^ without Slies,

war of S^'cP^*? exhausted by the recentwar of the Spanish succession, and ^nn^mIi^^
737 3 ,
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the Pope befriended her, the help they could £
insignificant. It was not until the Turks i

Hungary that she received any efficient assistai

uniting her forces with those of the Emp
obtained some success, and the desperate coi

Marshal Count von Schulenburg, a Saxon ge

the Venetian service, saved Cwftu The Turfc

at sea. by the Venetians, and on the Danube
Hungarians at Temesvar, made
and the treaty of Passarowitz put

to the war. But Venice had for ever lost tl:

ponnesus, Crete, and other valuable pos^ssions

After this disastrous strug^e it was ini

to preserve any further illusions as to the

Venice felt that she was in full decadence, ai

endeavoured to hide its outward signs. In

trying to beat a|;ainst the current, she

herself to drift ; things went from bad to wc

before long the army, the navy, and the Arsei

completely disorganised, though their expenses

in the least diminished. A contemporary say:

Mutinfiii.uit. regiment looked like a company
isosg^. 'company like a corporal's guard,

the Republic was paying for r^ments with tl

complement of men.

The service of the hired troops was benes

tempt. In Padua the students of the Ui

Mutiiuiii. utt. defied th garrison. On one occ;

^7(>- a hideous orgy, they accidentally

tentionally did to death a prettjr beggar girl ; b

a detachment of Crcntian soldim attempted 1

the culprits, the students treated them with su

contempt that their commander was terrified, f

his men to the safety of the barracks, and bo

barred the doors.
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If such things happened on Venetian territory one

may fiincy what the state of things was in the colonies.
Corfu was supposed to be defended by a company of
Venetian soldiers and two companies of Albanuuu.
From 1724 to 1745 the latter were represented by two
men, a major and a captain, whose sole business was to
draw the pay of the whole force. The two officers
embezzled the sums allowed for the men's food and
uniforms, and the pay was sent to the soldiers, who lived
in their own homes in the mountains. No trouble
was taken even to identify them, and when one died it
was customary for another to take his name and receive
his pay. The two companies thus litendiy earned im-
mortality and the names on the roUs never changed,
beveral Albanians who drew their pay as Venetian
mercenaries enrolled themselves also in the so-called
* Royal Macedonian* r^ment, in the service of the
King of Naples, and were never found out by the
Republic. In twenty-one years these imagitary troops
cost Venice 54,300 sequins, or over ;^40,coo.

The colonial garrisons economised their gunpowder
by abohshing all target practice, and consisted chiefly
ot utterly untrained old men who were absent most
ot the time. The fortresses were not more serviceable
than the troops that were supposed to defend them. On
the mainland, the frontier fort of Peschiera
was half dismantled, the drawbridges had ''anJraLT
long rusted in their, positions and could "'"^r

'

not be raised, and the ramparts were
so overgrown with trees and shrubs as to be im-
passable

; at one time the fort did not even possess
a flag to show its naticmali^. Ninety of its guns had
no carriages

; the gunners lived quietly at th«r homes
in Venice, and if they ever remembered that they were
supposed to be soldiers it was because the Govemmeot
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dressed them up on great occasions as a gi

honour for the ducal palace. Their numb
between four and five hundred.

As for the fort of Corfu, it was robbed by a o

thirf. In 1745, a certain Vizzo Manduarhid

MmHmOH, vit. Tekiio^ the Turftt two good guns,

'^9 bronze and one of iron. With t

of his gang he scaled the wall of the Raimon(

one night, carried off the cannon, and sold then

Turks for twenty-seven sequins.

The workmen of the Arsenal in Venic

had formerly been the best - organised b

men in the Republic, had completely come

in the eighteenth century. The Arsenal w
posed to be governed by a viduminous oodb <

most of which were now either altogether disn

or were administered with culpable leniency,

disorder was incredible. Every son of a work

the Arsenal had an hereditary right to be ei

there, but the officials who were in command
take any means of checking the men's attendam

paid so much a head for every workman on 1

roll, according to his age, whether he ever a

excer.t on pay-days or not In tfiis way die S<

out vut sums to men who only entered the ga

a month to draw their wages for doing nothing,

of them had other occupations, at which they

regularly and industriously. Some were ever

and one of the cleverest 'Pantaloons* was

known as ot» t£ the best-paid Arsemd hand

six hundred apprentices who were supposed t(

the technical schools attached to the different

ments of the yard only looked in now ar

When t}»B time came for them to pass for thee

of master workman they paid the sum of thi
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Venetita Kre, in coasidenition of which the Examiners
pronounced themcompetent In this way, as Mudnelli
truly says, ignorance became hereditary, muh^h, uu.
as employment in the Arsenal already '4S^ 'h-
was, and the ^d became a mere monument of
former generous initiative, vei^ expensive to maintain.

At the fell the Republic Bonaparte seized and
sent to France a large number of vessels. When
the Arsenal was sacked in 1797 »t was Ram.x.j6.,
round to contain 5293 pieces of artillery, r^tt and 304.

of which 2518 were of bronze, and the rest of iron ;

and at the last theie were brought from the docks ten
ships of seventy guns, eleven of seventy-six, one of
fifty-five, thirteen of forty-two, two of thirty-two,
twenty-three galleys, one floating howitzer battery, two
* cutters,* whatever the Italian writw may have meant,
twelve gunboats, three brigs of sixteen to eighteen
guns, one fore-and-aft schooner, geven galleons and
as many * zambecchi,' five feluccas, many boats armed
with grenade mortars, ten floats with two guns, and
one floating-battery of seven guns.

If these vessels were not all badly built, they
were certainly badly fitted out and badly sailed
when they went to sea. The Proweditori and
Inquisitors Extraordinary, sent from time to time by
the Senate to inspect the fleet, complained that they
found neither good carpenters nor good sailors. One
frigate, which had a nominal crew of one hundred
and fift)-seven men, the Concordia^ was found to have
barely thirty, and not able seamen at that. As for the
convicts who pulled the oars on the war-galleys, they
were kept half-clothed and shelterless when ashore;
but being only carelessly guarded they often ran away,
and not unfrequendy succeeded in finding employment,
under assumed names, in the smaller ports of the
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Republic. Some are known to have beconn

servants. NevcrthdeM the overs^ of e»

I

regularly pocketed the money allowed for th

and clothing.

In 1 784 it was proved that for a long time h\
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to seventy tliousand %ots of wood and an immense
number of barrel staves had disappeared yearly, no one
knew how. The workmen or the Arseiud did not

Tn rwerrAMM tuaaar

think it necessary to buy firewood when it could be
had for nothing.

In 1730, the Proweditor Erizzo was ordered to
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one of the Eastern colonies on an impomn
with several large vessels. Almost at the i
starting, the officers of one of these galleys
begged him to g've them a captain not belom
navy, as thcjr should not otherwise fed s
to sea.

Yet at this very time Goldoni wrote that
sang in Venice :

* They sing in the squan
(hidtmi, i. ekaf. Streets, on the canals ; the sh

sing as they sell their wares ; t

men sing as they leave thdrwork ; the gond<
while he waits for his master. The charac
the nation is its gaiety.'

In the midst of this laughing decadence, ir
depth of this gay and careless disintegrat
coun cry's body and soul, we come across one
energetic character, a fighting man of the bei
who reminds us of what Venice was in her gr(

Angelo Emo was great, considering the lit

Venice in his time. If we compare him wi
Pisani, Carlo Zeno, or Sebastian Venier, he sec
as a leader

; but as a plain, brave man, he is no
by comparison with men who were colossal ir
of giants.

He was born in 173 1, and was brought 1

lather to dream of older and greater times, and

Horn. via. 28<).
'"^''^ °^ country's history th

youths of his day. He travelled
mr, often employed on business of the Stat<
was able to compare the condition of Venice ^
of other European countries, especially Engl
France, in regard to military and naval matters
He was not yet thirty years old when the

ment sent him to Portugal to study the n
reviving the commercial relations between that 1
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npcMTtant misMor
It the moment
galleys came and
t belonging to the

fed safe to go

ence, in the very
integratioti of a
OSS one devot^
the better days,

her greatness,

the littleness of
him with Vittor
r, he seems small

he is not dwarfed
ossal in an age

id Venice. Sailing down the Adriatic, he put into

Mrfu, probtUf fm* fretih jfmnnlMons ; but on learning

rONOAMlNTA WEinCRMANN

that many intrigues were already on foot to deprive

him of his mission, he set sa^ ag?in at once for the

Mediterranean in order to be beyond reach of recall.

i

i
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He passed the Straits of Gibraltar, but fell ir

gale of wind in the ocean which nearly put mi

his sailing for ever. The Venetmn vesMlt *

raiMriu^ fbr their tetworthiness at best, an

weather was almost too much for Emo's shi

himself describes the frightful confusion in th

and the difficulty he had in managing hi» iiw

make matters worse, the fresh-water tanks wew

and most of the supply was lost, so that w:

served out in rations, while the food consistec

pally of what the British sailor terms * sail

Then the vessel lost her rudder, and things

badly ; but the gale moderated and died out

and the ship brought to near a wooded coast

Emo was able before long to get a tree, wl

rough hewn to serve as a rudder, and he

vessel into port at last, *with the admiral

applause of every one,* says Romanin, after d

the affair of the jury-rudder as only a landi

describe an accident at sea.

His mission to Portugal was successful, fl

returned to Venice ; but when he tried to <

attention of the Government to reforms of \

army and navy stood in urgent need, he cou!

no practical result, so that whei

placed in command of a fleet, wi

to punish the Bey of Tunis and the Algeria

he was well aware that his force was by no m«

it appeared to be to the inexperienced public,

course of the campaign his largest ship, La J

equipped and worse officered, sank before his

Trapani, and none of the other vessels couW

on to do any better. Yet with such material

men he sustained a conflict that lasted three
]

if he was unable to destroy the Bey of Tui
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least humbled him, brought him to terms, and obtained
from him a formal treaty engaging to put down piracy
on the Afrioui cout. Fnmce profited „^,.„^//.
much by the result of thit expedition, and 'fjo',"S/fm.
one of the last documents signed by Louis
XVI. before he fell was a letter to the Doge Manin, in
which Angclo Emo was praised to the skies for the
good work he had done.

The Admiral was rewarded with the title -^f '^*valiere,
the only one the Republic ever conferred '

ith the
office of Procurator of Saint Mark's, but = ,not find
that his advice as to reforms was ever listened io. A
few years later the Bey ci Tunis broke his promise in
regard to piracy, and Emo was again sent with a fleet
to chastise him, but was suddenly taken ill in Malta,
and died in a few days. He was poisoned, it is said,
by Condulmer, his principal lieutena.it, who at once
succeeded him as admiral.

The last Venetian fighting man was of average
height and lean, and stooped a little ; he

,. ^
was pale, his forehead was broad, and he Tal^^T'
had Mue eyes and black ey -ows, particu- ^"uua.

larly thick and bushy. Hi: . louth was strong, but the
lips were thick and coarse.

His remains were carefully embalmed in Malta and
were brougi- '^ome ti- Venice on his aagship, the Fama—

* Fame *—wnich came to anchor on the twenty-fourth
of May 1 792. The body was followed from the mole to
Saint Mark's by the clergy, the schools, the magistrwies,
and a vast concourse of people. The funeral mass was
sun^ in the presence of the Doge, and the vast pro-
cession wended its way to the church of the Serviti.
To the martial sound of drums and the sdemn roar
the minute gun, Venice hid her last captain to rest
beside his fathers.
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During the seventeenth century the Republic

doubt of her own military strength, but nev(

trusted much to her diplomacy ; in the eighte

latter was the last ^ood weapon left her of tl

tlwt had once been m her armoury, and sktlk

diplomatic agents were, their efforts could not

her from spoliation by the Turks, whose sim

was to take first and to talk about rights aftenw

In a measure, too, Venice's position as a

power was dearly bought, and more than ono

748
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war of the Spanish succession her territory was the
scene of fighting between French tnd Germans. TTic
same skill kept her out of the field gom. viu.s.
during the quarrels for the succession of w-
Parma, of Tuscany, of Poland, and of Austria, and
obtained, for Venetian Ambassadors a place of honour
in the congresses that resulted in the treaties of Utrecht,
Vienna, and Aix-la-Chapelle.

During the American war of independence there
were constant diplomatic relations between the Republic
and the American deputies who came to France for the
congress of Versailles. The Venetian archives contain
a letter signed by John Adams, Benjamin Franklin,
and Thomas Jefferson, by which the Americans hoped
to lay the foundations of a commercial treaty ; but
owing to the excessive caution of Venice the attempt
had no result. The Republic of the Adriatic l»d
almost always looked eastward for her trade, and
distrusted the new world which she had declined
to help to discover. The original letter, written in
the English language, and addressed to the Venetian
Ambassador in Paris, Daniele Dolfin, has not been
published, I believe ; and I shall not insult the memory
of such writers by attempting to turn Romanin's
translation back into their language. The gom, via.

letter explains that the three signers are ^ '
*

fully empowered their Government to negotiate «
friendly treaty of commerce, and will be glad to enter
upon the negotiation as soon as the Venetian Ambas-
sador is properly authorised to do so ; in signing they
use the form, * your most obedient, humble servants.'
For the benefit of any American who may wish to get
at the original, I may add that Romanin found the
letter in the Archives of the Senate, with the despatches
from France of Daniele Dolfin, envelope 261.
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A letter from another Venettan Ambossac
Paris, Cappello, prophetically dated July foun

Horn, ix 153
^7^^' exacdy one year before the d
tion of the Bastille, to the ver

sounds the first warning alarm of the appro

revolution ; few writers have better summed i

condition of the French monarchy when it v

the brink of the abyss, and no diplomatist coul(

given his own country better advice.

The Committee of the Savi, who concentra

power into their own hands, did not even conuni
this letter to the Senate. Cappello spoke still

clearly when he made his formal report in pers

returning from his mission and after leaving Pai

when the King was to be asked to sign the Consti

a document vx miiich the Amlnssaaor confesses \

can find no name. *It is not a monarchy,' h(

• for it takes everything from the monarch ; it is

democracy, because the people are not the legisl

it is not that of an aristocracy, for the mere n
looked upon in France not as treason against the

but as treason . against the imtifHi. . . . The Ni
Assembly began by encroaching upon all power
by confounding within itself all the attributes of
eignty, usurping the administrative functions fro

executive power, and from the judiciary the rij

judging criminal cases.'

It is easy to understand the impression ma
such a report, in the course of which the Amba
narrated the scenes that took place in Versailles £

the Tuileries afrer the night of October sixth,

The aristocratic Venetian Republic sympathise(

foundly with the dying French monarchy ; but
impossible to believe tliat such a state of things

last long, and the Government was painfully sur



75»
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by the letter in which Louis XVI. announced
accepted the situation. That letter is in ex

In it the King declares that he has accepted t

form of government * of his own free will ; t

National Assembly is only a reform of the

States General, and will ensure the happiness

nation and the monarchy.' The King adds, a

hide his weakness from himself, that what is c

' revolution ' is mostly only the destruction of
of prejudices and abuses which endanger the

w^th, and that he was therefore proud to thii

Rom ix ITS
should leave his son something

than the crown as he had inherited

his ancestors, namely, a constitutional monarchy,
This letter, witn its artificial enthusiasm, h

March fourteenth, 1791, three months befc

King's flight and his arrest at Varennes, and k
two years before his murder on the scaffold.

Cappello's successor as Ambassador in Paris,

Pisani, continued to keep his Government inlbn

what occurred. On the twenty-fifth of Sep

1 79 1, Louis .XVI. addressed another letter

' most dear friends, allies, and confederate

Venetians, in which he expresses the certaini

they will be rejoiced to hear of his having sigi

Constitution, which had so gready shocked Ca
In spite of the painful impression produced b
documents, it was necessary to answer them, if 1

a matter of etiquette.

The position of the Republic was a difficc

Prudence required the strictest neutrality as

affairs of other nations ; but the mere fact tha

one recognised this as Venice's only possible p
exposed her to perfidious and secret attacks of al

France maintained a vast number of secret ag(
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propagate revolutionary doctrines in the Venetian
territory, and at the same time lost no opportunity of
trying to pick a quarrel with the Republic, by insultine
her flag. On the twenty-ninth of November 1792,^
captain of a French man-of-war, bearing a Spanish name,
the Buenns Ayres, asked permission to land with, eight
men on the Venetian shore, but refused to submit to the
regulations of the Health Office. His request was
refused. Thereupon he proceeded , abuse the
Venetian Government from the deck of his ship. He
wound up by declaring that there was no such thine
existing as a Sovereign Government, tuat all men were
equal, and that he was a magistrate, as good as any
senator. He chose to land, and he would land if li
chose. A Venetian galley hindered him
from doing so, but as he made off he

''^

cri<d out :« You will change your minds in a year
!

»

Poor France! She herself was to learn a century
later that aU men a'c equal—in the eyes of German
Jews.

'

At that time Austria allied herself with Piedmont
to oppose the French invasion which was imminent,
and the Venetian Eivoy at the court of Turin con-
tinually advised his Government to join this league,
which alone could save the Republic and the othe^
Italtan powers.

The Committee of the Savi who had absorbed the
government of Venice simply by saving trouhl- to ail
the other officials^ allowed the Senatr to
discuss this proposition, probably because

•

they understood its vast importance. But the Senate
declared for stnct neutrality, and the Savi f^Lt that after
this they were free to do as they pleased, and from that
time they decided according to their own judgment
as to the question of showing any despatch to the

3c
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Councils, or erf" suppressing it in order to av
discussions.

Nevertheless, they felt the danger of thi

enough to recall the Ven- tian vessels sta
Malta and Corfu, in order to defend the app
Venige, a measure which displeased Franc
ground that it was a preparation for hostilitit
the succcbs of the French army in Savoy ol
Savi to call in the Senate again, to discuss i

safety. The ' fathers of their country * wei
time mostly in their country places, thoroughlj
themselves

; but they too must have felt that
danger in the air, for they answered the sun
Francesco Pesaro, the presiding Savio for tA lively discussion took place, but once more i

was voted by a strong majority, and the go
ot the Savi now entered upon a course of half
more dangerous in reality than any one mista
have been. Permission was granted to the
troops to transport provisions from Trieste
and with a last revival of the business s
Republic violated the neutrality she had \
selling corn and oats to the Austrians. At
Venetian Ambassador withdrew to London f<

leaving his secretary in charge.

Rom. ix. 203. A" incident now occurred if

which was calculated to bring m
a crisis.

The French Ambassador, who had quitted
had left in charge of the Embassy a certain A
Henin, who had taken as his private secretary
called Alessandri. On the twenty-ninth of E
1792 this priest was sent for in haste by the
of the bare-footed Carmelites of the monasten
Geremia, dose to the palace occupiol hf the
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Embassy. He was introduced with some mvstervbut w,th no loss of time, and was conducted to the

lett Venice by the sixth of January he would be
assassinated There was a plot to kilFhim, bTone ofthe intended murderers had confessed to the Suprrio
himself, and under the seal of confession hadDthe monk to save Alessandri's life.

^
The priest, who does not seem to have been timidwas much surprised, but promised nothing as to l^^I^

/—>.

m Tut WAT TO nnisA, from the mouth or the uimta

the city, though he appears to have at once considered
ti^e means of getting away. But on that same evening

-/"PT^?*"."",*^^ anonymous note with thesiwords
: « Either the Abbe Alesindri will leave Veniceto-morrow, and at once quit Venetian territory, or

seiJJ for^^Ar"""^ '^'PP'i.'^ The Superior

h!5 ^Jf^'^'^r The note, strange t^say,had been ddivered together with fifteen gold sequinswhich the unknown writer sent to help%he post's

The priest now lost no time, but left at once forFusma on the mainland, and finding no means^
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getting on at once, pursued his journey on i

had left with the monk a written receipt for t

which he had been forced to accept, and he
informed his employer, Monsieur Henin, of
of his sudden departure.

Monsieur Hentn was furious, «id not wtti
reason. He wrote a violent letter to tJic

Government, inquiring how an unknown per
dare anything so outrageous in a well-reguh
munity. Who was instigating the outrageoi
What monster had paid fifteen sequins to
murder committed ? What was the meanii^ c

tended confession ? Why did the villainous
the abominable plan drag a monk into the plo
was the gist of Monsieur Henin*s letter, and
by demanding the immediate arrest and condig
ment of the murderer, or murderers, and the
his fugitive secretary, who, he insisted, must I

guarded by the Government as not to be ii

his life.

The Secretary of Embassy certainly had
his side so for, but he followed up his letl

interview with one of the Inquisitors, in ^

declared his belief that it was the Governm
that threatened Alessandri. The Inquisitoi
have answered diat they disposed of much
surer means than the hand of a hired assassin y

they wished to be rid of an obnoxious person,
suggested, too, that the outrage was instij

Austria in o-tler to emspents France, an id
seems deficient in logic.

Henin appears to have been a violent sort o
and anything but a diplomatist. Of course
right on his side, but Alessandri, on inquiry, tu
to be a bad character, and anything but th
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tranquil, reticent, and retiring' creature of fifty-six,

k J'TJ?^
i-renchman represented him to be. He

had bera oWged to leave his native city, Trent, for
debt and vanous mitdemeammrt ; lie Was a vident
revolutionary and in his *tr«iiquil fcttranent* he
dwelt with a disreputable woman of the people, whom
he had enticed away from her family ; from which
ferts It was easy to argue that he had made himself the
oftfcct of some private vengeance.

Nevertheless, and although Henin had not at that
time any proper credentials as Chargi Affaires, the
Inquisitors thoufirht it best to avoid disturbance, and
A^essandn was Brought back and properly protected.
Almost immediately upon this Henin receivedKendal
letters from his Govemmmt, and asked to piesent them
to the Senate.

The Savi, who detested the man, were much dis-
turbed

; and as the Senate and the Great Council left the
matter to them, they asked the assistance
of those of their colleagues who had served

**• ^'
their time and retired. As they wore black cloaks the

'^fiSaWnrt^^
^em the *Consulta Nera,' the

Not to receive the official representative of the hew
French Government would have been contrary to the
policy of strict neutrality adopted by the Venetian
Kepublic

; to receive him was to irritate Austria and
to ex|x»e Venice to an attack from that side. She had
pursued a policy of half measures, and the end of half
measures is always a fall between two stods. The fall
was precipitated by the soothing eloquence of one of the
speakers, who assured his coUeagues that all Europe
would understand and forgive them for yieldimr to
necessity. _

-©

The Senate accordingly voted wi^ the Black
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Cabinet that Henin should be received, but
its ambassadors at the various European cour
vcy information of the ftct with all the circui
possible, and in such a way as to palliate the
the Venetian Government in the eyes of the \

While this was going on, the secretary' >

Venetian Ambassador Pisani had left in charg<

/7W
^"""^^ ^" eloquent letter descr
death of Louis XVI., and he se

same time a scrap of the cloalc which the
worn on his way to the scaffold. This caused
profound emotion. In the Senate, Angelo
loudly declared that all diplomatic rektioni
Government of hangmen and executioners
instandy broken off.

The matter was still in discussion whc
demanded, in the name ofhis Government, the t

tion to place the arms of the French Republic
door of his residence. As his credentials 1

accepted it was impossible to refuse this rec
the general indignation of the better sort of tl

was unbounded.
^- ere were now two parties in Venice. Oi

hand, the secret emissaries of France preachec
tlonary doctrines, and stirred up the criminal
on the other, a vast literature of pamphlets
satires and caricatures, all attacking the Frer
openly circulated throughout the city. In i

of diverting the attention of the whole p(
from political matters the Savi made frantic
travagant eflbrts to amuse everybody. The
carnival before the end was the most magnifi<
remembered.

In the year of the French King's murd(
parte was a captain of artillery, and France v
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to face the first coalition of the powen, putting
down the royalists in Vendee. ^ r

I

Henin continued t3 annoy the Signory in every
possible way, and made the smidiest inddents the suii-
jects of official complaint and protest. He was at last
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recalled, but his successor was a man called

was tuch a iKHoriously bad character that the

Senate put off receiving his credentials agun
on all sorts of grounds, doubtless believing,
the French revolutionary government was no
last even so long as it did. To gain time wa
dignity, thought the Senators. But Noel

^

of waiting, and abruptly returned to Pkris
bad humour, to stir up against Venice the p
of the Committee of Public Safe.) .

It was now no longer an easy matter to

appearances of neutrality. England, especiall

opportunity of urging Venice to join the
League, and Worsley, the last English Min
perpetually insisting on a rupture with Franct

Another circumstance occurred to inci

difficulty of Venice's position. The Comte
afterwards Louis XVIIL, who styled himsd
cf France during the captivity of his nep
unfortunate chiid Louis XVIL, being obligee

Piedmont, asked permission to reside in Ve
the Signory,- anxiously hoping far a resto
France, received him with the honours due tc

and the welcome a friend might expect. At
French Republic took umbrage and protested
but the Venetians answered that the presen<

Comte de Lille in Verona, where he led a rei

was no violation of neutrality.

The Savi now had more on theu- hands 1

could manage, for they were obliged at one
same time to watch the movements of the revo
propaganda, and to keep themselves informc
doings of the royalist party who plotted in
restore the French monarchy. And mean
spite of a nominal press censorship, the i
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newspaper Mtirised the French Republic in the
bitterest manner, giving Roben»erre Uttint ameof complaint.

Diplomatic relations were now strained a»most to
he l.reakmg-po.nt. Pisani was still supposed to bethe Venetian Ambassador in Paris, though
he resided m London, and the French
Envoy ,n Venice had left in disgust at not being
received. On the latter point the French yielded,
and sent another and more respectable representative
a certam Lallement, whom the Signory consented

Minister
^^'^^ °^ objections of the English

The question now arose, who was to succeed Pisanim I ans, and how the new envoy was to be styled.
La lement had brought very simply worded credentials,
and had agreed to assume any designation which the
^gnory desired. The Savi were much distressed
about this matter but they selected Aloise Quirini for
the mission, and at last decided that he should be
addressed neither as AmKassador nor Minister, but
simply as ^ the Noble Qui> li.' They could hardly
have chosen a tide better calculated to irritate a Govern-
ment which hdd that nobility was a worse crime than
rorgery or assassination.

The Noble Quirini accordingly went to Paris with a
ver) magnificent salary, and with instructions to keep up
the 5 ndid traditions offormer Venetian representatives

But meanwhile the child Louis XVII. had dis-
appeared from the scene, and the Comte de Lille, or
the Comte de Provence as he was called
When not travelling incognito, was a
source of much anxiety to Venice. He was now
undoubtedly the legitimate King of France, and hk
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modest residence in Verona had become a
which every point of etiquette was most i

observed. The European powers encourage
his efforts to restore the monarchy in his ow
and England, Austria, and Russia sent envo)
in Verona without in the least considering
culties which their action might cause the
Government.

At this juncture France invented anothei
government, and Lallement appeared before t

1796.
^^^^ entirely new set of cred
the Envoy of the Directory, v

declared, was no less disposed than its predet
power to remain ' in perfect understanding ai

most friendly terms' with the Venetian '.

The man who was to end the hideous and
^

succession of butcheries and farces which h;

seven years was in favour with this last-hati

half-fledged government, and his dominating
was beginning to be felt. Bonaparte was no¥
six years old ; he was grown up.
A few months earlier Lallement had rea

the Venetian Senate a proclamation which the
sentatives of the People ' sent to
of the Alps, as a general warninj

the Genoese, the Tuscans, and the Venetians
s|Mtc of their protestations of fricijdship, alloi

ships to capture and plunder French vessels
high seas. By the end of 1795 ^^e Frer
masters of the Riviera, having beaten the J

very badly.

Venice was now accused of having viol
neutrality by allowing the passage of Austria
through her dominions. She answered that
acted in accordance with a very ancient treal
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aTil*^ ^P'" the ™e of the road to Gunban,,

P. »s ever; but this^French found .t hard to beheve. When fuXr «cuSdSM'" '"rg"-.;"'
Signo^^adeTsh^

no^\tdY'l-^^lu ' *^ de LiUe WW
oblLd to ail

^'"'^ "luctantlyoDiiged to ask him to leave her territory, as ihearrnorv threatened war if he remained.
'

He departed, shaking the dust from his feet Hedemanded that the name of his femily ri^
thTarir t.""*™ thafw^TTw^
L ffP^**'

Of his ancestor Henry IV ^'"'^//Viw

Smedley nghtly conjectures to have been the sword

«ci'3^wt'^/l""'- Ambassadors aK
S."m"1v ' P^'""'"* Treasury

de Lill^^T'^
-entirely refused to «xede to the Comte

1 J r
''""'"''s- It could not deprive itself itreohed, of the satisfaction of counting thTray^ ft,^u'of France amongst its nobility, and it couUStS

xitiir;^ IV.
, ana with this quiet answer tn i-h*.

LSrK-He^'-'— ^ ^

^rpI^wrinPto'te'^^".^^^^^

.^g VeTcT' "<a1T ""^

mes^S?
S"''' the bu«to. of ,h.« jhati«.

Austria, Sardinia, Naple . and Pius VII. openly
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allied themselves together, and the Duchies of

and Modena secretly promised their help. Gen

paralysed by the vicinity of the French army ; T
was playing the game of neutrality, like Venice.

The Signory had great confidence in the a

the allies and in its chief. Bonaparte was only

the old general Boiulieu would easily beat him.

But the Signory was mistaken. The boy had

up—* Napoleon, Apollyon, destroyer of Cities,

a Lion roaming about,' as the barbarous Greek

his name has it.
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THE ?JIST HOUR

The end was at hand when Bonaparte crossed the river

Po. One is apt to forget that he had already showed
himself to be much more than a victorious ,796.

general, and that throughout the campaign ^""^

he displayed that marvellous skill in dealing with men
which so often ensured him an enthusiastic reception

in places where he could not have oeen expected to be

welcome.

He had soon realised the horrible impression pro-

duced everywhere outnde Francs by the Rey(duti<m,

7«s
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the Terror, and the Committee of Public i

he hastened, by his numberless agents, to

virtues of the Directory. They were not

bloodthirsty ruffians, he taught, but an asse

the future saviours of mankind, who were to <

the world from all those ancient political

fwejudices which had so long held it in bondi

He could not unteach the scum of t

populace what the agents of the Revolution I

it with such lavish expenditure in disreputab

and worse resorts, but he could control th

and gradually change the direction of the

The Venetian gondoliers could be taught s

too, and the Venetian Barnabotti could be

learn anything, and to impart what they learii

*No organisation,' says Bonnal, * was eve

to his (Bonaparte's), no revolutionary organi

Bonnai, Chute
^vcr morc formidable. We meai

iuiu RipuhHqueX\omxy''^ as regards the legitimai
*7^*7^. ments existing in Italy, with whi(

not at war, and as regards the means used. .

at Milan .that his system became a defini

service, both political and military. The
two principal offices exacdy answering th

was pursuing, that is, the political propagani

military propaganda. By means of the politi

ganda he sought to bring about either the si

of one domination for another, or the modi
the forms of government. . . . Lombardy is a

of the first case, the I^ian Duchies of the 9e<

his military propaganda he roused the popi
arms, sometimes against the legitimate sov

happened in Venice and Parma, sometimes
foreign power, as at Milan.'

Once more, as in the war of the Spanish s
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the Venetian territory became a refuge and a provision

market for two hostile armies. The fortresses, as has

been seen, were really at the mercy of any one who
chose to occupy them. On the ninth of May the

Imperial troops, .yielding to the request of Contarini,

the governor of Crema, and supposing the place to be

capable of defence, consented to pass by the city with-

out entering it. If they had insisted no one could have

hindered them, and the letter Contarini afterwards wrote

to the Venetian Government disturbed even the astound-

ing optimism of the Savi. The latter were shocked

when they thought of the risk they had run, and by

way of getting rid of all further responsibility they

appointed a Provveditor to watch over the safety of

the Venetian territory. More than this their worst

enemies could not have expected them to do. They
selected a Foscarini for the office, and were particularly

careful to admonish him that he must * preserve intact

the tranquillity of the Republic, and administer comfort

and consolation to its subjects.' I translate literally

the phrsue, which sounds like the drivdling of an da
man in second childhood.

The Imperial troops were barely out of sight of

Crema when the French appeared, and Contarini

renewed his request that the city might not be entered.

Berthier consented, but requisitioned provisions and

forage. Soon afterwards came Bonaparte himself, and

he also consented to pass on, but not until he had

squeezed every particle of available information out of

the governor, whose letter narrating the interview

gives a remarkably dour idea ^ great young man's

conversation.

The Senate wrote to the commander of the fortress

of Peschiera not to allow any foreign soldiers to enter

under any circumstances. I have aescribed the cc^cU-
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tion of the place elsewhere, and the unlucky

at once answered, inquiring what in the world 1

do in order to prevent the passage of the Impen

The Austrian general Liptay found it conv

install himself in Peschiera for some time, a

the Republic protested, he answered with i

coolness and much truth that the place Wi

fortress at all, and that he was encamped the

French were in the fields towards Brescia.

Even Bonaparte understood the absurdit

case 'The truth about the affair of Pesc!

A'o.. . V. .97- wrote to the Directory, Ms that i

^99- tians have been duped by Beai

asked leave to pass with fifty men and tl

himself master of the city.'

In spite of this conviction ^ naparte took

of the incident to declare to i^c Provveditor

that he would burn Verona to punish the

for having favoured the Austrian troops ;

carini, obliged to act on the spur of the mc

without consulting the Government, opened

of Verona to Massena on receiving the latt(

ance that the city should not be burned. H(

fancied that he had obtained a great concessic

not understand that Verona was absolutely

to the French as a base froi i ^hich to ac

Mantua, held by the I t p jrial r^o.^s.

The news ot the o. -upatic ^erona pr(

utmost alarm in Venice, yet ti.^ Great Counc

summoned, nor was there a regular sittii

Senate. The days bad gone by when the gi

Saint Mark * was rung backward to call eve

man to arms and every aged Senator to th

The handful of scared and vacillating mer

steered Venice to her end met stealthily b
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the Casino Pcsaro, more like conspirators than defenders
of their country. Most of them fiiticied the French
already in the lagoons if not in the city ; some, for-

getting that they had neither troops nw captains, were

te took advantage

veditor Foscarini

sh the Venetians

oops ; and Fos-

the moment and

opened the gates

:he latter's assur-

:d. He probably

ancession, and did

iolutely necessary

h to advance on

THE SALUTE FROM THE LAGOON

for defence to the death ; some, who had secretly

adopted revolutionary ideas and principles, rejoiced at

heart because the end was so near.

Such a meeting of such men could come to nothing
;

3i>
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and nothing was decided except that Foaca

Proweditor, should be assisted by two othei

commissioned to negotiate with Bonaparte.

They went and found him apparently in the

and most friendljr humour, but the report

interview with him reached the Senate toget

a communication from the Inquisitors explainii

parte's plan for taking possession of the

Legnago, making sure of the free navigatioi

Adige, and threatening to destroy Venice in

extort a sum of five or six millions of firancs.

So Venice, still theoretically neutral, was c

collect such poor forces as she had by land

in order to defend herself against the depred

the combatants. She had not a single general

her men or to plan a defence. Three nobles

chai^ of her boundaries on the mainland,

was made responsible for the capital, and 1

placed in charge of the lagoons. ^ 'var

levied, too, and it is due to the citize ' t

State to say. that they were generous \^ tueii

to the last. Many citizens of all classes g
sums of their own free will to help the def

not in Venice only ; the cities of Friuli and '.

and even small communities at a ^xat

made heavy sacrifices spontaneous Tor tl

safety.

The historian Romanin was of opinion tha

that moment, if the Goverrment had found i

enough to orifice all her pc»se
Rom. tx. 32i.

jj^^ mainland, as at the time of th

of Cambrai, a clever diplomacy might yet h;

the State. But he was a Venetian, and a mos

one, and he could not understand that it need

thing more than skill to keep Venice aliv
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needed life itself, the life that WM aB tpent, at htt,
after more than a thousand years.

The Proweditor for the lagoons, Giacomo Nani,
wrote to the Doge the courageous words : *A State
has not the right to possess provinces which it cannot
defend.' He, too, remembered the League of Cambrai.
But the Doge was not to be roused ; it was no longer
vacillation, it was paralysis of the will that made him
follow the Senate. Yet Nani's letters determined the
Savi to look about for some general into whose hands
the whole defence might be given. It was the dd
tradition of employing the condottiero ; but there was
only one man aJive just then who had the genius and
the convicticm that save a cause all but lost ; he was
a man who couki have stopped a host with FalstafTs
ragged company, and he was at the gates of Venice.
The Savi hit upon the Prince of Nassau as a possible
captain, but Austria stepped in and forbade that he
should be called.

The King of Naples now signed an armistice with
the French, and Bonaparte made himself at home
on the Venetian mainland, quartering his troops at
Bergamo, Brescia, and Crema without ceremony, and
merely notifying the Venetian Senate that he did so,
as if no excuse were needed. He took the Venetian
guns he found at Legnago and used than at the »ege
of Mantua as if they were his own. Bonaparte was
well aware of the truth of what Nani had written to
the Doge, and he took full advantage of the axiom.
If the governors of the cities in which he chose to stop
did not please him, he wrote th«n notes like the
following :

—

... I beg you. Sir, to let me know what game we are
playing, for I do not believe you will alkm your brothen in
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arms [the French soldiers!] to die without help
walls of Brescia, or to be murdered on the highroad.

Horn. it. J4I.
to J^eep order in your country,

... . . ^
the city of Brescia fiirnitJi what it

Mtabhshmg hospitals and for the wants of the tn
tave to take more efficient mcasure8.--Believe
Kebngs of esteem and consideration, Bon.

Bonnal says of him that he avenged legitij
plaints with a host of accusations and denials

BomH,i, ,7s.
unmistakable threats ; and the
made excuses. Whereupon Bon

swered that he would *beat the Austrians
the Venetians pay for the war.' Which he d

At the same time he was writing to the Dii

... I am obh>ed to be indignant with the Pro
exaggerate the number of assassinations, etc., in ord

Rom. ix. ssr-
*° ^"7* fu» nish me ev
need

; they will continue to give u
want willingly or by force, until Mantua is tdcen, s

1 shall demand of them such contribution as yon
me, which will not be in the least JifFcult.

If Bonaparte could find pretexts for acc
Venetians of helping the Austrians, the I

excellent reasons for complaining that Veni
the French. Austria and France were the t
between which half measures iiad led the Repi
between which she fell.

The position of the French army was not
at that time, and the alliance of Venice woi
have been worth having, which was die reasor
obstinate efforts at neutrality exasperated ]

J^yffth of to such a degree. At last his pati</^fcr.,^
J and he ordered General

d Hilhers, the father of the marshal of that n
died in 1878, to occupy Bergamo, not as a g
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The peasants and the small ccmmuiiities were now
driven to extremities

; for the Government had left
them to their fate, and they were plundered alike by
the French and the Austrians. Discontent spread
rapidly, and the rural population may be supposed
to have been in the best possible disposition to
receive the revolutionary doctrines by which Bona-
parte had already called into existence the Cispadane
Kepubhc. That short-lived aflair was made up of the
cities and territories of Ferrara, Bologna, Modena,
and Reggio d Emilia, and was momentarily the hea£
quarters of republicanism. In spite of aU that the
remnant of governmenl: in Venice could do against it
Its influence was felt on Venetian territory. Behind
all, the propaganda of Milan worked
steadily to carry out Bonaparte s plan

*
under Gei. -ral Landrieux, whom he had deputed to
take charge of that end of it.

Bergamo was the first city to rise and drive out the
Venetian governor, in order to join the Cispadane
Republic

; the city of Brescia foUowed, M^Jti at.^
naturally enough. But the country people -S""/'. '3S6.

of the two provinces still remained faithful to the
Republic, and the peasants about Brescia were so
indignant with the city for its defection that they
would have marched upon it to burn it down if they

V 11
hindered by their Bishop, Dolfin. At

Vallesabbia certain emissaries of the republicans from
the city were so ill received that they fled precipitately
in fear of their lives.

r r /

Two days after the latter incident the
inhabitants of the villages of the valley
net in a field near Nozze, and drew up the following
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decUuratioii which was approved with abso

nimity :

—

Va

III order to record its own fidelity and obedi

beloved Prince of Venice, and taking oath of pcrpe

and adherence to the said Prince, this body v

persons of any class or condition are found in

having the cockade of rebels against the Prince of

actually having that cockade on their hats, any one

to arrest them, and let him have a prize of three

pircde for each one, of [the funds of] the Valley.

And let this present vote be made known in ever

and put up in the usual and habitual places for pal

and it is not to go into effect for three days, withi

parish priests in their parishes shall publicly give

to the people. And if ^angs of rebcb against tl

Venice, or troops of theirs, enter the Valley, the <

comprising the Valley shall ring the bells with

[meaning to ring them out, and not to * chime ' i

and whosoever is between sixteen and Mxty ye

whosoever else will volunteer, is to take arms in

the Valley to arrest them [rebels or troops], and i

them } and whoever refuses shall be punished by

an his goods.

The Government might have done soi

encourage people capaUe of «ich dcvcdon

at least, have ordered them to send depucat

capital to give information of the state of tl

This the province of Verona asked to be all<

through the Marchese Scipione Mafilei, in

ix^ich the Savi suppressed, wi
Ram. X. 32.

pj.^,gg„jj^g jt Great Coun

they considered that it might lead to dangei

sion. They confined themselves to rec<

every subject of the most Serene Republic

the greatest circumspectioa towards all the
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the Venetians had no means of defending themselves
against the latter's pretensions.

In spite of the bad impression made by such
wealcness, more than thirty thousand men from
the provinces vdunteered to put down the republican
rising, but they had to be sent home for lack 3f funds
and weapons. One hundred voung men of the

burgher class offered to arm and support themselves
at their own expense. From all this it is clear enough
that, at the voy last, the descendants of the nobfes
who had made Venice were responsible

Mtmtrit
for her fall. Ippolito Nievo said pithily, rf'-waz/Ko^riwirfo,

that the Venetian aristocracy was a corpse

that could not revive, while the Venetian people were a

living race shut up ividi it in the tomb.
The republican revolution thus progressed almost

without finding any resistance, and practically aided and
abetted by the French troops. Bonaparte was so sure

of his plan that he did not even make a mystery of it

to the envoys the Venetian Republic who met him
at Goritz. He actually oflfered to pacify the Venetian

provinces fc the modest sum of a million of francs

monthly for six months, which was generous, con-

sidering that he alone had caused all the disturbance.

A Venetian noble of the fifteenth century would
certainly have got the better of him in such a matter
of business, but he was too much for the two nobles

with whom he had to deal. The monthly million was
granted, but on condition that he was not to interfere

in the civil discmti that distracted the Republic, and not
to hinder the Government in its efforts to reduce the

rebellious cities to subordination.

Such an attempt was made, and the insurgents were
beaten more than once, and some of the ringleaders

were brought to Veni^ In <^er times they would
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have been tried by the Council of Ten and

within twenty-four hours ; now they were me:

fined in the fort on the Lido, in char
Rom. X. j6.

i^Q^jgg^ Tommaso Soranzo and L

Tiepolo, who were recommended ' to tre;

charitably.'

But these successes so greatly encoura

reaction against the insurrection that Bonapai

AM„u-nH,xu^.i lest he should lose some of the

sv. 3s(>' 357- his industrious propaganda. Acc

by his instructions, General Landrieux acc

Venetian troops of threatening the French arr

valleys of Bergamo, and ordered the Venetian
|

Battaglia, to be put in irons, and his ' accom

be hanged. These were mere threats, of co

after that the rebels were openly supportec

French. On the other hand, the commun

meant to remain faithful to the Republic in

help a last time before returning the weap

had taken from the insurgents, and swore thi

were only given a leader they would die to

defence ofVenice. Even after the French had

the whole Venetian territory the Senate still

loyal letters from Vallesabbia ; one of these ei

these words : 'Our hearts will always be for Sai

and we therefore swear to break any promise

be before long got from us by force, at the

of the Venetian standard we love.'

The truce of Judenburg between France ai

was destined, in Bonaparte's opinion, to d

destinies of the Republic. Junot appeared

in Venice on Good Friday, bringing a despi

Bonaparte dated the ninth of April. A mo
and theatrical document can hardly be imagin

general accuses the Venetians of rousing th
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people to murder the French and ordering a perfect

Massacre of the Innocents. His magnificent generosity

has met with * impious perfidy ' on the part of the
S'.

' att. His adjutant offers peace or war, and war is

declared il rae authors of the massacres are not delivered.

Observe, tiiat as there had been no massacres no authors
')f them could be given up, and therefore the declara-

tion of war was made
; Bonaparte was always logical.

He was * not a Turk,' he adds ; he was not even an

enemy. These were ' not the days of Charles VIll.,'

and he gave the Venetians twenty-four hours to realise

the fact or perish. But he would not come like their
' assassins,* to ' lay waste the lands of an innocent and un-
happy people.' He came to protect. The people would
' one day bless even the crimes which had obliged the

French army to free them from the tyranny of Venice.*

Bonaparte's name is still execrated throughout Italy,

and in a large part of the south ' French ' means
'abominable.' Even the southern sailors call a

dangerous storm * French weather.'

Junot had been informed diat the Government
cou'd transact no business till after Holy Week, but
he insisted on being received, and read the despatch
before the Doge and the Signory in an imperious tone.

Bonaparte possessed a marvellous dramatic sense, and
he trained his men to act his comedies to perfection.

In the part the Avenging Angel Junot was terribly

impressive.

It may be supposed that even then Venice had a

choice : she might submit, or perish bravely in self-

defence. But such men as Ludovico Mantn and the
Savi were not free to choose. No weak man is when
the strong man has him by the collar. The Signory
was used to humiliation, and was fast shame, and it

followed to the end the path it had chosen.
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The truce between France and Austria cont

but only the possession of Venice could be the b

a durable peace. Bonaparte's plan was to exas

the Venetians till they really violated their neu
and then to seize the city. No one ever comments
morality of conquerors nowadays. Virtue has n
to do with the greatness of princes. Bona
scheme was odious, of course, but it succeeded.

It had been part of the comedy to christen a j

the French fleet * the Liberator of Italy.' Wit
vessel a certain ccHnmander, Laueic

Kom. X. 112 w. Ill
despatched to carry out Bona

stratagem. The ship sailed up towards the

April twentieth. Stopped a fishing-boat, and took •

'797- fisherman for a pilot. The man pn
that foreign war vessels were not allowed to ent

harbour. Laugier threatened to hang him, and si

to con the wheel, after asking him many questi

to the vessels of which Venice disposed.

When the ship was oppc»ite the Lido she s;

and the guns pf the San Nicola Fort answere
Laugier did not bring to, the commander of th

Domenico Pizzamano, sent two boats alongsid

to warn him not to enter, yet the French c

took no notice. Other French vessels were foil

at a distance ; Pizzamano fired two sh<^ to wan
ofF, and they bore away, Laugier now said h

going to anchor, though he did not clew up h:

gallant sails nor otherwise shorten sail ; it is clej

there was only a very light breeze on that day.

A Venetian galley lay at her moorings in th<

harbour, and Laugier proceeded to foul her,

tionally without doubt, for he evidently kne
business. This was enough. The two vesseh

dose alongside, and thdr crews ware fightinj
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another in an instant. At the same time the cannon

P«Mi Tm rONTt t. lOCCO

from Fort Sant' Andrea chimed in, and an indescribable
confusion followed. Laugier was killed by a ball ; the
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old fisherman who had steered him in was W(

and died soon afterwards. The Venetians
j

better of the fight, and plundered the Fret

vessel in spite of Pizzamano's desperate ef

prevent it. The French officers and crew were

over to the * benevolent custody ' of Tommaso !

and Domenico Tiepolo.

The account of the affair sent by the N
Lallement, to the Directory was wholly unl

course ; but Bonaparte had what he wanted.

He was so sure of it that by the preliminar

of Leoben, preceding the treaty of Campo-Foi

. . had almidy ceded to Austria

^Jeom*^x!^/2/^ Venetian provinces that lay betwi
and Document the C)g]io, and the Adriatic;

pretended that in compensation f<

she was to receive the three lotions of R(

Ferrara, and Bologna.

Much of this preliminary agreement had be

secret ; but the Venetian ambassador in

Grimani, knew of the general tenor of the do
and warned the Senate that it was intended

member the Venetian territory.

The Senate was roused from its apathy whe
too late, and now sat permanently. Orders wei

that no stranger was to be allowed to enter

unless bearing official letters, and no ship was
into the lagoons that did not fly the Veneti

Some attempt was made to get more vessels n
sea.

The French had not wasted time, and a

insurrection had broken out under their mans
in all the cities of the mainland. Within twei

hours the governors of Padua, Verona, am
important places came in for refuge, as s
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Provveditors of the army, whose occupation was
gone.

Meanwhile two nobles, Francesco Dona and Leon-
ardo Giustiniani, had been sent in haste to Gratz, after
Junot's appearance, and they were received by Bonaparte
on the twenty- fifth of April. The interview that
followed is highly characteristic of the man when it

suited his ends to work himself into a fury. The
political prisoners were to be liberated, or he would
'come and break down the Piombi ; he would have no
Inquisition, no antique barbarities.' He spoke of the
imaginary massacre of his innocent troops. * His army
cried vengeance, sind he could not refuse it.' * If all

the culprits were not punished, if the English Minister
were not driven away, if the people were not disarmed,
if all the prisoners were not set free, if Venice would
not choose between France and England, he declared
war.' ' He would have no Inquisition, no Senate, he
would be an Attila to the Venetian State.' And much
more to the same effect, all of which is on record.
The two Venetians answered sensibly, when they could
get in a word, but Bonaparte meant war, and when he
meant that he would listen to no one.

Having acted his scene, he asked the two to dinner,
and proceeded to extract information from them, after
his manner. His inquiries chiefly concerned the
horrors attributed to the aristocratic Government by
the very imaginative French democratic mind ; for the
lower classes, being nearer to nature, have always had
much more imagination than their social betters, which
explains their belief in ghost stories, hidden treasures,
and the rights of man.

After dinner Bonajarte cond^ended to state his
demands. He wanted twenty-two millions from the
Venetian mint and all English drafts deposited in
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Venice. That was all. There was no mentiofi
Duke of Mantua's treasure, from which the <

suspected that it was included in the secret tn
Leoben, but I find no mention of it in that c

document, though it may have been tacitly inclu
Article VI. which provided for the resdtuti
Mantua and other places to Austria.

Having thus expressed himself, Bonaparte i

envoys to their reflections and went ofl^ to :

Almost at the same time they received news
fighting at the Lido, with instructions to inform
parte of the death of Laugier, with all the c
possible

; they did so by letter, and probably con
lated themselves on not being materially able to c

the news by word of mouth ; but they neven
really asked another audience. He answeret
fury, called Laugier's death an assassination
spoke of them and the Venetian Senate as * dr
with French blood.' If they had anything new
him, he would receive them, he said, after writi
the same page that he would not.

They went before him again, poor men, and lii

once more to his furious language. * Not a hu
millions of money, not all the gold of Peru, wouL
prevent him from avenging the blood of his men
so forth, and so on. This was the truth, as h
purposely risked shedding it for the very purp«
being revenged.

On the twenty -ninth of April French i

occupied the Venetian frontiers, and General Bar
d'Hilliers entered the capital with perfect assura
and, it must be added, with perfect fearlessness-
installed himself in the best hotel. The Senate
in vain to ascertain from him Bonaparte's intent
the soldier answered that he was accustomed to
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his chiefs without question, and that he knew nothing of
their plans. He had been told to come to Venice and
he had come.

On learning that Bonaparte so very particularly
detested them, the Savi agreed that it was no longer
sate to meet publicly, and they held their sittings in the
iJoges pnvate apartments in the presence of the
Counsellors, and the 'Savi of the Mainland,' * Savi of
Orders,' 'Savi of Writings, —Savi of every species,
lo ail these were added the three Heads of the Ten
TTiis last assembly was a sort of amplification of the
Black Cabinet already explained.

They have been described as the sextons of the
Kepublic, met together to arrange the details of the
tuneral. Their acts and resolutions can only excite
pity. The first question discussed on the night of
April thirtieth was whether a supposed intimate friend
of Bonaparte's (HaUer, at one time French Minister of
Finance) should be treated with in order tn calm his
master's anger. The next question was, whether this
proposition might be discussed at once, or whether
eight days must be allowed to pass before beginnini?
the debate, according to the law. A third question
asked what measures should be taken to inform the
Great Council of what was happening.

Several hours had been consumed in these miserable
quibbles, dunng which no attention was paid to the
distant booming of guns from die direc-
tion of Fusina, when a messenger brought
a letter for the ' Savio on Writings.' He passed it on
anxiously to the Savio of the week, who opened it with
evident emotion. It was a message from Condulmer
in command ot the uotiUa of the %oons, to say that
the French had begun operations for improving the
approaches to Venice, and dut he was gding to attempt
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to destroy what they did as fast as they woi
was at this moment that the Assembly first nc
sound of artillery. In the frightened silence i

walked up and down the room. * To-night w
safe even in our beds,' he said.

The Procurator, Pesaro, turned to the Sect*
sec that it is all over with my country,' h<
broad Venetian dialect. *I can certainly b
assistance. To an honest man, every place

country ; one may easily occupy oneself in
land.*

He rose as he finished this remarkable
apparenriy with the intention of proceeding to
land itt once, but his colleagues ' comforted

'

took snufF, and sat down again to help Val
frsaning a mrasure for calling the Great
together on the morrow. These curious detail

trusted. Pesaro was afterwards, in fiict, the
make his escape to Istria and Vienna.

During the remainder of the meeting it was
whether it might not be possible and advisable
Venice a democratic form ofgovernment likely
Bonaparte, and the majority adopted the idea <

ducing any modifications which he might sugge
It was hoped by this means that he would b

to forgive the Inquisitors and the captain of t

whose punishment he had demanded, and to cx
Venetian banks from handing over the English

The next day was the first of May, the anr
on which the Doge had always paid his annual
the Convent' o*" che Vergini, since the days
Candiano, a ceremony which was always the oc<

great festivities in the city. But to-day, insi

bell of the Grand Council was ringing, and th<

assembled anxiously. The Doge explained i
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dialect the situation of the Republic with regard to
irance. Peace, he said, must be made with Bonaparte
at any price, and the best thing the members of the

CAMM N. OWVANRI ( PAOU>

Council could do was to say their prayers and ask the
help of Heaven m their supreme danger.

Heaven, as usual in such circumstences, did not
help those who would not help themselves. The

3E
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Council thought it had done wonders when it v

598 to 21 that two deputies should be sent to B<

with power to discuss radical changes in the >

constitution. The envoys chosen were Angelo (

'

Giustiniani, who had been Proweditor extraord

Treviso since the second of April, Alvise M
the Governor of Udine, and Francesco Dona

were given regular credentials, and were, a

exhorted to use the utmost caution in all they 1

On the same day Bonaparte declared war

Venice in his most furiously bombastic styl

document must be read, not to be believed, as

the statements it contains were totally untrui

appreciate the marvellous gifts of the man <

who composed it. It is long, and I have not

it ; I can only say that it altogether outdid th

letters and speeches I have referred to.

The deputation found Bonaparte m Trev

the eternal glory of the family that had lost an

of its name in one campaign, Giustiniani quii

Bonaparte on every point, reproached him

shallowness of the pretexts under which he ju

acts of violence, swore to the sincerity of the

Government when it had protested that H

intention of doing any injury to the Fn

concluded by saying that if Bonaparte n

hostage or a victim he, Giustiniani, was thei

his lire.

Bonaparte was everything except a coward,

a conqueror and a comedian, a brutal dicta

subtle diplomatist ; he was a great command

was the Litde Corporal. He was also as bra

bravest man in any of his armies. Giustiniai

affected him strangely, for he well knew whal

inspired in most people. His sudden adm
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the Venetian fMtriot was as boundless as everything

else in his nature, and broke out in words of praise.

He concluded by promising that even if he confiscated

uhcAUMa aovis or BBmiamfa

the property of every noble in Venice, whatsoever
belonged to Qustiniani should be respected. There
spoke the man of the middle class that Bonaparte

i
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always was. The gentleman answered fMroudljr t

had not come to fMPomote his own interests Mmen

of his country were so desperately at stake.

A truce of four days was signed, within whici

the three Inquisitors of State and the commax

the Lido fort were to be arrested and punished,

political prisoners were to be set at liberty.

On the fourth of May the Doge had the cour

the cowardice, to propose to the Great Couni

ar">8t of tne Inquisitors and dieir in
^«,.jr.

^^^^ recjuired by Bonaparte.

was no hope for Venice in any <«her c«m

said.

This dastardly measure was voted by 704 v

27. The Inquisitors and the commander of tli

were arrested and taken to San Giorgio Maggio

all the political prisoners were released from the 1

the Pozzi, and the other prisons of the city. <

following day, two hundred and eighty-eip^ht Frci

who had been taken wiA weapons in their lumds

the insurrections in the proviiKes were himded

Baraguay d'Hilliers in Venice.

Bonaparte wos now sure that he had only t

himself in order to be master of the city.

Venetians also made haste to present Bon

« friend,' Haller, with a litde present of six tl

sequins in bullion, in the hope that he would

kind offices with the great man.
' 1 beg you,' Bonaparte wrote about tht* tim

Directory, * to ord&r die citizen Hsdler,a s«.ounc

Bonua/. has comc here to steal, to pres

chuf,; 2S7. accounts to the head manager ' (* o

teur en chef).

So much for Bonaparte's * friend.* The *

also offered the most profuse hospitality to I
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Baraguay d'Hilliers, in the hope thi^ the would soften

her husband's harsh temper.

By this time Bonaparte knew as well as Condulmer
himsdf that the Venetian fleet was miserably manned,
and that the city must 3ncld at once W heucgcd, and he
thought it quite useless to receive any more envoys.
Besides, he knew that his propaganda had succeeded in

the capital itself ; his paid agents had done their work
well, and it kad been bravely seconded by the manifest

incompetence of the Government irfiich md exasperated

all classes. Ir is said that there were fifteen thousand
republicans ready to answer the first signal as soon as

it should be given by Villetard, the secretary of the

Frendi Legation, fnese were not by any means all

of the people, for ' ladies of the nobility had been

spending their time in making mcotour cockades, and
the Government knew it.

The French no longer took the trouble to conceal

the preparations they were nudcing for a revolution. A
wholesale grocer who played a very suspicious part

in the whole afiair, Tommaso Zorzi, was dining with

Villetard, and heard several Frenchmen speaking of the

revolution that was arranged for the next day ; it was
intended to set up a tree of liberty in the Square of
Saint Mn4c*s and to dedare the fall of the aristocratic

Government. When every one else was gone, Zorzi

implored Villetard to put off firing the train, and

with dieir <Ad masters. The French secretary wcnild

promise nothing, and on leaving him Zorti hastened to

the ducal palace and was recetined by the D<^ in spite

of the late hour.

He told what he had heard. The Doge sent at

once for I^^o Dona, and d» two bade Z^i olMain

from Vizard a written d«lnrirtton of the cmiditions

explamed that a large part of the ulace would side
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on which he would consent to give up the revo

On the following day Zorzi and his friend

appeared before the Savi with a paper which th(

they had drawn up in the presence ofVilletard, w
refused to write anything himself.

The impression one gets in reading this doc

is that Zorzi and his shadow were in the tricl

Rom. X. 386 Villetard. The paper callsthem 'med
fmr the text, tallcs of * pacifically changing the

cratic forms of government,' * leaving open to th

of the public the prisons called the Piombi and

abolishing capital punishment, setting up a t

liberty in the Square of Saint Mark's, publiclv b

the insignia ofthe old Government, a universal ai

and a Te Deum in Saint Mark's, where the in

the Virgin Mary was to be exhibited.

The paper also named the provisional govet

in which the grocer and his shadow were to occu

positions.

This stufFwas not read by Zorzi before Ae as

The Doge deputed Pietro Dona and Francesco ]

to hear him in a neighbouring room. Dona di

him with the remark that the Government woi

to discuss such propositions until they were <

laid before the Venetian envoys by Bonaparte hi

Then Dona returned to the hall and commi
the contents of Zorzi's paper to the GovernmenI

effect was terrific. A few voices protested 1

attention should be paid to such an informal
]

tion, but terror prevailed, and Dona and Batt^

charged to go at once to Villetard to ask him

off his revolution till the envoys should retu

their interview with Bonaparte. Villetard, for

known to himself, granted the Government a n
four days.
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Meanwhile it was thought wise to dismiss the

Slavonic troops, yielding in this to one of the demands
expressed in Zorzi's paper. Their presence * irritated

'

Villetard. They were accordingly (miered hcrnie

under the command oi Niccdo Mc^osini, but they did
not leave at once.

On the twelfth of May the Great Council met.

Early in the morning Villetard had informed Battagia

that the Venetian envoys sent to Bonaparte had r^uwsd
to accept a democratic and representative government,
but that the French meant to obtain it by force unless

the aristocracy would resign its powers. It was Haller
who had brought the news to Villetard after accepting

a bribe six ttiousand sequins a few days earli^. An
American politician once defined a scoundrd as * a man
who will not stay bought.'

Dona came back with an official letter from Villetard

to the Doge which contained Bonaparte's ultimatum.
The city was in a state of nervous exritement ^t must
break into action before long ; the members of the

Council were already in terror of their lives while they
stood waiting for the hour of meeting. Even then,

everything had to be done according to tradition. The
patricians were, no doub<^ devisii^ more concewions
to be made to Bonaparte, as they moved towards the
ducal palace, and most of them were ready to sacrifice

everything, including their honour, in exchange for

personal nfety. The last of the Slavonic soldiers were
embarking under the direction of the Arsenal men ;

there were republican conspirators everywhere, ind
they found their way even to the Dele's private
apartments.

Hie Council met at die usiud hour, and the roll

was called. Only 537 members were present, whereas
600 constituted a qtummi. It is posnUe tluit die
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many absent members had hoped to obstruct ;

ceedings by keeping away, for to the last the n

rules had been observed. But the members ^
assembled decided that they had a right to act.

The Doge opened the sitting, pale and ov

Painfully, and in his Venetian dialect, he recap

the acts of the Consulta of Savi and others, v«

taken charge of affairs on the thirtieth of Apri

miserable speech was foUowed by the reading

report of Dona and Battagia, Haller s letter, an

documents.

The Secretary, Valentin Marin, then read the i

which was brought before the Council.

The Bill had the old sanctimonious tone,

principal purpose of preserving religion,' etc., \

first words ; the measure was, that the Great

should accept * the proposed provisional repres

government.'

The Secretary had finished reading the Bill, i

just beginning his comments on it, when the s

a discharge . of musketry rang sharply throi

ancient hall. The patricians rushed to the door

voice called them tack.

* Divide ! divide !
' it cried, above the din.

To the last gasp formality bound them,

but not informally, they went through the 1

voting. The Bill to accept the democratic gov(

was passed by 5 1 2 yeas to 30 nays and 5 blank

,797.
Then, in the twinkling of an (

tw^tk, hall was Mlcnt and cmj^.
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CONCLUSION

The discharge of musketry which had frightened the

Great Council out of its senses had been only the

parting saluteofthe Slavonic soldiers as they Tassini, under

sailed out of the harbour. It was the last ' san Bartoiomeo:

mark of respect the Venetians of Venice received, and it

was by a dramatic coincidence that it was offered at the

very instant when the Republic ended. Every one has

read how the Dc^ went back to his own roofn and
handed his ducal bonnet to his servant, sayii^ tlot he
should not need it i^n.

793
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What has been less noticed by historian!

A GATEWAY

Ger jral Salimbeni, who knew that the a
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waiting to know what had taken place, put his head out
of a window and shouted ' Viva la Liberta '

; and that

when no one broke the silence that followed, he took
breath again and shouted *Viva San Marco,' where-
upon the multitude took up the cry and cheered till

they were hoarse, and the old flag of Saint Mark
was hoisted everywhere, and the populace took it

into its head to burn down the houses of Dona and
Battagia and the grocer Zorzi, and though they were
hindered, they did plunder and burn the dwellings of
a number of burgher families that had played a double
game and had helped to bring on the final catastrophe.

In the midst or this confusion well-armed republican
gangs appeared in all directions, and during the night
between the twelfth and the thirteenth of May there
was a hideous tumult. The last time that Venetian
cannon was fired by Venetian orders, it was pointed
at Venetians.

On the fifteenth, the French occupied the city as

conquerors. On the sixteenth, two notices were put
up in the Square of Saint Mark's. The Moimtnti,

first simply announced that the aristocratic s^'"'''-

Government yielded up its powers to a provisional

Municipality which would sit in the hall of the Great
Council ; and this was the last public document which
began with the words, *The Most Serene Prince
announces,' etc.

The other informed the public that the provisional
Municipality of Venice declared the Great Council
to have * deserved well of the nation ' because it had
abdicated ; it thanked particularly the members of the
late Government which had put down the riot on the
night of the twelfth ; and it went on to declare a
'solemn amnesty' for all political misdeeds, and so
forth, and so on.
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Then came the nsnnl French nonsense about

equality, brotherhood p^ncc, the rights of m
the like ; all of which might, perhaps, be

on the ground of mistaken and fomish sentimei

did not know that Bonaparte was even then

in the act of selling his newly found, free, an

brothers into slavery to Austria, then the mo!

absolute despotism in Europe.

The whole afiair was a hcnrible farce. 1
Municipality decided to preserve the Lion <

Mark as the national symbol, but for the wor

tibi Marce ' inscribed on the book under th<

paw were substituted the words ' Rights and E
Man and Citizen.' The gondoliers observed tl

Mark had at last turned over a new leaf..

The Lion, however, was soon thrown dov

his column, and was broken into more thai

pieces on the pavement. On th<

the middle of the square. Around it were

emblems of the sciences and arts. Fagots were

up near by, to make a fire in which the Goldc

and the ducal insignia were solemnly burned

two statues representing Freedom and Equality.

Moimenti, vcrses Were inscribed on the ped<
Nuovi studi. these images. Lest I should be

to exaggerate their atrociously bad literary
(j

give the original Italian.

One ran :

—

Depono la tirannide,

Sollevo 1* innocente,

Ognor lieto e ridente

II popol mio sahL

The other said :

—
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II libro d' oro abbrucUsi

L' accende il reo dditto^

Air uoir resta il suo dritto

La dolce libcrtil.

The Procuratie, both the old and the new, were

renamed, according to the revolutionary dictionary,

* Gallery of Liberty,' * Gallery of Equality.' Mutinem, uu.

In the course of the month <tf June b^n >tS: aUo

the trial of the three Inquisitors, Agostino -^'^

Barbarigo, Angelo Maria Gabrieli, and Catterino

Corner, and of Pizzamano, the commander of the

Lido Fort. Even Bonaparte was obliged to admit

that there was nothing against them, but he would
allow them to be acquitted ; he thought it better policy

to pardon them * in consideration of their advanced

age.' His letter on the subject is dated the fourth of

October. But Pizzamano, though declared free, was

still kept in prison at Bonaparte's pleasure, and on the

twenty-sixth of October sent a petition directly to the

latter. Bonaparte sent it on to General Serrurier, in

Venice, with an order for the man's liberation written

in the margin.

Bonaparte had kept up his comedy to the very last.

On the eighth of October General Ballan i had given the

Venetians, in his chiefs name, the most ample assur-

ances of attachment and devotion.

1
On the' seventeenth, nine days later, by tihc treaty

iof Campo-Formio, Bonaparte sold Venice and the

/whole Venetian territory to the Emperor of Austria,

including Dalmatia and Istria, in exchange for the

Ionian Islands, the Cisalpine Republic, the Duchy of

Modena, and die provinces of L(»nbardy as far as the

Adige and Mantua.
Having got his price for the dead body, Bonaparte

proceeded to strip it of everything valuable, so rar as
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he could, before handing it over. The horses
Mark's were taken down from the fa9ade of th<

the most valuable pictures, parchments, and bo
packed, and all was sent to Paris.

The farce of freedom was over, and the I

of reality came back, harder to bear, perhaps
much more honourable, as suffering is more
than drunken rioting. On the eighteenth of
1798 the Austrian garrison took possession of

Before closing these pages, I sluill go bat

months and shsSi translate Giustina Renier 1

touching account of the scene which took
Dalmatia, in the preceding month of August, ^

Austrians came by sea to take possession

country.

On the twenty-second of August, Rulcavina [tht

general] arrived with a fleet and a thousand soldiers a

G. R. Mickki, Pettana, a mile and a half from Pera
Origini. Com- Dalmatians, taken by surprise, and s<

RonTx^^
they had nothing more to hope, re

om. X. 24^.
fg^jgp jj^g j^gj honours to the great st

Saint Mark. To this end the people of Perasto, a
neighbourmg country, and others, assembled before 1

of the Captain in command ; and he, with tweh
armed with sabres, and two colour-sergeants, went t<

where the standard was, and the cdours carried in

which Venice had entrusted many centuries ago to t

and loyalty of the brave Dalmatians. They were no
away those dearly loved flags j but in the very momen
what it broke their hearts to do, their strength foiled

they could only shed a flood of tears.

The throng of people who waited in the Square, i

any one come out again, knew not what to think. {

the judges of the town was sent ap to ascertain the c
he, too, was so much moved that his presence [in

only increawd the grief of the others. At last the

contrdling himself of sheer necenity, made the poinf
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he took down the flags from the place where they were hung
and attached them to two pikes ; and he handed them to the
two colour-sergeants, and they and the soldiers, led by the
lieutenant, marched out of the hall

i and them the
Captain, the Judge, and all the rest. As soon as the well-
beloved standard was seen, the grief and tears of the multitude
were universal. Men, women, and children all soUwd mnd
their tears rolled down ; and nothing was heard but the com-
plaint of mourning, no doubtful proof of the hereditary devotion
of that generous tuition to its RepuUic.

When the sad procession reached the Square, the Captain
unfastened the flags from the pikes, and at the same time the
ensign of Saint MMrk on the km was hauled down, and a salute
of twenty guns was fired. Two armed vessels that guarded
the port answered with eleven guns, and all the merchant
vessels saluted also ; this was the last good-bye of sorrowing
glory to the valour of a nation. TJ*c sacred colours were
placed upon a metal salver and the lieutenant received them in

the presence of the Judge, of the Captain, and of the people.
Then all marched with slow and melancholy steps to the
Cathedral. There they were received by the clergy and its

chief, to whom the sacred trust was delivered, and he placed
it on the high altar. Then the Captain commanding spoke
the following words, which were again and again interrupted
by quick sobbing and streaming tears that came from men's
hearts more truly than -from their eyes :

—

* In this cruel moment,' he said, * that rends our hearts for

the fetal destruction of the Most Serene Venetian Government,
in this last expression of our bve and feith, with which we do
honour to the colours of the Republic, let us at least find
some consolation, dear fellow-citizens, in the thought that

neither our past deeds, nor those we have done in these recent
times, have led to this sad office, which, for us, is now become
a good deed. Our sons will know from us, and history will

teach all Europe, that Perasto upheld to the last breath the
glory of the Venetian flag, honouring it and bathing it in

universal and most bitter tears. Fellow-citizens, let us freely

pour out dur grief ; but amidst the last solemn thoughts with
which we seal the glorious career that has been mat oiukn'
the Most Serene Government of Venice, let us turn to these
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well-loved colours and cry out to them, in our sorr

flag, that has been ours three hundred and seventy-!

wtthout a tireak, our hith and courage have eve
unstained both on the sea and wheresoever you wer
fece your enemies, which were the enemies of the C
For three hundred and seventy-seven years our
Uood, and our lives have always been devoted to ym
ou have been with us, and we with you, wc have
appy, and famous on the sea and victorious on
man ever saw us put to flight with you ; with you
ever found to overcome us. If these most wretch<
rash action, of corrupt manners, of dissensions, and
opinions that offend nature and the law of nattor

ruined you in Italy, our goods, our blood, our lives

be yours ; and rather than have seen you ove
dishonoured, our courage and our.fiiith would have
be buried with you. But since we can do nothiilj

you than this, let your honoured erave be in our bea

desolation be your highest praise.

Then the Capuin went up and took a corner
and put it to his lips as if he could not let it leave

all thronged to kiss it most tenderly, washing it wit
tears. But as the sad ceremony had to c^rne to an i

these dear colours were laid in a chest, which the Ri
in a reliquary beneath the high altar.
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CL Francesco Corner . . . elected 1656
1
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VENETIAN HISTORY

421 (dtmit) Veake founded by fugitives from Aquileia, Altinum, and
Ptelua. (According to tradition on March 25, 4a i, at noon.)

697 • PftulmLncn Aa^MM of HetackadMNeiiat felt doge.

809 . . Pepin, son of Cbaricnwgae, tttenpta to ttkt Vnk» asd »
defeated.

Sat (about) The body of Saiat Mark is brought to Venice, and he is

l^l^umed pratactor of the Republic in jJwe of Saiat

959 (about) The brides of Vedeeaad their Aomrim are carrM offfagr btriaa
pirates.

975 • The firttbaMfic* of Saiat Mark hfleMn^ by fee.

998 . . Pietro Orseolo is acclaimed as Doge of Venice and OaloMttia.

998 . . The Emperor Otho III. visits Venice secretly.

1009 . . Venice is ravaged by the plague.

1099 . .
Venetians defeat the Pisans off Rhodo.

1123 • Defeat of the Turks at Jaffit.

lit) . . The Doge Domenico Michiel taket Tyre.

1167 . . Venice jmm die I«mbardLcafa%intbV«roiM,FMi«l»MIha,
Bdi^na, and other cttict.

1172 . . Institution of the Great C^tmd^ is wUdi mmAmAif k
open and elective.

1 1 77 . . The Emperor Frederidt BarbaroHa niakn submittlon to
Pope Alexander III. at Venice.

1177 The ceremony of the Espousal of the Sea by the Doge
instituted.

laos (Oct. 8) The Venetian fleet sett oM for the Fourth Cnuadc under the
Doge Enrico Daadob.

1 204 (April I a) Constantinople uken by the Venetian and French forces.

1277 . . Membership in the Great Council limited to thoae of

•as
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1*97 CliMure of the Great Council, in which membei
a privilege of the nobles.

1 300 . , Conspiracy of Marino Bocconio.

I Jio . . Conspiracy of Marco Quirini and Bajamonte Ti

»33S • •
Permanent institution of the Council of Ten.

1 34* . . Venice loses half her population by the plague.

»J54- • . Conspiracy of Marino Faliero.

1379-80 . War of Chioggia.

1404-54 • During this time Venice poiMaies herself, on t

of Padua, Ravenna, Verona, Treviso, Vicenza,
gamo, Feltre, Belluno, Crema, and Friuli.

1405 •
Cario Zeno takes Padua from Carrara.

1426 . . League with Florence concluded. Brescia tan
allied forces, the Venetian trooiw being cot
Caramgnola.

1428 . . Bergamo surrenders to Carmagnola.
i43> (May 5) Carmagnola executed as a traitor to the Republi

1437 • • Eraamo da Narni, nickmnied Gattanelata, »
mander of the Venetian army.

1449 . . Bartolommeo Colleoni is commander of the Ve«
»4J3 (May 29) Constantinople taken by the Turks. Many \

massacred and much Venetian pnqierty destro]

1477 • . Scutari, besieged by the Turks, is successfully
Antonio da Lezze.

1489 . Venice annexes Cyprus, leaving Catharine Comai
iitle of its Queen.

1508 • . Leanie of Cambrai, between the Emperor Maxii
Jttliw n., Louis Xn. of France, and Ferdinand

»J7» (Oct. y) Battle of Lepanto won by the allied fleets of Ve
the Holy See, and Spain, commanded req
Sebastiano Venier, Andrea Doria,aBd Marcantoi
under Don John of Austriam ecNBaiaiMkr-iB'<c

1574 . ^ of Henry m. of France.

* 575-7 • • Veai«^ swept by the plague, loses one 'juiA of
tion, Titian among them. Church of the
built to commemorate its cessation.

1577 (Dec. so) Fire destroys the Hall of the OicM CewKi^
raagnMcent worin of an.

1(30 . . Another visitation of the pbgo^ commemo^
Church of the Salute.

t7i5-><
• The Turks wrest from Venice Cms and the Pfelo

«7«4 A^^o^ Emo, the hat Vcnetkn ieader, buablcs

»7«i . . Elcctimi of the tsoth and last Doge, Lodovieo M
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1 79<5 . The ceremony of the Etpouul of the Sea by the Doge takes
place for the laat time.

'797 (April 1 8) General Bonaparte, by the treaty of Campo-Formio, cedes
to Austria the Venetian provinces between the Po, the
Oglio, and the Adriatic, ta exdm^ ibr Ram^iM, with
Ferrara and Bologna.

1797 (May r 2) The Doge Ludovico Manin abdicatti^ and the Great
Council acceptt the Proviuoaal Goverameat icqaiied by
General Bon^nrtt.

1798 (Jan. 18) The Austrian ginison ukes possession of Venice.

1866 (Oct. 19) Austria cedes Venice to Napoleon III., who tranden it to
Victor Emuwd King of Italy.
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A'^ERi, E. Reluioni degli ambasdatori Veneti. 15 vok
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3 vol*.
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Oaru. Histoire de la R^publique de VeniK. 7 volt.

Dk Guwmatis b Bkknoni. Uti aasMli. .

Eroli, Giovanni. Erasmo Gtttamdata (bi Nttot, mm moaoi
famiglia. Rotna, 1876.

FiRMiN-DiDOT, Ambroim. Aide Muace et Hidkninne & Vex
FULIN. Sorcnza Soranzo e le sue compagne. Arch. Veneto, t.

Studi sugl' Inquisitori di Stato (incomplete). Arch. Ven. i.,

Galliccioli. Delle mcmorle VtasU antidie ft6kut ed cc<

6 vols. Venezia, 1795.

GlRALDi, CiNTio. Hecatomithii.

GoLDONi, Carlo. Memorie per 1* istmria ddh foa vita tM»
HAXtiTT. The Venetian Republic. 2 vols. 1900.
Lazzarini. n dialetto Veneziano fino alia morte di Dante.

II doge Marin Faliero (from the Arch. Veneto).
Malamani, V. Giuttina Renier Michid, i tvm asiki, il 1
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MicHiEL, GiusTiNA Renier. Delia origine delle fate Vcacmu
MoLMSNTi. I banditi e i bravi deli* R. di Venena.
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Sebastian Veniero.
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II commerdo Veneziano.

n eoctome Veneriuio.

Lcssico Veneto.

NiEvo, Ippolito. Confeanoni di un ottuafcaaiia
Petrarch. Lettere Senili. Bade vol i.

Prbviti. Vita di Giordano Bruno
QtTADRi. Compendio deUa ttoria di Venesia.

Raectrfta d! leggi erinlaali veaetiane^ Pinelli.

Roman IN. Storia documentata di Venezia. 10 vols.
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<»iiaeveeeopioMaggi8ate«I>.OitntittiKiMnHMi^ 1
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Sanvdo, Marin. Oiarii, vol. iii. e iv.
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Library).
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Ukmin dk Gheltof. Una lettera di Crittoforo CokMBbo ai Venaiani.

"technical History of Venetian Laces.

l^mLLio. Degli habiti antidii ct maimi Ad Venoiaiit (a rare eopj

coloured by himself).

ViviANi. Vita di Galileo Galilei.

Yriarte. Venise.

Vie d'un patriden de Venise au i6* nicle.

Zanetti. SM pittemdii ddle lagone Venete.

ZiNo, jACora Vita £ Caris Zno^ an Mmtan, Scriptora Rar. It

yoL xtx.





SOME EMINENT MEN AND WOMEN
CONNECTED WITH VENICE

Tht places wktrt stmt tf tkt principal iverks of Paimttrf ami Architects may

ht utm mtpvemim Mt lot, mMd, AMurwr, isfym mtem txtaiutivt.

ARCHITECTS
[Marty ofthese tvere also Sculptors.)

i<iS-iM4. GiusKPPB Benoni.
The Doguut.

(Not laM»wa)-i529. Bartolommeo Bon.

Ducal Palace, S. Maria dell' Orto, Scuok di San Rocco,
Palazzo Fotcaa.

(Not luiown}-aboat iMo. Baldassare Longhena.
S. Maria degli Scalzi, S. Maria della Salute, Palazzo

Giustiniani Ldin, FiUme ResMmiook Fnknao Beam.

151S-15S0. Andrea Pallabio.
Dnctl PalacB, San Giotgio Maggmre, II Redeatwe.

i5i»-t597. Giovanni Atmwio DA Pmrri.
The Rialto.

1484-1549. MiCHELE SaMMICHBLB.
Palazzo Grimani, fiSmo Comer Moeo^o^ OHttBo

S. Andrea.

1479-1570. Jacopo Sansovino.

Ducal Palace, Libreria Vecchta, Loggietta, Vnem.i
Nuove, Zecca, S. Giuliaao, S. Salvatore, & M. Muter
Domini, Pakuso Coner, Ftbam Mmuhi.

I55a<-i6i6. ViHCENZo Scamozzi.
Ducal Palace, Libreria Vecchia, Procuratie Noovei I

Toiemiiu» Mazzo Contutei SaigBi.

813
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CONDOTTIERI
i39o-i43>- Cakmaorola (Frakcksco Buatom).
1400- 14.75. Bartolomiiio CotLlOM.
(Not known)-

1 44} Gattamilata (Erasmo da Narn
HitMUtie bjr ItonateUo u at Pudua.

1401-14M. Fmncmgo SrmtiA.

MEN AND WOMEN OF LETT
l49»-i5«6. Aritino (PIitro Bacci), Euayiit and Playi

(Aboot) 1510-1571. Andrea Calmo, Emyist and Poet.

1310-1354. Andrea Dandolo, Hiworian.

'554 -(after 1591). Veronica Franco, Poetm.
1707-1793. Carlo Goldom, Playwright.

i7so-ito<. Carlo Gosbxi, naywrigbt and Sattrnt.

1449-1515. Aldus Manutius, Printer.

'5«>-«574. Paulus Manutius (son of Aldus), Printer.

'547-«597- Aldus Manutius (son of Paulus, and
Aldus I.), Printer.

'755-»83*-
.
GiusTiNA Renier Michiel, HiMariaa.

>5a3->554- Gaspara Stampa, Poetess.

PAINTERS
1556-1619.

1510-159*.

1548-1591.

1558-1613.

1400-1470.

1431-1501.

Aliense (Antonio Vasillacchi).
Ducal Palace, Accademia delle Belle Arti.

Bassano (Jacopo da PojaE).
Ducal Palace, Accademia, Museo (Civico).

Bassano (Francesco da Ponte, eldest son oi
Ducal Palace^ Accade^ San Giacorao ddl

Bassano (Leandro da Pokt^ tUid mm ofJ*
Dncal Palace, Accademia.

Jacopo Bellini (&ther of GBNTtLE and Gioi
Accademia, Museo Civico.

Gentile Bellini (eldest son of Jacopo)
I>M«i Pakn», AeemiauM, Momo Cinco, &



EMINENT MEN AND WOMEN 8x5

«4«4-«J»4. Giovanni Bellini (serond son of Jacok)).
Accademii, Sui FranccMo ddk Vigs... Frari, SS. GiovMini
c Aole, 8. Ptctro Mwtire M Moni: j, Mutco Correr.

•49«-«J53' BoNiFAzio (iL VimziAMO).

^MkS^ AcoKlwrii, & Sihraton^ 8. Uo, 8. Aogcb

•5'l-'5**' Paris Bordonk.
Ducal Palace, Accademia, S. Giovaiuu in Bragon, 8.
GioUMb 8. Maria deir Orto.

1697-1768. Canalktto (Antonio Canal).
Accademia, Musco Civico.

(About) 1450-1522. VlTTORE Carpaccio.
Dacal Wacf, Arcademia, S. Giorgio degli Schiavosi, 8.

Vitale, SS. Giovanni c Paolo, Muaeo Correr.

R08ALBA Carriera.
Accademia, Musco Contr.

«675-«7S7.

1J49-1605. Giovanni Contarini.
Ducal Palace.

GlMGMNK (Giorgio Barbarelli).
Accademia, Palazzo Giovanelli.

1712-1793- F»AIfCt8CO GUARD!.
Accademia, Museo Ovko.

(Unknown)-i5
1 S o«" « 5^9- PiSTRo L«M*ftDa
Ducal Palace.

1 702-1762.

1410-t j4l.

PlETRO LOROMI.
Museo CtTtco, Palazzo Grassi.

Jacopo Palma (Palma Vecchio).
Ducal Palace, Arcademia, S. Maria dell' Orto, S. Maria

Formosa, Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavoni, S.
Cassiano.

1544-1628. Jacopo Palma (Palma Giovaiii, grott-ocdww of Palua
Vecchio).

Ducal Palace, Accademia* FnurL

Sante Peranda.
Dncal Palace.

Giovanni B.^ttista Tiepoi o.

La Fava, Gli Scalzi, I Gesuati, S. Martino, PaUzzo Labia.

»5"-«S94- TurroRETTO (Jacopo Robusti).
Ducal Palace, Scuola di San Rocco, Accademia, S. Maria

dell' Orto, S. Maria della Salute, Hospital of S. Marco.
S. Cassiano.

'5i»->594* DoiiiMioo Tintoretto (son of Jinooio).
Dead Palace, Accademia.

1566-1638.

1 693-1 769.
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,j45-i6iu

I56t-t6)7-

i54}-i6t<.

Ducal P»>»«' ^'^"^2?•f.M!ri•drf••^

Marco VictiAW {^i^ ^Tnw),
PttCilPaUcc.

Pmjl Veronese ('•*o'^,^*;l:'*J'^>Mttleooe, S. Cauriw

Ducal Palace, Accaacmia, 8.

S.France«:odellaV.gna.

G.«UEUECAUAR.(el*«-rf
Docsl Palace

ANDRE* VlCWTWOlOE.
MlCH.EU).

Ducal PRlwe.

Alessandro VirroRiA. # Oro ia tlw 0»
Palano BalW, Decorauoni

ot wt ww-

FmWCO ZUCCARO.

IhKRl Palace.

SCULPTORS

VBRROCCH.o(ANnREAaOW^M.-H«.E).

Square of SS. Giovanm « »0».

Al

A(

Al

A(

Ac

Ac

\.l

Vd

^(1

AX

Ja

b



IND£X
Abydoi, ia>

• La Funs,' 57».C74

[take of, ]i6

93
^nt, Brooks, 576
Jofcn, 749
m, the, 395
delaide, Empreii, 6^ 70, »6
<lige. the,3S7,4,9, 588,770,797
driatic 107, 126. 144, 327, 330. 33,,

36*. 385. >8i, 745. 780
canpaigr iigaiiut piratn of the, 77-78

gnello, ' f .';^»..;o daii", 363
grippa, Mali. us, itiif of, 711
ix-la-Chapeli.'. tj, •

t", 740
laric, II, IS
Ibania, 42;
banians, 7

Srirzi, habeii.i Teodochi, 664
ine Academy, 56a, j6S
•ne press, 568

i
tsandria, loi

I 'indria, ;6, 37
i .is (Angelos), Empejor, |||, n-^

'ir Yoanger, ; ..

it,

an piratet, 74f-

n, 10, 13, 14, j;. ij, ,j
onicle of, 17, 19

3'
, Bartolomro d', 491
of Savoy, 392

, . ;4,>s>>^»

I -kMi Wm inAimiautce, 749

I 'ettM, nwhM Lacat.

Anaini, 103
Anapolis, 307
Ancona, 52, 332, 424
Ancona, ProfcMor d', tt
Andromachoi, a6S
Andronicus, jit-pto
Androt, 122
' Angel CabrieVW (It
Antiochus, 14
Antipope Victor I I, lO«
Anzio, battle of,

»» -r

Apulia, 3ja, JJ5, j«a
AfKi/*, the, 117
Aquileia, 10, 13.16, 17, at, too

^triarch of, leo
Aquitaine, 74
Arator, ig
Arbo, 77
Arbo, Count of, 97
' ArchiniM<<i«tm.' Sh Caaal Orkm
An^itccu,
Art,- -«

I t

t^ol of 490, j«7, 177, i,^

loqi^itofa of SMta^ 6le, 713
Saaatf. 749

Anafo, thej 28, 277
^ino, Metro, 552-559, 562, 6oj, 606
AfiHocracy, Venetian—

**el«V''>*''t of. 145-162
bwtRlating to baptism, 43t-43«""H^ lawi, 439-440
bliiliM «f IWwaMi

Arutotle't worka, fcat Gnek
565, 566

Arius, 18

Armcniaiu, 532

tor 30
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Arnold of Breicia, 98
Arrow manufactory, 182
Anewl, the, 61, 187, 208, 256, 296, 362,

S>6-S2o, 584, 604,632, 670, 672,
673.. 674, 705, 738, 740.743

Arsenalotti, 518, 594
Art, dramatic, 675-677
Arundel, Counteit of, 6a2>624

Sir John, 577
Aiti, 102
Athens, 63a
Attila, 1 2- 1

6

Angiburg, 492, 592
Anuria, 628 629, 631, 749, 753, 755^

778, 780, 782, 796
Duke of, 194, ,95, ,56, 301,302,
42s

Emperor of, 797
Autolinua, 19
Avignon, 278, 280, 312
Avogadori, the, ,53, 163,291,383,

3841 439. 631
A«ov, Sea of, 324
Aizone, Marquii, 166, 203

Babylonians, 54
Badoer, the, 35, 201

Alban, 388
Badoero, 207-211
Federigo, 572-574

Bailo of Constantinople. <ot. 7ta
Bajazet, Sultan, 432 .

^
Baldwin of Flander^ lao, ix$
Baldwin II., 130
Balland, General, 797 !

Ballarin, Zorci, S23-<25
Ballot-boxes, offce of carrying, 440
Baliamo, Giuseppe, 7o8>709
BMM&ielli, Cardinal. Set Pope Akx-

ander III.

Bandlta, 478-479, 4S0
Banquets, ducal, 7a6.7a«
BM»fMy^«rHillien, General, 77a, 782,

Madame, 789
Barattiere, Nicola, 160
Barkwella, the, 152, 157, 273
"•rtwJIOi Afoatino, 797

&r «As imder Doge*
Barbaro, Marcantonio, 440, 501, joa
Barchi, Giacomo, 721, 722
Baichet, M. Armand, aaa, dit, tiA,

JiS, 684, 625 " '

t BaKhet, M. Armand, Samtni

Basilica of Saint Mark, 94,
_ .

3*8. 335. 490,513, M<
oastionero, 531
Battagia, Francesco, 790, 791'
Bavaria, Duke of, 376
Beaufort, Due de, 631
Beaulieu, General, 764
Beg, Zani, 325, 326
Belegno, Filippo, 210

Vittor, 71
Bellini, the, 191, 5,8, j^.

Gentile, 526
Belluno, 166
Bembo, Angelo, 216

Cardinal, 565, 569
Francesco, 388, 394
Marcheiina, 331

Beneto, Domenico, 45a
Benevanto, 103
Benaon, Marina, 6^9
Bergamo, loa, 4x0, 506, yaa,

773. 77*
Bernardo, Pietro, 562-563
Berovkra, Ange'o, 523-525

MarirtU, 523, 524
Berthier, Marshal, 767
Bey of Tunis, 746-747
Bin Grande, 551
Biiaccia, Bkhop of, 506
•Black Cabinet,' 757
• Black la^Mitors,' 445
Black Sea, 422, 423
Black* and Whites, war* of tiK,
Boccaccio, 197, 267
Bocconio, Marino, 14a, 143, 1

212, 252
con»piracy of, 14a, 200, art

Boleyn, Anne, 512
BoUani, Bishop Pietra^ 4M

Piero, 283
Bologna, 102, 773, 780
Bonaventiiri, Pietro, 540-CA(
Bonnal, 766, 772

'

Bordone, Paris, 233
Borgia, Carsar, 377
Bosphcrus, 122, 326
Bossone, Francesco. Set Camuu
Bows and arrow*, 182-183
Braccio, 416
Bragadin, France«ca, 331

Marcan'onia, 582-583
Brandolini, Count, 4i6^ig
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AnHchi, Cardinal, 6(7
Invi, 47t, 479, 4to^ 4I1, 4M, 4tl,

Brasca, 78

5"»^ «. IJ* 35*. 5M. «5»
>«»» J»4. J97. 4«9. 4»o. 7«3.

M Dai, X07, ao9

of San Lio, 61s
of Sight, 473

Bratuh Conititutisa, 3f7, jto
Empire, 84

wwtoto, 317, 340, 151, }5», 3$5.35t,

_^ 3*J
»own, Horatio, J97, 548, 736

Rawdon, 197, 489, 508
Bruno, Giordano, 456-458, 606
Bpcentaur, 178, 196, 250, a6o, 279, 361,

588. S»«»»I4.*70^|
Buda, 336
Buddha, 368
Building, early methods of, 38
Bulgarians, 127
Bull of Excommunication, 204 .

Burano lace, 529
Burgundy, Duke of, 428
Businallo, 643
Byron, Lord, 272, 297, 623
%aaaliM mmfln, f3, 94, 420, 53!

Ca' di Dio, the, 228-3Jf
Caesar, Julius, 735
Cztars, the Roman, 50, 5M
Cafi Ancilotto, 709
Caffa, port of, 255
Cagliottro, Count. S*t mtj Oin-

seppe

Calabria, 88
Calendario, fHOffO, 2>t, »9I-2«1
Calle del S13M Fabhri, se6
CaUncerio, Niccoletto, 28a
CktaM, Aaiirea, 555-556
Calojohannet, Emperor, 316-310
Caloprini, the, 76, 89
Calvitano, 717
Cwnbrai, League of, 491, 607, 770, 771

tTMty of, 507
Camfaridge Univertity, 510
Camino, lords of, 166

Campanile, 42, 157, 160, 556

Cumi, Martin da, 246
Cmti Orbno, 29, 172, 225
Caarfia. Stt Crete

Candtano, the, 66-72, 76, 80, 81, 89,
149. Set altt umimr Dafw

Cane, Facino, 390
Cannaruoli, the, 174, 176
Canova, Antonio, 668
Caorle lagoon, 64
Cape Corso, 324

of Good Hope, 432
d'lstria, 78, 280, 362
Malea, 122

Cappelletti, the, of Verona, 492
Cappello, the, 488

Bartolommeo, 539, 541
Bianca, 539-543, 547
Vittor, 473

Caravaggio, 142
Caravello, Marino, 388
Carbonare, Marcheta, 719-721
Caresini, the chronicler, 276
Carlowitz, treaty of, 634
Carmagnola, 372, 391-404, 416

trial and txtoiOm it^ Ifi-^oa
Caroldo, 325
Carpaccio 191, 526, 534, 539, 549,550
Carrara, the, 263-26$, 175, a7i, 31,,

334-364, 37»-lti
Albertino, 263
Framcaco^ 334^364, 373-374, 378,

3ia
Fraacaaco tlM Younger, 374-380,

iacojN), 26a
farsilio di, 263-265

Taddea, 375-376
Ubertino, 265

CaMli, Marchete, 719
Casanova, Jacopo, 678
Caioni, Giovanni, 296, 297
CaiUMi, 564
Caitrilani, the, 145, 172, 174, 176, 177,

178, 181

and Niccototti, 172-192
Cattracane, Castruccio, 167
Catharine of Aragon, 509, 512
Catherine the Great, 730
Cattaro, fortress of, 626
Cavallarin, the, 185
Cavalli, Jacopo, 335
Cecchetti, 191
Celai, Lorenao. Stt undtr Doge*

C—t MiHiMii> yi4
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early

Chamber of Commerce, VcaitiM. 4*4
Charities, public, 217-230
Charlemagne 32, 45,46, 19S
Charles II, of England, 161
Charle* II. of Naples, 203
Charl« IV. of Bohemia, 1,5, alo, 3,,,

Charles V., Emperor, 553, 592
Charles VIII. of France, 433, 580, 777
Charles IX. of France, si ^ '

Chateaubriand, 661-663
M/moirei J'Omre Tomit by, Mt

Cherasco, treaty of, 629
Chesterfield, Lord, 711
Chief of Militia, 29
Chinazzo, 348

War of, 6s, 369, 309, ja4-364,438.

Zwiino da, 590
ChirtMai, Andrea, 673-674
Chronicle of Altinum, 17, 19
Church, Greek, 119,

Latin, 119
Church buildings, features of

Venetian, 4a
Churches of

—

the Frari, 401, 415, 563
the Madonna della Salute, 630
the Redentore, 630
the Serviti, 747
the Tolentini, 733
Saint Gemignano, 157
Saint lohn Chrysostonj, i6y
Saint Nicolas, 175, igo
Saint Pantaleo, 548
Saint Patrinian, 568
Saint Sophia, 124
San Basso, 558, 731
San FranccM Mb 1%h, 400
San Giacona, 109, $9$

San Maunai% 931,^
San Pietro #WmI% f4
San Salvatore, 109
San Vito, 233
Sant' Antonio, 362
Sant' Apoilinare, 109W iMtadiio, 625

Mwia Mk fWb, it2

Santo StefaM^ll^
^cero, 197

Cleero'i Rktioric, 566
'Cicisbei,' 643-644
Cicogna, Emanuele, 705-708
Cisalpine Republic, 722, 797
Cispadane Republic, 773
Clock Tower, the, 156
Clogs, 545-546
Colbert, Jean Baptiste, 528
CoUalto, Collaltino di, 574
College of Nobles, 688

of Painters, 560
Colleoni, Bartolommeo, yft^ 4monument of, 425
Colonna, Marcantonio, 585
Columbus, Christopher, 354, 4

letter of, quoted, 432
Column of Saint Mark, 155, i(

of Saint Theodore, 161
Comminet, Philippe de, 580
Comnenos, Emperor Manoel, 95
Competitions, popular, 17a, tji
Condottieri, 368-372, 814
Conrad, Emperor, 98
Conspiracies in Venice—

«rf Marino Boccoiuo, 14a, a
of Mariiw Palkra, 141, j

of the Tiepolo-guirini, j

Camtaatmople, 10, 11, 30, 32
97. 3*0. 4' 3. 420-423, 43
47*. SOI. 503. 581. 582, :

of. My
by Turks, 421
"7 rTTIItiMl Mil riiHJ

««7
Venice and, 1 10-130

CoMirini, the, 291, 29a
Andrea. Set uiuUr BMpa
Antonio, 388
Cristrna, 277
Leonardo, 408
Lucrezia, 408
Tommasina, 276

Convents, 638-64S
Convents of

—

Saint Hilary, 68
Saint Lawrence, 29«
Saint Zacharias, 66. 7 ^
Santa Maria di Valverde, 2i6
Santo Stefano, 605
Sta. Maria delk VoyW, an

^ , »«5, aS7.
Cwfu, laa, ^5
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Corinth, 63

1

Gulf of, 583, 634
Cornaro, Catharine, |l9i43p

Federico, 352
Corner, CatTina, 30!

Catterino, 797
Giorgio, 404-407
Marco. Sit tmdtr Doges

Cconation of the DogeM, 260461
Coronota, 78
* Corrector!,' 134
Corto, Zuan da, 292
Corsola, 78
Council, the Great. Great Council
Covadl of Forty, ijj, 149, 150, 151,

I 1 54. Ml, 269, %rj%v^ »•».
284

Council <rf Tea, sis-ti], 257, 273, 292-

107. 3««. J«». J* J. 400, 401,

402, 40S-41S. 4J4» 44J-45'. 4S»,
4*5. 47*. 4»o. 4«6. 487. 488. 495.
496, 498, 508, 522, 532, 541, 543,
564, 572, 574, 587, 604,621,624-
626, 632, 650, 678, 679, 691-696,

698.703. 7ia,7>4.7«5.7«7.7«8,
77*

rtnwment inttttntioa 2it
Cowim, State, 5o6>5ot

547-548

99, 767, 771
Cremona, 102
Qetr (CandiaX 1^^ ]M«

738
revolt) in, 302-307, 32S

Crimea, the, 325, 326
Criminal hiitory, Venetian, 47-'-49o
Cristofoli, Criitofolo de', 7e}-7i3, 721
Croatia, King of, 80
Cromwell, Oliver, 586
Crou-bow, 182

Cnttaiie, the Fowih, 111-128

97
Currency, leather, 9f
Cyclades, the. iz6

581, 5«/ 586

I!.77.»7.«'l.««8, 2j(6,32l,

ffi, 162, JI5, 4*5, 6{f,

111

Dandolo, Andrea, 705
Donato, 302
Fcderigo, 217
Giovanni, 285, 286
Leonardo, 335
Regina, 285
Vincenxo, 486
Set also wider Doget

Dante, 166, 228, 465, 516, 613
Danube, the, 738
Dardaadka, }2*
Dam, 162, 325, 344, 572, 3te» 40!,

413. 443.444. S'S
Daerto, bland of, $52
DMet, VL, sM. 567
D^toimqr, Venetian, 500-515
DirNtnry, French, 762, 763, 766, 768,

77». 7io. 788
DMikU in Venice, 173-174
l>t|l^ the, laws reteMMv dectiM

»3»-i35

P"'«w«»<.4>. 453. S'8
rcttrktiom on freedom of, 470*476
tklet of, 127, 130
unlimited power of, 1 3

1

fiihermo^a, iTfoiti
Doge*

—

Anafeitut, Paulus Lucai, 28, 172
Barbarigo, Agottino, +29

Marco, 429
Candiano, Pietro III., 62, 65, 244

Pietro IV., 66-72, 76, 242
Vitale, 76

Celti, Lorenzo, 301-307
Contarini, Andrea, 197, 198, 309,

329-364, 472, 630
earner, Marco, 307-309, 407
Amdolo, Andrea, 266-270, 277, J27

Chronicle of, 6j, 270
Enrico, 5. 112-125. *iN«f7> Ifi.

4«'. 47i. smM^
Fnncei€«, iS9-mw
Giovanni, 149
Leonardo, 616

Doliin, Giovanni, Joo
Doni, Leonardo, #44, 578
trfoao, FranceMo, 476, 630
r^Ueto, Marino, 141-144, 178, 270,

271-299, 107, jt7, ]2t

"2iJ^«M«4i. ari *fhin

FhWMiIrn, nnwwlii, 82, 131
VtmH, Fraaccico, 3M-415, 471
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Doges, (onf.—

Foscarini, Marco, 656, 657, 724.715
Gimtiniani, Marcantonio, 476
Cra.lenigo, BaftaiMnMO, *66, 506

Giovanni, 2^4, 1^5, joo
Pietro, 150, 151, a52,as3, 262,

conapiracy agafaut, 101-213
Gnmaai, Antonio, 475, 476
^ittl, Andrea, 466, 476, 535
•«UBien, Panpule, 414, 4,5
M«rim LmtoWco, 735, 736. 747, 777
MMtropiere, Orw, 136-1 3S, 666
Michiel, Owaeiuco, ot, 160

Vital II.;^6

(Luigi), 476, 583,

MK nr, 7*5-728

473
Tmamt, 382, 384-388, 389, 390,

393
apeech of, quoted, 386.388

Mo«^ Crirtoforo, 473
Moranni, Francesco, 476, 527, 631-

.*34
Michele, 364

Obeierio, 33
Oraeolo, Ottone, 80, 81

Pietro I 4t, 69, 70, 75^ ,39
Pietro II., 77.81, io6

Orso, 29
Partecipazio, Agnello, 35
Renter, Paolo, 728.733
Soranzo, Giovanni, 210-21 1, 213

214,255-2^9
captivity of the daughter of, 213-

Stgo,Miche[3»o.382-3«s,473.6oo

'"'""» J**"P«H »3«f *ii-i4», 150,
aoi

f anuau^ aoi, 261
Vtriicr, Silvettro, 634
Zaaa, Ranier, 246
Ziani, Pietro, 214

Sebastian, 106, 109, 135, ijft

centuriti, 4^4
Uolnn, Danicie, 749

Ginvaaai. &» Mdhr Dofea
Don John of Auatria, if

Doni, Niccolb, 444
Pietro, 789-792

Donate, Erinolao, 41

1

Dork, Luciano, 327, 33a, 333,
Pietro, 334, 343, 35;^

Dora, the, 201
Dreaa and fashin. 26, 46-47,

545-546, 644-646, 650.651
Drownings, official, 450
'Ducal promise,' 133-134, 21

280
Ducat, gold, 513
Ducks, tribute of, 475.476
Dumas the elder, 3 1

1

Durazzo, 122, 126
Dwelling -houses, features o

VoKtiia,

Edward III. of Englaad, a66, «
Egbert, King, 40
Egina, 634
Election of Doge, I JI-135, 731"
Elena, love-story of, 71.71
Elizabeth, gueen of Eaglaail, (oi
Erao, Alvise, 690

Angelo, 744-747
Pietro, 340

Empire of Constantiaopfe, 114.1
German, ao]
Greek, 119, ||o

Eneti, the, 4
England, 84, 110, 266, 412,43

456, 506,508,512,514,5;
6ao, 6ai, 614, 663, 74,
76a; 7ti

Venrtian ambassadors to, col
EqwBo, trikme of, 28, 172

war betwMB Hmelca utd,

iBnnam, 566
Erino, Francesco. Set under Do|
Eroli, Marchese, 416
' Espousal of the Sea,' ceremony

106,178,184.669-673
Este, the, 203, 264
Euganean Hills, $59
Exarch Paul, 29
Executives against ITlllplMui|, 45^

of the Ten, 444
tltfllUlM.§mUniwwd hKhMtrf

Fair of the Ascension, 666-6*4
Falier. Ludovko, Ji^-513
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fdkra, Lncta, 277
Marco, J72
Niccol6, 292, 293
Piero, 281-282
Santino, 285
Saray, 282
See aito undtr Dogn

Famine, 80
Fata Morgana, 552
Father Inquititor, 454, 458
Faust, Johanm, 564
Feaitt of

—

All Saintf, 233
Aiceniion, 98, 666, 726
Candlemat, 617
the Mark*, 65, S40, S44>xsi

MIrTin a v aUal t WtKXVfKHOm 01,

246o>so
tiie Pvrificatioa, 65
Saint Barkva, ija, 153
Saint Jerome, 7^
Saiat Jiuttna, 5S4
SaiM Mvk,7ai

Saint Vitus, 7x6
Feliciani, Lorenaa, 70S
Feltre, 564

bidiopof, 313
FcrdfauMMl of Aragon, 607
Fcrrara, 67, 97, loa, loj, 35a, 356,

771. 780
Duke of, 3S7, 4»S. 4»8
war between Venice and, 203-205,428

Feuds, family, 89, 172-176^ sti

Fieschi, admiral, 330
Filiasi, 662

Fishermen's Doge, 178-181

Flabiantco, Domenico. Set under Doges

Florence, 86, 87, 89, 185, 227, 229, 264,

*67, 3891 »«• ifS. f9l» 5«9.

5.35
Florentines, 436
Fwnaretto, legend of, 489-490
Forts of—

San Nicola, 778
Sant' Andrta, 779

Forum, 54
Forie d'Ercole,' 176
Foacari, Francesco. St* imdtr Do|cs

lacopo, ^flt^t4
Marco, 415

Foacariai, Antonio, 450, 620-62$

Foanio, Ugo, Mi

Foundling Asylum, <

Fourrier, 368
France, 101, 107, 112, 164, 428, 470,

497, 502, 521, Si6, S*8, 535,

577, 586, 607, 629, 646, 652,

684, 704, 741, 744, 747, 749-

764, 765-798
Francis I. of France, 497, 498, 55]
Franco, Veronica, 548, 592-593
Frangipane, Cristoforo, 490-499
Franklin, Benjamin, 749
Franks, 32, 34, 46
Frederick, Barbaroaia, 9S-10S

Frederick III^ Emperor, 525-5a6
Fredericic IV. of Denmark, 64I
Freemasonry, 704-708
French Crusaders, Venice and, 111-128

Revolution, 638, 7 JO, 7j6, 7SO*764,
765, 766

Revolutionariea, 414
Freaceria, the, i8t
Frittli, 46, |8s, 397, 4as, 491, 770
Fttgger fiunily of Avgabnrg, 59s
Fttlfa, Sigaor, 44*, 44S, 451
Folk of Nenilly, ttt
Fnamh, 240-241
Fnaina, 783

Oaharo, 265
Cabrieli, Angelo Maria, 797
Galilei, Galileo, 577-579

letter of, quoted, 578*579
Gambara, the, 713

Count Alemanno, 713-7SS
Countess Giulia, 716
Francesco, 721, 722

Gambling establishments, 603,610,646-

649
Games, public, 181

Gaming estabtishmen'" l6o-tte
Garda, Lake of, 419, 464
Gattamelata, Iriwaia , 371* 41^-419,

424
Geminianus, 18, 42
General Assembly, 132, 133
Oeooa, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 9», loi, 107,

127, 128, ito, 201, asi, 267,

278, 280, J*t, 3*3, 373, 43«|
520, 764

in the War of Chioggia, 324-415
Genoese, the, 255, 266, 274, 285, 288,

joo, 303, 320-322
Gcrmaaic tafttieaca ia Vcaetia, 91-109
Oirwawy, 99, loi, 119, 15*, 497, 577
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Geronimo, Count, 481-484
Gheltof, M. Urhain de, 431
Ghibelline p«rty, 81, S05
'Giant.' StaifCMt,' *s% »78, 17»
Oibbon, 123
Gibraltar, Straito of, 746
Ginevra, CountCM, 482-485
Gioia, Flavio, 85
Giovanna of Awtria, ftrrhdiifhiM. K4A
Giraldi, 489

^
Giudecca, the, 349, 610, 674
Otnttiniani, the, 96, 316, 389

Aagelo Giacomo, 786
Fedcrigo, 299
Leonardo, 781
Marcantonio. Sm mukr Dom
Oiiofrio, 583
Stefimo, 254
TaddiM, ,78, 336-337, 344, 346,

GiiMtmMni Chronicle, the, 276
Glaat-making, 165, 186, 187
Olait-works, 520-526
Gloucester, Duke of, 663
Godi, Paolo, 523
Gold, William, 356, 362
•Golden Book,'the, 163, 212, 347, 418,

43f, 439. S2«. 559. 690, 763.
796

Goldoni, 636, 639.641, 643, 644, 649,
««, 674.677, 696, 698, 699.70a,
744

Gondolaa, 44, 466-470, 609
Gonzaga, the, 264

Carlo, 628, 629
Ferrante, 629
Ludovico, 166
Princeas, 654

Goriti, 493, 775
Gofo, 754
Goths' invasion, ii'i2
Government of Veaiee—

arittocratic, 435
provisional, 792

Gradenigo, Engoldisia, 298
Fiordalise, 298
Giovanni, 68

QivMfft, 690
Lodovka, 277, 284, 298-299
Stmlm wukr Doget

Gndo, 10, t8, 37
patriarch of, 104, 107, 174

Grttd Caaal, 160, 182, 185, 196,408,
716

Gratarol, 730
Grata, 781
Grtat Council, the, in

186, 191, 200, 20:

246, 269, 273, 27;

39».4«4.437. 43?

474.475. 500, 53c

635, 646, 684-691

783, 788, 791, 79
cloture of, 145-154
membership limitei

legitimate birth, i.

origin of, 132
Grebe-shooting, 47
Greece, 78, 94-97, 331

Emperor of, loi
Greek archipelago, 581
Greeks, 26, 30, 32, 532,
Grimaldi, Napoleone, 35
Grimani, Antonio. Set

.

Antonio, ambassador,
Antonio, admiral, 43
Cardinal Domenico,

;

Gritti, Andrea. St* umU
Luca, 604

Grossis, Gaspare de, 404,
Gualdrada, Dogess, 66, 61

Guilds of arts and tr

261
Gvoro, GlMrardo, 7I-72
GMtaaberi, Johannea, 56

Halimcdia Ofmntia, 528
' Hall of the fireplace,' 4fl

Hall of the Great Couacil
burning of, 518, 569

Hapsburg fiunilv, 50, jtt

Haalitt, Mr., Wr rmtk
379-380

Henin, M., 754-760
Henry HI. of France^ 4;

596, 652
Henry IV. of ftonce, 6

763
Henry VIII. of England,
Heraclea, 25, 29, 30, 172
Heraldry, 184-185
Heretics, 455, 458
Hermes of Olympia, the, fi

High Chancellor, 156, i

219, 222, 260, 29^,
Hildebrand. Stt Pope Un
" 666
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Holy Inqoisition, 44;, 4;^
Holy Land, the, 89, 93, 117, 118, 119
Holy Office, 45J-463, 560

diagram ot Court of, 455
Holy RomM mmttm, sa> TO. 74^444.

607
Holy War, lig
flomer, 6, 197, 730
•Hoic Club,' dM, 03, 4^ 5»*10,

Hotpice of the Pieti, 130
of Saint Uriuia, 674

Hotel Daniel!, 495
• House of the Miracle of the Mortar,'

Hugh the Count of Saint Paul, lao
Hughes, Thomas, 368
Hugo, Victor, 76, 311
Hungary, 118, 607, 73!

King of, 80,97, iM^i^aM, 331,

Hum' inwHsn, ia-i6

UiaJ, the, 197
Ulasi, 482

Cattle of, 485
India, 141, 43s

LeoB BiwMo, 193
Luna, 193
Setvatko, 193

ImjoHitkm, tlM, 443, 453
' Inqafekor,' oMee of, 273
Inquishon

—

of Couiicil «f Ten, 444
of Holy Office, 443, ijfifin. «7t
of SUte, 443-453

Inm^tom, War of the, 203
Ionian itiandi, 93, 797
Iiaac (Angeln^ IWflifBr, tit, tl),

Iiarello, Bertuccio, 285-288, aff
Iiland of Saint George, 234

of San Servolo, 78
Irtria, 18, 33, 77, 317, 331, 491, 797
Ivan Strashny, the Tmmt,^
Ivry, battle of, 763

James I. of England, 621
Janus, King, 14, 16

Japanese envoys in Venice, 596
Jefferson, Thomaa, 749
JeniMlem,fB,93

Jews, 167, 530, 5J2
Johanna, Queen, 314, 315
otaphat, 185

_

oieph II., Emperor, 527
' byeuse. Cardinal de, fe4
_
udenburg, 776

_
udicial bodies, iji^tj^

^
uliet, 492

\
unot, Manhal, 77*, 777, 7ti
upiter't mooM, 579
uttin , ao
mti^uni^^ J7

»5. »»

Knights of tkt OoMaa St^ 505, 544,
576

Kaightt HoipiuUcn of WiAbA Jttm U
JeruMkm, 85

IUi|itt>onirtta,63e
lUi^, Fraat, 337

La Fortt, 6ai
LacMBaking, $25-529
LactdavflMiiy 126
Ladiaa, Venetian, of eighteenth century,

63S-«49
of sixteenth century, 536-548

Landrieus, General, 773, 776
Lange, Apollonia von, 492-499
Language in early Venice, 26

influence of Creeks and Lombards
on, 26

Lasitha, 307
Laugier, 525
Laws, Jacopo Ticpolo's Code, 138-140

Orio Mastropiero's Code, 136-138
regulating maritime traffic, 85
sumptuary, 463-470, 609
Venetian Code, 572, 627, 628

Laws and law-gima, early VwiatiaM,
130-140

Laaina, 78
Uaiarini, 273, 279, 282, 283, 295, ayt,

299
Legends, Venetian, 610-613
Legnago, fort of, 770, 771
Legnano, battle of, 102
Leo, Emperor, 36
Leoben, treaty of, 780, 782
Lepanto, 433

battle of, 476, 583-5S6
Levant, the, 89, 93, 97, 256, »M
Leaae, Antoaio ite, 4*4 4i*

Laca 4b, 193
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Udo, the, 9a, 106, ittt »}S, 280, 314,

335. 33«. 346. 349. «4. S*/. 588,

5^ J4. *7J. 77^ 77*t 7»a,

Lisa, Niecolft, 290, 291
LioB of Saint Mark, 155, 161, 796
LioM of marble from Fentelicin, 63s
' Ltont* Moutbt' (boxe»), 627
Liptay, Ce-.ral, jti
Litbon, 43Z
Liszafuiina, 49I
Loili, IC2
Loilron, Count of, 492
Lojera, battle of, 326, 331
Lombard League, 102-106, sSo

Venice joins the, 102
Lombarcio, Jacopello, 286
Lombards, the, 17, 18, 21, 26, 98, 538
Lombardy, 99, 396, 71a, 7*6, 797
Longhi, 636, 637
' Lords of the Night,' 20a, ioM
Luredan, Beriola, 272

Giovanni, 357
Jacopo, 412
Pietro, 412

Loredo, port of, 357
Louis XII., 574, 607
Louis XIV., 526, 527, 528, 631, 686
Louis XVI., 747, 752, 758
Louis XVII., 760, 761
Louis XVIII., 760, 761, 763
Louis of Blois, 120 .

Louis of Hungary, 362, 373
Luca, chief of the Nka>kitti, 590
Lucca, 167, 364
Lunardi, Lunardo di, 406, 407
Lutignan, Jacques de, 429
Lather, iMrtia, 549

Maarf&, battle of, 395
Macchiavelli, 377

Princift quoted, 39^
Maftirt, Andrea, 664

Marchete Scipione, 774
Magistracies of Venice

—

aristocratic, 434-443
in eighteenth century, 694

Magistrates, 134
Malamani, V., 708
Malamocco, 30, 33, 37, 337, 340
Malamocco, Buono da, 36
Malatesta, Sigismondo, 41M
' Matcantone,' 175Metifiiii, Paayrie. &r awAr IlH|aa

Malory's Mortt d'Artkm^ 311
Malta, 737, 747, 754
Manfredonia, 362
Man in, Ludovico. Su imdtr

Manners and cuttoMe is Veak
Mantegna, 419
Mantua, 102, 6>t4t9, TM,

782, 797
Duke of, 372, 389. 416, I

Manutius, Aldus, 561, 564-51
Paulus, 568, 572

Marcellc, Binedettu, 677
Lorenzo, 630

Maria Teresa, Empress, 733
Marin, Valentin, 792

' Mariner's compass, 8^
Marioni, Rizzardo, 283
Maritime University, the,

MarriagecMmm fa Veaice,
j

240
Martel, Charlci, 5t6
Martial, 12

Martini, Signor, S3<
Maruffb, 360, 362
Mary, Princess, 80
Mary, Queen of Scots, 514
Massina, Marshal, 768
Master of Ommiaar, S73
Mastropiero, Orio. Suimdtr
Matilda, Conntess, 97, S03
Maurice of Nassau, 578
Mawus, 18, 19, 20
Maximilian, Emperor, 49 1 ,49
Majrae, Christopher, 577
Massorbo, 216, 335
Medici, Cardinal FerdkuBcie

545' 578
Cosmo dei, 542, 543, 544
Francesco dei, 542-545
Isabella dei, 482, 54a
Maria de', 620

Mediterranean, the, 85, 330,

„ 58fi. 745
Men and women of letters, 81
Menappus, King, 14
Merceria, the, 1 56, a07, M9,
Messina, 582
Mestre, 168, 530
Michel Angclo, 535
Michiel, Andrea, 273

Donato, 384
Faustin, 388
Giustina Renier, 6'^, 645,

671, 7*7. 7*',
: 79«
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Michiel, Marrantonioy €57
Margheriu, 331
Marin, 286
Niccol6, 97
See aim imdir Dofct

Maan, «7, 99, wa, 179, jjt, 3f|.Mo,
4ot, 419, 4ao, 4a}, 49!, 499, St 5,
766, 77^

Duke of, 3> 2, 393, 396, 397, 604
Lordt oi. Si* Ykeonti

Miairtrjr of PbWc W«nbipi, Ettropera,

453
Mocenigo, Alviic, jti

Oiotniiiii, 293, 457f 45»
Lcoaardo, 398

3«>. 343, S44
SwiwtWBO, 733
S** alio imdtr Doget

Modena, 102, 764, 773, 797
Modeii, battk of, 327-328
MaJtanimol 11^ 41 3^ 421-428

Uket Contuininoyto, 4SI
MoHire, 656
Molina, the, 196
Molinari, Carlo, 717, 719, 721
Molmtnti, 168, 181,213,455,464,474,

481-489, 549, 680
Monaci, Lorenzo dei, 279, aM
Monasteriei of

—

the Cariti, 606
Saint Anthony of PaHua, 236
Saint George, 254, 453
Saint Nicolas, 96, 335
San Geremia, 754
Sant' Ilario, 75

Money-lenders, 531-533
Montagu, Lady Mary Wortley, 623
Monte Baldo, the, 419
Montesquieu, 586, 711-712
Montferrat, Marquis of, ia6
Montfort, Simon de, 120
Monti, Vincenco, 657
Moorish conquest, 586
Morelli, 662
Moro, Cristoforo. St* mukr DofC*

Zuan, 605
Morosini, the, 76, S9

Alviae, 609
Ani^ 605
Mwoo, aoa
Nicc«4A^ 791

Set aim miMr Dogct
Monitfaii,^ iMtoriM, 4Ba

Morrone, Pietro da, 73
Mottsa aad hk pintn, SMf
MBRiiMfin, M7*foS, ^5
Mwaaa, 9, asi, 335

CMmU* oi; saa
glaM-nuken oi; 1*5, S5i, 5ae>5a5,
587.5M

OoMtB Book of, 522
heraldic arms of, 523
podestl of, 522

Muratori, 6, 311, 348, 605
Mosariu, 566
MsMo Civico, 7$, t^xft

Correr, 213. 297, 704
Mttttnlmans, 36, 422, 42$
Mustapha, 582
Mutinelli, 733, 734, 741
MniM (yriMaX45t

Nani, Ciacomo, 771
Naples, 87, 763

King of, loi, 739, 771
Napoleon, 586, 656, 658-660, 662, 72a,

741, 758, 762, 764, 765-798
Narenta, pirates of, 52, 78, 244, (81
N.arni, Eratmo da. jhr Oattamella
Narses, 37, 42
Nassau, Prince of, 771
National Assembly of France, 750, 75a
Navaget-j, Andrea, 565, 5M, 574
Negro, Marco, 291
Negroponte, 122, 323, 326
Nevers, Duke of, 587, 6a8
NicGolini, tragedian, M]
Niccolotti, the, 14$

and Castellani, I7a<t9a, $19-590
Nicephoros, Emperor, f]
Nicolosi, AngeiOk 443
Nicosia, 581
Nievo, Ippolito, 77$
Noaillct, Due dc, 631
NoUes, CvUcfc of, 681
Nonaani, 89, 94
Notti, Gherwdo delte, 142
Novara, loa

Obelerio, Doge, 33
O^uij, the, 197
Oglio, the, 780
Olivolo. 10, 33, 42, 44, 62
Opera, first, in Italy, 590
Ordetafo, Marino, 277
Orford, Lord, 548
Ortcolo, the, 68, 72-82, 89, 149
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Oneolo, Domenico, 80

Giovanni, 80
Hicela, 80
Set alia undtr Uoges

Oriini, Paolo Giordano, 482, (4a
Virginio, 482.4I4

Orio, Dogr. 29
Ojella, coining ot 'he, ,-5.476, 7«. yjr
;0.eHe,' gift of the, 475,7^'

-'^^"

Of«P«>. 49 «, 494. 773
Oitero, C ount of, 97
Ostrogoths, 17
Otktllo, 489
Otho I., 70
Otho II.. 70, 88
O'ho III., 7I.79
Otho IV^ 119
<MMr4 Uaivmhy, 510

•<>. M. 15. i«, «J, 66, loa, 187,
1I5, ao7, 110, 156, 163, 164, 265,

377. 566, 584, 738, 780

~PJ^ 575. 576
Carrara, the

Scfwcgni of, 166

- "'^•"''y «>f. 574-579, 738
niftiant, 10

Painter., 549-560, 814.816
College of, 560

Priu'ello, 683
PaUce (Palaaxo)—

'

Cappello, 587
Dandolo, 196
Foicari^ 59,, 592, 5,3
Michiel, 657
Mocenig:o, 623
Morosini, 609
Quattro Torri, 106
Quirini, 205, aoC M7, Ml, Sit
Renier, 694
Zen, 694
Ziani, 196

Paleologi, the, 128, i jo
Paleologos, Michael, 12a, 140
Palermo, 87
Palestine, 112, 113, 120
Paleitrina, 338
PiUadio, 558, s88, 606
' Pallone," game of, 606
Palma, fortrett 715, 77J
Papal Court, 44s
PoTiidiM, tbe, 117

Parenio, 107, ftf,^
Pant, 645
Parhhtt of—

Saint Agottiao, 230
Saint Ocnratki, 239
SmatM Maria Forauwa, 6,

P«»^_«»a, 749, 7««. r*6
Dake of, 720

Partecipaiio, the, 81, 149
Agnello. Ste imJtr Dof

Parthenon, the, 632
Paiqualigo, Cotimo, 452

Orio, 293
Pastarowiti, treaty of, 738
Patiionci, Cardinal, 715
Patra», 313, 631
Patriarchate* of

—

Aquileia, 100
Grado, 100
Venice, 100

Paul, Bithop, 17, 18
Paul the Deacon, 14, 79
Pavement, Venetin»
Pa via, 46, 395
Pawnbr.,1 -r., 530-533
PtUtpina, the, 117
Peloponneiui. the, 63 1-634,

;

Pentapolit, cities of the, i>
'

Pepin, attempt to take Ve^
Pepoli, Alestandro, 683
P«ra, 422
Percentage, inventioa c< lit
Peraia, King of, 425
Petaro, Niccot& A^ 45a
Peschiera, fort tt, 739, 767, 7
Peter the ApoaS, 19 ^ ^' ^

Peter the Great, Ciar, 634
Peter the Hermit, 89, 91
Petrarch, 166, 197, 276, 279,

569
quoted, 303.306

PnaMion, grovs ot t|
Phidiaa,6

*

Phihp VI. of France, 266
Philip of Swabia, 119
Philippe de Valois, 506
Piacenra, 69, 70, 98, loa
Piave, the, n, 588
Piwaa of Saint Mark, 100, 1

ao7, 208, 235. 538
nazzetta, the, 104, 155, 157, 1

_i^83, 261, 670, 680, 716,
- «^ i6e>i6a, aeo, j
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irk, 100, ift, 157,
• 538

«SS. IS7, 161, 16a,

» 680, 716, 716
t6s, a«o, SH» 4I0

Piccinino, 396, 404, 4i«, 4tl
Piedmont, joa, 75J, 760
PMk, InMmM della, ajo
Wp

iww af SriM Mark't, 596.598
Pibto, LcMtks 197
Wn, Prince 5«4, $6i
WomW, Um, 71J, 7«i, 7«S, 790
FirttM, at, ca, II.89, 840, 581, 746
WUn af V«i(* atolM IttriHh

6a.«S
^

Pj»t «4-9o, 107, lao, ia7, lal, 577
Phwil, AlviM, 75a, 758, 761

VkstAh, 874, 3*6, 317
Vlttor, 5, aa4, 320, 313, 436, 586,

tieatti^and burial of, 36a
in the War of Chioggia, 3a8-363

Pisanf, Venetian* defeat the, oft' Rhode*,

Piacamano, Domenico, 778, 780, 797
Pfalfne, ravage* of, 80, 95, aji, a66-

•69. 3*8. SS9» 5*7. 630
V«iM hmkOtW tnirttiaB kjr,

a«7
Plato'* Dialepiet, 730

ideal State, 198
RtpuUic, III

Plautu*, 605
Plays, 605-606, 680
Po, the, 13, 395, 588, 765, 780
Pode*ti, office of, 274
Poe, Edgar, 666
Poitier*, 5M
^oX*, 77, 3ja, 3]9
Poland, 749
Political pri«oncn» 49»49f
Poltentia, 12
Polo, Ramberto, 174
Ponte, Antonio da, 535
Pont*. StudmMAge

Mt* Aaftk^ iio, 709, 721
M. Cum&at, 590
A Oonaa Oacata, 54!M ICalpMio, ao9
delta Paglia, 301, 494
dei Pugni, 17^
Storto, 539

Alexander III., 96, 99-109, 666, 669
Alexander VI., 567
Alexander VIII., 63a
Clement V., 2;9, 263
Clement VI., 311
CleaHat VII, 512

'*'SwS«VlIL,«i5
Gregory Vlln M3
Gregory XlII^ 641
Hadrian nr^ 9I, 99
Imwcit Illn iii'iae
Imwwin VI., 278, 280
laooctnt VIII., 428, 61c

ialiM II., 607
lartin V., 395, 416

Nicola* v., 433
Paul III., 615
Paul v., 615, 616
Piu* II., 424, 473
Piu* VII., 763
Sixtu* IV., 428
Sixtu* v., 501, S04>S9*

Pordenone, 491, 492
Pordenone, II, 518
Porto Longo, Venetian fleet defeated at,

380
Portugal, 432, 744, 746
Potitano, 85
Poiai, the, 223, 282, 368, 451, 733,

788, 790
Prata, Count, 676, 677
Praxitele*, 6
Pregadi, the, 133, 296
Printing, invention of, 564
Pri*on* and pritoner*

—

in eighteenth century, 733
in fourteenth century, 333*335
in sixteenth acatary, 450^53

Prioli, Andrea, 423
Zacaria, 605

of C«rf«a D«Biai,4«r

3SK793
Provve<atori, 4*|'470> 54*> S9^ ^

•79. •9». 74«
PidaH of David, 563
PtataMis, 93
Ptalamy, 579
Puhik crier, oAce vi, 156

Qaamtie, the. Sir CaracQ of Party
Qninctilian, 197
Quirini, the, aoi-ait, 47!

Aloise, 761
Andreolo, 216
Angeio, 691, 758
Benedetto, 206, 309
|acopo, 206
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Quirini, Niccolji, 206-21$

Pietro, 202, 216
Quivers, 182

Rabelais, 549
Ragusa, 78
Raphael, 549
Ravagniao, McMcr, 166
RaveniM, 10, 18, 29, 35
Record OiBce, English, 450
'RHIiiqaiibir,>446
Regttta^ 181
Reggio, 102
Reggio d'Emilia, 773
Reguiations, nautical, 139-140
Religion, Venetian legend* cmmected

with, 230-235
RoHMcence, the, 538
Rcaier, Bernardino, 658

Pado. See under Doges
Republic of Florence, 1 1

1

of Saint Mark, 32-48
maritime, of Amalfi, 84

of Genoa, 84
of Pisa, 84

Revolutionaries, 708-709
Rhapsodists, the, 6
Rhodes, island of, 92, 355
Rialto, the, 10, 33, 35, 36, 42, 44, 156,

167, 180, 201, 209, 210, 211,213,

^ 286, 335,479, 584,680
bridge of, 533-535
column of, 47^

Richard III. of England, 529, 586
Rimini, 16

Riviera, the, 762
Robert, King, 506
Robespierre, 761
Romagna, 780
Romanin, 4, 108, 114, aoo, 222, 282,

*«3. «97. 3*5.J»o» 392, 393, 394,
402, 407, 41 3. 4*3. 4M, 44J. 444.
450. 694, 734. 746. 749. TT©

Romans, the, 50
Rome, II, 12, 98, loi, 103, 118, 122,

128, 146, 227, 254, 259, 367, 428,
44*. 45». foo, SOI, 504, 525, 530,
557. 584. 586, 596, 615, 616,618,
619, 620, 657

Barberiai Gallery in, 537
Romeo and luliet, caiijr vcreion of the

•tory of, 72
RoBca^ 98, 99

Rossi, Lucia, 212, 21]
Rovigno, 78
' Royal Macedonian ' r^ia
Rubini, the actor, 668

SW. 730. 7*a

Sabellico, 325, 426, 565, 5
Sabines, 54
Sagredo, 39
Saint Catharine, 506
Saint George, island of, 23
Saint Helen's Island, ^2
Saint John the Baptii^ ao^
Saint Justina, 584
Saint Marie, 36-38, 235

body brought to Venicii
column of, 155, 161
library of, 197, 206
proclaimed protector at
procurators of^ 164, 25

699. 7*6, 747
standard of, 77, 212, 2j
war-cry, 37, 303

Saut Marit'a Church, 42,
156. 164, iSo, 206^ 21

*57. aS9. »79. 2

^ 450.479. 558.633. J
bronze horse* of, 348, 71

great bell of, 336, 343
Sacristy of, 455

Saint Marie's Fee, 418
Saint Marie's Square, 42, 16

184, 209, 288, 328, 3^
63, 556, 604, 608
661, 666, 667, 693, ji

c .
796

Saint Nicola*, 92, 180, 235
Saint Raphael, 180
Sdnt Stephen, King of Hun
Saint Stolen the martyr, «
Saint Theodore, 37, 42

column of, 161
Samt Titut, war-cry, 303
Salimbeni, General, 794
Sal6, 722

"
SaI6, Pietro 18, 479
Salone, 78
Salt trade, 138, 169
Salviati, banlcing house of,

Salvore, battle of, 107
SanCassian, 55,, 554, 556,
aan Clemente, 361
San Crittoforo, itland o», 551
SMiOiMaM»iaOria^57^
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San Giorgio Maggiore, ittaad 673, 7I8
San Marcello, Cardiniil, lai
San Maurizio, 281

San Sisto, Cardinal, 587
San Stefano, town and abhqr 0^ tax
Sanmichele, 557, 558
Sanseverino, Roberto, 372
Sansovino, Jacopo, 272, 552, SS6-559,

574
.

Sant' Agostino, 211
Sant' Omobono, 488
Santa Maria delta Cariti, 106
Santa Maura, ialands of, 631, 634
Sanudo, Marin, 433, 452, 464, 465, 489,

491, 492, 494, 496, 565, S6I>S70,
604, 605, 608, 609

Sapienza, 327
Saracens, 8S, 89
Sardinia, 88, 89, 763
Sarpi, Fra Paolo, 618-620, 624
Saturn's rings, 579
Savoy, 754

Duke of, 430, 594
House of, 84

Sbirri, 480, 482, 522, 703>7>}
Scala, the, 262-265, 173

Alberto ddla, 263, 265
Anbiaie ddla, 373, 374
Cane ddla, 262

Scholar*, 563-(79
Schod of Charky, sot

of the Hdv Afottkt, 190
of Santa Maria ddOa Vd Verde, 192

Schulenbnrg, MaidMd COBBt too, 758
Sculptors, 816
Scutari, siege of, 425-427
See, Holy, 120, 203, 442, 453, 576, 615,

616, 617
Senate, sittings of, 442
Sench, Lord of, 300
Serrurier, General, 797
Sforza, Francesco 372, 396, 397, 408,

41 1, 412, 418-420
Shakespeare, 489, 555, 657
Shipbuilding, 169, 187
Ships, types of early Venetian, 91-92
Shooting matches, 182-183
Sicily, 128

King of, 103, 104
Sidon, 93
Siena, 176
Sigeros, Nicolas, 197
Sign of the Old Woman, 591

Signors of the Night, 442, 454, 604, 698
Signory, the, 344, 346, 358, 388, 402,

415, 433, 488, 494, 497, 500,

505, 506, 579, 598, 604, 607,
618, 619, 623. 624, 6^ Mj,
667, 673, 759

Silk-weaving, 256
'Silver Book,' the, 163, 164, 559
Sismondi, 35, 76, 85, 113, 120, 127, 380
Sisters of the Holy Sepulchre, 196
Slav pirates, 28

Slaves, III, 138, 139, 241-243, 422,

58.

Smedley, E. W., 413, 426, 443, 525,

763
Macchiavelli's iViwi^ quoted by, 398
Skitchttfrom ytmnim Mhnry referred

to. 348. 37*
Sobieski, 631
Societies, secret, 704
Songs, popular, 177-178
Sophoclea, 197
Soranso, CKmnaiii. Sti amitr Defea

Jacopo, 514
Tommaso, 776, 780

Sovereign Order of Mdta, 85
Spain, 450, 470, 586, 607, 615, 616,

618, 628
Spalatro, 78
Sporadet, the, 126
Stampa, Gaspara, 561, 574
Stanialana Lccsinaki, King, 711
' Statute* of tlie Inqnintor* of State,'

443-444
* tetuto,' Jacopo Tiepolo's, 140
Stella, 325, 416
Steno, the, 281, 282

Giovanni, 283
Michel, 282, 332-334. Smidmwmdir

Doge*
Micheletto, 283-285
Paolo, 281-282
Saray, 282

Steno-Faliero trials, 282-285
Stephen III. of Hungary, 97
Superstitions, 56-58, 613
Syracuse, siege of, 6

Tagliapietra, legend of tittle Countess,

*30-»33
Taine, 123
' Talanta,' Pietro Arctino'i, €05
Tanai*, 316
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Tartars, 255
Tawini, 548, 558, 56a
Temetvar, 738
Tenda, Beatrice da, 390
Tenedot, Venetian occupation 318-

322
' Teriaca,' 268, 269
Terremote, 559
Thames, the, 457
Theatre

—

Fenice, 682, 683
of San Benedetto, 678, 679, 6Sz
of San Cassian, 698
of San Moisi, 647

Theatres, 603, 606, 675^83
Theatrical performances, 603, 675
Thieves, flogging of, 479
Thodr, Dr. Heittrich, 491, 497
Thucydides, 6
Tiepolo, the, 149*151, aoj, »ia,

B^iwnoote, 44, 141-144, 17a, 178,

197, 217, 230, 271, 273
coBMincy ot, 201.M3

Domemeo, 776, 780
(%wnai Brttiita, 6s»

«6> MM&r Dofca
Tintoretto, 3 191. 5««. S3* $$0, S54.

555.560,588
*»«n,3. 5. "3. i9«. S«8. 537. 539.

549. 55*. 554. 55^. S57-56o, 574.
661

Tomasini, 197
Tomassetti, Proienar, 600
Twbole, 419
Torcello, 9, 335, 346, 552
Torcello, Rustico da, 36
Torre, Count Fnacnc* ddia, 444
Tortona, 102
Torture, use of, 447-449, 455
Tower of London, 451
Tower of the She-Wolf, 338
Tr J, protection of, 528, 529
Traditional Inr^ 25
Trees, 44
Trevisan, Giacomo, 388
Treviso, 102, 196, 210, 264, 274, 300,

34*. 373. «J«t «$«, 7M
Tribune, 24
Trieste, 78, 196, 754
Tron, Andrea, 728
Troy, 4
Tuileries, 750
Turin, 753
Turkey, 468, 607, 730

Torks, 127, 266, 30a, 311,

_ 738. 740» 74»
Turner, 534
Tuscan language, 442
Tuscany, 13, 749, 764

Grand Duke 544, 553
Mar^uit of, 66, 70
MadUi, CoiaHii ti, fft

iy^ftlt«^93

Udktt, it
^Uiiimrity of the Tribunes,*

Vmama, podcttl of, 699
UtrccM, ttcttjr 749

Valaresso, 676
Valier, Silvestro. S*t tmdtr ]

Valksabbia, 773, 776
Valtellina, 618
Vano, Girolamo, 622, 624
Vatican, 454, 500, 576, 618
Vendramin, Awim, 605
Venice

—

and Constantinople, iio-i
and first Crusades, 83-97
Ceded to Austria, 797
Duke of Austria visits, 19
English ambassadors to, 5c
founding of, 8-31

Henry III. of France visit

in fifteenth century, 365-4
in fourteenth century, 141.

Otho III. visits, 78-79
Pepin attempts to take, 3]
period of decadence, 6i44i
period of greatest prosperity

Petrarch visits, 196
plague visitations, 567, 63c
primitive government, a8

occupations, 25
society, 23-26
speech, 26

ravaged by plagw, 80, itt^
rivalry with Gcaot, 9s
•trangen in, 192-197
tmder the Partecipuro, 1

and Orscokt, 4941
Venier, Antoido, 320

Girolamo, 728
SeliMtkn, 585, 586, 744

Vcrcelli, 102
Venae, LbcWm dal, 303
VcraU, le]
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Vmna, I02, 178, 298, 303, 373, 374,
418, 482, 714, 760, 76*, 768, 774,
780

Veroneie, Paolo, 3, 191, 456, 539, 560,
588, 661

trial of, 458-463
Versailles, 750

Congress of, 749
Vervins, 615
Vicenza, 67, I02, zio
Vienna, 492, 631

treaty of, 749
Villani, Matteo, 276, 291
Villehardouin, Geoffrey de, laa, 1x3
VilletanI, 789-791
Vinciolo, Francesco, 526
Visconti, the, 278, alo, 3!$, 390, 436

Antonla, 39s, 40S-«io4
VenMhk, in, 37«
Bianca, 419
Ettore, 392
Filippo-Maria, 390^-407, 419, 4*0
Giovanni, 326, 32!
(Monumi OalMMM, 373>377. 390,

OiovHiBi*]kfarii, 390
ViuU, Doctor Boooi^Rie, 669
Viykai, f77, 57I, $79

WaUachiaiH, 127
War of the Spmbh Socceition, 737, 749,

766
Warin the nonk, 74, 75

' Wehmgericht,' the, 444
Williams, Henry, 577
Wine-sellers, 531-532
'Wise Men on Blasphemy,' 606
'Wise Men on Heresy,' 453, 454
' Wise Men of the Plague,' 268, 269
Woltey, Cardinal, 508, 509, 513
Women of Venice

—

in eighteenth centnry, 638-649
in fourteenth century, 235-238
in sixteenth century, 536<548
protection of property, I38«i39

Worslcy, Sir Richard, 506, 760
Wottoo, Sir Henrjr, 622, 623

Yrinrte, M., 440, 458. 472, $01, 502,

53«.S46

Zaio, 118, 119, 210, 213,266,274,280
Zeao, Carlo, 5, 310-323, 332-334, 354.

. 3*4.374.37»'3««i4S*i5»*.744
nideral ot, 382
tomb of, 382

iacopo, 311
'irtro, 311
Kinier, Sit Mdtt Dofci

Ziani. &ir«NArDioget
' Zonta,' the, 293
Zorzi, Marin. Set under Doget
Zucuol, Niccol6, 290
ZuUan, Girolamo, 704

THC END
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